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It will therefore only be in language that the limit can be drawn,
and what lies on the other side of the limit will simply be nonsense.

— Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus





Abstract

The ongoing digital transformation of our economy and society poses significant
challenges towards modern software systems. Application areas like Smart Cities and
Industry 4.0 set high requirements on software quality attributes like scalability and
reliability. At the same time, IT companies face an ever-growing demand in flexibility
and continuous improvements of delivery cycles. Microservice Architecture (MSA)
is a novel approach to the realization of software architectures that aims to foster
their scalability, maintainability, and robustness. To this end, it proposes architecture
decomposition into microservices, which are software components that (i) provide
distinct capabilities; (ii) are as independent as possible from other components; and
(iii) are solely responsible for their interactions with other components.

Despite its anticipated benefits, MSA introduces significant complexity to the
design, development, and operation of software architectures, and even impacts
the underlying development organization. This dissertation explores the poten-
tial of Model-driven Engineering (MDE) to tame this complexity for stakeholders
in MSA engineering. More precisely, we investigate the abstraction facilities of
MDE for (i) the construction of models to describe microservice architectures from
stakeholder-oriented viewpoints; (ii) the combination of models to support archi-
tecture comprehension; and (iii) the processing of models in the development and
analysis of microservice architectures.

The major contributions of the dissertation are fivefold and together they form the
proposed MDE-based Language Ecosystem for Modeling Microservice Architecture
(LEMMA):

1. We specify architecture viewpoints and model kinds including well-formedness
constraints to reify stakeholders’ concerns in MSA engineering.

2. We formalize the model kinds towards metamodels for the five modeling
languages of LEMMA, balancing conceptual rigor in the modeling of service-
based software architectures with the needs of practitioners in MSA engineering.
Furthermore, we provide each metamodel with a textual concrete syntax and
context conditions.

3. We define intermediate representations for an optimized processing of LEMMA
models and specify an algorithm for intermediate model transformation. In
addition, we design and implement a model processing framework to facilitate
the development of operations on LEMMA models by stakeholders in MSA
engineering.

4. We show LEMMA’s applicability in greenfield MSA engineering and the re-
sulting increase in microservice development efficiency.

5. We show LEMMA’s applicability in brownfield MSA engineering for the recon-
struction of microservice architectures and the automated assessment of their
quality by means of static model analysis.





Zusammenfassung

Die voranschreitende Digitalisierung von Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft stellt Soft-
waresysteme vor große Herausforderungen. Anwendungsbereiche wie Smart Cities
oder Industrie 4.0 formulieren hohe Anforderungen an Software-Qualitätsattribute
wie Skalierbarkeit und Zuverlässigkeit. Gleichzeitig müssen IT-Unternehmen zuneh-
mend flexibler agieren und Release-Zyklen kontinuierlich optimieren. Microservice
Architecture (MSA) ist ein neuer Ansatz zur Realisierung von Softwarearchitekturen,
der ihre Skalierbarkeit, Wartbarkeit und Robustheit erhöhen kann. MSA verfolgt
die funktionale Zerlegung von Softwarearchitekturen in Microservices und damit in
Komponenten, die klar definierte Funktionalitäten bereitstellen, so unabhängig wie
möglich sind und ihre Interaktion mit anderen Komponenten eigenständig koordinie-
ren.

Neben den erwarteten Vorteilen steigert die Einführung von MSA jedoch auch die
Komplexität des Entwurfs, der Implementierung und des Betriebs von Softwarear-
chitekturen. Zudem wirkt sie sich auch auf die Entwicklungsorganisation aus. Die
Dissertation beleuchtet das Potenzial des Model-driven Engineering (MDE), um die
Komplexität der MSA-Entwicklung besser beherrschbar zu machen. Insbesondere
untersuchen wir die Abstraktionsfähigkeiten des MDE hinsichtlich der Stakeholder-
spezifischen Beschreibung von Microservice-Architekturen, der Kombination von
Modellen zur Verbesserung des Architekturverständnisses und der Verarbeitung von
Modellen für die Entwicklung und Analyse von Microservice-Architekturen.

Die Dissertation liefert fünf wesentliche Beiträge, die zusammen das vorgeschla-
gene, MDE-basierte Language Ecosystem for Modeling Microservice Architecture
(LEMMA) bilden:

1. Wir spezifizieren Viewpoints und Modellarten mit Wohlgeformtheitskriterien,
um Stakeholder-Belange in der MSA-Entwicklung beschreibbar zu machen.

2. Wir formalisieren die Modellarten hin zu Metamodellen für die fünf Model-
lierungssprachen von LEMMA. Dabei wägen wir den Einsatz existierender
Konzepte zur Modellierung servicebasierter Architekturen mit den Praxisanfor-
derungen in der MSA-Entwicklung ab. Zudem spezifizieren wir eine textuelle
Syntax und Kontextbedingungen für jedes Metamodell.

3. Wir definieren Zwischendarstellungen zur optimierten Verarbeitung von LEM-
MA-Modellen und spezifizieren einen Algorithmus, der diese Darstellungen
aus LEMMA-Modellen ableitet. Des Weiteren konzipieren und implementie-
ren wir ein Framework, das die Realisierung von Operationen auf LEMMA-
Modellen für Stakeholder der MSA-Entwicklung vereinfacht.

4. Wir zeigen LEMMAs Anwendbarkeit in der Neuentwicklung von Microservice-
Architekturen und die resultierende Steigerung der Entwicklungseffizienz.

5. Wir zeigen LEMMAs Anwendbarkeit für die Rekonstruktion von Microservice-
Architekturen sowie für ihre automatisierte Qualitätsbewertung mittels stati-
scher Modellanalyse.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ongoing digital transformation of our economy and society poses significant chal-
lenges towards modern software engineering. Innovation has become the most impor-
tant competitive factor in nearly all industries [71]. It forces IT-driven companies to
align their business models towards an ever-growing demand in flexibility including
faster delivery cycles and continuous efficiency improvements. However, previous
challenges like complexity management and cost optimization still remain [71]. In
addition, software systems addressing typical application areas of the digital trans-
formation, e.g., Smart Cities, Industry 4.0, or Healthcare, emphasize software product
quality attributes [138] like performance efficiency, maintainability, and reliability [234,
172, 152]. Altogether, the aforementioned challenges and quality attribute require-
ments have a major impact on recent software engineering practices, and, in particular,
the design, implementation, and operation of software architectures.

Service-based Software Architecture (SBSA) [19] is an approach to the realization
of distributed software systems that are able to cope with the above challenges and
quality attribute requirements [71, 7]. The building blocks of SBSAs are services,
which constitute functional software components that (i) are loosely coupled to mini-
mize dependencies to other components; (ii) aim for high cohesion by encapsulating
coherent business logic; (iii) agree on contracts as predefined specifications of commu-
nication relationships and interact by means of interfaces; and (iv) are composable to
coordinately accomplish coarse-grained tasks [79].

The notion of service and the adoption of SBSA benefit the realization of software
architectures for the digital transformation in various ways.

First, services promote to modularize a software architecture into distinct com-
ponents. In case each service realizes a distinct capability, this approach enables
independent scalability of functionality on an as-needed basis [79].

Second, services improve the maintainability of a software system. Changes
are more likely to only affect a single service instead of the overall architecture.
Furthermore, the improvement of existing functionality is facilitated because it may be
aligned to the replacement of a single service with an alternative implementation [227].

Third, SBSA adoption can increase reliability by leveraging fault handling mech-
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anisms like automated service replication [111], specialized design patterns [80] or
protocols [19]. In addition, SBSAs enable targeted unit testing of functionality [42].

Microservice Architecture (MSA) [208] is a novel approach to the realization
of SBSAs [305]. It emerged from Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) [79, 61] and
promotes to increase service-specific independence as much as possible. To this end, MSA
aims to maximize cohesion by letting each service focus on a single self-contained
and distinct capability1. Next to functionality, MSA also proposes to decrease service
coupling w.r.t. organization and technology. Specifically, microservice ownership
shall belong to exactly one team, whose responsibilities, next to service design
and development, also comprise assurance of independent service deployment and
reliable service operation. As a result, MSA fosters fast delivery cycles and continuous
architecting [205].

However, the adoption of MSA introduces significant complexity to the design,
implementation, and operation of a software architecture [267]. In order to tame
this complexity and support stakeholders of a microservice architecture in their
architecture-related tasks, the present dissertation investigates the application of
Model-driven Engineering (MDE) [51] to MSA engineering.

1.1 Problem Description

MSA adoption leads to a complexity increase in software architecture design, imple-
mentation, and operation. This complexity increase is even independent of a concrete
MSA design approach [100], and concerns the migration of a legacy architecture to-
wards MSA just as the greenfield engineering of a microservice architecture from
scratch.

The following paragraphs summarize typical challenges in architecture design,
implementation, and operation that make MSA adoption particularly complex.

Design Challenges MSA’s emphasis on efficient service tailoring and strict obser-
vance of service boundaries increases the complexity of software architecture design.
In fact, determining the appropriate degree of service granularity is one of the major
challenges in MSA engineering because upfront differentiation of coherent functional-
ity is often vague or ambiguous [281, 267]. However, inefficient service tailoring can
quickly result in a decrease of the overall performance of a microservice architecture.
That is because microservices communicate via network calls, and too many too
fine-grained microservices increase network load and thus latency [64].

Furthermore, microservices need to provide interfaces that are consistent with
service boundaries. Otherwise, microservices may bypass boundaries for conve-
nience and, e.g., directly interact with other services’ databases in shared database
scenarios [278, 208].

1In fact, this characteristic resulted in considering MSA services “micro” [208].
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An additional challenge in microservice architecture design arises from MSA
usually relying on Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) as contracts for service
interaction [305]. Hence, in combination with the possibility to independently evolve
microservices, API versioning and compatibility with existing consumers require
special attention [267]. Moreover, MSA’s focus on API-based contracts fosters ad hoc
communication, thereby making the occurrence of cyclic microservice interaction
relationships a common flaw in the design of microservice architectures [278].

Implementation Challenges MSA fosters technology heterogeneity [208]. Given the
independence of microservices, it is possible to realize them by means of different
technologies. Technology choices may be related, e.g., to microservice implementation,
communication, or data storage [241].

While technology heterogeneity is perceived to be a major advantage of MSA [208],
it can also introduce technical debt, additional maintainability costs, and steeper
learning curves for microservice team members [278].

Operation Challenges MSA requires a dedicated operation infrastructure for mi-
croservice deployment and execution [279]. However, this requirement also imposes
challenges on the operation of microservice architectures.

First, a dedicated operation infrastructure inherently results in increased adminis-
tration and maintenance efforts.

Second, MSA demands a comparatively high amount of distributed infrastructure
components, e.g., for enabling microservices to discover each other or for exposing
APIs to consumers [14]. These additional components not only increase the complexity
of the operation infrastructure but also entail administration and maintenance efforts.

Third, in order to support fast delivery cycles and continuous architecting, facili-
tated service deployment is an important concern in MSA [205, 149]. A drawback
of facilitated service deployment is, however, that the number of microservices may
steadily grow [267]. As a result, microservice architectures are prone to requiring
continuous re-architecting by migrating, splitting, or merging microservices, e.g., to
cope with operation complexity and prevent performance decrease [32].

From the above challenges in microservice design, implementation, and operation,
we derive the following problem description for the present dissertation.

Problem Description. Microservice Architecture is an approach to the realiza-
tion of service-based software systems that implies significant complexity in
service design, implementation, and operation.
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1.2 Aim and Hypothesis

The present dissertation investigates the application of MDE with the aim to facilitate
MSA engineering by mitigating its inherent complexity (cf. Section 1.1).

MDE is an approach to software engineering that employs models to facilitate
reasoning about a system under development by means of a raised level of abstrac-
tion [51]. It is especially useful in the engineering of complex, distributed software
architectures [94] and has been successfully adopted in SOA engineering [6]. There-
fore, we consider the investigation of applying MDE to MSA engineering worthwhile.

Next to a raised level of abstraction, another key benefit provided by MDE is its
support for stakeholder-specific modeling [94]. Due to the fact that MSA engineering
involves various stakeholder groups like domain experts, microservice developers
and operators [208], we particularly investigate the adoption of stakeholder-specific
modeling in MSA engineering.

In summary, the aim of the present dissertation is as follows.

Aim. To investigate the applicability of different means of Model-driven En-
gineering to the design, implementation, and operation of microservice archi-
tectures with a specialized focus on stakeholder-specific modeling and in order
to effectively cope with the inherent complexity of Microservice Architecture
engineering.

To make this aim measurable, we frame three research questions (RQs). We present
them in the following together with related contextual information that we will detail
in Chapter 2. Based on the framed RQs, we eventually state the hypothesis of the
present dissertation.

Research Question 1: Modeling Languages

We base our investigation on the notion of architecture viewpoint [139]. It enables
us to cluster the various concerns of different stakeholder groups in MSA engi-
neering so that we can (i) approach them separately; (ii) manage the complexity of
our investigation; and (iii) improve the reusability as well as the evolution of our
results [282].

For each architecture viewpoint specific to a stakeholder group in MSA engineer-
ing, we identify at least one kind of architecture model [139] and its relationships to
other kinds of architecture models. With this approach, we aim to enable model-based
reasoning about coherent parts of microservice architectures. Next, we provide each
kind of architecture model with its own modeling language [51] to allow stakeholders
concise expression of their concerns in MSA engineering.

Based on the above contextual information, we frame RQ 1 and, given its broad
scope, partition it into four more concrete sub-RQs.
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RQ 1 How do modeling languages for the application of Model-driven Engineering to
Microservice Architecture need to be constituted?

RQ 1.1 Which stakeholder groups and viewpoints need to be addressed?
RQ 1.2 Which kinds of architecture models can be derived from the identified view-

points and which concepts do they have to comprise?
RQ 1.3 How need the different model kinds be composed to enable reasoning about

coherent parts of a microservice architecture?
RQ 1.4 How do syntaxes of modeling languages for the model kinds need to be

designed to allow effective construction of microservice architecture models?

Research Question 2: Model Processing

Following the investigation of MSA modeling languages in RQ 1, we explore the
purposes of constructed MSA models. While models are particularly helpful in the
documentation of software architectures [296], the central goal of MDE is to elevate
their usage from sheer documentation artifacts to first-class citizens in the engineering
process [51].

To this end, we first identify further sensible purposes of MSA models besides
architecture documentation. Next, we determine MDE means to enable stakeholders
in MSA engineering to process MSA models according to the identified purposes.
From the identified model purposes and determined processing means, we derive a
generic model processing workflow that anticipates future purposes of MSA models
and the provisioning of corresponding means to process them.

Based on the above contextual information, we frame RQ 2 and decompose it into
three more concrete sub-RQs.

RQ 2 How can models that were constructed with the modeling languages for Microservice
Architecture be used besides architecture documentation?

RQ 2.1 What purposes of models besides architecture documentation are sensible in
the context of Microservice Architecture?

RQ 2.2 How can stakeholder groups in Microservice Architecture engineering be
enabled to process microservice architecture models?

RQ 2.3 What tasks does a model processing workflow for Microservice Architecture
need to comprise in order to support generic model purposes?

Research Question 3: Evaluation of Modeling Languages and Model Processing
Means in Practical Microservice Architecture Engineering

RQ 3 concerns the investigation of applying MDE in greenfield as well as brownfield
MSA engineering. For each engineering approach, it asks for a methodology to
construct and process models as well as for the resulting benefits and limitations.
Thus, RQ 3 explores the practical applicability of MDE in MSA engineering based
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on the modeling languages and model processing means derived from investigating
RQ 1 and RQ 2, respectively.

RQ 3 How can the investigated modeling languages and model processing means support
in greenfield and brownfield Microservice Architecture engineering?

RQ 3.1 Depending on the approach, which methodology has to be followed to first
construct models and then process them?

RQ 3.2 Depending on the approach, what are the benefits and limitations of the
expressiveness and applicability of the investigated modeling languages and
model processing means?

Hypothesis

The purpose of investigating the above RQs is to gain insight into the validity of the
present dissertation’s working hypothesis.

Hypothesis. Model-driven Engineering is an approach to software engineering
that provides means which are specifically well-suited to effectively cope with the
inherent complexity in greenfield as well as brownfield Microservice Architecture
engineering.

1.3 Thesis Statement

The present dissertation investigates the applicability of MDE to MSA engineering. It
therefore leverages stakeholder-specific modeling based on architecture viewpoints
to address various challenges in MSA engineering (cf. Sections 1.1 and 1.2). This
approach aims to provide stakeholders in MSA engineering with (i) modeling lan-
guages to effectively express their concerns towards a microservice architecture; and
(ii) additional means to process constructed MSA models for certain purposes.

The overarching aim of the present dissertation is to enable stakeholders to
effectively cope with the inherent complexity of microservice architecture design,
implementation, and operation (cf. Section 1.1). Consequently, our thesis statement is
as follows.

Thesis Statement. The complexity in designing, implementing, and operating
microservice architectures can effectively be mitigated by the application of
Model-driven Engineering in general, as well as stakeholder-specific modeling
and subsequent processing of constructed models in particular.

1.4 Contributions

The contributions of the present dissertation are threefold and oriented towards the
results from investigating the RQs framed in Section 1.2.
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Contribution 1: Architecture Viewpoints and Modeling Languages We identify
and specify architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering, and derive modeling lan-
guages for them (RQ 1).

The specification of the viewpoints is based on architecture model kinds, which
cluster the fundamental design, implementation, and operation concepts of MSA,
and prescribe their structures and relationships. The model kinds enable us to derive
modeling languages that allow stakeholders for expressing their concerns towards
a given microservice architecture. As a result, constructed MSA models inherently
observe the formalism imposed on them by the model kinds.

Contribution 2: Model Processing Means and Workflow We show how to enable
the processing of MSA models to elevate their purpose from sheer documentation
artifacts to first-class citizens of MSA engineering processes (RQ 2).

Therefore, we identify further sensible purposes of MSA models besides architec-
ture documentation and enable stakeholders to process the models for the identified
purposes with dedicated processing means. Furthermore, we derive a generic model
processing workflow that anticipates future purposes of MSA models and the provi-
sioning of corresponding processing means.

Contribution 3: Practical Applicability Evaluation and Assessment We evaluate
the practical applicability of our MSA modeling languages and model processing
means in both greenfield and brownfield MSA engineering (RQ 3). Moreover, we
assess the degree of applicability of the investigated MDE means for either engineering
approach based on the respective evaluation results.

1.5 Research Design

We base our research design on Design Science (DS) [185] and the Design Science
Research Methodology (DSRM) proposed by Peffers et al. [230]. DS is a technology-
oriented approach towards the creation of models, methods, and implementations
that serve human purposes. DSRM tailors DS to information systems research.

We consider DSRM a productive foundation for our research design because the
present dissertation focuses on (i) MSA as a specific approach to realize distributed
information systems (cf. Section 1.1); and (ii) MDE as an orthogonal approach to
software engineering based on models and their processing (cf. Section 1.2).

Figure 1.1 summarizes the six activities of DSRM [230] in a Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN) [215] diagram.

Each rounded rectangle corresponds to one DSRM activity. Rounded rectangles
with a “plus” sign in their lower center model BPMN sub-processes [215]. Besides
Activity 6, all DSRM activities constitute sub-processes in the sense of BPMN because
they consist of several activities in the research design of the present dissertation.
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Figure 1.1: Basic activities of DSRM [230] in a BPMN diagram [215].

Arrows with solid arrowheads model the sequence flow between DSRM activities.
The sequence flow starts at the circle with the thin line, which indicates a BPMN start
event, and ends at the circle with the thick line, which indicates a BPMN end event.

The following Subsections 1.5.1 to 1.5.6 describe the DSRM activities in Figure 1.1
together with their structures as the integral parts of our research design.

1.5.1 Activity 1: Problem Identification and Motivation

DSRM Activity 1 defines the research problem to be investigated and justifies the
value of solution artifacts that are developed to tackle the research problem [230].

Figure 1.2 shows the expanded sub-process for DSRM Activity 1 (cf. Figure 1.1)
and thus the structure of the activity in the research design of the present dissertation.

Figure 1.2: Expanded BPMN sub-process [215] for DSRM Activity 1 [230] in the
research design of the dissertation.

Each of the BPMN activities inside the expanded sub-process shown in Figure 1.2
refers to a specific chapter of the present dissertation and some of its sections. We
model the outputs and inputs of the clustered activities in the form of data object
collections that are depicted by BPMN with a document symbol and three consecutive
vertical bars [215]. Data object captions identify items related to DSRM Activity 1. The
round brackets of a data object caption enclose the task that the data object addresses
in accordance with the definition of DSRM Activity 1 [230]. Directed dotted lines
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with open arrowheads connect data objects with their producing (incoming arrow) or
consuming (outgoing arrow) activity.

Figure 1.2 shows that the present Chapter 1 defines the research problem of the
dissertation as expected from DSRM Activity 1 [230] and that the set of RQs from
Section 1.2 substantiates the research problem. The research questions are input to
Chapter 2, which eventually derives mappings of supportive MDE means to MSA
challenges and of MSA challenges to RQs. These mappings justify the value of the
solution artifacts with whose development we aim to tackle the defined research
problem [230].

1.5.2 Activity 2: Define the Objectives for a Solution

DSRM Activity 2 infers the objectives for the solution artifacts to be developed [230].
In addition, it gathers knowledge about the possibility and feasibility of solution
artifact development.

Figure 1.3 shows the structure of DSRM Activity 2 in the research design of the
present dissertation. It corresponds to the expanded BPMN sub-process for DSRM
Activity 2 (cf. Figure 1.1).

Figure 1.3: Expanded BPMN sub-process [215] for DSRM Activity 2 [230] in the
research design of the dissertation.

Chapter 3 concerns DSRM Activity 2 and to this end requires three input items as
incoming BPMN data objects.

The first input item is the collection of RQs to investigate, i.e., RQ 1.1, RQ 1.2, and
RQ 1.3 (cf. Section 1.2).

The second input item to DSRM Activity 2 represents external knowledge based
on which the activity infers solution objectives and knowledge [230]. Figure 1.3
models this input item as a BPMN data object with the label I because we rely on
ISO 42010 [139] as external knowledge to reify the stakeholder groups of our solution
artifacts and their concerns. From this information, we derive architecture viewpoints
in MSA engineering (RQ 1.1) and their respective architecture model kinds (RQ 1.2
and RQ 1.3). Both viewpoints and model kinds constrain the scope and feasibility
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of the solution artifacts to be developed. Data object I1 identifies the first output
item of DSRM Activity 2 (cf. Figure 1.3). It is a collection of viewpoint specifications
for MSA engineering. Each viewpoint specification comprises a description of MSA
stakeholder groups, their concerns and architecture model kinds.

The third input item to DSRM Activity 2 refers to external knowledge about MDE.
Figure 1.3 models this input item as a BPMN data object with the label M because we
align the parts of our research design for modeling language design and development
to the corresponding methodology of Mernik et al. [194]. Therefore, the second
output item of DSRM Activity 2, which Figure 1.3 depicts as data object M1, indicates
that Chapter 3 also produces results for the Analysis phase of modeling language
design and development [194].

1.5.3 Activity 3: Design and Development

DSRM Activity 3 focuses on the design and development of solution artifacts that
suit the inferred objectives from DSRM Activity 2 for the research problem under
study [230]. Possible solution artifacts comprise models, methods, and implemen-
tations [185]. The solution artifacts of the present dissertation consist of (i) a set
of modeling languages to construct models in MSA engineering; and (ii) means to
process these models (cf. Section 1.4). In the following, we describe the creation of
both kinds of solution artifacts in our research design.

Design and Development of Microservice Architecture Modeling Languages

Figure 1.4 depicts the parts of the expanded BPMN sub-process for DSRM Activity 3
(cf. Figure 1.1) that target RQ 1.4 (cf. Section 1.2) in the research design of the present
dissertation. Hence, these parts focus on the creation of MSA modeling languages as
MDE-specific DSRM solution artifacts [230].

Both Chapters 4 and 5 develop integral components of the MSA modeling lan-
guages.

Chapter 4 surveys conceptual and practical foundations of SBSA and MSA engi-
neering. Therefore, its first output item clusters the survey results (cf. Figure 1.4) that
reify design and development knowledge required to derive modeling languages as
solution artifacts in the context of the present dissertation. In the following, Chapter 4
derives language metamodels and their context conditions [51, 117] based on the survey
results (cf. Figure 1.4). From the perspective of ISO 42010 [139], the metamodels
and context conditions impose languages and conventions on the use of MSA model
kinds (cf. input item I1 in Figure 1.4). Consequently, Figure 1.4 consolidates the
metamodels and context conditions under output item I2. Output item M2, on the
other hand, considers them as results from the Design and Implementation phases of
the modeling language design and development methodology proposed by Mernik
et al. [194]. That is because both metamodels and context conditions prescribe the for-
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Figure 1.4: Expanded BPMN sub-process [215] with the first two parts of DSRM
Activity 3 [230] concerning the design and development of MSA modeling languages
in the research design of the dissertation.

mal aspects of language designs and build upon the results of the previous Analysis
phase (cf. input item M1 in Figure 1.4).

Chapter 5 specifies and implements concrete syntaxes [51] for the metamodels
as well as further context conditions specifically targeting concrete syntaxes (cf.
Figure 1.4). In ISO 42010, the concrete syntaxes and context conditions determine
model kinds’ notations and their conventions [139]. Figure 1.4 subsumes concrete
syntaxes and their context conditions under output item I3. From the perspective
of modeling language design and development [194], they are an outcome of the
Implementation phase as indicated by output item M3.

Design and Development of Model Processing Means

Figure 1.5 shows the parts of DSRM Activity 3 (cf. Figure 1.1) that address RQ 2.1,
RQ 2.2, and RQ 2.3 (cf. Section 1.2) in the research design of the present dissertation.
Hence, these parts concern the identification of MSA model purposes besides archi-
tecture documentation and the investigation of means to realize identified purposes
as MDE-specific DSRM solution artifacts [230].

Chapter 6 addresses RQ 2.1. To this end, it identifies purposes of models, which
were constructed with the MSA modeling languages developed in the first two parts
of DSRM Activity 3 (cf. Figure 1.4), for subsequent processing steps. In order to en-
able model processing for the identified purposes and w.r.t. RQ 2.2, Chapter 6 defines
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Figure 1.5: Expanded BPMN sub-process [215] with the last two parts of DSRM
Activity 3 [230] concerning the design and development of model processing means
in the research design of the dissertation.

and implements intermediate metamodels and model transformations [51] as additional
DSRM solution artifacts [230]. These artifacts rely on the design and development
of metamodels and context conditions from the first two parts of DSRM Activity 3
(cf. input items I2, I3, M2, and M3 in Figure 1.5). As indicated by output item I4 in
Figure 1.5, ISO 42010 considers the intermediate metamodels and model transfor-
mations as automated modeling techniques to be used on model kinds [139]. Since
the design and development of the modeling languages concluded with Chapter 5
(cf. Figure 1.4), Chapter 6 does not produce results in the sense of the methodology
proposed by Mernik et al. [194].

Chapter 7 focuses on RQ 2.3 and thus the provisioning of a generic model pro-
cessing workflow in combination with means that allow for its practical application.
Figure 1.5 identifies the corresponding solution artifact, i.e., a programming frame-
work to practically enable generic processing of MSA models, as output item I5.
From the perspective of ISO 42010, the framework makes the realization of analytical
methods and further operations on MSA model kinds feasible [139].
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1.5.4 Activity 4: Demonstration

DSRM Activity 4 aims to show the basic applicability of the solution artifacts de-
veloped in DSRM Activity 3. To this end, DSRM Activity 4 uses the artifacts on a
single instance of the investigated research problem, e.g., a concluded example or
small-scale case study [230]. Figure 1.6 expands the BPMN sub-process for DSRM
Activity 4 (cf. Figure 1.1) to depict the structure of the activity in the research design
of the present dissertation.

Figure 1.6: Expanded BPMN sub-process [215] for DSRM Activity 4 [230] in the
research design of the dissertation.

Our research design divides DSRM Activity 4 across Chapters 5 to 7, which com-
plete the developed solution artifacts so that they become usable for stakeholders in
MSA engineering w.r.t. the identified solution objectives (cf. Subsection 1.5.2). Start-
ing from their concrete syntaxes, Chapter 5 demonstrates the practical applicability
of the developed MSA modeling languages (cf. input items I3 and M3 in Figure 1.6).
Next, Chapter 6 shows the applicability of intermediate metamodels and model
transformations (input item I4). Finally, Chapter 7 demonstrates the applicability
of the developed model processing framework (input item I5). As suggested by
DSRM [230], we conduct the demonstrations of all solution artifacts on a coherent
case study from the area of MSA engineering.

1.5.5 Activity 5: Evaluation

DSRM Activity 5 evaluates the effectiveness of developed solution artifacts w.r.t.
the solution objectives defined in DSRM Activity 2 [230]. Figure 1.7 shows the
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structure of DSRM Activity 5 in the research design of the present dissertation. It
corresponds to the expanded BPMN sub-process from Figure 1.1 and investigates
RQ 3 (cf. Section 1.2).

Figure 1.7: Expanded BPMN sub-process [215] for DSRM Activity 5 [230] in the
research design of the dissertation.

Following RQ 3 (cf. Section 1.2), we evaluate the developed solution artifacts, i.e.,
the MSA modeling languages (cf. input items I3 and M3 in Figure 1.7), intermediate
metamodels and model transformations (input item I4), and the model processing
framework (input item I5), in greenfield and brownfield MSA engineering. For either
engineering approach, we employ a dedicated case study each of which being distinct
from that in DSRM Activity 4 (cf. Subsection 1.5.4). Chapters 8 and 9 describe the
execution and results of the greenfield and brownfield evaluations of the developed
solution artifacts (cf. Figure 1.7).

1.5.6 Activity 6: Communication

The present dissertation communicates the research problem and the developed
solution artifacts to tackle it in the sense of DSRM Activity 6 [230].

1.6 Outline of Thesis

The present dissertation is structured in six parts.
Part I describes the context of the dissertation. After the introductory Chapter 1,

Chapter 2 provides background information on MSA, MDE, and the application
of MDE for viewpoint-based modeling of software architecture. This background
information establishes the theoretical foundation for the following chapters and
corresponding activities in our DSRM-based research design (cf. Section 1.5). More-
over, Chapter 2 identifies a mapping of supportive MDE means to challenges in MSA
engineering.

Part II focuses on the design and implementation of modeling languages for MSA
engineering.
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Chapter 3 addresses RQ 1.1, RQ 1.2, and RQ 1.3 (cf. Section 1.2) and covers DSRM
Activity 2 of our research design (cf. Subsection 1.5.2). Thus, it identifies stakeholder
groups in MSA engineering and their concerns that we then cluster in dedicated
architecture viewpoints and model kinds based on ISO 42010 [139].

Chapter 4 targets RQ 1.4 and DSRM Activity 3 (cf. Subsection 1.5.3). Specifically,
the chapter designs and develops MSA modeling languages (cf. Figure 1.4). To this
end, it refines the model kinds from Chapter 3 towards formal metamodels that
constitute abstract syntaxes for the modeling languages [51]. Chapter 5 draws on the
metamodels and specifies concrete syntaxes for them. The concrete syntaxes enable
the stakeholder groups identified by Chapter 3 to construct architecture models
with the MSA modeling languages. Consequently, Chapter 5 also demonstrates
the applicability of the modeling languages in the sense of DSRM Activity 4 (cf.
Subsection 1.5.4).

Part III concerns the processing of models expressed with the MSA modeling
languages from Part II.

Chapter 6 investigates RQ 2.1 and RQ 2.2 in DSRM Activity 3 (cf. Figure 1.5
in Subsection 1.5.3). Therefore, the chapter first identifies model purposes besides
architecture documentation in the context of MSA engineering. Next, it defines inter-
mediate metamodels and specifies model transformations to enable model processing
for the identified purposes. We conclude Chapter 6 with a demonstration of the
developed metamodels and transformations as demanded by DSRM Activity 4 (cf.
Subsection 1.5.4).

Chapter 7 focuses on RQ 2.3 in the context of DSRM Activity 3 (cf. Figure 1.5 in
Subsection 1.5.3). That is, it develops a programming framework to process MSA
models following a generic model processing workflow. In addition, the chapter
demonstrates the applicability of the framework as part of DSRM Activity 4 (cf.
Subsection 1.5.4).

Part IV evaluates the modeling languages developed in Part II and the model
processing means developed in Part III leveraging case studies for greenfield and
brownfield MSA engineering. Hence, the part targets RQ 3 and DSRM Activity 5
(cf. Subsection 1.5.5). While Chapter 8 performs the greenfield evaluation, Chapter 9
focuses on the brownfield evaluation.

Part V summarizes the present dissertation, discusses the possible impact of its
findings, and provides further perspectives and an outlook on future work.

Part VI comprises appendices to the dissertation’s main content.





Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides background information on MSA (cf. Section 2.1) and MDE
(cf. Section 2.2). Furthermore, it elaborates on viewpoint-based modeling of software
architecture and its relationship to MDE (cf. Section 2.3). Finally, the chapter details
challenges in the design, implementation, and operation of microservice architectures,
and derives a mapping of supportive MDE means to these challenges (cf. Section 2.4).

2.1 Microservice Architecture

This section describes the origin of MSA, and provides a definition of the notions of
microservice and microservice architecture (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). Moreover, it presents
expected benefits and typical application areas of MSA adoption (cf. Subsections 2.1.2
and 2.1.3).

2.1.1 Origin and Definition

MSA [208] is a novel approach to the realization of SBSAs [305]. It started to gain
popularity in practice and research as of 2014 and 2015, respectively [61]. MSA
emerged from the broader area of SOA [61, 79]. Consequently, SOA and MSA have in
common that they leverage services as functional building blocks to realize distributed
software architectures. Therefore, they face similar challenges inherent to the notion
of service and related to, e.g., capability tailoring, composition and coordination
to accomplish coarse-grained tasks, and runtime deployment [227]. However, an
MSA microservice exhibits characteristics that distinguish it from a SOA service. The
following paragraphs present these characteristics based on our classification hierarchy
for distinguishing MSA from SOA [243].

Service Granularity MSA promotes to align the functionality of a microservice
to exactly one distinct capability that the service provides to the overall software
architecture [208]. SOA does not explicitly suggest a certain degree of service gran-
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ularity. Instead, a SOA service may implement fine-grained, application-specific
functionality but also account for the realization of coarse-grained, enterprise-wide
business processes [251].

Furthermore, SOA is considered to follow a “share-as-much-as-possible” ap-
proach [251] because it aims to maximize the reusability of services. MSA, on the
other hand, relies on “share-as-little-as-possible” service tailoring [251] and strives
to keep the number of microservices that are used by other microservices as low
as possible. That is, to decrease coupling between microservices, and increase mi-
croservices’ autonomy and isolation with the goal to foster architecture scalability
and modifiability [61]. Shared libraries are an approach to reduce microservice reuse
by moving service-independent functionality to reusable artifacts [208].

Interface Abstraction Besides available service operations, service interfaces also
determine the structure and formats of exchanged data [211]. SOA usually employs an
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) as service integration platform [45]. The ESB can convert
data transmitted by one service to structures and formats that are interpretable by
otherwise non-interoperable services. MSA, on the other hand, does not leverage a
sophisticated integration means to abstract from data structures or formats prescribed
by interfaces. Instead, microservices are themselves responsible for data structure
and format conversion as necessary [251]. Again, the rationale for this characteristic
of MSA is to decrease coupling, and increase service autonomy and isolation.

Protocols Next to data structure and format conversion, ESBs may also transform
technical communication protocols [45], e.g., MQTT [210] into SOAP [196] and vice
versa [35]. SOA may thus ensure interoperability even if services employ different
technical communication protocols. By contrast, MSA delegates the responsibility
for such conversions to microservices [251]. To avoid, or at least mitigate, complexity
induced by protocol conversions, microservice architectures usually rely on at most
two protocols—one for one-to-one (usually synchronous) microservice interactions
and one for one-to-many (usually asynchronous) microservice interactions.

Service Interaction For interactions between services of the same software archi-
tecture (inter-service interaction), SOA supports orchestration and choreography as basic
interaction patterns [79]. In orchestration scenarios, a central mediator, e.g., an
ESB, determines service interactions. In choreography scenarios, services decide
autonomously upon their interactions. MSA typically leverages the choreography
pattern for inter-service interactions to increase microservices’ autonomy [251].

For interactions with architecture-external components (extra-service interaction),
SOA commonly relies on an ESB to route and possibly transform exchanged data [45].
In microservice architectures, API gateways may be used to mediate between archi-
tecture-external components and architecture-internal microservices [14]. However,
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compared to ESBs, API gateways provide rather simple façades [97] that aggregate
interface operations of selected microservices and expose them to external compo-
nents [251].

Application Scope SOA is predestined to realize enterprise-wide and cross-enter-
prise SBSAs that require a variety of heterogeneous external systems to participate in
complex business processes [79]. Hence, SOA particularly qualifies as an integration
means [140]. MSA, however, fosters the development of, e.g., Cloud-native Applica-
tions (CNAs) [164] or SBSAs with well-defined processing flows. In addition, MSA
is frequently employed to decompose applications with decreased scalability and
maintainability (cf. Subsection 2.1.3). Furthermore, and by contrast to SOA, MSA
usually focuses on the engineering or migration of individual software systems [140].

Practice Orientation Compared to SOA, MSA is assumed to better comply with the
practical needs of practitioners involved in SBSA engineering, e.g., software architects
and developers. This assumption is inspired by the fact that, other than SOA, MSA
purely emerged from practice [61]. Until academia started to investigate it in 2015,
MSA was thus solely driven by industry needs.

Moreover, MSA is perceived to exhibit a lower level of complexity than SOA [208,
44, 140]. This perception is largely inspired by the following characteristics of MSA:

• MSA minimizes sharing of functionality across services. While this character-
istic increases scalability and maintainability by allowing services to evolve
independently [251], it also fosters agility [61].

• MSA omits the notion of ESB. As a result, microservice architectures usually
do not integrate a combined, centralized means for data format, structure, and
protocol conversion as well as service orchestration. However, microservices
have an increased set of responsibilities compared to SOA services [44].

• MSA reduces the service taxonomy [251]. In SOA, there exist several types of
services, e.g., business, enterprise, application, and integration services [79].
They are distinguished by their granularity, scope, and kind of capability. MSA,
on the other hand, typically comprises only two types of services [251] that
only differ in their kind of capability. Functional services implement business
logic and infrastructure services provide technical capabilities, e.g., for service
discovery, monitoring, or authentication.

• MSA relies on “lightweight” technologies. For example, SOA is often equated
with the application of SOAP [196], while MSA is expected to use Represen-
tational State Transfer (REST) [86] for synchronous service interaction [140].
Given SOAP’s support for a variety of standards, e.g., Web Services Description
Language (WSDL) [47] and the WS-* family of standards [140], it is commonly
perceived to be more complex and thus less “lightweight” than REST [229].
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Service Ownership and Teams Service ownership in SOA typically depends on a
service’s type [251]. For example, developers are responsible for the implementation
of application services and software architects compose application services into
executable, enterprise-wide business services [79]. Therefore, SOA usually assembles
teams homogeneously based on the professional backgrounds of their members.

MSA, on the other hand, promotes to assign the ownership of a microservice to a
dedicated team that is fully accountable for all concerns related to the microservice’s
design, implementation, and operation [208]. To this end, microservice team members
require heterogeneous skill sets [32]. Moreover, microservice teams are comparatively
small in size and usually consist of five to 12 members [205].

The focus of MSA on heterogeneous team composition and small team size
ultimately fosters the adoption of DevOps [13]. DevOps is a set of practices aiming
to reduce the time between committing and deploying a change by simultaneously
ensuring a high quality of the software system under development [21]. DevOps
practices comprise, e.g., continuous integration and deployment, as well as proactive
monitoring of the considered software system. While SOA might not hinder DevOps
adoption, it is yet out of scope of the SOA architectural style [305].

We derive the following definition of the notion of microservice from the distinguish-
ing characteristics between SOA and MSA described in the previous paragraphs. We
will use this definition consistently throughout the present dissertation.

Microservice (definition). A microservice is an SBSA service with the following
characteristics:

• It provides a distinct capability to other architecture components. That
is, all of the microservice’s functionalities address a single concern. This
concern is of either functional or infrastructure nature.

• It is as independent as possible from other components in terms of its
implementation, data management, testing, deployment, and operation.

• It is fully accountable for all aspects related to the interaction with other
components. Such aspects comprise, e.g., the decision upon interaction
relationships, communication protocol determination, data structure and
format conversion, and failure handling. Without a sound technical reason,
a microservice supports at most two communication protocols—one for
synchronous one-to-one and one for asynchronous one-to-many interac-
tions.

• It is owned by exactly one team. The team is fully responsible for all aspects
related to the microservice’s design, implementation, and operation.

Based on the definition of microservice, we define the notion of microservice
architecture as follows.
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Microservice architecture (definition). A microservice architecture is an SBSA
whose functional components, i.e., the components that realize its business logic,
are all microservices.

This definition of microservice architecture relaxes the definition of Dragoni
et al. [64]. By contrast, our definition only requires architecture components with
business logic realization to be microservices. Other components, whose responsibility
is for example infrastructure provisioning, may or may not constitute microservices.
Yet, they still belong to a microservice architecture when all functional components
are microservices.

In the following, we use the term “microservice architecture” when we refer to
a concrete SBSA that follows our definition of a microservice architecture. On the
other hand, we use the term “Microservice Architecture” and its abbreviation “MSA”
when we refer to the general approach of architecting with microservices [61].

2.1.2 Expected Benefits of Microservice Architecture

The adoption of MSA is expected to have a positive impact on the following software
product quality attributes defined by ISO 25010 [138].

Performance Efficiency Performance efficiency comprises the scalability sub-at-
tribute [19]. A software system is considered scalable when the costs of adding
further resources like memory or storage grow linear at most with the resulting
capacity increase [20]. Scalability is one of the most important quality attributes of
MSA [61] and a main driver for MSA adoption [281]. Given their focus on autonomy
regarding design, implementation, and operation (cf. Subsection 2.1.1), microservices
can be scaled independently and horizontally [65], and hence greatly enhance the
scalability of a software system [208].

Maintainability For microservice architectures, the maintainability quality attribute
is as important as scalability [61, 281]. Maintainability involves modifiability [138],
which increases when architecture components exhibit a high cohesion and loose
coupling [19]. As described in Subsection 2.1.1, MSA strives to maximize cohesion
and minimize coupling of services. As a result, microservices may seamlessly be
replaced with alternative implementations and are in fact considered to be “opti-
mized for replaceability” [208, p. 7]. Not only contributes this MSA characteristic
to the modifiability of a software architecture but it also fosters agility and enables
permissionless innovation [157].

Another sub-attribute of maintainability is testability [138]. In a microservice
architecture, each microservice should be testable in isolation (cf. Subsection 2.1.1),
which increases the overall testability of a software architecture [64].
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Reliability The reliability quality attribute consists of the availability and resilience
sub-attributes [138], with the latter being a combination of fault tolerance and re-
coverability. MSA is expected to benefit the reliability of a software architecture
because each microservice should include its own failure handling mechanisms (cf.
Subsection 2.1.1). These failure handling mechanisms should also aim to prevent
potential failure cascades beyond a microservice’s functional boundary as much as
possible [208]. Consequently, a failed microservice instance will at runtime not impact
the majority of an application’s remaining functionality [32].

In addition, the limited functional scope of a microservice (cf. Subsection 2.1.1)
also contributes to a software architecture’s reliability. That is because constrained
functionality results in a smaller codebase, which can effectively decrease a microser-
vice’s error-proneness [64].

Due to the distributed nature of a microservice architecture, software architects
need to generally be aware of reliability issues [19]. However, they can rely on
sophisticated tools to achieve a similar degree of reliability as for non-distributed
architectures [32]. Such tools may, for instance, increase microservices’ recoverability
by automatically restarting failed or unresponsive microservice instances [20].

Portability MSA fosters the portability [138] of software architectures as it demands
microservices to be independently deployable and operable (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). In
practice, independent deployment and operation is established by packaging and
executing microservices in containers [205]. A container [269] is a virtualization
technology that shares the kernel and basic libraries of the present operating system.
It is therefore significantly more resource-efficient than a virtual machine (VM), which
shares the hardware of the hosting operating system but comes with its own operating
system.

Leveraging container images it is possible to prescribe the operation environment
of a container and, transitively, of the microservice running within the container [269].
For example, a container image may prepackage mandatory runtime libraries to
execute applications written in a certain programming language including additional
programming frameworks [20].

Porting a microservice to a new operational environment thus boils down to
relocating its container [64], provided that the new operational environment supports
the respective container technology. Containers also foster horizontal scalability and
reliability of microservices because they can be replicated and started on demand [64].

Compatibility Compatibility comprises the co-existence sub-attribute [138]. Co-ex-
istence identifies the degree to which a software system can share a common envi-
ronment and resources with another system without impacting it negatively. Based
on microservice’s independence in deployment and operation (cf. Subsection 2.1.1),
MSA facilitates co-existence and hence the integration with legacy systems [32]. Co-
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existence is also a key requirement when successively migrating a legacy system to a
microservice architecture [281]. For this purpose, the Strangler pattern [253] may be
applied. It involves the gradual implementation and deployment of a microservice
for each coherent capability of the legacy system. The introduced microservices then
intercept calls to functionality of the legacy system, and decide whether to forward
them to not yet migrated components or handle them directly. The further the mi-
gration advances the more legacy functionality is encapsulated in microservices and
thus less forwarding occurs until the migration is finished.

Another sub-attribute of compatibility is interoperability [138]. It indicates the
degree to which different software systems may exchange information and use ex-
changed information [138]. MSA is perceived to positively influence interoperability
due to standardized and mature communication protocols [32]. Moreover, the integra-
tion of API gateways into microservice architectures can enhance interoperability [14].
To this end, the gateways expose common APIs for architecture-external compo-
nents and map calls to exposed functionality to the corresponding operations of
architecture-internal microservices [20]. This approach entails backward compatibil-
ity with legacy external components when leaving exposed APIs and functionality
unchanged as long as legacy components use them.

Next to the above software product quality attributes, additional benefits of MSA
adoption comprise technology heterogeneity [208] and organizational alignment [205].

Technology Heterogeneity Technology heterogeneity refers to the freedom of a
microservice team to implement each of its services by means of the technology stack
that it deems to be the most appropriate [208]. The independence of microservices (cf.
Subsection 2.1.1) enables technology heterogeneity as long as potential technology
exchanges do not result in altered service interfaces.

Organizational Alignment According to Conway [52], the design of a software
system is a copy of the communication structure prevalent in the organization by
which the system was designed. MSA delegates the responsibility for a microservice
to a single, cross-functional team (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). Thus, when aligning the
development organization to the microservice architecture of a software system under
development, teams tend to be smaller in size, which can increase productivity and
foster DevOps [205].

In addition, organizational alignment in MSA engineering reduces communication
effort as the competencies for a microservice’s design, implementation, and operation
are not scattered across several teams. Moreover, two microservice teams need to only
communicate when their microservices require interaction, which further decreases
possible communication overhead [205].
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2.1.3 Application Areas and Domains

In the following, we present typical application areas of MSA, i.e., the migration of
monolithic applications to improve quality attributes (cf. Subsection 2.1.2) and the
engineering of CNAs. Furthermore, we describe application domains that frequently
employ microservice architectures.

Migration of Monolithic Applications

According to Dragoni et al. [64], a monolithic application is a software system whose
components are neither distributed nor independently executable. Monolithic appli-
cations are inherently exposed to a number of issues [64]:

• Heavily frequented components are not scalable independently from compo-
nents with a lesser rate of use. Instead, the whole application needs to be
scaled, typically via replication or vertical scaling [65], i.e., the installation of
additional hardware resources.

• As a monolithic application grows, its maintainability and modifiability de-
crease. Specifically, changes may necessitate a reboot of the whole applica-
tion and the growing coherent codebase aggravates the identification of error
sources.

• Different application components may require different versions of external
dependencies, thereby causing inconsistent application behavior or failures in
the overall application, whose reasons can be difficult to localize.

• The benefits of component-specific technology heterogeneity (cf. Subsec-
tion 2.1.2) cannot be exploited. Moreover, vendor and technology lock-ins
w.r.t., e.g., programming languages and frameworks, affect the whole applica-
tion.

The characteristics and expected benefits of MSA (cf. Subsections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2)
predestine it to cope with the issues of monolithic applications. In fact, the migration
of monolithic to microservice applications is subject to significant efforts in MSA
research [176, 153, 15, 46, 188, 264, 1]. Furthermore, monolithic applications represent
a common starting point for industrial-suited microservice applications [32].

Engineering of Cloud-Native Applications

CNAs can be characterized by the following properties [164]:

• They have an SBSA and the majority of services is stateless to facilitate scaling.
Stateful services manage their data by storage systems that focus on eventual
consistency.

• They operate on automation platforms that provide a self-service interface to
manage CNA execution, communication, and data storage. In addition, these
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platforms integrate functionalities to increase the elasticity of an application, i.e.,
its adaptability to workload changes using automatic resource provisioning and
de-provisioning [125]. Popular automation platforms for CNAs are Amazon
Web Services1, Google Cloud Platform2, and Microsoft Azure3.

• Their design is optimized for migration to prevent platform vendor lock-in.
• They rely on softwarized infrastructure that abstracts from physical hardware

and allows for configuring infrastructure, e.g., related to network connections,
routing, and load balancing, on an as-needed basis.

• They focus on quality attributes such as scalability and resilience.

MSA engineering in combination with container-based deployment (cf. Subsec-
tion 2.1.2) is an inherently well-suited approach to the realization of CNAs [164]
because MSA characteristics match the properties of CNAs listed above. MSA de-
composes a software architecture into highly independent services that realize a
single, distinct capability (cf. Subsections 2.1.1). The resulting microservices can
then be packaged into containers to form self-contained deployment units [164].
These units are deployable to any automation platform that supports the chosen
container technology, whereby the introduced portability helps to prevent platform
vendor lock-ins (cf. Subsection 2.1.2). Like CNAs, MSA also favors the abstraction
of physical infrastructure by software components [14, 61], and considers scalability
and resilience crucial quality attributes (cf. Subsection 2.1.2).

Typical Application Domains of Microservice Architecture

The adoption of MSA is not constrained to a particular application domain. However,
there exist application domains with certain concerns that specifically benefit from
MSA adoption and its quality attribute focus (cf. Subsection 2.1.2).

Recurrent domains in MSA engineering comprise IT Services, Internet of Things
(IoT), Retail and E-Commerce, Energy and Manufacturing, and Financial Services [281,
61, 32, 159]. Depending on the domain-specific concerns, MSA adoption has different
drivers. The following paragraphs describe the rationales for MSA adoption in the
aforementioned domains.

IT Services In the IT Services domain, consultancies support customers in migrat-
ing their monolithic applications to microservice architectures [32]. Improvements
of performance efficiency and maintainability are the main drivers of such migra-
tions [32] (cf. Subsection 2.1.2). MSA’s support for gradual migration with preserving
compatibility to legacy applications as potential fallback systems is perceived to be a
key benefit.

1https://aws.amazon.com
2https://cloud.google.com
3https://azure.microsoft.com

https://aws.amazon.com
https://cloud.google.com
https://azure.microsoft.com
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Additionally, the IT Services domain is concerned with greenfield MSA projects
and MSA’s agnosticism towards operator models is considered to particularly foster
these projects given the introduced flexibility [32]. That is, a microservice architecture
can be run completely or partially on-premise at the customer site, e.g., for privacy
reasons. However, its complete or partial deployment to servers operated by IT
Services companies still remains possible [14].

MSA adoption through IT Services also involves the restructuring of customers’
teams towards smaller, heterogeneously composed units with the aim to increase
productivity and the introduction of DevOps practices [281] (cf. Subsection 2.1.2).

IoT The IoT domain benefits from MSA’s support for interoperability and tech-
nology heterogeneity [295, 41, 168, 11] (cf. Subsection 2.1.2). IoT systems usually
combine a multitude of devices with different purposes and a high variance in tech-
nical characteristics like communication protocols, data formats, and processing
strategies [85].

A common approach to adopt MSA in the IoT domain is to implement microser-
vices with technology-specific interfaces, e.g., for IoT protocols like CoAP [265] or
MQTT [210]. These infrastructure microservices transform incoming data into objects
that conform to a unifying data model. Next, infrastructure microservices leverage
asynchronous messaging to pass the objects to functional microservices that realize
business logic and expose application-specific operations, e.g., to web applications or
software systems participating in distributed business processes [295, 168, 11].

In addition, MSA may facilitate update scenarios in the IoT domain by means of
container-based deployment [41].

Retail and E-Commerce The Retail and E-Commerce domain pioneered the devel-
opment and operation of microservice architectures, and thus exhibits a significant
amount of early MSA adopters [159]. The increase of scalability and elasticity of on-
line shop systems is among the predominant drivers for MSA adoption in Retail and
E-Commerce. Those systems must, for example, automatically cope with workload
peaks as they can occur after business hours, on weekends, or shortly before holidays.

Another important goal of MSA adoption in Retail and E-Commerce is to shorten
the time to market [32]. To this end, companies heavily rely on automation tools to
immediately compile, test, package, and deploy microservices with new or adapted
functionality [121].

Energy and Manufacturing Scalability and maintainability drive MSA adoption in
Energy and Manufacturing [159]. Additionally, this domain utilizes MSA’s support
for technology heterogeneity and specifically polyglot programming [159]. Polyglot
programming refers to the freedom of choice regarding a microservice’s programming
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language. In Energy and Manufacturing, it facilitates the integration of existing
mission-critical behavior, e.g., optimization algorithms for energy resources [298].

Financial Services The Financial Services domain relies on MSA to gradually mi-
grate monolithic legacy systems that do not sufficiently scale anymore and became
hard to maintain [32, 159].

Furthermore, MSA adoption may benefit batch-based processing on heterogeneous
data sources that involves mainframe computers, e.g., in a bank [189]. In such
scenarios, microservices can act as integration means similar to the IoT domain (see
above). To this end, the services bridge between a bank’s mainframe computers
with their specific communication protocols, and bank-external clients like trading
systems, companies, or central banks. As a result, external clients may employ
heterogeneous communication protocols, while microservices mediate between these
protocols and the protocols of bank-internal components. This approach prevents
complexity increases in bank-internal components when new external clients with
additional communication protocols must be considered [189].

2.2 Model-Driven Engineering

This section provides background information on modeling in software engineering
(cf. Subsection 2.2.1), languages for model construction (cf. Subsection 2.2.2), and
means to process constructed models (cf. Subsection 2.2.3).

2.2.1 Modeling in Software Engineering

In general, modeling refers to the process of using a representation of a thing or
situation instead of the thing or situation itself [256]. To this end, the representation
abstracts from the thing or situation, and is not identical with the abstracted thing
or situation. Yet, it can replace the thing or situation for certain purposes and
cost-effectiveness4. We call the abstracted thing or situation the original and the
representation a model of the original [256].

A model must fulfill the following criteria to constitute a usable artifact in software
engineering [180]:

• Mapping criterion: It maps the original in a well-defined, objectively verifiable
fashion.

• Reduction criterion: It reduces the original in that it does not reflect all proper-
ties of the original but only selected ones.

4In this context, the notion of cost-effectiveness is used in its broadest meaning. That is, a
representation may actually be cheaper than the abstracted thing or situation but also simpler or safer
to use for certain purposes [256].
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• Pragmatic criterion: It is useful in that it can replace the original for selected
purposes.

Models can serve several purposes in software engineering.
For example, they may support in the design and documentation of software

architectures. In this context, models constitute means to concisely capture all or
selected architecture information. Furthermore, in combination with practical guid-
ance regarding model construction (cf. Subsection 2.2.2), they may enable software
architects to incrementally and precisely build up an architecture description [296].
Depending on the character of constructed architecture models, they may also aid
customers in gaining an a priori understanding of the eventual software system [51].

A major purpose of models in software engineering is their integration into the
software development process, e.g., by enabling the generation of tests or productive
source code [51] (cf. Subsection 2.2.3). In particular, code generation is often consid-
ered one of the key drivers for modeling in software engineering as it may induce
significant increases in development productivity [296, 12, 197].

Other purposes of models in software engineering comprise (i) experimenta-
tion with alternative solutions for specific problems or software systems under
development; (ii) customization of software systems; and (iii) simulation of not-
yet-implemented functionalities or software systems [51].

Based on the possible purposes for which models may be employed in software
engineering, this dissertation follows da Silva’s definition of the notion of Model-
driven Engineering [57].

Model-driven Engineering (definition). Model-driven Engineering (MDE) is a
software engineering paradigm that uses models as first-class citizens throughout
all or selected phases of the software engineering process, and independent of
any application domain. To this end, models’ usage exceeds mere documentary
purposes.

2.2.2 Modeling Languages

Combemale et al. [51] define the notion of modeling language in MDE as follows.

Modeling language (definition). A modeling language is the definition of a
set of models that are valid and usable for one or more prescribed modeling
purposes.

In particular, this definition of modeling language is independent of notation,
tooling, and application domain. Hence, it also encloses Domain-specific Languages
(DSLs) that can be considered modeling languages for capturing phenomena in other
domains than software engineering [51].
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Figure 2.1 shows the building blocks of a modeling language in the form of a
UML class diagram [220] according to da Silva [57].

Notation

«synonym»

Metamodel Structural
Semantics

11..*1

 1

SemanticsConcrete SyntaxAbstract Syntax

Pragmatics Modeling Language

«synonym»
 1

0..1

Is defined by ►

Guides how to use ►
1*

Figure 2.1: Building blocks of a modeling language depicted as a UML class dia-
gram [220] (adapted from da Silva [57]).

In the following, we describe each building block of a modeling language shown
in Figure 2.1.

Abstract Syntax

The abstract syntax determines the available concepts of a modeling language to enable
model construction [57]. These concepts are selected based on their relevance for
the intended modeling purpose (cf. Subsection 2.2.1). The abstract syntax defines
the structures of its concepts as well as their relationships to each other. When
following the modeling language design and development methodology of Mernik et
al. [194], the abstract syntax is composed of the results of the Analysis phase. This
phase gathers relevant domain knowledge, and abstracts and conceptualizes it for
its subsequent synthesis as abstract syntax during the Design and Implementation
phases [194].

In MDE, the terms “abstract syntax” and “metamodel” are often used synony-
mously (cf. Figure 2.1). Following Combemale et al. [51], we also use them in-
terchangeably and call the process of defining the abstract syntax of a modeling
language metamodeling. Models constructed with a certain modeling language are
then said to conform to the metamodel of the modeling language [29]. Figure 2.2
shows the conforms-to-dependency between a model and its metamodel in a UML
class diagram.

MetamodelModel
«conforms to»

Figure 2.2: Conforms-to-dependency between a model and its metamodel [29] de-
picted as a UML class diagram [220].
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The elements of a model are said to be instances of the concepts of the metamodel
to which the model conforms [36]. Figure 2.3 illustrates the instance-of-relationship
between model elements and metamodel concepts according to Brambilla et al. [36].
Moreover, it indicates that a model may also map to more than one original (cf.
Subsection 2.2.1).

Model

Metamodel

Video
title : String

Originals
(real-world 
objects)

Video
"Casablanca"

Class
name : String

Attribute
name : String

«instance of»

«instance of»

*   1

«instance of»

Figure 2.3: Illustrating example of the instance-of-dependency between a model and
its metamodel (adapted from Brambilla et al. [36]). Rectangles with gray backgrounds
cluster contained entities into the subject areas “Metamodel”, “Model”, and “Origi-
nals”. Boxes with white backgrounds as well as lines and arrows follow UML class
diagram semantics [220].

Figure 2.3 comprises an instance-of-relationship between a real world object, i.e.,
a movie stored on an optical disc, and a model with the Video element and its title

attribute. The Video element is composed by instantiating two metamodel concepts.
The Class concept covers the creation of the Video element itself. According to the
metamodel, a Class may hold several named Attributes and the title attribute of
the Video element is an instance of the metamodel’s Attribute concept.

Concrete Syntax

The concrete syntax of a modeling language provides language users with a notation
for model construction [51]. More specifically, it is a means to enable language users
to practically instantiate model elements from abstract syntax concepts. While we
consider a modeling language to have exactly one abstract syntax, it may have more
than one concrete syntax (cf. Figure 2.1).
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The concrete syntax directly impacts the user experience of a modeling lan-
guage [17]. Writability, readability, and learnability are important quality attributes of
a concrete syntax [293]. Another crucial quality attribute is the degree of effectiveness
with which users can construct models by means of a modeling language they have
already learned.

Concrete syntaxes may either be graphical or textual [51]. A graphical concrete syn-
tax provides graphical elements to construct models, e.g., as box-and-line-diagrams
or tables. Examples of modeling languages with graphical concrete syntaxes comprise
BPMN [215] and the Service-oriented architecture Modeling Language (SoaML) [221].
A textual concrete syntax can represent plain ASCII or Unicode strings but may
also impose a structure on model elements like for Extensible Markup Language
(XML) [37]. The DOT language [98] and the VHSIC Hardware Description Language
(VHDL) [128] are modeling languages with textual concrete syntaxes.

The decision for a certain representation of a concrete syntax depends on the
modeling language’s targeted user audience [51]. BPMN, for example, intends to be
applicable by all stakeholders, who are involved in the definition, documentation,
and implementation of business processes, e.g., business analysts and software
developers [215]. Therefore, BPMN has a graphical concrete syntax to enable its
effective usage by process modelers without a technical background. SoaML also
has a graphical concrete syntax because it is based on UML, and provides modeling
concepts for the expression of technical and business-related concerns in SOA-based
SBSAs [221]. The DOT language is part of the graph visualization software Graphviz5.
It aims to allows its users efficient graph modeling with a textual concrete syntax [98].
VHDL is used in the domain of electronic system design, e.g., to model circuits [128].
Thus, it considers its users accustomed to employing textual syntaxes for capturing
technical information.

Independent of whether a concrete syntax is graphical or textual it must be suffi-
ciently formal to be processible by tools [51]. For example, a concrete syntax has to
enable automated transfer of manually constructed models into internal representa-
tions being metamodel instances. These instances omit details that are only relevant
to the concrete syntax and its usage but irrelevant to subsequent model processing
steps [51], e.g., syntactic sugar.

Semantics

The semantics of a modeling language imposes a consistent meaning on models, and
thus prevents their misinterpretation by language users and tools [51]. Specifically,
the semantics of a modeling language is independent of its syntax (cf. Figure 2.1).

The semantics of a modeling language consists of the syntactic domain, semantic
domain, and a semantic mapping that relates both domains [51].

5https://www.graphviz.org

https://www.graphviz.org
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Syntactic Domain The syntactic domain determines the structural correctness of
models, i.e., their well-formedness [51]. A modeling language’s abstract syntax may
prescribe the syntactic domain in terms of the allowed structure of model elements
and the possible relationships between them (cf. the structural semantics building
block in Figure 2.1). Additional context conditions may further constrain the syntactic
domain [117].

For example, UML’s metamodel [220] determines that a class can specialize one
or more general classes. As a result, a specialized class inherits certain members
from its general classes. However, for a UML class diagram to be well-formed
general classes must not be final and there must be no cycles in specialization hierar-
chies. The structural composition of UML’s metamodel grants the basic possibility to
model a specialization relationship between two classes. Additional context condi-
tions expressed with the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [218] then constrain the
applicability of general classes and prescribe the validity of specialization hierarchies.

Semantic Domain The semantic domain of a modeling language gathers all infor-
mation being expressible by constructed models [51]. More specifically, it comprises
all concepts in the language’s universe of discourse [117].

The semantic domain can be defined informally, e.g., in natural language as for
UML [117]. Alternatively, the formal definition of the semantic domain, e.g., by means
of mathematics, is also possible. For example, the semantic domain of a hypothetical
modeling language for mathematical expressions in elementary arithmetic may equal
the set of natural numbers [117].

Semantic Mapping The semantic mapping of a modeling language specifies the
relationship between its syntactic and semantic domain [51]. Consequently, each
model being well-formed in terms of the syntactic domain eventually receives a
meaning together with its elements [117].

In the context of UML, the mapping is informally described in plain English and
via additional examples [220]. For a hypothetical modeling language for mathematical
expressions in elementary arithmetic the semantic mapping can be formally defined
by associating each possible expression with a natural number [117].

Pragmatics

The pragmatics of a modeling language determines the language’s usage as a set
of principles, recommendations, and guidelines [57] (cf. Figure 2.1). To this end, it
focuses on elements from the practical context of a language, e.g., its users and their
roles, model processing tasks, and integration with existing systems [263].
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2.2.3 Model Processing

MDE provides sophisticated means for (semi-) automatic model processing in order to
elevate models from mere documentation artifacts to first-class citizens in software
engineering [51] (cf. Subsection 2.2.1). The following paragraphs describe typical use
cases of model processing and define the notion of model transformation.

Code Generation

Code generation refers to the production of implementation artifacts, e.g., source or
configuration code [51], from models. It is usually perceived to be the key driver
for MDE adoption in software engineering practice as it may increase development
productivity by 20 to 30 percent on average [296].

Code generation also facilitates the exchange of runtime environments, e.g., when
technologies are deprecated, and can thus prevent vendor lock-in [36]. However, code
generators for each alternative runtime environment must exist for this purpose.

Moreover, code generation may increase a system’s quality, e.g., by incorpo-
rating bug fixes into the generation process to automatically resolve defects upon
re-generation [36]. In addition, code generators enable implicit incorporation of best
practices and design patterns into generated code [154].

Model Interpretation

Model interpretation follows the concept of interpreted programming languages and
model interpreters make models executable via dedicated interpretation engines [36].

As opposed to code generation, model interpretation enables platform-agnostic
model processing and portability of modeled applications because only the model
interpreter needs to be ported to a new target platform in order to keep models
executable. Code generation, on the other hand, usually supports just a rigid, prede-
termined set of technologies, e.g., a certain programming language and additional
frameworks.

Model interpreters also enable debugging and adaptation of models at run-
time [36]. However, they can cause vendor lock-in, e.g., when only a single vendor
provides a proprietary interpreter for certain kinds of models.

Interoperability Specification

Model processing enables the usage of models as interoperability bridges between
two software systems [36]. To this end, the relevant information schemas of both
systems are first synthesized as metamodels (cf. Subsection 2.2.2). Next, rules for
converting the concepts of one interoperability metamodel into the concepts of the
other interoperability metamodel are specified. Such conversion rules are (i) usually
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bidirectional to assure mutual interoperability of the systems; (ii) sufficiently formal
to automate conversions; and (iii) shared between systems.

Starting from the interoperability metamodels and conversion rules, the send-
ing software system can exchange information with the other receiving software
system. To this end, the sending system first constructs a model conforming to
its interoperability metamodel. Next, the sending system transmits the model to
the receiving system. Finally, the receiving system applies the conversion rules on
the received model to automatically derive a model that conforms to the receiving
system’s interoperability metamodel and thus information schema.

Reverse Engineering

Model processing can play a pivotal role in reverse engineering, e.g., of legacy software
systems [36]. Model-based reverse engineering leverages models to capture the archi-
tecture, information schemas, business rules and processes of reverse engineered
systems, and aims to facilitate reasoning about systems’ design or behavior by means
of a raised level of abstraction [276] (cf. Subsection 2.2.1).

Model-based reverse engineering involves model processing in three different
phases [36]. The model discovery phase derives models from existing artifacts such as
source code or configuration files. The model understanding phase analyzes and refines
the models. Its goal is to retrieve better manageable model representations that foster
understanding of the reverse engineered system. The model generation phase executes
further processing steps on the refined models. For instance, it generates code to
migrate the examined software system to a recent platform technology.

Static Model Analysis

Static model analysis focuses on the extraction of information like architectural
dependencies, patterns, or metrics from models [51]. It thus maps parts of the
information content of models to condensed representations for selected purposes.

Given its automation capability, static model analysis may realize a feedback loop
in model-based architecture refactoring [36]. For example, refactoring actions may
stop when metrics retrieved from static analyses of refactored models eventually
indicate an improved behavior of the refactored system.

Model Transformation

Model transformation is the key enabler for model processing in MDE [51]. In the
present dissertation, we rely on a definition of the notion of model transformation
that follows the definitions of Combemale et al. [51], and Mens and Gorp [193].
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Model transformation (definition). A model transformation applies to one or
more source models and transforms them into one or more target models. It
consists of a transformation definition that comprises one or more transformation
rules, which describe how elements of the source models are transformed into
elements of the target models.

It is beneficial to express model transformations as models that conform to spe-
cialized model transformation metamodels [30] (cf. Subsection 2.2.2). This approach
prevents semantic gaps in the specification of model transformations and also allows
model processing of model transformations themselves. Figure 2.4 illustrates the
concept of model transformation metamodels.

«conforms to»
«conforms to»

Model Transformation
Metamodel

Model Transformation Model B

Metamodel B

Model A

Metamodel A

«knows» «knows»

«source» «target»

«conforms to»

Figure 2.4: Leveraging metamodels to express model transformations (adapted from
Bézivin et al. [30]). The semantics of the graphical elements follow UML class diagram
semantics [220].

A Model Transformation takes a source Model A and transforms it to a target

Model B. To this end, the transformation definition knows the metamodels of the
source and target model. That is, its transformation rules establish mappings between
concepts of Metamodel A and Metamodel B. Consequently, the transformation is
applicable to any source model conforming to Metamodel A from which it can produce
a target model conforming to Metamodel B. The Model Transformation itself conforms
to a specialized Model Transformation Metamodel.

As model transformation metamodels are regular metamodels, they prescribe
the abstract syntax for modeling languages (cf. Subsection 2.2.2) specialized in
the expression of model transformations. The ATLAS Transformation Language
(ATL) [146] and Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [216] are examples of such model
transformation languages.

Model transformations are classifiable by various dimensions as described in the
following paragraphs.

Transformation Result Type A model transformation is either a model-to-model trans-
formation that transforms a model into another model or a model-to-text transformation
that transforms a model into text [51]. Code generation is the major use case for
model-to-text transformations [36]. In the context of Figure 2.4, the generated source
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code constitutes the target model. Its metamodel is the grammar specification of the
target programming language [300].

Metamodels of Source and Target Models A model transformation may be endoge-
nous or exogenous [193].

In endogenous model transformations, the source and target models conform
to the same metamodel. Examples of endogenous model transformations are model
refactoring and model simplification, which involves the mapping of coarse-grained to
fine-grained modeling concepts, e.g., to resolve syntactic sugar.

In exogenous model transformations, the source and target models conform to
different metamodels. Code generation, interoperability model conversion, and
reverse engineering commonly rely on exogenous model transformations.

Abstraction Levels of Source and Target Models In horizontal model transforma-
tions, source and target models reside on the same levels of abstraction [193]. Vertical
model transformations, on the other hand, deal with source and target models on
different levels of abstraction. Model refactoring is a typical horizontal model trans-
formation, while code generation is an example of a vertical model transformation.

Model Transformation Language Paradigm Model transformation languages may
follow a declarative, imperative, or hybrid paradigm [51]. Declarative model transfor-
mation languages like VIATRA [292] define correspondence relationships between
source and target metamodel concepts (cf. Figure 2.4). By contrast, imperative
model transformation languages like Kermeta [142] provide control constructs to ac-
tively influence the transformation process. Hybrid model transformation languages
like ATL [146] combine declarative and imperative constructs to implement model
transformations.

Directionality A model transformation may be unidirectional or bidirectional [36]. A
unidirectional transformation only specifies a forward transformation to derive target
from source models. Bidirectional transformations comprise an additional backward
transformation to also enable the reconstruction of source from target models.

2.3 Viewpoint-Based Software Architecture Modeling

This section provides background information on viewpoint-based software archi-
tecture description (cf. Subsection 2.3.1) and its expression with MDE (cf. Subsec-
tion 2.3.2).
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2.3.1 Viewpoint-Based Software Architecture Description Based
on ISO 42010

The present dissertation relies on the notions of ISO 42010 [139] to describe and model
microservice architectures. Figure 2.5 shows the conceptual model of architecture
descriptions according to ISO 42010.
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Figure 2.5: Conceptual model of architecture descriptions shown as a UML class
diagram [220] (adapted from ISO 42010 [139]).

The architecture description of a software system comprises one or more architecture
views [139]. An architecture view addresses selected concerns of the system’s stake-
holders, i.e., individuals, teams, or organizations showing interest in the architected
system. According to ISO 42010, a concern is an “interest in a system relevant to
one or more of its stakeholders . . . [and] pertains to any influence on a system in its
environment, including developmental, technological, business, operational, organi-
zational, political, economic, legal, regulatory, ecological and social influences” [139,
p. 2]. Typical concerns are the system’s functionality, properties, structure, and be-
havior but also quality attributes such as performance efficiency and maintainability
(cf. Subsection 2.1.2).

Architecture views aim to facilitate reasoning about selected stakeholder con-
cerns [19]. Therefore, they cluster one or more architecture models that capture certain
types of a system’s logical or physical elements including their relationships [139].
For instance, there may be an architecture view that expresses the environment of
a system together with its technical execution environment and dependencies to
external systems [23]. The view may cluster an architecture model, e.g., in the form
of a UML deployment diagram [220], to make the system’s relationships to external
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applications, databases, service providers, and other organizations visible. Such an
Environment Architecture View can foster the analysis of the system’s reliability,
concurrent accesses, and possible regulatory frameworks that the system needs to
observe [23, 19].

An architecture view is governed by exactly one architecture viewpoint (cf. Fig-
ure 2.5). An architecture viewpoint frames one or more stakeholder concerns, and
prescribes how corresponding architecture views are to be constructed, interpreted,
and analyzed [139]. To this end, it determines model kinds together with the languages,
notations, and techniques to construct architecture models of these kinds for a certain
architecture view. For example, the Environment Architecture View mentioned above
is part of a broader Context Description Viewpoint [23]. This viewpoint frames
stakeholder concerns like External Dependencies and Execution Environment. More-
over, it defines an Environment Model Kind based on which architecture models in
Environment Architecture Views are constructed.

According to Clause 7 of ISO 42010 [139, pp. 17–18], the specification of an
architecture viewpoint shall consist of the following items:

a) The concerns being framed by the viewpoint.
b) The typical stakeholders for the framed concerns.
c) The model kinds of the viewpoint.
d) The languages, notations, conventions, modeling techniques, analytical meth-

ods, and/or other operations for each model kind identified in c).
e) The references to the viewpoint’s sources.

2.3.2 Expressing Software Architecture Descriptions with
Model-Driven Engineering and ISO 42010

It is the aim of the present dissertation to investigate the application of MDE to
MSA engineering (cf. Section 1.2). For this purpose, we rely on several concepts of
ISO 42010 (cf. Subsection 2.3.1) to systematize model construction and processing
in the context of architecting with microservices. Figure 2.6 provides a combined
conceptual model that relates ISO 42010 concepts (cf. Figure 2.5) with supportive
MDE means (cf. Subsections 2.2.2 to 2.2.3). The present dissertation aligns the
investigation and application of the depicted MDE means to the associated ISO 42010
concepts.

Among others, an architecture viewpoint determines languages, notations, and
techniques to construct architecture models of the viewpoint’s model kinds (cf.
Subsection 2.3.1). Consequently, we associate the architecture viewpoint concept from
ISO 42010 with MDE’s notion of modeling language (cf. Subsection 2.2.2). In fact,
an architecture viewpoint may cluster several modeling languages of which each
provides semantics and an abstract syntax for a certain model kind of the viewpoint.
As a result, each architecture model of one of the viewpoint’s model kinds conforms
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Figure 2.6: Combined conceptual model of MDE means and ISO 42010 concepts in a
UML class diagram [220]. Gray and white boxes indicate MDE means and ISO 42010
concepts, respectively.

to the metamodel of the modeling language for the model kind. In this context,
the concrete syntaxes and pragmatics of a viewpoint’s modeling languages provide
notations and possibly techniques for architecture model construction and processing.

An architecture viewpoint may comprise several model processors (cf. Figure 2.6).
A model processor takes at least one architecture model as input and may produce
an arbitrary number of output models. By intent, neither the realization of model
processors nor their concrete outputs are constrained by Figure 2.6. A model processor
may, for instance, employ an exogenous model transformation to transform an input
architecture model to an output architecture model of a different model kind and
thus metamodel (cf. Subsection 2.2.3). However, a model processor may also generate
source code from input architecture models. In this case, the model processor’s
output would not be an architecture model but source code for the architected system.
In addition, we consider the same model processor to be executable on architecture
models of different viewpoints, e.g., to derive target artifacts that compose or condense
information from more than one viewpoint.

2.4 Applying Model-Driven Engineering to
Microservice Architecture Engineering

This section details our motivation to investigate the application of MDE in MSA
engineering (cf. Section 1.2). To this end, Subsection 2.4.1 first refines the challenges
in MSA engineering mentioned in Section 1.1 and describes additional organizational
challenges. Next, Subsection 2.4.2 maps supportive MDE means to the challenges and
for each challenge identifies the corresponding RQs (cf. Section 1.2) in whose context
we explore the applicability of the supportive MDE means. We orient the subsequent
investigations of the present dissertation towards the resulting relationships between
RQs, MSA engineering challenges, and supportive MDE means.
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2.4.1 Typical Challenges in Microservice Architecture

In the following, we reify the challenges in MSA engineering mentioned in Section 1.1.
Therefore, we apply the same clustering and consider design, implementation, and
operation challenges in MSA engineering. This clustering is in line with the categories
proposed by Soldani et al. in their taxonomy for pains of microservices [267]. Additionally,
due to our focus on stakeholder-specific modeling (cf. Section 1.2), we add a fourth
cluster of organizational challenges to cover potential drawbacks of MSA adoption
resulting from its impact on organizational alignment (cf. Subsection 2.1.2).

Design Challenges

The following paragraphs describe design challenges in MSA engineering and substan-
tiate the perception that complexity is the primary issue in the design of microservice
architectures [267].

Microservice Identification Microservice identification is an MSA design challenge
that is closely related to granularity determination [267, 95, 281] (see below). In the
context of MSA, the utilization of Domain-driven Design (DDD) [82] is a common
suggestion to decompose an application domain into distinct blocks of business
capabilities and related domain concepts [208]. These blocks are then expected to (i)
prescribe the boundaries of one or more microservices; and (ii) allow straightforward
mapping of functionality and data to microservices.

Specifically, DDD provides techniques and patterns to first break down an appli-
cation domain into coherent subdomains in the problem space [82]. In the following
architecture design stage, DDD translates the subdomains into bounded contexts in the
solution space. DDD became a popular approach to identify microservices from the
structures of application domains [205, 188, 100, 187] because its Bounded Context
pattern shares similarities with the notion of microservice, e.g., the focus on a distinct
capability together with single team ownership [82, 208] (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).

Suppose the application domain of online food ordering from local restaurants.
Leveraging DDD it may be decomposed into the subdomains “Order Taking”, “De-
livery”, “Restaurant”, “Kitchen”, and “Accounting” [253]. Each of these subdomains
can further be mapped to a bounded context that itself may correspond to exactly
one microservice. For instance, the “Order Service” may be responsible for realizing
the “Order Taking” bounded context as part of the resulting application’s solution
space [253].

DDD is a model-based methodology. It focuses on the collaborative construction
of domain models by domain experts and software engineers. A DDD domain model is
aligned to a bounded context, and captures the context’s domain concepts including
their structures and relationships. For example, the domain model for the “Order
Taking” bounded context comprises domain concepts such as “Order”, “Address”,
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and “Consumer” [253]. Starting from the domain model, the bounded context’s
“Order Service” implements the domain concepts. To construct domain models, DDD
provides a set of techniques and modeling patterns, e.g., to enrich domain concepts
with additional semantics [82].

Despite its perceived usefulness in microservice identification and subsequent
MSA design, the practical adoption of DDD is often considered too complex [95, 32].
Moreover, DDD domain models commonly act as mere documentation artifacts or
implementation templates that are to be synchronized manually with an evolved
software architecture [82]. Specifically, they are usually not first-class citizens of the
software engineering process (cf. Subsection 2.2.1) independent of their potential in
this regard [245].

Granularity Determination A major challenge in MSA design is the determination
of a service’s optimal granularity [267, 281]. Service granularity can be decomposed
into functionality granularity, data granularity, and business value granularity [116].
Functionality granularity indicates how much functionality a service offers. Data
granularity determines the amount of data a service exchanges. Business value
granularity measures the business value added by a service to an SBSA. It focuses on
the extent to which a service contributes to a certain business goal.

MSA promotes to align a service’s granularity to exactly one capability of a
microservice architecture (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). Consequently, the peculiarity of
the three granularity components is limited [243]. However, aside from tailoring a
microservice to a single, distinct capability, MSA does not provide guidelines on how
to concretely determine a service’s granularity. This imposed vagueness on service
tailoring is likely to result in a great variance of microservice granularity within the
same microservice architecture [267].

The independence of microservice teams (cf. Subsection 2.1.2) also contributes to
divergent microservice granularities, possibly in combination with a lack of means
to efficiently keep track of microservices’ responsibilities [32]. As a result, it may
become necessary to put a central architecture team in charge to frequently harmonize
varying granularities by splitting or merging services [32]. This approach inherently
increases architecting efforts. In addition, certain microservices may intentionally
be more coarse-grained than others, e.g., to decrease microservice communication
and network load, minimize dependencies between components, or avoid a growing
amount of microservices [64, 32].

APIs as Contracts In SOA, the contract of a service comprises its interface but
may also define additional properties for service interaction, e.g., Quality of Service
(QoS) requirements, Service-level Agreements (SLAs), choreography agreements,
business policies and semantics [226]. By contrast, MSA usually only considers
APIs to prescribe contracts between microservices and their consumers [305]. As a
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result, MSA renders explicit contract negotiation [211] redundant. Instead, microservice
invocations implicitly conclude service contracts.

While the omission of formal service contracts reduces complexity, it also dele-
gates API management to microservices that are therefore challenged with, e.g., API
versioning and ensuring compliance with consumers’ requirements [267]. Further-
more, the decrease of complexity in initiating interactions with microservices fosters
ad hoc communication but also the occurrence of cyclic interaction relationships [278].

Implementation Challenges

A recurring challenge in microservice implementation is dealing with technology
heterogeneity [32, 159]. Monolithic applications (cf. Subsection 2.1.3) rely on a
holistic, yet vendor-dependent, technology stack with convenient abstractions [64],
e.g., for component implementation and interaction, data storage, deployment, and
load balancing. In microservice architectures, components are loosely coupled and a
different technology may be chosen for each technical concern (cf. Subsections 2.1.1
and 2.1.2). In particular, microservice teams are not bound to a single technology stack
but can employ different implementation technologies per microservice whenever
deemed sensible. Hence, technology heterogeneity bears a greater risk for technical
debt, additional maintainability costs, and steeper learning curves, especially for new
team members [278].

Furthermore, it can be argued that managing technologies in MSA is more cum-
bersome than for monolithic applications with coherent technology stacks. That
is because MSA increases the set of possible technology choices by emphasizing
the decoupling of technical concerns [119], which ultimately leads to several tech-
nology variation points [241]. Typical technology variation points in microservice
implementation comprise:

• Programming Languages: Popular service programming languages comprise
Java, JavaScript, and C# [261]. However, the concrete capability of a microser-
vice may call for its realization in another programming language, whose
selection may be driven by language features or the availability of sophisticated
programming framework support for the concrete capability. Python, for exam-
ple, is frequently used in microservice development due to its perceived ease of
use and built-in support for data collections [173]. In addition, the availability
of Python frameworks specialized in, e.g., scientific computing [50] or time
series processing [241], may justify microservice development with Python.

• Database Management Systems (DBMSs): To decrease coupling, a microser-
vice should have its own database [253]. While it is possible to let the same
DBMS technology manage the databases of different microservices [208], the
decreased coupling among services still enables the switch to an alternative or
additional DBMS technology. For instance, microservices may use relational
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DBMSs to leverage transactions for guaranteed idempotence in request pro-
cessing [253]. However, they may additionally rely on NoSQL DBMSs, e.g., to
ensure horizontal scalability in productive data processing [159].

• Communication Protocols: As described in Subsection 2.1.1, microservices
are free to employ different communication protocols as long as they enable
required interactions.

• Data Formats: Depending on the interaction scenario, a microservice may use
different formats to encode and decode exchanged data (cf. Subsection 2.1.1),
e.g., JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) [74] or XML [37].

Operation Challenges

Like for MSA design, complexity is the primary issue in the operation of microservice
architectures [267]. The container-based packaging and execution of microservices (cf.
Subsection 2.1.2) necessitates a sophisticated deployment infrastructure. It usually
combines a basic container technology with a container orchestration platform to
assure a high degree of modifiability [279] and fulfill elasticity requirements (cf.
Subsections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3). However, such platforms also expose microservice
architectures to continuous service partitioning and relocation with additional effort
to keep track of [267].

Furthermore, MSA requires additional infrastructure components to enable, e.g.,
service discovery, API provisioning, load balancing, and monitoring [14]. As these
components are usually loosely coupled, they come with their own requirements,
configuration profiles, and lifecycles, thereby significantly increasing operation com-
plexity [267].

Next to microservice implementation, technology heterogeneity also concerns
microservice operation and causes the same challenges including the management of
different technology variation points [241]:

• Deployment Technology: Docker6 is a popular technology to containerize
microservices [14, 267]. With LXC7 and rkt8 potential alternatives exist [225,
140]. The situation is similar regarding the choice of a container orchestration
technology. Docker Swarm9 [189], Kubernetes10 [13], and Apache Mesos11 [140]
represent example options of choice.

• Infrastructure Technology: Since infrastructure capabilities span several techni-
cal concerns (see above), the variability in technology choices is even increased
compared to deployment technology.

6https://www.docker.com
7https://www.linuxcontainers.org
8https://www.coreos.com/rkt
9https://docs.docker.com/engine/swarm

10https://www.kubernetes.io
11https://mesos.apache.org

https://www.docker.com
https://www.linuxcontainers.org
https://www.coreos.com/rkt
https://docs.docker.com/engine/swarm
https://www.kubernetes.io
https://mesos.apache.org
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Organizational Challenges

MSA fosters DevOps practices and the composition of heterogeneous microservice
teams (cf. Subsection 2.1.1), which both can lower costs and accelerate the pace of
incremented product releases [205].

However, MSA adoption may first require additional efforts in organization
restructuring.

To achieve organizational alignment with MSA, it is crucial to establish and
maintain a collaborative culture within and across teams [181]. A collaborative culture
fosters integration and cooperation of team members with diverse skill sets, yet it
assumes automation and sharing.

The automation of manual tasks supports in the prevention of inter- and extra-
teams silos [181] because it eliminates personal responsibility for a task and also
accelerates its completion. Specifically, automation may help in reducing existing
animosities of developers and operators towards each other concerning, e.g., lack of
skills or unfair distribution of tasks [159]. Still, people must agree on an automation
of their tasks, which then necessitates the provisioning and maintenance of dedicated
infrastructure, e.g., for continuous integration and deployment [21].

Sharing involves knowledge sharing, and requires formats and guidelines on how
to communicate information [181]. In fact, insufficient communication is a significant
impediment for both DevOps practice [254] and MSA engineering [95]. However,
MSA also allows for aligning communication flows to architectural design in order
to prevent redundant communication efforts (cf. Subsection 2.1.2). Hence, it can be
considered an additional organizational challenge in MSA engineering to balance
required communication for DevOps practice with tailored communication along
microservice team boundaries.

Summary of Challenges

Table 2.1 summarizes the previously described challenges in MSA engineering. For
this purpose, it applies the same clustering as the challenge descriptions above
(column “Category”). Furthermore, it assigns a unique identifier to each challenge
that it summarizes (columns “Challenge” and “Summary”).

2.4.2 Employing Model-Driven Engineering to Cope with
Microservice Architecture Challenges

The first parts of the subsection map supportive MDE means to the MSA engineering
challenges identified in Subsection 2.4.1. In its last part, the subsection maps the
challenges to our RQs (cf. Section 1.2). We rely on both mappings to guide our
investigation in subsequent chapters.
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Table 2.1: Summary of typical challenges in MSA engineering.

Category Challenge Summary

Design

C.1 Managea services’ granularities.
C.2 Facilitate domain-driven service identification.
C.3 Increase the value of domain models.
C.4 Manage services’ APIs.
C.5 Cope with cyclic service dependencies.

Implementation C.6 Manage technology heterogeneity.

Operation
C.7

Cope with complexity in service partitioning and lo-
cation.

C.8
Manage architecture components for service deploy-
ment and infrastructure provisioning.

Organizational
C.9 Automate as much manual tasks as possible.

C.10
Provide formats and guidelines for knowledge shar-
ing.

a In the context of the table, the term “manage” covers the actions elicitation, adaptation, and
consistent documentation of managed entities.

Supportive MDE Means for MSA Design Challenges

Challenges in the Design category (cf. Table 2.1) comprise, among others, the
management of microservices’ granularities (Challenge C.1) and APIs (Challenge C.4).
As mentioned in Subsection 2.4.1, service granularity consists of functionality, data,
and business value granularity. These components also concern service interfaces
and thus service APIs [116, 19]. For SOA and web services, modeling languages
(cf. Subsection 2.2.2) have already been successfully applied to express APIs and
their granularity components in a concise, technology-agnostic manner [6, 239].
Consequently, we consider modeling languages to be a supportive MDE means for
Challenges C.1 and C.4.

MDE is also a natural choice to facilitate domain-driven service identification
(Challenge C.2). That is because DDD, as a common means to identify microservices
(cf. Subsection 2.4.1), is already a model-based methodology and thus requires
modeling languages to construct domain models [82]. Furthermore, established
MDE means for model processing (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) are applicable to broaden the
scope of domain models beyond serving as documentation artifacts and templates
for manual implementation [296], thereby increasing their value (Challenge C.3).

We investigate the contribution of MDE to tackle Challenge C.5 by combining
modeling languages and model processing. First, modeling languages can integrate
context conditions to prevent cyclic dependencies between elements of the same
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model [117]. Second, model processing is applicable to detect cyclic dependencies
that span several models, e.g., by static model analysis [51] (cf. Subsection 2.2.3).

Supportive MDE Means for MSA Implementation Challenges

Technology abstraction is a common approach in MDE, e.g., to enable domain
expert inclusion in software production or foster experimentation with technological
alternatives [217]. Hence, we consider the basic abstraction capabilities of MDE (cf.
Subsection 2.2.1) to represent a well-suited means for coping with MSA’s emphasis
of technology heterogeneity (cf. Challenge C.6 in Table 2.1). On the other hand,
models do not automatically prevent the expression of technological characteristics.
In fact, they may allow concise capturing of such characteristics so that the degree
of abstraction is variable depending on modeling purposes or targeted stakeholder
groups [268].

As an MDE means for model processing, code generation can be used to eventu-
ally derive technology-dependent artifacts, e.g., source or configuration code, from
technology-agnostic models [51] (cf. Subsection 2.2.3). We expect code generation to
also foster the maintainability of microservice architectures as it can automate steps in
the replacement of existing microservice implementations with alternative realizations
(cf. Subsection 2.1.2). For example, a code generator for the Go programming lan-
guage12 could automatically produce a microservice implementation or parts thereof
to supersede an existing Java-based implementation to increase performance [163].
Depending on the degree of technology abstraction and assuming that a Go code
generator exists, the input model for the technological migration could remain stable
while only the code generator would have to be exchanged.

Supportive MDE Means for MSA Operation Challenges

To tackle Challenge C.7 (cf. Table 2.1) by means of MDE, we again focus on MDE’s
abstraction facilities. Specifically, models may help to concisely capture information
relevant to service partitioning and location. For instance, this information could be
expressed independently of a concrete deployment technology to mitigate the impact
of technology heterogeneity on MSA operation complexity (cf. Subsection 2.4.1).

Furthermore, the existence of model-based approaches for the specification of op-
eration environments [213, 220] indicates that modeling languages may be a sensible
means to support the management of microservice deployment and infrastructure
provisioning (Challenge C.8).

12https://www.golang.org

https://www.golang.org
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Supportive MDE Means for MSA Organizational Challenges

We investigate the applicability of model processing and modeling languages with
architecture viewpoint support (cf. Section 2.3) to cope with organizational challenges
in MSA engineering.

Model processing may particularly support in the automation of repetitive or
time-consuming manual tasks, e.g., the production of boilerplate source code [239]
or metrics-based assessment of an architecture’s design [19] (cf. Challenge C.9 in
Table 2.1).

Additionally, modeling languages with architecture viewpoint support may facil-
itate knowledge sharing (Challenge C.10). First, they impose formality on models
and thus introduce a consistent, well-defined format for model appearance (cf. Sub-
section 2.2.2). Second, architecture documentation and knowledge sharing is a core
benefit of MDE [296], especially in combination with architecture viewpoints [94].

Summary of the Mapping of Supportive MDE Means to MSA Engineering
Challenges

Table 2.2 summarizes the mapping of MDE means to MSA engineering challenges
described in the previous paragraphs. The columns “Category” and “Challenge”
correspond to the eponymous columns of Table 2.1. The “Mapped MDE Means”
column states the mapped MDE means.

Table 2.2: Summary of the mapping of MDE means to MSA engineering challenges.

Category Challenge Mapped MDE Means

Design

C.1 Modeling Languages
C.2 Modeling Languages
C.3 Model Processing
C.4 Modeling Languages

C.5
Context Conditions (Modeling Languages),
Static Analysis (Model Processing)

Implementation C.6
Abstraction, Code Generation (Model Process-
ing)

Operation
C.7 Abstraction
C.8 Modeling Languages

Organizational
C.9 Model Processing

C.10
Modeling Languages with Architecture View-
point Support
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Mapping of MSA Engineering Challenges to RQs

Table 2.3 maps the MSA engineering challenges to the RQs of the present dissertation
framed by Section 1.2. The columns “Category” and “Challenge” correspond to the
eponymous columns of Table 2.1. The two additional columns relate the sub-RQs of
RQ 1 and RQ 2 with the corresponding MSA engineering challenges.

Table 2.3: Mapping of MSA engineering challenges to RQs.

Category Challenge Language Definition
and Integration

Model Purposes and Pro-
cessing

Design

C.1 RQ 1.2, RQ 1.4
C.2 RQ 1.2, RQ 1.4
C.3 RQ 1.3 RQ 2.1, RQ 2.2, RQ 2.3
C.4 RQ 1.2, RQ 1.4
C.5 RQ 1.3 RQ 2.1, RQ 2.2, RQ 2.3

Implementation C.6 RQ 1.2, RQ 1.4 RQ 2.1, RQ 2.2, RQ 2.3

Operation
C.7 RQ 1.2, RQ 1.4
C.8 RQ 1.2, RQ 1.4

Organizational
C.9 RQ 1.3 RQ 2.1, RQ 2.2, RQ 2.3

C.10 RQ 1.1, RQ 1.3, RQ 1.4 RQ 2.2, RQ 2.3

According to Table 2.2, Challenges C.1, C.2, C.4, and C.6 to C.8 concern the
construction of models or model-based abstraction in the context of MSA engineer-
ing. Thus, they are implicitly covered by RQ 1.2 and RQ 1.4, i.e., the design and
implementation of modeling languages for certain architecture viewpoints in MSA
engineering (cf. Subsection 2.3.2). Challenge C.6 is also in the scope of RQ 2.1, RQ 2.2,
and RQ 2.3 because we expect model processing techniques like code generation to
benefit coping with technology heterogeneity in MSA.

RQ 1.3 covers Challenges C.3, C.5, and C.9. We argue that the composition of
models also enables model-based reasoning about coherent parts of a microservice
architecture to (i) generally increase the value of models for MSA engineering; (ii)
support in the detection of certain design flaws; and (iii) broaden the application
area for task automation. Additionally, RQ 2.1, RQ 2.2 and RQ 2.3 also address
Challenges C.3, C.5, and C.9 because they all involve additional model purposes
besides documentation (cf. Table 2.2).

Challenge C.10 is in the scope of RQ 1.1, RQ 1.3 and RQ 1.4, which deal with
viewpoint identification, viewpoint-based model composition, and language syntaxes
to prescribe model formats (cf. Subsection 2.2.2). Furthermore, RQ 2.2 and RQ 2.3 are
also related to Challenge C.10. Both RQs investigate the empowerment of stakeholders
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to use MSA models for generic purposes that may include analyses to deepen existing
knowledge about a modeled microservice architecture [19].

RQ 1 and RQ 2 focus on solution proposals for MDE-based model construction and
processing in MSA engineering. RQ 3, however, is oriented towards the evaluation of
the solution proposals and their suitability to address challenges in MSA engineering
via the MDE means listed in Table 2.2. The sub-RQs of RQ 3 are thus not part of
Table 2.3.
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Chapter 3

Viewpoint-Based Modeling of
Microservice Architecture

This chapter presents our first contribution in that it specifies the foundational
architecture viewpoints to enable the application of MDE to MSA engineering (cf.
Section 2.3). Following our research design, the chapter covers DSRM Activity 2 (cf.
Subsection 1.5.2) and thus RQ 1.1, RQ 1.2, and RQ 1.3 (cf. Section 1.2).

3.1 Introduction

It is our aim to investigate the applicability of MDE to the design, implementation,
and operation of microservice architectures in order to mitigate the complexity of
MSA engineering (cf. Section 1.2). To this end, we first decompose the concerns
in MSA engineering following the notion of architecture viewpoint as defined by
ISO 42010 [139] (cf. Subsection 2.3.1). In the following, this decomposition enables us
to derive MSA modeling languages for the considered stakeholder groups in MSA
engineering (cf. Subsection 2.3.2). These languages will provide the basis for our
further investigation on the applicability of MDE to MSA engineering.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 details its
contributions. Section 3.3 identifies stakeholder groups in MSA engineering and their
concerns following the conceptual model of architecture descriptions from ISO 42010
(cf. Figure 2.5 in Subsection 2.3.1). Next, Section 3.4 derives architecture viewpoints
for the identified stakeholder groups and concerns. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 present
related work and discuss the chapter’s results. Section 3.7 concludes the chapter.

3.2 Contributions

The contributions of this chapter are twofold.
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Identification of Stakeholder Groups and Their Concerns in MSA Engineering
Based on ISO 42010 [139], we identify and characterize stakeholder groups in MSA
engineering. This contribution addresses RQ 1.1 (cf. Section 1.2).

Derivation of Viewpoints and Model Kinds for MSA Engineering From the iden-
tified stakeholder groups, we derive a set of architecture viewpoints oriented towards
MSA engineering. Each viewpoint comprises a set of model kinds (RQ 1.2). In addi-
tion, we specify relationships between model kinds. They constitute starting points
for the subsequent integration of modeling languages to enable the composition of
MSA models (RQ 1.3).

Based on the above contributions, the chapter extends the following publication:

• Florian Rademacher, Jonas Sorgalla, and Sabine Sachweh. 2018. Challenges of
domain-driven microservice design: a model-driven perspective. IEEE Software,
35, 3, 36–43. IEEE

3.3 Stakeholders in Microservice Architecture
Engineering

This section investigates RQ 1.1 (cf. Section 1.2). To this end, we employ a bottom-up
approach to identify and characterize stakeholder groups (cf. Subsection 2.3.1) in
MSA engineering. Therefore, we first consider stakeholders within a microservice
team (cf. Subsection 3.3.1), and then examine stakeholders that may impact several
microservice teams and the overall architecture (cf. Subsection 3.3.2). Finally, we
summarize the identified stakeholder groups and their influences on microservice
architectures (cf. Subsection 3.3.3).

3.3.1 Team-Internal Stakeholder Groups

According to our definition of the notion of microservice (cf. Subsection 2.1.1),
a microservice team is responsible for its services’ design, implementation, and
operation. Consequently, microservice teams are commonly assembled from team
members with heterogeneous skill sets, which also facilitates the adoption of DevOps
practices. However, the degree of heterogeneity differs in practice and depends, e.g.,
on the development organization and the developed product [32]. For example, a
DevOps-based microservice team might consist of software developers, who also
perform operators’ tasks [21]. On the other hand, different team members may
exclusively be responsible for development or operation tasks. For instance, DevOps
Engineers mainly focus on service configuration, deployment, and monitoring [21].
Hence, they have lesser influence on service development.
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To cluster various responsibilities within a microservice team and consider them
equally in the derivation of MSA viewpoints (cf. Section 3.4), we focus on two groups
of team-internal stakeholders, i.e., microservice developers and microservice operators.

Microservice Developers Stakeholder Group

Microservice developers implement microservices including their APIs and business
logic in a form that observes relevant specifications, e.g., of requirements and architec-
ture design. Microservice developers thus share responsibilities with the implementers
and maintainers stakeholder groups defined by Bass et al. [19]. In addition, because
service ownership in MSA also includes testing and data management (cf. Subsec-
tion 2.1.1), we consider microservice developers to also conduct tasks of testers and
database administrators [19]. The scope of microservice developers is however limited
to the microservices owned by their team.

Table 3.1 lists the concerns of microservice developers in MSA engineering (cf.
Subsection 2.3.1). We identified the concerns from developers’ responsibilities in
microservice implementation, maintenance, testing, and data management [19]. The
columns “Concern” and “Short Title” assign a unique identifier and short title to each
concern. The “Characterization” column characterizes each concern.

Table 3.1: Concerns of microservice developers in MSA engineering (derived from
stakeholder group descriptions by Bass et al. [19]).

Concern Short Title Characterization

CR.1 Microservice
Implementation

Implementation of the API and business logic of
owned microservices according to relevant specifica-
tions, e.g., of requirements and the architecture. Imple-
mentation also includes service-specific maintenance
activities like bug fixing and adaptation.

CR.2 Microservice
Testing

Testing and verification of the behavior and interac-
tions of owned microservices according to test specifi-
cations.

CR.3 Data
Management

Realization of data storage including database design,
configuration, and application for owned microser-
vices. Persistent service-specific data also includes
domain data as relevant to a service’s capability.

Microservice Operators Stakeholder Group

Microservice operators deploy and operate microservices as well as infrastructure
components such as API gateways and service discoveries [14]. This stakeholder
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group thus shares responsibilities with the deployers, integrators, and network adminis-
trators stakeholder groups described by Bass et al. [19]. In addition, members of the
operators stakeholder group may conduct tasks of DevOps engineers [21]. Table 3.2
lists the resulting concerns of microservice operators in MSA engineering.

Table 3.2: Concerns of microservice operators in MSA engineering (derived from
stakeholder group descriptions by Bass et al. [19, 21]).

Concern Short Title Characterization

CR.4 Microservice
Deployment

Microservice deployment is concerned with fetching
a certain development version of a service, deploying
it to a designated microservice architecture, and tak-
ing all necessary steps to make and keep the service
operational. The resulting runtime integration of a
microservice needs to adhere to relevant specifications,
e.g., of the architecture’s design.

CR.5 Infrastructure
Deployment

Infrastructure deployment involves the same actions
as microservice deployment. Infrastructure compo-
nents may comprise in-house developed infrastructure
microservices as well as off-the-shelf software compo-
nents that serve required infrastructure purposes.

CR.6 Configuration
Management

Configuration management comprises the required or
prescribed organization and documentation of configu-
rations for deployable microservices and infrastructure
components.

3.3.2 Inter-team and Extra-team Stakeholder Groups

We consider the domain experts and software architects stakeholder groups to have
concerns that can impact several microservice teams at once.

Domain Experts Stakeholder Group

MSA emphasizes the tailoring of microservices to distinct capabilities (cf. Subsec-
tion 2.1.1). This capability-oriented decomposition particularly concerns the domain-
specific business logic of a microservice architecture and DDD is perceived to be
a well-suited approach for domain-specific microservice identification (cf. Subsec-
tion 2.4.1). To this end, it is crucial to actively involve domain experts in the MSA
engineering process as they possess knowledge about the coherences within a domain,
and its subdomains and bounded contexts [208, 82].
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However, the decomposition of an application domain or parts thereof into mi-
croservices inherently results in a fragmentation of domain knowledge. Consequently,
domain experts implicitly contribute to the realization of several microservices, possi-
bly owned by different teams. For example, a single domain expert may be involved
in the decomposition of the application domain for an online food ordering mi-
croservice architecture (cf. Subsection 2.4.1). This decomposition results in distinct
microservices with possibly divergent ownership [253]. Thus, we consider domain
experts to represent an inter-team stakeholder group. Their concerns may impact several
teams and their microservices, in particular as microservice architectures evolve after
the initial domain decomposition [95].

Table 3.3 lists concerns of domain experts in MSA engineering. We derived
them from domain experts’ responsibilities in the context of DDD [82], and from the
customers and users stakeholder groups defined by Bass et al. [19].

Table 3.3: Concerns of domain experts in MSA engineering (derived from domain
experts’ responsibilities in DDD [82] and related stakeholder group descriptions by
Bass et al. [19]).

Concern Short Title Characterization

CR.7 Meaningful
Software Design

Domain experts should participate in the creation of
a software design that conveys a consistent, domain-
specific meaning. That is, the design comprises do-
main models which (i) capture all of the relevant do-
main knowledge; (ii) are expressed in unambiguous
terms of the domain language; (iii) reify relationships
between domain concepts; and (iv) enable examina-
tion by domain experts, e.g., for writing use cases or
specifying acceptance tests.

CR.8 Cost-effective
Delivery

In the role of customers, domain experts are likely to
strive for the ordered software system being delivered
in a cost-effective manner.

CR.9 Expected
Quality

In the role of users, domain experts have a high in-
terest in the developed software system to exhibit the
expected quality attributes and quality in use [138].

Software Architects Stakeholder Group

The responsibilities of MSA software architects vary greatly between microservice
architectures. For example, they may be part of a central architecture team that exists
next to microservice teams and accounts for, e.g., the harmonization of service granu-
larities [32] (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). Other responsibilities may involve (i) specification of
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the architectural topology or “macro-architecture” of an MSA-based software system;
(ii) securing of quality attribute satisfaction; and (iii) distribution of shared artifacts,
e.g., configuration templates, among microservice teams [32].

However, microservice teams may themselves be put in charge for architectural
decisions that only concern their microservices [32]. Nonetheless, software architects
are important stakeholders of MSA engineering processes [95] and we consider them
an extra-team stakeholder group. Unlike domain experts, architects are not directly
related to one or more teams or microservices.

Table 3.4 lists the concerns of software architects in MSA engineering. We derived
the concerns from the tasks of MSA software architects explored by Bogner et al. [32].
Furthermore, we considered responsibilities described by Bass et al. [19] for the
architects, analysts, and evaluators stakeholder groups in software architecting.

Table 3.4: Concerns of software architects in MSA engineering (derived from MSA
software architects’ responsibilities identified by Bogner et al. [32] and related stake-
holder group descriptions by Bass et al. [19]).

Concern Short Title Characterization

CR.10 Architecture
Specification

The specification of a software architecture comprises
the design of the architecture as well as its documen-
tation. In MSA engineering, the architecture specifi-
cation should include microservices’ granularities as
well as the topology of the microservice architecture.

CR.11 Architecture
Examination

The microservice architecture needs to be examined
periodically to assess quality attribute satisfaction and
evaluate it based on other selected criteria. Due to its
raised level of abstraction, the architecture specifica-
tion facilitates the examination process. However, the
implemented architecture must match its specification
to draw correct conclusions from its examination.

CR.12 Communication
and Guidance

MSA software architects need to communicate with
and across teams. As a result, they can provide teams
with guidance in the form of shared artifacts that gener-
alize team-specific knowledge, e.g., about microservice
configuration.

3.3.3 Summary of Stakeholders in Microservice Architecture
Engineering

Figure 3.1 summarizes the stakeholder groups identified in Subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
Moreover, it illustrates potential impact relationships of inter-team and extra-team
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stakeholder groups on teams and their microservices.

Figure 3.1: Overview of stakeholder groups in MSA engineering and their potential
impact relationships. Solid boxes enclose microservice team members and owned
services. Dashed boxes cluster inter-team and extra-team stakeholder groups. Arrows
indicate potential impact relationships of inter-team and extra-team stakeholder
groups on microservices.

Each microservice team in Figure 3.1 is composed of different microservice de-
velopers and operators (cf. Subsection 3.3.1). Furthermore, each team owns several
distinct microservices. The arrows from the Domain Expert to Microservices 1 and
4 illustrate the potential impact of her concerns on Microservice Teams A and B
(cf. Subsection 3.3.2). As a result, the Domain Expert is involved in the engineering
processes of both teams, which Figure 3.1 implies by the intersection of the Domain
Expert’s dashed box with the two solid boxes of Microservice Teams A and B. The
Software Architects stakeholder group is represented by a single Software Architect,
whose concerns might equally impact each microservice and team.

While Figure 3.1 provides a conceptual overview of stakeholder groups in MSA
engineering, it does not assume a certain work process. For example, microser-
vice developers may share responsibilities with MSA software architects concerning
owned microservices (cf. Subsection 3.3.2). Regarding microservice operators, the
formation of a group of extra-team operators might be sensible depending on the
concrete microservice architecture. This group would be responsible for maintaining
infrastructure components used by several microservices of different teams, e.g.,
API gateways or service discoveries. In other work processes, domain experts may
also collaborate with software architects to design the “macro-architecture” of an
MSA-based software system. Thus, the architecture viewpoints for MSA engineering
to be derived in the next section must not assume a certain work process but respect
such degrees of freedom.
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3.4 Architecture Viewpoints in Microservice
Architecture Engineering

In the following, we derive architecture viewpoints based on ISO 42010 [139] from the
identified stakeholder groups in MSA engineering and their concerns (cf. Section 3.3).
Each viewpoint frames a set of concerns and comprises at least one model kind (cf.
Subsection 2.3.1).

Similar to Bedjeti et al. [23], we capture model kinds’ concepts, their structures
and relationships on a comparatively high level of abstraction by means of conceptual
models [284]. This approach enables us to concisely convey the concepts and semantics
of viewpoints before we refine them towards formal metamodels for MSA modeling
languages (cf. RQ 1.4 in Section 1.2 and Chapter 4). Following Gogolla [105], we
employ UML class diagrams [220] and OCL [218] to define model kinds and impose
constraints on them. Specifically, we express the concepts of each model kind as
UML classes and use associations to model the logical relationships between concepts.
Additionally, we leverage OCL invariants to specify context conditions for concepts
and thus the well-formedness of architecture models derived from model kinds (cf.
Subsections 2.2.2 and 2.3.1).

The following Subsections 3.4.1 to 3.4.4 describe the Domain, Technology, Service,
and Operation architecture viewpoints that we derived from the identified stake-
holder groups in MSA engineering and their concerns (cf. Section 3.3). Together
with their respective model kinds, the viewpoints contribute to the investigation of
RQ 1.2 (cf. Section 1.2). Subsection 3.4.5 presents how the viewpoints frame quality-
related and architecture-level concerns based on model kind composition (RQ 1.3).
Subsection 3.4.6 provides an overview of the viewpoints and framed concerns.

3.4.1 Domain Viewpoint

The Domain Viewpoint frames Concerns CR.1 and CR.7 of microservice developers
and domain experts (cf. Subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2), respectively. To this end, it
defines the Domain Data Model Kind. This model kind supports the construction of
domain models, i.e., architecture models for domain-related views on a microservice
architecture [245]. Figure 3.2 shows the UML-based conceptual model of the Domain
Data Model Kind. For the sake of conciseness, we list the OCL invariants for its
context conditions in Appendix A.1.

To frame domain experts’ Concern CR.7, the Domain Data Model Kind integrates
modeling patterns from DDD [82]. The Bounded Context concept in Figure 3.2 reifies
DDD’s Bounded Context pattern (cf. Subsection 2.4.1). A Bounded Context has a name

and potentially a version. Each Domain Data Model of the Domain Data Model Kind
comprises at least one Bounded Context.

The Domain Data Model Kind also integrates concepts related to programming
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Figure 3.2: Conceptual model of the Domain Data Model Kind expressed as a UML
class diagram [105, 220].

to frame microservice developers’ Concern CR.1. Additionally, the integration of
these concepts implicitly benefits MSA engineering scenarios in which domain expert
involvement is low, and microservice developers are also in charge to capture all or
the majority of domain knowledge (cf. Subsection 3.3.3). However, we only consider
programming-related concepts that are essential in mapping domain information to
microservice specifications [245]. This decision enables us to maintain the alignment
of the model kind to domain-related information and keep it technology-agnostic.

Complex Type is a programming-related concept of the Domain Data Model Kind
(cf. Figure 3.2). It defines the name attribute, and constitutes the abstract concept for
the Data Structure and List concepts. A Bounded Context comprises at least one
concrete Complex Type.

Data Structure is a concrete peculiarity of Complex Type (cf. Figure 3.2). Con-
ceptually, a Data Structure corresponds to the notion of structured domain concept in
DDD [244]. A Data Structure may comprise an arbitrary number of named Fields

that either have a primitive type1 or complex type (cf. Appendix A.1). Furthermore, a
Data Structure may cluster a set of Operations that define the signatures of domain-
specific operations, e.g., to approve or reject food orders, or calculate their total prices
(cf. Subsection 2.4.1). An Operation has a name. In addition, it may have a return type
(cf. Appendix A.1), and associate a set of named and typed Parameters. Moreover,

1For the sake of conciseness, we consider the type UML::BuiltinPrimitiveType to represent
an enumeration of the types Boolean, Integer, Real, and String contained in the PrimitiveTypes
package of UML 2.5 [220].
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a Data Structure may have a super structure. The semantics of this relationship
between two Data Structures corresponds to the semantics of the generalization
relationship between two UML classes [220].

The DDD Pattern concept of the Domain Data Model Kind (cf. Figure 3.2) enables
to enrich Data Structures, Fields, and Operations with DDD semantics. More
specifically, it subsumes all modeling patterns provided by DDD [82] to increase the
meaning of domain models (cf. domain experts’ Concern CR.7 in Subsection 3.3.2).
Examples of such patterns comprise Entity and Value Object (for Data Structures),
Identifier and Part (for Fields), and Closure and Side-effect-free Function (for Opera-
tions) [82]. We determine the complete set of applicable DDD patterns in Chapter 4.

Next to Data Structure, List is the second concrete peculiarity of the Complex

Type concept in the Domain Data Model Kind (cf. Figure 3.2). Lists allow the
expression of Field sequences.

3.4.2 Technology Viewpoint

The Technology Viewpoint frames microservice developers’ Concerns CR.1 and CR.3
as well as microservice operators’ Concerns CR.4, CR.5, and CR.6 (cf. Subsection 3.3.1).
The viewpoint defines the Technology Model Kind whose focus is on capturing
technologies related to microservice implementation and operation within technology
models. In fact, it aims to make technology heterogeneity in microservice architectures
explicit (cf. Subsection 2.4.1).

Figure 3.3 shows the conceptual model of the Technology Model Kind and Ap-
pendix A.2 lists the OCL invariants for its context conditions
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Figure 3.3: Conceptual model of the Technology Model Kind expressed as a UML
class diagram [105, 220].

The following parts describe each coherent part of the Technology Model Kind.
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Model Kind Root

The Technology Model concept is the root of the Technology Model Kind (cf. Fig-
ure 3.3). A Technology Model has a name and gathers information concerning (i)
technology-specific type systems; (ii) service interaction technologies; (iii) operation
technologies; and (iv) generic technology aspects.

We allow flexible decomposition of technology models to foster their reuse. That
is, for a Technology Model to be well-formed (cf. Subsection 2.2.2), only one of its
composite aggregations (cf. Figure 3.3) must be established (cf. Appendix A.2). As a
result, information about a technology-specific type system may be kept in a different
technology model than information about an operation technology.

Technology-Specific Type Systems

The Technology Model Kind considers technology-specific type systems based on
three concepts, i.e., Technology-specific Primitive Type, Technology-specific

Data Structure, and Technology-specific List (cf. Figure 3.3). These concepts
enable microservice developers to express types of the programming languages,
libraries, and frameworks with which they implement their services (cf. Concern CR.1
in Subsection 3.3.1).

Technology-specific Primitive Types reify built-in primitive types of microser-
vice programming languages such as Java, JavaScript, or C# [261]. A modeled
technology-specific primitive type may be a synonym for one or more UML built-in
primitive types [220] (cf. Figure 3.3). Suppose a technology model for the Java
programming language. Java provides the built-in primitive type float [107] that cor-
responds to UML’s built-in primitive type Real [220]. The Java technology model may
now instantiate the Technology-specific Primitive Type concept for Java’s float

type and assign UML’s Real type to the synonymFor attribute (cf. Figure 3.3). This
type synonym approach makes it possible to explicitly determine technology-specific
type mappings within technology models, e.g., to influence the behavior of code
generators (cf. Subsection 2.2.3).

Next to technology-specific primitive types, the Technology Model Kind also en-
ables the definition of Technology-specific Data Structures and Technology-speci-

fic Lists (cf. Figure 3.3). Both concepts extend the Complex Type concept from the
Domain Data Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.1). Consequently, they can be used, e.g.,
to gather information about structured types like ResponseEntity2 from the Spring
framework3 within technology models.

2https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframewo
rk/http/ResponseEntity.html

3https://www.spring.io

https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/http/ResponseEntity.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/http/ResponseEntity.html
https://www.spring.io
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Service Interaction Technologies

A technology model may cluster several Service Interaction Technologies (cf. Fig-
ure 3.3) to express technological characteristics of service interactions relevant to
microservice implementation (cf. Concern CR.1 in Subsection 3.3.1). Chapter 4 refines
the Service Interaction Technology concept by means of concrete implementations
of microservice architectures.

Operation Technologies

The Operation Technology concept of the Technology Model Kind (cf. Figure 3.3)
frames microservice operators’ Concerns CR.4, CR.5, and CR.6 (cf. Subsection 3.3.1).
Consequently, the concept enables the modeling of technologies for microservice
deployment and infrastructure together with their configuration parameters. An
Operation Technology has a name and may cluster a set of Technology-specific

Properties that determine the technology’s configuration parameters.
Technology-specific properties receive their values as instances of the Technol-

ogy-specific Property Value concept (cf. Figure 3.3). The content of the value

attribute of a Technology-specific Property Value instance must be compatible to
the type of the associated Technology-specific Property (cf. Appendix A.2). We
decided to integrate Technology-specific Property Value as a dedicated concept
because it allows its reuse in other model kinds (cf., e.g., the Operation Model
Kind in Subsection 3.4.4). Furthermore, technology-specific properties can exhibit
different values for the same property in different architecture models. Suppose a
technology model for the Docker container technology (cf. Subsection 2.4.1). It may
define a technology-specific property named “image” to configure the prepackaged
operation environment of containers (cf. Subsection 2.1.2). The value of this property
is variable per operation model, e.g., when different microservice teams rely on
different operation environments for their services. In fact, it may even differ per
deployed microservice within the same operation model, e.g., when the same team
implements its services with more than one programming language.

Generic Technology Aspects

The Technology Aspect concept of the Technology Model Kind (cf. Figure 3.3) is a
means to augment elements in models of other model kinds with technology-specific
metadata that are not related to type systems, service interaction and operation
technologies [241]. For instance, technology aspects may capture information that
is usually expressed via programming-language-dependent metadata systems like
annotations in Java [107] or attributes in C# [136].

We leverage concepts from Aspect-oriented Modeling (AOM) [260], which is a
combination of MDE and Aspect-oriented Software Development (AOSD), to enable
the expression of technology-specific metadata in the form of technology aspects.
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In AOSD, an aspect is a means to modularize concerns in software development
that crosscut and thus affect several parts of the developed system’s functionality at
once [156]. Examples of such concerns comprise logging, performance, and security.
An aspect specifies a pointcut that itself determines a set of join points [260]. In AOM,
join points identify the concepts of a modeling language to whose instantiations
as model elements an aspect is applicable. A pointcut may further constrain the
applicability of an aspect depending on the concrete peculiarity of a model element.
In case an aspect is applicable per its pointcut definition, the target model element is
augmented with the information defined in the aspect’s advice [260].

By contrast to technology-specific modeling concepts that are built into modeling
languages, AOM provides an extensible means for the augmentation of architecture
models with technology information on an as-needed basis. Hence, we decided to
rely on AOM as the modularization mechanism for generic technology information.
Therefore, the Technology Model Kind integrates the AOM concepts Join Point,
Pointcut, and Advice, and associates them with the Technology Aspect concept (cf.
Figure 3.3).

These concepts are applicable to model, e.g., a technology aspect for the @Get-

Mapping Java annotation4 from the Spring framework. This annotation allows con-
figuration of Java methods to behave like microservice operations that are invokable
via synchronous requests by means of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and
its GET method [87]. Starting from the Technology Model Kind (cf. Figure 3.3),
the @GetMapping annotation is expressible as an instance of the Technology Aspect

concept. An associated Pointcut instance could then constrain the applicability of
the aspect to microservices that interact via HTTP. Furthermore, it may cluster a
JoinPoint that maps to a modeling concept for microservice operations so that the
aspect becomes exclusively applicable to modeled operations. Finally, the Advice

of the GetMapping aspect could prescribe the production of the eponymous anno-
tation, e.g., by a generator that derives Java and Spring source code from modeled
microservice operations. The transition of other Java annotations, e.g., related to data
management5 (cf. Concern CR.3 in Subsection 3.3.1), would then follow the same
pattern.

3.4.3 Service Viewpoint

The Service Viewpoint frames microservice developers’ Concerns CR.1 and CR.3 (cf.
Subsection 3.3.1), domain experts’ Concern CR.7 (cf. Subsection 3.3.2), and MSA
software architects’ Concern CR.10. To this end, the viewpoint defines two model
kinds, i.e., the Service Model Kind and the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind.

4https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframewo
rk/web/bind/annotation/GetMapping.html

5https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/packa
ge-summary.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/GetMapping.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/GetMapping.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/package-summary.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/package-summary.html
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Service Model Kind

Figure 3.4 shows the conceptual model of the Service Model Kind and Appendix A.3
lists its context conditions in the form of OCL invariants.
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Figure 3.4: Conceptual model of the Service Model Kind expressed as a UML class
diagram [105, 220].

The Service Model Kind provides concepts to construct service models which consti-
tute architecture models that contribute to the realization view [211] on a microservice
architecture. That is, the concepts of the model kind are closely related to microser-
vice implementation [245] and thus frame microservice developers’ Concern CR.1
(cf. Subsection 3.3.1). The following paragraphs describe the coherent parts of the
Service Model Kind and how it frames MSA software architects’ Concern CR.10 (cf.
Subsection 3.3.2).

Microservices A Service Model gathers Microservices each of which having a
name and optionally a version (cf. Figure 3.4). Together, both attributes unambigu-
ously identify a microservice in an architecture model of the Service Model Kind.
Specifically, there must not be more than one microservice with the same name and
version in a service model (cf. Appendix A.3). Consequently, we consider a service
model to be owned by the microservice team that is also responsible for the modeled
microservices (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).

Endpoints determine resources against which consumers of a Microservice may
perform an action [211]. Furthermore, a Microservice may participate in interactions
with other microservices based on the Interaction Specification concept in Fig-
ure 3.4. Each interaction involves a provider and a consumer microservice, i.e., the
model kind considers microservice interactions to basically exhibit a choreographic
nature (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). In the context of the Service Model Kind, service
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interactions are specified from the perspective of the provider, which has to be a
Microservice that is defined in the same model as the Interaction Specification

(cf. Appendix A.3). Chapter 4 refines both the Endpoint concept and the Interaction

Specification concept.

Interfaces and Operations A Microservice comprises at least one named, possibly
versioned Interface (cf. Figure 3.4). Each interface has at least one Endpoint to
effectively make it consumable. An Interface gathers a set of named Operations

whose Endpoints allow invocation of a Microservice’s functionality [211].

Operation Parameters An Operation may define Parameters of which each has a
name, and either a built-in primitive or domain-specific complex type from a domain
model (cf. Subsection 3.4.1 and Appendix A.3). The assignment of a Complex Type to
an operation parameter frames domain experts’ Concern CR.7 (cf. Subsection 3.3.2)
because it reifies the relationship between a microservice and its application domain.
Specifically, the typing of operation parameters with domain-specific complex types
makes the linkage between a microservice and the domain concepts from its bounded
context explicit [245] (cf. Subsection 2.4.1).

Each Parameter has an Exchange Pattern. This concept prescribes characteristics
for parameters that impact the invocation and data exchange between a microservice
operation and its callers. For example, it may be used to combine a parameter’s com-
munication kind, e.g., synchronous or asynchronous, with its direction, e.g., incoming
or outgoing [221]. The assignment of exchange patterns to parameters increases the
expressivity of service models. For instance, it enables to capture scenarios in which
a microservice operation is invoked synchronously via a synchronously incoming
Parameter and continuously sends results throughout its ongoing runtime via an
asynchronously outgoing Parameter. By means of the Service Model Kind, such
scenarios can be modeled with a single Operation instance (cf. Figure 3.4). Chapter 4
substantiates the Exchange Pattern concept for this purpose.

Framing MSA Software Architects’ Concern CR.10 The Service Model Kind frames
MSA software architects’ Concern CR.10 (cf. Subsection 3.3.2) because it reveals mi-
croservices’ granularities and supports investigation of the topology of a microservice
architecture.

As mentioned in Subsection 2.4.1, service granularity consists of functionality,
data, and business value granularity. A service model determines functionality
granularity by defining microservices’ interfaces and operations (cf. Figure 3.4).
Operation parameters and interaction specifications indicate data granularity as they
state the types of data exchanged between microservices. Additionally, operation
parameters establish relationships between domain and service models by referring
to domain-specific complex types. This approach supports in the assessment of
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microservices’ business granularity because it reifies the responsibility of services for
domain concepts.

Finally, modeled microservices and interaction specifications (cf. Figure 3.4) foster
the investigation of a microservice architecture’s topology as both concepts identify
existing components and their linkage [19].

Service Technology Mapping Model Kind

Next to the Service Model Kind, the Service Viewpoint also comprises the Service
Technology Mapping Model Kind. It enables the assignment of technology informa-
tion to domain and service models within mapping models. To this end, the model kind
combines concepts from the Domain Data Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.1), Tech-
nology Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.2), and Service Model Kind (see above). As a
result, the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind frames microservice developers’
Concerns CR.1 and CR.3 (cf. Subsection 3.3.1).

Figure 3.5 shows an excerpt of the model kind’s conceptual model. The depicted
modeling concepts concern the mapping of technology information to elements from
domain models (cf. Subsection 3.4.1). Appendix A.4 lists the OCL invariants for the
model kind’s context conditions.
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Figure 3.5: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind’s concep-
tual model for domain-related technology mapping expressed as a UML class dia-
gram [105, 220].

A Service Technology Mapping Model may comprise an arbitrary number of
technology mappings for domain-specific complex types. Therefore, the Service
Technology Mapping Model Kind defines the Mapped Complex Type concept that
provides microservice developers with a means to assign technology information
to domain-specific complex types and subordinate elements (cf. Figure 3.5). To
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this end, a Mapped Complex Type within a mapping model associates the Complex

Type from a domain model (cf. Subsection 3.4.1) to whose Fields, Operations,
and operation Parameters technology information shall be mapped (cf. the Mapped

Field, Mapped Operation, and Mapped Parameter concepts in Figure 3.5). Based on
technology mappings, fields and parameters may receive new technology-specific
primitive or complex types from technology models (cf. Subsection 3.4.2). Similarly,
it is possible to map technology-specific types to the return types of domain data
operations (cf. Figure 3.5). Independent of the mapped element, a type mapping is
only valid, if the kinds of the original type and the mapped type are compatible (cf.
Appendix A.4). For example, it is not possible to map a technology-specific primitive
type to a domain-specific complex type.

Additionally, the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind also considers the map-
ping of technology information to microservices and subordinate elements contained
in service models (cf. Figure 3.4). Figure 3.6 depicts the corresponding concepts of
the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind’s conceptual model.
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Figure 3.6: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind’s conceptual
model for microservice-related technology mapping expressed as a UML class dia-
gram [105, 220].

A Service Technology Mapping Model may map technology information to a set
of microservices (cf. Figure 3.6) by means of the Mapped Microservice concept. Each
of its instances in a mapping model must refer to a distinct Microservice from a
service model (cf. Figure 3.4 and Appendix A.4) and may assign a Service Inter-

action Technology from a technology model (cf. Subsection 3.4.2) to the referred
microservice.

The Mapped Interface and Mapped Operation concepts allow the mapping of
Service Interaction Technologies to Interfaces and Operations of a mapped
microservice (cf. Figure 3.6). Moreover, and similar to the parameters of domain
data operations (cf. Figure 3.5), it is possible to map technology-specific types to the
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parameters of modeled microservice operations by means of mapping models (cf. the
Mapped Service Parameter concept in Figure 3.6).

Finally, we consider all concepts of the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind
that realize domain-related and microservice-related mappings to also represent
join points for technology aspects (cf. Subsection 3.4.2). As a result, instances
of these concepts may be augmented with technology aspects, e.g., to configure
the database representation of domain-specific complex types (cf. Concern CR.3
in Subsection 3.3.1) or technical requirements for the invocation of microservice
operations (cf. Subsection 3.4.2). Figure 3.7 shows the corresponding excerpt of
the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind’s conceptual model. It identifies all
domain-related and microservice-related mapping concepts from Figures 3.5 and 3.6
to constitute possible Join Points for technology aspects.
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Mapped Service Operation

Mapped Service Parameter

Mapped Interface

Mapped Microservice

Mapped Field

Mapped Parameter

Mapped Operation

Mapped Complex Type

mk
Service Technology Mapping

Figure 3.7: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind’s conceptual
model related to join points for technology aspects. The excerpt is expressed as a
UML class diagram [105, 220].

In summary, the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind frames several con-
cerns of microservice developers, domain experts, and MSA software architects (cf.
Section 3.3). Furthermore, it also renders possible technology-agnostic reusability
of domain and service models based on our Domain Data Model Kind (cf. Subsec-
tion 3.4.1) and Service Model Kind (cf. Figure 3.6), respectively. Specifically, the
exchange of a technology in favor of an alternative one boils down to the construction
of a new mapping model that assigns information from the model of the alternative
technology (cf. Subsection 3.4.2) to the elements in domain and service models.
This approach does not require the adaptation of domain and service models so
that the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind inherently copes with technology
heterogeneity in microservice architectures (cf. Subsection 2.1.2).

3.4.4 Operation Viewpoint

The Operation Viewpoint frames Concerns CR.4, CR.5, and CR.6 of microservice
operators (cf. Subsection 3.3.1). In addition, it frames MSA software architects’
Concern CR.10 (cf. Subsection 3.3.2). The Operation Viewpoint defines the Operation
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Model Kind for the construction of operation models to express operation-related views
on microservice architectures [245]. Figure 3.8 shows the conceptual model of the
Operation Model Kind and Appendix A.5 lists the OCL invariants for its context
conditions.
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Figure 3.8: Conceptual model of the Operation Model Kind expressed as a UML class
diagram [105, 220].

The following paragraphs describe the coherent parts of the Operation Model
Kind and how it frames MSA software architects’ Concern CR.10 (cf. Subsection 3.3.2).

Model Kind Root

An Operation Model clusters at least one named Operation Node (cf. Figure 3.8). The
model kind distinguishes between two kinds of operation nodes. Containers convey
deployment semantics (cf. Concern CR.4 in Subsection 3.3.1) so that the Operation
Model Kind covers container-based microservice deployment (cf. Subsection 2.1.2).
Infrastructure Nodes, on the other hand, reify infrastructure components of a
microservice architecture (Concern CR.5), e.g., API gateways or service discoveries
(cf. Subsection 2.4.1).

The Operation Model Kind associates each Operation Node with an Operation

Technology from a technology model (cf. Subsection 3.4.2). In case the operation
node is a container, the operation technology must be a Deployment Technology (cf.
Appendix A.5) that models, e.g., technologies like Docker or LXC (cf. Subsection 2.4.1).
For infrastructure nodes, the operation technology must be an Infrastructure Tech-

nology that provides a certain kind of infrastructure capability.

Microservice Deployment and Infrastructure Usage

The services association between the Operation Node and Microservice concepts
in Figure 3.8 enables the modeling of microservice deployment and infrastructure
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usage, where the concrete type of an operation node determines the semantics of the
association within operation models.

Containers convey semantics for microservice deployment and must have at least
one modeled microservice from a service model assigned (cf. Subsection 3.4.3 and
Appendix A.5).

For Infrastructure Nodes, the semantics of the services association is prescribed
by the respective infrastructure technology. For example, if an operation model assigns
a modeled microservice to an infrastructure node that represents a service discovery,
the node enables the service’s runtime discovery by other microservices. If instead
a modeled microservice is associated with an API gateway infrastructure node, the
node exposes the service’s API.

Endpoints

The Operation Model Kind defines an Endpoint concept (cf. Figure 3.8) whose
semantics differ from the eponymous concept of the Service Model Kind (cf. Sub-
section 3.4.3). While a microservice endpoint may identify a relative address part
of a resource, e.g., the path segment of a Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) [27],
an operation node endpoint is considered to determine the absolute base address
of a resource, e.g., the scheme and authority parts of a URI. Hence, the physical
address of a deployed microservice is its own endpoint prefixed by the endpoint of
its container in an operation model.

This distinction between relative and absolute endpoints in the Service Model
Kind and Operation Model Kind increases the portability of microservices because
their relative address parts remain stable even when being moved to other containers.

Configuration

Operation nodes may receive a configuration via the Operation Model Kind (cf.
Concern CR.6 in Subsection 3.3.1). To this end, the Operation Node concept associates
the Technology-specific Property Value concept from the Technology Model Kind
(cf. Figure 3.8 and Subsection 3.4.2). It enables the assignment of values to the
configuration parameters of an Operation Technology from a technology model (cf.
Appendix A.5).

The Operation Model Kind also enables service-specific configuration by means
of the Microservice Configuration concept (cf. Figure 3.8). Such configurations
only affect single microservices in the context of the operation node to which they
are assigned (cf. Appendix A.5). For instance, an API gateway infrastructure node
may determine distinct URI paths per assigned microservice. These paths then act as
service-specific entrypoints to the exposed APIs of the assigned microservices.
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Framing MSA Software Architects’ Concern CR.10

The Operation Model Kind frames MSA software architects’ Concern CR.10 (cf.
Subsection 3.3.2) because it reifies the physical parts of a microservice architecture’s
topology.

However, by contrast to the Service Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.3), the Operation
Viewpoint does not comprise a dedicated model kind for technology mapping. First,
the Operation Model Kind does not combine technology-agnostic and technology-
specific concepts like the Service Model Kind that enables to link domain with
microservice information. Instead, all elements in operation models are by definition
technology-specific. Second, we assume that the basic operation infrastructure of a
microservice architecture does not change as frequently as microservices’ technologies
(cf. Subsection 2.1.2). Consequently, there exists no operation-specific counterpart to
the Service Viewpoint’s Service Technology Mapping Model Kind that supports the
non-intrusive exchange of microservice implementation technologies.

3.4.5 Framing Quality-Related and Architecture-Level Concerns

The presented viewpoints in MSA engineering do not explicitly, i.e., by the definition
of their conceptual models (cf. Subsections 3.4.1 to 3.4.4), frame the quality-related
Concerns CR.2, CR.8, and CR.9 (cf. Subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). In addition, they
do not explicitly frame the architecture-level Concerns CR.11 and CR.12 (cf. Subsec-
tion 3.3.2).

In the following, we discuss how the viewpoints still frame the mentioned quality-
related and architecture-level concerns even if their conceptual models do not com-
prise dedicated concepts for them.

Quality-Related Concerns

The Service Viewpoint’s model kinds (cf. Subsection 3.4.3) do not provide concepts for
microservice testing (Concern CR.2). Instead, technology aspects from the Technology
Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.2) could be used to capture testing-related information.
For example, there may be two mapping models for a teams’ microservices. The first
model leverages technology aspects to express microservice test specifications and
the second model omits them to focus on the microservices’ productive operation.
However, as testing is not in the scope of the present dissertation, specialized modeling
concepts or even a dedicated model kind [211] might be required to support more
sophisticated modeling for microservice testing.

Domain experts’ Concern CR.8 (cf. Subsection 3.3.2) regarding cost-effective
delivery of a microservice architecture can be framed by model processing. For ex-
ample, code generation might introduce automation to microservice implementation
processes in order to increase their productivity (cf. Subsection 2.2.3). According
to ISO 42010, it is in the responsibility of a viewpoint to explicitly specify possible
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operations on model kinds [139] (cf. Subsection 2.3.1). For the sake of conciseness,
however, we do not present these operations here. Instead, Part III of the present
dissertation covers the realization of generic operations on viewpoints’ model kinds
and Part IV evaluates concrete operations on constructed MSA models.

Domain experts’ Concern CR.9 (cf. Subsection 3.3.2) targets the overall quality of
a microservice architecture. Given the broad spectrum of quality characteristics in
software engineering and architecting [138], the presented architecture viewpoints
cannot cover them holistically. Yet, we argue that the viewpoints still have the po-
tential to contribute in improving the quality of microservice architectures. That
is because the various kinds of architecture models provided by our viewpoints
increase the level of abstraction and therefore facilitate architectural examination. For
example, service models may support in the analysis of microservice complexity and
cohesion based on the number and peculiarity of modeled microservice operations
and processed domain-specific types (cf. Subsection 3.4.3). Furthermore, the assess-
ment of technology heterogeneity and related technical debt becomes feasible via the
Technology Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.2). Chapter 9 investigates the applicability
of the presented viewpoints to assess the aforementioned quality characteristics of
microservice architectures.

Architecture-Level Concerns

We consider MSA software architects’ Concerns CR.10, CR.11, and CR.12 architecture-
level concerns (cf. Subsection 3.3.2).

The Service Viewpoint and Operation Viewpoint frame Concern CR.10 because
their model kinds define concepts to express parts of the topology of a microservice
architecture and its runtime components (cf. Subsections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4). However,
to receive a more complete specification of a microservice architecture, it is necessary
to also reify the relationships between the presented architecture viewpoints. They
result from the references between concepts of model kinds of different architecture
viewpoints.

For example, the Parameter concept of the Service Model Kind (cf. Subsec-
tion 3.4.3) refers to the Complex Type concept of the Domain Data Model Kind (cf.
Subsection 3.4.1). The resulting relationship between the Service Viewpoint and the
Domain Viewpoint contributes to a more complete architecture specification as it
indicates which microservice is responsible for processing which portion of domain-
specific data. Another example of a relationship between two architecture viewpoints
is the assignment of a modeled microservice to an operation node. It results from
the association between the Microservice and Operation Node concepts in the Op-
eration Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.4). Specifically, this association establishes a
relationship between the Service Viewpoint and the Operation Viewpoint in order to
express the deployment of a microservice or its usage of infrastructure components.
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Figure 3.9 shows all relationships between our architecture viewpoints in MSA
engineering. It also depicts the concepts of the model kinds that establish the
relationships and the purposes of the relationships.

Figure 3.9: Relationships between architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering.
Dashed and solid boxes represent viewpoints and their model kinds, respectively.
Dashed arrows from receiving to providing model kinds identify relationships be-
tween viewpoints. Arrow labels state in guillemets the concepts provided to receiving
model kinds and briefly describe the purpose of model kind relationships.

The viewpoint relationships shown in Figure 3.9 also frame MSA software ar-
chitects’ Concern CR.11. Resulting from the possibility to construct and maintain
coherent, model-based microservice architecture specifications, the viewpoint rela-
tionships can also guide the examination of such specifications as long as the model
kinds’ concepts cover the required examination criteria (cf. Chapter 9).

The depicted viewpoint relationships also frame MSA software architects’ Con-
cern CR.12 because constructed architecture models based on the model kinds of the
viewpoints can act as concise communication means (cf. Subsection 2.2.1). In addition,
architecture examination (Concern CR.11) may reveal commonalities between models
of different teams. For example, the increased level of abstraction could facilitate
the identification of patterns in operation node or microservice configurations (cf.
Subsection 3.4.4). Starting from these patterns, MSA software architects may derive
unified configuration templates in the sense of Concern CR.12.
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3.4.6 Overview of Microservice Architecture Engineering
Viewpoints and Framed Concerns

Table 3.5 presents an overview of our architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering
and the concerns they frame. To this end, the table lists per stakeholder group and
concern (cf. Section 3.3) the viewpoints that frame the concern (cf. Subsections 3.4.1
to 3.4.4). In case a concern is not structurally framed by the model kinds of any
viewpoint, a textual explanation refers to the modeling means by which the concern
is framed (cf. Subsection 3.4.5).

Table 3.5: Overview of architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering and the concerns
they frame. A checkmark ( ) shows per concern by which of the four viewpoints it
is framed. In case a concern is not structurally framed by any viewpoint, a textual
explanation identifies the modeling means that frame the concern.

Stakeholder
Group

Concern Domain
Viewpoint

Technology
Viewpoint

Service
Viewpoint

Operation
Viewpoint

Microservice
Developers

CR.1
CR.2
CR.3

Microservice
Operators

CR.4
CR.5
CR.6

Domain
Experts

CR.7
CR.8 Framed by model processing techniques (cf. Part III).
CR.9

Software
Architects

CR.10 Framed by viewpoint relationships.
CR.11 Framed by viewpoint relationships.
CR.12 Framed by viewpoint relationships.

3.5 Related Work

In the following, we present related work in the context of SBSA stakeholders, archi-
tecture viewpoints in SBSA engineering, and viewpoint-based conceptual frameworks
for the engineering of distributed software architectures.
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Stakeholders in Service-Based Software Architecture Engineering

Gu et al. [113] present a taxonomy of stakeholder types in SBSA engineering. The
stakeholder types partially map to the stakeholder groups, from which we elicited
the concerns for our architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering (cf. Section 3.3).

The stakeholder types application developer, service architect, service designer, and
service developer from the taxonomy of Gu et al. [113] correspond to our microservice
developers stakeholder group (cf. Subsection 3.3.1). That is because in MSA mi-
croservice developers are fully responsible for the design and implementation of the
services they own including related artifacts (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). The stakeholder
types service deployer and service provider of Gu et al. subsume the same concerns
as our microservice operators stakeholder group (cf. Subsection 3.3.1). Like service
deployers and providers, microservice operators deploy services and ensure their
correct provisioning.

The domain experts and end user stakeholder types from the taxonomy of Gut
et al. [113] map to our domain experts stakeholder group (cf. Subsection 3.3.2).
Furthermore, Gut et al. identify the SBA6 architect and SBA engineer stakeholder types,
whose concerns correspond to those of our software architects stakeholder group (cf.
Subsection 3.3.2).

Next to the aforementioned stakeholder types, the taxonomy of Gu et al. [113]
clusters further stakeholder types with concerns towards the (i) business aspects of an
SBSA (e.g., business analysts and business process administrators stakeholder types); (ii)
consumption of services from external parties (service consumers); and (iii) composition
of services (composition designers). Our architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering
do not directly frame the concerns of these stakeholder types. That is because our
viewpoints focus on the design, implementation, and operation of microservice
architectures from the perspective of MSA development organizations. Furthermore,
our viewpoints do not consider the composition of fine-grained into coarse-grained
services. Instead, we rely on MSA’s reduced service taxonomy in which service
choreography rather than centralized service composition realizes complex business
processes (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).

Haselböck et al. [119] present a taxonomy of stakeholder groups that participate in
the documentation and review of architectural design decisions in MSA engineering.
The majority of the stakeholder groups in the taxonomy have a direct counterpart
in the set of our stakeholder groups (cf. Section 3.3). For example, the developer,
application engineer, and quality assurer from Haselböck et al. share concerns with
our microservice developers stakeholder group (cf. Subsection 3.3.1). Moreover,
Haselböck et al. also directly consider operations engineers, who we identified as
microservice operators, and MSA software architects (cf. Subsection 3.3.2).

6Gu et al. [113] introduce the acronym “SBA” to refer to the term “Service-Based Application”.
For the present context, the SBA acronym conveys the same semantics as our SBSA acronym.
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However, the taxonomy of Haselböck et al. does not comprise a counterpart to
our domain experts stakeholder group (cf. Subsection 3.3.2). On the other hand, it
considers the manager stakeholder group and its business-related concerns. Given the
focus of our architecture viewpoints on the design, implementation, and operation of
microservice architectures, they do not frame the concerns of managers yet.

Architecture Viewpoints in Service-Based Software Architecture
Engineering

Postina et al. [235] present a methodology for the systematic derivation of architecture
viewpoints on SOA-based software systems. It consists of four steps.

The first step identifies the relevant stakeholders of a certain SOA-based software
system together with their concerns.

The second step creates fragments for metamodels (cf. Subsection 2.2.2), where
each fragment gathers the concepts required to frame a single, previously identi-
fied concern. The created metamodel fragments are then integrated into a holistic,
viewpoint-specific metamodel by resolving potential overlappings between concepts.
After fragments’ integration, the methodology of Postina et al. [235] organizes the
viewpoint-specific metamodels into four layers, i.e., Support for Enterprise Archi-
tecture Management, Business Architecture, Service Architecture, and Technology
Architecture.

The third step identifies data sources to instantiate the metamodels for the construc-
tion of architecture views on the considered SOA-based software system. Example
data sources comprise project management tools, business process execution engines,
and network monitoring tools.

The fourth step of the methodology by Postina et al. [235] instantiates the created
metamodels to derive architecture views by means of the identified data sources.
To this end, the step also requires the implementation of the metamodels leverag-
ing modeling specifications and technologies like UML and the Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF) [275].

We perceive our approaches to the specification of the presented architecture
viewpoints and their practical utilization (cf. Chapters 4 and 5) as a partial instan-
tiation of the methodology proposed by Postina et al. [235]. First, we identified
stakeholder groups and their concerns (cf. Section 3.3). Next, we defined model kinds
for architecture viewpoints to frame the identified concerns (cf. Section 3.4). In order
to reify the model kinds, we relied on conceptual modeling [284]. In the following,
we translate the model kinds into formal metamodels (cf. Chapter 4), and make them
practically instantiable and thus usable (cf. Chapter 5). By contrast to Postina et al.,
our approach to architecture viewpoint specification focuses on MSA instead of SOA
(cf. Subsection 2.1.1). In addition, we aim at a broad applicability of our viewpoints
independent of a concrete MSA-based software system.
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Gu and Lago [112] present a conceptual framework for process-related and
product-related architecture viewpoints in SBSA engineering. Specifically, the frame-
work enables to organize concerns in process-related and product-related viewpoints
along the dimensions Development and Consumption. In the context of the concep-
tual framework, our architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering (cf. Section 3.4) are
product-related viewpoints, whose concerns belong to the Development dimension.

Furthermore, the motivation for our approach follows the “Different perspectives
of stakeholders” aspect defined in the conceptual framework of Gu and Lago [112].
That is, we derived the architecture viewpoints w.r.t. the possibility of considering
different perspectives and stakeholder groups in MSA engineering (cf. Section 3.3).
Additionally, with our Technology Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.2) and the Service
Technology Mapping Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.3), we provide means to address
the “Dealing with heterogeneity” aspect of the conceptual framework. Concerning
our Domain Viewpoint and Operation Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.1 and 3.4.4), the
conceptual framework does however not define corresponding aspects.

Viewpoint-Based Conceptual Frameworks for Distributed Software
Architecture Engineering

In the following, we present two viewpoint-based conceptual frameworks for the
engineering of distributed software architectures, i.e., the Reference Model of Open
Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) [135] and the Reference Architecture Foundation
for Service Oriented Architecture (SOA-RAF) [211]. We compare the viewpoints of
both frameworks with ours for MSA engineering (cf. Section 3.4).

RM-ODP

RM-ODP provides a conceptual framework for the standardization of software archi-
tectures for Open Distributed Processing (ODP) [135]. More specifically, it aims to
establish a foundation for the realization and distribution of information processing
services across heterogeneous IT resources, organizations, and domains. To this end,
RM-ODP specifies five viewpoints to frame concerns in the architectural design of
ODP architectures. The following paragraphs present these viewpoints, and identify
commonalities and differences to our architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering.

Information Viewpoint RM-ODP’s Information Viewpoint [134] corresponds to
our Domain Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.1). Both viewpoints frame concerns related
to capturing processible information.

RM-ODP introduces the notions atomic information object and composite information
object [134]. Composite information objects correspond to complex types in our
Domain Viewpoint. However, there is no direct support for atomic information
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objects. Instead, they would need to be modeled as primitively typed parameters of
microservice operations based on our Service Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.3).

Furthermore, RM-ODP distinguishes between invariant, static, and dynamic schemas
of information objects. These schemas prescribe information objects’ structures, con-
straints, states, and state changes. Our Domain Viewpoint only covers the invariant
schema. Hence, it does not enable the expression of states and state changes of infor-
mation objects but leaves their processing to microservices. However, by considering
DDD patterns like Service or Specification [82] with the DDD Patterns concept in the
Domain Data Model Kind (cf. Figure 3.2 in Subsection 3.4.1), it is possible to at least
augment domain concepts with semantics related to domain-specific state handling.

Computational Viewpoint The Computational Viewpoint of RM-ODP defines con-
cepts for the decomposition of an ODP architecture into computational objects that
then interact via interfaces and parameterized operations [134]. Consequently, the
Computational Viewpoint corresponds to our Service Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.3)
when the decomposed computational objects are microservices.

However, by contrast to our Service Viewpoint, the Computational Viewpoint
also prescribes advanced interaction concepts like data streaming and factories for
computational objects. Additionally, it determines a set of ODP-specific functions of
which the trading function for service advertisement and interface discovery is central
to computational objects. The Service Viewpoint does not include predefined means
to distinguish microservices by their functionality, e.g., into factory or management
services. Moreover, infrastructure capabilities like service advertisement and interface
discovery are covered by our Operation Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.4).

Engineering Viewpoint The Engineering Viewpoint of RM-ODP provides concepts
to capture engineering objects that enable distributed interaction between objects in an
ODP architecture [134]. Such concepts comprise, e.g., capsule and node to model single
units of processing, storage, and communication functions. Specifically, capsules
represent VMs or physical computers, while nodes capture the software running on
them. Our Operation Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.4) does not distinguish between
virtual and physical operation nodes. Instead, operation nodes may constitute
means to execute microservices (containers) or provide infrastructure capabilities
to microservices (infrastructure nodes). Thus, similar to capsules and nodes in
RM-ODP, they allow the execution of processing tasks realized by microservices
but may also cover infrastructure, e.g., for data storage or service discovery and
communication. Like RM-ODP’s Engineering Viewpoint, our Operation Viewpoint
also defines concepts for the configuration of operation nodes.

RM-ODP integrates a channel concept to express interactions between ODP objects,
e.g., in terms of endpoints and protocols. Concerns related to the channel concept
are partially framed by our Service Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.3) in conjunction
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with the Operation Viewpoint. While the former’s Service Model Kind and Service
Technology Mapping Model Kind enable the definition of relative endpoints and
technical characteristics of service interactions, the latter’s Operation Model Kind
focuses on the modeling of physical endpoints.

Technology Viewpoint RM-ODP’s Technology Viewpoint [134] allows capturing
of technology choices in ODP architectures. Our Technology Viewpoint fully covers
the responsibilities of the eponymous ODP viewpoint, including the configuration of
ODP objects and their communication characteristics, by means of technology-specific
properties and technology aspects (cf. Subsection 3.4.2).

Enterprise Viewpoint The Enterprise Viewpoint of RM-ODP [134] frames concerns
regarding the description of the purpose, scope, and policies of an ODP system. By
contrast, our viewpoints in MSA engineering focus on concerns in the design, imple-
mentation, and operation of microservice architectures (cf. Section 3.4). Consequently,
none of them represents a direct counterpart to RM-ODP’s Enterprise Viewpoint.

However, we perceive the specification of an architecture viewpoint in MSA
engineering focusing on enterprise-level concerns of stakeholder groups like business
or project managers [19] a worthwhile task for the future. Such a viewpoint would,
for instance, need to consider the specifics of governance in MSA [131].

SOA-RAF

SOA-RAF [211] clusters abstract architecture concepts for SOA-based software sys-
tems in three architecture viewpoints. The following paragraphs present the SOA-RAF
viewpoints and discuss them w.r.t. our architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering
(cf. Section 3.4).

Participation in a SOA Ecosystem Viewpoint SOA-RAF’s Participation in a SOA
Ecosystem Viewpoint [211] focuses on capturing relationships between social struc-
tures and SOA-based software systems. Therefore, its model kinds define concepts
like Goal, Mission, and Stakeholder. Thus, the SOA-RAF viewpoint has a higher
level of abstraction than any of our architecture viewpoints that we derived directly
from concrete concerns of actual stakeholder groups in MSA engineering (cf. Sec-
tion 3.3).

Additionally, our viewpoints implicitly assume some of the concepts of the SOA-
RAF viewpoint. For instance, Ownership [211] of a microservice regarding its real-
ization is always bound to a single team (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). Hence, we do not
enable its modeling like the SOA-RAF viewpoint. Furthermore, we do not consider
the Social Structure [211] related to a software system an explicit modeling con-
cept. Instead, it is inherently reflected by the selected stakeholder groups for which
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we derived our viewpoints and by the relationships between our viewpoints (cf.
Subsection 3.4.5).

However, there also exist semantic counterparts in our viewpoints for certain
concepts of the SOA-RAF viewpoint. For instance, our Service Viewpoint covers
the SOA-RAF concepts Capability, Communication, and Service Provider [211] by
its Operation, Interaction Specification, and Microservice concepts (cf. Subsec-
tion 3.4.3).

Realization of a SOA Ecosystem Viewpoint SOA-RAF’s Realization of a SOA
Ecosystem Viewpoint [211] shares commonalities with all of our architecture view-
points in MSA engineering (cf. Section 3.4) because it frames concerns related to
service realization. In particular, it targets the effective construction of SOA-based
software systems from the perspective of stakeholders involved in service design,
implementation, and operation.

To this end, the SOA-RAF viewpoint defines concepts like Information Model,
Structure, and Classification Terms [211]. With Domain Data Model, Bounded Con-

text, Complex Type, and DDD Pattern, our Domain Viewpoint provides conceptual
equivalents of the SOA-RAF concepts (cf. Subsection 3.4.1).

Moreover, our Technology Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.2) covers the Technical

Assumptions concept of the SOA-RAF viewpoint [211].
In addition, there exist overlapping concepts in the SOA-RAF viewpoint and our

Service Viewpoint. For instance, the SOA-RAF concepts Service, Service Interface

Description, Operation, Endpoint, and Message Exchange Pattern [211] map to the
Microservice, Interface, Operation, Endpoint, Exchange Pattern, and Interaction

Specification concepts from the Service Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.3).
Further SOA-RAF concepts like Service Reachability and Service Visibili-

ty [211] correspond to concepts of our Operation Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.4).
Specifically, we assume that the minimum requirement of a microservice to be
reachable and visible is its container-based deployment in combination with its usage
of an infrastructure node, e.g., a service discovery [14].

However, the SOA-RAF viewpoint also comprises concepts for which no direct
counterparts in our architecture viewpoints exist. For example, we do not provide
a dedicated concept for metrics gathering. Instead, model processors are required
to conduct metrics measurement (cf. Chapter 9). Furthermore, unlike the SOA-RAF
viewpoint, we do not consider the modeling of preconditions for service interactions.
Additionally, behavior, as a set of coordinated service interactions, is not expressible by
means of our architecture viewpoints because they exclusively focus on choreography-
based, possibly ad hoc microservice interactions (cf. Subsections 2.1.1 and 2.4.1).

Ownership in a SOA Ecosystem Viewpoint SOA-RAF’s Ownership in a SOA
Ecosystem Viewpoint [211] frames concerns related to ensuring governance, man-
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agement, security, and testing of SOA-based software systems. Our architecture
viewpoints in MSA engineering (cf. Section 3.4) do not frame governance concerns.
Similarly, they do not define explicit modeling concepts for security and testing.
Nonetheless, technology aspects within technology models (cf. Subsection 3.4.5)
could reify such concepts at least on a technical level.

On the other hand, our Service Viewpoint and Operation Viewpoint (cf. Subsec-
tions 3.4.3 and 3.4.4) cover the Implicit Service Contract and Service Configura-

tion Manageability concepts of the SOA-RAF viewpoint [211].

3.6 Discussion

In the following, we discuss the level of abstraction and the applicability of our
architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering. Moreover, we elaborate on the omission
of business-related and process modeling concerns as well as the support of our
architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering challenges.

Level of Abstraction and Applicability

Our architecture viewpoints (cf. Section 3.4) exhibit a level of abstraction that is closer
to the realization phase of a software system than that of conceptual frameworks
like RM-ODP [135] and SOA-RAF [211] (cf. Section 3.5). For example, our model
kinds prescribe the usage of certain methodologies and paradigms like DDD (cf.
Subsection 3.4.1), AOM (cf. Subsection 3.4.2), and container-based microservice
deployment (cf. Subsection 3.4.4). The resulting lower level of abstraction is however
intended because our viewpoints explicitly target the engineering of microservice
architectures. Therefore, we decided to directly integrate concepts from established
practices in MSA engineering into the presented architecture viewpoints.

As a result, our viewpoints focus on introvert architecting activities that are particu-
larly crucial in MSA engineering, e.g., description, implementation, and analysis [61].
Furthermore, the emphasis of these architecting activities results in two benefits w.r.t.
the goals of the present dissertation (cf. Section 1.2). First, the definition of abstract
syntaxes for modeling languages targeting MSA engineering (cf. Subsection 2.2.2)
boils down to refining the conceptual models of the presented model kinds (cf. Chap-
ter 4). Second, model processing is more likely to yield results that are directly
applicable in microservice design, implementation, and operation (cf. Part IV).

Omission of Business-Related Concerns

In their current form, the presented architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering (cf.
Section 3.4) do not frame concerns of stakeholders like business analysts or project
managers. Specifically, they do not include model kinds or concepts to (i) express
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the structure of the development organization including governance; (ii) model
business-related goals of the developed architecture and relate them to microservices’
capabilities; and (iii) capture Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), SLAs, and business
metrics in general. We expect corresponding model kinds or concepts to represent
valuable extensions to our approach and consider SOA-RAF [211] (cf. Section 3.5) a
sensible starting point for their future elicitation.

Omission of Process Modeling Concerns

Our architecture viewpoints (cf. Section 3.4) do not enable the specification of
processes based on microservice interactions. While the Service Model Kind defines
the Exchange Pattern and Interaction Specification concepts (cf. Subsection 3.4.3),
which target a single microservice, more complex, possibly business-related processes
beyond the scope of a microservice cannot be captured.

It seems debatable whether the centralized modeling of complete processes based
on microservice interactions violates MSA’s preference for choreography over orches-
tration (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). However, in certain scenarios a centralized assembly of
processes from a set of microservices might be valuable. For example, MSA can be
used to model microservice-based workflows whose basic structures seldom or never
change like for searching and booking flights for traveling activities [214]. Similar
to the integration of business-related concerns (see above), process modeling may
constitute a sensible extension to our approach, yet it requires future work.

Support in Microservice Architecture Engineering Challenges

The present chapter investigated RQ 1.1, RQ 1.2, and RQ 1.3 (cf. Section 1.2). As
described in Subsection 2.4.2, these RQs are related to certain challenges in MSA
engineering (cf. Tables 2.2 and 2.3). In the following, we discuss to what extent the
chapter’s contributions address those challenges.

RQ 1.1 relates to Organizational Challenge C.10, i.e., the provisioning of formats
and guidelines for knowledge sharing (cf. Table 2.3). The model kinds presented in
Section 3.4 provide modeling concepts to structure and relate architecture information
in MSA engineering. Hence, they can be used to communicate such information
among the targeted stakeholder groups in a well-defined manner (cf. Section 3.3). For
this purpose it is however crucial to substantiate the conceptual models of the model
kinds and make them practically instantiable by stakeholders (cf. Chapters 4 and 5).

RQ 1.2 covers MSA Design Challenges C.1, C.2, and C.4 (cf. Table 2.3 in Subsec-
tion 2.4.2). Challenge C.1, i.e., the management of microservices’ granularities, is
addressed by means of the relationship between the Domain Data Model Kind and
Service Model Kind (cf. Subsections 3.4.1, 3.4.3, and 3.4.5). A modeled microservice’s
business granularity results from the structures of the domain-specific complex types
that it processes. Challenge C.2 focuses on domain-driven service identification. For
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this purpose, we incorporated the DDD Pattern concept into the Domain Data Model
Kind. It shall enable domain experts and microservice developers (cf. Section 3.3) to
collaboratively capture domain knowledge following DDD principles. Challenge C.4
concerns the management of microservice APIs. The Service Model Kind aims to cope
with this challenge by providing modeling concepts for service interfaces, operations,
and endpoints.

RQ 1.2 is also related to MSA Implementation Challenge C.6 (cf. Table 2.3 in
Subsection 2.4.2). Therefore, we specified the Technology Viewpoint (cf. Subsec-
tion 3.4.2) to allow dedicated management of technology heterogeneity in microser-
vice architectures. Consequently, its concepts support modeling of various kinds of
technology-specific information, e.g., about built-in types of microservice program-
ming languages or configuration parameters of operation technologies. Moreover, the
Technology Aspect concept targets the expression of generic technology information.

Furthermore, RQ 1.2 covers MSA Operation Challenges C.7 and C.8 (cf. Table 2.3 in
Subsection 2.4.2) for which we specified the Operation Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.4).
Its concepts address service partitioning across operation nodes and physical node
locations (Challenge C.7). In this context, an operation node may either be a container
for microservice deployment or an infrastructure node that provides infrastructure
capabilities to a microservice architecture (Challenge C.8).

RQ 1.3 targets MSA Design Challenges C.3 and C.5 as well as MSA Organizational
Challenges C.9 and C.10 (cf. Table 2.3 in Subsection 2.4.2). All four challenges have
in common that a composition of model kinds or architecture models supports in
coping with them.

Regarding Challenge C.3, the Domain Data Model Kind and its relationships
with the model kinds of the Service Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.5) make domain
information an integral part of MSA engineering. Challenge C.5, on the other hand,
is addressed by the Interaction Specification concept of the Service Model Kind
when its subsequent refinement enables the expression of dependencies between
microservices from the same or different architecture models (cf. Chapter 4).

Dealing with Challenge C.9, i.e., the automation of manual tasks, benefits from
model kind composition because it effectively increases the content of available
architecture information and likely the number of automatable tasks [19]. The
increased information content also fosters knowledge sharing among stakeholders
(Challenge C.10). For instance, the relationship between the Service Model Kind and
the Operation Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.5) enables microservice developers to
review their services’ deployment configurations and discuss them with microservice
operators.
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3.7 Conclusion

This chapter introduced a set of architecture viewpoints to frame the concerns of
certain stakeholder groups in Microservice Architecture (MSA) engineering.

To investigate RQ 1.1 (cf. Section 1.2), we first identified relevant stakeholder
groups and their concerns in MSA engineering (cf. Section 3.3). For this purpose, we
considered stakeholder groups with a direct impact on the realization of microservice
architectures and divided them based on the scope of their impact. Microservice devel-
opers and microservice operators represent stakeholder groups within microservice
teams (cf. Subsection 3.3.1). Consequently, their decisions impact the microservices
they own (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). Domain experts and software architects, on the other
hand, are inter-team and extra-team stakeholder groups (cf. Subsection 3.3.2). Their
decisions can impact several microservices, possibly owned by different teams, as
well as complete microservice architectures.

For each stakeholder group, we identified a set of concerns to be framed by archi-
tecture viewpoints in MSA engineering (cf. Section 3.4). Starting from the identified
concerns, we derived four architecture viewpoints, i.e., the Domain Viewpoint, Tech-
nology Viewpoint, Service Viewpoint, and Operation Viewpoint (cf. Subsections 3.4.1
to 3.4.4). The Domain Viewpoint frames concerns of the domain experts stakeholder
group. The Technology Viewpoint frames concerns of the microservice develop-
ers and microservice operators stakeholder groups. Additionally, with the Service
Viewpoint and Operation Viewpoint both stakeholder groups also have a dedicated
viewpoint on a microservice architecture. However, because we expect the Technology
Viewpoint, Service Viewpoint, and Operation Viewpoint to contribute in improving
the overall quality of a microservice architecture, we consider them to also frame
quality-related concerns of domain experts (cf. Subsection 3.4.5). Subsection 3.4.6
summarized the framed concerns per stakeholder group and viewpoint.

Each of the four architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering comprises one or
more model kinds that govern corresponding architecture views (cf. Subsection 2.3.1).
We expressed the model kinds in the form of UML-based conceptual models with
invariants in the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [284, 105, 23, 218]. Ultimately,
the specification of viewpoints and their model kinds contributed to investigating
RQ 1.2 (cf. Section 1.2).

Finally, we explored RQ 1.3 by specifying relationships between viewpoints’ model
kinds. This step was also essential to frame software architects’ concerns in MSA
engineering (cf. Subsection 3.4.5). We expressed the relationships as parts of the
conceptual models of the model kinds by associating concepts from different model
kinds. For example, the services association in the Operation Model Kind (cf.
Figure 3.8 in Subsection 3.4.4) establishes a relationship between the Operation Node

concept and the Microservice concept from the Service Model Kind (cf. Figure 3.4
in Subsection 3.4.3).

Section 3.5 presented related work. Section 3.6 discussed the chapter’s findings
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w.r.t. the architecture viewpoints’ level of abstraction and applicability, omitted
concerns, and support for MSA engineering challenges.

In Chapter 4, we refine the conceptual models of the model kinds of our ar-
chitecture viewpoints towards abstract syntaxes of modeling languages for MSA
engineering. These syntaxes provide the foundation for stakeholders in MSA engi-
neering to construct architecture models for the presented architecture viewpoints.





Chapter 4

Abstract Language Syntaxes

This chapter formalizes the conceptual model kinds of the architecture viewpoints
in MSA engineering presented in Chapter 3 towards metamodels of MSA modeling
languages. The chapter investigates RQ 1.4 (cf. Section 1.2) in the context of DSRM Ac-
tivity 3 of our research design (cf. Subsection 1.5.3). Hence, the resulting metamodels
constitute the first DSRM solution artifacts [230] of the present dissertation.

4.1 Introduction

According to ISO 42010 [139], an architecture viewpoint shall define the targeted
stakeholders, their framed concerns, and the corresponding model kinds (cf. Sub-
section 2.3.1). Moreover, viewpoints shall specify languages for each model kind to
enable the construction of architecture models governed by the model kind. Therefore,
we provide each of our model kinds in MSA engineering (cf. Section 3.4) with a
dedicated modeling language.

The abstract syntax or metamodel of a modeling language determines the available
modeling concepts and their structural semantics (cf. Subsection 2.2.2). Metamod-
els need to be sufficiently formal in order to enable unambiguous interpretation,
modification, and processing of conforming models [51].

We expressed our MSA model kinds in the form of conceptual models to first frame
the underlying notions of viewpoint-based MSA engineering [284, 23]. However, these
conceptual models are not yet formal enough to act as metamodels for MSA modeling
languages. For example, the Domain Data Model Kind’s DDD Pattern concept (cf.
Subsection 3.4.1) or the Service Model Kind’s Interaction Specification concept
(cf. Subsection 3.4.3) were not fully specified. Furthermore, the model kinds lack
sufficient influence from practice. That is, their concepts were partially motivated
from theoretical definitions regarding, e.g., the notions of service, interface, and
operation (cf. Subsection 2.1.1), alone. To formalize the MSA model kinds towards
metamodels for MSA modeling languages, we rely on conceptual frameworks of
SBSA engineering as well as practical implementations of microservice architectures.
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With the formalization of the conceptual MSA model kinds, we bridge between the
Analysis and the Design phase of modeling language engineering [194]. That is, we
use the model kinds as the initial conceptual foundations for our metamodels upon
which subsequent language implementation, practical usage, and model processing
build (cf. Subsections 1.5.2 and 1.5.3).

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 outlines the
chapter’s contributions. Section 4.3 presents the conceptual frameworks of SBSA
engineering and the concrete microservice architectures that we employ to formalize
our MSA model kinds. Section 4.4 draws on the conceptual frameworks and concrete
microservice architectures to eventually derive the metamodels for our MSA modeling
languages. Section 4.5 elaborates on metamodels’ implementation. Sections 4.6,
4.7, and 4.8 present related work, discuss our results, and conclude the chapter,
respectively.

4.2 Contributions

The contributions of this chapter are threefold.

Survey of Conceptual Foundations in SBSA Engineering To prepare the formal-
ization of the MSA model kinds (cf. Section 3.4), we survey a collection of conceptual
frameworks that define concepts for SBSA engineering. This survey contributes to
DSRM Activity 3 as described in Subsection 1.5.3.

Survey of Practical Foundations in MSA Engineering Given our focus on MSA
engineering, we also survey practical implementations of microservice architectures.
Our goal is to increase the set of general SBSA engineering concepts with MSA-
specific concepts for the subsequent formalization of the MSA model kinds. This
survey also contributes to DSRM Activity 3.

Derivation of Language Metamodels and Context Conditions Starting from the
surveys of conceptual and practical foundations in SBSA and MSA engineering, we
formalize the MSA model kinds towards metamodels for MSA modeling languages
(cf. Subsection 2.2.2). Moreover, we also specify their context conditions. Both
metamodels and context conditions determine solution artifacts in the sense of DSRM
Activity 3 and contribute to the investigation of RQ 1.4 (cf. Section 1.2).

Based on the above contributions, the chapter extends the following publications:

• Florian Rademacher, Jonas Sorgalla, Sabine Sachweh, and Albert Zündorf. 2019.
Viewpoint-specific model-driven microservice development with interlinked
modeling languages. In 2019 IEEE International Conference on Service-Oriented
System Engineering (SOSE). IEEE. IEEE, 57–66
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• Florian Rademacher, Sabine Sachweh, and Albert Zündorf. 2019. Aspect-
oriented modeling of technology heterogeneity in Microservice Architecture.
In 2019 IEEE International Conference on Software Architecture (ICSA). IEEE, 21–30

• Florian Rademacher, Sabine Sachweh, and Albert Zündorf. 2018. Towards
a UML profile for domain-driven design of microservice architectures. In
Software Engineering and Formal Methods. Antonio Cerone and Marco Roveri,
(Eds.) Springer, 230–245

4.3 Foundations for Model Kind Formalization

This section presents results from the survey of conceptual frameworks for SBSA
engineering (cf. Subsection 4.3.1) and practical implementations of microservice archi-
tectures (cf. Subsection 4.3.2). The results are input to the subsequent formalization
of our MSA model kinds (cf. Section 3.4) towards formal language metamodels.

4.3.1 Conceptual Foundations

On the one hand, we rely on conceptual foundations in SBSA engineering to substan-
tiate yet underspecified concepts from our MSA model kinds, e.g., the Service Model
Kind’s Interaction Specification concept (cf. Subsection 3.4.3) or the Operation
Model Kind’s Endpoint concept (cf. Subsection 3.4.4). In addition, we aim to identify
further basic and mandatory concepts for SBSA engineering that are not sufficiently
covered by our MSA model kinds yet.

We base the refinement of modeling concepts and the identification of missing
modeling concepts on a survey of conceptual frameworks for SBSA engineering that
(i) define approaches and concepts for architecture modeling; (ii) explicitly consider
various stakeholder groups, architecture viewpoints, and engineering phases; and
(iii) do not prescribe an implemented solution proposal. The latter selection criterion
ensures that our survey does not yield implementation-specific concepts, e.g., from
SOA [6], which are possibly inapplicable to MSA engineering (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).

Table 4.1 lists the surveyed conceptual frameworks. Each framework receives
a unique identifier. The columns “Framework Name” and “Year” state the name
and publishing year of each framework, respectively. The “Type” column identifies
a framework’s type. In this context, we distinguish between (i) abstract modeling
language syntaxes (cf. Subsection 2.2.2); (ii) modeling profiles for UML [220]; and
(iii) reference architectures that model “[. . . ] the abstract architectural elements in the
domain of interest independent of the technologies, protocols, and products [. . . ]
used to implement a [. . . ] solution [. . . ]” [211, p. 9, Lines 22–23]. If applicable, the
“Foundation” column states the approaches on which a framework is based.
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Table 4.1: Surveyed conceptual frameworks for SBSA engineering.

# Framework Name Year Type Foundation

FW.1 A platform independent model
for service oriented architec-
tures [25]

2007 Abstract Modeling
Language Syntax

MDA [217]

Description: The paper introduces the PIM4SOA approach. The underlying meta-
model is structured into four aspects. The Information Aspect enables modeling
of information elements for use by other aspects. The Service Aspect focuses on
the technology-independent description of business capabilities. The Processes As-
pect supports modeling of message-based service interactions and the QoS Aspect
addresses quality-related concerns.

FW.2 Service-oriented Modeling
Framework (SOMF) [195]

2011 Abstract Modeling
Language Syntax

n/a

Description: SOMF defines a graphical modeling language for SBSAs. In addition
to modeling concepts for services and their interactions, the language also enables
the modeling of service boundaries and cloud-based deployments.

FW.3 SOA Reference Architecture [286] 2011 Reference
Architecture

[212], [285]

Description: The framework clusters SOA modeling concepts in Architectural Build-
ing Blocks (ABBs). ABBs are assigned to five functional and four non-functional,
cross-cutting layers. Relationships between ABBs and hence modeling concepts are
expressed as layered “interactions”.

FW.4 Reference Architecture Founda-
tion for Service Oriented Archi-
tecture (SOA-RAF) [211]

2011 Reference
Architecture

[212]

Description: Refinement of the Reference Model for SOA [212]. SOA-RAF clusters
concepts into the three architecture viewpoints Participation in a SOA Ecosystem,
Realization of a SOA Ecosystem, and Ownership in a SOA Ecosystem (cf. Section 3.5).

FW.5 Service-oriented architecture
Modeling Language (SoaML)
Specification [221]

2012 Modeling Profile [212],
UML [220]

Description: The SoaML profile extends UML with concepts for SOA modeling.
It specifically provides means for sophisticated modeling of service interfaces and
interactions.
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Table 4.1: Surveyed conceptual frameworks for SBSA engineering (continued).

# Framework Name Year Type Foundation

FW.6 Topology and Orchestration Spec-
ification for Cloud Applications
(TOSCA) [213]

2013 Abstract Modeling
Language Syntax

n/a

Description: TOSCA specifies a metamodel for the expression of cloud-based service
deployment, operation, and interaction.

We surveyed the conceptual frameworks listed in Table 4.1 for modeling concepts
in SBSA engineering. In total, we extracted 357 concepts including their structures,
relationships, and semantics. The detailed results of our survey can be found in [237].

Table 4.2 shows the distribution of concepts among the surveyed frameworks as
well as their share in the total number of extracted concepts.

Table 4.2: Overview of extracted modeling concepts per surveyed conceptual frame-
work for SBSA engineering.

# Concept Count Share in Total Number of Extracted Concepts (357)

FW.1 32 8.96%
FW.2 45 12.61%
FW.3 12 3.36%
FW.4 157 43.98%
FW.5 34 9.52%
FW.6 77 21.57%

To determine the scopes and relevance of the concepts for the formalization of
our MSA model kinds (cf. Section 3.4), we classify them by the essential SOA elements
taxonomy defined by Ameller et al. [6]. The taxonomy comprises the categories
“Contract”, “Governance”, “Implementation”, “Infrastructure & Management”, “In-
terface”, and “SLA” that concern core elements of SOA [79]. Appendix B presents
the classification of each extracted modeling concept. Table 4.3 lists the numbers
of extracted modeling concepts per taxonomic category. Moreover, it also shows
the number of concepts that were not classifiable because the information in the
respective conceptual frameworks was too narrow or generic to permit a definitive
classification [237].

For the formalization of our MSA model kinds, we focus on the concepts related to
the essential SOA elements Contract, Implementation, Infrastructure & Management,
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Table 4.3: Summary of modeling concepts extracted from conceptual frameworks for
SBSA engineering per essential SOA element.

Essential SOA Element Concept Count

Contract 53
Governance 19
Implementation 31
Infrastructure & Management 77
Interface 177
SLA 19
Not classifiable 58

and Interface [6]. We do not consider concepts related to governance and SLA because
both subject areas are out of our model kinds’ scope (cf. Section 3.6).

4.3.2 Practical Foundations

We leverage a set of open source microservice architectures to substantiate our MSA
model kinds (cf. Section 3.4) with information from MSA engineering practice. We
derived the set of architectures by joining two subsets of microservice architectures
that (i) provide their source code on GitHub1; and (ii) have already been investigated
by academia to gain insights about implementation concepts and patterns in MSA
practice [186, 249]. We draw on the papers’ insights to extend and formalize our
MSA model kinds. In addition, we also consider directly the source code of selected
microservice architectures from the unified architecture set for model kind formal-
ization. That is, to elicit further information on practice-oriented concepts in MSA
engineering beyond the scope of the papers [186, 249].

Appendix C lists all microservice architectures from the unified set. It also
identifies those architectures that we excluded from the candidate set for model
kind formalization together with the corresponding exclusion rationale. From the
remaining candidate set we selected those architectures for model kind formalization
whose source code accounted for more than 50% of the overall lines of code (LOC) in
the unified set. The reference date for the LOC comparison is February 1st, 2020.

The described selection process yielded seven microservice architectures whose
source code we considered for model kind formalization. Together, these architectures
account for 51.35% of the overall LOC in the unified architecture set. Table 4.4 lists the
selected microservice architectures. The columns of the table contain per microservice
architecture (i) a unique identifier; (ii) its name as per the respective source; (iii) its

1https://www.github.com

https://www.github.com
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source, i.e., the paper of Márquez and Astudillo [186], and/or the paper of Rahman
et al. [249]; (iv) the path to its source code repository on GitHub without the host
https://www.github.com; (v) the programming languages used to implement its
backend microservices; and (vi) the cumulated LOC count written in the languages
as of February 1st, 2020. In addition, each table entry contains a description of the
architecture’s purpose based on its English documentation.

Table 4.4: Microservice architectures whose source code we considered for MSA
model kind formalization. The table is arranged in descending order based on the
“Lines of Code” column and its values as of February 1st, 2020.

# Name Source GitHub Path Languages Lines of
Code

MA.1 eShopOnContainers [249] /dotnet-archit

ecture/eShopOn

Containers

C#
JavaScript

94,660

Description: The architecture realizes a shop application mainly based on C# and
the .NET framework2. It consists of six microservices for managing users, product
catalogs, baskets, orders, marketing-related tasks, and locations.

The microservices interact asynchronously via a message-based event bus. Except
for the user management microservice, all microservices are exposed to consumers,
e.g., a mobile app and web app, using an API gateway [14].

MA.2 Micro company [186] /idugalic/micr

o-company

Java
JavaScript

83,685

Description: Micro company realizes microservices for news blogging and project
management. It is mainly implemented in Java with the Spring Cloud framework3.

Internal service interaction happens via asynchronous messaging. An API gateway
provides a REST API for external consumers.

Furthermore, the architecture employs a service discovery and configuration
server [14].

MA.3 Lakeside Mutual
Insurance Company

[249] /Microservice-

API-Patterns/L

akesideMutual

Java
JavaScript

83,181

Description: Lakeside Mutual is a case study application for a fictitious insurance
company.

2https://dotnet.microsoft.com
3https://www.spring.io/projects/spring-cloud

https://www.github.com
https://github.com/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers
/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers
https://github.com/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers
/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers
https://github.com/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers
/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers
https://github.com/idugalic/micro-company
/idugalic/micro-company
https://github.com/idugalic/micro-company
/idugalic/micro-company
https://github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
https://github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
https://github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
https://dotnet.microsoft.com
https://www.spring.io/projects/spring-cloud
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Table 4.4: Microservice architectures whose source code we considered for MSA
model kind formalization (continued).

# Name Source GitHub Path Languages Lines of
Code

The architecture consists of a generic Customer Core microservice, and four more
specific microservices for customer, policy and risk management as well as customer
self-service.

The Customer Self-Service and Policy Management microservices interact via asyn-
chronous messaging. All remaining microservices rely on HTTP-based interaction.

The services use a registry to discover each other and are implemented in Java by
means of the Spring Cloud framework.

MA.4 Pitstop - Garage
Management
System

[186]
[249]

/EdwinVW/pitst

op

C#
JavaScript

53,591

Description: The Pitstop case study realizes a microservice architecture for a fic-
titious car repair shop. Its backend is mainly implemented in C# with the .NET
framework and consists of seven microservices.

The Vehicle Management and Customer Management microservices maintain the
vehicle and customer databases, respectively. The Workshop Management microser-
vice enables to plan daily repair jobs. The Notifications microservice realizes customer
communication. To this end, it sends reminders to customers about commissioned
repair jobs and the Invoicing microservice eventually requests customers to pay for
completed jobs. The Auditlog and Time Service microservices fulfill infrastructure
and supportive tasks. All microservices communicate via an asynchronous message
broker.

MA.5 Microservices
Reference

[186] /mspnp/microse

rvices-referen

ce-implementat

ion

C#
Java
JavaScript

18,751

Description: The architecture realizes an application for businesses to book drones
that deliver goods to customers. It consists of nine microservices of which three
provide infrastructure capabilities and is mainly implemented in C# with the .NET
framework.

The Ingestion, Scheduler, and Supervisor infrastructure microservices distribute
client requests among instances of functional microservices. The functional mi-
croservices implement account, package, delivery, and third-party transportation
management. Moreover, they enable drone and delivery history monitoring.

https://github.com/EdwinVW/pitstop
/EdwinVW/pitstop
https://github.com/EdwinVW/pitstop
/EdwinVW/pitstop
https://github.com/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
https://github.com/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
https://github.com/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
https://github.com/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
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Table 4.4: Microservice architectures whose source code we considered for MSA
model kind formalization (continued).

# Name Source GitHub Path Languages Lines of
Code

Service interaction is asynchronous and message-based.

MA.6 WeText [186] /daxnet/we-tex

t

C#
JavaScript

18,523

Description: WeText is a web app that allows users for maintaining text snippets and
interacting with other users. Its architecture consists of three backend microservices
for user account management, text snippet management, and user-to-user interaction.

The microservices are mainly implemented in C# with the .NET framework and
interact asynchronously using a message broker.

MA.7 FTGO - Restaurant
Management

[249] /microservices

-patterns/ftgo

-application

Cucumber
Java
JavaScript

15,069

Description: This architecture realizes the portal for online food ordering from local
restaurants mentioned in Subsection 2.4.1. It consists of five Java-based backend
microservices for order, delivery, restaurant and kitchen management as well as for
accounting.

The services interact with each other by means of REST and asynchronous messages.
Except for the Accounting microservice, all microservices are invokable by external
consumers and partially via an API gateway.

4.4 Language Metamodels

This section derives metamodels for languages that enable the construction of mi-
croservice architecture models (cf. RQ 1.4 in Section 1.2). The metamodels result
from the formalization of the MSA model kinds that we presented in Section 3.4.
More specifically, we extend and refine each model kind’s conceptual model with
information from the conceptual frameworks and microservice architectures selected
in Section 4.3. As a result, each model kind receives its own metamodel and thus
MSA modeling language (cf. Subsection 2.3.2).

With the consideration of conceptual as well as practical sources we aim to balance
canonical concepts from SBSA engineering with the needs of practitioners in MSA
engineering. Furthermore, this approach elevates metamodel definition from an
anecdotal to a replicable process [51] and marks the transition from the Analysis to

https://github.com/daxnet/we-text
/daxnet/we-text
https://github.com/daxnet/we-text
/daxnet/we-text
https://github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application
/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application
https://github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application
/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application
https://github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application
/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application
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the Design phase in modeling language engineering [194].
The remainder of the section is divided into five subsections. Each subsection

presents the metamodel of an MSA modeling language. More specifically, Subsec-
tion 4.4.1 describes the metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language that
results from the formalization of the Domain Data Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.1).
Subsection 4.4.2 focuses on the metamodel of the Technology Modeling Language
that extends and refines the Technology Model Kind 3.4.2. The metamodels of the
Service Modeling Language and Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language
in Subsections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 cover the Service Model Kind and Service Technology
Mapping Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.3), respectively. Finally, Subsection 4.4.5
formalizes the Operation Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.4) towards a metamodel for
the Operation Modeling Language.

Following Combemale et al., we express each metamodel in an object-oriented
manner as a UML class diagram [51, 220]. In this context, each class corresponds to a
metamodel concept and reifies its structure. Associations between classes identify
concept relationships. Furthermore, we also extend and refine the context conditions
of our MSA model kinds (cf. Appendix A) to achieve consistent well-formedness
specifications for microservice architecture models (cf. Subsection 2.2.2). Appendix E
shows the resulting OCL invariants [218] per metamodel.

4.4.1 Domain Data Modeling Language

This subsection presents the metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language [247]
that formalizes the Domain Data Model Kind from our Domain Viewpoint in MSA
engineering (cf. Subsection 3.4.1). Appendix E.1 shows the OCL invariants [218] for
the context conditions of the metamodel.

Due to its size, we split the following description of the metamodel into three
parts, i.e., “Metamodel Root”, “Primitive Types”, and “Complex Types”.

Metamodel Root

Figure 4.1 shows the root of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s metamodel.
The DataModel concept is the root of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s

metamodel. It composes ComplexTypes, Contexts, Versions, and ComplexTypeIm-

ports.

Complex Types The ComplexType concept is an extended version of the Complex

Type concept from the Domain Data Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.1). We added
four derived attributes to indicate whether a ComplexType in a domain model4 is a

4We use the term “domain model” when we refer to a model that conforms to the metamodel of
the Domain Data Modeling Language. This terminology is consistent with that of the Domain Data
Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.1).
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mm
Domain Data Modeling Language
(namespace: DomainData)

T y p e ImportedComplexType

DataModel
/containedComplexTypes : ComplexType[*]

ComplexType
name : String
/isStructure : Boolean
/isPrimitiveList : Boolean
/isStructuredList : Boolean
/isEnumeration : Boolean
/qualifiedNameParts
  : String[*]

Context
name : String
/qualifiedNameParts
  : String[*]

Version
name : String
/qualifiedNameParts
  : String[*]

ComplexTypeImport
name : String
importURI : String

* 0..1

1

1

1..* 0..1

* 0..1

*
0..1

*
1

*
1

*
0..1

Figure 4.1: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s metamodel showing
its root.

data structure, a list type with or without a structure, or an enumeration.
Furthermore, the derived qualifiedNameParts attribute returns the qualifying

parts of a complex type’s name, e.g., the name of the Context that comprises the type
definition (see below), followed by the name of the type itself.

To facilitate the retrieval of ComplexTypes from a given DataModel, e.g., by model
processors (cf. Subsection 2.2.3), the root concept provides the derived containedCom-

plexTypes attribute. It returns all complex types of a domain model independent of
their nesting level.

Contexts The metamodel renames the Bounded Context concept from the Domain
Data Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.1) to Context (cf. Figure 4.1). That is, to
align it with the semantics of concepts from conceptual frameworks in SBSA en-
gineering (cf. Subsection 4.3.1) that concern ownership boundaries, validity, or
applicability of enclosed entities. Such concepts are Package from Framework FW.1,
Organizational Boundary from Framework FW.2, and BoundaryDefinitions from
Framework FW.6 [237].

By contrast to the model kind, the metamodel also enables the modeling of com-
plex types outside bounded contexts, i.e., as direct children of the DataModel root
concept (cf. Figure 4.1). As a result, domain experts and microservice developers
(cf. Section 3.3) do not have to rely on DDD to align domain information with mi-
croservices (cf. Subsection 2.4.1). Instead, they may for example provide each service
model with a dedicated domain model to indicate that the latter clusters domain
information for the former. This flexibilization permits modeling of microservice
architectures that like MA.5 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2) do not use DDD’s Bounded Context
pattern [82] for domain concept organization.

Moreover, we extracted the version attribute from the model kind’s Bounded
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Context concept into a dedicated Version concept in the metamodel. Consequently,
it is possible to version complex types even if they are not defined within bounded
contexts. This decision fosters modeling of domain information in microservice
architectures like MA.2 and MA.7, where version information is directly contained in
domain concept implementations.

Versions Versions define namespaces for contained Contexts (cf. Figure 4.1). In
case a Context belongs to a Version, the context’s qualified name consists of the
version’s name and the context’s name. In the same way, Versions and Contexts

define namespaces for contained ComplexTypes.

Complex Type Imports The ComplexTypeImport concept (cf. Figure 4.1) enables
domain experts and service developers to structure domain models in different files
based on logical coherence of domain concepts. A domain model may import another
domain model by means of the ComplexTypeImport concept in order to refer to its
complex types as instances of the ImportedComplexType concept (cf. Figure 4.1).

To this end,the importURI attribute of the ComplexTypeImport concept stores
the imported domain model file’s URI similar to the Import concept of Frame-
work FW.6 [237]. Moreover, the name of a modeled ComplexTypeImport provides
a shorthand alias for referencing imported complex types.

The introduced import mechanism allows, for instance, the expression of rela-
tionships between Data Transfer Objects (DTOs) [55] like in Microservice Architec-
ture MA.3. Another possible use of the import mechanism is the separation of domain
concepts that are solely responsible for business rule validation from other domain
concepts of the same architecture. Such a separation occurs, e.g., in Microservice
Architecture MA.4.

Context Conditions We complement the Domain Data Modeling Language’s meta-
model with context conditions that extend and refine those of the Domain Data Model
Kind (cf. Appendix A.1). For instance, the metamodel imposes additional constraints
on domain models concerning the new Version concept. Appendix E.1 lists the OCL
invariants for the context conditions of the metamodel.

Primitive Types

Figure 4.2 shows the excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s metamodel
related to primitive types.

Types The metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language extends the Domain
Data Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.1) with the abstract PrimitiveType concept (cf.
Figure 4.2). It is the super concept for all built-in primitive types of the language. The
derived attributes typeName and typeSize return the printable name of a concrete
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mm
Domain Data Modeling Language
(namespace: DomainData)

PrimitiveValue
booleanValue : Boolean[0..1]
numericValue : Ecore::EBigDecimal[0..1]
stringValue : String[0..1]
isOfType(type : PrimitiveType) : Boolean
asValueOfType (primitiveType : PrimitiveType)
  : Ecore::EJavaObject

T y p e

PrimitiveUnspecified

PrimitiveStringPrimitiveShort

PrimitiveLongPrimitiveInteger

PrimitiveFloatPrimitiveDouble

PrimitiveDatePrimitiveCharacter

PrimitiveBytePrimitiveBoolean

PrimitiveType
/typeName : String
/typeSize : Integer
isCompatibleWith(otherType : PrimitiveType) : Boolean

Figure 4.2: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s metamodel concerning
primitive types.

primitive type, e.g., “boolean” or “float”, and its size, respectively. Moreover, Primi-
tiveType provides the isCompatibleWith method to check type compatibility.

The Domain Data Model Kind relies on the built-in primitive types of UML [220]
to enable, e.g., typing of data structure fields or domain operation return values.
However, and as opposed to conceptual frameworks like FW.5 [237], the Domain Data
Modeling Language does not integrate UML’s type system but draws on that of Java.
That is because Java is likely the most popular programming language for service
programming in general [261] and microservice programming in particular [32]. In
fact, out of the 38 open source microservice architectures that we initially considered
candidates for model kind formalization (cf. Subsection 4.3.2 and Appendix C) 27
employ Java for microservice implementation.

Therefore, the Domain Data Modeling Language’s metamodel comprises con-
crete sub-concepts for the abstract PrimitiveType concept of which each maps to a
primitive Java type [107]. For example, the metamodel considers Java’s boolean and
float types with the PrimitiveBoolean and PrimitiveFloat concept (cf. Figure 4.2),
respectively. Additionally, type compatibility rules in the Domain Data Modeling Lan-
guage adhere to Java’s widening primitive conversions [107]. Hence, values with type
PrimitiveLong are for instance convertible into values with type PrimitiveFloat or
PrimitiveDouble.

For convenience reasons, the Domain Data Modeling Language also treats Java’s
Date5 and String6 classes as primitive types [247]. While the PrimitiveString concept
(cf. Figure 4.1) is equivalent to String in Java, values with type PrimitiveDate must

5https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/Date.html
6https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/String.html

https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/Date.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/String.html
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constitute a date literal compatible to ISO 8601 [132], e.g., “2020-02-01” or “2020-02-
01T18:43:26.000Z”.

Unspecified Type The PrimitiveUnspecified type (cf. Figure 4.2) enables domain
experts and microservice developers to express the intention that a type, e.g., for a
data structure field or domain operation return value, has not been determined yet.
The omission of types is common practice in DDD [244], and facilitates sketching and
iterative construction of domain models [82].

There exists no direct means for communicating the intended absence of a type
in service programming languages such as Java or C#. However, with the notion of
type synonym, the Technology Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.2) already provides
a solution to map PrimitiveUnspecified instances to technology-specific types for
compensating the lack of corresponding programming language types. We describe
type synonyms in greater detail in Subsection 4.4.2.

Primitive Values The PrimitiveValue concept of the Domain Data Modeling Lan-
guage’s metamodel (cf. Figure 4.2) covers primitive boolean, numeric, or string values.
Its isValueOfType and asValueOfType methods enable type checking and casting of
primitive values, respectively.

Complex Types

Figure 4.3 shows the excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s metamodel
for the definition of complex types.

Features We generalized the DDD Pattern concept of the Domain Data Model Kind
(cf. Subsection 3.4.1) to the notion of feature. Features may augment domain concepts
with additional semantics including DDD patterns. However, and by contrast to
the Domain Data Model Kind, features are not only applicable to data structures
but to all kinds of complex types. This decision is motivated by the source code of
Microservice Architecture MA.3 that uses DDD patterns on enumerations.

Specifically, the Domain Data Modeling Language’s metamodel equips the Com-

plexType, DataField, and DataOperation modeling concepts with feature support,
where the metamodel enumerations ComplexTypeFeature, DataFieldFeature, and
DataOperationFeature prescribe available features (cf. Figure 4.3). The integration of
features for DDD patterns, e.g., ENTITY for domain concepts with a domain-specific
identity or SIDE_EFFECT_FREE for side-effect-free domain operations [82], makes the
Domain Data Modeling Language basically compatible with DDD. As a result, it
becomes possible to, e.g., transform UML-based DDD domain models [244] into
domain models in the Domain Data Modeling Language [242].

Next to features for DDD patterns, the metamodel also includes the NEVER_EMPTY

feature (cf. Figure 4.3). It does not have a direct counterpart in DDD but can be used
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mm
Domain Data Modeling Language
(namespace: DomainData)

T y p e

«enumeration»
DataFieldFeature

IDENTIFIER
NEVER_EMPTY
PART

«enumeration»
DataOperationFeature

CLOSURE
IDENTIFIER
SIDE_EFFECT_FREE
VALIDATOR

«enumeration»
ComplexTypeFeature

AGGREGATE
APPLICATION_SERVICE
DOMAIN_EVENT
DOMAIN_SERVICE
ENTITY
FACTORY
INFRASTRUCTURE_SERVICE
REPOSITORY
SERVICE
SPECIFICATION
VALUE_OBJECT

DataOperationParameter
name : String
complexType : ComplexType[0..1]
importedComplexType
  : ImportedComplexType[0..1]
primitiveType : PrimitiveType[0..1]
/effectiveType : Type

DataOperation
name : String
hidden : Boolean
hasNoReturnType : Boolean
features : DataOperationFeature[*]
complexReturnType : ComplexType[0..1]
importedComplexReturnType
  : ImportedComplexType[0..1]
primitiveReturnType : PrimitiveType[0..1]
/inherited : Boolean
/primitiveOrComplexReturnType : Type
findEponymousSuperOperation() : DataOperation

DataField
name : String
hidden : Boolean
immutable : Boolean
complexType : ComplexType[0..1]
importedComplexType
  : ImportedComplexType[0..1]
primitiveType : PrimitiveType[0..1]
initializationValue : PrimitiveValue[0..1]
features : DataFieldFeature[*]
/effectiveType : Type
findEponymousSuperField() : DataField

DataStructure
/effectiveFields : DataField[*]
/effectiveOperations : DataOperation[*]
isExtensionOf(otherStructure : DataStructure) : Boolean

ListType
primitiveType : PrimitiveType[0..1]

EnumerationField
name : String
initializationValue
  : PrimitiveValue[0..1]

Enumeration

ComplexType
features : ComplexTypeFeature[*]

*
1

* 1 *

0..1

*

0..1

super
   0..1

1..* 1

Figure 4.3: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s metamodel for the
definition of complex types.

to indicate that accesses to a modeled data field are safe for external callers in the
sense that the field always exhibits a determined value.

Enumerations Compared to the Domain Data Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.1),
the metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.3) integrates the
additional Enumeration type.

Its semantics correspond to UML’s Enumeration metaclass [220] that is applied in
the definitions of Frameworks FW.1 and FW.5 [237] (cf. Subsection 4.3.1). Furthermore,
the Enumeration concept also maps to the enumeration types of Java [107], e.g., used
in Microservice Architectures MA.2, MA.3, and MA.7 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2), as well as
of C# [136], e.g., used in Microservice Architectures MA.1, MA.5, and MA.6.

The declaration of enumeration literals happens by means of the Enumeration-

Field concept that may also receive an initializationValue of primitive type.
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Data Structures The DataStructure concept in the metamodel of the Domain Data
Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.3) corresponds to the Data Structure concept in
the Domain Data Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.1). Consequently, it may comprise
an arbitrary number of DataFields and DataOperations.

Like for the Domain Data Model Kind, a DataStructure conforming to the meta-
model may have a super structure from which it inherits all fields and operations.
Furthermore, its instances are also considered instances of its super-structure, which
is consistent with inheritance in Java [107] and C# [136]. By means of the hidden

attribute it is possible to prevent accesses to DataFields and DataOperations from
inheriting structures. The attribute thus mimics the semantics of private member
accessibility in Java and C#.

The support for data structure inheritance is also in line with DDD pragmat-
ics [244]. For instance, inheritance relationships between domain concepts may
specialize DDD Specifications [82]. Suppose an Invoice Specification that checks
instances of the Invoice domain concept for validity according to certain business
rules [82, p. 228]. Depending on the due date or amount of an Invoice, specialized
invoice specifications may apply, e.g., Delinquent Invoice Specification or Big

Invoice Specification [82, p. 228].
In addition, the DataStructure concept provides the derived attributes effec-

tiveFields and effectiveOperations (cf. Figure 4.3). They return all data fields and
operations for an inheriting structure, including those from direct or indirect super-
structures. Furthermore, the isExtensionOf method identifies a DataStructure as
direct or indirect sub-structure in case it inherits from the given otherStructure.
Both attributes and the method are invoked, e.g., by several OCL invariants [218]
of the metamodel to ensure the well-formedness of conforming domain models (cf.
Appendix E.1).

Data Fields The DataField concept in the metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling
Language (cf. Figure 4.3) extends the Field concept of the Domain Data Model Kind
(cf. Subsection 3.4.1) with the following attributes:

• immutable: Immutable data fields may only once receive a value that then
remains unmodifiable.

• importedComplexType: In case the type of a data field originates from another
domain model, the importedComplexType attribute of the DataField instance
points to the imported complex type (cf. Figure 4.1).

• initializationValue: This attribute provides a means to initialize a data field
with a primitive value (cf. Figure 4.2 and Appendix E.1).

• features: The attribute allows refinement of data fields’ semantics by the
Domain Data Modeling Language’s notion of feature (see above).

• effectiveType: The derived effectiveType attribute provides shorthand ac-
cess to the primitive, complex, or imported complex type of a data field.
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Additionally, the metamodel defines the findEponymousSuperField method for
the DataField concept (cf. Figure 4.3). It is used in the OCL invariants for the context
conditions of the metamodel (cf. Appendix E.1).

A DataStructure with a DataField (cf. Figure 4.3) exhibits the same seman-
tics as the combination of the Classifier and Property concepts from Frame-
work FW.5 [237]. In addition, a data structure with fields also shares semantics
with the concept combinations (i) Entity and Attributes from Framework FW.1,
when the data structure has the ENTITY feature; or (ii) Value Set and Value from
Framework FW.4, when the DataStructure has the VALUE_OBJECT feature and all of
its fields receive an initialization value.

Domain Operations The metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language de-
fines the DataOperation concept (cf. Figure 4.3) as a formalization of the Domain Data
Model Kind’s Operation concept (cf. Subsection 3.4.1). Like for fields (see above),
modeled DataOperations may be hidden and receive DDD-inspired features [82]
based on the DataOperationFeature enumeration. Next to built-in primitive types
and complex types from the same domain model, a domain operation may also return
an instance of an imported complex type (cf. Figure 4.1).

The noReturnType attribute of the DataOperation concept (cf. Figure 4.3) indicates
whether a domain operation returns a value, and thus is a function, or whether it
does not return a value, and thus is a procedure. The derived attribute primitiveOr-

ComplexReturnType allows shorthand access to the actual return type of an operation
and the findEponymousSuperOperation method is used by the context condition
implementations of the metamodel (cf. Appendix E.1).

Moreover, we refined the Domain Data Model Kind’s Parameter concept (cf.
Subsection 3.4.1) by means of the metamodel’s DataOperationParameter concept (cf.
Figure 4.3) that now enables to type domain operation parameters with imported
complex types.

With the DataOperation metamodel concept it also becomes possible to model
data structures that correspond to Java or C# classes which do not observe any
conventions besides the respective language specifications [107, 136]. Specifically,
such Plain Old Java Objects (POJOs) and Plain Old C# Objects (POCOs) do not refer to
any additional technologies, e.g., programming frameworks or libraries, but leverage
only basic programming language concepts. These concepts comprise, e.g., attributes,
which map to data fields in the metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language,
and methods, which map to domain operations in the metamodel. Microservice
Architectures MA.1, MA.4, and MA.5 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2) implement the majority of
their domain concepts as POJOs or POCOs.

List Types The metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language substantiates
the Domain Data Model Kind’s List concept (cf. Subsection 3.4.1) in the form of the
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ListType concept (cf. Figure 4.3).
The ListType concept supports the definition of structured lists, whose entry

structures are composed of the DataFields that were assigned to the ListType (cf.
Figure 4.3). Alternatively, a single anonymous primitiveType may determine that a
ListType stores sequences of primitive values and thus is a primitive list.

The Domain Data Modeling Language’s metamodel provides the other MSA mod-
eling languages with a type system. Like Frameworks FW.1, FW.4, and FW.6 (cf.
Subsection 4.3.1) it thus explicitly addresses typing in SBSA modeling [237].

4.4.2 Technology Modeling Language

In the following, we describe the formalization of the Technology Model Kind (cf.
Subsection 3.4.2) towards the metamodel of the Technology Modeling Language [241].
Appendix E.2 lists the OCL invariants [218] for the metamodel’s context conditions.

We split the description of the metamodel into the parts “Metamodel Root”,
“Technology-Specific Types”, “Protocols”, “Technology Aspects”, and “Operation
Technologies”.

Metamodel Root

Figure 4.4 shows the root of the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel.

mm
Technology Modeling Language
(namespace: Technology)

Deployment
Technology

Infrastructure
Technology

TechnologySpecific
DataStructure

TechnologySpecific
ListType

TechnologySpecific
PrimitiveType

Technology
Import

CompatibilityMatrix
Entry

ServiceAspect

OperationAspectProtocol

Technology
name : String

*

1
*
1

*

1
*
1

*
1

*

1
*
1

*
1

*

1

*

1

Figure 4.4: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel showing its
root.

The Technology concept is the root of the metamodel. A Technology instance
within a technology model (cf. Subsection 3.4.2) has a name and must not be empty.
Specifically, it must comprise at least one of the following elements (cf. Appendix E.2):

• Technology-specific type (based on one of the concepts TechnologySpecific-

PrimitiveType, TechnologySpecificDataStructure, or TechnologySpecific-

ListType shown in Figure 4.4)
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• Protocol (based on the Protocol concept)
• Technology aspect (based on the ServiceAspect or OperationAspect concept)
• Operation technology (based on the DeploymentTechnology or Infrastruc-

tureTechnology concept)

The mentioned metamodel concepts enable the organization of technology models,
e.g., by service-related or operation-related elements.

A service-related technology model may, for instance, cluster information about a
microservice programming language in combination with language-specific program-
ming frameworks. Suppose the application of Java in combination with the Spring
Cloud framework for microservice implementation. This technology combination
is used, e.g., in Microservice Architectures MA.2 and MA.3 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2).
A hypothetical technology model for Java and Spring Cloud could then define (i)
technology-specific types for Java; (ii) supported protocols of Spring Cloud; and (iii)
service aspects (cf. Subsection 3.4.2) corresponding to, e.g., JAX-RS annotations like
@GET and @Path [233].

On the other hand, an operation-related technology model may cluster definitions
for the Docker deployment technology on which all microservice architectures listed
in Subsection 3.4.2 rely.

The possibility to decompose technology models along certain characteristics
increases their reusability. For example, microservice operators (cf. Subsection 3.3.1)
may employ the Docker technology model for microservices even if the services were
not implemented with Java and Spring Cloud. Based on its capability to organize
technological alternatives in a reusable fashion, the Technology metamodel concept
semantically corresponds to the Options concept from Framework FW.3 [237] (cf.
Subsection 4.3.1).

Technology-Specific Types

Figure 4.5 shows the excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel
concerning the definition of technology-specific types.

Technology-Specific Primitive Types The metamodel replaces the synonymFor at-
tribute of the model kind’s Technology-specific Primitive Type concept (cf. Sub-
section 3.4.2) with the basicBuiltinPrimitiveTypes attribute in the TechnologySpe-

cificPrimitiveType concept (cf. Figure 4.5). The attribute may point to a set of
built-in primitive types (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) to which a technology-specific type
synonym maps (cf. Subsection 3.4.2). Suppose a technology model conforming
to the metamodel of our Technology Modeling Language for the Python service
programming language [261, 241]. Python’s language specification does not distin-
guish between single-precision and double-precision floating-point numbers. Instead,
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mm
Technology Modeling Language
(namespace: Technology)

DomainData: :Type

DomainData: :ComplexType

TechnologySpecificDataStructure

TechnologySpecificListType

DomainData: :PrimitiveType

PossiblyImportedTechnologySpecificType

«enumeration»
CompatibilityDirection

MAPPING_TO_COMPATIBLE_TYPES
COMPATIBLE_TYPES_TO_MAPPING
BIDIRECTIONAL

CompatibilityMatrixEntry
direction : CompatibilityDirection

TechnologySpecificPrimitiveType
name : String
basicBuiltinPrimitiveTypes : DomainData::PrimitiveType[*]
default : Boolean

TechnologyImport
name : String
importURI : String

1..*0..1
compatibleTypes

10..1
mappingType

1
0..1

Figure 4.5: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel for the
definition of technology-specific types.

values of Python’s built-in float type are always in double-precision7. Hence, a
technology-specific primitive type float in the Python technology model could
leverage the basicBuiltinPrimitiveTypes attribute to become a synonym for both
PrimitiveFloat (single-precision) and PrimitiveDouble (double-precision) from the
type system of our MSA modeling languages (cf. Subsection 4.4.1).

A technology-specific primitive type with basicBuiltinPrimitiveTypes and its
default flag set to true (cf. Figure 4.5) constitutes a default type synonym. Default type
synonyms implicitly replace all occurrences of the assigned built-in primitive types
within modeled domain concepts and microservices to which the technology model
defining the synonym is mapped (cf. Subsection 3.4.3). Suppose a mapping of the
hypothetical Python technology model to a modeled domain concept within a domain
model and a modeled microservice within a service model (cf. Subsections 3.4.1 and
3.4.3). In this case, the technology model would lead to a replacement of all Primi-
tiveFloat and PrimitiveDouble instances in the domain concept and microservice
with the Python-specific float type. To ensure consistency and completeness, a
technology model that defines technology-specific primitive types must model a de-

fault type synonym for each built-in primitive type of our MSA modeling languages
(cf. Appendix E.2).

Technology-Specific Complex Types We renamed the Technology-specific Data

Structure and Technology-specific List concepts from the Technology Model Kind
(cf. Subsection 3.4.2) to TechnologySpecificDataStructure and TechnologySpecif-

7https://docs.python.org/3/reference/datamodel.html#objects-values-and-types

https://docs.python.org/3/reference/datamodel.html#objects-values-and-types
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icListType in the metamodel (cf. Figure 4.5). Apart from renaming, we adopted the
concepts without extensions.

Compatibility Matrices The metamodel of the Technology Modeling Language
extends the Technology Model Kind with the CompatibilityMatrixEntry concept to
define compatibility relationships between technology-specific types (cf. Figure 4.5).
The concept is required to support the modeling of interaction relationships between
microservices realized in different programming languages.

For example, the .NET framework on which, e.g., Microservice Architectures MA.1
and MA.4 rely for service implementation (cf. Subsection 4.3.2), specifies the decimal

type8. Values of this type can safely be converted to floating-point numbers with
double-precision. Suppose a C# microservice with an operation that yields decimal

values. A Java microservice would now be able to receive the values and directly cast
them to its built-in double type [107]. Consequently, C#’s decimal type and Java’s
double type are compatible in the sense of our Technology Modeling Language.

The CompatibilityMatrixEntry concept supports the expression of such compat-
ibility relationships within technology models. To this end, it associates a single
mappingType with a set of compatibleTypes (cf. Figure 4.5). The direction indi-
cates the compatibility direction based on the literals of the CompatibilityDirection

enumeration:

• MAPPING_TO_COMPATIBLE_TYPES: This literal determines that the mapping type
is convertible to the compatible types.

• COMPATIBLE_TYPES_TO_MAPPING: This literal indicates that all compatible types
are convertible to the mapping type.

• BIDIRECTIONAL: This literal expresses that conversions of the mapping type
into the compatible types and vice versa are possible.

The mappingType and the compatibleTypes of a CompatibilityMatrixEntry may
originate from the same or a different technology model than that of the Compat-

ibilityMatrixEntry instance. Therefore, the metamodel defines the PossiblyIm-

portedTechnologySpecificType concept (cf. Figure 4.5). It may associate an im-
ported technology model by means of the TechnologyImport concept and refers to a
technology-specific type from either the same or a different technology model.

Based on this mechanism, a technology model for Java may import a technology
model for C# and instantiate a CompatibilityMatrixEntry with BIDIRECTIONAL com-
patibility direction. Afterwards, it may assign its own technology-specific double

type to the mappingType attribute and the imported C# type decimal to the compati-

bleTypes attribute of the CompatibilityMatrixEntry. As a result, this Compatibili-

tyMatrixEntry would express that Java double values are directly convertible to C#
decimal values and vice versa.

8https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/api/system.decimal

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/api/system.decimal
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Protocols

Figure 4.6 shows the excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel that
provides concepts for protocol modeling.

mm
Technology Modeling Language
(namespace: Technology)

«enumeration»
CommunicationType
SYNCHRONOUS
ASYNCHRONOUS

DataFormat
formatName : String

Protocol
name : String
communicationType : CommunicationType
default : Boolean

0..1

{subsets dataFormats}
defaultFormat

1..*1
dataFormats

Figure 4.6: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel for protocol
modeling.

The metamodel of the Technology Modeling Language formalizes the Service

Interaction Technology concept of the Technology Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.2)
by enabling the modeling of protocols. In the present dissertation, we treat the notion
of protocol in the sense of Framework FW.4 (cf. Subsection 4.3.1) and its definition
of communication protocol as a “[a] structured means by which details of a service
interaction mechanism are defined” [211, p. 63, Line 1994]. In SBSA modeling, a
protocol may alternatively refer to an interaction protocol like in Frameworks FW.3 and
FW.5. However, due to MSA’s focus on decentralized choreography in microservice
interactions (cf. Subsection 2.1.1) and the usage of APIs as service contracts (cf.
Subsection 2.4.1), we understand a protocol to represent a communication protocol.
Furthermore, we expect a concrete protocol to be specified by a single party such as
an industrial consortium, standardization organization, or company.

A Protocol instance in a technology model conforming to the Technology Mod-
eling Language’s metamodel specifies the name of a protocol (cf. Figure 4.6). Fur-
thermore, it determines the communicationType of the protocol, which may be syn-
chronous or asynchronous based on the CommunicationType enumeration. For exam-
ple, microservice architectures frequently employ synchronous HTTP as the under-
lying protocol of REST [86] (cf., e.g., Microservice Architectures MA.1, MA.2, and
MA.3 in Subsection 4.3.2). On the other hand, Advanced Message Queuing Protocol
(AMQP) [133] is a widespread protocol for asynchronous event-based microservice
interaction (cf., e.g., Microservice Architectures MA.2, MA.4, and MA.6).

In addition, a Protocol may be identified as the default protocol of a given
communication type (cf. Figure 4.6). In case a technology model comprises more
than one protocol for a communication type, the default protocol will be assumed if
a modeled microservice does not explicitly determine a protocol.

A technology model must exhibit at least one DataFormat for each of its Protocols
(cf. Figure 4.6). For instance, REST-based microservice interaction often relies on the
JSON format [74] to efficiently serialize transmitted data [229] (cf., e.g., Microservice
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Architectures MA.1, MA.2, and MA.3). A default protocol must also select one of its
data formats as defaultFormat (cf. Appendix E.2).

Technology Aspects

Figure 4.7 shows the excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel
concerning technology aspect modeling. The excerpt formalizes the AOM-related
parts of the Technology Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.2).

mm
Technology Modeling Language
(namespace: Technology)

«enumeration»
Exchange
Pattern

IN
OUT
INOUT

«enumeration»
PointcutType

EXCHANGE_PATTERN
COMMUNICATION_TYPE
PROTOCOL
DATA_FORMAT
TECHNOLOGY

«enumeration»
JoinPointType

COMPLEX_TYPES
DATA_FIELDS
DATA_OPERATIONS
DATA_OPERATION_PARAMETERS
MICROSERVICES
INTERFACES
OPERATIONS
PARAMETERS
CONTAINERS
INFRASTRUCTURE_NODES

«enumeration»
Property
Feature

MANDATORY
SINGLE_VALUED

«enumeration»
Aspect
Feature

SINGLE_VALUED

DataFormatProtocol

TechnologySpecific
PropertyValueAssignment

value : DomainData::PrimitiveValue

OperationAspectPointcut
forTechnology : Boolean
technology : OperationTechnology

OperationAspectPointcutSelector
/selectorString : String

OperationAspect

ServiceAspectPointcut
forCommunicationType : Boolean
forExchangePattern : Boolean
forProtocol : Boolean
forDataFormat : Boolean
communicationType : CommunicationType[0..1]
exchangePattern : ExchangePattern[0..1]
/effectiveType : PointcutType
isValidSelectorFor(joinPoint : JoinPointType)
  : Boolean

ServiceAspectPointcutSelector
/selectorString : String

TechnologySpecificProperty
name : String
type : DomainData::PrimitiveType
defaultValue : DomainData::PrimitiveValue[0..1]
features : PropertyFeature[*]
/isMandatory : Boolean

TechnologyAspect
name : String
features : AspectFeature[*]
joinPoints : JoinPointType[1..*]

ServiceAspect

0..10..1

1

1..*1*1

*1

1..*

1

*1

Figure 4.7: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel for technology
aspect modeling.

Join Points A TechnologyAspect must have at least one literal from the JoinPoint-

Type enumeration assigned (cf. Figure 4.7). Specifically, the literals of the enumeration
determine the applicability of a technology aspect to the different kinds of concepts
provided by our MSA modeling languages. The following JoinPointType literals
target domain modeling concepts (cf. Appendix E.4):

• COMPLEX_TYPES: Technology aspects may augment instances of the Domain
Data Modeling Language’s ComplexType concept (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), e.g.,
to configure database mappings of domain concepts (cf., e.g., Microservice
Architectures MA.1, MA.3, and MA.4 in Subsection 4.3.2).

• DATA_FIELDS: This literal makes a technology aspect applicable to DataFields

of complex types. In the context of database mappings, data field aspects may
indicate primary keys.
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• DATA_OPERATIONS: The literal targets DataOperations of complex types as po-
tential technology aspect join points. For example, Microservice Architec-
ture MA.3 leverages the annotation-driven e-adr Java framework9 to embed
architectural decision records [4] into Java source code including, e.g., methods of
POJOs that implement domain concepts. This approach is based on the Archi-

tectural Decision concept from Framework FW.3 [237] and the Technology
Modeling Language inherently supports it by enabling aspect application on
domain operations.

• DATA_OPERATION_PARAMETERS: Technology aspects with this join point type
literal are applicable to DataOperation parameters.

Next to domain modeling, the assignment of technology aspects is also possible
in service modeling via the following JoinPointType literals (cf. Figure 4.7, and
Appendices E.3 and E.4):

• MICROSERVICES: Technology aspects with this join point type literal are applica-
ble to modeled Microservices (cf. Subsection 3.4.3). The join point type and
the following ones for service modeling are motivated by the extensive usage
of metadata mechanisms like Java annotations or C# attributes in MSA practice.
They configure, e.g., APIs or initialize microservice operation parameters.
For example, Microservice Architectures MA.1 and MA.4 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2)
use ASP.NET Core MVC10 to define API controllers11 and assign HTTP meth-
ods [87] to C# method handlers12. On the other hand, Microservice Archi-
tectures MA.3, MA.5, and MA.7 employ several annotations from the Spring
framework, e.g., to configure the mapping of URI query values [27] to microser-
vice operation parameters13.

• INTERFACES: This literal makes a technology aspect applicable to modeled
microservice Interfaces (cf. Subsection 3.4.3).

• OPERATIONS: Technology aspects with this literal are applicable to modeled
Operations inside microservice interfaces.

• PARAMETERS: The literal concerns technology aspects for Parameters of modeled
microservice operations.

The two remaining literals of the JoinPointType enumeration, i.e., CONTAINERS
and INFRASTRUCTURE_NODES (cf. Figure 4.7), allow the modeling of technology aspects
that are applicable to Containers and InfrastructureNodes contained in operation
models (cf. Subsection 3.4.4 and Appendix E.5).

9https://adr.github.io/e-adr
10https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/core/mvc/overview
11https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/core/mvc/controllers/actions
12https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/core/mvc/controllers/routing
13https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bin

d/annotation/RequestParam.html

https://adr.github.io/e-adr
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/core/mvc/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/core/mvc/controllers/actions
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/core/mvc/controllers/routing
https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestParam.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestParam.html
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Technology Aspects The metamodel of the Technology Modeling Language defines
two concrete kinds of aspects based on the abstract TechnologyAspect concept (cf.
Figure 4.7). The aspect kind determines the available join points for the modeling of
technology aspects of a given kind.

ServiceAspects target join points for service modeling (cf. Appendix E.2). Fur-
thermore, they also cover domain-related join points because a microservice should
be responsible for a specific excerpt of an application domain (cf. Subsection 2.1.1),
i.e., a bounded context in DDD terms (cf. Subsection 2.4.1).

The metamodel’s ServiceAspectPointcutSelector concept in combination with
the ServiceAspectPointcut concept (cf. Figure 4.7) formalizes the Pointcut concept
of the Technology Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.2). A ServiceAspectPointcut

enables fine-grained control of a service aspect’s applicability beyond available join
point types and based on certain characteristics of targeted model elements. To this
end, the ServiceAspectPointcut concept comprises the following boolean attributes:

• forCommunicationType: The aspect is applicable to a parameter of a microser-
vice operation whose communication type (cf. Figure 4.6 and Subsection 4.4.3)
matches the literal in the communicationType attribute of the ServiceAspect-

Pointcut.
• forExchangePattern: The aspect is applicable to a parameter of a microservice

operation whose exchange pattern (cf. Subsection 3.4.3) matches the literal in
the pointcut’s exchangePattern attribute.

• forProtocol: The aspect is applicable to microservices, interfaces, operations,
and parameters that use the Protocol associated with the ServiceAspectPoint-

cut (cf. Figure 4.6).
• forDataFormat: The aspect is applicable to microservices, interfaces, operations,

and parameters that use the DataFormat associated with the ServiceAspect-

Pointcut

For the same ServiceAspectPointcut, only one of the boolean attributes may be
true (cf. Appendix E.2). The derived effectiveType attribute of the ServiceAspect-

Pointcut concept identifies the type of a service aspect pointcut based on its boolean
attributes and the PointcutType enumeration (cf. Figure 4.7). The attribute is used,
e.g., by the isValidSelectorFor method of the ServiceAspectPointcut concept to
determine whether a pointcut is applicable to a join point of a given type. For example,
a pointcut that is constrained to a certain communication type is not applicable to data
fields of a domain-specific complex type as data fields do not exhibit a communication
type (cf. Subsection 4.4.1).

The ServiceAspectPointcutSelector concept can cluster several ServiceAspect-
Pointcuts (cf. Figure 4.7) and a technology aspect is only applicable to a model
element if all pointcuts of at least one selector match the targeted model element’s
peculiarity.
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The described formalization of the Technology Model Kind’s Pointcut concept
enables microservice developers to define aspects that cover the semantic intents of
annotations like Spring’s @RequestParam. The application of this annotation is only
sensible for incoming parameters of a microservice operation (cf. Subsection 3.4.3)
that participates in HTTP-based service interaction scenarios. To this end, the modeler
would constrain the RequestParam aspect to the PARAMETERS join point type and also
assign a ServiceAspectPointcutSelector instance with two ServiceAspectPoint-

cuts to the aspect. The first pointcut would have its exchangePattern attribute set
to the IN literal of the ExchangePattern enumeration (cf. Figure 4.7). The second
pointcut would constrain the Protocol to HTTP.

The second kind of technology aspect is OperationAspect (cf. Figure 4.7). It targets
join points for operation modeling in MSA engineering (cf. Appendix E.2). Operation-
AspectPointcuts of OperationAspectPointcutSelectors allow the restriction of a
technology aspect to a certain operation technology, e.g., Docker (cf. Subsection 3.4.4).
To this end, an OperationAspectPointcut instance sets its forTechnology flag to
true and identifies the operation technology by means of its technology attribute (cf.
Figure 4.7).

Technology Aspect Features The Technology Modeling Language adapts the no-
tion of feature from the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) to
technology aspects. Therefore, the TechnologyAspect concept defines the features

attribute (cf. Figure 4.7). It may hold literals from the AspectFeature enumeration.
The SINGLE_VALUED literal marks a technology aspect to be applicable to a target
element at most once. For example, a technology aspect that corresponds to the
@RequestBody annotation of the Spring framework14 used, e.g., in Microservice Ar-
chitectures MA.2, MA.3, and MA.7 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2), should only occur once on a
parameter of a microservice operation (cf. Subsection 3.4.3).

Properties The Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel defines the Tech-

nologySpecificProperty concept that is a refinement of the Technology-specific

Property concept from the Technology Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.2). Specifically,
the metamodel adds three attributes to the concept (cf. Figure 4.7).

The defaultValue attribute determines an optional default value. It introduces
modeling support for Java annotations like @RequestParam (cf., e.g., Microservice
Architectures MA.3, MA.5, and MA.7 in Subsection 4.3.2) whose required element
defaults to the boolean value true.

Additionally, we added the features attribute to the TechnologySpecificProper-

ty concept so that aspect properties can receive features based on the literals of the
PropertyFeature enumeration (cf. Figure 4.7). The MANDATORY literal determines that

14https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bin
d/annotation/RequestBody.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestBody.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestBody.html
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a property must receive a value when its TechnologyAspect is applied to a model
element. Moreover, the SINGLE_VALUED literal enables the modeling of properties
that can receive a value at most once per aspect application. For example, the Route

attribute15 of ASP.NET Core MVC, which is used, e.g., by Microservice Architec-
tures MA.1, MA.5, and MA.6, defines a mandatory and single-valued property called
template.

The basic applicability of technology aspects is only constrained by the structural
semantics of the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Subsection 2.2.2
and Figure 4.7) and the corresponding OCL invariants for its context conditions (cf.
Appendix E.2). Due to the resulting flexibility, technology aspects also support the
expression of SBSA modeling concepts that do not have a direct counterpart in our
MSA modeling languages.

For example, aspects may allow microservice categorization (cf., e.g., the Service

Stereotype concept of Framework FW.2 [237]). Furthermore, they enable to capture
generic service characteristics (cf., e.g., the Specifier Attributes and Technical

Assumptions concepts of Framework FW.4 [237]). In addition, the aspect mechanism
may be used to link external resources to microservices, e.g., to point to documents
that comprise requirements, use cases, or business motivations (cf., e.g., the Re-

quirement concept of Framework FW.4 [237], or the MotivationElement and UseCase

concepts of Framework FW.5 [237]).
Concerning operation-related information, aspects may convey semantics of SBSA

modeling concepts such as Plan, Policy, and RequiredContainerFeature of Frame-
work FW.6 [237].

Consequently, the aspect mechanism inherently fosters the stability and learnabil-
ity of our MSA modeling languages because it enables us to keep the set of language
concepts small [17, 293]. On the other hand, it provides a flexible means to enrich
MSA models constructed with our languages with further semantics as needed.

Operation Technologies

Figure 4.8 shows the excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel
related to operation technology modeling (cf. Subsection 3.4.2).

The metamodel adopts the OperationTechnology concept as well as its concrete
sub-concepts DeploymentTechnology and InfrastructureTechnology from the Tech-
nology Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.2). A DeploymentTechnology represents a
technology that focuses on the provisioning of microservices with operational re-
sources and runtime environments for their execution. Docker is an example of a
deployment technology and all microservices described in Subsection 4.3.2 rely on it
for microservice deployment.

15https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/api/microsoft.aspnetcore.mvc.routeattribute

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/api/microsoft.aspnetcore.mvc.routeattribute
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1..*1

Figure 4.8: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel for operation
technology modeling.

Infrastructure technologies, on the other hand, provide a microservice architecture
with capabilities not related to business logic but technical infrastructure. Examples of
such capabilities comprise (i) service discoveries like Eureka16 (cf., e.g., Microservice
Architecture MA.3 in Subsection 4.3.2); (ii) API gateways like Envoy17 (e.g., MA.1) or
Zuul18 (e.g., MA.2); (iii) message brokers like ActiveMQ19 (e.g., MA.3), Kafka20 (e.g.,
MA.7), and RabbitMQ21 (e.g., MA.1); (iv) monitoring tools like Zipkin22 (e.g., MA.7);
or (v) configuration frameworks like Spring Cloud Config23 (e.g., MA.2).

An OperationTechnology defines at least one named OperationEnvironment (cf.
Figure 4.8). One of these environments must constitute the operation technology’s
default environment (cf. Appendix E.2). It is implicitly assumed in case no explicit
environment is specified for a modeled operation node (cf. Subsection 3.4.4).

Semantically, an operation environment refers to the concrete means of an opera-
tion technology that executes microservices or provides infrastructure capabilities.
For example, in case of the Docker deployment technology an operation environ-
ment identifies a certain version of the Docker engine, e.g., “docker:19_03_8”. For
a hypothetical, generic ConfigurationProvisioning infrastructure technology, the
operation environment indicates the underlying, concrete technology, e.g., “Spring
Cloud Config” or “Consul Configuration24”. Similar to property values of technology
aspects (cf. Figure 4.7), the metamodel of the Technology Modeling Language does
not impose constraints on the value of the environmentName attribute of the Opera-

tionEnvironment concept (cf. Figure 4.8). That is, to preserve flexibility in technology
modeling.

Like for the Technology Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.2), an OperationTechnol-

16https://www.github.com/Netflix/eureka
17https://www.envoyproxy.io
18https://www.github.com/Netflix/zuul
19https://activemq.apache.org
20https://kafka.apache.org
21https://www.rabbitmq.com
22https://zipkin.io
23https://cloud.spring.io/spring-cloud-config/reference/html
24https://www.consul.io/docs/agent/options.html

https://www.github.com/Netflix/eureka
https://www.envoyproxy.io
https://www.github.com/Netflix/zuul
https://activemq.apache.org
https://kafka.apache.org
https://www.rabbitmq.com
https://zipkin.io
https://cloud.spring.io/spring-cloud-config/reference/html
https://www.consul.io/docs/agent/options.html
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ogy may prescribe an arbitrary number of configuration parameters by associating
TechnologySpecificProperty instances (cf. Figure 4.8). Examples of technology-
specific configuration parameters are Docker image names and message broker
configuration options25.

The OperationTechnology concept with its sub-concepts and associated concepts
(cf. Figure 4.8) semantically corresponds to the NodeTemplate and NodeType concepts
of Framework FW.6 [237].

4.4.3 Service Modeling Language

This subsection presents the metamodel of the Service Modeling Language [247] that
formalizes the Service Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.3). Appendix E.3 comprises the
OCL invariants [218] for the metamodel’s context conditions.

We split the description of the metamodel into the parts “Metamodel Root”,
“Endpoints and Protocol Specifications”, and “Interfaces and Operations”.

Metamodel Root

Figure 4.9 shows the root of the Service Modeling Language’s metamodel.

Microservice Versions and Types The metamodel of the Service Modeling Lan-
guage extends the Microservice concept from the Service Model Kind (cf. Subsec-
tion 3.4.3) with the qualifiedNameParts and type attributes.

The qualified name of a modeled Microservice consists of its version, if any, and
its name.

The new type attribute enables to classify a Microservice based on the Microser-

viceType enumeration (cf. Figure 4.9). We derived the literals of the enumeration
and thus the possible types of a microservice from MSA-specific literature [251, 182].
The literals’ semantics are as follows:

• FUNCTIONAL: Functional microservices implement a portion of an application’s
business logic.

• INFRASTRUCTURE: An infrastructure microservice provides a microservice archi-
tecture with infrastructure capabilities.

• UTILITY: Utility microservices implement functionality that is not directly
related to business logic but fulfills a rather generic purpose. As a result, a va-
riety of microservices or other components, possibly from different application
domains, may use the provided functionality.

We illustrate the applicability of the microservice types by the microservice archi-
tectures from Subsection 4.3.2. For example, the Catalog microservice of Microservice
Architecture MA.1 is a functional microservice. It implements the product catalog

25https://www.rabbitmq.com/configure.html

https://www.rabbitmq.com/configure.html
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Figure 4.9: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s metamodel showing its root.

functionality of the shop application. By contrast, the API Gateway microservice
of Microservice Architecture MA.2 is an infrastructure microservice as it enhances
the architecture with the API gateway capability [14]. On the other hand, the Time
Service microservice of Microservice Architecture MA.4 realizes an “alarm clock” and
thus a generic functionality that is usable by all other microservices of Microservice
Architecture MA.4.

The type attribute shares semantics with concepts like Categorization, Category,
and Tag of Frameworks FW.4, FW.5, and FW.6, respectively. However, it lifts type
assignment from the interface-level to the microservice-level [237]. The rationale for
this decision is the focus of microservices on a distinct capability that fulfills a single,
clearly defined purpose to which the composition of its interfaces should also adhere
(cf. Subsection 2.1.1).

Microservice Visibility The metamodel of the Service Modeling Language extends
the Microservice concept from the Service Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.3) and
the model kind itself with the visibility attribute and the Visibility enumeration,
respectively (cf. Figure 4.9). We decided to include these means for visibility expres-
sion to support modeling of a microservice’s reachability (cf. Framework FW.4 in
Subsection 4.3.1 and its Reachability concept [237]). A microservice defined with
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the Service Modeling Language can exhibit one of the following Visibility kinds:

• ARCHITECTURE: This is the default visibility of Microservices (cf. Figure 4.9). It
communicates that a microservice shall only be reachable by other components
of the same architecture but not for architecture-external consumers.
We decided for ARCHITECTURE as default visibility because it prevents accidental
publication of a microservice. Furthermore, it is a common practice in MSA
engineering to not directly expose a microservice to architecture-external con-
sumers but let them interact with the service, e.g., via an intermediate API
gateway [14].
The ARCHITECTURE visibility kind conveys similar semantics as the Private

Cloud Typing Tag concept of Framework FW.2 [237]. The Scheduler microser-
vice of Microservice Architecture MA.5 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2) is a practical
example of an architecture microservice.

• PUBLIC: Public microservices are considered reachable by architecture-external
consumers (cf. the Public Cloud Typing Tag concept of Framework FW.2 [237]
and the Ingestion microservice of Microservice Architecture MA.5).

• INTERNAL: Internal microservices are only visible to microservices of the same
service model. This visibility kind allows, e.g., microservice teams for the
construction of a single service model which defines team-internal utility mi-
croservices together with public microservices that use team-internal services.

• IN_MODEL: This visibility kind is relevant to microservice interfaces and opera-
tions only (cf. the “Interfaces and Operations” part below and Appendix E.3).

Technology References We decided to integrate means into the metamodel of
the Service Modeling Language that enable the direct integration of technology
information into service models. Consequently, we provide microservice developers
with an alternative to mapping models for the determination of microservice-related
technologies (cf. Subsection 3.4.3). The inclusion of technology information into
service models provides a shortcut for situations in which technologies of modeled
microservices are unlikely to change. That is, service models need not be reusable
across different technologies, thereby rendering the construction and maintenance of
additional mapping models inefficient.

The new TechnologyReference concept of the Service Modeling Language’s meta-
model (cf. Figure 4.9) establishes the relationship between the Microservice concept
and one or more technologies captured in technology models (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

To augment a microservice with a technology reference, the service model first
imports the corresponding technology model by means of the Import concept (cf.
Figure 4.9). It has a similar structure as the ComplexTypeImport concept from the
Domain Data Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) but defines
the additional importType attribute. This attribute together with the ImportType

enumeration (cf. Figure 4.9) identifies the model type to be imported into a service
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model. For technology models, the import type is TECHNOLOGY. A TechnologyRef-

erence instance then determines a microservice’s technology by associating the
corresponding Microservice instance with the Import instance pointing to the model
of the referenced technology (cf. Figure 4.9 and Appendix E.2).

In case a microservice references several technologies with technology-specific
type definitions, one of these technologies must explicitly be marked as the source
of default type synonyms (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). Otherwise, the implicit determina-
tion of technology-specific types from default type synonyms would be ambiguous.
Therefore, the TechnologyReference concept incorporates the isTypeDefinition-

Technology attribute (cf. Figure 4.9) to identify the source technology of default type
synonyms, whereas only one referenced technology per microservice may be selected
a provider of default type synonyms (cf. Appendix E.3).

Import and Application of Service Aspects A Microservice instance may cluster
an arbitrary number of ImportedServiceAspects (cf. Figure 4.9). Each ImportedSer-

viceAspect instance represents an application of a service technology aspect to the
microservice (cf. Subsection 4.4.2 and Appendix E.3). The applicable technology
aspects must originate from the technology models assigned to the microservice by
means of the TechnologyReference concept (cf. Figure 4.9).

To facilitate aspect application, a value for a single aspect property can be modeled
without the need to instantiate a TechnologySpecificPropertyValueAssignment (cf.
Subsection 4.4.2). For this purpose, the ImportedServiceAspect concept provides
the singlePropertyValue composition (cf. Figure 4.9). Suppose a hypothetical
technology aspect for the .NET framework’s RoutePrefix attribute26 which is used,
e.g., by Microservice Architecture MA.6 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2). The attribute defines a
single property called Prefix that would also constitute a property of the technology
aspect (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). By means of the ImportedServiceAspect concept and
its singlePropertyValue attribute it becomes possible to directly assign a value to
the Prefix property and omit a dedicated instantiation of the TechnologySpecific-

PropertyValueAssignment concept.

Microservice Relationships From a technical point of view, microservices should
be as independent of each other as possible (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). However, to realize
coarse-grained tasks in an MSA-based application, microservices need to interact
with each other. For instance, the Kitchen service of Microservice Architecture MA.7
(cf. Subsection 4.3.2) requires the Restaurant microservice to synchronously retrieve
restaurant information. Another example of microservice information exchange is
the asynchronous receipt of customer registrations by the Workshop Management mi-
croservice of Microservice Architecture MA.4. Specifically, the microservice listens to
the Customer Registered event published by the Customer Management microservice.

26https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/api/system.web.mvc.routeprefixattribute

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/api/system.web.mvc.routeprefixattribute
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The described interaction relationships between the microservices emerge from
the business requirements of the respective applications. To reify such interaction
relationships, the metamodel of the Service Modeling Language extends the Mi-

croservice concept with the requiredMicroservices composition to reference the
PossiblyImportedMicroservice concept (cf. Figure 4.9). An instance of the latter
concept associates a microservice that requires another microservice with the required
microservice. The required microservice may be part of the same or an imported
service model. The metamodel of the Service Modeling Language provides the MI-

CROSERVICES literal in the ImportType enumeration to indicate that an Import instance
points to a service model (cf. Figure 4.9).

A microservice may also express that it only requires certain interfaces (cf. the
PossiblyImportedInterface concept in Figure 4.9) or operations (PossiblyImport-
edOperation) of other microservices instead of the microservices themselves. These
kinds of relationships between a microservice and subordinate elements of other
microservices (cf. Subsection 3.4.3) allow more fine-grained modeling of microservice
interaction relationships.

However, a microservice may only require other microservices or their elements
in case they have an architecture or public visibility (see above), and exhibit an
implementation (see below). The three canRequire methods of the Microservice

concept (cf. Figure 4.9) return true if both the visibility and implementation constraint
are fulfilled (cf. Appendix E.3).

With the presented means to model microservice relationships, the metamodel
of the Service Modeling Language effectively substantiates the Interaction Speci-

fication concept of the Service Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.3). Moreover, these
means share semantics with the Collaboration, Analysis Composite Service, Com-
posability, and Request concepts from Frameworks FW.1, FW.2, FW.4, and FW.5,
respectively [237]. However, from the Service Modeling Language’s point of view,
microservice interaction relationships have a more conceptual rather than technical
nature. That is, the language does not constrain microservice interaction to only be
possible with microservices to which a service model establishes explicit interaction
relationships. Such a constraint would increase service coupling and be contrary to
MSA’s support for ad hoc communication (cf. Subsection 2.4.1). Nonetheless, we
consider the possibility to model microservice interaction relationships to increase
the meaningfulness of service models, especially for microservice developers and
MSA software architects (cf. Section 3.3).

Endpoints and Protocol Specifications

Figure 4.10 shows the excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s metamodel con-
cerning endpoints and protocol specifications.

The metamodel of the Service Modeling Language formalizes the Endpoint con-
cept from the Service Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.3) by extending it with an
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Figure 4.10: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s metamodel concerning
endpoints and protocol specifications.

association to the ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat concept and the addresses at-
tribute (cf. Figure 4.10).

The ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat concept defines a relationship between an
Endpoint and a Protocol, and possibly a DataFormat from an imported technology
model (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). In case no data format is assigned, the Service Modeling
Language implicitly assumes the default format of the respective protocol. Conse-
quently, the addresses of an Endpoint become protocol-dependent. For example, for
HTTP-based endpoints the addresses may represent fully-qualified or relative path
segments of a URI [27] (cf., e.g., Microservice Architectures MA.1, MA.2, and MA.6
in Subsection 4.3.2).

The protocol and data format of an endpoint must originate from the Protocol-

Specifications of a microservice (cf. Figure 4.10), and a microservice may at most
specify a synchronous protocol and an asynchronous protocol (cf. Appendix E.3).
We decided to introduce this constraint based on Richard’s suggestion [251] and
the fact that none of the practical microservice architectures described in Subsec-
tion 4.3.2 relies on more than one protocol of either communication type for a single
microservice. However, it is still possible for interfaces and operations (see below)
to use synchronous or asynchronous protocols that diverge from those of the defin-
ing microservice. We perceive this approach towards protocol determination in
service modeling to make the conscious decision of using different synchronous or
asynchronous protocols within a single microservice explicit.

The Endpoint concept corresponds to eponymous concepts of Frameworks FW.1
and FW.4 [237]. That is, an endpoint receives data conforming to certain communica-
tion protocols and thus represents a “[. . . ] reference-able (sic!) [. . . ] resource against
which an action can be performed” [211, p. 63, Line 1992].
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Interfaces and Operations

Figure 4.11 depicts the excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s metamodel for
interface and operation modeling.
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Figure 4.11: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s metamodel for microservice
interface and operation modeling.

Interfaces We substantiated the Interface concept from the Service Model Kind
(cf. Subsection 3.4.3) with three attributes.

The notImplemented attribute (cf. Figure 4.11) enables to indicate that a modeled
interface lacks an implementation. This approach allows, e.g., iterative refinement
of an API prior to its initial exposure or deactivation of exposed, yet deprecated
interfaces in case no consumers exist anymore [208]. Conceptually, the notImple-

mented attribute can constrain the awareness or exposure of an interface according
to Frameworks FW.4 and FW.5 [237], respectively. Conversely to Framework FW.5,
however, the attribute does not prevent the modeling of operations for non-exposed
interfaces.

The new visibility attribute of the Interface concept (cf. Figure 4.11) deter-
mines the reachability of an interface similar to that of modeled microservices and
their visibility attribute (cf. Figure 4.9).

The derived effectiveVisibility attribute of the Interface concept (cf. Fig-
ure 4.11) returns the current visibility of an Interface instance. The attribute is
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particularly useful in situations where an interface does not specify a visibility it-
self. In this case, the interface’s effective visibility is equal to that of its defining
microservice when the latter’s visibility is architecture or public (cf. Figure 4.9). In
case the defining microservice has an internal visibility, the effective visibility of an
interface without explicit visibility will be IN_MODEL (cf. Figure 4.9). Interfaces with
this visibility are only visible to microservices in the same service model, which
enables microservice teams to express team-internal utility services.

As mentioned above, the metamodel of the Service Modeling Language introduces
the possibility to explicitly determine the visibility of an interface. However, the
explicit visibility of an interface must not be more extensive than the visibility of its
defining microservice.

Table 4.5 shows combinations of microservice and interface visibility kinds (cf.
Figure 4.9) together with the resulting effective interface visibility. All non-listed
combinations are considered invalid.

Table 4.5: Combinations of microservice and interface visibility kinds together with
the resulting effective interface visibility.

Microservice Visibility Interface Visibility
Resulting Effective
Interface Visibility

INTERNAL None IN_MODEL

INTERNAL INTERNAL INTERNAL

ARCHITECTURE None ARCHITECTURE

ARCHITECTURE INTERNAL INTERNAL

ARCHITECTURE ARCHITECTURE ARCHITECTURE

PUBLIC None PUBLIC

PUBLIC INTERNAL INTERNAL

PUBLIC ARCHITECTURE ARCHITECTURE

PUBLIC PUBLIC PUBLIC

Like modeled microservices, Interface instances may receive technology aspects
(cf. Figure 4.11 and the “Metamodel Root” part above) as well as Endpoints and
ProtocolSpecifications (cf. the “Endpoints” part above).

Operations Similar to the Interface concept, the metamodel of the Service Mod-
eling Language extends the Operation concept of the Service Model Kind (cf. Sub-
section 3.4.3) with the notImplemented, visibility, and effectiveVisibility at-
tributes (cf. Figure 4.11). These attributes have the same semantics as their eponymous
Interface counterparts but concern modeled microservice operations. Conceptually,
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the visibility attribute of the Operation concept influences Action Presence as
described in Framework FW.4 [211, 237].

The metamodel Operation concept also supports basic API documentation via the
ApiOperationComment concept (cf. Figure 4.11). Its integration follows the API docu-
mentation approach used by Microservice Architecture MA.3 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2).

Additionally, like modeled microservices and interfaces, Operation instances may
cluster technology aspects (cf. Figure 4.11 and the “Metamodel Root” part above),
Endpoints (cf. the “Endpoints” part above), and ProtocolSpecifications.

Parameters The metamodel of the Service Modeling Language extends and refines
the Parameter concept from the Service Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.3) significantly.

First, the metamodel’s Parameter concept associates the ImportedType concept
to enable parameter typing with domain-specific or technology-specific types (cf.
Figure 4.11). To import a domain-specific type, the importType attribute of the Im-

port instance of an ImportedType must exhibit the DATATYPES literal (cf. Figure 4.9).
The Type instance of the ImportedType may then point to a complex type from a
domain model (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). To import a technology-specific type, the im-

portType attribute must exhibit the TECHNOLOGY literal (cf. Figure 4.9). As a result,
the Type instance of the ImportedType can refer to a technology-specific type (cf.
Subsection 4.4.2).

A parameter may also receive a built-in primitive type of our MSA modeling
languages by means of the composition between the Parameter and PrimitiveType

concepts (cf. Figure 4.11 and Subsection 4.4.1). However, we prevent the usage of
PrimitiveUnspecified as parameter type (cf. Appendix E.3). That is to ensure that
the API of a microservice is well-defined in the sense that consumers are aware of the
expected and processible types of operation parameters prior to service invocation.
The derived effectiveType attribute of the Parameter concept (cf. Figure 4.11)
provides convenient access to a parameter’s type.

The Parameter concept leverages the ExchangePattern enumeration from the
Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) to enable the
determination of a parameter’s direction (cf. Figure 4.11). The concept is a refine-
ment of the Service Model Kind’s Exchange Pattern concept and we moved it to
the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel to also make it usable in aspect
pointcuts (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). The literals of the ExchangePattern enumeration, i.e,
IN, OUT, and INOUT, correspond to the eponymous literals of UML’s ParameterDirec-

tionKind enumeration [220] that is used by Framework FW.5 [237]. We decided to
adopt the literals’ semantics to increase the flexibility of parameter modeling. For
example, an operation expressed with the Service Modeling Language may exhibit
more than one outgoing parameter, i.e., a Parameter instance with the value OUT in
its exchangePattern attribute (cf. Figure 4.11).

Furthermore, a Parameter has a certain communicationType (cf. Figure 4.11) based
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on the CommunicationType enumeration from the Technology Modeling Language’s
metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). That is, a parameter is sent to or received from a
modeled operation in a synchronous (SYNCHRONOUS literal) or asynchronous (ASYN-
CHRONOUS literal) fashion.

The combination of exchange pattern and communication type within the Pa-

rameter concept prevents differences in the modeling of synchronous and asyn-
chronous microservice interactions as is the case for the Operation concept in Frame-
work FW.5 [237]. Moreover, the Service Modeling Language aims to increase expres-
sivity and flexibility in the modeling of microservice operations by not constraining
the possible combinations of exchange patterns and communication types for pa-
rameters of the same operation. Consequently, the signature of an operation already
reveals portions of the intended runtime behavior of an operation.

We illustrate the implications of our design decision to allow exchange pattern and
communication type specification per microservice operation parameter by Table 4.6.
It shows examples of service operation signatures with different exchange patterns
and communication types for their parameters. To enable concise statement of the
listed operation signatures, we employ a textual concrete syntax (cf. Subsection 2.2.2)
to instantiate the involved modeling concepts from the Service Modeling Language’s
metamodel (cf. Figure 4.11). This hypothetical syntax introduces a microservice
operation by its name, followed by a pair of round brackets to enclose the parameter
list. A parameter is defined by stating its (i) communication type (sync or async); (ii)
exchange pattern (in or out); (iii) name; and (iv) type, preceded by a colon.

Moreover, we added the optional and communicatesFault attributes to the Pa-

rameter concept (cf. Figure 4.11). The former attribute identifies optional parameters,
on which an operation or consumer may not depend, and the latter attribute marks a
parameter to communicate information about failures in an operation’s execution.
The inclusion of both attributes was motivated by Framework FW.5 [237]. It uses
various properties of UML’s Parameter concept [220] to model optional and exception
parameters.

The Service Modeling Language’s metamodel integrates the initializedByOpera-

tion composition between the Parameter and PossiblyImportedOperation concepts
(cf. Figures 4.11 and 4.9). It enables to model the initialization of an operation param-
eter from the result of the execution of another operation. To receive an initialization
value, a parameter must have an incoming exchange pattern. Furthermore, the initial-
izing operation must (i) not be the same as the parameter’s defining operation; (ii)
not be marked as being not implemented; (iii) have an architecture or public visibility,
or originate from the same microservice as the parameter’s defining operation; and
(iv) have at least one outgoing parameter. The basicallyInitializableBy method
of the Parameter concept can be used to verify these prerequisites (cf. Figure 4.11
and Appendix E.3).

In addition, the ApiParameterComment concept allows the documentation of opera-
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Table 4.6: Examples of microservice operation signatures and their semantics.

Example Operation Signature Semantics

getCustomer(
sync in id : long,
sync out customer : Customer

)

The operation synchronously receives
an identifier (id) and yields an instance
of the Customer domain concept (RPC-
based behavior).

getCustomerAndAddress(
sync in id : long,
sync out customer : Customer,
sync out address : Address

)

The operation synchronously receives an
id, and synchronously returns a Cus-
tomer and Address instance to the caller
within a single response.

handleCommands(
async in command : Command,
async out event : Event

)

The operation listens asynchronously
to a Command and emits an Event
that informs about command handling
(message-based behavior; cf., e.g., Mi-
croservice Architectures MA.4 and MA.6
in Subsection 4.3.2).

listen(
sync in topic : string,
async in message : Message,
async out resultMessage : Message

)

The operation models the synchronous
subscription to a message broker’s top-
ic on which it shall listen for messages.
During its execution, the operation yields
asynchronous resultMessages.

tion parameters (cf. Figure 4.11). The approach to API documentation of Microservice
Architecture MA.3 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2) motivated the inclusion of this concept in the
metamodel.

Finally, a parameter can be augmented with ImportedServiceAspects (cf. Fig-
ure 4.11). Aspects targeting parameters may cover, e.g., Spring’s @PathVariable

annotation27 (cf., e.g., Microservice Architectures MA.2, MA.3, and MA.7).

Referred Operations The ReferredOperation concept (cf. Figure 4.11) extends the
metamodel of the Service Modeling Language with a means for interface composition
based on the cloning approach [174]. That is, the referring Interface comprises
an operation with the same signature as the referred Operation. However, the
implementation of the operation in the referring interface forwards all requests to
the referred operation and sends possible responses back to callers. This approach to
interface composition in the Service Modeling Language corresponds to the Delega-

27https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bin
d/annotation/PathVariable.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PathVariable.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PathVariable.html
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tion option defined by Framework FW.5 [237] for service operation implementation.
However, we constrain it to the scope of a microservice to not violate the independence
principle in microservice implementation (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). It is thus only
possible to refer to operations whose definitions are located in an interface of the
same microservice as the referring interface (cf. Appendix E.3).

In MSA practice, referred operations facilitate microservice evolution based on
coexisting endpoints [208]. That is, a microservice may deprecate an interface and
provide a new version of it with a different endpoint. The new version of the interface
may then partially delegate requests to reusable operations from the previous version.

4.4.4 Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language

In the following, we describe the metamodel of the Service Technology Mapping
Modeling Language. It is a formalization of the Service Technology Mapping Model
Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.3). Appendix E.4 shows the OCL invariants [218] for the
context conditions of the metamodel.

We split the description of the metamodel into the parts “Metamodel Root”, “Data
and Enumeration Field Mappings”, “Domain Operation Mappings”, “Microservice
and Interface Mappings”, and “Operation and Parameter Mappings”.

Metamodel Root

Figure 4.12 shows the root of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s
metamodel.

mm
Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language
(namespace: Mapping)

Service::Microservice

ImportedMicroservice

MicroserviceMapping
getAllTypeDefinitionTechnologyReferences()
  : Service::TechnologyReference[*]

DomainData: :ComplexType

ImportedComplexTypeToMap

ComplexTypeMapping
getAllTypeDefinitionTechnologyReferences()
  : Service::TechnologyReference[*]

Service::Import

TechnologyMapping

*
1

1

1
1
1

1

*
1

1
1

serviceModel
Import

1
dataModel
Import

1

1..*

Figure 4.12: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s meta-
model showing its root.
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The metamodel formalizes the Mapped Complex Type and Mapped Microservice

concepts from the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.3) to-
wards the ComplexTypeMapping and MicroserviceMapping concepts (cf. Figure 4.12),
respectively. Like for the model kind, both metamodel concepts enable the map-
ping of technology information from technology models (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) to
domain-specific complex types and microservices.

The metamodel leverages the Import concept from the Service Modeling Lan-
guage’s metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) to enable microservice developers the import
of technology and service models. Consequently, developers can specify technology
information in the context of ComplexTypes from domain models (cf. Subsection 4.4.1)
or Microservices from service models.

By contrast to the model kind, technology mapping of a complex type always
happens in the context of a service model. Therefore, the ImportedComplexTypeToMap

concept in Figure 4.12 requires the assignment of an Import instance pointing to
a domain model (dataModelImport association) together with an Import instance
pointing to a service model (serviceModelImport association). As a result, the
augmentation of a domain concept with technology information is only valid for the
associated service model. Thus, domain models are not themselves extensible with
technology information but require technology mapping to take place in mapping
models. The rationale for this design decision is twofold.

First, a microservice is responsible for its excerpt of the application domain (cf.
Subsection 2.4.1) and this responsibility also includes technology (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).
Suppose a microservice implemented in C# and the .NET framework, e.g., the Vehicle
Management microservice of Microservice Architecture MA.4 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2).
The business logic of the microservice involves the registration of vehicles, which
technically boils down to storing new instances of the Vehicle C# class in a database
after the receipt of a Vehicle Registered event. The interaction with the database
depends on .NET’s Entity Framework Core28 and thus on the same technology
stack as the service’s implementation. The metamodel of the Service Technology
Mapping Modeling Language recognizes this coincidence of domain and service
implementation technologies. As a consequence, it perceives the possible future
migration of a microservice to a different technology stack to also involve the technical
migration of the service’s domain model. With the Service Technology Mapping
Modeling Language such a migration is equivalent to the exchange of the deprecated
mapping model with the mapping model for the target technology stack.

The second reason for the delegation of domain-related technology mapping to
happen exclusively within mapping models are the concerns of the domain experts
stakeholder group (cf. Subsection 3.3.2). As they do not involve domain experts’
participation in technology decisions, we conceive domain models to basically be
technology-agnostic. Therefore, the metamodel of the Technology Modeling Language

28https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/ef/core

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/ef/core
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also considers domain-related join point types like COMPLEX_TYPES and DATA_FIELDS

for service aspects (cf. Subsection 4.4.2 and Appendix E.2).

Data and Enumeration Field Mappings

Figure 4.13 shows the excerpt of the metamodel of the Service Technology Mapping
Modeling Language that concerns technology mapping for data and enumeration
fields (cf. Subsection 4.4.1).

mm
Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language
(namespace: Mapping)

Service::TechnologyReference

Technology::TechnologySpecific
PropertyValueAssignment DomainData::DataField

DomainData::EnumerationField

DomainData: :Type

Technology::ServiceAspect

DomainData::PrimitiveValue

TechnologySpecific
ImportedServiceAspect

Service::Import

TechnologySpecific
FieldMapping

ComplexTypeMapping *

* 1

1

0..1
singlePropertyValue  

*

1

* 1

0..1

0..1

0..10..1

*

1

Figure 4.13: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s meta-
model for technology mapping of data and enumeration fields.

The metamodel of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language refines
the Mapped Field concept of the model kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.3) into the Technol-

ogySpecificFieldMapping concept. Consequently, the metamodel concept enables
the augmentation of data and enumeration fields with service-related technology
aspects by means of the TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect concept (cf.
Figure 4.13). For their applicability to data and enumeration fields, service aspects
must exhibit the DATA_FIELDS join point type (cf. Subsection 4.4.2 and Appendix E.4).
Similarly, the metamodel of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language
allows the assignment of service aspects to complex types (cf. the composition
between the ComplexTypeMapping and TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect

concepts in Figure 4.13). To this end, a service aspect must exhibit the COMPLEX_TYPES

joint point type (cf. Appendix E.4).
Aspects on complex types and their fields may, e.g., express database mappings

in the same technology as the responsible microservice. For example, Microservice
Architectures MA.3 and MA.7 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2) rely on the Java Persistence
API (JPA) [59], and thus leverage annotations like @Table29 and @Id30 to prescribe

29https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Table
.html

30https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Id.ht
ml

https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Table.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Table.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Id.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Id.html
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persistence characteristics of domain concept classes and their attributes.
Additionally, the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language provides a

means to map the type of a DataField to a technology-specific one. To this end,
the metamodel excerpt depicted in Figure 4.13 associates the TechnologySpecific-

FieldMapping concept with the Type and Import concepts from the metamodels of
the Domain Data Modeling Language and Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tions 4.4.1 and 4.4.3), respectively. For a technology-specific type to be applicable to a
data field, the original type of the field must be of the same kind as the technology-
specific type (cf. Appendix E.4). For example, only technology-specific primitive
types (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) can replace built-in primitive types within a mapping
model.

All technology information for field mappings must originate from the technol-
ogy models to which the corresponding ComplexTypeMapping instance refers via the
TechnologyReference concept (cf. Figure 4.13 and Appendix E.4). However, the as-
sociation of a ComplexTypeMapping with TechnologyReferences is optional to enable
flexible composition of domain concepts and microservices within mapping models,
e.g., for model processing purposes.

Suppose a model processor that implements a static analyzer which calculates the
cohesion of a microservice based on the domain concepts it is responsible for [10]
(cf. Chapter 9). Such a static analyzer may help in increasing the cohesion of
microservices based on a refactoring of their associated domain concepts. To enable
the simulation of different refactoring scenarios and the calculation of the resulting
cohesion values, it is possible to construct mapping models that only refer to domain
concepts without augmenting them with technology information. A mapping model
may thus represent a different composition of the domain concepts of a microservice.
Consequently, the mapping model with the greatest cohesion may become the basis
for the refactoring of the microservice’s functionality towards responsibility for the
domain concepts composed in the mapping model.

Domain Operation Mappings

Figure 4.14 shows the excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Lan-
guage’s metamodel related to technology mapping of domain operations (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.1).

The metamodel of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language allows
the assignment of service-related technology aspects (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) to domain
operations by means of the composition between the DataOperationMapping and
TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect concepts (cf. Figure 4.14). The corre-
sponding join point type is DATA_OPERATIONS (cf. Appendix E.4). A domain operation
aspect called static could, for instance, determine that an operation models a Java
class method [107].
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mm
Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language
(namespace: Mapping)

ComplexTypeMapping

DomainData: :Type Service::Import

DomainData: :TypeDomainData::
DataOperationParameter

DataOperationParameterMapping

DomainData::DataOperation

DataOperationReturnTypeMapping

TechnologySpecific
ImportedServiceAspect

DataOperationMapping

0..10..1 *1

*

1

0..1

0..11

*

1

1

0..1
1

*

1

*1

Figure 4.14: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s meta-
model for technology mapping of domain operations.

Next to domain operations, the metamodel excerpt shown in Figure 4.14 also
introduces service aspect assignment to the return types of domain operations (Data-
OperationReturnTypeMapping concept) and their parameters (DataOperationParam-
eterMapping concept). The DATA_OPERATION_PARAMETERS join point type (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.2) covers both domain operation elements. Moreover, technology-specific
types may be mapped to return and parameter types. To this end, the DataOper-

ationReturnTypeMapping and DataOperationParameterMapping concepts associate
the Type and Import concepts from the metamodels of the Domain Data Model-
ing Language and Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsections 4.4.1 and 4.4.3),
respectively.

Microservice and Interface Mappings

Figure 4.15 shows the excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Lan-
guage’s metamodel for mapping technology information to microservices and inter-
faces.

The mapping of technology information to microservices and their interfaces
follows the definition of the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind (cf. Subsec-
tion 3.4.3).

In addition, the metamodel of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Lan-
guage adopts the formalization of the Service Interaction Technology concept from
the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) so that microservices and in-
terfaces may receive technology-specific protocols and data formats from imported
technology models (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). To this end, the metamodel introduces
the TechnologySpecificProtocolSpecification concept (cf. Figure 4.15). Both the
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mm
Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language
(namespace: Mapping)

Technology::DataFormat

Technology::ProtocolService::Import

TechnologySpecificProtocol

Service::Interface

InterfaceMapping

TechnologySpecific
ProtocolSpecification

communicationType
  : Technology::CommunicationType

Service::TechnologyReference

TechnologySpecificEndpoint
addresses : String[1..*]

TechnologySpecific
ImportedServiceAspect

MicroserviceMapping

1..*1

11

0..1

11

*

1

*

*

1

*

1

1

*

*

*
1

*

1

Figure 4.15: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s meta-
model for technology mapping of microservices and interfaces.

MicroserviceMapping and InterfaceMapping concepts may cluster several Technol-
ogySpecificProtocolSpecification instances each of which identifying a certain
protocol and possibly data format imported from a technology model by means of a
TechnologySpecificProtocol instance (cf. Figure 4.15). Furthermore, it is possible to
determine protocol-dependent endpoints within microservice and interface mappings
via instances of the TechnologySpecificEndpoint concept (cf. Figure 4.15).

The available protocols and data formats are constrained to those referenced by
a MicroserviceMapping via the TechnologyReference concept (cf. Figure 4.15 and
Appendix E.4). However, like for the ComplexTypeMapping concept (cf. Figure 4.13),
the composition association from the MicroserviceMapping concept to the Technolo-

gyReference concept is optional. Again, this design decision aims to allow flexible
restructuring of service models by means of mapping models, e.g., to simulate
alternative composition approaches of microservices and domain concepts.

The metamodel of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language also
introduces applicability of service-related technology aspects to microservices and in-
terfaces via the TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect concept (cf. Figure 4.15).
The join point types are the same as for microservices and interfaces in service models
(cf. Subsection 4.4.3), i.e., MICROSERVICES and INTERFACES (cf. Subsection 4.4.2 and
Appendix E.4).
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Operation and Parameter Mappings

Figure 4.16 shows the excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Lan-
guage’s metamodel for mapping technology information to microservice operations
and their parameters.

mm
Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language
(namespace: Mapping)

Service::Import
TechnologySpecific

FieldMapping

DomainData::ComplexType

ComplexParameter
Mapping

PrimitiveParameter
Mapping

Service::Import

Technology::
TechnologySpecific

PrimitiveType

Service::ParameterParameterMapping

Service::Operation OperationMapping
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ImportedServiceAspect
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ProtocolSpecification
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Endpoint

Service::
ReferredOperation

ReferredOperationMapping

MicroserviceMapping

*1
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*
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*
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Figure 4.16: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s meta-
model for technology mapping of microservice operations and parameters.

For the mapping of technology information to microservice operations, the meta-
model of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language again adopts the
formalization of the Service Interaction Technology concept from the metamodel
of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). As a result, microser-
vice operations may receive technology-specific protocols and data formats within
OperationMappings and based on the TechnologySpecificProtocolSpecification

concept (cf. Figure 4.16). As for microservice and interface mappings (cf. Figure 4.15),
the TechnologySpecificEndpoint concept also allows endpoint determination by
microservice operation mappings (cf. Figure 4.16). Furthermore, it is possible to
configure protocols, data formats, and endpoints also for referred operations from
other interfaces (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) leveraging the ReferredOperationMapping con-
cept shown in Figure 4.16. The configured information then applies to the referred
operations within their referring interfaces.

Starting from the ParameterMapping concept of the Service Technology Map-
ping Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Figure 4.16), technology information
is assignable to microservice operation parameters. Such information comprises
imported technology-specific primitive types or complex types (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).
In this context, the metamodel distinguishes between PrimitiveParameterMappings

and ComplexParameterMappings (cf. Figure 4.16), where the latter concept also con-
siders technology-specific type mapping of data fields of complex types based on the
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TechnologySpecificFieldMapping concept. The rationale to even enable technology
mapping for fields of complex types is to provide fine-grained control over technol-
ogy decisions, e.g., to determine serialization properties of fields for data exchange
between a microservice and another component.

The metamodel excerpt shown in Figure 4.16 also covers the assignment of
imported service-related technology aspects (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) to microservice
operations and their parameters as well as referred microservice operations. Therefore,
instances of the OperationMapping, ParameterMapping, and ReferredOperationMap-

ping concepts can compose an arbitrary number of TechnologySpecificImported-
ServiceAspects.

Again, all available technology information is constrained to the technologies
being referenced by the MicroserviceMapping instance for the microservice that
defines the targeted operations and parameters (cf. Figure 4.15 and Appendix E.4).

4.4.5 Operation Modeling Language

This subsection presents the metamodel of the Operation Modeling Language that
substantiates the Operation Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.4). Appendix E.5 shows
the OCL invariants [218] for the context conditions of the metamodel.

We describe the metamodel within the following parts “Metamodel Root”, “Oper-
ation Nodes”, and “Containers and Infrastructure Nodes”.

Metamodel Root

Figure 4.17 shows the root of the Operation Modeling Language’s metamodel.

mm
Operation Modeling Language
(namespace: Operation)

InfrastructureNodeContainer Service::Import

OperationModel

1
*

1
* 1..*

Figure 4.17: Excerpt of the Operation Modeling Language’s metamodel showing its
root.

Like the Operation Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.4), an OperationModel com-
poses Containers and InfrastructureNodes. While a container deploys one or more
microservices and thus accounts for their provisioning, infrastructure nodes may
fulfill various tasks.

As already mentioned for the Technology Modeling Language in Subsection 4.4.2,
all microservice architectures in Subsection 4.3.2 rely on Docker for microservice
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deployment. However, the employed infrastructure technologies and their capabilities
vary greatly. Next to the infrastructure capabilities enumerated by Subsection 4.4.2,
i.e., service discovery, API provisioning, message brokering, microservice monitor-
ing and configuration, the microservice architectures in Subsection 4.3.2 employ
additional technologies with the following capabilities:

• Database Management: The microservice architectures use database technolo-
gies such as DynamoDB31 (e.g., Microservice Architecture MA.7), MongoDB32

(e.g., MA.5), or MySQL33 (e.g., MA.6).
• Authentication and Authorization: To realize these security-related tasks, mi-

croservice architectures apply general-purpose technologies like Istio34 that
include security means (e.g., MA.4) as well as specialized solutions like Spring
Security35 (e.g., MA.2).

To cope with the various technology capabilities and their solution providers,
operation models must enable the import of technology models. For this purpose, the
metamodel of the Operation Modeling Language uses the Import concept from the
Service Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Figure 4.17 and Subsection 4.4.3). An
operation model must import at least one technology model because operation models
do not abstract from technologies given their stakeholders (cf. Subsection 3.4.4 and
Appendix E.5). Furthermore, it must define at least one container or infrastructure
node of an imported operation technology (cf. Subsection 4.4.2 and Appendix E.5).

The Container and InfrastructureNode concepts in the metamodel of the Oper-
ation Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.17) constitute Solution Building Blocks and
NodeTypes in the sense of Frameworks FW.3 and FW.6 [237] (cf. Subsection 4.3.1),
respectively. Furthermore, given their different functional scopes, infrastructure nodes
may adopt concepts like Authentication, Authorization, and Monitoring in SBSA
modeling (cf. Framework FW.4 [237]).

Operation Nodes

Figure 4.18 shows the excerpt of the Operation Modeling Language’s metamodel for
operation node modeling.

Operation Nodes Like for the Operation Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.4), Oper-
ationNode is the abstract base concept for the Container and InfrastructureNode

concepts. An operation node requires at least one technology model Import (cf.
31https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb
32https://www.mongodb.com
33https://www.mysql.com
34https://www.istio.io
35https://www.spring.io/projects/spring-security

https://aws.amazon.com/dynamodb
https://www.mongodb.com
https://www.mysql.com
https://www.istio.io
https://www.spring.io/projects/spring-security
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Figure 4.18: Excerpt of the Operation Modeling Language’s metamodel for operation
node modeling.

Subsection 4.4.2 and Appendix E.5) to determine a container’s deployment technology
or an infrastructure node’s infrastructure technology (cf. Subsection 3.4.4).

The OperationEnvironment of an OperationNode (cf. Figure 4.18) must originate
from the node’s operation technology (cf. Appendix E.5). In case no operation
environment is selected explicitly, the Operation Modeling Language assumes the
operation technology’s default environment (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

An OperationNode may associate one or more Microservices that are imported
from service models (cf. Figure 4.18 and Subsection 4.4.3). The semantics of a
service’s assignment to an operation node depends on the concrete node type. For a
container, the Operation Modeling Language considers the container to deploy and
execute an assigned microservice. This case covers the DeploymentArtifact concept
from Framework FW.6 [237]. For an infrastructure node, the language assumes that
assigned microservices make use of the provided infrastructure capabilities. From
the perspective of the infrastructure node, a microservice is thus an Implementation-

Artifact in the sense of Framework FW.6 [237].

Operation Node Configuration An OperationNode may compose several instances
of the TechnologySpecificPropertyValueAssignment concept (cf. Figure 4.18 and
Subsection 4.4.2). Based on the relationship between both concepts, the metamodel of
the Operation Modeling Language realizes the nodeConfiguration association of the
Operation Model Kind (cf. Figure 4.18). Consequently, the technology-specific prop-
erty values of an operation node represent configuration settings for the configuration
options defined by the respective operation technology (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).
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In the context of Docker, image names and Dockerfile contents36 constitute exam-
ples of technology-specific configuration properties targeting modeled containers. For
infrastructure nodes, possible configuration properties depend on the concrete kind
of infrastructure technology. They may, for instance, concern (i) zoning strategies of
service discoveries; (ii) trace rates for runtime monitoring; or (iii) isolation levels of
database transactions.

Conceptually, the values of technology-specific configuration properties within
operation models share semantics with the Value concept from Framework FW.4 [237]
and the assignment of a concrete value to an instance of the PropertiesDefinition

concept from Framework FW.6.

Service Deployment Specifications The ServiceDeploymentSpecification meta-
model concept in Figure 4.18 extends and refines the MicroserviceConfiguration

concept from the Operation Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.4). Specifically, it enables
microservice operators (cf. Subsection 3.3.1) to configure microservices in the context
of an operation node to which they assigned the services (cf. Appendix E.5).

Starting from the ServiceDeploymentSpecification concept, a microservice may
receive BasicEndpoints for one or more technology-specific protocols and data for-
mats (cf. Figure 4.18 and Subsection 4.4.2). To this end, the protocols and data formats
must originate from the technology models to which the endpoints’ operation node
refers by its associated Import instances (cf. Figure 4.18 and Appendix E.5). The
BasicEndpoint concept differs from the Endpoint concept of the Service Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) in that it shall configure the absolute base address of
a resource, e.g., the scheme and authority parts of a URI [27] (cf. Subsection 3.4.3).

Service deployment specifications may overwrite configuration values of operation
nodes. To this end, the ServiceDeploymentSpecification concept also associates the
TechnologySpecificPropertyValueAssignment concept (cf. Figure 4.18). By means
of this mechanism, it becomes possible to provide node-specific configuration values
as default values for all assigned microservices and use service-specific configuration
values to alter the default configuration per microservice as necessary. For example, an
infrastructure node representing a message broker may determine a default topic for
all microservices to publish and receive messages. However, a subset of microservices
may need to communicate via an alternative topic, e.g., to isolate security-related
messages from other messages.

Service deployment specifications provide operation nodes with Service Config-

uration Manageability in the sense of Framework FW.4 [237].

Import and Application of Operation Aspects Operation nodes can receive an
arbitrary number of operation-related technology aspects (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) from
the imported technology models to which they refer. In addition, the applicability

36https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder

https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/builder
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of an ImportedOperationAspect to an OperationNode (cf. Figure 4.18) depends on
the concrete type of the node. For containers, an operation aspect must exhibit the
CONTAINERS join point type (cf. Appendix E.5 and Subsection 4.4.2). Infrastructure
nodes, on the other hand, require the join point type INFRASTRUCTURE_NODES.

By contrast to technology-specific configuration properties (see above), aspects’
semantics may target generic purposes (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). Furthermore, operation
aspects are not generally constrained to a certain operation technology. Different
infrastructure nodes may for example apply the same operation aspects independent
of the kind of provided infrastructure capability.

Containers and Infrastructure Nodes

Figure 4.19 shows the excerpt of the Operation Modeling Language’s metamodel for
container and infrastructure node modeling.

mm
Operation Modeling Language
(namespace: Operation)

Service::Import

OperationModel

OperationNode

Technology::
Infrastructure
Technology

InfrastructureTechnology
Reference

InfrastructureNode

BasicEndpoint

Technology::DeploymentTechnology

DeploymentTechnologyReference

Container

1
*

1
*

usedByNodes
*

dependsOnNodes
*

1

1

1

11

*

1

*

 1

1

1

1

Figure 4.19: Excerpt of the Operation Modeling Language’s metamodel for container
and infrastructure node modeling.

The metamodel formalizes the Container concept from the Operation Model
Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.4) with the composition of the BasicEndpoint concept (cf.
Figure 4.19). The basic endpoints of a container implicitly apply to all assigned
microservices and may be overwritten per microservice by means of service deploy-
ment configurations (see above). Furthermore, a container must refer to exactly one
DeploymentTechnology (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) via an instance of the DeploymentTech-

nologyReference concept (cf. Figure 4.19). To this end, the deployment technology
must originate from an imported technology model assigned to the container (cf.
Figure 4.18 and Appendix E.5).

The InfrastructureNode concept in the metamodel of the Operation Model-
ing Language extends the model kind’s Infrastructure Node concept (cf. Subsec-
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tion 3.4.4) with a composition to the BasicEndpoint concept (cf. Figure 4.19). As
opposed to containers, the basic endpoints of an infrastructure node concern the node
itself instead of its assigned microservices. Moreover, an InfrastructureNode must
refer to an InfrastructureTechnology from a technology model (cf. Subsection 4.4.2)
leveraging the InfrastructureTechnologyReference concept (cf. Figure 4.19).

Furthermore, an infrastructure node may associate an arbitrary number of opera-
tion nodes. The dependsOnNodes association between the InfrastructureNode and
OperationNode concepts (cf. Figure 4.19) expresses the dependency of an infrastruc-
ture node on another operation node. The incorporation of this association into the
metamodel of the Operation Modeling Language is motivated by the depends_on

option of Docker Compose37. This option determines the startup and shutdown order
of nodes. For instance, Microservice Architecture MA.1 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2) relies on
this option to postpone the startup of microservice containers after message broker
setup has finished. On the other hand, the usedByNodes association (cf. Figure 4.19)
indicates the usage of an infrastructure node by other operation nodes. It represents
a convenience means to describe dependencies between an infrastructure node and
other nodes from the perspective of the independent infrastructure node rather than
the dependent nodes.

4.5 Implementation

This section describes the implementation of the metamodels of our MSA modeling
languages (cf. Section 4.4). The implementation marks the transition from the Design
to the Implementation phase in modeling language engineering according to Mernik
et al. [194].

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. Subsection 4.5.1 introduces
EMF as the modeling framework that underlies our modeling languages, its core
framework Ecore, and the Xcore programming language. Subsection 4.5.2 exemplifies
the metamodel implementation process and Subsection 4.5.3 concludes the section
with an overview of the metamodel implementations.

4.5.1 Eclipse Modeling Framework

EMF is a modeling framework from the ecosystem of the Eclipse IDE38 [275]. More
specifically, it is the technical basis for the Eclipse Modeling Project39. Among others,
EMF comprises several tools to construct metamodels and derive Java classes from
them. Moreover, it provides a unified API to create, access, manipulate, and serialize

37https://docs.docker.com/compose
38https://www.eclipse.org
39https://www.eclipse.org/modeling

https://docs.docker.com/compose
https://www.eclipse.org
https://www.eclipse.org/modeling
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instances of these Java classes that effectively represent in-memory representations of
models conforming to the corresponding metamodels (cf. Subsection 2.2.2).

We decided to employ EMF for the implementation of the metamodels of our
MSA modeling languages due to its (i) broad support not only for language creation
but also for the realization of workbench features like syntax highlighting and auto-
completion [78]; (ii) rich model processing facilities [147] (cf. Part III); and (iii) active
community [148, 160].

The following parts describe EMF’s core framework Ecore and the Xcore program-
ming language.

Ecore

Ecore is the core framework of EMF for metamodel construction [275]. It can be
considered an implementation of the Meta Object Facility (MOF) modeling formal-
ism [219, 51] specified by the Object Management Group (OMG). More specifically,
MOF defines the basic building blocks for metamodel construction in an object-
oriented manner. Figure 4.20 shows an excerpt of the MOF core concepts following
their depiction by Combemale et al. [51].

cd
MOF Core Excerpt
(namespace: MOF)

TypedElement

Property
lower : Natural = 1
upper : Natural = 1
isOrdered : Boolean = false
isComposite : Boolean = false
default : String = ""

Class
isAbstract
  : Boolean = false

NaturalStringBoolean

DataType

Type

NamedElement
name : String

1
type

0..1
opposite

owner
owned

Attribute
{ordered} *

*
superClass

Figure 4.20: Excerpt of MOF core as a UML class diagram [220] (adapted from
Combemale et al. [51]).

MOF defines modeling concepts such as Class and Property for object-oriented
metamodel construction. In the following, we illustrate their usage in the construction
of the metamodels of our MSA modeling languages. For this purpose, we leverage the
ComplexTypeImport concept from the Domain Data Modeling Language’s metamodel
(cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1) as example. Figure 4.21 shows the definition
of the concept on the basis of the MOF excerpt in Figure 4.20 in UML’s concrete
syntax for instance specifications, which replaced the deprecated notation for object
diagrams [220].

The ComplexTypeImport concept is an instance of a MOF Class with two String-
typed Properties, i.e., name and importURI (cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1).
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i s
ComplexTypeImport

MOF::String

importURI : MOF::Property
name = "importURI"
lower = 1
upper = 1
isOrdered = false
isComposite = false
default = ""

MOF::String name : MOF::Property
name = "name"
lower = 1
upper = 1
isOrdered = false
isComposite = false
default = ""ComplexTypeImport : MOF::Class

name = "ComplexTypeImport"

Figure 4.21: Example of a MOF instance describing the ComplexTypeImport concept
from the Domain Data Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). The
diagram is expressed as a UML instance specification [220]

Ecore implements MOF’s building blocks [219] as Java classes and prefixes their
names with the letter “E” [275]. For example, Ecore’s realizes MOF’s Class concept
in the Java class EClass. However, Ecore partially refines the MOF specification. For
instance, MOF’s Property concept was split into the EReference and EAttribute con-
cepts [275]. While the former models associations between classes, the latter defines
class properties. Appendix F depicts Ecore’s main concepts and their relationships.

Xcore

Xcore40 is a concrete syntax for Ecore that enables the textual construction of Ecore-
based metamodels. Xcore provides syntactic constructs for the object-oriented model-
ing of metamodel concepts, their structures and relationships in the form of classes,
attributes, and associations, respectively.

In addition, Xcore allows for implementing the behavior of methods and derived
attributes of metamodel concepts. For this purpose, Xcore integrates Xbase41. Xbase
is a statically typed expression language specifically designed for its integration into
existing modeling languages in order to make them executable. Xcore relies on the
code generation facilities of Ecore and Xbase to automatically produce Java classes
and their implementations from textual metamodel specifications.

We decided to use Xcore for the realization of the metamodels of our MSA model-
ing languages (cf. Section 4.4) due to its textual concrete syntax. From a developer’s
perspective, the textual syntax increases metamodel construction and modification
efficiency. Another benefit of Xcore is the possibility to combine metamodel structure
and behavior in a single metamodel specification. Consequently, we were able to com-

40https://wiki.eclipse.org/Xcore
41https://wiki.eclipse.org/Xbase

https://wiki.eclipse.org/Xcore
https://wiki.eclipse.org/Xbase
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plement each metamodel of our MSA modeling languages with an implementation
that fully complies with their object-oriented definition in Section 4.4.

4.5.2 Example

In the following, we illustrate the metamodel implementation process with Xcore
(cf. Subsection 4.5.1). To this end, we leverage an excerpt of the Service Modeling
Language’s metamodel root (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3) as example. Figure 4.22
shows the excerpt.

«enumeration»
Visibility

ARCHITECTURE
PUBLIC
INTERNAL
IN_MODEL

«enumeration»
MicroserviceType

FUNCTIONAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
UTILITY

mm
Service Modeling Language (Metamodel Root Excerpt)
(namespace: Service)

ServiceModel Microservice
name : String
version : String
/qualifiedNameParts : String[*]
type : MicroserviceType
visibility : Visibility = ARCHITECTURE

1 1..*

Figure 4.22: Excerpt from the Service Modeling Language’s metamodel root (cf.
Subsection 4.4.3) used to illustrate the metamodel implementation process with
Xcore.

Listing 4.1 shows the Xcore implementation of the Microservice concept.

Listing 4.1: Xcore implementation of the Microservice concept from the Service
Modeling Language’s metamodel root.

1 class Microservice {
2 String name
3 String version
4
5 op String[] getQualifiedNameParts() {
6 if (name === null || name.empty)
7 return newArrayList.asEList
8
9 val nameParts = newArrayList

10 if (version !== null)
11 nameParts.add(version)
12
13 nameParts.addAll(name.split("\\."))
14 nameParts.asEList
15 }
16
17 MicroserviceType ^type
18 Visibility visibility = "ARCHITECTURE"
19
20 container ServiceModel[1] serviceModel opposite microservices
21 }
22
23 enum MicroserviceType {
24 FUNCTIONAL
25 INFRASTRUCTURE
26 UTILITY
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27 }
28
29 enum Visibility {
30 ARCHITECTURE
31 PUBLIC
32 INTERNAL
33 IN_MODEL
34 }

Lines 1 to 21 model the Microservice concept from the metamodel excerpt (cf.
Figure 4.22) as an Xcore class.

Lines 2 and 3 define the String-typed name and version attributes.
Lines 5 to 15 realize the derived qualifiedNameParts attribute of the Microser-

vice concept as an Xbase operation. To this end, Line 5 introduces the operation
with Xcore’s op keyword followed by the return type String[]. Xcore enables to
state multiplicity ranges between square brackets, and by convention maps empty
square brackets to a multiplicity range with lower bound 0 and upper bound *.
Consequently, the return type of the qualifiedNameParts operation becomes a list
of Ecore EStrings42 that may cluster an arbitrary number of strings. The body of
the qualifiedNameParts operation in Lines 6 to 14 collects the name parts of a Mi-

croservice. They consist of the service’s version, if any, and each part of its name (cf.
Subsection 4.4.3). The name parts are expected to be separated by dots (cf. Line 13).

Lines 17 and 18 define the type and visibility attributes of the Microservice

concept (cf. Figure 4.22). The types of the attributes are the enumerations Microser-

viceType and Visibility (cf. Figure 4.22) modeled in Lines 23 to 27 and 29 to 34,
respectively. They become EEnum43 instances in the generated Ecore-based metamodel.

Line 20 of Listing 4.1 implements the member end with multiplicity 1 for the
composition between the ServiceModel and Microservice concepts (cf. Figure 4.22).
Xcore’s container keyword defines that a Microservice instance will be part of ex-
actly one ServiceModel instance, which is accessible from the Microservice instance
via the member end serviceModel. More specifically, this member end becomes an
EReference44 of type ServiceModel in the generated Ecore implementation for the
Microservice concept.

Furthermore, since the composition relationship between the ServiceModel and
Microservice concepts is bidirectional (cf. Figure 4.22), Line 20 of Listing 4.1 leverages
Xcore’s opposite keyword to specify that each Microservice instance will be stored
in the member end microservices of the generated Ecore implementation for the
ServiceModel concept.

42https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/E
corePackage.html#getEString()

43https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/E
Enum.html

44https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/E
Reference.html

https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/EcorePackage.html#getEString()
https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/EcorePackage.html#getEString()
https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/EEnum.html
https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/EEnum.html
https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/EReference.html
https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/EReference.html
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Listing 4.2 shows the corresponding Xcore implementation of the ServiceModel

concept.

Listing 4.2: Xcore implementation of the ServiceModel concept from the Service
Modeling Language’s metamodel root.

1 class ServiceModel {
2 contains Microservice[1..*] microservices opposite serviceModel
3 }

The ServiceModel Xcore class realizes the composition between the ServiceModel

and Microservice metamodel concepts (cf. Figure 4.22) from the perspective of the
ServiceModel concept. Therefore, the contains keyword introduces the microser-

vices member end. The generated Ecore implementation then reifies the member
end as a containment EReference [275] with multiplicity 1..* (cf. Listing 4.2) for
Microservice instances.

Figure 4.23 shows the Ecore metamodel resulting from the Xcore implementations
in Listings 4.1 and 4.2 in its graphical representation.

Figure 4.23: Graphical representation of the Ecore metamodel generated from the
Xcore implementations of the Service Modeling Language’s metamodel root.

Finally, Listing 4.3 shows excerpts of the Ecore-based Java code that Xcore gener-
ated from the implementation of the Microservice metamodel concept in Listing 4.1.

Lines 2 to 6 show an excerpt of the generated EObject45 Java interface [275] for
the Microservice concept.

Lines 10 to 42 comprise the generated Java implementation of the Microservice

interface. To derive the code of the getName and setName operations in Lines 11 to
21, Xcore directly relied on Ecore’s code generation facilities. However, to produce
the realization of the getQualifiedNameParts operation in Lines 25 to 41, Xcore
instrumented the Java generator of Xbase.

4.5.3 Overview of Metamodels’ Xcore Implementations

We provide the Xcore implementations of the metamodels of our MSA modeling
languages (cf. Section 4.4) on Software Heritage (SWH)46. Table 4.7 lists the corre-
sponding SWH paths.

45https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/E
Object.html

46https://www.softwareheritage.org

https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/EObject.html
https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/EObject.html
https://www.softwareheritage.org
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Listing 4.3: Excerpts of the Ecore-based Java code generated from the Xcore im-
plementation of the Microservice concept from the Service Modeling Language’s
metamodel root.

1 // Generated EObject interface for the Microservice concept (file "Microservice.java")
2 public interface Microservice extends EObject {
3 String getName();
4 void setName(String value);
5 EList<String> getQualifiedNameParts();
6 }
7
8 // Generated implementation for the Microservice EObject interface (file
9 // "MicroserviceImpl.java")

10 public class MicroserviceImpl extends MinimalEObjectImpl.Container implements Microservice {
11 public String getName() {
12 return name;
13 }
14
15 public void setName(String newName) {
16 String oldName = name;
17 name = newName;
18 if (eNotificationRequired())
19 eNotify(new ENotificationImpl(this, Notification.SET, ServicePackage.MICROSERVICE__NAME,
20 oldName, name));
21 }
22
23 // Generated implementation of the getQualifiedNameParts() operation (cf. Lines 5 to 15 in
24 // Listing 4.1). It is contributed by Xbase’s Xbase2Java generator.
25 public EList<String> getQualifiedNameParts() {
26 EList<String> _xblockexpression = null;
27 {
28 if (((this.getName() == null) || this.getName().isEmpty())) {
29 return ECollections.<String>asEList(CollectionLiterals.<String>newArrayList());
30 }
31 final ArrayList<String> nameParts = CollectionLiterals.<String>newArrayList();
32 String _version = this.getVersion();
33 boolean _tripleNotEquals = (_version != null);
34 if (_tripleNotEquals) {
35 nameParts.add(this.getVersion());
36 }
37 CollectionExtensions.<String>addAll(nameParts, this.getName().split("\\."));
38 _xblockexpression = ECollections.<String>asEList(nameParts);
39 }
40 return _xblockexpression;
41 }
42 }

4.6 Related Work

This section presents related work for each of our MSA modeling languages and their
metamodels (cf. Section 4.4).

Domain Data Modeling Language

Le et al. [67, 68] present an approach to express domain-specific concerns towards
object-oriented domain models and their implementations. To this end, they introduce
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Table 4.7: SWH paths to metamodel implementations.

Modeling Language SWH Path (Relative to Base Archive [238])

Domain Data
Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.1)

/de.fhdo.lemma.data.datadsl.metamodel/model/DataView
pointModel.xcore

Technology
Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.2)

/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.technologydsl.metamodel/mo
del/TechnologyDefinitionModel.xcore

Service Modeling
Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.3)

/de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl.metamodel/model/ServiceVie
wpointModel.xcore

Service Technology
Mapping Modeling
Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.4)

/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.mappingdsl.metamodel/model
/TechnologyMappingModel.xcore

Operation Modeling
Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.5)

/de.fhdo.lemma.operationdsl.metamodel/model/Operatio
nViewpointModel.xcore

the notion of meta-attribute to augment UML-based domain models with generic
information similar to stereotypes of UML profiles [220]. However, meta-attributes
may also be mapped to metadata constructs specific to a certain programming
language, e.g., Java annotations or C# attributes.

For example, the DAttr meta-attribute allows for assigning generic information
to class attributes via its properties id, type, and mutable. These properties corre-
spond to several elements in the metamodel of our Domain Data Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.1). The meta-attribute’s id property conveys the same seman-
tics as the metamodel’s IDENTIFIER feature for data fields and domain operations.
Furthermore, the type and mutable meta-attribute properties correspond to the meta-
model’s abstract Type concept and the immutable flag of the DataField concept (cf.
Subsection 4.4.1), respectively. In addition, the DAttr meta-attribute defines prop-
erties for the length and uniqueness of a class attribute. Currently, there exist no
counterparts for these properties in the metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling
Language. However, the aspect mechanism of the Technology Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.2) provides a means to add such metadata information to domain
models within mapping models (cf. Subsection 4.4.4). Compared to meta-attributes,
technology aspects are also flexibly extensible with additional properties.

Furthermore, Le et al. do not consider DDD patterns nor do they constrain the
applicability of meta-attributes any further besides the type of a certain concept for

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:bbee3f289a05a21e6f295aa0538518d0979f9b5a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.data.datadsl.metamodel/model/DataViewpointModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.data.datadsl.metamodel/model/DataViewpointModel.xcore
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:bbee3f289a05a21e6f295aa0538518d0979f9b5a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.data.datadsl.metamodel/model/DataViewpointModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.data.datadsl.metamodel/model/DataViewpointModel.xcore
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:89290aa7c38a30af10a101c1e0811a01200a2074/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.technologydsl.metamodel/model/TechnologyDefinitionModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.technologydsl.metamodel/model/TechnologyDefinitionModel.xcore
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:89290aa7c38a30af10a101c1e0811a01200a2074/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.technologydsl.metamodel/model/TechnologyDefinitionModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.technologydsl.metamodel/model/TechnologyDefinitionModel.xcore
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:d4a26195c92c512e638d6aa8b48b66a506d66c5a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl.metamodel/model/ServiceViewpointModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl.metamodel/model/ServiceViewpointModel.xcore
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:d4a26195c92c512e638d6aa8b48b66a506d66c5a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl.metamodel/model/ServiceViewpointModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl.metamodel/model/ServiceViewpointModel.xcore
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:d6994a01c11fef9669375a1c8209d90c4c4c81af/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.mappingdsl.metamodel/model/TechnologyMappingModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.mappingdsl.metamodel/model/TechnologyMappingModel.xcore
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:d6994a01c11fef9669375a1c8209d90c4c4c81af/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.mappingdsl.metamodel/model/TechnologyMappingModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
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/de.fhdo.lemma.operationdsl.metamodel/model/OperationViewpointModel.xcore
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domain modeling. This latter characteristic is opposed to the feature mechanism of the
Domain Data Modeling Language. For example, the OCL invariants in Appendix E.1
only allow the usage of the PART feature for data fields with a ComplexType within
DataStructure instances (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). Consequently, the metamodel of the
Domain Data Modeling Language provides basic guidance for semantically correct
feature usage.

Sculptor47 is an EMF-based modeling language (cf. Subsection 4.5.1) for DDD do-
main models and also includes a Java code generator. Like the Domain Data Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), Sculptor focuses on tactical DDD, i.e., the enrichment
of domain concepts inside DDD bounded contexts [82] (cf. Subsection 2.4.1).

To enable code generation, Sculptor incorporates technology information in do-
main models. For example, operations of modeled DDD repositories [82] may refer
to the names of Java Exception classes. Furthermore, operation definitions may
involve a select statement to make them executable against databases by means of
object-relational mapping frameworks such as Hibernate48. While these modeling
concepts of Sculptor exceed the expressivity of our Domain Data Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.1), they also make Sculptor dependent on Java and Java-based
programming frameworks. In MSA, with its focus on technology heterogeneity (cf.
Subsection 2.1.2), such a technology-dependent approach may have a limited area of
application. In fact, the combination of domain and technology modeling is opposed
to the identified concerns of domain experts in MSA engineering (cf. Subsection 3.3.2)
and thus contradicts the intents of the Domain Data Modeling Language.

Nonetheless, we consider Sculptor a potentially beneficial extension to our MSA
modeling approach. For example, Sculptor could replace the Domain Data Modeling
Language in scenarios where Java microservice developers construct DDD domain
models without or a low involvement of domain experts (cf. Subsection 3.4.1). In
this case, DDD domain models would not necessarily need to be technology-agnostic
and our Service Modeling Language could, for instance, provide a dedicated import
functionality for Sculptor-based domain models (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).

Context Mapper [151] is a modeling language for DDD with a major focus on
strategic DDD [82]. That is, Context Mapper enables the modeling of relationships
between bounded contexts within DDD context maps leveraging patterns such as
Shared Kernel, Anti-Corruption Layer, and Published Language [82].

Since our Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) focuses on
tactical DDD (see above), an integration of both languages could unleash synergies
regarding DDD-compliant domain modeling. For example, it could be sensible to
employ Context Mapper in combination with our Domain Data Modeling Language
to first construct context maps that reify relationships between bounded contexts and

47https://www.sculptorgenerator.org
48https://www.hibernate.org

https://www.sculptorgenerator.org
https://www.hibernate.org
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then capture the domain concepts of bounded contexts as part of the maps. Another
integration scenario could focus on the derivation of service models conforming to
the metamodel of our Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) from Context
Mapper models. For example, bounded contexts could be mapped to microservices
and their relationships within context maps would then be interpreted as service
interaction dependencies [208, 242]. Like Sculptor, Context Mapper is also based on
EMF (cf. Subsection 4.5.1) so that its technical integration with our Domain Data
Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) would basically be feasible.

By contrast to the Domain Data Modeling Language, Context Mapper integrates
keywords for technology modeling. For instance, Context Mapper’s implementation-
Technology keyword can point to a set of implementation technologies, e.g., “Java”
or “JEE Application” [151], in the form of a comma-separated list of strings. Code
generators (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) may interpret these technology identifiers to produce
code for the corresponding technologies. As for Sculptor, the aspect mechanism
of our Technology Modeling Language provides an alternative to this approach
(cf. Subsection 4.4.2). First, it enables to keep domain models technology-agnostic
with the aim to foster domain expert involvement and model comprehension (cf.
Subsection 4.4.1). Second, technology models can comprise further information,
e.g., technology-specific type systems, protocols, or operation-related technology
information. Additionally, a technology aspect may define a set of properties to
substantiate its application. In general, technology aspects support fine-grained
technology decisions in the context of coarse-grained technology stacks like Java,
thereby enabling microservice developers to influence code generator behavior to
possibly great extent.

The JHipster Domain Language (JDL)49 is a DSL for JHipster50. JHipster is a
development platform that enables the generation of Spring Boot51 applications with
web-based user interfaces. Developers of such applications can use JDL to describe
application components and their deployment.

Like the metamodel of our Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1),
JDL integrates concepts for modeling domain-specific entities and enumerations.
Furthermore, JDL’s type system is also aligned to Java. However, it defines additional
built-in types for binary data and decimal numbers of arbitrary precision leveraging
Java’s BigDecimal class52. Our MSA modeling languages consider these kinds of
types technology-specific (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

Both JDL and our Domain Data Modeling Language support inheritance between
modeled domain concepts (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). However, JDL also allows for

49https://www.jhipster.tech/jdl
50https://www.jhipster.tech
51https://www.spring.io/projects/spring-boot
52https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/math/BigDecimal.
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expressing value ranges of data fields but lacks support for DDD patterns except
Entity [82]. Furthermore, it focuses on Java while our Domain Data Modeling
Language is technology-agnostic. In addition, JDL does not provide an import
mechanism to combine several models. Instead, fragmented JDL files of the same
application need to be passed to the jhipster command line tool53, e.g., to bundle
them in an application’s deployment specification.

Technology Modeling Language

Soliman et al. [268] present a metamodel to capture technology-related architectural
design decisions. It revolves around the notion of Architecturally Significant Tech-
nology Aspect (ASTA) to distinguish a certain technology solution from possible
alternatives.

ASTA models share similarities with technology models conforming to the meta-
model of our Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). Technology
models may describe coarse-grained technology solutions, e.g., microservice program-
ming languages or infrastructure technologies. Alternative technology solutions of
the same kind would then be captured in different technology models. For instance,
next to technology models for Java and RabbitMQ, technology models for Go and
ActiveMQ may exist. However, a technology model may also organize various al-
ternative solutions itself, e.g., different protocols for synchronous or asynchronous
message exchange (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

Further differences between ASTA models and technology models arise from the
varying purposes of both model kinds. The primary use case for ASTA models is to
capture architectural knowledge about technology solutions. For instance, they can
document benefits and drawbacks of technological alternatives as well as results of
technology evaluation. Technology models in our Technology Modeling Language,
on the other hand, reify concrete technology solutions and do not directly contribute
in documenting the technology decision making process. In fact, they constitute the
outcomes of such processes.

Given their different purposes w.r.t. technology modeling, both approaches exhibit
synergy potential. For example, different technology solutions in the context of MSA
could be captured in ASTA models to cope with MSA’s technology heterogeneity
(cf. Subsection 2.4.1). A model transformation (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) could then
automatically derive technology models in our Technology Modeling Language from
ASTA models. As a result, holistic model-based technology documentation, decision
making, and application in MSA engineering could become feasible.

Hassan et al. [120] introduce the notion of microservice ambients as an aspect-
oriented metamodeling approach to determine functional service boundaries. To

53https://www.jhipster.tech/jdl/getting-started
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this end, the adaptation of a microservice’s boundary and hence its granularity (cf.
Subsection 2.1.1) is considered a crosscutting concern [156].

Hassan et al. express microservice ambients in an architecture description lan-
guage [190] with a lower level of abstraction than our Technology Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.2). In addition, microservice ambients focus on runtime adaptation
of service granularities while the Technology Modeling Language and its technology
aspects focus on design time. Thus, an integration of both approaches may be benefi-
cial. Technology aspects could be used, e.g., to first capture microservice ambients and
apply them to modeled microservices. Next, a code generator (cf. Subsection 2.2.3)
could produce the required ambient configuration code in the form a completed
ambient template [120] to enable runtime adaptation of services’ boundaries.

Boudaa et al. [34] present an AOM-based architecture for the realization of context-
aware SBSAs. The approach involves several metamodels to address different AOM
concerns. The ContextAspect metamodel shares conceptual commonalities with the
metamodel of our Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). That is
because both metamodels define modeling concepts for aspects and pointcuts in the
context of SBSAs. However, aspect definition based on the ContextAspect metamodel
is oriented towards context-awareness instead of technological concerns.

Furthermore, Boudaa et al. complement the ContextAspect metamodel with
a dedicated metamodel for aspect weaving, which is the process of incorporating
an aspect’s advice into source code [260]. By contrast, our Technology Modeling
Language does not define its own means for aspect weaving. Instead, weaving is
delegated to model processors (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) to determine and apply advices
that adhere to the various model processing purposes (cf. Chapter 7). Hence, the
composition phase and the transformation phase described by Boudaa et al. coincide in
our approach.

Greifenberg et al. [110] present an approach for the systematic development of
tagging languages for DSLs. Tagging languages enable the construction of tag models
for the subsequent augmentation of existing DSL-specific models with additional
information. To this end, the presented development approach does not focus on
altering existing DSL-specific models. Instead, tagging languages and tag models
are considered context-dependent so that the augmentation of a DSL-specific model
by one or more separate tag models can remain opaque to stakeholders who are
not concerned with the respective contexts. Greifenberg et al. illustrate their ap-
proach by retrofitting existing UML/P statecharts [257] with information for runtime
monitoring.

In detail, Greifenberg et al. conceive four modeling languages for tagging language
development. The first language, LTagCOMMON, prescribes the basic structure of tag
models. The second language, LTagG , supports the construction of tag models, and
inherits from the languages LTagCOMMON and LG, which refers to the DSL whose models
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shall be tagged. As a result of these inheritance relationships [115, 127], LTagG can refer
to elements in DSL-specific models constructed with LG and augment these elements
with tags. For the actual definition of tags, Greifenberg et al. specify the languages
LSchema
COMMON and LSchema

G to respectively determine the basic structure of tags as well
as their context-dependent definition.

The tagging of DSL-specific models shares conceptual commonalities with our
technology aspect mechanism. Technology aspects also enable the augmentation of
models with additional information whose context is defined by a certain technology
for microservice implementation or operation. According to the tagging approach,
our Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) constitutes a language
LSchema
COMMON, because the technology aspect mechanism is specific to our MSA modeling

languages and not generically applicable to other modeling languages, but also a
language LSchema

G , as it enables the definition of technology aspects. The Service
Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) and Operation Modeling Language (cf.
Subsection 4.4.5) then represent combinations of LTagCOMMON, LTagG , and LG because
they support the direct application of aspects from imported technology models
in constructed service and operation models. The Service Technology Mapping
Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.4), on the other hand, is only a combination
of LTagCOMMON and L

Tag
G . That is because the language must refer to existing elements

from domain or service models to augment them with technology information.
Consequently, the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) and the
Service Modeling Language are languages LG in this regard.

With the applicability of the technology aspect mechanism being constrained
to our MSA modeling languages it is possible to tailor its usage to the context of
technology specification for microservice implementation and operation. We can
thus immediately distinguish between different kinds of technology aspects on the
metamodel-level without the need for an additional layer of abstraction concerning
generic aspect (or tag) definition, which also reduces metamodel complexity. More-
over, we can provide modeling concepts like pointcut selectors that are dependent on
the kind of a technology aspect as well as on the kind and peculiarity of augmented
modeling elements (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

Service Modeling Language

Terzić et al. [283] introduce the MicroBuilder tool to model and generate microservice
architectures that rely on REST for service interaction (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). The
central building block of MicroBuilder is the MicroDSL modeling language.

MicroDSL’s metamodel covers concepts from the metamodel of our Service Model-
ing Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) but also from the metamodels of the Domain Data
Modeling Language and Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsections 4.4.1 and
4.4.2). For example, MicroDSL integrates modeling concepts for (i) primitive types
and data structures; (ii) the expression of technology information related to load
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balancing and failure mitigation; (iii) Java-based application packaging; (iv) Spring
annotations like RequestParameter and PathVariable; and (v) endpoint specification
based on URIs [27] and HTTP methods [87].

While the tight integration of these modeling concepts fosters the language’s
expressivity, it also constrains MicroDSL’s applicability to microservice architectures
that exclusively leverage Java, Spring, and REST. In addition, the support for a new
technology or parts thereof each time requires an adaptation of MicroDSL’s meta-
model. Moreover, MicroDSL only addresses the concerns of microservice developers
(cf. Subsection 3.3.1). The decomposition of our metamodels along architecture
viewpoints including a dedicated viewpoint for technology (cf. Section 3.4) aims
to orient our MSA modeling languages towards a wider range of MSA engineering
stakeholder groups and microservice solution architectures.

Alshuqayran et al. [5] conduct an empirical study concerning the reconstruction
of architecture information [19] from existing microservice applications. One of their
results is a metamodel that aims to capture essential software architecture concepts
of MSA.

Like the metamodel of our Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3), the
metamodel of Alshuqayran et al. revolves around the Microservice concept, and
the modeling of interfaces, operations, and endpoints. Furthermore, it distinguishes
between functional and infrastructure microservices, and enables service dependency
modeling. In addition, it provides concepts to express container-based microservice
deployment (cf. Subsection 4.4.5). Thus, and by contrast to the metamodel of the
Service Modeling Language, the metamodel of Alshuqayran et al. also addresses
concerns of microservice operators (cf. Subsection 3.3.1). In addition, Alshuqayran et
al. do not consider domain modeling (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) an activity in microservice
architecture reconstruction.

Granchelli et al. [108] present a model-based approach for the recovery of mi-
croservice architectures called MicroART. The proposed recovery process involves
static and dynamic analysis of a microservice architecture’s source code and runtime
behavior, respectively. Obtained recovery results are then captured in models of the
MicroART-DSL to provide microservice developers with a means for subsequent
refinement of recovered architecture information.

The metamodel of MicroART-DSL shares commonalities with that of our Service
Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). For instance, both metamodels integrate
concepts for modeling microservices, their interfaces and dependencies on each other.

On the other hand, MicroART-DSL does not cover domain, technology, or opera-
tion modeling (cf. Subsections 4.4.1, 4.4.2, and 4.4.5). However, it defines concepts to
express the structures of microservice teams and developed products. The integration
of such concepts into our modeling languages, probably as a separated viewpoint
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similar to the Participation in a SOA Ecosystem Viewpoint of SOA-RAF [211] (cf. Sec-
tion 3.5), could foster distributed, collaborative modeling in MSA engineering [271].

MDSL [150] is a modeling language for the declaration of microservice contracts
and their data representations. To this end, it builds upon the catalog of Microservice
API Patterns by Zimmermann et al. [306].

By contrast to our Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3), MDSL targets
the definition of API providers and consumers as well as logical endpoint types.
Hence, it can be considered to focus on a higher level of abstraction than the Service
Modeling Language that provides built-in modeling concepts for microservices, their
interfaces and operations, and technology-specific endpoints. Consequently, an
integration of MDSL with our modeling languages seems beneficial. For example,
MDSL models could cluster technology-agnostic microservice contracts from which
model transformations (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) may then derive service models in our
Service Modeling Language. The subsequent extension of the produced service
models would then, e.g., enable microservice code generation (cf. Chapter 7). Since
both MDSL and our Service Modeling Language draw on EMF as their underlying
modeling framework (cf. Subsection 4.5.1), an integration of both approaches is even
technically feasible.

JDL, the DSL of JHipster (see above), also integrates basic support for microservice
modeling. Given its alignment to the Spring Boot framework, JDL considers a
microservice a standalone application with a configuration that, e.g., determines the
service’s baseName and serverPort. As is the case for service models conforming
to the metamodel of our Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3), a JDL
model can comprise more than one microservice. Unlike our Service Modeling
Language however, JDL does not support the expression of microservice interfaces
and operations.

Furthermore, JDL is not tailored to specific architecture viewpoints and a JDL
model may also contain domain-specific information next to microservice definitions.
More specifically, JDL determines the responsibility of a microservice for a set of
domain-specific entities via the entities keyword, and expects the service and its
entities to be part of the same JDL model.

JDL also integrates modeling concepts for the configuration of web-based user
interfaces as well as microservice technologies related to, e.g., service discovery and
asynchronous message exchange. By intent, our Service Modeling Language does
not provide built-in concepts for such technology-dependent modeling tasks. Instead,
it relies on service-related technology aspects that it imports from technology models
(cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

However, we perceive JHipster’s support for the generation of boilerplate code of
web-based user interfaces a sensible purpose for the processing of MSA models (cf.
Subsection 2.2.3) constructed with our modeling languages. Such a model processing
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approach could, for example, draw on technology models each of which being
dedicated to a certain technology for web-based user interfaces. Technology-specific
model processors may then transform service models that apply the technology
models into JDL models for the subsequent production of boilerplate user interface
code. This approach could exploit JDL’s support for different web frameworks with
sophisticated support for user interface implementation, e.g., Angular54, React55, and
Vue.js56.

Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language

Baresi et al. [16] present an approach towards the graph-based formalization of
architectural styles for SOA-based software systems. One of their goals is to enable
the refinement of modeled service-oriented architectures at different levels of platform
abstraction57. To this end, Baresi et al. formalize architectural styles leveraging
graph transformation systems and express refinements of architectural styles as
relationships between these systems. For example, the presented approach covers the
refinement of a platform-independent business-level architectural style to a platform-
dependent architectural style that comprises concepts for modeling services and their
relationships to each other.

Similarly, the built-in import mechanism of our metamodels (cf. Section 4.4)
allows for linking elements on a platform-independent domain-level to elements on
a platform-dependent, MSA-specific level. To this end, a service model imports a
domain model to first determine the responsibility of a set of microservices for a
certain excerpt of the application domain (cf. Subsections 4.4.1 and 4.4.3). Next, the
elements of domain models may receive technology information within mapping
models expressed with our Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language (cf.
Subsection 4.4.4).

Like the approach of Baresi et al., mapping models can keep business-related
information technology-agnostic. By contrast, our Service Technology Mapping
Modeling Language provides a more fine-grained, manual control over platform
abstraction. First, it does not prescribe mappings between elements on different levels
of platform abstraction. Second, service and operation aspects are generic to the
extent that they may convey semantics beyond technology (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

The Model Driven Architecture (MDA) specification [217] of the OMG takes
a more conceptual view on platform technology abstraction. Specifically, MDA

54https://www.angular.io
55https://www.reactjs.org
56https://www.vuejs.org
57In this context, the notion of platform is understood as defined by the OMG, i.e., as “[. . . ] the

set of resources on which a system is realized [. . . and which] is used to implement or support the
system” [217, p. 9].

https://www.angular.io
https://www.reactjs.org
https://www.vuejs.org
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mentions four levels of platform abstraction, three of whom concern certain kinds of
models. Computation Independent Models (CIMs) or MDA domain models represent
models of actual things or notions from the real world. Platform Independent Models
(PIMs) reflect high-level architectures that shall fulfill business requirements possibly
originating from CIMs. Platform Specific Models (PSMs) consider a certain platform
and its resources for the implementation and execution of a modeled software system.
The lowest level of platform abstraction is then the source code itself.

From the perspective of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.4), models conforming to the metamodels of our MSA modeling
languages can be categorized along the described MDA model kinds. That is, domain
models in the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) constitute
MDA CIMs. Service models in the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3)
correspond to MDA PIMs because they assume MSA as a concrete approach to design
solution architectures. Mapping models in the Service Technology Mapping Mod-
eling Language enable to keep domain and service models technology-agnostic by
clustering technology information for their elements. In combination with technology
models (cf. Subsection 4.4.2), mapping models thus represent MDA PSMs.

Iglesias et al. [130] present the Roma metaframework. It integrates an aspect
mechanism as a generic means to augment domain model elements with technology-
related metadata. To this end, Roma aligns aspects to one or more technology modules
that describe how the aspects influence domain model implementations. For example,
Roma identifies the service aspect for an Apache CXF58 technology module and the
monitoring aspect for a Java Management Extensions59 technology module. Roma
realizes its aspect mechanism and technology modules by means of Java annotations
and Java classes, respectively.

Roma directly augments domain models with technology information which our
approach intentionally prevents by the definition of the metamodel of the Domain
Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). Instead, the assignment of technology
information is in the responsibility of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.4) to facilitate the construction and comprehension
of domain models by domain experts as a dedicated stakeholder group in MSA
engineering (cf. Subsection 3.3.2). As an additional effect, domain models are
inherently reusable across different technologies.

Furthermore, our Technology Modeling Language enables to control the applica-
bility of technology aspects based on join point types (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). In the
Roma metaframework, no mechanism exists to constrain aspect application to certain
kinds of model elements.

58https://cxf.apache.org
59https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/jmx
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Operation Modeling Language

Ferry et al. [84] introduce CloudML as a modeling language and runtime environment
that aims to facilitate application deployment in multi-cloud systems. CloudML
integrates several MDA-inspired model kinds [217].

A Cloud Provider-Independent Model (CPIM) defines different node types and
their characteristics for cloud-based application deployment. For example, a CPIM
may comprise a node type that prescribes a Linux computing node to be located
in Europe and equipped with certain hardware resources. In addition, CPIMs can
involve application requirements for infrastructure capabilities, e.g., the provisioning
of a MongoDB database or a Jetty60 web server including possible installation scripts.

A semi-automatic model transformation (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) derives Cloud
Provider-Specific Models (CPSMs) from CPIMs. A CPSM focuses on a selected
cloud provider that enacts the CPSM to provide an application with the execution
environment demanded by the corresponding CPIM.

By contrast to CloudML, our Operation Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.4) does
not distinguish between provider-independent and provider-specific model kinds.
In fact, operation models constructed with our Operation Modeling Language (cf.
Subsection 4.4.5) may correspond to CloudML CPIMs as well as CPSMs. If the
operation of a microservice architecture is on-premise (cf. Subsection 2.1.3), operation
models may not comprise cloud provider information. If, on the other hand, an
external cloud provider shall operate a microservice architecture, operation models
may be enriched with provider-specific information based on, e.g., provider-specific
configuration properties or operation aspects from dedicated technology models (cf.
Subsection 4.4.2).

Additionally, while both CloudML and our Operation Modeling Language target
the modeling of application deployment and infrastructure, CloudML’s metamodel
prescribes the set of available configuration options. For instance, a CloudML VM

has a definitive set of properties such as minRam and maxCores. As a result, the
introduction of new configuration properties each time requires adaptation of Cloud-
ML’s metamodel. This approach is opposed to our Operation Modeling Language.
In combination with technology models it is possible to provide extensible sets of
configuration properties specific to one or more operation technologies to which
operation models can refer.

Artač et al. [9] introduce DICER as a model-driven approach to develop Infrastruc-
ture-as-Code (IaC) solutions for big data applications. To this end, DICER defines
a UML profile [220] to abstract from IaC specification and programming languages
that enable the creation, configuration, and management of application infrastructure.
Moreover, DICER comprises a model transformation (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) to translate

60https://www.eclipse.org/jetty
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UML deployment diagrams with stereotypes from the DICER UML profile into
extensible TOSCA blueprints [213].

Like our Operation Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.5), DICER enables to
express different types of operation nodes and their environments. However, our
modeling language puts a strong emphasis on microservice and thus artifact deploy-
ment, while DICER focuses on the modeling of physical characteristics of deployment
infrastructures. Hence, it could be beneficial, particularly for data-intensive microser-
vice architectures, to investigate a possible transformation of operation models in our
Operation Modeling Language to UML deployment models with the DICER profile.
Since our Operation Modeling Language integrates several concepts from TOSCA (cf.
Subsection 4.3.1), a common denominator for bridging operation models to DICER
deployment models already exists. Furthermore, as the DICER implementation
also exploits EMF (cf. Subsection 4.5.1), both modeling languages should also be
technically interoperable.

Next to TOSCA [213], our Operation Modeling Language specifically considers
Docker Compose as a concrete solution technology for microservice deployment
and infrastructure provisioning given its relevance in MSA engineering (cf. Sub-
section 4.4.5). For example, we perceive Docker Compose files as potential targets
for code generation from operation models (cf. Subsection 2.2.3). The existence
of counterparts for Docker Compose concepts, e.g., container names, ports, and
node dependencies, in the metamodel of our Operation Modeling Language (cf.
Subsection 4.4.5) inherently fosters this model processing purpose.

However, to not constrain the modeling language to a certain deployment tech-
nology, its metamodel intentionally excludes Docker Compose concepts such as
networks, volumes, and environments. Since these are string-based configuration
properties in Docker Compose files, they can still be incorporated in operation models,
e.g., on the basis of technology-specific configuration properties (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

JHipster’s JDL (see above) also supports the expression of microservice deploy-
ment and infrastructure. To this end, it treats infrastructure nodes, e.g., for API
provisioning or authorization, as standalone applications that can interact with mi-
croservices described in the same JDL model. For the design of our MSA modeling
languages, we intentionally separated concerns in microservice realization from those
in microservice operation and provide an import mechanism to bridge between model
kinds whenever necessary (cf. Subsections 4.4.3 and 4.4.5).

Furthermore, JDL includes technology-specific modeling concepts to define ap-
plication deployments targeting different deployment technologies. Together with
their corresponding sets of applicable configuration options, these concepts come
with their own keywords built into JDL’s concrete syntax. For instance, a JDL model
may comprise the deployment section to specify application deployment. Within
this section, the deploymentType keyword may receive the value “docker-compose”
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to indicate that application deployment shall be based on Docker Compose. An
additional keyword in the deployment section is dockerRepositoryName. Its occur-
rence is only allowed for application deployment via Docker Compose, i.e., when the
deploymentType exhibits the value “docker-compose”. However, dockerRepository-
Name is still a valid keyword within JDL deployment sections. Such inconsistencies in
the usage of a modeling language’s syntax may aggravate both model construction
and comprehension [3]. By contrast, our Operation Modeling Language leverages
technology models (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) to retrofit deployment and infrastructure
technologies together with their coherent configuration properties and aspects on an
as-needed basis.

4.7 Discussion

In the following, we discuss our MSA modeling languages and their metamodels
(cf. Section 4.4) w.r.t. their diversity, omitted SBSA modeling concepts, and language
support for coping with MSA engineering challenges and architecture-level concerns.

Modeling Language Diversity

Our approach to the application of MDE to MSA engineering relies on five distinct
modeling languages. All languages focus on different concerns of stakeholder groups
and their architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering (cf. Section 3.4). However,
certain stakeholder groups are addressed by more than one modeling language.

For instance, next to service models in the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.3), microservice developers may also need to construct domain models with
the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) in collaborative modeling
scenarios with domain expert involvement following DDD principles [82].

Microservice operators are another example of a stakeholder group that may
employ several MSA modeling languages at once. For instance, they might have to
capture a new infrastructure technology in a technology model to later apply it within
their operation models. Consequently, next to the Operation Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.5), microservice operators would need to be familiar with the
Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) as well.

This situation can be considered an example of modeling language proliferation as
discussed by Mussbacher et al. [204]. More specifically, it requires stakeholders to
learn different language concepts and syntaxes, while the quality of tool support may
differ per language. Based on the intentional decomposition of our MSA modeling
languages along architecture viewpoints (cf. Sections 2.3), the diversity of our
modeling language is in fact inherent. Yet, we aim to mitigate its potential negative
impacts. First, we rely on the same technology stack to implement all modeling
languages, i.e., EMF [275] (cf. Subsection 4.5.1). Thus, tool support and behavior can
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be stabilized across languages. Second, we keep the available modeling concepts per
language as concise as possible. We expect the technology aspect mechanism for the
definition and application of generic metadata on an as-needed basis to effectively
contribute to this latter goal (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

Furthermore, the intentional diversity of our MSA modeling languages partially
introduces dependencies between them. For instance, to augment domain models
with technology information it is necessary to construct mapping models that import
the service models in whose context domain model elements shall receive technology
information (cf. Subsection 4.4.4). Operation models, on the other hand, depend
on technology models that encapsulate available operation technologies (cf. Subsec-
tions 4.4.2 and 4.4.5). Figures 4.24a and 4.24b show language dependencies in both
modeling scenarios.

Domain Data
Modeling Language

Technology
Modeling Language

Service
Modeling Language

Service Technology Mapping
Modeling Language

(a) Language dependencies in mapping technol-
ogy information to domain model elements.

Technology
Modeling Language

Operation
Modeling Language

(b) Language dependencies in operation
modeling.

Figure 4.24: Dependencies between our MSA modeling languages in mapping tech-
nology information to domain model elements (a) and constructing operation models
(b). Arrow semantics correspond to UML dependency specifications [220].

Resulting from their dependencies, the coupling between our MSA modeling
languages is rather tight, which aggravates the exchange of one or more modeling
languages in favor of alternatives. A possible solution to this problem could be the
extension of the import mechanisms of certain languages, e.g., to enable the Service
Modeling Language to also refer to domain concepts from Sculptor-based domain
models (cf. Section 4.6). However, the extension of import mechanisms each time
requires the adaptation of one or more of our MSA modeling languages. In addition,
we expect it to be constrained to languages realized with EMF (cf. Subsection 4.5.1).

A more generic approach to substitute one or more of our modeling languages
with alternatives would be the use of model transformations for interoperability
specification (cf. Subsection 2.2.3). Suppose a hypothetical replacement of our Service
Modeling Language with MicroDSL [283] for a more directed modeling of microser-
vices with only REST interactions and generated Java implementations. As described
in Section 4.6, such a scenario would render technology models redundant. Conse-
quently, the holistic integration of MicroDSL with our approach would require two
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interoperability specifications. The first specification would involve a transformation
of domain models in our Domain Data Modeling Language into MicroDSL models or
parts thereof. The second specification would concern the transformation of MicroDSL
models into service models in our Service Modeling Language. This transformation
would enable microservice operators to import modeled microservices into operation
models to configure their deployment and infrastructure usage. While this approach
does not fully replace the Service Modeling Language, it still conceals the actual use
of the language for microservice developers. Furthermore, and by contrast to the
extension of import mechanisms, it leaves language implementations intact. However,
it also requires the specification and maintenance of model transformations for each
pair of substituted MSA modeling language and alternative language.

Omission of Modeling Concepts for Service-Based Architectures

To define the metamodels of our modeling languages (cf. Section 4.4), we formalized
the conceptual models of the model kinds from the identified architecture viewpoints
in MSA engineering (cf. Section 3.4). Next to actual implementations of microservice
architectures (cf. Subsection 4.3.2), we also relied on conceptual frameworks for
SBSA modeling to extend the metamodels with additional modeling concepts (cf.
Subsection 4.3.1).

However, we intentionally omitted certain SBSA modeling concepts even from
relevant clusters of the essential SOA elements described by Ameller et al. [6] (cf.
Appendix B). This decision was partially motivated by our goal to keep the meta-
models as concise as possible, and thus foster model comprehension and language
learnability [17]. On the other hand, we also aimed to balance the conceptual rigor
of our MSA modeling languages from an SBSA perspective with the actual needs of
practitioners in MSA engineering.

As a result, our modeling languages do not comprise a dedicated concept for
role modeling like Frameworks FW.1, FW.4, and FW.5 [237] (cf. Subsection 4.3.1).
Instead, roles of modeled microservices can be indicated, e.g., via the dependency
of microservices on other microservices in combination with microservice types (cf.
Subsection 4.4.3). Sophisticated role modeling [274] is however not directly possible.

Moreover, we did not extend the metamodels of our MSA modeling languages
with concepts for explicit service contract modeling like those defined, e.g., in Frame-
works FW.4 and FW.5 [237]. That is because MSA commonly relies on the notion of
implicit service contracts for which to conclude a consumer simply invokes a service
without previous contract negotiation (cf. Subsection 2.4.1).

While not originally created for this purpose, technology aspects (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.2) still provide a technical workaround for the inclusion of missing SBSA
modeling concepts related to domain, service, and operation modeling. However, a
limitation of this approach is the lack of built-in syntactic and semantic validation.
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Support in Microservice Architecture Engineering Challenges and
Architecture-Level Concerns

The following paragraphs discuss the support of our MSA modeling languages for
MSA engineering challenges (cf. Subsection 2.4.2) and architecture-level concerns (cf.
Subsection 3.4.5).

Support in MSA Engineering Challenges The present chapter dealt with the in-
vestigation of RQ 1.4 (cf. Section 1.2) and how to conceptualize the application of
MDE to address MSA engineering challenges. Hence, we discuss how the presented
metamodels and their modeling concepts (cf. Section 4.4) aim to tackle challenges in
the design, implementation, operation, and development organization of microservice
architectures. For this discussion, we focus on those challenges that have a direct
relationship to RQ 1.4 (cf. Table 2.3 in Subsection 2.4.2).

Our Domain Data Modeling Language and Service Modeling Language (cf. Sub-
sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.3) cope with MSA design Challenges C.1, C.2, and C.4 (cf.
Table 2.1 in Subsection 2.4.1).

Domain models cluster domain concepts. Their import into service models and
usage by modeled microservices determine services’ granularities (Challenge C.1).
To this end, the Bounded Context pattern from DDD [82] and its integration into the
Domain Data Modeling Language enables to align modeled microservices with the
domain concepts they are responsible for (cf. Subsection 2.4.1).

However, it is also possible to omit the definition of bounded contexts in domain
models (cf. Subsections 4.4.1). The rationale for this design decision is to facilitate
domain-driven microservice identification (Challenge C.2). First, upfront determi-
nation of bounded contexts together with microservices that are aligned to them
becomes optional. Consequently, the design decision increases model evolvability by
allowing the initial omission of bounded contexts to later introduce and refine them
after sufficient exploration of the application domain [82]. Second, it maintains the
possibility to revise an adapted microservice identification approach. For example,
in practice a microservice may originate from bounded contexts but also from DDD
aggregate roots [82, 245] that cluster fewer domain concepts. A domain model for
the former practice may comprise a single bounded context targeting a single mi-
croservice. By contrast, when mapping aggregate roots to microservices, it could be
convenient, e.g., for complexity reasons, to construct a dedicated domain model per
aggregate root and its parts.

The Service Modeling Language enables the management of microservice APIs
and thus copes with MSA design Challenge C.4. APIs in constructed service models
consist of model elements that conform to the Interface, Operation, and Endpoint

concepts from the Service Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).
Our Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) addresses MSA imple-

mentation Challenge C.6 because it explicitly supports technology heterogeneity in
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microservice architectures. To this end, technology models provide a means to orga-
nize technological alternatives and reify technology decisions by applying the models
within, e.g., service or operation models. Furthermore, in combination with mapping
models (cf. Subsection 4.4.4) it becomes possible to keep domain and service models
technology-agnostic. As a result, mapping models that apply different technology
information to the same domain or service model can facilitate the exchange of a
technology in favor of an alternative.

The Operation Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.5) targets operation Chal-
lenges C.7 and C.8. That is, it defines modeling concepts to make service partition-
ing and location explicit (Challenge C.7). In addition, it supports container-based
microservice deployment and the modeling of infrastructure components (Chal-
lenge C.8).

Organizational Challenge C.10, i.e., the provisioning of formats and guidelines for
knowledge sharing, is tackled by the metamodels of our MSA modeling languages
themselves. Specifically, they prescribe the concepts for knowledge capturing and,
by means of their EMF-based implementations (cf. Subsection 4.5.1), can inherently
refer to an established format for model sharing, i.e., XML Metadata Interchange
(XMI) [223]. While XMI is mainly a serialization format for electronic model exchange,
concrete syntaxes provide human readability for models conforming to metamodels
(cf. Subsection 2.2.2 and Chapter 5). Hence, they are necessary for knowledge sharing
because they determine a concise and well-defined format for model comprehension.

Support for Architecture-Level Concerns Next to the MSA engineering challenges
described above, our MSA modeling language also aim to frame architecture-level
Concerns CR.10, CR.11, and CR.12 (cf. Subsection 3.4.5). To this end, the languages
realize the architecture viewpoint relationships shown in Figure 3.9 of Subsection 3.4.5
by means of an import mechanism (cf. Subsection 4.4.1).

However, yet no modeling language exists to construct holistic microservice
architecture models including, e.g., all modeled microservices of an architecture and
their interaction relationships. We decided to omit the definition of such a language
due to MSA’s emphasis on team independence (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). Nonetheless, the
provisioning of a modeling language to express complete microservice architectures
could be sensible for MSA engineering scenarios where a central team of software
architects maintains the architecture design [32].

Alternatively, based on the import relationships of models constructed with the
presented MSA modeling languages, it should also be feasible to generate a graphical
architecture model in order to visualize the components of a microservice architecture
together with their dependencies on each other.
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4.8 Conclusion

The chapter investigated RQ 1.4 (cf. Section 1.2) of the present dissertation. To this
end, it defined metamodels as the abstract syntaxes of languages for viewpoint-based
modeling in Microservice Architecture (MSA) engineering.

To derive the metamodels, we formalized the conceptual models of previously
identified model kinds for architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering (cf. Chap-
ter 3). For this purpose, we elicited modeling concepts from (i) a set of conceptual
frameworks for Service-based Software Architecture (SBSA) modeling; and (ii) a set
of concrete microservice architecture implementations (cf. Section 4.3). The concep-
tual frameworks enabled us to base the metamodels of our modeling languages on
established concepts in SBSA modeling. The architecture implementations, on the
other hand, supported balancing conceptual rigor with the needs of practitioners in
MSA engineering.

We complemented each architecture viewpoint identified by the previous chapter
with at least one metamodel for an MSA modeling language (cf. Section 4.4). The
metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language formalizes the conceptual Do-
main Data Model Kind (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). The Technology Modeling Language
extends and refines the conceptual Technology Model Kind (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). The
Service Modeling Language comprises a metamodel for the conceptual Service Model
Kind (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). Furthermore, the Service Technology Mapping Modeling
Language constitutes the modeling language for the Service Technology Mapping
Model Kind (cf. Subsection 4.4.4). Finally, we formalized the conceptual Operation
Model Kind to become the metamodel of the Operation Modeling Language (cf.
Subsection 4.4.5).

Section 4.5 described the implementation of the metamodels on the basis of the
Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) and its core framework Ecore leveraging the
Xcore programming language.

Section 4.6 presented related work. Section 4.7 discussed the modeling languages’
metamodels w.r.t. their diversity, omitted SBSA modeling concepts, and language
support for MSA engineering challenges and architecture-level concerns.

The following Chapter 5 specifies concrete syntaxes for the metamodels to allow
the construction, modification, and comprehension of models by stakeholder groups
in MSA engineering.
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Concrete Language Syntaxes

This chapter specifies concrete syntaxes for the metamodels defined in Chapter 4.
The concrete syntaxes enable stakeholder groups in MSA engineering (cf. Chapter 3)
to practically construct and modify models with our MSA modeling languages.
Furthermore, they facilitate model comprehension by humans.

The chapter continues to investigate RQ 1.4 (cf. Section 1.2) and is thus part
of DSRM Activity 3 of our research design (cf. Subsection 1.5.3). As a result, the
presented concrete syntaxes constitute additional DSRM solution artifacts [230] of
this dissertation. In addition, we demonstrate the applicability of our modeling
languages by means of the concrete syntaxes in the context of DSRM Activity 4 (cf.
Subsection 1.5.4).

5.1 Introduction

The concrete syntax is the building block of a modeling language that enables mod-
elers to construct and modify models (cf. Subsection 2.2.2). Hence, it determines
the writability, readability, and learnability of a modeling language as well as the
degree of complexity of human model comprehension [17, 293]. In addition, concrete
syntaxes are an integral part of architecture viewpoint specifications because they in-
troduce notations for the expression of architecture models [139] (cf. Subsection 2.3.1).
Furthermore, from a modeler’s perspective, they also prescribe modeling conventions
and enforce context conditions [117].

A modeling language may specify several concrete syntaxes for its metamodel (cf.
Subsection 2.2.2). To this end, MDE provides techniques to non-intrusively define
relationships between a concrete syntax and the abstract syntax [51]. Such techniques
establish bidirectional mappings between constructs of the concrete syntax and
concepts of the abstract syntax. Consequently, manually constructed models, which
are present in concrete syntax, are automatically transformable into representations
that constitute tool-processible instances of the language’s metamodel [51].

As described in Subsection 2.2.2, there basically exist two forms of concrete syntax.
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Graphical concrete syntaxes allow model construction, e.g., in the form of box-and-
line-diagrams or tables. Textual concrete syntaxes, on the other hand, build upon an
alphabet of characters to compose keywords and group them into sentences that are
valid given the grammar specifications of the syntaxes [51].

We complement the metamodel of each of our MSA modeling languages (cf. Sec-
tion 4.4) with a textual concrete syntax. The rationale for this decision originates from
our experiences in the development and application of a graphical MSA modeling
language in our previous works [273, 248]. The concrete syntax of this language
used boxes and lines to model microservices and infrastructure components, and
identify their interaction relationships. While the graphical representation fostered
the understanding of MSA’s conceptual building blocks, e.g., in teaching, and directly
conveyed the structure of a microservice architecture, it had several drawbacks in the
expression of architectures that exceeded an exemplary nature.

First, the graphical representation required lots of on-screen space resulting
in diagrams with more than ten microservices and infrastructure components to
eventually become unclear.

Second, while exhibiting better overview capabilities, graphical concrete syntaxes
usually lack the degree of support provided by textual concrete syntaxes regarding
model manipulation performance, particularly from a software developer’s perspec-
tive [191].

In fact, the majority of stakeholders in the identified MSA engineering stake-
holder groups have a technical background and are frequently concerned with textual
concrete syntaxes. For instance, microservice developers and operators (cf. Subsec-
tion 3.3.1) use textual notations, e.g., in service programming languages like Java or
C#, or for the creation and maintenance of deployment descriptors like Dockerfiles or
Docker Compose files.

Concerning the stakeholder group of MSA software architects (cf. Subsection 3.3.2),
we share the view of Kruchten, who states that software architects should also have
significant development expertise [165]. Consequently, we consider this stakeholder
group to also be accustomed to textual concrete syntaxes.

However, despite the fact that domain modeling is considered to benefit from
graphical representations [82, 96], we also provide a textual concrete syntax for the
Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). First, we aim to ensure a
consistent modeling process for MSA engineering (cf. Section 4.7), thereby mitigating
the semantic gap specifically for microservice developers who might need to com-
prehend and modify domain models (cf. Subsection 3.4.1). Second, we rely on the
possibility to transform graphical domain models into textual domain models in our
Domain Data Modeling Language [242]. This approach enables the embedding of the
modeling language into domain modeling scenarios that involve alternative, possibly
graphical modeling languages (cf. Section 4.7), e.g., the usage of underspecified UML
constructs with the aim to foster domain expert participation [82, 244].
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The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 presents the
chapter’s contributions. Section 5.3 specifies the concrete syntaxes for our MSA
modeling languages. Section 5.4 presents context conditions that concern the concrete
syntaxes and are beyond the scope of the metamodel OCL invariants in Appendix E.
Section 5.5 describes the implementation of the concrete syntaxes and context condi-
tions. Section 5.6 presents related work. Sections 5.7 and 5.8 discuss the contributions
of the chapter and conclude it, respectively.

5.2 Contributions

The contributions of this chapter are threefold.

Specification of Textual Concrete Syntaxes for Language Metamodels We specify
textual concrete syntaxes for the metamodels of our MSA modeling languages (cf.
Section 4.4). Thus, we continue the investigation of RQ 1.4 (cf. Section 1.2) as part of
DSRM Activity 3 of our research design (cf. Subsection 1.5.3). Like the metamodels,
the concrete syntaxes represent DSRM solution artifacts.

Integration of Context Conditions We complete the set of context conditions for
our MSA modeling languages with those that are not expressible as OCL invariants
(cf. Appendix E), e.g., due to their dependence on the selected modeling technology
(cf. Subsection 4.5.1). Next, we integrate the completed set of context conditions with
our concrete syntaxes. Consequently, they guide the practical construction of valid
models with our MSA modeling languages. The integration of the context conditions
extends the concrete syntaxes as DSRM solution artifacts.

Demonstration of the Modeling Languages’ Applicability We demonstrate the
applicability of our modeling languages by means of the specified concrete syntaxes
leveraging a case study microservice architecture. This contribution covers DSRM
Activity 4 (cf. Subsection 1.5.4).

Based on the above contributions, the chapter extends the following publication:

• Florian Rademacher, Jonas Sorgalla, Philip Wizenty, Sabine Sachweh, and
Albert Zündorf. 2020. Graphical and textual model-driven microservice devel-
opment. In Microservices: Science and Engineering. Antonio Bucchiarone, Nicola
Dragoni, Schahram Dustdar, Patricia Lago, Manuel Mazzara, Victor Rivera,
and Andrey Sadovykh, (Eds.) Springer, 147–179
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5.3 Concrete Syntaxes

This section specifies textual concrete syntaxes for the metamodels of our MSA
modeling languages (cf. Section 4.4). Each modeling language receives a dedicated
concrete syntax. To specify the concrete syntaxes, we employ the grammar language
of the Xtext framework1 [28]. By contrast to alternative, yet technology-agnostic
approaches like Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) [137], Xtext’s grammar language
enables us to (i) explicitly determine the mapping between concrete and abstract
syntax within parser rules; and (ii) exploit sophisticated features that are not available
in EBNF, e.g., built-in support for cross-references [26]. In Xtext, each parser rule
returns an instance of some EMF class after linking [275, 28]. Therefore, we refer to
Xtext parser rules as production rules2 in the following.

The section covers both the Design and Implementation phase in modeling lan-
guage engineering w.r.t. concrete syntax specification [194]. Furthermore, due to
the focus of concrete syntaxes on practical model construction and modification, we
also demonstrate the usage of the implemented concrete syntaxes in the context of a
case study microservice architecture. To foster the comprehensibility of the specified
concrete syntaxes, we present the models for the case study architecture in the form
of running examples.

The remainder of the section is oriented towards the structure of Section 4.4. That
is, each of the following Subsections 5.3.1 to 5.3.5 concerns the specification of a
textual concrete syntax for exactly one of our MSA modeling languages.

5.3.1 Domain Data Modeling Language

In the following, we present the specification of the textual concrete syntax for the
Domain Data Modeling Language [248]. We split the description of the syntax speci-
fication into the parts “Metamodel Root”, “Primitive Types”, and “Complex Types”,
thereby following the structure of Subsection 4.4.1. In addition, the “Demonstration”
part concludes the subsection with case study domain models in the specified concrete
syntax.

Metamodel Root

Listing 5.1 shows the Xtext-based grammar specification of the concrete syntax that
targets the metamodel root of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.1 in
Subsection 4.4.1).

Metamodel Root Lines 1 to 4 specify the Xtext production rule for the DataModel

root concept of the metamodel. The returns keyword of Xtext’s grammar language
1https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext
2https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/documentation/301_grammarlanguage.html

https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext
https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/documentation/301_grammarlanguage.html
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Listing 5.1: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for its metamodel root (cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1).

1 DataModel returns DataModel:
2 complexTypeImports+=ComplexTypeImport*
3 (versions+=Version+ | contexts+=Context+ | complexTypes+=ComplexType+)
4 ;
5
6 ComplexTypeImport returns ComplexTypeImport:
7 ’import’ ’datatypes’ ’from’ importURI=STRING ’as’ name=ID
8 ;
9

10 ImportedComplexType returns ImportedComplexType:
11 ^import=[ComplexTypeImport] ’::’ importedType=[Type|QualifiedName]
12 ;
13
14 QualifiedName:
15 ID (’.’ ID)*
16 ;
17
18 Version returns Version:
19 ’version’ name=ID ’{’
20 (contexts+=Context+ | complexTypes+=ComplexType+)
21 ’}’
22 ;
23
24 Context returns Context:
25 ’context’ name=ID ’{’
26 complexTypes+=ComplexType+
27 ’}’
28 ;
29
30 ComplexType returns ComplexType:
31 DataStructure | ListType | Enumeration
32 ;

determines the mapping between the DataModel production rule and the eponymous
metamodel concept. Consequently, the parser that Xtext derives from the grammar
specification will setup the root of the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) [2] for a parsed
domain model as an instance of the DataModel concept when it detects a textual
statement in the model conforming to the DataModel rule [28]3.

As Xtext relies on EMF to assemble ASTs, the DataModel instance will be a Java
object whose Ecore implementation class implements the EObject interface similar to
the MicroserviceImpl class shown in Listing 4.3 of Subsection 4.5.2.

Complex Type Imports Lines 6 to 8 of Listing 5.1 specify the production rule for
ComplexTypeImports (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). The rule prescribes the form of the textual
statement, on whose basis modelers can import other domain models into a domain

3In fact, prior to the AST, the parser would create an Xtext node model for the given input model.
By contrast to the AST, the node model comprises syntactic information about the input file, e.g.,
parsed tokens including their offsets and spaces [28]. Hence, Xtext node models correspond to parse
trees [2].
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model. Xtext’s grammar language recognizes tokens in single quotes as language
keywords. Hence, an import statement in a domain model in concrete syntax starts
with the statement import datatypes from (cf. Line 7 in Listing 5.1).

The importURI and name components of the production rule are Xtext features [28].
They correspond to the eponymous attributes of the ComplexTypeImport concept in
the metamodel (cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1). As a result, when the parser of
the Domain Data Modeling Language creates an AST node from a textual statement
conforming to the ComplexTypeImport rule by instantiating the metamodel concept,
the attributes of the concept instance will receive the values assigned to the features
in the model.

The STRING and ID rules, to which the importURI and name feature refer after
the =-operator of Xtext’s grammar language (cf. Line 7 in Listing 5.1), determine
valid peculiarities of the features’ values. Both rules represent built-in Xtext terminal
rules [28]. STRING covers Java String literals [107] but also allows single quotes to
start and end a string. ID targets the definition of identifiers that must begin with an
ASCII letter or underscore, and may further comprise ASCII letters, the underscore,
and numbers. It is possible to escape identifiers that match language keywords by
preceding them with a caret (ˆ).

In addition, the importURI and name features have special semantics in Xtext-based
grammars. The importURI feature instructs the parser that the following STRING

points to the URI of a model from which to load external model elements. The parser
imports these elements and makes them referenceable within the importing model.
In the context of the Domain Data Modeling Language, imported model elements are
ComplexType instances (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). Furthermore, Xtext recognizes the name

feature for cross-referencing purposes. That is, model elements can refer to other
model elements by their name values. In the context of complex type imports, the
name feature acts as a shorthand alias for the imported file.

Based on the ComplexTypeImport production rule (cf. Lines 6 to 8 in Listing 5.1), a
valid import statement in the concrete syntax of the Domain Data Modeling Language
is as follows:

import datatypes from "../Common/Common.data" as Common

The parser of the language translates this statement into an AST node that instan-
tiates the ComplexTypeImport concept from the metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). Its
importURI and name attributes comprise the values “../Common/Common.data” and
“Common”, respectively. Semantically, the statement imports a domain model from
the file “../Common/Common.data” into the current domain model and makes the
imported model elements accessible via the alias Common.

Following the metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language, an instance
of the DataModel root concept may cluster an arbitrary number of ComplexTypeIm-
ports (cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1). On the concrete syntax level, we specify
the composition relationship between both metamodel concepts in Line 2 of List-
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ing 5.1. The +=-operator instructs the parser that the complexTypeImports feature of
the DataModel production rule can store sequences of ComplexTypeImport instances
detected in the input model [28]. Hence, the DataModel node in the resulting AST
will comprise the detected ComplexTypeImport instances in its complexTypeImports

attribute. Technically, this attribute represents an Ecore containment EReference (cf.
Subsection 4.5.1).

The *-operator after the reference to the ComplexTypeImport production rule in
Line 2 of Listing 5.1 determines that zero or more textual statements for ComplexType-
Imports can occur within a domain model. Consequently, the complexTypeImports

attribute of a DataModel AST node may comprise an arbitrary number of Complex-
TypeImport instances.

Imported Complex Types Lines 10 to 12 of Listing 5.1 specify the ImportedComplex-

Type production rule to provide the eponymous metamodel concept of the Domain
Data Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1) with a concrete syntax.

The production rule starts by introducing the import feature (cf. Line 11 in
Listing 5.1). It is necessary to precede the feature name with an escaping caret
because import is also a keyword in Xtext’s grammar language [28]. The parser
expects the occurrence of the import feature in the context of the ImportedCom-

plexType production rule to receive a cross-reference [28] to a modeled Complex-

TypeImport. Xtext provides cross-referencing as a means to link existing model
elements with other model elements and its grammar language recognizes references
to production rules stated in square brackets as cross-references. To establish links
between model elements based on cross-references, Xtext implicitly uses the values
in the name features of model elements to identify and reference them. To this end,
Xtext automatically checks the existence of referenced elements based on their names
and considers a model erroneous when referenced elements neither exist in the same
model nor in imported models.

Semantically, the import feature of the ImportedComplexType production rule
identifies the defining domain model of an imported complex type. Syntactically, the
import feature must receive the name of a ComplexTypeImport, i.e., the alias for the
imported domain model. Suppose the concrete syntax example for the import of the
“Common.data” domain model from above:

import datatypes from "../Common/Common.data" as Common

The alias for the imported domain model is Common and thus the syntactic value for
the import feature of an ImportedComplexType originating from the domain model
in the “Common.data” file.

The ImportedComplexType production rule uses two colons to separate the alias
from the imported type (cf. Line 11 in Listing 5.1). The usage of two colons to isolate a
namespace or its alias from an element in the namespace is motivated by the concrete
syntax of UML [220].
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As prescribed by the metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf.
Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1), the importedType feature of the ImportedComplexType

production rule requires a cross-reference pointing to an instance of the metamodel
concept Type (cf. Line 11 in Listing 5.1). More specifically, the cross-reference expects
the qualified name of the Type instance because within the square brackets enclosing
the cross-reference the QualifiedName rule follows after the Type concept and Xtext’s
|-operator. Lines 14 to 16 of Listing 5.1 specify the QualifiedName rule. A qualified
name consists of an ID followed by an arbitrary number of IDs separated by dots.
Hence, the QualifiedName rule resembles the concrete syntax of Java packages [107]
and C# namespaces [136].

Suppose that a domain model imports the “Common.data” domain model under
the alias Common as exemplified above. Suppose further that the “Common.data”
domain model defines the complex type Money within the bounded context SharedDo-
mainConcepts. According to the metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language,
the qualified name of a complex type consists of the name of its bounded context
and its own name (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). Following the described ImportedComplex-

Type production rule, a valid statement in the concrete syntax of the Domain Data
Modeling Language to refer to the Money type within the importing domain model is
as follows:

Common::SharedDomainConcepts.Money

The statement starts with the alias of the “Common.data” import, i.e., Common. It
is followed by two colons, and the qualified name of the Money type consisting of the
name of its bounded context and its own name.

Versions Lines 18 to 22 of Listing 5.1 show the Version production rule. The
definition of a version within a domain model starts with the version keyword
followed by the name of the version. Similar to popular service programming
languages like Java, JavaScript, and C# [261], we employ curly brackets in the concrete
syntaxes of our MSA modeling languages to bundle elements of the same scope.
Following the definition of the Version concept in the metamodel of the Domain
Data Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1), a modeled version in
concrete syntax may cluster instances of the Context and ComplexType concepts as its
elements within curly brackets (cf. Line 20 in Listing 5.1).

The notEmpty OCL invariant for the Version concept in Appendix E.1 constrains
an instance of the concept to either cluster Contexts or ComplexTypes. The concrete
syntax specification of the Domain Data Modeling Language realizes this context
condition as a structural constraint in the syntactic domain [117] (cf. Subsection 2.2.2).
That is, the language grammar itself enforces the condition and thus recognizes
invalid models that violate it already at parsing time. We specify the structural
constraint for the context condition by means of Xtext’s |-operator (cf. Line 20 in
Listing 5.1). Outside a cross-reference, this operator defines alternatives within
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production rules [28]. As a result, a modeler must decide to whether construct
Contexts or ComplexTypes inside a Version. Independent of the selected alternative,
there must be at least one Context or ComplexType inside a Version due to Xtext’s
+-operator (cf. Line 20 in Listing 5.1) which conveys the semantics of “one or more
rule application” [28].

In Line 3 of Listing 5.1, the DataModel production rule refers to the Version

production rule, and specifies that a DataModel must comprise at least one version if
it does not define contexts or complex types. This part of the grammar specification
also realizes the OCL invariant topLevelConcepts, which prevents different kinds
of top-level elements in domain models (cf. Appendix E.1). For example, a domain
model that only comprises versions may not define a context outside a version.

Moreover, the Version production rule in Lines 18 to 22 of Listing 5.1 ensures that
all immediate sub-elements of a version within its curly brackets must be of the same
kind. For instance, if a version defines complex types it is not possible to also model
contexts in the scope of the version.

We decided to prevent the definition of different kinds of model elements at
the same level inside a domain model to guide domain experts and microservice
developers in the construction of consistent models. Specifically, elements of different
kinds must not be combined inside domain models to prevent conceptual clutter and
facilitate model comprehensibility.

Contexts Lines 24 to 28 of Listing 5.1 specify the production rule for the Context

concept of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Figure 4.1 in
Subsection 4.4.1). The rule has a similar structure as the Version rule with the
difference that a context is introduced by the context keyword and may only contain
complex type definitions.

Complex Types Lines 30 to 32 of Listing 5.1 specify the ComplexType production rule
for the eponymous metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1). The rule
delegates to one of the DataStructure, ListType, or Enumeration production rules
(see below). Hence, it reifies the inheritance hierarchy of complex types described in
Subsection 4.4.1 in the concrete syntax of the Domain Data Modeling Language.

Primitive Types

Listing 5.2 shows the Xtext-based grammar specification for primitive types in the
Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.2 in Subsection 4.4.1).

Primitive Values Lines 1 to 3 of Listing 5.2 specify the Xtext production rule for the
PrimitiveValue metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.2 in Subsection 4.4.1). For boolean
and numeric values, the production rule refers to the terminal rules in Lines 5 and
6. In Xtext, each terminal rule implicitly returns an instance of EString [28, 275].
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Listing 5.2: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for primitive types (cf. Figure 4.2 in Subsection 4.4.1).

1 PrimitiveValue returns PrimitiveValue:
2 booleanValue=BOOLEAN | numericValue=BIG_DECIMAL | stringValue=STRING
3 ;
4
5 terminal BIG_DECIMAL returns ecore::EBigDecimal: ’-’?INT (’.’ INT)?;
6 terminal BOOLEAN returns ecore::EBoolean: ’true’ | ’false’;
7
8 PrimitiveType returns PrimitiveType:
9 {PrimitiveBoolean} ’boolean’ |

10 {PrimitiveByte} ’byte’ |
11 {PrimitiveCharacter} ’char’ |
12 {PrimitiveDate} ’date’ |
13 {PrimitiveDouble} ’double’ |
14 {PrimitiveFloat} ’float’ |
15 {PrimitiveInteger} ’int’ |
16 {PrimitiveLong} ’long’ |
17 {PrimitiveShort} ’short’ |
18 {PrimitiveString} ’string’ |
19 {PrimitiveUnspecified} ’unspecified’
20 ;

However, in case the returns keyword after the name of a terminal rule is followed
by an Ecore data type, the Xtext parser for the grammar specification automatically
converts EString instances into the stated Ecore data type. Consequently, during
parsing the terminal rules in Lines 5 and 6 of Listing 5.2 return EBigDecimal4 and
EBoolean5 values, respectively.

We decided to use Ecore’s EBigDecimal data type to represent numeric values
because it can store values within the value ranges of all built-in numeric types of our
MSA modeling languages (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). The PrimitiveValue concept in the
metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.2 in Subsection 4.4.1)
provides the isOfType and asValueOfType methods to verify that an EBigDecimal

value fits in the value range of a given primitive type and to cast an EBigDecimal

value into a given primitive type, respectively.

Types Lines 8 to 20 of Listing 5.2 specify the PrimitiveType production rule for the
eponymous metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.2 in Subsection 4.4.1). More precisely,
the rule returns an instance of a concrete sub-concept of PrimitiveType, e.g., Primi-
tiveInteger or PrimitiveString.

Usually, Xtext instantiates AST nodes implicitly from feature assignments in
production rules [28]. However, the PrimitiveType production rule has no features
because the corresponding metamodel concept does not define attributes. Instead,

4https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/E
corePackage.html#getEBigDecimal()

5https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/E
corePackage.html#getEBoolean()

https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/EcorePackage.html#getEBigDecimal()
https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/EcorePackage.html#getEBigDecimal()
https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/EcorePackage.html#getEBoolean()
https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/EcorePackage.html#getEBoolean()
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we instruct the parser of the Domain Data Modeling Language to create instances
of concrete PrimitiveType sub-concepts from the occurrences of certain keywords
inside domain models. For example, each time the parser detects the int keyword in
the context of the PrimitiveType production rule, we expect it to add a Primitive-

Integer instance to the AST. To achieve this behavior, we precede each keyword for
a primitive type with an Xtext action [28]. Actions identify the metamodel concept
to instantiate by the parser upon detection of a given keyword. In Xtext’s grammar
language, metamodel concepts in curly braces represent actions. For instance, the
{PrimitiveInteger} statement in Line 15 of Listing 5.2 defines the Xtext action that
creates PrimitiveInteger instances in the AST from occurrences of the int keyword.

Besides date, string, and unspecified, the keywords for primitive types in our
Domain Data Modeling Language are the same as in Java [107] (cf. Lines 8 to 20 in
Listing 5.2).

Complex Types

In the following, we describe the Xtext-based grammar specifications related to com-
plex type definition with the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1).

Features Listing 5.3 shows the grammar specification for features of complex types,
data fields, and domain operations (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1).

Listing 5.3: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for features of complex types, fields, and operations (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1).

1 enum ComplexTypeFeature returns ComplexTypeFeature:
2 AGGREGATE = ’aggregate’ |
3 APPLICATION_SERVICE = ’applicationService’ |
4 DOMAIN_EVENT = ’domainEvent’ |
5 DOMAIN_SERVICE = ’domainService’ |
6 ENTITY = ’entity’ |
7 FACTORY = ’factory’ |
8 INFRASTRUCTURE_SERVICE = ’infrastructureService’ |
9 REPOSITORY = ’repository’ |

10 SERVICE = ’service’ |
11 SPECIFICATION = ’specification’ |
12 VALUE_OBJECT = ’valueObject’
13 ;
14
15 enum DataFieldFeature returns DataFieldFeature:
16 IDENTIFIER = ’identifier’ |
17 NEVER_EMPTY = ’neverEmpty’ |
18 PART = ’part’
19 ;
20
21 enum DataOperationFeature returns DataOperationFeature:
22 CLOSURE = ’closure’ |
23 IDENTIFIER = ’identifier’ |
24 SIDE_EFFECT_FREE = ’sideEffectFree’ |
25 VALIDATOR = ’validator’
26 ;
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The grammar specification covers all feature-related enumerations of the meta-
model of the Domain Data Modeling Language, i.e., ComplexTypeFeature, DataField-
Feature, and DataOperationFeature (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1). To this end,
it specifies a dedicated production rule, introduced by Xtext’s enum keyword [28], for
each feature-related enumeration. Within an enum production rule, Xtext’s grammar
language enables to determine keywords for enumeration literals by means of the
=-operator. Consequently, the keyword to identify a complex type as a DDD aggre-
gate [82] is aggregate (cf. Line 2 in Listing 5.3) and the keyword to identify a domain
operation as a DDD closure [82] is closure (cf. Line 22).

In the event of detecting a keyword that corresponds to the literal of a metamodel
enumeration the parser for the Domain Data Modeling Language will assign the
corresponding enumeration literal to an attribute in an AST node based on the feature
specifications of production rules related to complex types, data fields, and domain
operations (see below).

Enumerations Listing 5.4 shows the grammar specification for enumerations in the
Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1).

Listing 5.4: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for enumerations (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1).

1 Enumeration returns Enumeration:
2 ’enum’ name=ID
3 (’<’ features+=ComplexTypeFeature (’,’ features+=ComplexTypeFeature)* ’>’)? ’{’
4 fields+=EnumerationField (’,’ fields+=EnumerationField)*
5 ’}’
6 ;
7
8 EnumerationField returns EnumerationField:
9 name=ID (’(’ initializationValue=PrimitiveValue ’)’)?

10 ;

Lines 1 to 6 specify the Enumeration production rule for the practical construction
of instances of the eponymous metamodel concept. Like Java [107] and C# [136],
we define the enum keyword for the textual modeling of enumerations. To assign
complex type features to an enumeration (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), the modeler states
the keywords of their literals (cf. Listing 5.3) comma-separated between a less-than
and greater-than sign after the name of the enumeration (cf. Line 3 in Listing 5.4).
In compliance with the metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf.
Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1), we specified the assignment of complex type features
to be optional leveraging Xtext’s ?-operator [28].

Lines 8 to 10 of Listing 5.4 determine the concrete syntax for the modeling of
enumeration fields. For this purpose, we adopt the syntax of Java and C# concerning
the definition of enumeration literals [107, 136]. That is, an enumeration field in the
Domain Data Modeling Language is defined by stating its name. By contrast to Java,
we also provide a built-in shorthand notation to initialize enumeration fields with
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primitive values (cf. Listing 5.2). To this end, the value follows the field within round
brackets.

With the grammar specification in Listing 5.4, it is possible to model enumerations
as follows:

enum RequestStatus<valueObject> {

REQUEST_SUBMITTED,

REQUEST_REJECTED

}

This example models an excerpt of the RequestStatus enumeration from Mi-
croservice Architecture MA.3 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2) in the Domain Data Modeling
Language. The enumeration defines two fields and exhibits the valueObject feature
because MA.3 considers RequestStatus a DDD value object [82]. Conversely to DDD
entities, value objects do not have a domain-specific identity. They are thus applicable,
e.g., to transport information between bounded contexts [82].

Data Structures and Fields Listing 5.5 shows the Xtext-based grammar specification
for data structures and fields in the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.3
in Subsection 4.4.1).

Listing 5.5: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for data structures and fields (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1).

1 DataStructure returns DataStructure:
2 ’structure’ name=ID
3 (’<’ features+=ComplexTypeFeature (’,’ features+=ComplexTypeFeature)* ’>’)?
4 (’extends’ super=[DataStructure|QualifiedName])? ’{’
5 (
6 (dataFields+=DataField | operations+=DataOperation)
7 (’,’ (dataFields+=DataField | operations+=DataOperation))*
8 )?
9 ’}’

10 ;
11
12 DataField returns DataField:
13 ^hidden?=’hide’?
14 immutable?=’immutable’?
15 (
16 primitiveType=PrimitiveType |
17 complexType=[ComplexType|QualifiedName] |
18 importedComplexType=ImportedComplexType
19 )?
20 name=ID
21 (’=’ initializationValue=PrimitiveValue)?
22 (’<’ features+=DataFieldFeature (’,’ features+=DataFieldFeature)* ’>’)?
23 ;

Lines 1 to 10 specify the DataStructure production rule for the DataStructure

metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1). The structure keyword
introduces a data structure definition and determines its name (cf. Line 2 in Listing 5.5).
Like enumerations (cf. Listing 5.4), data structures may receive complex type features
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after their names within a less-than and greater-than sign, and separated by commas
(cf. Line 3 in Listing 5.5).

We adopt Java’s extends keyword [107] to enable modeling of data structure
inheritance (cf. Line 4 in Listing 5.5 and Subsection 4.4.1).

Curly brackets enclose the body of a structure (cf. Lines 4 to 9 in Listing 5.5) that
may consist of data fields and domain operations.

The DataField production rule in Lines 12 to 23 of Listing 5.5 specifies the
concrete syntax for the modeling of data fields as elements of data structure bodies. It
is possible to precede a data field with the hide and immutable keywords (cf. Lines 13
and 14). These keywords cover the hidden and immutable attributes of the DataField

metamodel concept (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), respectively. We decided to use the keyword
hide instead of, e.g., private from Java or C# [107, 136], because we perceive it to
better communicate the semantics of hidden fields in the Domain Data Modeling
Language, particularly for domain experts (cf. Subsection 3.3.2).

Since both hidden and immutable attributes of the DataField metamodel concept
have a boolean type, we can rely on Xtext’s ?=-operator to initialize the attributes in
DataField AST nodes (cf. Lines 13 and 14 in Listing 5.5). The operator causes Xtext-
based parsers to automatically assign the value true to a boolean attribute of an AST
node after the detection of the keyword that was assigned to the attribute’s feature
in the production rule for the AST node [28]. For example, when the hide keyword
occurs in the context of the DataField production rule within a domain model, the
parser for the Domain Data Modeling Language will instantiate the eponymous
metamodel concept and assign true to its hidden attribute. Without an occurrence of
the hide keyword, the attribute will automatically receive the value false.

Lines 15 to 19 of Listing 5.5 specify the concrete syntax for data field typing.
The type of a data field follows a potential hide or immutable keyword, and may
either be primitive (cf. Listing 5.2), complex, or imported from another domain
model (cf. Listing 5.1). It is possible to omit the type information of a hidden data
field within a data structure that inherits from a super structure which defines an
eponymous, non-hidden field (cf. Appendix E.1). The following example illustrates
this circumstance:

structure SuperStructure {

string stringField

}

structure SubStructure extends SuperStructure {

hide stringField

}

The data structure SubStructure leverages the extends keyword to inherit from
SuperStructure which defines the non-hidden field stringField of the built-in prim-
itive type string (cf. Listing 5.2). Consequently, SubStructure inherits the field (cf.
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Subsection 4.4.1) but applies the hide keyword to hide it starting from the level of
SubStructure in the inheritance hierarchy. For this purpose, it is possible to omit the
type information of stringField.

Line 20 of Listing 5.5 determines that in the concrete syntax of the Domain Data
Modeling Language the name of a data field follows after potential modifiers and
type information. A data field with a primitive type may additionally receive an
initialization value (cf. Appendix E.1) leveraging the specified =-operator (cf. Line 21
in Listing 5.5). The definition of a data field ends with the optional assignment of
data field features (cf. Line 22 in Listing 5.5 and Listing 5.3).

Domain Operations Listing 5.6 shows the grammar specification for the modeling
of domain operations with the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.3 in
Subsection 4.4.1).

Listing 5.6: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for domain operations (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1).

1 DataOperation returns DataOperation:
2 ^hidden?=’hide’?
3 (
4 hasNoReturnType ?= ’procedure’ |
5 ’function’
6 (
7 primitiveReturnType=PrimitiveType |
8 complexReturnType=[ComplexType|QualifiedName] |
9 importedComplexReturnType=ImportedComplexType

10 )?
11 )
12 name=ID
13 (’(’ parameters+=DataOperationParameter? (’,’ parameters+=DataOperationParameter)* ’)’)?
14 (’<’ features+=DataOperationFeature (’,’ features+=DataOperationFeature)* ’>’)?
15 ;
16
17 DataOperationParameter returns DataOperationParameter:
18 (
19 primitiveType=PrimitiveType |
20 complexType=[ComplexType|QualifiedName] |
21 importedComplexType=ImportedComplexType
22 )
23 name=ID
24 ;

Lines 1 to 15 specify the production rule for the DataOperation metamodel concept
(cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1). Like for data fields, it is possible to precede
domain operations with the hide keyword (cf. Listing 5.5), whose occurrence sets
the hidden attribute of a parsed DataOperation instance to true. The following pro-

cedure keyword models operations without a return type (cf. Line 4 in Listing 5.6).
Alternatively, it is possible to introduce operations with a return type leveraging the
function keyword (cf. Line 5). The return type of a domain operation may either be
primitive, complex, or imported from another domain model (cf. Lines 7 to 9).
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Modelers state the name of a domain operation after the procedure keyword
or the operation’s return type (cf. Line 12 in Listing 5.6). The parameters of a
domain operation follow after the operation’s name in round brackets (cf. Line 13).
Furthermore, an operation may receive comma-separated domain operation features
(cf. Listing 5.3) between a less-than and greater-than sign (cf. Line 14 in Listing 5.6).

Lines 17 to 24 of Listing 5.6 specify the DataOperationParameter production rule
for the eponymous concept in the metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language
(cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1). A domain operation parameter has a primitive,
complex, or imported type, and a name.

The grammar specification in Listing 5.6 enables the modeling of domain opera-
tions as follows:

structure InsuranceQuoteRequestAggregateRoot<aggregate, entity> {

...

procedure rejectRequest(date ^date),

function boolean checkQuoteExpirationDate(date ^date)

}

The example defines the domain operations rejectRequest and checkQuoteExpi-

rationDate for the InsuranceQuoteRequestAggregateRoot data structure that maps
to the eponymous Java class of Microservice Architecture MA.3 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2).
While the former operation is a procedure without a return type, the latter is a
function with the built-in primitive type boolean as return type. Both operations
expect a parameter of type date. The names of the parameters need to be escaped
with a caret because otherwise they would collide with the date keyword.

List Types Listing 5.7 shows the grammar specification for list types in the Domain
Data Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1).

Listing 5.7: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for list types (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1).

1 ListType returns ListType:
2 ’list’ name=ID ’{’
3 dataFields+=DataField (’,’ dataFields+=DataField)*
4 ’}’
5 |
6 ’list’ name=ID ’{’
7 primitiveType=PrimitiveType
8 ’}’
9 ;

The parser for the Domain Data Modeling Language recognizes the ListType

production rule by means of the list keyword followed by the name of the list type
(cf. Lines 2 and 6). As described in Subsection 4.4.1, the Domain Data Modeling
Language distinguishes between structured and primitive list types. Structured list
types consist of a set of data fields (cf. Line 3 and Listing 5.5). By contrast, primitive
list types cluster sequences of primitive type instances (cf. Line 7 and Listing 5.2).
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The grammar specification in Listing 5.7 enables to model list types with the
Domain Data Modeling Language as follows:

list AddressDtos { AddressDto d }

list Strings { string }

The AddressDtos list type is a structured list type. It can cluster instances of the
AddressDto data structure. Strings, on the other hand, is a primitive list type for
strings. Both list type examples originate from Microservice Architecture MA.3 (cf.
Subsection 4.3.2).

Demonstration

In the following, we demonstrate the usage of the concrete syntax of the Domain
Data Modeling Language based on the grammar specifications in Listings 5.1 to 5.7
and in the sense of DSRM Activity 4 (cf. Subsection 1.5.4).

For the demonstration, we leverage parts of the domain model of the case study
microservice architecture used by Richardson to describe the definition and imple-
mentation of MSA patterns [253]. We already mentioned the architecture in Sub-
section 2.4.1 to illustrate the decomposition of an application domain into bounded
contexts for microservice identification. In addition, the architecture was one of
the practical foundations for the formalization of the conceptual model kinds from
Section 3.4 towards the metamodels of our MSA modeling languages in Section 4.4. In
this context, we referred to the architecture by its identifier MA.7 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2)

The case study microservice architecture realizes a portal for online food or-
dering from local restaurants and we focus on its OrderService for the following
demonstration. The OrderService microservice is responsible for managing incoming
orders [253]. Both the service and the portion of the application domain for which it is
responsible are implemented in Java. Hence, we reconstructed the model code for the
demonstration of the practical usage of the Domain Data Modeling Language from
the Java source code of the microservice’s domain model on GitHub (cf. Table 4.4
in Subsection 4.3.2). For the sake of brevity, the listings in the following paragraphs
only show significant excerpts of the reconstructed domain model code. Appendix G
comprises the complete model code.

Common Domain Model Listing 5.8 shows an excerpt from the domain model file
“Common.data” in the concrete syntax of the Domain Data Modeling Language. The
file clusters domain concepts shared by all microservices of the case study architecture.
Its complete code can be found in Listing G.1 of Appendix G.1.

The excerpt defines the Money data structure (cf. Listing 5.5) for the Money Java
class in the GitHub repository of Microservice Architecture MA.7 as of February 1st,
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Listing 5.8: Excerpt of example domain model file “Common.data” in the concrete
syntax of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Listing G.1 in Appendix G.1).

1 structure Money<valueObject> {
2 immutable double amount,
3 function Money add(Money delta),
4 ...
5 function string asString,
6 ...
7 }

20206 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2). The Money structure conveys the semantics of a DDD
Value Object [82, 253] and thus exhibits the valueObject feature (cf. Listing 5.3).
Furthermore, it defines the immutable data field amount of the built-in primitive
type double (cf. Listings 5.2) and two functions that model the signatures of the
eponymous methods in the Money Java class.

Order Domain Model Listing 5.9 shows an excerpt of the “Order.data” domain
model file. It defines two bounded contexts in the responsibility of the OrderService

microservice [253]. We reconstructed the contexts’ elements from the Java source
code in the GitHub repository of Microservice Architecture MA.7 as of February
1st, 2020. More specifically, the modeled bounded contexts cover the domain-related
Java classes and enumerations in the domain, api.events, and web packages of the
OrderService7,8,9. Listing G.2 in Appendix G.1 shows the complete code of the
“Order.data” domain model.

Listing 5.9: Excerpt of example domain model file “Order.data” in the concrete syntax
of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Listing G.2 in Appendix G.1).

1 import datatypes from "../Common/Common.data" as Common
2
3 context Order {
4 structure Order<aggregate, entity> {
5 long id<identifier>,
6 immutable long ^version,
7 long consumerId = -1,
8 immutable OrderState state,
9 ...

10 hide immutable DeliveryInformation deliveryInformation<part>,
11 ...
12 }
13

6https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/ftgo-
common/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/common/Money.java

7https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/tree/7f25e72d/ftgo-
order-service/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/orderservice/domain

8https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/tree/7f25e72d/ftgo-
order-service-api/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/orderservice/api/events

9https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/tree/7f25e72d/ftgo-
order-service/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/orderservice/web

https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/ftgo-common/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/common/Money.java
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/ftgo-common/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/common/Money.java
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/tree/7f25e72d/ftgo-order-service/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/orderservice/domain
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/tree/7f25e72d/ftgo-order-service/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/orderservice/domain
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/tree/7f25e72d/ftgo-order-service-api/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/orderservice/api/events
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/tree/7f25e72d/ftgo-order-service-api/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/orderservice/api/events
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/tree/7f25e72d/ftgo-order-service/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/orderservice/web
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/tree/7f25e72d/ftgo-order-service/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/orderservice/web
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14 enum OrderState {
15 APPROVED,
16 APPROVAL_PENDING,
17 REJECTED,
18 REVISION_PENDING
19 }
20
21 ...
22
23 structure OrderService<service> {
24 ...
25 procedure approveOrder(long orderId),
26 procedure rejectOrder(long orderId)
27 }
28
29 ...
30 }
31
32 context API {
33 ...
34
35 structure GetOrderResponse<valueObject> {
36 long orderId,
37 string state,
38 Common::Money orderTotal
39 }
40 }

The domain model starts with an import of the “Common.data” domain model
from Listing 5.8 under the alias Common.

Lines 4 to 12 of Listing 5.9 define the Order data structure. Specifically, the aggre-

gate and entity features (cf. Listing 5.3) identify the structure as a DDD aggregate
and entity [82], respectively. The combination of the Aggregate with the Entity pattern
is a common approach in DDD [244] and Evans refers to such domain concepts as
root entities [82]. That is, the root of the aggregate is an entity and it is the only part
of the aggregate that is accessible by callers.

The domain model excerpt presents five data fields for the Order aggregate (cf.
Lines 5 to 10 in Listing 5.9).

The id field (cf. Line 5) is the domain-specific identifier for the aggregate’s root
entity.

The version and consumerId fields have their motivation in the application do-
main [253]. We modeled the version field as immutable (cf. Line 6) because the
corresponding attribute in the Order Java class10 has the modifier private and lacks
a setter method. Furthermore, it is necessary to precede the field’s name with a
caret as version is also a reserved keyword in the Domain Data Modeling Language
(cf. Listing 5.1). The definition of the consumerId field (cf. Line 7) demonstrates
the concrete syntax for the in-place initialization of primitively typed data fields (cf.
Listing 5.5).

10https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/ftgo-
order-service/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/orderservice/domain/Order.java

https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/ftgo-order-service/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/orderservice/domain/Order.java
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/ftgo-order-service/src/main/java/net/chrisrichardson/ftgo/orderservice/domain/Order.java
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Furthermore, the Order data structure defines the state field (cf. Line 8 in
Listing 5.9) that enables to store the current state of an order based on the fields of
the OrderState enumeration (cf. Lines 14 to 19).

In addition, the deliveryInformation field of the Order data structure (cf. Line 10)
clusters delivery information of an order, e.g., its timestamp and delivery address (cf.
Listing G.2 in Appendix G.1). The DeliveryInformation data structure is one of the
parts that assemble the Order aggregate. However, it is hidden and thus not directly
accessible by callers because the Order aggregate is a root entity [82].

Lines 23 to 27 of Listing 5.9 demonstrate the modeling of DDD services by means
of the service feature of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Listing 5.3). In
DDD, services realize capabilities that are not directly related or assignable, e.g.,
to entities or value objects [82]. For the food ordering case study microservice
architecture, Richardson decided to delegate responsibilities for order management
to the OrderService DDD service11 [253]. The excerpt of the “Order.data” domain
model in Listing 5.9 comprises two of the service’s procedures, i.e., approveOrder
and rejectOrder. They provide functionality to approve or reject an Order identified
by the orderId parameter.

Lines 32 to 40 of Listing 5.9 define the API bounded context. It gathers domain
concepts for the API of the OrderService microservice. For instance, the GetOrder-

Response value object (cf. Lines 35 to 39) conveys certain information of an order to
callers. This information includes the identifier of an order, its state as a string value,
and its total price as an instance of the Money domain concept from the imported
“Common.data” domain model (cf. Listing 5.8 and Line 1 in Listing 5.9).

5.3.2 Technology Modeling Language

In the following, we describe the grammar specification of the Technology Modeling
Language’s concrete syntax [248]. The structure of the subsection is oriented towards
that of Subsection 4.4.2, which presented the metamodel of the Technology Modeling
Language. Hence, we split the description of the grammar specification into the parts
“Metamodel Root”, “Technology-Specific Types”, “Protocols”, “Service Aspects”,
“Operation Technologies”, and “Operation Aspects”. The additional “Demonstra-
tion” part concludes the subsection with a demonstration of the specified concrete
syntax in the context of the food ordering case study microservice architecture (cf.
Subsection 5.3.1).

11The OrderService DDD service is not to be confused with the eponymous OrderService mi-
croservice. While the former is a domain concept in the microservice’s bounded context, the latter is
the actual microservice, and thus exposes an API for use by other architecture components or external
service consumers.
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Metamodel Root

Listing 5.10 shows the Xtext-based grammar specification for the concrete syntax
concerning the concepts in the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel root (cf.
Figure 4.4 in Subsection 4.4.2).

Listing 5.10: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for its metamodel root (cf. Figure 4.4 in Subsection 4.4.2).

1 Technology returns Technology:
2 imports+=TechnologyImport*
3 ’technology’ name=ID ’{’
4 (’types’ ’{’
5 (
6 primitiveTypes+=TechnologySpecificPrimitiveType |
7 dataStructures+=TechnologySpecificDataStructure |
8 listTypes+=TechnologySpecificListType
9 )+

10
11 (’compatibility’ ’matrix’ ’{’
12 compatibilityEntries+=CompatibilityMatrixEntry+
13 ’}’)?
14 ’}’)?
15
16 (’protocols’ ’{’
17 protocols+=Protocol+
18 ’}’)?
19
20 (’service’ ’aspects’ ’{’
21 serviceAspects+=ServiceAspect+
22 ’}’)?
23
24 (’deployment’ ’technologies’ ’{’
25 deploymentTechnologies+=DeploymentTechnology+
26 ’}’)?
27
28 (’infrastructure’ ’technologies’ ’{’
29 infrastructureTechnologies+=InfrastructureTechnology+
30 ’}’)?
31
32 (’operation’ ’aspects’ ’{’
33 operationAspects+=OperationAspect+
34 ’}’)?
35 ’}’
36 ;
37
38 TechnologyImport returns TechnologyImport:
39 ’import’ ’technology’ ’from’ importURI=STRING ’as’ name=ID
40 ;

Lines 1 to 36 specify the Technology production rule for the eponymous meta-
model concept (cf. Figure 4.4 in Subsection 4.4.2).

A technology model may import an arbitrary number of other technology models
(cf. Line 2 in Listing 5.10) and the TechnologyImport production rule prescribes the
concrete syntax of the corresponding import statements (cf. Lines 38 to 40). The im-

port statement for a technology model has a similar structure as the import statement
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for a domain model. However, the Technology Modeling Language uses the keyword
technology (cf. Line 39) instead of datatypes (cf. Listing 5.1 in Subsection 5.3.1) to
identify the kind of an imported model.

After the possible import statements, modelers introduce a technology model with
the technology keyword and the name of the technology (cf. Line 3 Listing 5.10). The
following body of the technology model is enclosed by curly brackets and consists of
at most six sections (cf. Lines 4 to 34). Each section clusters its body elements after
one or two introducing keywords within curly brackets.

The types section (cf. Lines 4 to 14 in Listing 5.10) comprises technology-specific
type definitions and compatibility matrix entries (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

The protocols section (cf. Lines 16 to 18) organizes technology-specific protocols.
Service aspects are contained in the service aspects section (cf. Lines 20 to 22).
Furthermore, the deployment technologies, infrastructure technologies, and

operation aspects sections (cf. Lines 24 to 34) gather technology information for mi-
croservice deployment, infrastructure provisioning, and generic operation metadata,
respectively.

The notEmpty OCL invariant of the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel
(cf. Appendix E.2) determines that a technology must contain at least one section.
Besides this constraint, none of the sections in a technology model is mandatory.
The grammar specification in Listing 5.10 achieves this syntactic characteristic by
terminating the definition of each section in the Technology production rule with
Xtext’s ?-operator [28]. As a result, the Technology Modeling Language allows
flexible modularization of technology information within technology models (cf.
Subsection 4.4.2).

The following five parts describe the grammar specifications of the sections in
detail.

Technology-Specific Types

In the following, we present the concrete syntax specification of the Technology
Modeling Language for the definition of technology-specific types. More precisely,
the following paragraphs concern the modeling of elements within the types section
of a technology model (cf. Lines 4 to 14 in Listing 5.10).

Types Listing 5.11 shows the Xtext-based grammar specification for the modeling
of technology-specific types with the Technology Modeling Language.

Lines 1 to 8 specify the production rule for the TechnologySpecificPrimitive-

Type concept of the Technology Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Figure 4.5
in Subsection 4.4.2). The definition of a technology-specific primitive type starts
with the primitive type directive followed by the name of the type. After the type’s
name, the based on directive may identify the built-in primitive types for which the
technology-specific type will act as a type synonym (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) in the
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Listing 5.11: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for technology-specific type modeling (cf. Figure 4.5 in Subsection 4.4.2).

1 TechnologySpecificPrimitiveType returns TechnologySpecificPrimitiveType:
2 ’primitive’ ’type’ name=ID
3 (
4 ’based’ ’on’ basicBuiltinPrimitiveTypes+=PrimitiveType
5 (’,’ basicBuiltinPrimitiveTypes+=PrimitiveType)*
6 (default?=’default’)?
7 )? ’;’
8 ;
9

10 TechnologySpecificDataStructure returns TechnologySpecificDataStructure:
11 ’structure’ ’type’ name=ID ’;’
12 ;
13
14 TechnologySpecificListType returns TechnologySpecificListType:
15 ’list’ ’type’ name=ID ’;’
16 ;

form of a comma-separated list (cf. Lines 4 and 5 in Listing 5.11). In case the list
of built-in primitive types ends with the default keyword (cf. Line 6), the defined
technology-specific primitive type becomes the default type synonym for the given
built-in primitive types.

Lines 10 to 12 and Lines 14 to 16 of Listing 5.11 specify the concrete syntax
for the TechnologySpecificDataStructure and TechnologySpecificListType meta-
model concepts (cf. Figure 4.5 in Subsection 4.4.2), respectively. The production rules
for both kinds of technology-specific types only differ in the introductory keyword,
i.e., structure for technology-specific data structures and list for technology-specific
list types. Each introductory keyword is followed by the type keyword, the name of
the type, and a closing semicolon.

With the grammar specification in Listing 5.11 it is possible to model, e.g., parts
of the types section of a Python technology model [241] as follows:

// Excerpt of technology model file "Python.technology"

technology Python {

types {

primitive type Float based on float, double default;

primitive type NoneType based on unspecified default;

primitive type Complex;

list type Set;

}

}

The technology model defines four Python-specific types. As mentioned in Sub-
section 4.4.2, Python’s built-in Float type is the default type synonym for the built-in
primitive types float and double of our MSA modeling languages (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.1). In order to communicate the intended absence of any typing information,
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the example listing determines Python’s NoneType12 as the default type synonym for
the built-in unspecified type of our modeling languages (cf. Subsection 4.4.1).

Furthermore, Python also integrates support for complex numbers13. Both real
and imaginary parts of a complex number are represented by floating-point numbers
in double-precision. Our modeling languages do not support complex numbers
as a built-in type. Thus, the Python-specific Complex type in the example listing
above is not a type synonym. Similarly, the listing treats Python’s Set type14 as a
technology-specific list type without a corresponding type in our modeling languages.

Compatibility Matrices Listing 5.12 shows the grammar specification for compat-
ibility matrices in the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.5 in Subsec-
tion 4.4.2). The production rules are part of the compatibility matrix section inside
the types section of a technology model (cf. Listing 5.10).

Listing 5.12: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for compatibility matrices (cf. Figure 4.5 in Subsection 4.4.2).

1 CompatibilityMatrixEntry returns CompatibilityMatrixEntry:
2 compatibleTypes+=PossiblyImportedTechnologySpecificType
3 (’,’ compatibleTypes+=PossiblyImportedTechnologySpecificType)*
4 direction=CompatibilityDirection
5 mappingType=PossiblyImportedTechnologySpecificType
6 ’;’
7 ;
8
9 PossiblyImportedTechnologySpecificType returns PossiblyImportedTechnologySpecificType:

10 (^import=[TechnologyImport] ’::’)? type=[data::Type|QualifiedName]
11 ;
12
13 enum CompatibilityDirection returns CompatibilityDirection:
14 MAPPING_TO_COMPATIBLE_TYPES=’<-’ |
15 COMPATIBLE_TYPES_TO_MAPPING=’->’ |
16 BIDIRECTIONAL=’<->’
17 ;

Lines 1 to 7 specify the CompatibilityMatrixEntry production rule for the epony-
mous metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.5 in Subsection 4.4.2). An entry in a compati-
bility matrix consists of three syntactic parts.

The first part comprises a comma-separated list of compatible types (cf. Lines 2
and 3 in Listing 5.12). These types may originate from the same or an imported
technology model. The PossiblyImportedTechnologySpecificType production rule
in Lines 9 to 11 specifies the concrete syntax to refer to types inside technology
models. In case a type is imported, it is necessary to precede its name with the alias
of the corresponding technology model import (cf. Listing 5.10) and two colons. Thus,
the syntax for referencing imported types within technology models has the same

12https://docs.python.org/3/library/constants.html
13https://docs.python.org/3/library/numbers.html#numbers.Complex
14https://docs.python.org/3/reference/datamodel.html#the-standard-type-hierarchy

https://docs.python.org/3/library/constants.html
https://docs.python.org/3/library/numbers.html#numbers.Complex
https://docs.python.org/3/reference/datamodel.html#the-standard-type-hierarchy
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form as the syntax for referencing imported complex types within domain models (cf.
Listing 5.1 in Subsection 5.3.1).

The second part of a compatibility matrix entry determines the compatibility
direction (cf. Line 4 in Listing 5.12). To this end, the literals of the CompatibilityDi-

rection enumeration (cf. Figure 4.5 in Subsection 4.4.2) receive arrows as concrete
syntaxes (cf. Lines 13 to 17 in Listing 5.12). The directions of the arrows map to the
compatibility direction of a compatibility matrix entry. For example, the concrete
syntax for the COMPATIBLE_TYPES_TO_MAPPING literal is ->. This arrow identifies the
type on its left to be convertible into the type on its right following the semantics of
the literal (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

The third part of a compatibility matrix entry is the mapping type (cf. Line 5 in
Listing 5.12 and Subsection 4.4.2).

Suppose a technology model for Java that defines technology-specific types for
Java types including double and BigDecimal. Following the grammar specification in
Listing 5.12, a compatibility matrix in the Java technology model that also describes
the compatibility between Java and Python types would be as follows:

import technology from "Python.technology" as Python

technology Java {

types {

...

primitive type Double based on double default;

primitive type BigDecimal;

compatibility matrix {

Double -> BigDecimal;

Double <- Python::Float;

}

}

The example compatibility matrix informs the type checker of our modeling
languages that the technology-specific Java type Double is convertible into BigDeci-

mal and that a Python Float is convertible into a Java Double. As a result, the type
checker will not display a warning when a Java microservice contained in a service
model defines an incoming parameter of type Double that shall receive a value from
a Python microservice with an outgoing parameter of type Float (cf. Subsection 4.4.3
and Appendix H.3).

Protocols

Listing 5.13 presents the grammar specification for protocol modeling with the Tech-
nology Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.6 in Subsection 4.4.2). The Protocol produc-
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tion rule prescribes the concrete syntax for the contents of protocols sections inside
technology models (cf. Listing 5.10).

Listing 5.13: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for protocol modeling (cf. Figure 4.6 in Subsection 4.4.2).

1 Protocol returns Protocol:
2 communicationType=CommunicationType
3 name=ID
4 ’data’ ’formats’ dataFormats+=DataFormat (’,’ dataFormats+=DataFormat)*
5 (default?=’default’ ’with’ ’format’ defaultFormat=[DataFormat|STRING])?
6 ’;’
7 ;
8
9 enum CommunicationType returns CommunicationType:

10 SYNCHRONOUS=’sync’ | ASYNCHRONOUS=’async’
11 ;
12
13 DataFormat returns DataFormat:
14 formatName=STRING
15 ;

The Protocol production rule in Lines 1 to 7 enables the practical construction
of instances of the Protocol concept from the Technology Modeling Language’s
metamodel (cf. Figure 4.6 in Subsection 4.4.2). A protocol definition starts with the
protocol’s communication type, and thus one of the keywords sync or async for the
literals of the CommunicationType enumeration (cf. Lines 9 to 11). The name of the
protocol follows the communication type (cf. Line 3).

Line 4 of Listing 5.13 specifies the data formats directive that follows the name of
a protocol and introduces the determination of the protocol’s supported data formats.
Based on the metamodel of the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.6 in
Subsection 4.4.2), the dataFormats feature of the directive must comprise at least
one DataFormat (cf. Lines 13 to 15). The optional default with format directive (cf.
Line 5) enables to identify the default protocol and data format of a technology model
for a given communication type (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

A protocol definition ends with a semicolon (cf. Line 6 in Listing 5.13).
The grammar specification in Listing 5.13 allows the definition of protocols inside

technology models as follows:

technology Spring {

protocols {

async amqp data formats "application/json"

default with format "application/json";

}

}

The example technology model focuses on the Spring framework that provides
support for the AMQP [133] protocol in combination with the JSON data format [74].
In this context, we identify the data format by its MIME type [53]. However, the
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Technology Modeling Language does not prescribe the syntax of data format names
in order to support the modeling of data formats like DBMS-specific binary protocols
lacking a registered MIME type.

Service Aspects

The following paragraphs describe the concrete syntax of the Technology Modeling
Language for service aspect definition. The presented production rules are part of
the service aspects section inside technology models (cf. Listing 5.10).

Properties Listing 5.14 shows the grammar specification for aspect properties and
features (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2).

Listing 5.14: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for aspect properties and features (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2).

1 TechnologySpecificProperty returns TechnologySpecificProperty:
2 type=PrimitiveType name=ID
3 (’=’ defaultValue=PrimitiveValue)?
4 (’<’
5 features+=PropertyFeature (’,’ features+=PropertyFeature)*
6 ’>’)?
7 ’;’
8 ;
9

10 enum PropertyFeature returns PropertyFeature:
11 MANDATORY = ’mandatory’ |
12 SINGLE_VALUED = ’singleval’
13 ;

Lines 1 to 8 specify the production rule for the TechnologySpecificProperty

metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2). A technology-specific property
as part of a technology aspect definition has a primitive type (cf. Listing 5.2 in
Subsection 5.3.1) and a name. Furthermore, it may receive a default value (cf. Line 3)
as well as a comma-separated list of features enclosed by a less-than and a greater-than
sign (cf. Lines 4 to 6). A property definition ends with a semicolon (cf. Line 7).

The PropertyFeature production rule in Lines 10 to 13 specifies the mandatory and
singleval keywords for the MANDATORY and SINGLE_VALUED features of technology-
specific properties (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2), respectively.

Join Points and Pointcuts Listing 5.15 shows the grammar specification for join
points and pointcuts of service aspects (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2).

Lines 1 to 10 of Listing 5.15 specify the ServiceJoinPointType production rule.
It assigns a keyword to all domain-related and service-related literals of the Join-

PointType enumeration defined by the metamodel of the Technology Modeling
Language (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2). For instance, the keywords to address
domain operations in domain models (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) and operations in service
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Listing 5.15: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for join points and pointcuts of service aspects (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2).

1 enum ServiceJoinPointType returns JoinPointType:
2 COMPLEX_TYPES = ’types’ |
3 DATA_FIELDS = ’fields’ |
4 DATA_OPERATIONS = ’domainOperations’ |
5 DATA_OPERATION_PARAMETERS = ’domainParameters’ |
6 MICROSERVICES = ’microservices’ |
7 INTERFACES = ’interfaces’ |
8 OPERATIONS = ’operations’ |
9 PARAMETERS = ’parameters’

10 ;
11
12 ServiceAspectPointcutSelector returns ServiceAspectPointcutSelector:
13 ’selector’ ’(’
14 pointcuts+=ServiceAspectPointcut (’,’ pointcuts+=ServiceAspectPointcut)*
15 ’)’ ’;’
16 ;
17
18 ServiceAspectPointcut returns ServiceAspectPointcut:
19 forExchangePattern?=’exchange_pattern’ ’=’ exchangePattern=ExchangePattern |
20 forCommunicationType?=’communication_type’ ’=’ communicationType=CommunicationType |
21 forProtocol?=’protocol’ ’=’ protocol=[Protocol] |
22 forDataFormat?=’data_format’ ’=’ dataFormat=[DataFormat|STRING]
23 ;
24
25 enum ExchangePattern returns ExchangePattern:
26 IN=’in’ | OUT=’out’ | INOUT=’inout’
27 ;

models (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) as join points are domainOperations and operations,
respectively.

Lines 12 to 16 of Listing 5.15 specify the production rule for the ServiceAs-

pectPointcutSelector metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2). The
definition of a pointcut selector for a service aspect starts with the selector keyword
followed by a pair of round brackets that encloses a comma-separated list of service
aspect pointcuts.

The ServiceAspectPointcut production rule in Lines 18 to 23 of Listing 5.15
prescribes the concrete syntax for the modeling of service aspect pointcuts. Each
kind of service aspect pointcut has its own introductory keyword. For example, the
exchange_pattern keyword (cf. Line 19) covers the pointcut for exchange patterns
of microservice operation parameters (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). On the other hand, the
protocol keyword (cf. Line 21) addresses the protocol pointcut, e.g., of microservices
and their interfaces. After the introductory keyword of a pointcut kind, the =-sym-
bol must follow together with a selector value specific to the pointcut kind. For
instance, the exchange pattern pointcut expects an exchange pattern in the form
of a literal from the ExchangePattern enumeration (cf. Lines 25 to 27). This literal
constrains the applicability of a service aspect to only those microservice operation
parameters that apply the corresponding exchange pattern (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). The
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protocol pointcut, on the other hand, must receive a defined Protocol from the same
technology model as the pointcut (cf. Listing 5.13).

Service Aspects Listing 5.16 presents the grammar specification for service aspects
(cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2).

Listing 5.16: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for service aspects (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2).

1 ServiceAspect returns ServiceAspect:
2 ’aspect’ name=ID
3 (’<’
4 features+=AspectFeature (’,’ features+=AspectFeature)*
5 ’>’)?
6 ’for’ joinPoints+=ServiceJoinPointType (’,’ joinPoints+=ServiceJoinPointType)*
7 (
8 (’{’
9 pointcutSelectors+=ServiceAspectPointcutSelector*

10 properties+=TechnologySpecificProperty*
11 ’}’)
12 |
13 ’;’
14 )
15 ;
16
17 enum AspectFeature returns AspectFeature:
18 SINGLE_VALUED = ’singleval’
19 ;

The ServiceAspect production rule in Lines 1 to 15 specifies the concrete syntax
for the eponymous metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2). An
aspect definition starts with the aspect keyword followed by the name of the aspect
and an optional list of features. As described in Subsection 4.4.2, the Technology
Modeling Language currently only supports the SINGLE_VALUED feature. Lines 17 to
19 assign the keyword singleval to this literal of the AspectFeature enumeration (cf.
Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2).

Following the name and possible list of features, the for keyword introduces the
determination of a service aspect’s join points (cf. Line 6 in Listing 5.16). To this end,
the joinPoints feature of the ServiceAspect production rule expects the addressed
join points of a service aspect in the form of a comma-separated list of keywords for
the literals of the ServiceJoinPointType enumeration (cf. Listing 5.15).

Furthermore, a service aspect may comprise a body definition (cf. Lines 8 to 11
in Listing 5.16) to model the pointcut selectors (cf. Listing 5.15) and properties (cf.
Listing 5.14) of the aspect.

Alternatively, a semicolon terminates the definition of a service aspect that does
not require a body (cf. Line 13 in Listing 5.16).
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The grammar specifications in Listings 5.14 to 5.16 allow the expression of service
aspects within a technology model’s service aspects section (cf. Listing 5.10) as
follows:

technology Java {

...

service aspects {

aspect Access<singleval> for types {

string value = "FIELD";

}

aspect Get<singleval> for operations {

selector(protocol = rest);

}

aspect Table<singleval> for types {

string name<mandatory>;

}

aspect Version<singleval> for fields;

}

}

The example technology model defines service aspects for certain annotations
from various Java specifications:

• Access: Aspect for JPA’s @Access annotation15. The aspect is applicable to
domain-specific complex types due to the types join point (cf. Listing 5.15).
Moreover, its definition illustrates the possibility to initialize an aspect property
(value) with a default value (cf. Listing 5.14).

• Get: Aspect for the @GET annotation of JAX-RS [233]. Following the semantics of
the annotation, the example technology model constrains the aspect’s applica-
tion to microservice operations via the operations join point (cf. Listing 5.15).
Furthermore, the aspect comprises a pointcut selector (cf. Listing 5.16) for a
hypothetical rest protocol that shall cover RESTful HTTP [86] and originates
from the same technology model. Consequently, the aspect is only assignable
to microservice operations that employ REST for data exchange. In addition,
the aspect exhibits the singleval feature (cf. Listing 5.16) and may thus occur
at most once on a microservice operation.

• Table: Aspect for JPA’s @Table annotation16. The aspect is applicable to
domain-specific complex types (types join point) at most once (singleval
feature). Moreover, it covers the name element of the annotation by means
of an eponymous property. Each application of the aspect has to provide a

15https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Access.
html

16https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Table
.html

https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Access.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Access.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Table.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Table.html
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value for the property because its definition exhibits the mandatory feature (cf.
Listing 5.14).

• Version: Aspect for JPA’s Version annotation17. The aspect is at most once
applicable to data fields of domain-specific complex types (fields join point,
cf. Listing 5.15).

Operation Technologies

Listing 5.17 shows the grammar specification for modeling operation technologies
with the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.8 in Subsection 4.4.2). The
production rules concern the deployment technologies and infrastructure tech-

nologies sections of technology models (cf. Listing 5.10).

Listing 5.17: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for operation technologies (cf. Figure 4.8 in Subsection 4.4.2).

1 DeploymentTechnology returns DeploymentTechnology:
2 name=ID ’{’
3 ’operation’ ’environments’ ’=’ operationEnvironments+=OperationEnvironment
4 (’,’ operationEnvironments+=OperationEnvironment)*
5 ’;’
6
7 (’service’ ’properties’ ’{’
8 serviceProperties+=TechnologySpecificProperty+
9 ’}’)?

10 ’}’
11 ;
12
13 OperationEnvironment returns OperationEnvironment:
14 environmentName=STRING (default?=’default’)?
15 ;
16
17 InfrastructureTechnology returns InfrastructureTechnology:
18 name=ID ’{’
19 ’operation’ ’environments’ ’=’ operationEnvironments+=OperationEnvironment
20 (’,’ operationEnvironments+=OperationEnvironment)*
21 ’;’
22
23 (’service’ ’properties’ ’{’
24 serviceProperties+=TechnologySpecificProperty+
25 ’}’)?
26 ’}’
27 ;

The DeploymentTechnology production rule (cf. Lines 1 to 11) and the Infra-

structureTechnology production rule (cf. Lines 17 to 27) have the same structure.
Both production rules are introduced by the name of the respective operation

technology (cf. Line 2 and 18).
Next, a deployment or infrastructure technology must receive at least one opera-

tion environment (cf. Lines 3 to 5 and Lines 19 to 21, respectively). The Operation-

17https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Versi
on.html

https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Version.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Version.html
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Environment production rule in Lines 13 to 15 of Listing 5.17 specifies the concrete
syntax for the corresponding metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.8 in Subsection 4.4.2).
Exactly one of the operation environments of an operation technology must exhibit
the default keyword (cf. Line 14 in Listing 5.17 and Appendix E.2). It identifies
the respective operation environment as the default environment of its operation
technology for convenience reasons (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

Furthermore, the definition of a deployment or infrastructure technology may
cluster an arbitrary number of technology-specific properties (cf. Listing 5.14) inside
its service properties section (cf. Lines 7 to 9 and Lines 23 to 25 in Listing 5.17,
respectively).

Given the grammar specification in Listing 5.17, deployment and infrastructure
technologies are expressible in the concrete syntax of the Technology Modeling
Language as follows:

technology Operation {

deployment technologies {

Docker {

operation environments = "docker:19_03_8" default;

service properties {

string image = "openjdk:8u171-jre-alpine"<singleval>;

string Dockerfile<mandatory, singleval>;

}

}

}

infrastructure technologies {

Kafka {

operation environments = "bitnami/kafka:latest" default;

service properties {

string zooKeeperServer;

}

}

}

}

The example technology model defines the Docker deployment technology and its
default operation environment “docker:19_03_8”, which identifies the Docker version.
Moreover, the deployment technology comprises two configuration properties, i.e., im-
age and Dockerfile. The default image targets the deployment of Java microservices18.
Dockerfile, on the other hand, is a mandatory property to store Dockerfile contents.

18https://hub.docker.com/_/openjdk

https://hub.docker.com/_/openjdk
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In addition, the example technology model defines the Kafka infrastructure tech-
nology for the eponymous message broker. The technology’s default operation
environment is a specialized Docker image for Kafka19. Furthermore, the zooKeep-

erServer configuration property enables to determine the addresses of one or more
ZooKeeper servers20 for the coordination of Kafka nodes [207].

Operation Aspects

Listing 5.18 shows the grammar specification for the definition of operation aspects
with the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2). The
production rules contribute to the operation aspects sections within technology
models (cf. Listing 5.10).

Listing 5.18: Excerpt of the Technology Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for operation aspects (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2).

1 OperationAspect returns OperationAspect:
2 ’aspect’ name=ID
3 (’<’
4 features+=AspectFeature (’,’ features+=AspectFeature)*
5 ’>’)?
6 ’for’ joinPoints+=OperationJoinPointType (’,’ joinPoints+=OperationJoinPointType)*
7 (
8 (’{’
9 pointcutSelectors+=OperationAspectPointcutSelector*

10 properties+=TechnologySpecificProperty*
11 ’}’)
12 |
13 ’;’
14 )
15 ;
16
17 enum OperationJoinPointType returns JoinPointType:
18 CONTAINERS = ’containers’ | INFRASTRUCTURE_NODES = ’infrastructure’
19 ;
20
21 OperationAspectPointcutSelector returns $OperationAspectPointcutSelector$:
22 ’selector’ ’(’
23 pointcuts+=OperationAspectPointcut (’,’ pointcuts+=OperationAspectPointcut)*
24 ’)’ ’;’
25 ;
26
27 OperationAspectPointcut returns OperationAspectPointcut:
28 forTechnology?=’technology’ ’=’ technology=[OperationTechnology|ID]
29 ;

Basically, the concrete syntax for the definition of operation aspects follows that
for the definition of service aspects (cf. Listings 5.15 and 5.16), whereas only the
available join points and pointcuts differ. The OperationJoinPointType production
rule (cf. Lines 17 to 19 in Listing 5.18) constrains the literals of the JoinPoint-

Type enumeration from the metamodel of the Technology Modeling Language (cf.
19https://hub.docker.com/r/bitnami/kafka
20https://zookeeper.apache.org

https://hub.docker.com/r/bitnami/kafka
https://zookeeper.apache.org
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Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2) to operation-related join points. Furthermore, it assigns
keywords to the join point literals, i.e., containers to the CONTAINERS literal and
infrastructure to the INFRASTRUCTURE_NODES literal.

By contrast to the grammar specification for the definition of service aspects (cf.
Listing 5.15), there only exists one pointcut for operation aspects, i.e., technology
(cf. Lines 27 to 29 in Listing 5.18). It enables to constrain the applicability of an
operation aspect to a certain operation technology from the same technology model
(cf. Listing 5.17 and Subsection 4.4.2).

Demonstration

The grammar specifications for the concrete syntax of the Technology Modeling
Language (cf. Listings 5.10 to 5.18) allow the construction of technology models for
various kinds of technologies. We demonstrate the specified concrete syntax by means
of the food ordering case study microservice architecture [253] (cf. Subsection 5.3.1).
It employs Java to implement microservices and the MySQL DBMS to let them store
data.

The following paragraphs demonstrate the usage of the Technology Modeling
Language by presenting excerpts of the “Java.technology” and “MySQL.technology”
technology models in the language’s concrete syntax. The first technology model
focuses on the Java programming language and the latter technology model addresses
the MySQL DBMS in the context of the case study microservice architecture.

Java Technology Model Listing 5.19 shows an excerpt of the Java technology model.
The complete model code can be found in Listing G.5 of Appendix G.2.

Listing 5.19: Excerpt of example technology model file “Java.technology” in the con-
crete syntax of the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Listing G.5 in Appendix G.2).

1 technology Java {
2 types {
3 primitive type Boolean based on boolean default;
4 primitive type Byte based on byte default;
5 primitive type Character based on char default;
6 primitive type Date based on date default;
7 primitive type Double based on double default;
8 primitive type Float based on float default;
9 primitive type Integer based on int default;

10 primitive type Long based on long default;
11 primitive type Short based on short default;
12 primitive type String based on string default;
13 primitive type Object based on unspecified default;
14 primitive type BigDecimal;
15
16 compatibility matrix {
17 Double -> BigDecimal;
18 }
19 }
20
21 service aspects {
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22 aspect Table<singleval> for types {
23 string name<mandatory>;
24 }
25 aspect Version<singleval> for fields;
26 ...
27 }
28 }

The Java technology model comprises the types and service aspects sections.
The types section addresses Java’s type system. As the type system of our MSA

modeling languages integrates Java’s primitive types (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), there
exists an eponymous default Java type synonym for each built-in primitive type.
For instance, the Java-specific type Long is the default type synonym of the built-in
primitive type long of our MSA modeling languages (cf. Line 10 in Listing 5.19).

Moreover, we decided to model Java’s Object type21, which is the object-oriented
root of Java’s type hierarchy [107], as the default type synonym of the built-in primi-
tive type unspecified of our MSA modeling languages (cf. Line 13 in Listing 5.19 and
Subsection 4.4.1). This approach covers scenarios where it is sufficient to replace all oc-
currences of the unspecified type in domain models with a single technology-specific
type. For example, it enables the generation of compilable code from underspecified
domain models to test already completed model parts [242].

The example technology model also defines a Java-specific type that is not a type
synonym, i.e., BigDecimal (cf. Line 14 in Listing 5.19). Additionally, the compatibility
matrix in Lines 16 to 18 determines that values of the technology-specific type Double

are convertible into BigDecimal instances.
The service aspects section completes the example technology model with two

service aspects for JPA’s @Table and @Version annotations (cf. Lines 21 to 27 in
Listing 5.19).

MySQL Technology Model Listing 5.20 presents an excerpt of the MySQL technol-
ogy model. Its complete model code can be found in Listing G.7 of Appendix G.2.

Listing 5.20: Excerpt of example technology model file “MySQL.technology” in
the concrete syntax of the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Listing G.7 in Ap-
pendix G.2).

1 technology MySQL {
2 protocols {
3 sync connectorJ data formats "jdbc_enabled" default with format "jdbc_enabled";
4 }
5
6 infrastructure technologies {
7 MySQL {
8 operation environments = "mysql:5.7.13" default;
9

10 service properties {
11 string mySqlUser<mandatory, singleval>;

21https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Object.html

https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Object.html
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12 ...
13 }
14 }
15 }
16 }

The example technology model clusters technology information about the MySQL
DBMS.

Line 3 defines the connectorJ protocol22 and a corresponding data format to
enable interaction with MySQL databases via Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) [81].

Lines 7 to 14 model the MySQL infrastructure technology, whose default operation
environment identifies the MySQL version. The mandatory property mySqlUser (cf.
Line 11) allows configuration of the user name to access an instance of the MySQL
DBMS hosted on a modeled infrastructure node (cf. Subsection 4.4.5).

5.3.3 Service Modeling Language

The following subsection presents the grammar specification for the concrete syntax
of the Service Modeling Language [248]. Based on the structure of Subsection 4.4.3,
which described the language’s metamodel, the present subsection consists of the
parts “Metamodel Root”, “Endpoints and Protocol Specifications”, “Microservices”,
and “Interfaces and Operations”. The additional “Demonstration” part concludes
the subsection with a demonstration of the specified concrete syntax for the prac-
tical construction of a service model for the food ordering case study microservice
architecture (cf. Subsection 5.3.1).

Metamodel Root

The following paragraphs describe the Xtext-based grammar specifications for con-
cepts from the metamodel root of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.9 in
Subsection 4.4.3).

Preamble Listing 5.21 shows the grammar specification for concepts from the meta-
model root of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3).
These concepts constitute the preamble of service models.

The preamble of a service model consists of an arbitrary number of imports (cf.
Line 2 in Listing 5.21) after which at least one microservice definition must follow (cf.
Line 3).

Lines 6 to 8 of Listing 5.21 specify the Import production rule for service model
construction. Basically, the structure of import statements in a service model follows
the structure of import statements in domain models (cf. Listing 5.1 in Subsec-
tion 5.3.1) and technology models (cf. Listing 5.10 in Subsection 5.3.2). However, the

22https://dev.mysql.com/doc/connector-j/5.7/en

https://dev.mysql.com/doc/connector-j/5.7/en
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Listing 5.21: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s grammar specification for
the preamble of service models based on metamodel root concepts (cf. Figure 4.9 in
Subsection 4.4.3).

1 ServiceModel returns ServiceModel:
2 imports+=Import*
3 microservices+=Microservice+
4 ;
5
6 Import returns Import:
7 ’import’ importType=ImportType ’from’ importURI=STRING ’as’ name=ID
8 ;
9

10 enum ImportType returns ImportType:
11 DATATYPES=’datatypes’ | MICROSERVICES=’microservices’ | TECHNOLOGY=’technology’
12 ;

corresponding ImportType production rule (cf. Lines 10 to 12 in Listing 5.21) also
determines a keyword for the MICROSERVICES literal of the ImportType metamodel
enumeration (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3). Consequently, the allowed keywords
for import types as parts of the import statements in service model preambles are (i)
datatypes for complex types from domain models; (ii) microservices for services
from other service models; and (iii) technology for information from technology
models.

Technology References Listing 5.22 shows the grammar specification for microser-
vice technology references (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3).

Listing 5.22: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s grammar specification for
microservice technology references (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3).

1 TechnologyReference returns TechnologyReference:
2 ’@’ ’technology’ ’(’
3 technology=[Import]
4 (’,’ ’typedef’ ’=’ isTypeDefinitionTechnology=BOOLEAN)?
5 ’)’
6 ;

The TechnologyReference production rule specifies the grammar for the epony-
mous metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3). A technology reference
starts with the @technology directive (cf. Line 2), which we consider a built-in
annotation of our MSA modeling languages. First, the annotation’s definition is
integrated into the grammar specification of the Service Modeling Language. Second,
the annotation enables the assignment of technologies to modeled microservices
(cf. Subsection 4.4.3 and Listing 5.26). Based on the popularity of Java in service
programming [261, 32], we decided to adopt the @-symbol in the concrete syntaxes
of built-in annotations. Moreover, like Java annotations [107], built-in annotations
always precede annotated model elements.
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Built-in annotations may have bodies that follow in round brackets after annota-
tions’ names. Lines 3 and 4 of Listing 5.22 specify the syntax for bodies of @technology
annotations. The technology feature inside the body of an @technology annotation
(cf. Line 3) expects the Import alias of the imported technology model to which the
reference shall point (cf. Listing 5.21 and Appendix E.3). The isTypeDefinitionTech-

nology feature (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) may receive its possible boolean value by means
of the typedef keyword and the =-symbol after the reference to the technology model
import (cf. Line 4).

Starting from the grammar specification in Listing 5.22, technology references in
service models have the following syntactic forms:

import technology from "../Java.technology" as Java

import technology from "../Kafka.technology" as Kafka

import technology from "../Spring.technology" as Spring

@technology(Java, typedef=true)

@technology(Kafka)

@technology(Spring)

// Microservice definition (cf. Listing 5.26)

The first @technology annotation after the initial import statements refers to
the Java technology imported from the “Java.technology” file (cf. Listing G.5 in
Appendix G.2) under the alias Java. In addition, the annotation sets the typedef

flag to true in order to signal that the Java technology is the source for default
type synonyms (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). The following @technology annotations point
to the technologies from the “Kafka.technology” and “Spring.technology” files (cf.
Listings G.6 and G.8 in Appendix G.2) by means of their import aliases.

Application of Imported Service Aspects Listing 5.23 shows the grammar specifica-
tion for the application of imported service aspects (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3).

Listing 5.23: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s grammar specification for
the application of imported service aspects (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3).

1 ImportedServiceAspect returns ImportedServiceAspect:
2 ’@’ ^import=[Import] ’::’ importedAspect=[technology::ServiceAspect|QualifiedName]
3 (’(’(
4 singlePropertyValue=PrimitiveValue
5 |
6 (values+=PropertyValueAssignment (’,’ values+=PropertyValueAssignment)*)
7 )’)’)?
8 ;
9

10 PropertyValueAssignment returns technology::TechnologySpecificPropertyValueAssignment:
11 property=[technology::TechnologySpecificProperty] ’=’ value=PrimitiveValue
12 ;
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Lines 1 to 8 of Listing 5.23 specify the production rule for the ImportedServiceAs-

pect concept from the metamodel of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.9 in
Subsection 4.4.3). Like for the built-in @technology annotation concerning technology
references on microservice definitions (cf. Listing 5.22), the @-symbol introduces the
application of imported service aspects (cf. Line 2 in Listing 5.23). However, since
technology aspects model custom metadata (cf. Subsection 4.4.2), we consider the
representations of their applications in the concrete syntaxes of our MSA modeling
languages custom annotations.

The textual notation of custom annotations differs from that of built-in annotations
after the introductory @-symbol. First, the @-symbol of a custom annotation must
be followed by the import alias of the technology model that defines the technology
aspect referenced by the annotation (cf. Line 2 in Listing 5.23). Next, two colons
separate the alias from the qualified name of the referenced aspect similar to the
concrete syntax for imported complex types in domain models (cf. Listing 5.1 in
Subsection 5.3.1). The qualified name of an aspect in a custom annotation consists
of a built-in technology namespace and the name of the aspect separated by a dot.
We introduced the notion of built-in technology namespace to allow unambiguous
identification of eponymous elements from different sections of technology models
(cf. Subsection 5.3.2). The following built-in technology namespaces exist:

• _aspects: Namespace for referencing service and operation aspects of imported
technology models.

• _deployment: Namespace for accessing deployment technologies.
• _infrastructure: Namespace for accessing infrastructure technologies.
• _protocols: Namespace for protocols in imported technology models.
• _types: Namespace for technology-specific types.

Lines 3 to 7 of Listing 5.23 show the grammar specification for the body of
an aspect application in the form of a custom annotation. The body of a custom
annotation follows in round brackets after the name of the referenced technology
aspect. It consists of one or more value assignments to aspect properties, and the
PropertyValueAssignment production rule in Lines 10 to 12 of Listing 5.23 prescribes
the concrete syntax for these value assignments. That is, a value assignment states the
name of the technology-specific aspect property (cf. Listing 5.14 in Subsection 5.3.2)
followed by the =-symbol and the assigned property value. In case a technology
aspect defines exactly one property, it is also possible to indicate the property’s value
without the property name and the =-symbol (cf. Line 4 in Listing 5.23).

With the grammar specification in Listing 5.23, the augmentation of elements
within service models by imported technology aspects in the form of custom annota-
tions is possible as follows:

import technology from "../Java.technology" as Java

import technology from "../Kafka.technology" as Kafka
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@Java::_aspects.Access

@Java::_aspects.Table("OrderTable")

@Kafka::_aspects.KafkaListener(

group = "foodToGo",

topic = "orderCancellation"

)

// Target element definition

The example excerpt of a service model illustrates the usage of the concrete syntax
for built-in technology namespaces and the application of imported service aspects
as custom annotations. To this end, the service model first imports the technology
models “Java.technology” and “Kafka.technology” under the aliases Java and Kafka,
respectively.

Next, the example service model applies three aspects imported from the tech-
nology models in the form of custom annotations. Thus, each aspect application is
introduced by the @-symbol followed by the name of the alias for the model import,
two colons, and the qualified aspect name. The qualified aspect name consists of the
built-in technology namespace for technology aspects (_aspects) and the name of
the aspect itself.

In Subsection 5.3.2, we exemplified the definition of service aspects by means of
the Access and Table aspects in the Java technology model. For the Access aspect,
we defined a single string property called value with the default value “FIELD”.
Consequently, custom annotations that refer to the aspect can omit the property as
shown in the above service model excerpt. The Table aspect, on the other hand,
defines the mandatory property name. Since it is the only property of the aspect, the
assignment of the value “OrderTable” may happen without stating the property’s
name and the =-symbol.

The KafkaListener aspect referenced by the third custom annotation example
reifies the KafkaListener annotation23 and originates from the imported technology
model “Kafka.technology”. As the aspect defines more than one property, value
assignments within custom annotations for the aspect must always indicate the names
of the aspect’s properties, i.e., group and topic.

References to Microservices, Interfaces, and Operations Listing 5.24 shows the
grammar specification for references to microservices, interfaces, and operations
that may possibly originate from imported service models (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsec-
tion 4.4.3).

23https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/api/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/Kafka
Listener.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/api/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/KafkaListener.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/api/org/springframework/kafka/annotation/KafkaListener.html
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Listing 5.24: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s grammar specification for
referencing possibly imported microservices, interfaces, and operations (cf. Figure 4.9
in Subsection 4.4.3).

1 PossiblyImportedMicroservice returns PossiblyImportedMicroservice:
2 (^import=[Import] ’::’)? microservice=[Microservice|QualifiedName]
3 ;
4
5 PossiblyImportedInterface returns PossiblyImportedInterface:
6 (^import=[Import] ’::’)? interface=[Interface|QualifiedName]
7 ;
8
9 PossiblyImportedOperation returns PossiblyImportedOperation:

10 (^import=[Import] ’::’)? operation=[Operation|QualifiedName]
11 ;

All three production rules specify the same syntactic structure. In case an imported
microservice, interface, or operation shall be referenced, the modeler must state the
alias of the corresponding service model Import followed by two colons. Independent
of whether they refer to imported elements, applications of the production rules end
with the qualified names of the referred microservices, interfaces, or operations (cf.
Subsection 4.4.3).

Endpoints and Protocol Specifications

Listing 5.25 shows the grammar specification for the concrete syntax of the Service
Modeling Language concerning endpoints and protocol specifications (cf. Figure 4.10
in Subsection 4.4.3).

Listing 5.25: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s grammar specification
concerning endpoints and protocol specifications (cf. Figure 4.10 in Subsection 4.4.3).

1 ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat returns ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat:
2 ^import=[Import] ’::’ importedProtocol=[technology::Protocol|QualifiedName]
3 (’(’ dataFormat=[technology::DataFormat|STRING] ’)’)?
4 ;
5
6 ProtocolSpecification returns ProtocolSpecification:
7 ’@’ communicationType=CommunicationType ’(’
8 protocol=ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat
9 ’)’

10 ;
11
12 Endpoint returns Endpoint:
13 protocols+=ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat (’,’ protocols+=ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat)* ’:’
14 addresses+=STRING (’,’ addresses+=STRING)* ’;’
15 ;

Lines 1 to 4 specify the production rule for the ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat

concept from the metamodel of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).
After the imported protocol (cf. Line 2), a data format may follow in round brackets
(cf. Line 3). In case the modeler omits an explicit data format, the Service Modeling
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Language assumes the protocol’s default data format as determined by the imported
technology model defining the protocol (cf. Subsection 5.3.2).

Lines 6 to 10 of Listing 5.25 specify the ProtocolSpecification production rule.
A protocol specification starts with the @-symbol followed by the keyword of a
communication type, i.e., sync or async (cf. Listing 5.13 in Subsection 5.3.2). Like
@technology (cf. Listing 5.22), the resulting directives @sync and @async constitute
built-in annotations of our MSA modeling languages. A protocol specification also
involves the determination of the imported protocol and possibly one of its data
formats in round brackets after the built-in communication type annotation (cf.
Line 8).

Together, the ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat and ProtocolSpecification pro-
duction rules from Listing 5.25 enable the expression of protocol specifications as
follows:

import technology from "../Kafka.technology" as Kafka

import technology from "../Spring.technology" as Spring

@technology(Kafka)

@technology(Spring)

@async(Kafka::_protocols.kafka)

@sync(Spring::_protocols.rest("application/xml"))

// Microservice definition (cf. Listing 5.26)

The example listing imports the “Kafka.technology” and “Spring.technology”
models, and assigns them to a hypothetical microservice definition by means of the
built-in @technology annotation and the import aliases.

Next, the listing uses the built-in @async annotation to determine the kafka

protocol from the built-in technology namespace _protocols of the imported Kafka

technology model as the microservice’s asynchronous protocol. Since this protocol
specification does not explicitly indicate a data format, the protocol’s default binary
format takes effect (cf. Listing G.6 in Appendix G.2).

Additionally, the example listing uses the built-in @sync annotation to configure
the rest protocol from the imported Spring technology model as the synchronous
protocol of the microservice. By contrast to the specification of the kafka protocol, the
specification of the rest protocol explicitly identifies XML as its data format using
the corresponding MIME type [288].

Furthermore, Lines 12 to 15 of Listing 5.25 show the specification of the End-

point production rule for the eponymous metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.10 in
Subsection 4.4.3). An endpoint is introduced by one or more comma-separated
protocols followed by a single colon (cf. Line 13) and the comma-separated list of
endpoint addresses (cf. Line 14). We illustrate the usage of the Endpoint production
rule in the context of a modeled microservice in Listing 5.30 of the “Demonstration”
part below.
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Microservices

Listing 5.26 shows the grammar specification for the modeling of microservices with
the Service Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3). It builds upon the
production rules in Listings 5.22 to 5.25.

Listing 5.26: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s grammar specification for
microservices (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3).

1 Microservice returns Microservice:
2 (technologyReferences+=TechnologyReference)*
3 (protocols+=ProtocolSpecification (protocols+=ProtocolSpecification)?)?
4 (’@’ ’endpoints’ ’(’ endpoints+=Endpoint+ ’)’)?
5 aspects+=ImportedServiceAspect*
6 visibility=Visibility?
7 type=MicroserviceType
8 ’microservice’ name=QualifiedNameWithAtLeastOneLevel (’version’ version=ID)?
9 ’{’

10 (’required’ ’microservices’ ’{’
11 requiredMicroservices+=PossiblyImportedMicroservice
12 (’,’ requiredMicroservices+=PossiblyImportedMicroservice)*
13 ’}’)?
14 (’required’ ’interfaces’ ’{’
15 requiredInterfaces+=PossiblyImportedInterface
16 (’,’ requiredInterfaces+=PossiblyImportedInterface)*
17 ’}’)?
18 (’required’ ’operations’ ’{’
19 requiredOperations+=PossiblyImportedOperation
20 (’,’ requiredOperations+=PossiblyImportedOperation)*
21 ’}’)?
22 interfaces+=Interface+
23 ’}’
24 ;
25
26 enum Visibility returns Visibility:
27 INTERNAL=’internal’ | ARCHITECTURE=’architecture’ | PUBLIC=’public’
28 ;
29
30 enum MicroserviceType returns MicroserviceType:
31 FUNCTIONAL=’functional’ | UTILITY=’utility’ | INFRASTRUCTURE = ’infrastructure’
32 ;
33
34 QualifiedNameWithAtLeastOneLevel:
35 ID ’.’ QualifiedName
36 ;

Lines 1 to 24 specify the production rule for the Microservice metamodel concept
(cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3). A modeled microservice may receive a number of
optional information based on the feature assignments in Lines 2 to 6:

• Technology references: A microservice may refer to an arbitrary number of
imported technology models (cf. Line 2) leveraging the built-in @technology

annotation (cf. the TechnologyReference production rule in Listing 5.22).
• Protocols: A microservice may determine the protocols on which it relies for in-

teractions (cf. Line 3) using the built-in communication type annotations @sync
and @async (cf. the ProtocolSpecification production rule in Listing 5.25).
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The protocols must originate from the technology models referenced by the
microservice (cf. Appendix E.3).

• Endpoints: The grammar specification in Listing 5.26 introduces the built-in
@endpoints annotation for the configuration of microservice endpoints (cf.
Line 4). In the round brackets following the annotation name, modelers
can provide a list of endpoint definitions based on the Endpoint production
rule in Listing 5.25. The protocols and data formats used in the endpoints
must originate from the technology models referenced by the microservice (cf.
Appendix E.3).

• Service aspects: A microservice may receive an arbitrary number of service
aspect applications (cf. Line 5). The ImportedServiceAspect production rule
from Listing 5.23 specifies the corresponding syntax.

• Visibility: To explicitly determine the visibility of a microservice, modelers can
use the keywords for the literals of the Visibility enumeration (cf. Figure 4.9
in Subsection 4.4.3 and Lines 26 to 28 in Listing 5.26).

The actual definition of a microservice following one or more of the optional
information listed above begins with the statement of the microservice type (cf. Line 7
in Listing 5.26). To this end, the grammar specification for the Service Modeling
Language assigns a keyword to each literal of the MicroserviceType enumeration (cf.
Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3 and Lines 30 to 32 in Listing 5.26).

After the type statement, the microservice keyword determines the name of a
modeled microservice (cf. Line 8 in Listing 5.26). The name of a microservice must
consist of at least two levels based on the QualifiedNameWithAtLeastOneLevel rule
(cf. Lines 34 to 36). We decided to impose this constraint on microservice names
in order to foster the usage of semantic naming conventions in microservice teams.
Moreover, we aim to facilitate model processing for popular service programming
languages like Java and C# (cf. Subsection 4.3.2) which structure source code artifacts
in qualifying packages and namespaces [107, 136], respectively.

The name of a modeled microservice may be followed by the version keyword
that enables to assign an additional version to the service (cf. Line 8 in Listing 5.26).

Based on the already described parts of the grammar specification in Listing 5.26,
it is possible to model the type, visibility, and name of a microservice with the Service
Modeling Language as follows:

// Functional OrderService with implicit architecture visibility

// (cf. Subsection 4.4.3)

functional microservice org.example.OrderService

// Public functional microservice CustomerCore

// (cf. Microservice Architecture MA.3 in Subsection 4.3.2)

public functional microservice

com.lakesidemutual.customercore.CustomerCore
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// Internal utility microservice TimeService

// (cf. Microservice Architecture MA.4 in Subsection 4.3.2)

internal utility microservice Pitstop.TimeService

The body of a modeled microservice, which follows its name or version in curly
brackets (cf. Lines 9 to 23 in Listing 5.26), may comprise the three optional sections
required microservices, required interfaces, and required operations. They
refer to the required elements from another microservice (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) and
Listing 5.24 specified the concrete syntax for such element references.

A microservice body must define at least one interface (cf. Line 22 in Listing 5.26).
We describe the corresponding Interface production rule in the next part.

Interfaces and Operations

The following paragraphs describe the Xtext-based grammar specifications for inter-
faces and operations in the Service Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsec-
tion 4.4.3).

Interfaces Listing 5.27 shows the grammar specification for microservice interfaces
(cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3).

Listing 5.27: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s grammar specification for
interfaces (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3).

1 Interface returns Interface:
2 (protocols+=ProtocolSpecification (protocols+=ProtocolSpecification)?)?
3 (’@’ ’endpoints’ ’(’ endpoints+=Endpoint+ ’)’)?
4 aspects+=ImportedServiceAspect*
5 (notImplemented?=’noimpl’)? visibility=Visibility?
6 ’interface’ name=ID (’version’ version=ID)?
7 ’{’
8 referredOperations+=ReferredOperation*
9 operations+=Operation*

10 ’}’
11 ;

An interface in a microservice body (cf. Listing 5.26) may receive protocol spec-
ifications, endpoints, and applications of imported service aspects (cf. Lines 2 to
4).

The optional noimpl keyword (cf. Line 5) indicates that an interface does not
exhibit an implementation (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). Additionally, the grammar specifica-
tion refers to the Visibility production rule (cf. Listing 5.26) to also enable visibility
determination for interfaces.

The interface keyword introduces the definition of an interface with its name
and possible version (cf. Line 6).

The body of an interface (cf. Lines 7 to 10) consists of at least one referred or
owned operation (cf. Appendix E.3).
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Operations Listing 5.28 presents the grammar specification for microservice opera-
tions (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3).

Listing 5.28: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s grammar specification for
operations (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3).

1 Operation returns Operation:
2 (apiOperationComment=ApiOperationComment)?
3 (protocols+=ProtocolSpecification (protocols+=ProtocolSpecification)?)?
4 (’@’ ’endpoints’ ’(’ endpoints+=Endpoint+ ’)’)?
5 aspects+=ImportedServiceAspect*
6 (notImplemented?=’noimpl’)? visibility=Visibility? name=ID ’(’
7 parameters+=Parameter? (’,’ parameters+=Parameter)*
8 ’)’ ’;’
9 ;

10
11 ApiOperationComment returns ApiOperationComment:
12 ’---’
13 comment=Anything
14 parameterComments+=ApiParameterComment*
15 ’---’
16 ;
17
18 ApiParameterComment returns ApiParameterComment:
19 (’@param’ | required?=’@required’)
20 parameter=[Parameter]
21 comment=Anything
22 ;
23
24 Parameter returns Parameter:
25 aspects+=ImportedServiceAspect*
26 communicationType=CommunicationType
27 exchangePattern=ExchangePattern?
28 (communicatesFault?=’fault’)?
29 name=ID
30 (optional?=’?’)?
31 ’:’
32 (primitiveType=PrimitiveType | importedType=ImportedType)
33 (’=’ initializedByOperation=PossiblyImportedOperation)?
34 ;
35
36 ImportedType returns ImportedType:
37 ^import=[Import] ’::’ type=[data::Type|QualifiedName]
38 ;

Lines 1 to 9 specify the Operation production rule for the eponymous metamodel
concept (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3).

An operation may receive an API operation comment (cf. Line 2) between a pair of
three consecutive dashes as prescribed by the ApiOperationComment production rule
(cf. Lines 11 to 16). Its comment feature refers to the Anything rule (cf. Line 13), which
is an Xtext data type rule [28] that instructs the parser to consume all tokens without
recognizing them as keywords of the Service Modeling Language. An API operation
comment may cluster several instances of the ApiParameterComment production rule
(cf. Line 14). This rule allows the assignment of comments to the parameters of
microservice operations (cf. Lines 18 to 22). To this end, the built-in @param annotation
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introduces a comment for an optional operation parameter and the built-in @required

annotation precedes required operation parameters (cf. Line 19 and Subsection 4.4.3).
After the introductory annotation, a reference to the commented parameter must
follow together with the actual comment (cf. Lines 20 and 21).

Subsequent to a possible API comment, a microservice operation may exhibit
(i) protocol specifications and endpoints; (ii) aspect applications; (iii) the noimpl

keyword; and (iv) a visibility modifier (cf. Lines 3 to 6 in Listing 5.28).
The actual signature of a microservice operation must follow after the previously

described optional elements. It consists of the name of the operation, an arbitrary
number of parameters in round brackets, and is concluded by a semicolon (cf. Lines 6
to 8 in Listing 5.28).

Lines 24 to 34 of Listing 5.28 specify the Parameter production rule for the
eponymous concept from the metamodel of the Service Modeling Language (cf.
Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3). The preamble of a modeled microservice operation
parameter consists of the following elements:

• Service aspects: A parameter definition may involve the application of an
arbitrary number of service aspects (cf. Line 25) with the parameters join point
(cf. Listing 5.15 in Subsection 5.3.2).

• Communication type: Each parameter must receive a communication type (cf.
Line 26).

• Exchange pattern: The default exchange pattern for operation parameters is
IN (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) so that the explicit statement of an exchange pattern in
a parameter preamble is only necessary for the INOUT or OUT exchange patterns
(cf. Line 27).

• Fault identifier: The optional fault keyword (cf. Line 28) indicates that a
parameter communicates failures in the execution of a microservice operation
(cf. Subsection 4.4.3).

• Parameter name: Each parameter must receive a name (cf. Line 29).
• Optional flag: The ?-symbol after a parameter’s name (cf. Line 30) identifies

the parameter to be optional.

A colon concludes the preamble of a parameter definition (cf. Line 31 in List-
ing 5.28) and is followed by the parameter’s type (cf. Line 32). Furthermore, it is
possible to model the initialization of a parameter by the return value of another
microservice operation (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) using the =-symbol (cf. Line 33).

The grammar specification in Listing 5.28 allows the expression of microservice
operations and their parameters with the Service Modeling Language as follows:

functional microservice org.example.CustomerManagement {

interface customerInformationHolder {

---

Get customer with a given customer id.
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@required customerId the customer’s unique id

---

getCustomer(

sync customerId : long,

sync out customer

: customerManagement::customer.CustomerDto,

sync out fault customerNotFound : string

);

}

}

The example listing models the getCustomer operation as part of the customerIn-

formationHolder interface from the CustomerManagement microservice of Microser-
vice Architecture MA.3 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2). The operation returns a customer for a
given identifier or a fault in case the customer does not exist.

An API comment introduces the definition of the getCustomer operation by
describing its purpose. The signature of the operation consists of its name and three
required, synchronous parameters. The implicitly incoming customerId parameter
expects the identifier of a customer as a long value. The outgoing customer parameter
is of the complex type CustomerDto that originates from the customer bounded
context of an imported domain model with the alias customerManagement. The cus-

tomerNotFound parameter informs callers of the operation about a missing customer
in the form of a string.

Referred Operations Listing 5.29 presents the grammar specification for referred
operations in a modeled microservice interface (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3).

Listing 5.29: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s grammar specification for
referred operations (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3).

1 ReferredOperation returns ReferredOperation:
2 (protocols+=ProtocolSpecification (protocols+=ProtocolSpecification)?)?
3 (’@’ ’endpoints’ ’(’ endpoints+=Endpoint+ ’)’)?
4 aspects+=ImportedServiceAspect*
5 ’refers’ operation=[Operation|QualifiedName] ’;’
6 ;

Like a native operation of an interface (cf. Listing 5.28), a referred operation
may receive protocol specifications, endpoints, and aspects in the referring interface.
The refers keyword then points to the referred operation, thereby integrating its
signature into the referring interface (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). A semicolon concludes the
reference.
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Demonstration

In the following, we demonstrate the usage of the concrete syntax of the Service
Modeling Language based on the grammar specifications from Listings 5.21 to 5.29.
The example service model defines the OrderService of the food ordering case study
microservice architecture [253] (cf. Subsection 5.3.1).

Listing 5.30 presents an excerpt of the example service model “Order.services” in
the concrete syntax of the Service Modeling Language. Listing G.9 in Appendix G.3
comprises the complete model code.

Listing 5.30: Excerpt of example service model file “Order.services” in the concrete
syntax of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Listing G.9 in Appendix G.3).

1 import datatypes from "../Common/Common.data" as Common
2 import datatypes from "Order.data" as OrderDomain
3 import datatypes from "../Restaurant/Restaurant.data" as RestaurantDomain
4 import technology from "../Java.technology" as Java
5 import technology from "../Kafka.technology" as Kafka
6 import technology from "../Spring.technology" as Spring
7
8 @technology(Java)
9 @technology(Kafka)

10 @technology(Spring)
11 @async(Kafka::_protocols.kafka)
12 @sync(Spring::_protocols.rest)
13 @Kafka::_aspects.BootstrapAddress("localhost:9092")
14 functional microservice org.example.OrderService {
15 @endpoints(Spring::_protocols.rest: "/orders";)
16 interface Orders {
17 ---
18 Create order
19 @required request Request
20 ---
21 @Spring::_aspects.Post
22 create(
23 sync in request : OrderDomain::API.CreateOrderRequest,
24 sync out response : OrderDomain::API.CreateOrderResponse
25 );
26
27 ...
28 }
29
30 interface OrderEventConsumer {
31 ---
32 Listen for a menu to be created
33 @required menuCreated Menu was created (uses RestaurantCreated as its envelope to also get
34 the name of the restaurant for which the menu was created)
35 ---
36 @Kafka::_aspects.KafkaListener(group = "ftgo", topic = "ftgoTopic")
37 listenCreateMenu(async in menuCreated : RestaurantDomain::Restaurant.RestaurantCreated);
38 }
39 }

Lines 1 and 2 import the domain models “Common.data” and “Order.data” de-
scribed in the “Demonstration” part of Subsection 5.3.1, respectively.
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Additionally, Line 3 of Listing 5.30 imports the “Restaurant.data” domain model
that defines the data structure of the RestaurantCreated domain event as part of the
Restaurant bounded context (cf. Listing G.3 in Appendix G.1). The RestaurantSer-

vice of the case study microservice architecture emits the RestaurantCreated event
each time a user creates a new restaurant for online food ordering via the web portal
of the architecture [253]. The event informs the other microservices about the name
and menu of the new restaurant. To ensure consistent event receipt, the structure
of the event is shared across microservices via the “Restaurant.data” domain model.
We describe the modeling and sharing of domain event structures in more detail in
Chapter 8.

In Lines 4 to 6, the service model excerpt in Listing 5.30 imports the technology
models for Java, Kafka, and Spring (cf. Subsection 5.3.2 and Appendix G.2). Lines 8 to
10 assign the technologies to the OrderService microservice by means of the built-in
@technology annotation.

Lines 11 and 12 of Listing 5.30 apply the built-in annotations @async and @sync

to configure the protocols for asynchronous and synchronous interactions with the
OrderService, respectively. For asynchronous interactions, the microservice relies
on the kafka protocol from the imported Kafka technology model. For synchronous
interactions, the service employs the rest protocol from the Spring technology model
that focuses on RESTful HTTP [86]. Furthermore, Line 13 augments the OrderService

with the BootstrapAddress aspect from the Kafka technology model (cf. Listing G.6
in Appendix G.2). This aspect application determines the address of the ZooKeeper
server by which the asynchronous, Kafka-enabled operations of the microservice shall
discover Kafka message brokers [207].

Line 14 of Listing 5.30 defines the OrderService as a functional microservice
within the org.example namespace.

The microservice comprises two interfaces.
The Orders interface (cf. Lines 15 to 28 in Listing 5.30) exhibits the rest endpoint

“/orders”. The interface’s create operation (cf. Lines 17 to 25) enables clients to
place a new food order [253]. It has an API comment and applies the Post aspect
from the Spring technology model (cf. Listing G.8 in Appendix G.2) to specify that
an HTTP POST request [87] to the “/orders” endpoint shall trigger the operation’s
execution. The operation expects the synchronous request parameter of type Create-

OrderRequest and returns a synchronous response parameter of type CreateOrder-

Response. Both parameter types are complex types from the imported “Order.data”
domain model and its API bounded context (cf. Subsection 5.3.1 and Listing G.2 in
Appendix G.1).

The OrderEventConsumer interface (cf. Lines 30 to 38 in Listing 5.30) models
the listenCreateMenu operation. After its API comment, the operation applies
the KafkaListener aspect from the Kafka technology model (cf. Listing G.6 in
Appendix G.2). It configures the operation to (i) belong to the Kafka consumer group
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“ftgo”, which allows targeted scaling of message consumption [207]; (ii) subscribe to
the Kafka broker topic “ftgoTopic”; and (iii) listen for RestaurantCreated events via
the operation’s asynchronous incoming parameter menuCreated [253].

Appendix G.5 shows an alternative approach towards the construction of the service
model of the OrderService in Listing 5.30. This approach shifts the technology
information from the service model to a mapping model expressed with our Service
Technology Mapping Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.4). Consequently, the
service model becomes technology-agnostic. Specifically, it lacks built-in annotations
like @technology, @sync, and @endpoints as well as applications of technology aspects
(cf. Listing G.11 in Appendix G.5). As described in Subsection 3.4.3, technology-
agnostic service models facilitate technological migration of microservices. As a side
effect, they reduce information content, which may increase the comprehensibility of
more extensive service models than the one shown in Listing 5.30.

5.3.4 Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language

This subsection presents the specification of the concrete syntax of the Service Technol-
ogy Mapping Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.4). We structure the subsection
into the parts “Metamodel Root”, “Complex Type Mappings”, “Microservice Map-
pings”, and “Demonstration”.

Metamodel Root

Listing 5.31 shows the Xtext-based grammar specification for the root of the meta-
model of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.12 in
Subsection 4.4.4).

Listing 5.31: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s
grammar specification for its metamodel root (cf. Figure 4.12 in Subsection 4.4.4).

1 TechnologyMapping returns TechnologyMapping:
2 imports+=Import+
3 typeMappings+=ComplexTypeMapping*
4 serviceMappings+=MicroserviceMapping*
5 ;
6
7 @Override
8 enum ImportType returns service::ImportType:
9 TECHNOLOGY=’technology’ | MICROSERVICES=’microservices’

10 ;

Lines 1 to 5 specify the TechnologyMapping production rule for the eponymous
metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.12 in Subsection 4.4.4). The concrete syntax for the
mandatory imports in a mapping model (cf. Line 2) corresponds to that of the Import

production rule from the grammar specification of the Service Modeling Language
(cf. Listing 5.21 in Subsection 5.3.3). However, in Lines 7 to 10 we override the
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specification of the ImportType production rule [28], which is used by the Import

production rule, to constrain the possible import types to technology and service
models (cf. Subsection 4.4.4).

Complex Type Mappings

The following paragraphs describe the grammar specifications for the Service Tech-
nology Mapping Modeling Language related to technology mapping of complex
types, and their possible fields and operations.

Complex Type Mappings Listing 5.32 shows the grammar specification for com-
plex type mappings with the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language (cf.
Figure 4.12 in Subsection 4.4.4).

Listing 5.32: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s
grammar specification for complex type mapping (cf. Figure 4.12 in Subsection 4.4.4).

1 ComplexTypeMapping returns ComplexTypeMapping:
2 (technologyReferences+=TechnologyReference)*
3 ’type’ type=ImportedComplexTypeToMap ’{’
4 (’aspects’ ’{’
5 aspects+=TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect+
6 ’}’)?
7
8 fieldMappings+=TechnologySpecificFieldMapping*
9 operationMappings+=DataOperationMapping*

10 ’}’
11 ;
12
13 ImportedComplexTypeToMap returns ImportedComplexTypeToMap:
14 serviceModelImport=[service::Import] ’::’
15 dataModelImport=[service::Import] ’::’
16 type=[data::ComplexType|QualifiedName]
17 ;
18
19 TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect returns TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect:
20 technology=[service::Import] ’::’ aspect=[technology::ServiceAspect|QualifiedName]
21 (’(’(
22 singlePropertyValue=PrimitiveValue
23 |
24 (values+=PropertyValueAssignment (’,’ values+=PropertyValueAssignment)*)
25 )’)’)?
26 ’;’
27 ;

Lines 1 to 11 specify the ComplexTypeMapping production rule for the eponymous
metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.12 in Subsection 4.4.4). A complex type mapping may
start with an arbitrary number of instances of the TechnologyReference production
rule (cf. Line 2 and Listing 5.22 in Subsection 5.3.3). It enables modelers to determine
the technologies of complex types within mapping models using the built-in @tech-

nology annotation.
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The type keyword introduces the technology mapping of a complex type (cf.
Line 3 in Listing 5.32). To this end, the ImportedComplexTypeToMap production rule
(cf. Lines 13 to 17) prescribes the concrete syntax to identify the type to map. As
described in Subsection 4.4.4, the mapping of a complex type always happens in
the context of a certain service model. Consequently, the reference to the type to
map consists of (i) the import alias of the service model inside the mapping model
followed by two colons (cf. Line 14); (ii) the import alias of the domain model inside
the service model followed by two colons (cf. Line 15); and (iii) the qualified name of
the type to map within its defining domain model (cf. Line 16 and Subsection 5.3.1).

The body of a complex type mapping may cluster an aspects section (cf. Lines 4
to 6 in Listing 5.32) to apply technology aspects to complex types via the Technol-

ogySpecificImportedServiceAspect production rule (cf. Lines 19 to 27). This rule
adopts the concrete syntax for custom annotations (cf. Listing 5.23 in Subsection 5.3.3)
but omits the preceding @-symbol. After the aspects section in the body of a complex
type mapping, modelers may construct an arbitrary number of field and operation
mappings (cf. Lines 8 and 9 in Listing 5.32). However, the body of a complex type
mapping may also remain empty, e.g., when the technologies assigned to the mapping
already determine all relevant technology information (cf. Subsection 4.4.4).

The grammar specification in Listing 5.32 allows the practical construction of
complex type mappings with the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language
as follows:

import technology from "../Java.technology" as Java

import microservices from "Order.services" as OrderServices

@technology(Java)

type OrderServices::OrderDomain::Order.Order {

aspects {

Java::_aspects.Access;

Java::_aspects.Table("orders");

}

}

The example mapping model applies the Access and Table aspects from the
“Java.technology” model (cf. Subsection 5.3.2 and Listing G.5 in Appendix G.2)
to the Order structure from the “Order.data” domain model (cf. Listing 5.9 in
Subsection 5.3.1).

For this purpose, the mapping model imports the Java technology model and
leverages the built-in @technology annotation to augment the Order structure with
the Java technology. The technology mapping of the structure occurs in the context of
the “Order.services” model that imports the “Order.data” domain model under the
alias OrderDomain to make its elements accessible by the OrderService microservice
(cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3). Hence, the reference to the Order structure
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after the type keyword in the example mapping model consists of (i) the service
model’s import alias in the example mapping model (OrderServices); (ii) the alias of
the domain model import in the service model (OrderDomain); and (iii) the qualified
name of the structure consisting of the name of its defining bounded context (Order)
and its own name (Order).

Finally, the aspects section in the body of the complex type mapping applies the
Access and Table aspects imported from the “Java.technology” model to the Order

structure.

Data and Enumeration Field Mappings Listing 5.33 shows the grammar specifica-
tion for technology mappings of data and enumeration fields by means of the Service
Technology Mapping Modeling Language.

Listing 5.33: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s
grammar specification for data and enumeration field mapping (cf. Figure 4.13 in
Subsection 4.4.4).

1 TechnologySpecificFieldMapping returns TechnologySpecificFieldMapping:
2 (’.’ enumerationField=[data::EnumerationField] ’{’
3 ’aspects’ ’{’
4 aspects+=TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect+
5 ’}’
6 ’}’)
7 |
8 (dataField=[data::DataField]
9 (’:’ technology=[service::Import] ’::’ type=[data::Type|QualifiedName])?

10 (’{’
11 ’aspects’ ’{’
12 aspects+=TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect+
13 ’}’
14 ’}’
15 |
16 ’;’
17 ))
18 ;

Listing 5.33 specifies the production rule for the TechnologySpecificFieldMap-

ping metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.13 in Subsection 4.4.4). The resulting concrete
syntax allows the practical mapping of technology information to enumeration and
data fields.

Lines 2 to 6 of Listing 5.33 specify the concrete syntax for the mapping of enumer-
ation fields as part of the TechnologySpecificFieldMapping production rule. A dot
introduces the technology mapping of an enumeration field followed by the reference
to the field (cf. Line 2). Furthermore, an enumeration field mapping must not be
empty and thus comprise at least one imported service aspect in the aspects section
of its body (cf. Lines 3 to 5).

Lines 8 to 17 specify the concrete syntax for data field mappings. By contrast
to enumeration fields, data fields may receive a new technology-specific type (cf.
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Subsection 5.3.2) after a colon (cf. Line 9). Like enumeration field mappings, data field
mappings may include an aspects section (cf. Lines 11 to 13), which is however omit-
table in case data fields received a new technology-specific type (cf. Appendix E.4).
Without an aspects section, data field mappings must end with a semicolon (cf.
Line 16).

The following excerpt of an example mapping model illustrates the usage of the
grammar specification in Listing 5.33 in the context of the OrderService microservice:

import technology from "../Java.technology" as Java

import microservices from "Order.services" as OrderServices

@technology(Java)

type OrderServices::OrderDomain::Order.Order {

...

^version { aspects { Java::_aspects.Version; } }

}

@technology(Java)

type OrderServices::Common::Money {

amount : Java::_types.BigDecimal;

}

First, the mapping model excerpt applies the Version aspect from the Java tech-
nology model (cf. Listing 5.19 in Subsection 5.3.2) to the version data field of the
Order data structure (cf. Listing 5.9 in Subsection 5.3.1). Next, it adapts the type
of the Money data structure’s amount field (cf. Listing 5.8 in Subsection 5.3.1) from
the built-in primitive type double to the Java-specific type BigDecimal (cf. List-
ing 5.19 in Subsection 5.3.2) in the context of the OrderService (cf. Listing 5.30 in
Subsection 5.3.3).

Domain Operation Mappings Listing 5.34 shows the grammar specification for
the mapping of technology information to domain operations (cf. Figure 4.14 in
Subsection 4.4.4).

Listing 5.34: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s gram-
mar specification for domain operation mapping (cf. Figure 4.14 in Subsection 4.4.4).

1 DataOperationMapping returns DataOperationMapping:
2 ’op’ dataOperation=[data::DataOperation] ’{’
3 (’aspects’ ’{’
4 aspects+=TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect+
5 ’}’)?
6
7 (’return’ ’type’ returnTypeMapping=DataOperationReturnTypeMapping)?
8
9 (’parameters’ ’{’
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10 parameterMappings+=DataOperationParameterMapping+
11 ’}’)?
12 ’}’
13 ;
14
15 DataOperationReturnTypeMapping returns DataOperationReturnTypeMapping:
16 {DataOperationReturnTypeMapping}
17 (’:’ technology=[service::Import] ’::’ type=[data::Type|QualifiedName])?
18 (’{’
19 ’aspects’ ’{’
20 aspects+=TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect+
21 ’}’
22 ’}’
23 |
24 ’;’
25 )
26 ;
27
28 DataOperationParameterMapping returns DataOperationParameterMapping:
29 parameter=[data::DataOperationParameter]
30 (’:’ technology=[service::Import] ’::’ type=[data::Type|QualifiedName])?
31 (’{’
32 ’aspects’ ’{’
33 aspects+=TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect+
34 ’}’
35 ’}’
36 |
37 ’;’
38 )
39 ;

Lines 1 to 13 specify the production rule for the DataOperationMapping metamodel
concept (cf. Figure 4.14 in Subsection 4.4.4). The op keyword followed by a reference
to a domain operation introduces a mapping for the operation (cf. Line 2).

A domain operation mapping may comprise an aspects section to apply service
aspects to the mapped operation (cf. Lines 3 to 5).

The return type directive (cf. Line 7) enables modelers to determine technology
information for the return types of mapped domain operations based on the DataOp-

erationReturnTypeMapping production rule (cf. Lines 15 to 26). More specifically, a
return type mapping allows the exchange of a return type in favor of a technology-
specific type imported from a technology model (cf. Line 17). Furthermore, the body
of a return type mapping (cf. Lines 18 to 22) may cluster aspect applications for
the return type. It is possible to omit the body of a return type mapping if only
the mapping to a technology-specific type is necessary. In this case, the return type
mapping must end with a semicolon (cf. Line 24).

Next to return types, a domain operation mapping may involve a parameters

section to assign technology information to operation parameters (cf. Lines 9 to 11
in Listing 5.34). The DataOperationParameterMapping production rule prescribes the
corresponding syntax (cf. Lines 28 to 39). That is, to construct a domain operation
parameter mapping, a modeler first states the name of the mapped parameter before
they determine its technology-specific type (cf. Line 30) or aspects (cf. Lines 32 to 34).
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For both cases the syntax is the same as for return type mappings.
With the grammar specification in Listing 5.34, domain operation mappings are

expressible as follows:

import technology from "Java.technology" as Java

import technology from "Spring.technology" as Spring

import microservices from "LakesideMutual.services" as Services

@technology(Java)

type Services::CustomerSelfServiceBackend::Customer.AddressDto {

op fromDomainObject { aspects { Java::_aspects.static; } }

}

@technology(Java)

@technology(Spring)

type Services::CustomerManagement::Customer.CustomerCoreService {

op changeAddress {

return type { aspects { Spring::_aspects.ResponseEntity; } }

}

}

The example mapping model comprises two complex type mappings of which
each clusters a domain operation mapping introduced by the op keyword. Both
complex type mappings target selected domain concepts and their operations from
Microservice Architecture MA.3 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2).

The first complex type mapping concerns the AddressDto data structure from the
Customer bounded context of the Customer Self-Service microservice. Specifically,
the mapping includes a domain operation mapping to assign the static aspect
from a Java technology model to the fromDomainObject operation of the AddressDto

structure. The aspect conveys the semantics of Java class methods [107] for which no
corresponding modeling concept in the metamodels of our MSA modeling languages
exists. As a result, callers may use the mapped operation, e.g., as a factory method [97]
to retrieve shareable DTO instances from instances of the Address domain concept,
whose structure shall not be exposed from the Customer bounded context [83].

The second complex type mapping employs the Java technology model and the
additional Spring technology model to express a technology mapping for the Cus-

tomerCoreService. This service is a DDD service (cf. Subsection 5.3.2) and located
in the Customer bounded context of the Customer Management microservice of
Microservice Architecture MA.3. The domain operation mapping being part of the
complex type mapping augments the return type of the changeAddress operation
of the CustomerCoreService with an aspect for Spring’s ResponseEntity annotation.
Consequently, objects returned by the domain operation may directly constitute
responses of the Customer Management microservice in HTTP-based interactions.
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Microservice Mappings

The following paragraphs present the Xtext-based grammar specifications for the
mapping of technology to microservices, their interfaces, operations and parameters.

Microservice Mappings Next to complex type mappings (see above), microservice
mappings constitute the second kind of top-level model element within mapping
models. Listing 5.35 shows the Xtext-based grammar specification for the correspond-
ing MicroserviceMapping concept from the metamodel of the Service Technology
Mapping Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.12 in Subsection 4.4.4).

Listing 5.35: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s
grammar specification for microservice mappings (cf. Figure 4.12 in Subsection 4.4.4).

1 MicroserviceMapping returns MicroserviceMapping:
2 (technologyReferences+=TechnologyReference)*
3 microservice=ImportedMicroservice ’{’
4 (’protocols’ ’{’
5 protocols+=TechnologySpecificProtocolSpecification+
6 ’}’)?
7
8 (’endpoints’ ’{’
9 endpoints+=TechnologySpecificEndpoint+

10 ’}’)?
11
12 (’aspects’ ’{’
13 aspects+=TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect+
14 ’}’)?
15
16 interfaceMappings+=InterfaceMapping*
17 referredOperationMappings+=ReferredOperationMapping*
18 operationMappings+=OperationMapping*
19 ’}’
20 ;
21
22 ImportedMicroservice returns ImportedMicroservice:
23 ^import=[service::Import] ’::’
24 microservice=[service::Microservice|QualifiedNameWithAtLeastOneLevel]
25 ;
26
27 TechnologySpecificProtocolSpecification returns TechnologySpecificProtocolSpecification:
28 communicationType=CommunicationType ’:’
29 technologySpecificProtocol=TechnologySpecificProtocol
30 ;
31
32 TechnologySpecificProtocol returns TechnologySpecificProtocol:
33 technology=[service::Import] ’::’ protocol=[technology::Protocol|QualifiedName]
34 (’(’ dataFormat=[technology::DataFormat|STRING] ’)’)?
35 ;
36
37 TechnologySpecificEndpoint returns TechnologySpecificEndpoint:
38 technologySpecificProtocols+=TechnologySpecificProtocol
39 (’,’ technologySpecificProtocols+=TechnologySpecificProtocol)* ’:’
40 addresses+=STRING (’,’ addresses+=STRING)* ’;’
41 ;
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Lines 1 to 20 of Listing 5.35 specify the MicroserviceMapping production rule.
A microservice mapping may be preceded by an arbitrary number of technology

references leveraging the built-in @technology annotation (cf. Line 2 and Listing 5.22
in Subsection 5.3.3).

The actual technology mapping of a microservice within a mapping model starts
by referencing the microservice (cf. Line 3 in Listing 5.35), which, according to the
ImportedMicroservice production rule (cf. Lines 22 to 25), must originate from an
imported service model.

The body of a microservice mapping may comprise a protocols section (cf.
Lines 4 to 6 in Listing 5.35) to determine the technology-specific protocols and
data formats of the mapped microservice. To this end, the section refers to the
TechnologySpecificProtocolSpecification production rule (cf. Lines 27 to 30)
that prescribes the concrete syntax for the assignment of a protocol and possibly
a data format to microservices within mapping models. By contrast to protocol
specification on microservices in service models, the Service Technology Mapping
Modeling Language does not rely on the built-in annotations @sync and @async (cf.
Listing 5.25 in Subsection 5.3.3). Instead, it employs a configuration-like syntax to
enable hierarchical structuring of mapping models that can become more extensive
than service models when they contain complex type mappings next to microservice
mappings. More specifically, besides @technology, the concrete syntax of the Service
Technology Mapping Modeling Language replaces all built-in annotations with
configuration properties. As a result, the communication type for the assignment of a
protocol and data format to a microservice within a microservice mapping is stated
as a configuration property followed by a colon, i.e., sync: and async: (cf. Line 28 in
Listing 5.35). The reference to a protocol and data format is subsequent to the colon
after the communication type configuration property (cf. Line 29). The syntax of the
reference adheres to the TechnologySpecificProtocol production rule (cf. Lines 32
to 35).

The endpoints section in a microservice mapping (cf. Lines 8 to 10 in Listing 5.35)
determines endpoints of microservices based on the TechnologySpecificEndpoint

production rule (cf. Lines 37 to 41). Similar to protocol specifications, we adapted
the syntax for endpoint configuration in mapping models to resemble configuration
properties. That is, a colon separates the protocol and data format of an endpoint as
part of the endpoints section from its addresses.

Furthermore, the body of a microservice mapping can comprise an aspects section
(cf. Lines 12 to 14 in Listing 5.35) with the same concrete syntax as for complex type
mappings (cf. Listing 5.32).

The previously described parts of the grammar specification in Listing 5.35 enable
the modeling of microservice mappings as follows:

import technology from "../Java.technology" as Java

import technology from "../Kafka.technology" as Kafka
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import technology from "../Spring.technology" as Spring

import microservices from "Order.services" as OrderServices

@technology(Java)

@technology(Kafka)

@technology(Spring)

OrderServices::org.example.OrderService {

protocols {

sync: Spring::_protocols.rest

async: Kafka::_protocols.kafka

}

}

This excerpt of a mapping model assigns the Java, Kafka, and Spring technology
models (cf. Appendix G.2) to the OrderService from the “Order.services” service
model (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3). Moreover, it determines the synchronous
and asynchronous protocol of the microservice by means of the configuration property
syntax.

The following paragraphs describe interface and operation mappings as additional
elements of the body of a microservice mapping (cf. Lines 16 to 18 in Listing 5.35).

Interface Mappings Listing 5.36 shows the grammar specification for the Inter-

faceMapping metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.15 in Subsection 4.4.4). The specified
production rule is part of the bodies of microservice mappings (cf. Line 16 in
Listing 5.35).

Listing 5.36: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s
grammar specification for interface mappings (cf. Figure 4.15 in Subsection 4.4.4).

1 InterfaceMapping returns InterfaceMapping:
2 ’interface’ interface=[service::Interface|QualifiedName] ’{’
3 // Sections for protocols, endpoints, and aspects (cf. Lines 4 to 14 in Listing 5.35)
4 ...
5 ’}’
6 ;

The interface keyword introduces an interface mapping within the body of a
microservice mapping. An interface mapping can consist of a protocols, endpoints,
and aspects section. For these sections and their contents, the InterfaceMapping

production rule specifies the same concrete syntax as the MicroserviceMapping

production rule (cf. Lines 4 to 14 in Listing 5.35). An interface mapping must not be
empty and thus cluster at least one section (cf. Appendix E.4).

The following listing extends the previous example mapping model of the Order-

Service microservice with an interface mapping that also illustrates the syntax for
the configuration of endpoints in the endpoints section.
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import technology from "../Java.technology" as Java

import technology from "../Kafka.technology" as Kafka

import technology from "../Spring.technology" as Spring

import microservices from "Order.services" as OrderServices

@technology(Java)

@technology(Kafka)

@technology(Spring)

OrderServices::org.example.OrderService {

protocols { ... }

interface Orders {

endpoints { Spring::_protocols.rest: "/orders"; }

}

}

The listing augments the Orders interface of the OrderService (cf. Listing 5.30 in
Subsection 5.3.3) with an endpoint that assigns the “/orders” address to the rest

protocol from the imported Spring technology model. Following the semantics of
Spring request mappings24, this address implicitly acts as prefix for the endpoints of
the interface’s operations (see below).

Operation Mappings Listing 5.37 shows the grammar specification for the mapping
of referred and native microservice operations. The ReferredOperationMapping and
OperationMapping production rules for the eponymous metamodel concepts (cf.
Figure 4.16 in Subsection 4.4.4) may occur in the bodies of microservice mappings (cf.
Lines 17 and 18 in Listing 5.35).

Listing 5.37: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s
grammar specification for operation mappings (cf. Figure 4.16 in Subsection 4.4.4).

1 ReferredOperationMapping returns ReferredOperationMapping:
2 ’referred’ ’operation’ operation=[service::ReferredOperation|QualifiedName] ’{’
3 // Sections for protocols, endpoints, and aspects (cf. Lines 4 to 14 in Listing 5.35)
4 ...
5 ’}’
6 ;
7
8 OperationMapping returns OperationMapping:
9 ’operation’ operation=[service::Operation|QualifiedName] ’{’

10 // Sections for protocols, endpoints, and aspects (cf. Lines 4 to 14 in Listing 5.35)
11 ...
12
13 (’parameters’ ’{’
14 parameterMappings+=(PrimitiveParameterMapping | ComplexParameterMapping)+
15 ’}’)?
16 ’}’
17 ;

24https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframewo
rk/web/bind/annotation/RequestMapping.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMapping.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestMapping.html
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Lines 1 to 6 specify the ReferredOperationMapping production rule for the map-
ping of technology information to referred operations in microservice interfaces (cf.
Subsection 4.4.3). A referred operation mapping starts with the referred operation

directive followed by the qualified name of the operation consisting of the name of
the referring interface and the name of the referred operation separated by a dot. The
body of a referred operation mapping must exhibit at least one of the protocols, end-
points, and aspects sections in the same syntaxes as within microservice mappings
(cf. Lines 4 to 14 in Listing 5.35 and Appendix E.4).

Lines 8 to 17 of Listing 5.37 specify the OperationMapping production rule. It
targets native operations of microservice interfaces (cf. Subsection 5.3.3). The opera-

tion keyword introduces an operation mapping followed by the qualified name of the
operation. The body of an operation mapping (cf. Lines 10 to 15 in Listing 5.37) may
comprise a protocols, endpoints, and aspects section. Furthermore, the additional
parameters section (cf. Lines 13 to 15) allows assignment of technology information
to operation parameters (see below).

The following listing extends the previous example listing of an interface mapping
for the OrderService microservice to illustrate the concrete syntax of operation
mappings based on the grammar specification in Listing 5.37:

...

import technology from "../Spring.technology" as Spring

import microservices from "Order.services" as OrderServices

...

@technology(Spring)

OrderServices::org.example.OrderService {

protocols { ... }

interface Orders { ... }

operation Orders.create { aspects { Spring::_aspects.Post; } }

operation Orders.getOrder {

endpoints { Spring::_protocols.rest: "/{orderId}"; }

aspects { Spring::_aspects.Get; }

}

}

The extended mapping model determines technology information for the create

and getOrder operations of the Orders interface from the OrderService microservice
(cf. Listing G.9 in Appendix G.3).

Specifically, the model augments the create operation with the Post aspect from
the imported Spring technology model (cf. Listing G.8 in Appendix G.2). Moreover,
it configures an endpoint for the getOrder operation based on the rest protocol pro-
vided by the Spring technology model. In addition, getOrder receives an application
of the Get aspect from the Spring technology model.
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The extended mapping model also illustrates that operation mappings within
microservice mappings are on the same structural level as interface mappings. We
decided for this syntactic representation of operation mappings to reduce the possible
indentation depth of mapping models with the aim to increase their readability and
comprehensibility. As a side effect, however, it is necessary to prefix the name of a
mapped operation with the name of its defining interface to prevent ambiguity when
mapping eponymous operations from different interfaces of the same microservice.

Primitive Parameter Mappings Listing 5.38 shows the grammar specification for
the PrimitiveParameterMapping concept from the metamodel of the Service Tech-
nology Mapping Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.16 in Subsection 4.4.4). The
instantiation of the resulting production rule can occur within the parameters section
of operation mappings (cf. Lines 13 to 15 in Listing 5.37).

Listing 5.38: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s
grammar specification for primitive parameter mappings (cf. Figure 4.16 in Subsec-
tion 4.4.4).

1 PrimitiveParameterMapping returns PrimitiveParameterMapping:
2 ’primitive’ parameter=[service::Parameter]
3 (’:’ technology=[service::Import] ’::’
4 primitiveType=[technology::TechnologySpecificPrimitiveType|QualifiedName]
5 )?
6 (’{’
7 ’aspects’ ’{’
8 aspects+=TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect+
9 ’}’

10 ’}’
11 |
12 ’;’
13 )
14 ;

A primitive parameter mapping starts with the primitive keyword followed by the
name of the parameter (cf. Line 2). The parameter may then receive a new technology-
specific primitive type after a colon (cf. Lines 3 and 4, and Subsection 4.4.4).

The body of a primitive parameter mapping (cf. Lines 6 to 10) may determine
aspects for the parameter in a dedicated section with the same syntax as the aspects

section in microservice mappings (cf. Lines 12 to 14 in Listing 5.35). In case a
primitive parameter mapping does not involve aspect applications, it must end with
a semicolon (cf. Line 12 in Listing 5.38).

To illustrate the concrete syntax of primitive parameter mappings based on the
PrimitiveParameterMapping production rule in Listing 5.38, the following listing
extends the previous example model of operation mappings in the context of the
OrderService microservice:

...

import technology from "../Spring.technology" as Spring
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import microservices from "Order.services" as OrderServices

...

@technology(Spring)

OrderServices::org.example.OrderService {

protocols { ... }

interface Orders { ... }

operation Orders.create { ... }

operation Orders.getOrder {

endpoints { Spring::_protocols.rest: "/{orderId}"; }

...

parameters {

primitive orderId {

aspects { Spring::_aspects.PathVariable; }

}

}

}

}

The listing extends the mapping of the getOrder operation with an application of
the PathVariable aspect from the imported Spring technology model to the opera-
tion’s orderId parameter. The aspect conveys the same semantics as the eponymous
Spring annotation. Hence, its application to the parameter shall result in the injection
of values that callers provide at runtime to the “{orderId}” segment of the operation
endpoint for the rest protocol into the orderId parameter. Furthermore, since order-

Id is of the built-in primitive type long (cf. Listing G.11 in Appendix G.5), we have
to rely on the primitive keyword in order to select the parameter for its mapping.

Complex Parameter Mappings Listing 5.39 presents the specification of the Com-

plexParameterMapping production rule for the eponymous metamodel concept (cf.
Figure 4.16 in Subsection 4.4.4). Instances of the rule are part of parameters sections
in operation mappings (cf. Lines 13 to 15 in Listing 5.37).

Complex parameter mappings start with the complex keyword and the name of
the mapped parameter (cf. Line 2 in Listing 5.39). Next, modelers have two options
to determine technology information for microservice operation parameters with
complex types.

The first option replaces the complex type with a technology-specific complex
type (cf. Subsection 4.4.4). Syntactically, the new type follows after the name of the
mapped parameter and a colon (cf. Lines 5 and 6 in Listing 5.39).

The second option does not replace the type of a complex parameter but enables
to assign technology information to all or selected fields of it. For this purpose, the
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Listing 5.39: Excerpt of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s
grammar specification for complex parameter mappings (cf. Figure 4.16 in Subsec-
tion 4.4.4).

1 ComplexParameterMapping returns ComplexParameterMapping:
2 ’complex’ parameter=[service::Parameter] (
3 (
4 (
5 ’:’ technology=[service::Import] ’::’
6 technologySpecificComplexType=[data::ComplexType|QualifiedName]
7 )?
8 (’{’
9 ’aspects’ ’{’

10 aspects+=TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect+
11 ’}’
12 ’}’
13 |
14 ’;’
15 )
16 )
17 |
18 (’->’ ’{’
19 (’aspects’ ’{’
20 aspects+=TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect+
21 ’}’)?
22
23 fieldMappings+=TechnologySpecificFieldMapping+
24 ’}’)
25 )
26 ;

Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language employs an “arrow-like” syntax in
which the ->-symbol must immediately follow after the name of the mapped complex
parameter (cf. Line 18 in Listing 5.39). The subsequent technology mappings of the
complex parameter’s fields adhere to the syntax prescribed by the TechnologySpecif-

icFieldMapping production rule (cf. Line 23 and Listing 5.33). As a result, the fields
may also receive aspects, e.g., for fine-grained control of their serialization properties
(cf. Subsection 4.4.4).

Both options for the determination of technology information for microservice
operation parameters with complex types allow the application of aspects to the
parameters. To this end, they integrate dedicated aspects sections (cf. Lines 9 to 11
and Lines 19 to 21 in Listing 5.39, respectively).

Demonstration

Starting from the grammar specifications in Listings 5.31 to 5.39 we are now able
to demonstrate the practical usage of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling
Language’s concrete syntax in the context of the food ordering case study microservice
architecture [253]. For this purpose, we describe the construction of a mapping model
that augments the domain concepts from the case study’s “Order.data” domain model
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(cf. Listing G.2 in Appendix G.1) with technology information. However, the mapping
model omits the assignment of technology information to the case study’s “Order.ser-
vices” service model because Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3 already determines
all technology information for the OrderService microservice. Instead, we refer to
Appendix G.5, which illustrates an alternative approach to technology mapping that,
in the context of the case study microservice architecture, uses a mapping model to
also apply technology information to elements from the service model.

Listing 5.40 presents an excerpt of the “Order.mapping” model for the demonstra-
tion of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language’s concrete syntax. This
model intentionally excludes code that we have already shown and discussed in the
context of the example listings in the previous parts of the present subsection. The
complete model code can be found in Listing G.10 of Appendix G.4.

Listing 5.40: Excerpt of example mapping model file “Order.mapping” in the concrete
syntax of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language (cf. Listing G.10 in
Appendix G.4).

1 import microservices from "Order.services" as OrderServices
2 import technology from "../Java.technology" as Java
3 import technology from "../Spring.technology" as Spring
4
5 @technology(Java)
6 type OrderServices::OrderDomain::Order.Order {
7 ...
8
9 state { aspects { Java::_aspects.Enumerated; } }

10 }
11
12 ...
13
14 @technology(Java)
15 type OrderServices::OrderDomain::Order.OrderLineItem {
16 price {
17 aspects {
18 Java::_aspects.Embedded;
19 Java::_aspects.AttributeOverride(name="amount", column="price");
20 }
21 }
22 }
23
24 @technology(Spring)
25 type OrderServices::OrderDomain::Order.OrderService {
26 aspects { Spring::_aspects.Transactional; }
27 }

The mapping model excerpt applies technology aspects to the Order, Order-

LineItem, and OrderService data structures and their fields from the “Order.data”
domain model (cf. Listing G.2 in Appendix G.1) in the context of the OrderService

microservice (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3).
The state field of the Order data structure receives the Enumerated aspect (cf.

Line 9 in Listing 5.40) from the Java technology model (cf. Listing G.5 in Ap-
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pendix G.2). The aspect corresponds to the eponymous JPA annotation25.
Additionally, we substantiate the price field of the OrderLineItem data structure

with further JPA-related technology aspects (cf. Lines 16 to 21 in Listing 5.40).
Specifically, both the Embedded and AttributeOverride aspects map to eponymous
JPA annotations26,27.

Moreover, the DDD service OrderService receives the Transactional aspect (cf.
Line 26 in Listing 5.40). It corresponds to an annotation from the Spring framework
of the same name28.

5.3.5 Operation Modeling Language

This subsection presents the specification of the Operation Modeling Language’s
concrete syntax [248] (cf. Subsection 4.4.5). We structure the subsection into the
parts “Metamodel Root”, “Service Deployment Specifications and Operation Aspects”,
“Containers and Infrastructure Nodes”, and “Demonstration”.

Metamodel Root

Listing 5.41 shows the Xtext-based grammar specification for the metamodel root of
the Operation Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.17 in Subsection 4.4.5).

Listing 5.41: Excerpt of the Operation Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for its metamodel root (cf. Figure 4.17 in Subsection 4.4.5).

1 OperationModel returns OperationModel:
2 imports+=Import+
3 containers+=Container*
4 infrastructureNodes+=InfrastructureNode*
5 ;
6
7 @Override
8 enum ImportType returns service::ImportType:
9 TECHNOLOGY=’technology’ | MICROSERVICES=’microservices’

10 ;

Lines 1 to 5 specify the OperationModel production rule for the eponymous
metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.17 in Subsection 4.4.5). An operation model must
comprise at least one import (cf. Line 2) based on the Import production rule from
the grammar specification of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Listing 5.21 in

25https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Enume
rated.html

26https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Embed
ded.html

27https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Attri
buteOverride.html

28https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframewo
rk/transaction/annotation/Transactional.html

https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Enumerated.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Enumerated.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Embedded.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Embedded.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/AttributeOverride.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/AttributeOverride.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Transactional.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Transactional.html
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Subsection 5.3.3). The ImportType enumeration constrains the possible kinds of
imported models to technology and service models (cf. Lines 7 to 10 in Listing 5.41).

After the initial import statements, an operation model may cluster an arbitrary
number of container and infrastructure node definitions (see below) but must not be
empty (cf. Appendix E.5).

Service Deployment Specifications and Operation Aspects

Listing 5.42 shows production rules related to metamodel concepts for service de-
ployment specifications and operation aspects (cf. Figure 4.18 in Subsection 4.4.5).

Listing 5.42: Excerpt of the Operation Modeling Language’s grammar specification
concerning service deployment specifications and operation aspects (cf. Figure 4.18
in Subsection 4.4.5).

1 ServiceDeploymentSpecification returns ServiceDeploymentSpecification:
2 ^import=[service::Import] ’::’
3 service=[ImportedMicroservice|QualifiedNameWithAtLeastOneLevel] ’{’
4 servicePropertyValues+=PropertyValueAssignment*
5 (’basic’ ’endpoints’ ’{’
6 basicEndpoints+=BasicEndpoint+
7 ’}’)?
8 ’}’
9 ;

10
11 ImportedMicroservice returns ImportedMicroservice:
12 ^import=[service::Import] ’::’
13 microservice=[service::Microservice|QualifiedNameWithAtLeastOneLevel]
14 ;
15
16 BasicEndpoint returns BasicEndpoint:
17 protocols+=ProtocolAndDataFormat (’,’ protocols+=ProtocolAndDataFormat)* ’:’
18 addresses+=STRING (’,’ addresses+=STRING)* ’;’
19 ;
20
21 ProtocolAndDataFormat returns ProtocolAndDataFormat:
22 technology=[service::Import] ’::’ protocol=[technology::Protocol|QualifiedName]
23 (’(’ dataFormat=[technology::DataFormat|STRING] ’)’)?
24 ;
25
26 ImportedOperationAspect returns ImportedOperationAspect:
27 technology=[service::Import] ’::’ aspect=[technology::OperationAspect|QualifiedName]
28 (’(’(
29 singlePropertyValue=PrimitiveValue
30 |
31 (values+=PropertyValueAssignment (’,’ values+=PropertyValueAssignment)*)
32 )’)’)?
33 ’;’
34 ;

Listing 5.42 specifies concrete syntaxes for the expression of the following kinds
of elements in operation models:

• Service deployment specification preambles: Lines 1 to 9 comprise the pro-
duction rule for the ServiceDeploymentSpecification metamodel concept (cf.
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Figure 4.18 in Subsection 4.4.5). A service deployment specification is intro-
duced by a reference to the configured microservice (cf. Lines 2 and 3 in
Listing 5.42). This reference consists of the import alias of the microservice’s
defining service model and the name of the configured microservice based on
the ImportedMicroservice production rule (cf. Lines 11 to 14).

• Service deployment specification bodies: Lines 4 to 7 specify the syntactic
representation for the bodies of service deployment specifications. They may
involve value assignments to configuration properties and basic endpoints.
For property value assignments, we leverage the PropertyValueAssignment

production rule from the grammar of the Service Modeling Language (cf.
Listing 5.23 in Subsection 5.3.3). Concerning the modeling of basic endpoints,
the BasicEndpoint production rule in combination with the ProtocolAndData-

Format production rule prescribe its concrete syntax (cf. Lines 16 to 19 and
Lines 21 to 24 in Listing 5.42, respectively). This syntax follows that for the
definition of microservice endpoints (cf. Listing 5.25 in Subsection 5.3.3).

• Operation aspects: Lines 26 to 34 specify the ImportedOperationAspect pro-
duction rule for the eponymous metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.18 in Sub-
section 4.4.5). It allows the augmentation of operation nodes with operation
aspects imported from technology models (cf. Subsection 5.3.2). The Im-

portedOperationAspect production rule exhibits a similar structure as the
ImportedServiceAspect rule for service models (cf. Listing 5.23 in Subsec-
tion 5.3.3) but omits the @-symbol to achieve a configuration-like syntax as for
aspect application within mapping models (cf. Listing 5.32 in Subsection 5.3.4).
That is, the modeler first states the import alias of the technology model of an
operation aspect followed by two colons and the qualified name of the aspect
including the built-in technology namespace _aspects. After the qualified
name, possible value assignments to aspect properties may follow in a pair of
round brackets ended by a semicolon.

Both the described ServiceDeploymentSpecification and ImportedOperationAs-

pect production rules are integral parts of the grammar specifications for containers
and infrastructure nodes in the Operation Modeling Language.

Containers and Infrastructure Nodes

The following paragraphs present the Xtext-based grammar specifications for the
expression of containers and infrastructure nodes by means of the Operation Modeling
Language.

Containers Listing 5.43 shows the grammar specification for container modeling
(cf. Figure 4.19 in Subsection 4.4.5).
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Listing 5.43: Excerpt of the Operation Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for containers (cf. Figure 4.19 in Subsection 4.4.5).

1 Container returns Container:
2 (’@’ ’technology’ ’(’ technologies+=[service::Import] ’)’)+
3 ’container’ name=ID
4 ’deployment’ ’technology’ deploymentTechnology=DeploymentTechnologyReference
5 (
6 ’with’ ’operation’ ’environment’
7 operationEnvironment=[technology::OperationEnvironment|STRING]
8 )?
9 ’deploys’ deployedServices+=ImportedMicroservice

10 (’,’ deployedServices+=ImportedMicroservice)*
11 ’{’
12 (’aspects’ ’{’ aspects+=ImportedOperationAspect+ ’}’)?
13 (’default’ ’values’ ’{’ (
14 defaultServicePropertyValues+=PropertyValueAssignment+
15 |
16 (’basic’ ’endpoints’ ’{’ defaultBasicEndpoints+=BasicEndpoint+ ’}’)
17 |
18 (
19 defaultServicePropertyValues+=PropertyValueAssignment+
20 ’basic’ ’endpoints’ ’{’ defaultBasicEndpoints+=BasicEndpoint+ ’}’
21 )
22 )’}’)?
23
24 deploymentSpecifications+=ServiceDeploymentSpecification*
25 ’}’
26 ;
27
28 DeploymentTechnologyReference returns DeploymentTechnologyReference:
29 ^import=[service::Import] ’::’
30 deploymentTechnology=[technology::DeploymentTechnology|QualifiedName]
31 ;

Listing 5.43 specifies the Container and DeploymentTechnologyReference produc-
tion rules to enable the practical definition of containers in the Operation Modeling
Language. A container definition consists of the following elements:

• Preamble: According to the metamodel of the Operation Modeling Language,
a container definition requires the assignment of an imported deployment
technology (cf. Subsection 4.4.5). To this end, the language’s concrete syn-
tax integrates the built-in @technology annotation to first determine at least
one technology model for a container (cf. Line 2). The annotation precedes
the introduction of a container definition by the container keyword and the
container name (cf. Line 3). The deployment technology directive follows
the container name to identify the container’s deployment technology (cf.
Line 4). In this context, the DeploymentTechnologyReference production rule
prescribes the concrete syntax for referencing the imported deployment tech-
nology (cf. Lines 28 to 31). That is, a deployment technology reference consists
of the alias of a technology model import, two colons, and the qualified name
of the technology including the built-in technology namespace _deployment.
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• Operation environments: Lines 5 to 8 specify the with operation environment

directive for the configuration of a container operation environment that differs
from the default environment of the container’s deployment technology (cf.
Subsection 4.4.2).

• Microservice assignments: Lines 9 and 10 introduce the deploys keyword for
the assignment of microservices to containers, and also realize the constraint
that a container needs to deploy at least one microservice (cf. Appendix E.5).

• Aspect applications: Line 12 specifies the concrete syntax for the application
of operation aspects to containers by means of dedicated aspects sections. The
ImportedOperationAspect production rule (cf. Listing 5.42) determines the
corresponding textual notation for referencing operation aspects from imported
technology models.

• Property and endpoint configurations: Lines 13 to 22 define the default val-

ues section for the configuration of technology-specific properties (cf. Sub-
section 4.4.2) and basic endpoints that concern all of a container’s assigned
microservices (cf. Subsection 4.4.5).

• Service deployment specifications: Line 24 prescribes the concrete syntax for
service deployment specifications as parts of container definitions. For this
purpose, the grammar specification of the Operation Modeling Language refers
to the ServiceDeploymentSpecification production rule from Listing 5.42.

The grammar specification in Listing 5.43 allows the expression of containers in
operation models as follows:

import technology from "../Docker.technology" as Docker

import microservices from "Order.services" as OrderServices

@technology(Docker)

container OrderServiceContainer

deployment technology Docker::_deployment.Docker

deploys OrderServices::org.example.OrderService {

default values {

image = "openjdk:11-slim"

Dockerfile = "RUN apk --no-cache add curl ..."

}

}

The operation model excerpt defines the container OrderServiceContainer with
the Docker deployment technology from the “Docker.technology” model (cf. List-
ing G.4 in Appendix G.2). The container deploys the OrderService microservice from
the imported “Order.services” service model (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3).
In addition, it overwrites the default value of the image property from the Dock-

er deployment technology and provides a value for the technology’s mandatory
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Dockerfile property.

Infrastructure Nodes Listing 5.44 shows the grammar specification for infrastruc-
ture node modeling (cf. Figure 4.19 in Subsection 4.4.5).

Listing 5.44: Excerpt of the Operation Modeling Language’s grammar specification
for infrastructure nodes (cf. Figure 4.19 in Subsection 4.4.5).

1 InfrastructureNode returns InfrastructureNode:
2 (’@’ ’technology’ ’(’ technologies+=[service::Import] ’)’)+
3 name=ID ’is’ infrastructureTechnology=InfrastructureTechnologyReference
4 (
5 ’with’ ’operation’ ’environment’
6 operationEnvironment=[technology::OperationEnvironment|STRING]
7 )?
8 (
9 ’depends’ ’on’ ’nodes’ dependsOnNodes+=[OperationNode]

10 (’,’ dependsOnNodes+=[OperationNode])*
11 )?
12 (
13 ’used’ ’by’ ’services’ deployedServices+=ImportedMicroservice
14 (’,’ deployedServices+=ImportedMicroservice)*
15 )?
16 (
17 ’used’ ’by’ ’nodes’ usedByNodes+=[OperationNode]
18 (’,’ usedByNodes+=[OperationNode])*
19 )?
20 ’{’
21 (’aspects’ ’{’ aspects+=ImportedOperationAspect+ ’}’)?
22 (’default’ ’values’ ’{’ defaultServicePropertyValues+=PropertyValueAssignment+ ’}’)?
23 (’endpoints’ ’{’ endpoints+=BasicEndpoint+ ’}’)?
24
25 deploymentSpecifications+=ServiceDeploymentSpecification*
26 ’}’
27 ;
28
29 InfrastructureTechnologyReference returns InfrastructureTechnologyReference:
30 ^import=[service::Import] ’::’
31 infrastructureTechnology=[technology::InfrastructureTechnology|QualifiedName]
32 ;

The definition of infrastructure nodes with the Operation Modeling Language
follows a similar structure as the definition of containers (cf. Listing 5.43). Specifi-
cally, Listing 5.44 prescribes concrete syntaxes to express the following elements of
infrastructure nodes:

• Preamble: The definition of an infrastructure node begins with the built-in
@technology annotation to assign one or more imported technology models to
the node (cf. Line 2). Next, the name of the node follows (cf. Line 3) and the
subsequent keyword is determines the node’s infrastructure technology based
on the InfrastructureTechnologyReference production rule (cf. Lines 29 to
32). It identifies an imported infrastructure technology by the import alias of
its defining technology model, two consecutive colons, and the technology’s
qualified name including the _infrastructure technology namespace.
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• Operation environments: Like for container modeling (cf. Listing 5.43), the
optional with operation environment directive supports the selection of the
operation environment of an infrastructure node other than the default envi-
ronment of the node’s infrastructure technology (cf. Lines 4 to 7).

• Dependencies and usage relationships: The Operation Modeling Language
provides the depends on nodes directive to express the dependency of an
infrastructure node on other operation nodes (cf. Lines 8 to 11). Furthermore,
the language specifies the used by services and used by nodes directives to
model the usage of an infrastructure node by microservices and other operation
nodes, respectively (cf. Lines 12 to 15 and Lines 16 to 19).

• Aspect applications: Like for modeled containers (cf. Listing 5.43), it is possible
to apply operation aspects to infrastructure nodes leveraging a dedicated as-

pects section (cf. Line 21).
• Property and endpoint configurations: Similar to container modeling, the

configuration of technology-specific properties and endpoints for infrastructure
nodes occurs in dedicated sections. Basically, the default values section for
infrastructure nodes (cf. Line 22) employs the same syntax as defined by
the grammar specification for the expression of containers (cf. Listing 5.43).
However, the section excludes the nested endpoints section because, other than
for containers, the endpoints of an infrastructure node concern the node itself
(cf. Subsection 4.4.5). Hence, we decided to arrange the endpoints section on
the top-level of an infrastructure node’s body (cf. Line 23).

• Service deployment specifications: An infrastructure node may provide spe-
cialized deployment configurations for selected microservices that use the node
via the ServiceDeploymentSpecification production rule (cf. Line 25 and
Listing 5.42).

Leveraging the grammar specification in Listing 5.44 it is possible to express
infrastructure nodes as follows:

...

import technology from "../MySQL.technology" as MySQL

...

@technology(MySQL)

MySQL is MySQL::_infrastructure.MySQL

used by nodes OrderServiceContainer {

default values {

mySqlUser = "mysqluser"

...

}
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endpoints {

MySQL::_protocols.connectorJ: "3306:3306";

}

}

The listing continues the previous example operation model for container model-
ing. Specifically, it extends the model with an infrastructure node that configures a
server for the MySQL technology. To this end, the listing imports the “MySQL.tech-
nology” model (cf. Listing G.7 in Appendix G.2) and defines the MySQL infrastructure
node to run with the imported MySQL infrastructure technology. As per the used

by nodes directive, the previously modeled OrderServiceContainer depends on the
MySQL server so that the deployed OrderService microservice can access its DBMS.

Additionally, the modeled infrastructure node assigns a value to the mySqlUser

configuration property of the MySQL infrastructure technology (cf. Listing G.7 in
Appendix G.2). Moreover, it specifies an endpoint for the infrastructure technology’s
connectorJ protocol. For this purpose, the node employs Docker’s syntax for port
configuration because the default operation environment of the MySQL infrastructure
technology is a Docker image for MySQL (cf. Listing G.7 in Appendix G.2). Conse-
quently, the number 3306 before the colon represents port 3306 on the Docker host
and the number 3306 after the colon represents port 3306 inside a Docker container
for the MySQL server.

Demonstration

The grammar specifications in Listings 5.41 to 5.44 allow the practical construction of
operation models with the Operation Modeling Language. In this part, we demon-
strate the application of the language’s specified concrete syntax based on the food
ordering case study microservice architecture [253] (cf. Subsection 5.3.1). To this end,
we model the deployment of the OrderService microservice (cf. Subsection 5.3.3)
in a Docker container and construct an infrastructure node for the Kafka message
broker on which the container depends. The following two paragraphs describe the
modeling of both operation nodes as part of the same operation model.

Operation Model Excerpt for the OrderService Container Listing 5.45 shows an
excerpt of the “Order.operation” model file that defines the container for the Or-

derService microservice in the Operation Modeling Language. Listing G.13 in
Appendix G.6 contains the complete model code.

Listing 5.45 first imports the OrderService service model (cf. Listing 5.30 in
Subsection 5.3.3) and the Docker technology model (cf. Listing G.4 in Appendix G.2).
Moreover, it imports two additional technology models for Kafka and Spring, respec-
tively (cf. Listings G.6 and G.8 in Appendix G.2).
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Listing 5.45: Excerpt of example operation model file “Order.operation” in the Opera-
tion Modeling Language’s concrete syntax for container modeling (cf. Listing G.13 in
Appendix G.6).

1 import microservices from "Order.services" as OrderServices
2 import technology from "../Docker.technology" as Docker
3 import technology from "../Kafka.technology" as Kafka
4 ...
5 import technology from "../Spring.technology" as Spring
6
7 @technology(Docker)
8 @technology(Spring)
9 container OrderServiceContainer deployment technology Docker::_deployment.Docker

10 deploys OrderServices::org.example.OrderService {
11 OrderServices::org.example.OrderService {
12 Dockerfile = ’
13 RUN apk --no-cache add curl
14 CMD java ${JAVA_OPTS} -jar ftgo-order-service.jar
15 HEALTHCHECK --start-period=30s --interval=5s
16 CMD curl -f http://localhost:8080/actuator/health || exit 1
17 COPY build/libs/ftgo-order-service.jar .
18 ’
19
20 basic endpoints {
21 Spring::_protocols.rest: "8082:8080";
22 }
23 }
24 }

After the initial import statements, the operation model augments the OrderSer-

viceContainer with the imported Docker and Spring technology models by means
of the built-in @technology annotation (cf. Lines 7 and 8 in Listing 5.45). The assign-
ment of the Docker technology model enables the usage of the Docker deployment
technology for the container (cf. Line 9).

Lines 12 to 18 of Listing 5.45 rely on the Dockerfile property of the Docker
technology model to set the contents of the Dockerfile for the container29. However,
we omit the introductory FROM directive of the Dockerfile because it specifies the
Docker image for which the Docker technology model already defines the image

property with a suitable default value (cf. Listing G.4 in Appendix G.2).
Finally, Lines 20 to 22 of Listing 5.45 configure a basic endpoint that forwards

RESTful HTTP requests to host port 8082 to container port 8080. As a result, the de-
ployed OrderService will be able to receive such requests within a running container.

Operation Model Excerpt for the KafkaServer Infrastructure Node Listing 5.46 ex-
tends the excerpt of the “Order.operation” model in Listing 5.45 with an infrastructure
node that operates the Kafka message broker.

29https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/ftgo-
order-service/Dockerfile

https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/ftgo-order-service/Dockerfile
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/ftgo-order-service/Dockerfile
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Listing 5.46: Excerpt of example operation model file “Order.operation” in the
Operation Modeling Language’s concrete syntax for infrastructure node modeling (cf.
Listing G.13 in Appendix G.6).

1 ...
2
3 @technology(Kafka)
4 KafkaServer is Kafka::_infrastructure.Kafka used by nodes OrderServiceContainer {
5 default values {
6 zooKeeperServer = "ZooKeeper:2181"
7 }
8
9 endpoints {

10 Kafka::_protocols.kafka: "9092:9092";
11 }
12 }

The listing models the KafkaServer infrastructure node. It runs with the Kafka

infrastructure technology from the imported “Kafka.technology” model (cf. Line 3 in
Listing 5.45) and is used by the OrderServiceContainer.

Furthermore, the listing employs the zooKeeperServer configuration property of
the Kafka infrastructure technology (cf. Listing G.6 in Appendix G.2) to configure
the Kafka server to rely on a ZooKeeper instance running at port 2181 [207]. This
configuration is in accordance with the Docker Compose file of the food ordering case
study microservice architecture30 [253]. In addition, the node specifies an endpoint in
the form of a Docker port specification to expose the capabilities of the Kafka server
at port 9092 via the kafka binary protocol [207].

5.4 Additional Context Conditions

This section presents context conditions that concern the specified concrete syntaxes
of our MSA modeling languages (cf. Section 5.3) and are beyond the scope of the
languages’ OCL invariants (cf. Appendix E). In particular, these additional context
conditions (i) are EMF-specific (cf. Subsection 4.5.1) and require traversal of Ecore
Resources31; (ii) require physical file access which is not expressible in OCL [218]; or
(iii) constitute warnings whose occurrence does not yield invalid models but hints at
inconsistencies that may still be intentional or required, e.g., for technical reasons.

Besides the latter warning context conditions, all other additional context conditions
prescribe the validity of models constructed with our MSA modeling languages
together with the OCL invariants of the languages’ metamodels.

30https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/docke
r-compose.yml

31https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/r
esource/Resource.html

https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/docker-compose.yml
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/docker-compose.yml
https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/resource/Resource.html
https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/resource/Resource.html
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Each of the following subsections lists the additional context conditions with a
high criticality for a certain modeling language. For the sake of brevity, we moved
the description of warning context conditions to Appendix H.

5.4.1 Domain Data Modeling Language

Table 5.1 characterizes the additional context conditions of the Domain Data Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.1). The table assigns a unique identifier and short title
to each context condition. Furthermore, it states each condition’s type to indicate the
rationale for a condition not being expressible in OCL [218].

Table 5.1: Context conditions of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 5.3.1) with high criticality and not expressible as OCL invariants.

# Short Title Type Description

CC.1 Existing
Import Files

Physical File
Access

Imported model files need to physically
exist.

CC.2 Matching
Import Model
Types

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Imported models need to comprise ex-
actly one instance of the DataModel con-
cept (cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1).

CC.3 No Cyclic
Imports

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Domain model imports must be free of cy-
cles, i.e., an imported domain model must
neither directly nor transitively import the
importing model itself.

5.4.2 Technology Modeling Language

Table 5.2 characterizes the additional context conditions of the Technology Mod-
eling Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.2) and has the same structure as Table 5.1 in
Subsection 5.4.1.

Table 5.2: Context conditions of the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 5.3.2) with high criticality and not expressible as OCL invariants.

# Short Title Type Description

CC.4 Existing
Import Files

Physical File
Access

Imported model files need to physically
exist.

CC.5 Matching
Import Model
Types

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Imported models need to comprise ex-
actly one instance of the Technology con-
cept (cf. Figure 4.4 in Subsection 4.4.2).
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Table 5.2: Context conditions of the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 5.3.2) with high criticality and not expressible as OCL invariants (continued).

# Short Title Type Description

CC.6 No Cyclic
Imports

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Technology model imports must be free
of cycles.

CC.7 Valid
Compatibility
Directions

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

For imported types, the conversion direc-
tion in compatibility matrices must always
be outgoing (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). That is,
from the perspective of the imported type
it must always be specified into which
local type it is convertible. We perceive
knowledge about type conversion to al-
ways be in the responsibility of the type-
defining technology model.

5.4.3 Service Modeling Language

Table 5.3 characterizes the additional context conditions of the Service Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.3) and has the same structure as Table 5.1 in Subsec-
tion 5.4.1.

Table 5.3: Context conditions of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.3)
with high criticality and not expressible as OCL invariants.

# Short Title Type Description

CC.8 Applicable
Data Formats

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Referenced data formats must exist for
referenced protocols (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

CC.9 Applicable
Protocols

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Model elements that reference a proto-
col must exhibit the same communication
type as the protocol.

CC.10 Applicable
Technologies

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Technology models that only define
operation-related elements, i.e., deploy-
ment and infrastructure technologies, and
operation aspects (cf. Subsection 4.4.2),
are not applicable to microservices.
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Table 5.3: Context conditions of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.3)
with high criticality and not expressible as OCL invariants (continued).

# Short Title Type Description

CC.11 Applicable
Technology
Aspects

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Service aspects must be applicable to an-
notated model elements. That is, next to
matching join point types, at least one
pointcut selector must match elements’ pe-
culiarities (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

CC.12 Existing
Import Files

Physical File
Access

Imported model files need to physically
exist.

CC.13 Matching
Import Model
Types

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Imported models need to match the type
of their Import instances within service
models (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3).
Thus, depending on the type, they must
comprise exactly one instance of either
the DataModel, Technology, or Service-

Model metamodel root concepts (cf. Sub-
sections 4.4.1 to 4.4.3, respectively).

CC.14 No Cyclic
Imports

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Service model imports must be free of
cycles.

CC.15 Unambiguous
Protocols

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

A default protocol is ambiguous if more
than one technology model of a microser-
vice defines it. In this case, modelers need
to explicitly select a protocol for the am-
biguous protocols’ communication type.

CC.16 Valid Effective
Protocols

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

All operation parameters of a microser-
vice with technology models must receive
a protocol. Protocol assignment may be
implicit via default protocols, or explicit
via the built-in @sync and @async annota-
tions (cf. Subsection 5.3.3).

CC.17 Valid
Imported
Types

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Imported types of operation parameters
must originate from domain or technol-
ogy models.

CC.18 Valid Type
Definition
Technology

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

A microservice’s technology model with
the typedef flag set to true must define
types (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).
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5.4.4 Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language

Table 5.4 characterizes the additional context conditions of the Service Technology
Mapping Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.4) and has the same structure as
Table 5.1 in Subsection 5.4.1.

Table 5.4: Context conditions of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 5.3.4) with high criticality and not expressible as OCL invariants.

# Short Title Type Description

CC.19 Applicable
Imported
Protocols

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Model elements within microservice, in-
terface and operation mappings that ref-
erence an imported protocol must exhibit
the same communication type as the pro-
tocol.

CC.20 Applicable
Technologies

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Technology models with only operation-
related elements are not applicable in
complex type and microservice mappings
(cf. Context Condition CC.10 in Subsec-
tion 5.4.3).

CC.21 Applicable
Technology
Aspects

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Service aspects must be applicable to an-
notated model elements (cf. Context Con-
dition CC.11 in Subsection 5.4.3).

CC.22 Unambiguous
Protocols

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Ambiguous default protocols require ex-
plicit protocol selection (cf. Context Con-
dition CC.15 in Subsection 5.4.3).

CC.23 Valid Effective
Protocols

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

All operation parameters of a microser-
vice with technology models must either
implicitly or explicitly receive a protocol
(cf. context condition CC.16 in Subsec-
tion 5.4.3).

CC.24 Valid
Imported
Domain
Models

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

A complex type mapping always refers to
the domain model of the mapped complex
type in the context of a service model (cf.
Subsection 4.4.4). Thus, the import alias
that in the mapping points to the domain
model (cf. Subsection 5.3.4) must origi-
nate from the mapping’s service model
and point to an actual domain model.
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Table 5.4: Context conditions of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 5.3.4) with high criticality and not expressible as OCL invariants
(continued).

# Short Title Type Description

CC.25 Valid
Imported
Microservices

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Microservices in microservice mappings
must originate from imported service
models.

CC.26 Valid
Imported
Technology-
Specific
Types

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Mappings that assign technology-specific
types must ensure that the kinds of the
original types, i.e., built-in primitive types
or domain-specific complex types, map to
the kinds of the assigned technology-spe-
cific types.

CC.27 Valid Type
Definition
Technology

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

An imported technology model intended
to map primitive or complex types must
define technology-specific types (cf. Sub-
section 5.3.2).

5.4.5 Operation Modeling Language

Table 5.5 characterizes the additional context conditions of the Operation Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.5) and has the same structure as Table 5.1 in Subsec-
tion 5.4.1.

Table 5.5: Context conditions of the Operation Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 5.3.5) with high criticality and not expressible as OCL invariants.

# Short Title Type Description

CC.28 Applicable
Imported
Protocols

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Imported protocols for operation node
endpoints must originate from the tech-
nology models of the operation node.

CC.29 Applicable
Technologies

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Technology models that only define
service-related elements, i.e., technology-
specific types and service aspects (cf. Sub-
section 4.4.2), are not applicable to opera-
tion nodes.
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Table 5.5: Context conditions of the Operation Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 5.3.5) with high criticality and not expressible as OCL invariants (continued).

# Short Title Type Description

CC.30 Applicable
Technology
Aspects

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Operation aspects must be applicable to
annotated model elements. That is, next
to matching join point types, at least one
pointcut selector must match elements’ pe-
culiarities (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

CC.31 Valid
Imported
Microservices

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

Microservices referenced by operation
nodes must originate from imported ser-
vice models.

CC.32 Valid
Technologies

Requires Ecore
Resource

Traversal

The operation technology of an operation
node must originate from the technology
models assigned to the node.

5.5 Implementation

This section describes the implementation of the presented concrete syntaxes. To this
end, we focus on implementation aspects besides grammar specification for which
we already employed Xtext’s grammar language as implementation technology (cf.
Section 5.3).

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. Subsection 5.5.1 describes
Xtext’s workflow to derive implementation stubs from grammar specifications. These
stubs enable the realization of additional components related to textual concrete
syntaxes for modeling languages (cf. Subsection 2.2.2). Subsections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3
describe the implementation of scope providers and validators as additional com-
ponents for the practical usage of our MSA modeling languages. Specifically, both
kinds of components complement the grammar specifications of the languages with
means to prevent the construction of invalid models that violate context conditions
(cf. Section 5.4). Subsection 5.5.4 concludes the section with an overview of the
Xtext-based implementations of our modeling languages.

5.5.1 Derivation of Xtext Implementation Stubs

Xtext relies on the Modeling Workflow Engine 2 (MWE2) to configure and execute
the generation of Xtext-related artifacts [28]. Therefore, each Xtext-based modeling
language requires a generator file in the MWE2 format.

One of the main purposes of the MWE2 generator is to derive parsers for the
grammars of Xtext-based modeling languages by means of the ANTLR parser gen-
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eration framework [228]. To this end, MWE2 instruments ANTLR to automatically
produce Java-based parsers from Xtext-based grammar specifications. At the time of
model construction with an Xtext-based modeling language, Xtext uses the language’s
parser to instantiate an EMF-based AST from the constructed textual model [28] (cf.
Subsection 4.5.1). Consequently, additional language components like scope providers
and validators directly operate on the EMF-based AST.

Next to parser generation, the MWE2 generator produces a variety of additional
artifacts from MWE2 generator files [28]. These artifacts are modifiable in order to
adapt or extend the behavior of a modeling language at model construction time.
Table 5.6 shows kinds of artifacts which the MWE2 generator may derive from MWE2
generator files and that are relevant to the implementation of our MSA modeling
languages with Xtext.

Table 5.6: Overview of artifact kinds that can be produced with the MWE2 generator
from MWE2 generator files of Xtext-based modeling languages [28].

Artifact Kind Description

Dependency Injection
Infrastructure and
Runtime Module Stubs

Xtext relies on the Dependency Injection pattern [92] to
control the behavior of modeling languages at model con-
struction time. Xtext runtime models [28] provide a means to
configure the types of injected instances. The MWE2 gener-
ator creates runtime module stubs during its first execution
with the MWE2 generator file of an Xtext-based modeling
language.

Eclipse Plugin
Configuration

The MWE2 generator can produce the configuration for an
Eclipse plugin that comprises an editor for model construc-
tion with the respective Xtext-based modeling language.

Scope Provider Stub Xtext scope providers resolve cross-references between
model elements (cf. Section 5.3). The first execution of
the MWE2 generator on a modeling language’s MWE2 gen-
erator file yields a language-specific scope provider stub.

Standalone Setup MWE2 generates configuration files and utility classes for
model parsing outside running instances of the Eclipse IDE.

Validator Stub Xtext validators realize model validation. For instance, they
display error markers in a modeling language’s Eclipse ed-
itor to indicate context condition violations by models (cf.
Section 5.4). The first execution of the MWE2 generator
on a modeling language’s MWE2 generator file produces a
language-specific validator stub.
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The majority of the generated artifacts are Xtend32 classes. Xtend is a Java dialect
that adapts Java’s syntax and semantics to provide, e.g., extension methods, more
concise lambda expressions, and operator overloading. Furthermore, Xtend considers
most Java statements [107] expressions and every line of code inside an Xtend block
has a return type. Unlike Java it is therefore possible in Xtend to, e.g., assign an if-
else-condition to a variable. In case the condition’s predicate evaluates to true, the
variable will receive the result of the expression in the if-branch and otherwise the
result of the expression in the else-branch. However, Xtend comprises a transpiler to
transform Xtend code into Java code, which enables to leverage existing Java libraries
in Xtend programs without interoperability issues.

Subsections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3 describe the usage of Xtend for the development of
scope providers and validators (cf. Table 5.6) for our MSA modeling languages.

5.5.2 Implementation of Scope Providers

The following parts illustrate the purpose of scope providers, describe their usage for
context condition realization, and exemplify scope provider implementation.

Motivating Example for Scope Provisioning

In Xtext, scope providers resolve cross-references between model elements (cf. Ta-
ble 5.6 in Subsection 5.5.1). For example, the scope provider of the Service Modeling
Language is responsible for finding and assigning a Type instance from an imported
domain model to the type feature of an ImportedType instance within a service model
(cf. Line 37 in Listing 5.28 of Subsection 5.3.3). This cross-reference enables the typing
of microservice operation parameters, e.g., with domain-specific complex types. To es-
tablish the reference, the scope provider searches the EMF-based AST of an imported
domain model for a ComplexType instance (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) whose qualified name
matches the modeled string value for the type feature of an ImportedType instance
in a service model.

Listing 5.47 shows an excerpt of the “Order.services” service model (cf. Listing 5.30
in Subsection 5.3.3) to exemplify the described purpose of a scope provider for
parameter typing.

Listing 5.47: Excerpt of service model file “Order.services” (cf. Listing 5.30 in
Subsection 5.3.3) to illustrate the purpose of the Service Modeling Language’s scope
provider for the typing of microservice operation parameters.

1 ...
2 import datatypes from "Order.data" as OrderDomain
3 ...
4 functional microservice org.example.OrderService {
5 ...
6 interface Orders {

32https://www.eclipse.org/xtend

https://www.eclipse.org/xtend
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7 ...
8 create(
9 sync in request : OrderDomain::API.CreateOrderRequest,

10 sync out response : OrderDomain::API.CreateOrderResponse
11 );
12 ...
13 }
14
15 ...
16 }

The scope provider of the Service Modeling Language resolves the complex types
for the request and response parameters of the create microservice operation. To
this end, it searches for the types with the qualified names API.CreateOrderRe-

quest and API.CreateOrderResponse in the domain model with the import alias
OrderDomain that points to the physical model file “Order.data” (cf. Listing G.2 in
Appendix G.1).

In case the scope provider cannot find one or both types, the service model
becomes invalid and the Eclipse editor for the Service Modeling Language displays
an error marker. Hence, Xtext’s scope provisioning mechanism supports in the
prevention of invalid references at the time of model construction with Eclipse.
Generally speaking, it immediately reveals emerging model inconsistencies, which is
crucial to increase modeling tool acceptance and model construction efficiency [236].

Realization of Context Conditions with Scope Providers

Since failed scope provisioning for a cross-reference leads to an invalid model, scope
providers may also realize context conditions. The scope provisioning example from
the previous part implicitly realizes Context Condition CC.17 (cf. Subsection 5.4.3)
because it ensures that imported types of microservice operation parameters in service
models originate from imported domain or technology models.

The implementation of the majority of the context conditions for our MSA model-
ing languages (cf. Section 5.4 and Appendix E) is part of language-specific model
validators (cf. Table 5.6 in Subsection 5.5.1). However, for conditions that concern
the existence of imported model elements it is natural to guarantee their obser-
vance via model scoping, i.e., the resolution of cross-references by means of scope
providers [28]. That is because scope provisioning must take place in any case to
establish cross-references between local and imported model elements, and a failed
scope provisioning automatically results in invalid models.

Table 5.7 identifies the context conditions for whose implementation we relied on
model scoping. All of them originate from Section 5.4.

Scope Provider Implementation Example

In the following, we illustrate the implementation of the scope providers for our MSA
modeling languages and their application for context condition realization. To this
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Table 5.7: Context conditions implemented by means of model scoping.

Modeling Language Context Conditions (cf. Section 5.4)

Service Modeling Language CC.8, CC.9, CC.11, CC.17
Service Technology Mapping
Modeling Language

CC.19, CC.21, CC.24, CC.25, CC.26, CC.27

Operation Modeling Language CC.28, CC.30, CC.31, CC.32

end, we stick to the previous example of context condition CC.17 (cf. Subsection 5.4.3).
For the sake of brevity, the next paragraphs only consider the implementation of model
scoping for domain-specific complex types and omit model scoping for technology-
specific types.

Implementation of a Scope Provisioning Hook As described in Subsection 5.5.1,
the MWE2 generator produces a scope provider stub in the form of an Xtend class.
For the Service Modeling Language, this stub class has the name ServiceDslScope-

Provider. It inherits from another generated class called AbstractServiceDslScope-

Provider and transitively from the DelegatingScopeProvider class33 provided by
Xtext.

For the development of language-specific model scoping, it is safe to extend the
ServiceDslScopeProvider stub class because after its initial generation the MWE2
generator will not overwrite it (cf. Table 5.6 in Subsection 5.5.1). Listing 5.48 shows an
excerpt of the extended ServiceDslScopeProvider class related to the implementation
of context condition CC.17 (cf. Subsection 5.4.3).

Listing 5.48: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s Xtend-based scope provider
related to Context Condition CC.17 (cf. Subsection 5.4.3).

1 class ServiceDslScopeProvider extends AbstractServiceDslScopeProvider {
2 override getScope(EObject context, EReference reference) {
3 val scope = switch (context) {
4 ...
5
6 ImportedType: context.getScope(reference)
7
8 ...
9 }

10
11 return if (scope !== null)
12 scope
13 // Try default scope resolution if no custom scope is determinable
14 else
15 super.getScope(context, reference)
16 }

33https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/
xtext/scoping/impl/DelegatingScopeProvider.html

https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/scoping/impl/DelegatingScopeProvider.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/scoping/impl/DelegatingScopeProvider.html
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17
18 private def getScope(ImportedType importedType, EReference reference) {
19 switch (reference) {
20 ...
21 case ServicePackage::Literals.IMPORTED_TYPE__TYPE:
22 return importedType.scopeForImportedType
23 }
24
25 return null
26 }
27
28 ...
29 }

In Line 2, the ServiceDslScopeProvider class overrides the getScope method of
its super class AbstractServiceDslScopeProvider using Xtend’s override keyword.
The getScope method provides a hook for the invocation of custom methods for model
scoping [28], and Xtext executes it automatically at model construction time when a
modeler requires to cross-reference a local or imported model element. Therefore,
Xtext provides the context parameter of getScope with the currently edited Ecore
EObject [275] whose feature shall establish the cross-reference. The feature itself is
then passed to the reference parameter of getScope as an EReference instance [275].

Lines 3 to 9 determine the value of the scope variable that getScope will eventually
return to its caller. We rely on Xtend’s switch expression to retrieve the scope value
and the case in Line 6 constitutes an Xtend type guard that applies when the argument
for the context parameter is an instance of the ImportedType metamodel concept (cf.
Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3). That is, Xtend will evaluate the case expression for
all ImportedTypes occurring in a service model, e.g., when a modeler determines the
type of a microservice operation parameter (cf. Listing 5.28 in Subsection 5.3.3).

In Line 6 of Listing 5.48, the type guard calls the overloaded version of the get-

Scope method for ImportedType instances (cf. Lines 18 to 26). The invocation of
the overloaded method is possible because Xtend implicitly casts the value in the
passed context parameter to the expected ImportedType instance. This cast always
succeeds as the type guard ensures that context holds an instance of ImportedType.
Furthermore, we write the call to the overloaded version of getScope in the form
of an Xtend extension method. This syntactic construct allows for stating the first
argument of a method before the name of the method separated by a dot. That is,
instead of

getScope(context, reference)

we write

context.getScope(reference)

to make getScope appear as a method of the argument for the context parameter.
Extension methods benefit code readability as they reduce the size of argument lists
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and clearly communicate the intended receiver of a method call34, i.e., the context

argument in our case.
The overloaded getScope method in Lines 18 to 26 of Listing 5.48 creates the

scope for the type feature of the ImportedType production rule (cf. Listing 5.28 in
Subsection 5.3.3). It is thus responsible for (i) gathering instances of the Type concept
(cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1) from imported domain or technology models; (ii)
identifying applicable instances; and (iii) providing these instances in a form that the
modeler can select an instance and let Xtext establish the cross-reference.

In Line 21 of Listing 5.48, the overloaded getScope method applies an Xtend case
guard to ensure that the given reference argument points to the type feature of the
ImportedType production rule (cf. Listing 5.28 in Subsection 5.3.3). If that is the
case, the modeler currently constructs a service model and requires to cross-reference
an imported type. To verify that the reference argument corresponds to the type

feature, the case guard relies on constants in the nested Literals interface of the Java
class ServicePackage, which is an Ecore EPackage [275]. Both the Literals interface
and its defining ServicePackage class are generated by Xcore from the metamodel
definition of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Section 4.5) in compliance with
Ecore. Ecore assembles the name of a feature constant in the Literals interface
from the name of the metamodel concept and the attribute representing the feature
separated by two consecutive underscores [275]. Hence, for the type attribute of
the ImportedType metamodel concept (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3), the name
of the feature constant for model scoping is IMPORTED_TYPE__TYPE (cf. Line 21 in
Listing 5.48).

In Line 22 of Listing 5.48, the overloaded getScope method invokes the scope-

ForImportedType helper method with the importedType argument to trigger model
scoping for imported types (see below). The return value of scopeForImportedType
becomes the return value of the switch expression in Line 3 and will thus be stored
in the scope variable. Based on its val keyword, Xtend will automatically infer
the type of the scope variable from the return types of the case expressions in the
switch expression. As a result, the type of scope will be IScope35. IScope is the base
interface for Xtext scope objects that cluster scoped elements [28], e.g., Type instances
for the type feature of the ImportedType production rule.

Finally, Lines 11 to 15 of Listing 5.48 return the value of the scope variable, i.e.,
the list of scope elements, or delegate scope provisioning to the super class in case
no custom scope resolution occurred from the context and reference arguments for
getScope.

34https://www.eclipse.org/xtend/documentation/202_xtend_classes_members.html#extensi
on-methods

35https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/
xtext/scoping/IScope.html

https://www.eclipse.org/xtend/documentation/202_xtend_classes_members.html#extension-methods
https://www.eclipse.org/xtend/documentation/202_xtend_classes_members.html#extension-methods
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/scoping/IScope.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/scoping/IScope.html
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Implementation of Scope Creation The overloaded version of the scope provision-
ing hook getScope for the Service Modeling Language invokes the scopeForImport-

edType helper method as part of the ServiceDslScopeProvider class (cf. Line 22 in
Listing 5.48). This helper method performs the actual model scoping for Context Con-
dition CC.17 (cf. Subsection 5.4.3) in that it creates suitable IScope instances for the
type feature of the ImportedType production rule (cf. Listing 5.28 in Subsection 5.3.3).
Listing 5.49 shows an excerpt of the ServiceDslScopeProvider class including the
Xtend-based implementation of scopeForImportedType.

Listing 5.49: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s Xtend-based scope provider
concerning scope creation related to Context Condition CC.17 (cf. Subsection 5.4.3).

1 class ServiceDslScopeProvider extends AbstractServiceDslScopeProvider {
2 ...
3
4 private def scopeForImportedType(ImportedType importedType) {
5 val resourceContents = Utils.getImportedModelContents(importedType.eResource,
6 importedType.import.importURI)
7 if (resourceContents === null || resourceContents.empty)
8 return IScope.NULLSCOPE
9

10 val resourceRoot = resourceContents.get(0)
11 switch (resourceRoot) {
12 DataModel: return resourceRoot.scopeForImportedComplexTypes
13 ...
14 default: return IScope.NULLSCOPE
15 }
16 }
17
18 private def scopeForImportedComplexTypes(DataModel dataModel) {
19 val scopeElements = dataModel.containedComplexTypes.map[
20 val typeName = QualifiedName.create(it.qualifiedNameParts)
21 EObjectDescription.create(typeName, it)
22 ]
23
24 return MapBasedScope.createScope(IScope.NULLSCOPE, scopeElements)
25 }
26
27 ...
28 }

Lines 4 to 16 implement the scopeForImportedType method. In Lines 5 and 6, it
calls the getImportedModelContents utility method. The utility method realizes a
part of the Ecore Resource traversal for Context Condition CC.17 (cf. Subsection 5.4.3)
as it loads the imported model located at the importURI of the given importedType

argument. In case the getImportedModelContents utility method could not load the
imported model, e.g., because it does not exist, scopeForImportedType returns the
NULLSCOPE constant of the IScope interface (cf. Line 8). This constant represents
an empty scope and the modeler will not be able to select an imported type for a
microservice operation parameter. Thus, the NULLSCOPE constant contributes to the
realization of Context Condition CC.17 as it hints at modeling issues resulting from
types being inaccessible, e.g., due to non-existent models.
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If the getImportedModelContents utility method was able to load an imported
model, scopeForImportedType first retrieves the model element at the root of the
loaded model (cf. Line 10 in Listing 5.49). For domain models, this root element must
be an instance of the DataModel concept from the metamodel of the Domain Data
Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1). In this case, scopeForImport-
edType delegates to the scopeForImportedComplexTypes method to perform model
scoping for imported domain-specific complex types (cf. Line 12).

Lines 18 to 25 of Listing 5.49 comprise the implementation of the scopeForImport-

edComplexTypes method. It traverses the DataModel root element of the previously
loaded domain model and maps the list of all contained ComplexType instances to
a list of EObjectDescription36 instances (cf. Lines 19 to 22). These latter instances
cluster information about scope elements [28]. In the case of ComplexType instances
as scope elements for the types of microservice operation parameters, this scoping
information consists of the qualified names of the loaded complex types (cf. Lines 20
and 21).

Finally, in Line 24 of Listing 5.49, scopeForImportedComplexTypes returns a Map-

BasedScope37 object. The MapBasedScope class is an implementation of the IScope

interface and uses the names provided by EObjectDescriptions to identify scope
elements for cross-reference purposes. As a result, the Eclipse editor of the Service
Modeling Language presents the modeler with a content assist containing the quali-
fied names of all loaded domain-specific complex types to select one of them as the
imported type for a microservice operation parameter. Figure 5.1 shows a screenshot
of such a content assist.

Figure 5.1: Screenshot of Eclipse’s content assist displaying domain-specific complex
types based on an Xtext scope to select the type of a microservice operation parameter.

We took the screenshot during the construction of the “Order.services” model
(cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3) with the Eclipse editor of the Service Modeling
Language. Based on the implementation of the language’s scope provider in the

36https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/
xtext/resource/EObjectDescription.html

37https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/
xtext/scoping/impl/MapBasedScope.html

https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/resource/EObjectDescription.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/resource/EObjectDescription.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/scoping/impl/MapBasedScope.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/scoping/impl/MapBasedScope.html
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ServiceDslScopeProvider class (cf. Listings 5.48 and 5.49) and the created model
scope, the content assist enabled us to type the request parameter of the create

microservice operation with the API.CreateOrderRequest data structure from the
imported domain model with the alias OrderDomain (cf. Listing G.2 in Appendix G.1).

5.5.3 Implementation of Model Validators

We implemented the majority of the context conditions for our MSA modeling lan-
guages leveraging Xtext’s model validation mechanism [28]. Technically, this mecha-
nism enables modeling language developers to realize validations that check nodes in
the EMF-based ASTs of parsed models for semantic errors (cf. Subsections 4.5.1 and
5.5.1). Xtext displays detected errors to modelers in the Eclipse editors of Xtext-based
modeling languages at model construction time. Consequently, modelers receive
immediate feedback about modeling issues, which increases modeling tool acceptance
and model construction efficiency [236].

In the following, we illustrate the implementation of model validators with Xtext’s
model validation mechanism by means of three examples. Each example targets
a certain kind of context condition for our MSA modeling languages. First, we
describe the realization of model validators for context conditions that we expressed
as OCL invariants for the metamodels of our modeling languages (cf. Section 4.4 and
Appendix E). Second, we illustrate the implementation of model validators for EMF-
specific context conditions that require physical file access (cf. Section 5.4). Third,
we exemplify the application of Xtext’s model validation mechanism to integrate
model validators for warning context conditions (cf. Appendix H) into our modeling
languages.

Implementation of Model Validators for Metamodel OCL Invariants

This part illustrates the implementation of model validators for the OCL invariants
of our metamodels (cf. Appendix E) based on Xtext’s model validation mechanism.
To this end, we use the notUnspecified OCL invariant of our Service Modeling
Language (cf. Lines 284 and 285 in Listing E.3 of Appendix E.3) as example. This
invariant ensures that a microservice operation parameter does not have the built-in
unspecified type (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) to provide well-defined microservice APIs (cf.
Subsection 4.4.3).

The MWE2 generator produces stubs for the implementation of model validators
with Xtext (cf. Table 5.6 in Subsection 5.5.1). These stubs are Xtend classes and
extensible with methods that realize language-specific validations of nodes in EMF-
based ASTs. Xtext imposes two requirements on validation methods to automatically
invoke them on ASTs parsed at model construction time:
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• Existence of the @Check annotation: To identify validation methods at model
construction time, they must exhibit Xtext’s @Check annotation38.

• Type of parameter must be metamodel concept: The type of a validation
method’s first parameter must be a concept from the metamodel of the respec-
tive language. Xtext continuously derives an EMF-based AST for the model
under construction, traverses it, and invokes those validation methods of the
respective language’s validator whose parameters have the same type as the
traversed AST nodes.

We extended the Service Modeling Language’s validator stub, i.e., the Service-

DslValidator Xtend class, with a validation method for the notUnspecified OCL
invariant of the language’s metamodel. Listing 5.50 shows the corresponding excerpt
of the validator class.

Listing 5.50: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s Xtend-based validator
showing the validation method for the notUnspecified OCL invariant (cf. Listing E.3
in Appendix E.3).

1 class ServiceDslValidator extends AbstractServiceDslValidator {
2 ...
3
4 @Check
5 def checkParameterType(Parameter parameter) {
6 if (parameter.effectiveType instanceof PrimitiveUnspecified)
7 error("Invalid type", ServicePackage::Literals.PARAMETER__PRIMITIVE_TYPE)
8 }
9

10 ...
11 }

Lines 4 to 8 show the Xtend code of the checkParameterType validation method for
the notUnspecified OCL invariant. As expected by Xtext, the method has the @Check

annotation and its first parameter indicates that it validates instances of the Parameter

metamodel concept covering microservice operation parameters (cf. Figure 4.11 in
Subsection 4.4.3). The validation method consists of a single if-expression (cf. Line 6).
It uses the derived effectiveType attribute of the Parameter metamodel concept to
retrieve the modeled type of the validated parameter and check if it is an instance of
PrimitiveUnspecified, i.e., the metamodel concept of the built-in unspecified type
(cf. Figure 4.2 in Subsection 4.4.1).

In case the if-expression evaluates to true and the modeler thus assigned the
unspecified type to the validated parameter, the validation method invokes the
error method (cf. Line 7 in Listing 5.50). The ServiceDslValidator class transitively
inherits this method from Xtext’s AbstractDeclarativeValidator class39. The first
argument of the error method is the error message. The second argument identifies

38https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/
xtext/validation/Check.html

39https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/
xtext/validation/AbstractDeclarativeValidator.html

https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/validation/Check.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/validation/Check.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/validation/AbstractDeclarativeValidator.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/validation/AbstractDeclarativeValidator.html
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the feature of the grammar for which the error message shall be displayed to the
modeler. For violations of the notUnspecified OCL invariant, the checkParameter-

Type validation method yields the error message “Invalid type” on the primitiveType

feature of the Parameter production rule from the Service Modeling Language’s
grammar specification (cf. Listing 5.28 in Subsection 5.3.3). As a result, the error
message will appear at the unspecified type after the parameter name and the
subsequent colon in the Eclipse editor of an erroneous service model.

Figure 5.2 shows the error message in the construction of the “Order.services”
model (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3). We took the screenshot during the
modeling of the create microservice operation with the Service Modeling Language’s
Eclipse editor.

Figure 5.2: Screenshot of the error displayed in the Eclipse editor of the Service
Modeling Language when the notUnspecified OCL invariant is violated.

The implementation of validation methods for the OCL invariants of our model-
ing language’s metamodels (cf. Appendix E) is straightforward because it does not
require traversal of an Ecore Resource or access to the filesystem (cf. Section 5.4).
That is, we can exclusively rely on the parsed EMF-based AST of the current model
to realize the OCL invariants as Xtext validation methods. Thus, the Xtend code of a
validation method usually closely follows the OCL code of the corresponding invari-
ant. For the checkParameterType validation method the only differences between its
implementation (cf. Lines 4 to 8 in Listing 5.50) and the invariant’s implementation
(cf. Lines 284 and 285 in Listing E.3 of Appendix E.3) are (i) the usage of Xtend’s
instanceof operator instead of OCL’s oclIsTypeOf property [218]; and (ii) the display
of a custom error on the primitiveType feature of the Parameter metamodel concept
by means of Xtext’s error method.

Implementation of Model Validators Requiring Physical File Access

In the following, we illustrate the implementation of EMF-specific context conditions
that require physical file access (cf. Section 5.4). We show the realization of such
conditions on the example of Context Condition CC.12 (cf. Subsection 5.4.3). It
guarantees that imported model files of a service model exist in the modeler’s
filesystem.
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Listing 5.51 shows an excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s validator
Xtend class ServiceDslValidator whose validation method checkImportFileExists

implements Context Condition CC.12.

Listing 5.51: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s Xtend-based validator
showing the validation method for Context Condition CC.12 (cf. Subsection 5.4.3).

1 class ServiceDslValidator extends AbstractServiceDslValidator {
2 ...
3
4 @Check
5 def checkImportFileExists(Import ^import) {
6 if (!Utils.importFileExists(^import.eResource, import.importURI))
7 error("File not found", ServicePackage::Literals.IMPORT__IMPORT_URI)
8 }
9

10 ...
11 }

According to its definition in Line 5, the checkImportFileExists validation
method operates on AST nodes for the Import metamodel concept of the Service
Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3). To verify the existence of an
imported file, the validation method uses the utility method importFileExists (cf.
Line 6). It takes the Ecore Resource that Xtext associates with the validated Import

instance in the import parameter and checks the existence of the Resource in a model
file located at the importURI of the validated Import instance (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).

In case the importFileExists utility method returns false, the model file at the
given importURI does not exist and the checkImportFileExists validation method
yields the error message “File not found” (cf. Line 7). Specifically, the error is
displayed on the importURI feature of the Import production rule from the Service
Modeling Language’s grammar specification (cf. Listing 5.21 in Subsection 5.3.3).

Figure 5.3 shows the error message during the construction of the “Order.services”
model (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3). We took the screenshot from the Service
Modeling Language’s Eclipse editor and the error hints at a typo in the file name of
the imported “Order.data” domain model (cf. Listing 5.9 in Subsection 5.3.1).

Figure 5.3: Screenshot of the error displayed in the Eclipse editor of the Service
Modeling Language when Context Condition CC.12 (cf. Subsection 5.4.3) is violated.

Implementation of Model Validators for Warning Context Conditions

We illustrate the realization of validation methods for warning context conditions
on the example of the Service Modeling Language’s Context Condition CC.56 (cf.
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Appendix H.3). A violation of this condition occurs for a microservice operation
that is modeled as being not implemented and whose defining interface is also
modeled as being not implemented (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). In concrete syntax, both
the interface and operation would then exhibit the noimpl modifier (cf. Listings 5.27
and 5.28 in Subsection 5.3.3). Since the implementation of an interface consists of
the implementations of its operations, the noimpl modifier on an interface implicitly
considers all operations of the interface as being not implemented, thereby rendering
additional noimpl modifiers on the operations redundant.

Listing 5.52 shows an excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s validator Xtend
class ServiceDslValidator including the validation method for warning Context
Condition CC.56 (cf. Appendix H.3).

Listing 5.52: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s Xtend-based validator show-
ing the validation method for warning Context Condition CC.56 (cf. Appendix H.3).

1 class ServiceDslValidator extends AbstractServiceDslValidator {
2 ...
3
4 @Check
5 def warnAlreadyNotImplemented(Operation operation) {
6 if (operation.notImplemented && operation.interface.notImplemented) {
7 val containingInterfaceName = operation.interface.name
8 warning("Operation is already marked as being not implemented, because " +
9 ’’’its interface «containingInterfaceName» is marked as being not implemented’’’,

10 ServicePackage::Literals.OPERATION__NOT_IMPLEMENTED)
11 }
12 }
13
14 ...
15 }

Based on its definition in Line 5, the warnAlreadyNotImplemented validation
method operates on AST nodes of modeled microservice operations that are instances
of the Operation concept from the Service Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf.
Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3).

In Line 6, the validation method checks if the notImplemented flag is true for
both the validated operation and its defining interface. If that is the case, the method
yields a warning by invoking the warning utility method in Lines 8 to 10. Like the
error method (cf. Listings 5.50 and 5.51), the Xtext validator for the Service Modeling
Language inherits the warning method transitively from Xtext’s AbstractDeclara-

tiveValidator class. While warning has the same signature as error, it displays the
provided message string as a warning on the given grammar feature.

The warning message for Context Condition CC.56 comprises the name of the
microservice interface that defines the validated operation (cf. Line 7). To assemble
the warning message including the interface name, we employ Xtend’s template
string syntax. It encloses a template string between three consecutive apostrophes,
and enables to embed values of variables by surrounding their names with opening
and closing guillemets. For the warnAlreadyNotImplemented validation method, the
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warning message involves a template string in Line 9 of Listing 5.52 to incorporate the
name of the microservice interface from the value of the containingInterfaceName

variable into the message.
The validation method displays an assembled warning message for the notIm-

plemented feature of the Operation production rule from the Service Modeling Lan-
guage’s grammar specification (cf. Listing 5.28 in Subsection 5.3.3). Figure 5.4 shows
the warning message for an example interface and operation of the OrderService

microservice within the “Order.services” model (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3).

Figure 5.4: Screenshot of the warning displayed in the Eclipse editor of the Service
Modeling Language when Context Condition CC.56 (cf. Appendix H.3) is violated.

5.5.4 Overview of Modeling Languages’ Xtext Implementations

The Xtext implementations of our modeling languages including their grammar spec-
ifications (cf. Section 5.3), scope providers (cf. Subsection 5.5.2), and model validators
(cf. Subsection 5.5.3) can be found on SWH. Table 5.8 lists the corresponding SWH
paths.

5.6 Related Work

In Section 4.6, we presented work related to each of our MSA modeling languages
and also compared the concepts provided by other modeling languages with the
metamodel concepts of our modeling languages. In the following, we extend the
scope of this comparison to concrete syntaxes. To this end, each of the following
parts compares the concrete syntax of a related modeling language (cf. Section 4.6)
with the specified concrete syntax of one or more of our MSA modeling languages
(cf. Section 5.3).

Sculptor

Section 4.6 compared the abstract syntax of the Sculptor modeling language40 with
that of our Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). Regarding their

40https://www.sculptorgenerator.org

https://www.sculptorgenerator.org
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Table 5.8: SWH paths to modeling languages’ Xtext implementations.

Modeling Language SWH Path (Relative to Base Archive [238])

Domain Data
Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 5.3.1)

/de.fhdo.lemma.data.datadsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/data

Technology
Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 5.3.2)

/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.technologydsl/src/de/fhdo/
lemma/technology

Service Modeling
Language
(cf. Subsection 5.3.3)

/de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma

Service Technology
Mapping Modeling
Language
(cf. Subsection 5.3.4)

/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.mappingdsl/src/de/fhdo/lem
ma/technology/mappingdsl

Operation Modeling
Language
(cf. Subsection 5.3.5)

/de.fhdo.lemma.operationdsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/operat
iondsl

concrete syntaxes, both modeling languages rely on a similar textual notation to
capture domain concepts.

For instance, both languages enclose fields of domain concepts in curly brackets
and precede field names with types. In addition, Sculptor also uses the enum keyword
to introduce enumeration definitions as well as the @-symbol to augment model
elements with metadata (cf. Subsections 5.3.1 and 5.3.3). These similarities in the
concrete syntaxes of Sculptor and our MSA modeling languages indicate that Java’s
syntax inspired their specification [107]. However, as opposed to the Domain Data
Modeling Language, Sculptor expects keywords for DDD patterns [82], e.g., Entity
or ValueObject, to occur before the names of domain concepts.

Concerning its implementation and like all of our modeling languages, Sculptor
relies on Xtext to realize its concrete syntax including integral components like scope
providers and validators41 (cf. Section 5.5).

Context Mapper

Context Mapper [151] (cf. Section 4.6) provides a textual concrete syntax which is
similar to that of Sculptor and our Domain Data Modeling Language w.r.t. domain

41https://www.github.com/sculptor/sculptor/tree/develop/sculptor-eclipse/org.sculptor.
dsl/src/org/sculptor/dsl

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/directory/e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.data.datadsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/data&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.data.datadsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/data
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/directory/e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.technology.technologydsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/technology&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.technologydsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/technology
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/directory/e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.technology.technologydsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/technology&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.technologydsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/technology
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/directory/e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/directory/e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.technology.mappingdsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/technology/mappingdsl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.mappingdsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/technology/mappingdsl
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/directory/e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.technology.mappingdsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/technology/mappingdsl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.technology.mappingdsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/technology/mappingdsl
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/directory/e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.operationdsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/operationdsl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.operationdsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/operationdsl
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/directory/e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.operationdsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/operationdsl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.operationdsl/src/de/fhdo/lemma/operationdsl
https://www.github.com/sculptor/sculptor/tree/develop/sculptor-eclipse/org.sculptor.dsl/src/org/sculptor/dsl
https://www.github.com/sculptor/sculptor/tree/develop/sculptor-eclipse/org.sculptor.dsl/src/org/sculptor/dsl
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concept modeling for tactical DDD [82].
However, differences exist in the definition of DDD aggregates [82]. Our Domain

Data Modeling Language expresses aggregates as data structures with the aggregate

feature and their parts as data fields with the part feature (cf. Subsection 5.3.1).
Context Mapper, on the other hand, nests aggregate parts inside aggregate structures.
For example, an aggregate structure in Context Mapper may consist of a set of entities
with their own structures as part of the aggregate structure’s body.

In addition, Context Mapper uses the @-symbol to refer to modeled domain
concepts as types of domain operation parameters. In the Domain Data Modeling
Language, no special symbol is necessary to resolve cross-references to domain
concepts that type domain operation parameters. Instead, our modeling language
expects the typing domain concept’s qualified name, which can be stated relative to
the namespace of the domain operation. If, for instance, a domain operation is part of
the same bounded context as a data structure that constitutes the operation’s return
type, it is possible to omit the name of the bounded context for the data structure. We
decided for this approach to increase domain model conciseness, and omit additional
keywords and symbols.

Like all of our modeling languages, Context Mapper employs Xtext for the imple-
mentation of its concrete syntax and related components42.

MicroDSL

Compared to our Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.3), MicroDSL [283]
(cf. Section 4.6) provides a different form of textual concrete syntax for microservice
modeling. For example, it does not expect a special annotation like @technology

to configure technology-specific properties of a microservice. Instead, MicroDSL
separates built-in technology-specific properties and their values with colons, which
may increase model readability for users not accustomed to Java annotations [107].

Moreover, MicroDSL specifies a more expressive syntax for the definition of
microservice operations by integrating keywords like MethodURL, ParameterType, and
RESTMethodType. The perceived expressiveness of a modeling language in terms
of the availability of descriptive keywords is an important factor in the language’s
quality in use [17]. On the other hand, models may also become extensive over
time and a more concise syntax would benefit modeling efficiency for experienced
language users.

For our modeling languages, we aim to reduce the size of constructed models
by (i) constraining keywords to a minimum; (ii) enabling model decomposition
with viewpoint-specific modeling languages (cf. Section 3.4) and an integrated
import mechanism (cf. Subsection 4.4.1); and (iii) providing technology aspects as

42https://www.github.com/ContextMapper/context-mapper-dsl/tree/master/org.contextmap
per.dsl/src/org/contextmapper/dsl

https://www.github.com/ContextMapper/context-mapper-dsl/tree/master/org.contextmapper.dsl/src/org/contextmapper/dsl
https://www.github.com/ContextMapper/context-mapper-dsl/tree/master/org.contextmapper.dsl/src/org/contextmapper/dsl
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a targeted means to extend models with technology information on an as-needed
basis (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). In particular, the import mechanism for technology
models significantly lowers the need for technology-specific keywords like MicroDSL’s
MethodURL or RESTMethodType in our modeling languages.

MDSL

The concrete syntax of MDSL [150] (cf. Section 4.6) combines descriptive keywords
and symbols as shorthand notations. For example, the P-symbol marks the parameter
of a microservice contract to store an arbitrary payload, while the L-symbol identifies
a link in the form of a URI. Furthermore, some symbols represent synonyms of
longer statements. The D-symbol, for instance, is a synonym for the «entity»{ID,V}

statement in MDSL. Consequently, MDSL exhibits a certain degree of flexibility in its
concrete syntax. Beginners may therefore use the longer forms of statements, while
advanced MDSL modelers may rely on the shorthand alternatives.

For our modeling languages, we decided against this combined approach to
concrete syntax specification and usage. First, additional shorthand notations may
increase the size and complexity of grammar specifications significantly. Second,
they may lead to counter-intuitive or ambiguous syntactic constructs. We perceive
those constructs to exhibit the risk of hampering language learnability and model
comprehension, e.g., when models mix long form statements and their shorthand
alternatives.

Furthermore, and by contrast to the concrete syntaxes of our modeling languages,
MDSL does not rely on curly brackets to nest elements. Instead, MDSL’s keywords
indicate the logical coherence of model elements which increases the readability
of MDSL models. We employed a similar approach for the Operation Modeling
Language, whose concrete syntax enables the construction of models that partially
consist of sentence-like statements. For instance, Lines 9 and 10 of Listing 5.45 in Sub-
section 5.3.5 use the following statement to express the container-based deployment
of a microservice:

container OrderServiceContainer

deployment technology Docker::_deployment.Docker

deploys OrderServices::org.example.OrderService {

...

}

Like our modeling languages, MDSL also relies on Xtext for its implementation43.
43https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/MDSL-Specification/tree/master/ds

l-core/io.mdsl/src/io/mdsl

https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/MDSL-Specification/tree/master/dsl-core/io.mdsl/src/io/mdsl
https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/MDSL-Specification/tree/master/dsl-core/io.mdsl/src/io/mdsl
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JDL

The concrete syntax of JHipster’s DSL JDL44 (cf. Section 4.6) shares certain common-
alities with the concrete syntaxes of our MSA modeling languages. First, JDL uses
curly brackets to structure declarative parts of a Spring-based application. Second,
it provides the @-symbol to add metadata to model elements (cf. Subsection 5.3.3),
whereas some JDL tokens like readOnly are applicable both as a metadata annotation
and a keyword.

By contrast to the grammar of our Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Sub-
section 5.3.1), JDL places the names of domain concept fields before their types.
Moreover, custom annotations do not require upfront definition. Instead, JDL en-
ables to prefix arbitrary tokens that do not represent keywords with the @-symbol to
place them before model elements as custom annotations. The metadata mechanism
of our modeling languages, however, requires the upfront definition of technology
aspects that can act as custom annotations on predefined model element types (cf.
Subsections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3). We decided for this approach to allow alignment of
model processor features (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) to available technology aspects. Fur-
thermore, compared to custom JDL annotations, technology aspects are well-defined
within technology models, and thus cross-referenceable by model elements like mi-
croservices and operation nodes (cf. Subsections 5.3.3 and 5.3.5). Consequently, in
case a technology aspect is removed or renamed, dependent models become invalid
so that inconsistencies in models are apparent before their eventual processing (cf.
Subsection 5.5.2).

Like MicroDSL, JDL also comprises an extensive set of technology-specific key-
words, whereas context conditions constrain their combinability based on technology
choices for a modeled Spring-based application. For instance, usages of the JDL key-
words kubernetesNamespace and kubernetesServiceType are only valid when the
deploymentType of a JDL deployment has the value “kubernetes”. Another example
of constrained keyword usage is the availability of data field types like LocalDate.
This type is only usable in the context of JDL’s supported “common databases”45, e.g.,
MongoDB and MySQL. However, the LocalDate type is not applicable for DBMSs
like Cassandra46 where modelers must fall back on the Date type. Generally speaking,
JDL integrates technology-dependent context conditions. As described in Section 4.7,
we do not rely on such an approach because it may increase the learning curve of
a modeling language. To still guarantee the correct usage of required technologies,
it becomes however necessary to be able to complement technology models with
custom validations. Chapter 7 details this drawback of our MSA modeling languages
and presents an approach to cope with it.

44https://www.jhipster.tech/jdl
45https://www.jhipster.tech/jdl/entities-fields
46https://cassandra.apache.org

https://www.jhipster.tech/jdl
https://www.jhipster.tech/jdl/entities-fields
https://cassandra.apache.org
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5.7 Discussion

This section discusses the specification and implementation of the concrete syntaxes
of our MSA modeling languages. In particular, we elaborate on our decision for
textual notations and the possible tradeoffs in the model-based reconstruction of
microservice architectures with our languages. Furthermore, we discuss the support
of the concrete syntaxes for coping with MSA engineering challenges (cf. Section 2.4).

Textual and Graphical Modeling in Microservice Architecture
Engineering

Section 5.1 described our motivation to implement the concrete syntaxes of our MSA
modeling languages in the form of textual notations. Interestingly enough, there
exist several other approaches for the application of MDE to MSA engineering that
also build upon textual concrete syntaxes (cf. Section 5.6). When we specified the
concrete syntaxes for our modeling languages, we did not expect this broad adoption
of textual modeling in MSA engineering, especially because graphical modeling is
frequent in SBSA modeling [198].

However, for the specific case of MSA engineering, textual modeling might be
perceived as particularly beneficial given the limited responsibility of microservice
teams and their focus on only a certain amount of microservices (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).
Consequently, models for microservices and their deployment also consist of con-
strained sets of elements. Thus, graphical box-and-line diagrams that capture the
overall architecture together with all microservice interaction relationships might not
be as relevant—at least from the perspective of microservice teams.

Additionally, modeling languages related to ours, e.g., MicroDSL, MDSL, and
JDL (cf. Section 5.6), also target stakeholder groups like microservice developers and
MSA software architects. As described in Section 5.1, we consider these stakeholder
groups to be accustomed to the usage of textual notations.

On the other hand, MSA software architects may also benefit from graphical
models to obtain an overview of microservice architectures and keep track of their
evolution [32]. For example, a model of a microservice architecture that focuses
on software architects may abstract from domain concepts, microservice APIs, and
container configurations. Instead, it could only reify the relationships between
microservices and operation nodes. Such a visualization would support in an initial
assessment of the complexity of a microservice architecture [19]. We regard a further
investigation of this issue as a potential direction for future research.

Tradeoffs in Microservice Architecture Reconstruction

In Section 5.3, we demonstrated the applicability of our MSA modeling languages in
the context of DSRM Activity 4 (cf. Subsection 1.5.4). To this end, we modeled parts
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of a case study microservice architecture [253] using the presented concrete syntaxes
of our languages. While the demonstration of the languages contributed to DSRM
Activity 4, it also revealed first tradeoffs concerning the reconstruction of existing
microservice architectures by means of the languages47. The following paragraphs
describe these initial tradeoffs per modeling activity.

Domain Modeling When we reconstructed the Java-based case study microservice
architecture [253], we discovered that Java collections with more than one type pa-
rameter are not directly expressible with the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf.
Subsection 4.4.1). That is because the modeling language does not integrate concepts
for generic programming [99] as its support depends on the applied programming
language and is thus technology-specific from the perspective of our MSA modeling
languages (cf. Subsection 3.4.2). For example, while languages like Java and C# enable
generic programming based on generic types [107, 136], other service programming
languages like JavaScript do not yet provide built-in support for generic program-
ming [73]. In addition, generic programming is a genuine notion from computer
science and therefore usually out of scope of the concrete domain of an application.

However, with the omission of generic programming support, Java and also C#
collections with more than one type parameter cannot be captured in domain models.
Nonetheless, our Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) provides a
workaround based on technology aspects.

Suppose Java’s collection type Map48 with the following type arguments:

Map<String, Integer>

This instantiation of Map constitutes a map of strings to integers. In domain
models constructed with our Domain Data Modeling Language, the following list
type semantically covers the above map:

StringIntMap { string k, int v }

For the technical identification of the list type as a Java Map, a Java technology
model must define a Map aspect and apply it to the list type within a mapping model
(cf. Subsection 4.4.4).

Technology Modeling During the reconstruction of the case study microservice ar-
chitecture [253], we discovered a tradeoff in technology modeling w.r.t. the granularity
of technology aspects.

The reconstructed Java technology model of the case study architecture defines the
AttributeOverride aspect (cf. Listing G.5 in Appendix G.2) for the eponymous Java

47Chapter 9 extends the set of tradeoffs based on further insights from reconstructing an additional
microservice architecture.

48https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/Map.html

https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/Map.html
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annotation. The annotation is however intended to be used as part of applications of
the AttributeOverrides annotation49.

Our Technology Modeling Language does not integrate modeling concepts for
the definition and application of nested technology aspects as its support depends on
programming language capabilities. Consequently, a hypothetical Java code generator
(cf. Subsection 2.2.3) would need to translate several AttributeOverride aspects
on the same target element to their Java annotation equivalents and also produce
a single AttributeOverrides annotation to cluster the derived AttributeOverride

annotations.
KafkaListener (cf. Listing G.6 in Appendix G.2), on the other hand, is an example

for a technology aspect whose granularity not only covers annotations but also
additional boilerplate code required to enable Kafka-based message processing in
Java microservice architectures. A potential code generator for Kafka would thus have
to produce this boilerplate code when it encounters the annotation (cf. Chapter 8).

The different granularity levels of technology aspects require the consideration
of technology models and corresponding model processors as conceptual unities (cf.
Chapter 6).

Service Modeling A minor tradeoff in service modeling stems from the lack of
support for data structure modeling within service models (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).

For example, the data structures in the API bounded context of the reconstructed
“Order.data” domain model (cf. Appendix G.1) carry information relevant to mi-
croservice interactions. Thus, we regard these data structures to be more related to
the Service Viewpoint rather than the Domain Viewpoint (cf. Subsections 3.4.1 and
3.4.3).

An approach to express the relevance of a domain model for microservice APIs
would be the construction of a dedicated “API.data” domain model to cluster all
data structures in the API bounded context. Nevertheless, we consider it sensible to
reason about an extension of the Service Modeling Language to enable the definition
of service-related complex types within service models. This approach would also
allow direct assignment of technology information to complex types within service
models instead of mapping models (cf. Subsection 4.4.4).

We perceive the described tradeoffs to be MDE-inherent to some extent because the
higher level of abstraction introduced by models (cf. Subsection 2.2.1) implicitly results
in tradeoffs when modeling information from a lower level of abstraction, e.g., source
code. However, future reasoning about these tradeoffs appears sensible in order to
increase the expressivity of our MSA modeling languages without abandoning too
much of their abstraction capabilities.

49https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/Attri
buteOverrides.html

https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/AttributeOverrides.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/AttributeOverrides.html
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Support in Microservice Architecture Engineering Challenges

Both the present chapter and Chapter 4 investigated RQ 1.4 (cf. Section 1.2). Specif-
ically, the introduced concrete syntaxes (cf. Section 5.3) build upon the abstract
syntaxes for our MSA modeling languages (cf. Section 4.4) and enable the practical
construction of models conforming to the defined metamodels (cf. Subsection 2.2.2).
Consequently, the concrete syntaxes tackle the same challenges in MSA engineering
(cf. Section 2.4) as the abstract syntaxes (cf. Section 4.7).

However, the concrete syntaxes provide a remarkable additional contribution to
cope with Challenge C.10 (cf. Subsection 2.4.1). That is, they effectively provide a
human-readable format for knowledge sharing that complements XMI as a machine-
sensible serialization format for MSA models (cf. Section 4.7).

5.8 Conclusion

This chapter presented the concrete syntaxes of our modeling languages for Microser-
vice Architecture (MSA) engineering including the specifications of their grammars
and the realization of their context conditions. Hence, the chapter concluded the
investigation of RQ 1.4 (cf. Section 1.2).

We decided to specify textual rather than graphical concrete syntaxes for the
construction of MSA models with our modeling languages. That is, to increase
modeling efficiency for the mainly technology-savvy stakeholder groups which we
considered (cf. Sections 3.3 and 5.1). For consistency, the Domain Data Modeling
Language also received a textual concrete syntax. However, the language’s conceptual
alignment with Domain-driven Design (DDD) [82] enables to transform graphical,
UML-based domain models [244] into textual domain models for the language [242].

We specified the grammar of each modeling language with the grammar language
of the Xtext framework (cf. Section 5.3). Next, we complemented the set of context
conditions for our languages’ metamodels (cf. Appendix E) with additional conditions
that require physical file access or are specific to the Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF) [275] (cf. Section 5.4). Moreover, we identified further context conditions with
medium criticality. All additional context conditions are not directly expressible on
the metamodel-level as invariants in the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [218].

In Section 5.5, we described the development of our concrete syntaxes and pre-
sented different approaches to realize their context conditions with Xtext.

Section 5.6 presented related work and Section 5.7 discussed several aspects of
the concrete syntaxes for our MSA modeling languages concerning (i) the decision
for textual instead of graphical notations; (ii) tradeoffs in reconstructing microservice
architectures; and (iii) the impact of the concrete syntaxes on the support for coping
with challenges in MSA engineering.

The following Part III focuses on the processing of MSA models that were con-
structed with our modeling languages.
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Chapter 6

Intermediate Models

This chapter presents a first contribution towards enabling the processing of MSA
models that were constructed with our modeling languages (cf. Part II). To this end,
it defines metamodels that prescribe intermediate representations for MSA models
with the aim to facilitate model processing. Next to these intermediate metamodels,
the chapter also specifies intermediate model transformations to automatically derive
efficiently processible intermediate models from MSA models.

The chapter investigates RQ 2.1 and RQ 2.2 (cf. Section 1.2), and executes DSRM
Activities 3 and 4 with a focus on model processing (cf. Subsections 1.5.3 and 1.5.4).

6.1 Introduction

As described in Subsection 2.3.1, the specification of an architecture viewpoint accord-
ing to ISO 42010 [139] shall comprise analytical methods and/or other operations that
are executable on architecture models. In the following, we first define intermediate
metamodels to facilitate such operations on models constructed with our MSA model-
ing languages (cf. Sections 4.4 and 5.3). Additionally, we specify intermediate model
transformations (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) to automatically derive intermediate models
conforming to intermediate metamodels from input MSA models. These intermediate
models constitute intermediate model representations [143] in a machine-sensible format
and thus target automated model processing.

In general, the introduction of intermediate metamodels and intermediate models
benefits model processing in several ways:

• Intermediate metamodels provide a well-defined API for model processors
in the form of metamodel concepts. Such APIs are key to language-based
approaches towards software architecture specification because they enable
consistent access to architecture information and processing of architecture
models [169].

• Intermediate metamodels decouple modeling languages from model processors.
Hence, modeling languages may evolve independently from model processors
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as long as the intermediate metamodels remain stable. For example, inter-
mediate metamodels make it possible to add syntactic sugar, e.g., shorthand
notations for common syntactic constructs (cf. Section 5.7), to languages with-
out affecting the definitions of intermediate metamodels and model processors
relying on them [51].

• Intermediate metamodels decrease the semantic gap between modeling lan-
guages and certain kinds of model processing. That is because they allow
implicit incorporation of language-specific characteristics into intermediate
models. Such characteristics may comprise, e.g., resolved inheritance hier-
archies or reified default values. Consequently, technology-specific model
processors like code generators can directly use this information. First, this
form of preprocessing relieves model processors from acquiring language-
specific information. Second, it fosters consistent behavior of model processors
by centralizing the responsibility for the provisioning of language-specific
information.

• Intermediate models make model processing independent of a certain model-
ing technology. To implement our modeling languages, we applied EMF [275],
and EMF-specific frameworks like Xcore and Xtext (cf. Sections 4.5 and 5.5).
However, by contrast to our languages, intermediate models must be inter-
pretable by computer programs instead of humans. Consequently, we can
employ a serialization format that is technology-agnostic and does not require,
e.g., Eclipse-based editor support. As a result, the realization of model proces-
sors in the form of standalone applications and outside the Eclipse ecosystem
becomes feasible. Such model processors need not rely on running instances of
the Eclipse IDE but are instead independently executable. This characteristic is
crucial to embed model processors into continuous integration pipelines [145]
that themselves are a central DevOps practice in MSA engineering [21, 32] (cf.
Subsection 2.1.1).

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents the
chapter’s contributions. Section 6.3 identifies model processing purposes with partic-
ular relevance to MSA engineering. Section 6.4 defines the intermediate metamodels
for our MSA modeling languages and demonstrates their instantiation. Section 6.5
presents the intermediate model transformations to derive intermediate models,
which conform to the defined intermediate metamodels, from MSA models, which
conform to the metamodels of our modeling languages. Section 6.6 describes the im-
plementation of the intermediate metamodels and model transformations. Section 6.7
presents related work. Sections 6.8 and 6.9 discuss the chapter’s results and conclude
it, respectively.
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6.2 Contributions

The contributions of this chapter are fourfold.

Identification of Model Processing Purposes For the investigation of RQ 2.1 (cf.
Section 1.2), we identify model processing purposes with particular relevance to MSA
engineering. Specifically, the identified purposes contribute to the elevation of MSA
models from documentation to engineering artifacts (cf. Subsection 2.2.1).

Definition of Intermediate Metamodels Starting from the metamodels of our MSA
modeling languages (cf. Section 4.4), we define intermediate metamodels to facilitate
model processing for the identified model processing purposes. The intermediate
metamodels constitute DSRM solution artifacts as we define them as part of DSRM
Activity 3 (cf. Subsection 1.5.3). Furthermore, they contribute to investigating RQ 2.2.

Specification of Intermediate Model Transformations We specify intermediate
model transformations to derive intermediate models conforming to the intermediate
metamodels from MSA models expressed in the concrete syntaxes of our modeling
languages (cf. Section 5.3). Like the intermediate metamodels, the model transforma-
tions represent solution artifacts for DSRM Activity 3 and target RQ 2.2.

Demonstration of the Solution Artifacts We demonstrate the instantiation and
applicability of the intermediate metamodels by means of the intermediate model
transformations. This contribution is in line with DSRM Activity 4 from the research
design of the present dissertation (cf. Subsection 1.5.4).

Based on the above contributions, the chapter generalizes the results of the following
publications:

• Florian Rademacher, Sabine Sachweh, and Albert Zündorf. 2020. Deriving
microservice code from underspecified domain models using DevOps-enabled
modeling languages and model transformations. In 2020 46th Euromicro Con-
ference on Software Engineering and Advanced Applications (SEAA). IEEE, 229–
236

• Florian Rademacher, Sabine Sachweh, and Albert Zündorf. 2020. A modeling
method for systematic architecture reconstruction of microservice-based soft-
ware systems. In Enterprise, Business-Process and Information Systems Modeling.
Selmin Nurcan, Iris Reinhartz-Berger, Pnina Soffer, and Jelena Zdravkovic,
(Eds.) Springer, 311–326
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6.3 Model Processing Purposes in Microservice
Architecture

This section identifies and discusses model processing purposes with particular
relevance to MSA engineering. Specifically, we consider code generation (cf. Subsec-
tion 6.3.1) and reverse engineering (cf. Subsection 6.3.2) to constitute valuable model
processing purposes in MSA engineering as both have a high relevance to software
architecting in general [19]. Furthermore, we discuss static model analysis as a means
to automatically extract information from MSA models (cf. Subsection 6.3.3).

6.3.1 Code Generation

Code generation (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) is often considered one of the key drivers of
MDE adoption due to possible increases in development productivity [296, 12, 197].
Besides this potential, general benefit, we perceive code generation to also support in
coping with challenges arising from MSA’s emphasis on technology heterogeneity (cf.
Subsection 2.4.1).

First, a code generator may basically lower the risk for specific types of technical
debt. For example, design technical debt and code technical debt [177] may decrease by
including means into code generators that implicitly improve code quality [154, 36]
by preventing, e.g., the generation of “god classes” or extensive method coupling [289,
177].

In addition, code generators may help in mitigating build technical debt and specifi-
cally its bad dependencies sub-type [177]. For microservice architectures with a high
degree of technology heterogeneity, we argue that the risk for dependencies on
outdated external libraries is inherently increased given the higher variety of such
libraries. Code generation may facilitate the migration of microservice code to up-
dated dependencies because generators can centralize the information on employed
external libraries. Consequently, the adaptation of generators to produce code that
draws on updated dependencies automatically results in updated microservice code,
particularly with the embedding of code generators into continuous integration
pipelines [145]. Of course, this approach assumes that updated dependencies did not
incorporate breaking changes that affect handwritten code.

Furthermore, in case code generators are able to automatically produce technology-
specific boilerplate code, we expect code generation to support in the reduction of
maintainability costs resulting from technology heterogeneity [278]. Code generation
may also increase the maintainability of microservice architectures (cf. Subsec-
tion 2.1.2) in general when considering microservices as artifacts being “optimized
for replaceability” [208, p. 7]. In the event of replacing a microservice implemen-
tation with an alternative implementation, a code generator may, e.g., automate
the production of boilerplate and framework-specific code [239] for the alternative
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implementation from the same input models.

6.3.2 Reverse Engineering

Reverse engineering (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) is the foundation for software architecture
reconstruction (SAR) [19]. SAR derives a high-level representation from existing
architecture-related artifacts like source code, build scripts, and documentation. One
of the goals of SAR is to document architecture implementations that lack a thorough
documentation or whose documentation is outdated. Furthermore, the processing
of reconstruction information enables architecture analysis, e.g., for architecture
verification, conformance checking, or tradeoff analysis [19].

Models can capture reconstruction information in order to facilitate architecture
analysis [276] or enable the generation of modernized code for reconstructed legacy
systems [36].

While SAR is an established field in software architecture research and prac-
tice [69], the investigation of its application to MSA is yet formative [61, 5]. Given the
independence of microservice teams (cf. Subsection 2.1.1), SAR could be particularly
helpful in the retrieval of a current representation of a microservice architecture,
e.g., when a central software architecture team plans to re-architect the decentrally
developed architecture to preserve quality attributes [32, 19].

6.3.3 Static Model Analysis

Static model analysis (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) may extract information from architecture
models [51]. In the context of MSA, we expect it to enable the calculation of relevant
architecture metrics [31] or indicators for architectural technical debt [60]. Required
architecture models may already exist or could be retrieved, e.g., by means of model-
based SAR.

6.4 Intermediate Metamodels

This section defines intermediate metamodels for our MSA modeling languages. It
follows a similar structure as Section 4.4, which defined the language metamodels.
That is, each of the following subsections describes the intermediate metamodel of
one of our modeling languages. In addition, we conclude each subsection with the
instantiation of the presented intermediate metamodel to demonstrate its applicability.

However, we do not define an intermediate metamodel for each of our five MSA
modeling languages. Specifically, the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Sub-
section 4.4.2) and the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language (cf. Sub-
section 4.4.4) do not receive an intermediate metamodel. Instead, we incorporate
concepts to capture technology information directly into the intermediate metamodels
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for the three remaining modeling languages. With this decision, we aim to increase
the efficiency of model processors by relieving them from the parsing of additional
models to gather technology information. For example, information about effective
technology-specific types (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) is already contained in intermediate
models conforming to our intermediate metamodels.

The following Subsections 6.4.1 to 6.4.3 present the intermediate metamodels for
the Domain Data Modeling Language, Service Modeling Language, and Operation
Modeling Language, respectively. Furthermore, Appendix I summarizes per modeling
language the mappings of language metamodel concepts to intermediate metamodel
concepts. We omit the definition of OCL invariants for the intermediate metamodels
because the invariants of the language metamodels (cf. Appendix E) inherently apply
to the intermediate metamodels.

6.4.1 Domain Data Modeling Language

This subsection presents the intermediate metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling
Language. The structure of the subsection is oriented towards the structure of
Subsection 4.4.1, which defined the language metamodel, and consists of the parts
“Metamodel Root”, “Primitive Types”, and “Complex Types”. The additional parts
“Technology Aspects” and “Demonstration” describe the intermediate representation
of technology aspects and conclude the subsection with a demonstration of the
intermediate metamodel’s applicability, respectively. Appendix I.1 summarizes the
mappings between the concepts of the language metamodel and the intermediate
metamodel.

Metamodel Root

Figure 6.1 shows the root of the intermediate metamodel. It defines counterparts for
the root concepts of the language metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language
(cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1).

Metamodel Root The IntermediateDataModel root concept in Figure 6.1 corre-
sponds to the DataModel root concept of the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.1 in
Subsection 4.4.1).

Complex Types The IntermediateComplexType concept (cf. Figure 6.1) targets the
ComplexType concept from the metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language
(cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1). The intermediate concept defines the additional
qualifiedName attribute. It stores the elements returned by the derived qualified-

NameParts attribute of a source ComplexType instance as a concatenated string. Thus,
the intermediate attribute streamlines the representation of qualified names for use by
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Figure 6.1: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s intermediate metamodel
showing its root.

model processors and constitutes a trivial example of a preprocessing step performed
in the derivation of intermediate representations for source domain models.

Contexts The IntermediateContext concept (cf. Figure 6.1) covers the Context

concept of the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1). It also defines
the additional qualifiedName attribute to concatenate the elements returned by the
qualifiedNameParts attribute of a source Context instance.

Versions The IntermediateVersion concept (cf. Figure 6.1) directly corresponds to
the Version concept of the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1).

Complex Type Imports The IntermediateImport and IntermediateImportedCom-

plexType concepts (cf. Figure 6.1) focus on the ComplexTypeImport and Imported-

ComplexType concepts of the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.1 in Subsection 4.4.1),
respectively.

As opposed to the source ImportedComplexType concept, instances of the In-

termediateImportedComplexType concept do not refer to imported Type instances.
Instead, ImportedComplexType constitutes a type by itself because the intermediate
metamodels resolve type references based on fully qualified names (see below).

Primitive Types

Figure 6.2 shows the excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s intermediate
metamodel that defines intermediate concepts for the built-in primitive types of our
MSA modeling languages (cf. Figure 4.2 in Subsection 4.4.1).

Type Origins and Kinds Figure 6.2 defines the IntermediateTypeOrigin and In-

termediateTypeKind concepts that identify the source and kind of a type in its
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Figure 6.2: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s intermediate metamodel
for primitive types.

intermediate representation. Both concepts do not have direct counterparts in the
language metamodel.

In combination with its fully qualified name, the two concepts enable model
processors to unambiguously identify a type from its intermediate representation.
This approach circumvents direct references between types defined in source MSA
models and intermediate representations of model elements that use these types. As a
result, the coupling between source and intermediate models decreases. Furthermore,
by preventing references between source types and intermediate model elements,
we aim to facilitate the implementation of model processors by relieving them from
parsing and interpreting source models next to intermediate models.

Primitive Types The IntermediateType and IntermediatePrimitiveType concepts
(cf. Figure 6.2) address the Type and PrimitiveType concepts of the language meta-
model (cf. Figure 4.2 in Subsection 4.4.1), respectively. More specifically, the name

and size attributes of an IntermediatePrimitiveType instance receive the values of
the derived typeName and typeSize attributes of the corresponding PrimitiveType

instance.
For each IntermediatePrimitiveType instance, the origin attribute exhibits the

literal BUILTIN because the instance represents a built-in type of our MSA modeling
languages. Furthermore, the kind of an intermediate primitive type is always PRIMI-

TIVE.

Technology-Specific Types By contrast to the language metamodel of the Domain
Data Modeling Language, its intermediate metamodel directly considers technology-
specific types by means of the IntermediateImportedTechnologySpecificType con-
cept (cf. Figure 6.2). This design decision renders the definition of an intermediate
metamodel for the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) redundant
and thus decreases the complexity of model processor implementation. For this
purpose, we assume that model processors and their supported technology models
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form a conceptual unity (cf. Section 5.7) so that model processors are aware of the
types provided by one or more technologies. However, to preserve the information
content of source MSA models, IntermediateImportedTechnologySpecificType in-
stances always associate IntermediateImport instances (cf. Figure 6.1) that point to
the technology models of source technology-specific types (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

The qualifiedName attribute of an IntermediateImportedTechnologySpecific-

Type instance equals the name of the source technology-specific type prefixed by
the name of its defining technology model. The origin attribute of an intermediate
imported technology-specific type always exhibits the literal TECHNOLOGY. The value
of the kind attribute, on the other hand, depends on the kind of the source technology-
specific type, and can receive one of the literals LIST, PRIMITIVE, or STRUCTURE.

Primitive Values The intermediate metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Lan-
guage lacks an intermediate concept dedicated to the PrimitiveValue concept of the
language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.2 in Subsection 4.4.1). That is because intermediate
models embed primitive values in string attributes for facilitated access and provide
model processors with guiding information on how to correctly interpret these values
(see below).

Complex Types

Figure 6.3 depicts the excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s intermediate
metamodel corresponding to the representation of complex types in the language
metamodel (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1).

Enumerations The IntermediateEnumeration concept (cf. Figure 6.3) covers the
Enumeration concept from the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1).
The origin attribute of an IntermediateEnumeration instance always receives the
literal DATA_MODEL (cf. Figure 6.2) because only domain models may define enumer-
ations. In addition, the kind attribute of an IntermediateEnumeration instance is
always set to ENUMERATION (cf. Figure 6.2).

Additionally, the IntermediateEnumeration concept defines the featureNames

attribute (cf. Figure 6.3). In intermediate domain models, it stores the names of
source enumeration features, e.g., “DOMAIN_EVENT” or “VALUE_OBJECT” (cf.
Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1).

Like enumerations constructed with the Domain Data Modeling Language, their
intermediate representations consist of at least one enumeration field, i.e., an instance
of the IntermediateEnumerationField concept (cf. Figure 6.3). The qualifiedName

attribute of an IntermediateEnumerationField instance receives the qualified name
of the corresponding source EnumerationField consisting of the qualified name of
its defining enumeration and its own name (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1).
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Figure 6.3: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s intermediate metamodel
for complex types.

Moreover, the IntermediateEnumerationField concept defines the initializa-

tionValueCompatibleTypes attribute (cf. Figure 6.3). In case a source enumeration
field received an initialization value, the attribute stores the set of primitive types to
which the initialization value is compatible in ascending order based on types’ sizes
(cf. Subsection 4.4.1). Suppose an initialization value of 3.14 for a source enumer-
ation field. In this case, the set of compatible primitive types in the corresponding
IntermediateEnumerationField instance would consist of IntermediatePrimitive-
Type instances that reify the built-in primitive types float and double (cf. Figure 6.2),
respectively. This multi-valued information about type compatibility provides guid-
ance to model processors on how to correctly interpret the initialization value. On the
other hand, it also leaves the decision upon the eventual type size to processors. For
example, a code generator may select the most appropriate type for an initialization
value depending on the supported types of the target programming language and
their sizes.

Data Structures The IntermediateDataStructure concept (cf. Figure 6.3) targets
the DataStructure concept from the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsec-
tion 4.4.1). Consequently, the origin and kind attributes of an IntermediateData-

Structure instance receive the literals DATA_MODEL and STRUCTURE, respectively (cf.
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Figure 6.2). Furthermore, its featureNames attribute gathers the names of the features
of the corresponding source DataStructure instance.

Data Fields The IntermediateDataField concept (cf. Figure 6.3) shares several
attributes with its counterpart concept DataField from the language metamodel (cf.
Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1). However, it also defines the following additional
attributes:

• qualifiedName: This attribute receives the qualified name of a source data
field.

• originalType: This attribute identifies the type of a source data field prior
to possible technology mappings (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). Suppose a data field
with the built-in primitive type double in a source domain model. Suppose
further that a mapping model (cf. Subsection 4.4.4) augments the defining data
structure of the field with a Python technology model that provides the type
synonym Float for the built-in primitive type double [241] (cf. Subsection 5.3.2).
Consequently, the type attribute of the IntermediateDataField instance for
the source data field would exhibit the value Float, while the originalType

attribute would indicate the original type of the field in the source domain
model, i.e., double. This approach resolves technology-specific type mappings
so that model processors have directed access to the effective types of data
fields.

• inherited: This flag identifies inherited data fields from super data structures.
It relieves model processors from the task to resolve inheritance hierarchies.

• featureNames: This attribute receives the names of features of source data
fields.

• initializationValueCompatibleTypes: This attribute contains the compatible
primitive types of a possible initialization value of a source data field.

• effectiveComplexType: Model processors can rely on this derived attribute to
retrieve the intermediate representation of the possible complex type of a data
field.

Domain Operations The IntermediateDataOperation concept (cf. Figure 6.3) pre-
scribes the intermediate representations of domain operations. To this end, it defines
the qualifiedName, featureNames, and inherited attributes that have the same se-
mantics as the eponymous attributes of the previously described IntermediateData-

Field concept.
By contrast to the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1), the

intermediate metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language reifies the return
types of domain operations as a dedicated concept, i.e., IntermediateDataOperation-
ReturnType (cf. Figure 6.3). That is because the return type of a domain operation
may receive a technology-specific type from a mapping model (cf. Subsection 4.4.4),
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while the originalType attribute of the intermediate concept identifies the original
return type prior to any mapping. Furthermore, the IntermediateDataOperation-

ReturnType concept also clusters the intermediate representations of service aspects
(see below), which the return type of the corresponding source domain operation
may have received within a mapping model.

Finally, the IntermediateDataOperationParameter concept (cf. Figure 6.3) covers
the parameters of domain operations and thus instances of the DataOperationPa-

rameter concept from the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1).
The intermediate concept introduces the additional attributes qualifiedName and
originalType with the same semantics as described before.

List Types The IntermediateListType concept (cf. Figure 6.3) covers the ListType

concept from the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.3 in Subsection 4.4.1). Instances of
the intermediate concept set their origin and kind attributes to the literals DATA_MODEL
and LIST (cf. Figure 6.2), respectively.

Furthermore, the IntermediateListType concept introduces the primitiveList

flag (cf. Figure 6.3). An instance of the intermediate concept sets the flag to true

when the source list type stores sequences of primitive values (cf. Subsection 4.4.1).
Additionally, the primitiveType attribute identifies the primitive type of the list
type’s entries in this case. If a source list type models a list with a structure consisting
of data fields, its intermediate representation sets the structuredList flag to true.
The associated IntermediateDataField instances then constitute the intermediate
representations of the data fields in the source list type.

Technology Aspects

In order to facilitate access by model processors, intermediate models incorporate all
information from technology models that were applied to the elements of source MSA
models. Therefore, the intermediate metamodels for our MSA modeling languages
integrate concepts to capture technology information.

Mapping models enable to augment elements from domain models with generic
technology information by means of technology aspects (cf. Subsection 4.4.4). Con-
sequently, the intermediate metamodel for the Domain Data Modeling Language
defines concepts for the intermediate representation of aspect applications to integrate
them into intermediate domain models. Figure 6.4 shows the corresponding excerpt
of the language’s intermediate metamodel.

The IntermediateImportedAspect concept (cf. Figure 6.4) models the application
of a technology aspect to a domain model element within a mapping model and covers
the TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect concept from the metamodel of the
Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.13 in Subsection 4.4.4).

Furthermore, the IntermediateAspectProperty concept (cf. Figure 6.4) prescribes
the intermediate representation of instances of the TechnologySpecificProperty
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Figure 6.4: Excerpt of the Domain Data Modeling Language’s intermediate metamodel
for technology aspects.

concept from the metamodel of the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.7 in
Subsection 4.4.2). Thus, the intermediate concept reifies the definition of an aspect
property in the context of an aspect application so that model processors can directly
retrieve it.

In addition, the IntermediateAspectPropertyValue concept (cf. Figure 6.4) maps
to the Technology Modeling Language’s TechnologySpecificPropertyValueAssign-

ment concept (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2). That is, an instance of the inter-
mediate concept clusters the value of an aspect property in the context of an aspect
application.

Demonstration

This part demonstrates the applicability of the intermediate metamodel for the Do-
main Data Modeling Language by means of an example intermediate domain model
that instantiates the concepts of the intermediate metamodel.

At first glance, the example model seems to demonstrate the applicability of
the intermediate metamodel alone. However, we derived the model by means of
an intermediate model transformation. While we describe this transformation as
part of Section 6.5, we decided to discuss the resulting intermediate model in the
current section with the aim to foster the reader’s understanding of the presented
intermediate metamodel concepts. In the sense of DSRM Activity 4 (cf. Subsec-
tion 1.5.4), the example intermediate model thus demonstrates the applicability of
both the intermediate metamodel for the Domain Data Modeling Language and the
corresponding intermediate model transformation.

Figure 6.5 shows the example intermediate domain model in UML’s concrete
syntax for instance specifications [220].

The example intermediate domain model shows an excerpt of the intermediate
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long : 
IntermediatePrimitiveType
name = "long"
origin = BUILTIN
kind = PRIMITIVE
size = 64

double : 
IntermediatePrimitiveType
name = "double"
origin = BUILTIN
kind = PRIMITIVE
size = 64

byte :  
IntermediatePrimitiveType
name = "byte"
origin = BUILTIN
kind = PRIMITIVE
size = 8

short : 
IntermediatePrimitiveType
name = "short"
origin = BUILTIN
kind = PRIMITIVE
size = 16

float : 
IntermediatePrimitiveType
name = "float"
origin = BUILTIN
kind = PRIMITIVE
size = 32

int : 
IntermediatePrimitiveType
name = "int"
origin = BUILTIN
kind = PRIMITIVE
size = 32

Enumerated : IntermediateImportedAspect
name = "Enumerated"
qualifiedName = "Java.Enumerated"
featureNames = "SINGLE_VALUED"

OrderState : IntermediateComplexType
name = "OrderState"
qualifiedName = "Order.OrderState"
origin = DATA_MODEL
kind = ENUMERATION

state : IntermediateDataField
name = "state"
qualifiedName = "Order.Order.state"
hidden = false
immutable = true
inherited = false

long : 
IntermediatePrimitiveType
name = "long"
origin = BUILTIN
kind = PRIMITIVE
size = 64

Long :  
IntermediateImportedTechnologySpecificType
name = "Long"
qualifiedName = "Java._types.Long"
origin = TECHNOLOGY
kind = PRIMITIVE

consumerId : IntermediateDataField
name = "consumerId"
qualifiedName = "Order.Order.consumerId"
hidden = false
immutable = false
inherited = false
initializationValue = "-1"

long : 
IntermediatePrimitiveType
name = "long"
origin = BUILTIN
kind = PRIMITIVE
size = 64

Java : IntermediateImport
name = "Java"
importUri = "file:///Java.technology"
importTypeName = "TECHNOLOGY"

Long :  
IntermediateImportedTechnologySpecificType

name = "Long"
qualifiedName = "Java._types.Long"
origin = TECHNOLOGY
kind = PRIMITIVE

id : IntermediateDataField
name = "id"
qualifiedName = "Order.Order.id"
featureNames = "IDENTIFIER"
hidden = false
immutable = false
inherited = false

Order : IntermediateDataStructure
name = "Order"
qualifiedName = "Order.Order"
origin = DATA_MODEL
kind = STRUCTURE
featureNames = "AGGREGATE", "ENTITY"

typeoriginalType

originalType

type
originalType

type

Figure 6.5: Example intermediate domain model in UML’s concrete syntax for instance
specifications [220]. The root of the example model has a gray background.

representation of the Order data structure from the OrderService microservice. Both
the data structure and microservice are part of the food ordering case study mi-
croservice architecture [253] with which we demonstrated the usage of the Domain
Data Modeling Language’s concrete syntax in Subsection 5.3.1. More specifically,
the definition of the Order data structure can be found in the “Order.data” domain
model in Listing 5.9 of Subsection 5.3.1.

The excerpt of the intermediate domain model for the Order data structure de-
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picted in Figure 6.5 comprises the structure’s data fields id, consumerId, and state.
For the sake of brevity, we omit the remaining elements of the data structure. How-
ever, we provide the complete code of the example intermediate domain model and
the following example intermediate models on SWH1.

In addition, the example intermediate domain model in Figure 6.5 includes
technology information for the Order data structure from the “Order.mapping” model
in Listing 5.40 of Subsection 5.3.4.

The following paragraphs describe the intermediate representations of the Order

data structure and its data fields as shown in Figure 6.5.

Intermediate Representation of the Order Data Structure The example intermedi-
ate domain model comprises an instance of the IntermediateDataStructure concept
from the intermediate metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Fig-
ure 6.3). It constitutes the intermediate representation of the Order data structure
from the domain model in Listing 5.9 of Subsection 5.3.1.

The qualified name of the intermediate data structure consists of the name of its
bounded context, i.e., “Order”, and the source structure’s name, i.e., “Order”.

The origin and kind attributes of the intermediate data structure received the
literals DATA_MODEL and STRUCTURE, respectively. As described above, intermediate
representations of data structures always receive these literals for their origin and
kind attributes.

Furthermore, the featureNames attribute of the intermediate data structure clus-
ters the values “AGGREGATE” and “ENTITY” because the source structure exhibits
the corresponding features in concrete syntax (cf. Listing 5.9 in Subsection 5.3.1).

Intermediate Representation of the id Data Field In the example intermediate
domain model (cf. Figure 6.5), the IntermediateDataStructure instance for the Or-

der data structure associates an instance of the IntermediateDataField concept (cf.
Figure 6.3) with name “id”. This instance is the intermediate representation for the
eponymous data field of the Order data structure (cf. Listing 5.9 in Subsection 5.3.1).

The qualified name of the intermediate data field consists of the qualified name of
its data structure, i.e., “Order.Order” and the source field’s name, i.e., “id”.

The originalType association of the intermediate data field refers to an instance
of the IntermediatePrimitiveType concept from the intermediate metamodel of the
Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Figure 6.2). This instance reifies the intermedi-
ate representation of the built-in primitive type long (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), which is
the type of the source data field in the “Order.data” domain model (cf. Listing 5.9
in Subsection 5.3.1). As previously described, the origin and kind attributes of

1https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https:
//github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapters-5-6-concrete-
syntax-example-and-intermediate-models

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapters-5-6-concrete-syntax-example-and-intermediate-models
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapters-5-6-concrete-syntax-example-and-intermediate-models
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapters-5-6-concrete-syntax-example-and-intermediate-models
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IntermediatePrimitiveType instances for built-in primitive types always exhibit the
literals BUILTIN and PRIMITIVE, respectively.

On the other hand, the type association of the intermediate data field (cf. Fig-
ure 6.5) refers to an instance of the IntermediateImportedTechnologySpecificType

concept (cf. Figure 6.2). This instance results from the application of the “Java.tech-
nology” model (cf. Listing 5.19 in Subsection 5.3.2) to the Order data structure in
the “Order.mapping” model (cf. Listing 5.40 in Subsection 5.3.4) and covers the Long

type synonym that the technology model defines for the built-in primitive type long.
Consequently, the origin attribute of the IntermediateImportedTechnologySpecif-

icType instance stores the literal TECHNOLOGY and also associates an instance of the
IntermediateImport concept (cf. Figure 6.1) pointing to the Java technology model.

Intermediate Representation of the consumerId Data Field The consumerId data
field of the Order data structure (cf. Listing 5.9 in Subsection 5.3.1) receives its own
IntermediateDataField instance (cf. Figure 6.5). The values of its attributes follow
from the source data field as described above for the id data field.

Additionally, since the consumerId data field was modeled with an initialization
value of -1 (cf. Listing 5.9 in Subsection 5.3.1), its intermediate representation as-
sociates IntermediatePrimitiveType instances by means of the initializationVal-

ueCompatibleTypes attribute of the IntermediateDataField concept (cf. Figure 6.3).
The instances identify all built-in primitive types of the Domain Data Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) that can store the value -1. As described above, these
instances guide model processors on how to correctly interpret the initialization value
but also leave the decision upon the eventual type size to processors which allows,
e.g., the optimization of possibly generated code w.r.t. memory efficiency.

Intermediate Representation of the state Data Field The example intermediate
domain model in Figure 6.5 also comprises the intermediate representation of the
state data field from the Order data structure (cf. Listing 5.9 in Subsection 5.3.1).
The immutable flag of the corresponding IntermediateDataField instance is set to
true because the definition of the source data field has the immutable modifier.

Both the originalType and type association of the intermediate data field (cf.
Figure 6.5) point to the same instance of the IntermediateComplexType concept (cf.
Figure 6.3). That is because no mapping to a technology-specific complex type
(cf. Subsection 4.4.2) occurred in the “Order.mapping” model (cf. Listing 5.40 in
Subsection 5.3.4). However, the mapping model applies the Enumerated aspect to the
state data field. Thus, the intermediate representation of the data field associates an
instance of the IntermediateImportedAspect concept (cf. Figure 6.4) to capture the
application of the aspect (cf. Figure 6.5).
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6.4.2 Service Modeling Language

This subsection presents the intermediate metamodel of the Service Modeling Lan-
guage. The structure of the subsection follows the structure of Subsection 4.4.3, which
defined the language metamodel, and consists of the parts “Metamodel Root”, “End-
points and Protocol Specifications”, and “Interfaces and Operations”. The “Demon-
stration” part concludes the subsection. Moreover, Appendix I.2 summarizes the
mappings between the concepts of the language metamodel and the intermediate
metamodel.

Metamodel Root

Figure 6.6 shows the excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s intermediate meta-
model that prescribes the intermediate representations for the root concepts of the
language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3).

im
Service Modeling Language
(namespace: IntermediateService)

IntermediateData::
IntermediateImport

IntermediateData::
IntermediateImport

IntermediateInterface

MicroserviceReference
name : String
version : String
qualifiedName : String
imported : Boolean

InterfaceReference
name : String
version : String
qualifiedName : String
imported : Boolean

IntermediateData::
IntermediateImport

IntermediateOperationOperationReference
name : String
qualifiedName : String
imported : Boolean

IntermediateData::
IntermediateImportedAspect

IntermediateTechnology
name : String

IntermediateData::IntermediateImportIntermediateMicroservice
name : String
version : String
qualifiedName : String
type : String
visibility : String
effectivelyImplemented : Boolean

IntermediateServiceModel

*

0..1

0..1
localMicroservice

0..1

0..1
localInterface

0..1

*

1

*

1

*

1

0..1
localOperation

*

*1 1

1..*
1

Figure 6.6: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s intermediate metamodel
showing its root.

Microservices The IntermediateMicroservice concept covers the Microservice

concept from the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3) and extends
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it with the qualifiedName attribute. In intermediate microservices, this attribute
stores the contents of the qualifiedNameParts attribute of source Microservice

instances in the form of a concatenated string.
Additionally, the IntermediateMicroservice concept defines the effectively-

Implemented attribute (cf. Figure 6.6). It indicates whether a source microservice
defines at least one interface whose notImplemented attribute is false and that
itself clusters only operations whose notImplemented attributes are also false (cf.
Subsection 4.4.3). Model processors can use the effectivelyImplemented attribute for
efficient determination if a microservice provides at least one interface implementation
or instead constitutes a not yet fully specified architecture component without an
intended implementation.

Technology References The IntermediateTechnology concept (cf. Figure 6.6) cor-
responds to the TechnologyReference concept of the language metamodel (cf. Fig-
ure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3). In intermediate service models, the name attribute of the
intermediate concept stores the names of imported technology models. Furthermore,
instances of the intermediate concept associate IntermediateImports (cf. Figure 6.1
in Subsection 6.4.1) that point to the files of the imported technology models.

References to Microservices, Interfaces, and Operations The intermediate con-
cepts MicroserviceReference, InterfaceReference, and OperationReference (cf.
Figure 6.6) cover the PossiblyImportedMicroservice, PossiblyImportedInterface,
and PossiblyImportedOperation concepts of the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.9
in Subsection 4.4.3), respectively. That is, the intermediate concepts identify required
microservices, interfaces, or operations from the perspective of the intermediate
representation of a microservice within an intermediate service model.

Each intermediate concept defines the imported flag. It receives the value true

when the required element originates from another service model than the defin-
ing service model of the requiring source Microservice instance. In this case, an
additionally associated IntermediateImport instance (cf. Figure 6.6) points to the
intermediate representation of the service model that defines the required element.
Next to the imported flag, the three intermediate concepts also define the associa-
tions localMicroservice, localInterface, and localOperation, respectively. Each
association points to the intermediate representation of a required element that is
contained in the same intermediate service model as the intermediate representation
of the requiring source Microservice.

By contrast to MSA models that conform to the language metamodels (cf. Sec-
tion 4.4) and were constructed with the provided concrete syntaxes (cf. Section 5.3),
references between intermediate models are established based on qualified names
and file paths. With this design decision we aim to increase the efficiency of model
processors that themselves decide when to resolve references to external elements.
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Furthermore, intermediate models constitute complete models at the time of parsing
and do not require immediate parsing of other models to resolve references. In
particular, this approach is opposed to modeling with the Eclipse IDE where the
resolution of referenced elements may occur as soon as a user opens a model in an
editor [275] (cf. Subsection 5.5.2).

Endpoints and Protocol Specifications

Figure 6.7 shows the excerpt of the intermediate metamodel for the Service Modeling
Language concerning endpoints and protocol specifications.

im
Service Modeling Language
(namespace: IntermediateService)

IntermediateTechnology

IntermediateProtocolSpecification
protocol : String
communicationType : String
dataFormat : String

IntermediateMicroserviceIntermediateEndpoint
protocol : String
communicationType : String
dataFormat : String
addresses : String[*]

1

0..2

* 1

Figure 6.7: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s intermediate metamodel for
endpoints and protocol specifications.

Instances of the IntermediateEndpoint concept combine information from the
ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat and Endpoint concepts of the language metamodel
(cf. Figure 4.10 in Subsection 4.4.3). More specifically, next to endpoint addresses, an
intermediate endpoint also identifies the applied protocol, its communication type,
and the data format for the endpoint. To this end, intermediate transformations re-
solve implicit default data formats (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) and reify them for immediate
access by model processors.

Similarly, the IntermediateProtocolSpecification concept clusters information
from both the ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat and ProtocolSpecification concept
from the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.10 in Subsection 4.4.3). That is, the
intermediate concept determines the protocol, communication type, and data format
of a protocol specification, while intermediate transformations resolve implicit default
protocols on microservices (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). Consequently, the intermediate
representation of a microservice that does not exhibit an explicit protocol specification
but a technology model defining default protocols will associate instances of the In-

termediateProtocolSpecification concept for each default protocol. Hence, model
processors need not resolve the effective communication protocols of microservices
themselves.
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Interfaces and Operations

Figure 6.8 shows the excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s intermediate meta-
model prescribing the intermediate representations of modeled microservice inter-
faces and operations (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3).

*

im
Service Modeling Language
(namespace: IntermediateService)

Intermediate
Endpoint

IntermediateData::
IntermediateImportedAspect

DataFieldAspects
name : String
qualifiedName : StringIntermediate

ApiParameterComment
comment : String
required : Boolean

Intermediate
ApiOperationComment
comment : String

OperationReference

IntermediateParameter
name : String
qualifiedName : String
type : IntermediateData::IntermediateType
originalType : IntermediateData::IntermediateType
exchangePattern : String
communicationType : String
communicatesFault : Boolean
optional : Boolean

Intermediate
ProtocolSpecification

IntermediateOperation
name : String
qualifiedName : String
visibility : String
notImplemented : Boolean

IntermediateData::
IntermediateImportedAspect

Intermediate
Endpoint

Intermediate
ProtocolSpecification

IntermediateReferredOperation
nameInReferringInterface : String
qualifiedNameInReferringInterface : String

IntermediateData::
IntermediateImportedAspect

Intermediate
Endpoint

Intermediate
ProtocolSpecification

IntermediateInterface
name : String
version : String
qualifiedName : String
visibility : String
notImplemented : Boolean
hasImplementedOperations : Boolean

Intermediate
Microservice

*

*

1

*
1

*

1

*1

0..1

1

0..11

initializedByOperation
*

*1

0..2
1*

1

*
1

0..2

*1

**
1

0..2
1..*
1

Figure 6.8: Excerpt of the Service Modeling Language’s intermediate metamodel for
microservice interfaces and operations.

Interfaces The IntermediateInterface concept covers the Interface concept of
the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3). The qualifiedName

attributes in IntermediateInterface instances store concatenations of the qualified
name parts of corresponding source Interface instances. The hasImplementedOper-

ations flag of an intermediate interface indicates whether a source interface has at
least one implemented operation (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).

Like intermediate microservices, intermediate interfaces may associate Interme-

diateImportedAspect, IntermediateEndpoint, and IntermediateProtocolSpecifi-

cation instances (cf. Figure 6.4 in Subsection 6.4.1 and Figure 6.7).
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Operations The IntermediateOperation concept (cf. Figure 6.8) defines the inter-
mediate representation for instances of the Operation concept from the language
metamodel (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3). Intermediate operations store the qual-
ified names of source operations, and cluster IntermediateApiOperationComment and
IntermediateApiParameterComment instances for source API comments. Moreover,
like intermediate microservices and interfaces, they also associate Intermediate-

ImportedAspect, IntermediateEndpoint, and IntermediateProtocolSpecification

instances for possible technology aspect applications, and source endpoints and
protocol specifications (cf. Figure 6.4 in Subsection 6.4.1 and Figure 6.7).

Instances of the IntermediateReferredOperation concept constitute intermediate
representations for instances of the source ReferredOperation concept (cf. Figure 4.11
in Subsection 4.4.3). Intermediate referred operations point to the intermediate repre-
sentations of referenced source operations. Additionally, the attributes nameInRefer-

ringInterface and qualifiedNameInReferringInterface of intermediate referred
operations receive the names and qualified names of referenced operations so that
model processors need not traverse them. Furthermore, IntermediateReferredOp-
eration instances may associate intermediate representations of technology aspect
applications, endpoints, and protocol specifications of source ReferredOperation

instances.

Parameters The IntermediateParameter concept (cf. Figure 6.8) covers the Param-

eter concept of the language metamodel of the Service Modeling Language (cf.
Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3). The intermediate concept introduces the original-

Type attribute to preserve the original type of a parameter prior to possible technology
mappings (cf. Subsection 6.4.1).

As opposed to the source Parameter concept, the intermediate concept directly
associates technology aspects that were applied by mapping models to data fields
of parameters with a structured type (cf. Subsection 4.4.4). For this purpose, the
intermediate metamodel defines the DataFieldAspects concept (cf. Figure 6.8). An
instance of the concept gathers intermediate representations of service aspect applica-
tions on a certain data field of a structured microservice operation parameter. The
data field is identified by its name in the data structure that types the parameter.

Demonstration

Figure 6.9 shows an example intermediate service model to demonstrate the applica-
bility of the presented intermediate metamodel for the Service Modeling Language
as well as the applicability of the corresponding intermediate transformation (cf.
Section 6.5). The syntax and semantics of the depicted diagram elements follow that
of UML instance specifications [220].
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response : IntermediateParameter
name = "response"
qualifiedName
  = "org.example.OrderService
         .Orders.create.response"
type = API.CreateOrderResponse
originalType = API.CreateOrderResponse
exchangePattern = "OUT"
communicationType = "SYNCHRONOUS"
communicatesFault = false
optional = false

request : IntermediateParameter
name = "request"
qualifiedName
  = "org.example.OrderService
         .Orders.create.request"
type = API.CreateOrderRequest
originalType = API.CreateOrderRequest
exchangePattern = "IN"
communicationType = "SYNCHRONOUS"
communicatesFault = false
optional = false

Post : IntermediateImportedAspect
name = "Post"
qualifiedName = "Spring.Post"
featureNames = "SINGLE_VALUED"

: IntermediateProtocolSpecification
protocol = "kafka"
communicationType = "ASYNCHRONOUS"
dataFormat ="binary"

: IntermediateProtocolSpecification
protocol = "rest"
communicationType = "SYNCHRONOUS"
dataFormat ="application/json"

: IntermediateApiParameterComment
comment = "Request"
required = true

: IntermediateApiOperationComment
comment = "Create order"

create : IntermediateOperation
name = "create"
qualifiedName
  = "org.example.OrderService.Orders.create"
visibility = "ARCHITECTURE"
notImplemented = false

: IntermediateProtocolSpecification
protocol = "kafka"
communicationType = "ASYNCHRONOUS"
dataFormat ="binary"

: IntermediateProtocolSpecification
protocol = "rest"
communicationType = "SYNCHRONOUS"
dataFormat ="application/json"

: IntermediateEndpoint
protocol = "rest"
communicationType = "SYNCHRONOUS"
dataFormat = "application/json"
addresses = "/orders"

Orders : IntermediateInterface
name = "Orders"
qualifiedName = "org.example.OrderService.Orders"
visibility = "ARCHITECTURE"
notImplemented = false
hasImplementedOperations = true : IntermediateProtocolSpecification

protocol = "kafka"
communicationType = "ASYNCHRONOUS"
dataFormat ="binary"

: IntermediateProtocolSpecification
protocol = "rest"
communicationType = "SYNCHRONOUS"
dataFormat ="application/json"

Kafka : 
IntermediateData::IntermediateImport
name = "Kafka"
importUri = "file:///Kafka.technology"
importTypeName = "TECHNOLOGY"

Kafka : IntermediateTechnology
name = "Kafka"

Spring : IntermediateData::IntermediateImport
name = "Spring"
importUri = "file:///Spring.technology"
importTypeName = "TECHNOLOGY"

Spring : IntermediateTechnology
name = "Spring"

Java : IntermediateData::IntermediateImport
name = "Java"
importUri = "file:///Java.technology"
importTypeName = "TECHNOLOGY"

Java : IntermediateTechnology
name = "Java"

OrderService : IntermediateMicroservice
name = "org.example.OrderService"
qualifiedName = "org.example.OrderService"
type = "FUNCTIONAL"
visibility = "ARCHITECTURE"
effectivelyImplemented = true

Figure 6.9: Example intermediate service model in UML’s concrete syntax for instance
specifications [220]. The root of the model has a gray background.
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The example model constitutes a part of the intermediate representation of the Or-

derService microservice that we defined in the excerpt of the “Order.services” model
for the food ordering case study microservice architecture [253] (cf. Listing 5.30
in Subsection 5.3.3). The following paragraphs describe the intermediate model
elements shown in Figure 6.9.

Intermediate Representation of the OrderService Microservice The example in-
termediate service model instantiates the IntermediateMicroservice concept (cf.
Figures 6.6 and 6.9) to capture the intermediate representation of the OrderService

microservice (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3). Since the source service model
does not determine an explicit visibility for the microservice, the visibility attribute
of the intermediate microservice receives the string representation of the default
visibility literal ARCHITECTURE (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3) as its value. Fur-
thermore, the effectivelyImplemented flag of the intermediate microservice is set
to true because neither its Orders interface nor the interface’s operations exhibit the
noimpl modifier (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3).

The IntermediateMicroservice instance in Figure 6.9 associates several instances
of the IntermediateTechnology and IntermediateProtocolSpecification concepts
(cf. Figures 6.6 and 6.7). These instances reify the intermediate representations of the
microservice’s technologies and protocols (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3).

Intermediate Representation of the Orders Interface The intermediate represen-
tation of the OrderService microservice associates an IntermediateInterface (cf.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9) to capture the intermediate representation of the source Orders

interface (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3). The qualified name of the intermediate
interface consists of that of the OrderService and the interface’s name. Moreover, its
hasImplementedOperations flag received the value true because the interface has at
least one operation without the noimpl modifier.

In addition, the IntermediateInterface instance associates two instances of the
IntermediateProtocolSpecification concept (cf. Figure 6.7), whose attribute values
are equal to the IntermediateProtocolSpecification instances of the intermediate
representation of the OrderService microservice (cf. Figure 6.9). That is because in
the “Order.services” model the Orders interface does not receive explicit protocol
specifications (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3). Similarly, intermediate representa-
tions for microservice operations inherit the protocol specifications of their defining
interfaces in case they do not determine protocol specifications themselves. As a
result, model processors always have directed access to the effective protocols of
nested microservice elements.

Furthermore, the intermediate interface clusters an instance of the Intermediate-

Endpoint concept (cf. Figures 6.7 and 6.9). It represents the endpoint of the Orders

interface with the “/orders” address (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3).
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Intermediate Representation of the create Operation The example intermediate
service model in Figure 6.9 comprises an instance of the IntermediateOperation

concept (cf. Figure 6.8) for the create operation of the OrderService microservice (cf.
Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3). The qualified name of the intermediate operation
consists of that of the Orders interface and the operation’s own name.

Since the source operation does not determine explicit protocol specifications (cf.
Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3), its intermediate representation inherits the protocol
specifications of the Orders interface (cf. Figure 6.9).

Additionally, the example intermediate model also incorporates the intermedi-
ate representations of the source operation’s request and response parameters (cf.
Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3) in the form of two corresponding instances of the
IntermediateParameter concept (cf. Figures 6.8 and 6.9).

Furthermore, the IntermediateOperation instance in Figure 6.9 associates an in-
stance of the IntermediateImportedAspect concept (cf. Figure 6.4 in Subsection 6.4.1)
to reify the application of the Post aspect in the “Order.services” model (cf. List-
ing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3). In addition, the intermediate operation’s Intermediate-

ApiOperationComment instance covers the API comment of the source operation.

6.4.3 Operation Modeling Language

This subsection presents the intermediate metamodel for the Operation Modeling
Language. Its structure follows that of Subsection 4.4.5, which introduced the lan-
guage metamodel, and consists of the parts “Metamodel Root”, “Operation Nodes”,
and “Containers and Infrastructure Nodes”. We conclude the subsection with the
“Demonstration” part. In addition, Appendix I.3 summarizes the mappings between
concepts of the language metamodel and the intermediate metamodel.

Metamodel Root

Figure 6.10 shows the excerpt of the intermediate metamodel for the Operation
Modeling Language concerning the root concepts of the language metamodel (cf.
Figure 4.17 in Subsection 4.4.5).

im
Operation Modeling Language
(namespace: IntermediateOperation)

IntermediateData::
IntermediateImport

IntermediateInfrastructureNodeIntermediateContainer

IntermediateOperationModel

*
1

1..**
1

Figure 6.10: Excerpt of the Operation Modeling Language’s intermediate metamodel
showing its root.
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Each depicted intermediate metamodel concept prescribes the intermediate rep-
resentation for the eponymous concept of the language metamodel without the
Intermediate prefix (cf. Figure 4.17 in Subsection 4.4.5).

Operation Nodes

Figure 6.11 shows the excerpt of the Operation Modeling Language’s intermediate
metamodel concerning the intermediate representation of modeled operation nodes
(cf. Figure 4.18 in Subsection 4.4.5).

*

im
Operation Modeling Language
(namespace: IntermediateOperation)

Intermediate
EndpointTechnology

IntermediateService::
IntermediateTechnology

IntermediateService::
IntermediateEndpoint

Intermediate
OperationTechnology

name : String

IntermediateData::
IntermediateImport

Intermediate
TechnologySpecificProperty
name : String
type : String
defaultValue : String
featureNames : String[*]

Intermediate
TechnologySpecificPropertyValue
value : String

Intermediate
OperationEnvironment

environmentName : String
default : Boolean

Intermediate
OperationEndpoint

Intermediate
ServiceDeployment

Specification

IntermediateData::
IntermediateImportedAspect

IntermediateInfrastructureNode

IntermediateContainer

IntermediateService::
MicroserviceReference

Operation
MicroserviceReference

microserviceType : String
visibility : String
effectivelyImplemented : Boolean

IntermediateOperationNode
name : String
getEffectiveConfigurationValues(
  service : OperationMicroserviceReference
) : IntermediateTechnologySpecificPropertyValue[*]

1
1

*
1

1

1

1..*

*

1

1

1

1

1..*

1

*1

*
1

*

*

1

Figure 6.11: Excerpt of the Operation Modeling Language’s intermediate metamodel
for operation nodes.

Operation Nodes The IntermediateOperationNode concept covers the Operation-

Node concept from the language metamodel (cf. Figure 4.18 in Subsection 4.4.5)
and extends it with the getEffectiveConfigurationValues helper method. This
method enables model processors to retrieve the effective configuration values of a
microservice that was assigned to an operation node within an operation model. We
assemble the set of effective configuration values for a given operation node and one
of its assigned microservices in two steps:
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1. Add all configuration properties of the node and their technology-specific
default values (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) to the set of effective configuration values.

2. Add all configuration properties and values from service deployment speci-
fications of the node (cf. Subsection 4.4.5) to the set so that service-specific
configuration values overwrite the default values of properties that were added
by the previous step.

The assembled set of effective configuration values consists of instances of the
IntermediateTechnologySpecificPropertyValue concept (cf. Figure 6.11). These
instances constitute intermediate representations of the configuration properties of
a source operation node or deployment specification, and their assigned values (cf.
the TechnologySpecificPropertyValueAssignment concept in Figure 4.7 of Subsec-
tion 4.4.2).

Operation Technologies and Environments Intermediate models integrate technol-
ogy information for direct access by model processors. For intermediate operation
models such information comprises operation technologies and environments (cf.
Subsection 4.4.5).

An instance of the IntermediateOperationNode concept (cf. Figure 6.11) associates
at least one IntermediateImport instance (cf. Figure 6.1 in Subsection 6.4.1) that
refers to the technology model defining the node’s operation technology.

Additionally, the IntermediateOperationEnvironment concept prescribes the in-
termediate representation for the OperationEnvironment concept from the metamodel
of the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.8 in Subsection 4.4.2). An inter-
mediate operation environment belongs to exactly one IntermediateOperationTech-

nology (cf. Figure 6.11) that captures the operation technology of a source operation
node (cf. Figure 4.8 in Subsection 4.4.2 and Figure 4.19 in Subsection 4.4.5).

Furthermore, IntermediateOperationTechnology instances also cluster instances
of the IntermediateTechnologySpecificProperty concept (cf. Figure 6.11) to reify
the intermediate representations of the technology’s configuration properties (cf.
Figure 4.8 in Subsection 4.4.5).

Imported Microservices The OperationMicroserviceReference concept (cf. Fig-
ure 6.11) provides the intermediate representation for the ImportedMicroservice

concept in the language metamodel of the Operation Modeling Language (cf. Fig-
ure 4.18 in Subsection 4.4.5). To this end, it inherits from the MicroserviceReference

concept of the Service Modeling Language’s intermediate metamodel (cf. Figure 6.6
in Subsection 6.4.2) and extends it with three attributes:

• microserviceType: This attribute receives the string value of the literal in
the type attribute of the referenced Microservice instance, i.e., one of the
values “FUNCTIONAL”, “INFRASTRUCTURE”, or “UTILITY” (cf. Figure 4.9
in Subsection 4.4.3).
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• visibility: This attribute receives the string value of the literal in the visi-

bility attribute of a source microservice. Hence, it will always exhibit one of
the values “ARCHITECTURE”, “PUBLIC”, “INTERNAL”, or “IN_MODEL” (cf.
Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3).

• effectivelyImplemented: This attribute receives the value of the eponymous
attribute of the IntermediateMicroservice instance that constitutes the inter-
mediate representation of a microservice referenced by an operation node (cf.
Figure 6.6 in Subsection 6.4.2).

We decided to integrate the additional attributes into the OperationMicroservice-

Reference concept to facilitate access of the stored information by model processors.
Consequently, model processors need not resolve intermediate service models to
retrieve certain characteristics of microservices that were assigned to operation nodes.

Endpoints The IntermediateOperationEndpoint concept (cf. Figure 6.11) covers
the BasicEndpoint concept from the language metamodel of the Operation Mod-
eling Language (cf. Figure 4.18 in Subsection 4.4.5). To this end, the intermediate
concept inherits from the IntermediateEndpoint concept of the Service Modeling
Language’s intermediate metamodel (cf. Figure 6.7 in Subsection 6.4.2) and extends
it with an association to the IntermediateEndpointTechnology concept. This latter
concept identifies the technology model that defines the communication protocol of
an operation node endpoint.

Service Deployment Specifications The IntermediateServiceDeploymentSpecifi-
cation concept (cf. Figure 6.11) is the direct counterpart for the ServiceDeployment-

Specification concept from the language metamodel of the Operation Modeling
Language (cf. Figure 4.18 in Subsection 4.4.5).

Operation Aspects An intermediate operation node may associate several Interme-
diateImportedAspect instances (cf. Figure 6.4 in Subsection 6.4.1 and Figure 6.11).
They constitute the intermediate representations for operation aspects that were
applied to the node (cf. Figure 4.18 in Subsection 4.4.5).

Containers and Infrastructure Nodes

Figure 6.12 shows the concepts of the intermediate metamodel for the Operation
Modeling Language prescribing the intermediate representations of containers and
infrastructure nodes defined in operation models (cf. Figure 4.19 in Subsection 4.4.5).

Each concept of the language metamodel for container and infrastructure node
modeling (cf. Figure 4.19 in Subsection 4.4.5) has a direct counterpart in the interme-
diate metamodel excerpt shown in Figure 6.12. For instance, the IntermediateCon-

tainer concept covers the Container concept from the language metamodel.
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Figure 6.12: Excerpt of the Operation Modeling Language’s intermediate metamodel
for containers and infrastructure nodes.

Another example is the IntermediateInfrastructureTechnology concept that
reifies the intermediate representations of InfrastructureTechnology instances (cf.
Figure 4.8 in Subsection 4.4.2). For this purpose, the intermediate concept inherits
from the IntermediateOperationTechnology concept (cf. Figures 6.11 and 6.12).

Demonstration

Figure 6.13 shows an example intermediate operation model. It demonstrates the
applicability of the previously described intermediate metamodel for the Operation
Modeling Language and the corresponding intermediate transformation (cf. Sec-
tion 6.5). The syntax and semantics of the diagram elements follow that of UML
instance specifications [220].

The example model comprises the intermediate representation of the OrderSer-

viceContainer container from the “Order.operation” model for the food ordering
case study microservice architecture [253] (cf. Listing 5.45 in Subsection 5.3.5). The
following paragraphs describe the intermediate model elements shown in Figure 6.13.

Intermediate Representation of the OrderServiceContainer Container The exam-
ple intermediate operation model in Figure 6.13 clusters an instance of the Interme-

diateContainer concept (cf. Figure 6.12) to capture the intermediate representation
of the OrderServiceContainer container from the source operation model (cf. List-
ing 5.45 in Subsection 5.3.5). The intermediate container associates the intermediate
representation for the Docker technology (cf. Listing G.4 in Appendix G.2) in the form
of an instance of the IntermediateImport concept (cf. Figure 6.1 in Subsection 6.4.1).
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Spring :
IntermediateEndpointTechnology

name = "Spring"
Spring :

IntermediateData::IntermediateImport
name = "Spring"
importUri = "file:///Spring.technology"
importTypeName = "TECHNOLOGY"

Dockerfile : 
IntermediateTechnologySpecificProperty

name = "Dockerfile"
type = "string"
featureNames = "MANDATORY", "SINGLE_VALUED"

OrderServices : 
IntermediateData::IntermediateImport
name = "OrderServices"
importUri = "file://Order.xmi"
importTypeName = "MICROSERVICES"

: IntermediateOperationEnvironment
environmentName = "docker:19_03_08"
default = true

image : 
IntermediateTechnologySpecificProperty

name = "image"
type = "string"
defaultValue = "openjdk:8u171-jre-alpine"
featureNames = "SINGLE_VALUED"

Docker : 
IntermediateDeploymentTechnology

name = "Docker"

: IntermediateDeployment
TechnologyReference

Docker : 
IntermediateData::IntermediateImport
name = "Docker"
importUri = "file:///Docker.technology"
importTypeName = "TECHNOLOGY"

: Intermediate
TechnologySpecificPropertyValue

value = "RUN apk --no-cache add curl ..."

: IntermediateOperationEndpoint
protocol = "rest"
communicationType = "SYNCHRONOUS"
dataFormat = "application/json"
addresses = "8082:8080"

: IntermediateService
DeploymentSpecification

org.example.OrderService :
OperationMicroserviceReference

name = "org.example.OrderService"
qualifiedName = "org.example.OrderService"
imported = true
microserviceType = "FUNCTIONAL"
visibility = "ARCHITECTURE"
effectivelyImplemented = true

OrderServiceContainer : IntermediateContainer
name = "OrderServiceContainer"

Figure 6.13: Example intermediate operation model in UML’s concrete syntax for
instance specifications [220]. The root of the model has a gray background.

Furthermore, and in compliance with the source operation model (cf. Listing 5.45
in Subsection 5.3.5), the intermediate container receives the Docker deployment
technology as its operation technology by means of an instance of the Interme-

diateDeploymentTechnologyReference concept (cf. Figures 6.12 and 6.13). Since
the source operation model does not explicitly determine an operation environ-
ment for the OrderServiceContainer container, the intermediate operation model
assumes the default operation environment for the intermediate container. That is,
the IntermediateContainer instance associates the intermediate representation of the
“docker:19_03_8” operation environment (cf. Listing G.4 in Appendix G.2) in the form
of an instance of the IntermediateOperationEnvironment concept (cf. Figure 6.11)
with its default attribute set to true.

The example intermediate model in Figure 6.13 also reifies the image configuration
property from the Docker deployment technology by associating a corresponding
IntermediateTechnologySpecificProperty instance (cf. Figure 6.11) with the In-

termediateDeploymentTechnology instance for the Docker technology. In case a
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model processor invokes the getEffectiveConfigurationValues helper method (cf.
Figure 6.11) on the intermediate representation for the OrderServiceContainer, the
resulting set of effective configuration values will comprise the default value of the
image property, i.e., “openjdk:8u171-jre-alpine” (cf. Listing G.4 in Appendix G.2),
because the source operation model did not specify an explicit value for the property
(cf. Listing 5.45 in Subsection 5.3.5).

Similarly, the intermediate operation model also assigns the intermediate represen-
tation for the Dockerfile property to the intermediate representation of the Docker

deployment technology (cf. Figure 6.13). However, since the property is a mandatory
property (cf. Listing G.4 in Appendix G.2), the source operation model must deter-
mine a value for it for all microservices assigned to the OrderServiceContainer (cf.
Subsection 4.4.5). Hence, the intermediate operation model clusters an instance of the
IntermediateTechnologySpecificPropertyValue concept (cf. Figure 6.11) to store
the Dockerfile value for the OrderService microservice from the source operation
model (cf. Listing 5.45 in Subsection 5.3.5).

Intermediate Representation of the Imported OrderService Microservice The in-
termediate operation model captures the assignment of the OrderService microser-
vice to the OrderServiceContainer (cf. Listing 5.45 in Subsection 5.3.5) by associating
a corresponding instance of the OperationMicroserviceReference concept (cf. Fig-
ure 6.11) with the intermediate representation of the container (cf. Figure 6.13).

The OperationMicroserviceReference instance again refers to an instance of the
IntermediateImport concept (cf. Figure 6.1 in Subsection 6.4.1). This latter instance
points to the file for the intermediate service model of the “Order.services” model
that defines the OrderService microservice (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3 and
Figure 6.9 in Subsection 6.4.2).

Intermediate Representation of the Container’s Basic Endpoint The source oper-
ation model determines a basic endpoint with the address “8082:8080” for the Or-

derService microservice and synchronous communication based on RESTful HTTP
via the rest protocol (cf. Listing 5.45 in Subsection 5.3.5). Consequently, the inter-
mediate representation of the corresponding service deployment specification in the
example intermediate operation model (cf. Figure 6.13) refers to an instance of the
IntermediateOperationEndpoint concept (cf. Figure 6.11) for the basic endpoint.

The intermediate endpoint provides model processors with direct access to in-
formation about the endpoint’s protocol including its communication type and data
format. The IntermediateEndpointTechnology of the intermediate endpoint (cf. Fig-
ure 6.13) indicates that the endpoint’s rest protocol originates from the Spring tech-
nology model (cf. Listing G.8 in Appendix G.2), which specifies the protocol’s com-
munication type (synchronous) and data format (“application/json”). Consequently,
the communicationType and dataFormat attributes of the IntermediateOperation-
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Endpoint instance receive the values “SYNCHRONOUS” and “application/json”,
respectively.

6.5 Intermediate Model Transformations

This section presents our approach for the transformation of models constructed
with our MSA modeling languages (cf. Sections 4.4 and 5.3) into intermediate
representations that conform to the intermediate metamodels of the languages (cf.
Section 6.4).

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. Subsection 6.5.1 identifies
transformation scenarios to generalize the transformation processes for the derivation
of intermediate models from source MSA models. Subsection 6.5.2 conceives an
algorithm that covers the subsequent implementation of all identified transformation
scenarios.

6.5.1 Transformation Scenarios

In this subsection, we identify three transformation scenarios that generalize the
possible model-to-model transformations (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) that can occur when
deriving intermediate representations for MSA models expressed with our modeling
languages.

We model each transformation scenario as a UML activity diagram [220] and also
state its potential instantiation configurations per MSA model kind. In this context,
an instantiation configuration of a given transformation scenario provides concrete
values for the action nodes and object nodes [220] of the scenario’s UML activity diagram
to transform models of a certain kind into their intermediate representations.

Each of the following parts “Intermediate Transformation”, “Intermediate Trans-
formation with Imports”, and “Composite Intermediate Transformation” describes a
single transformation scenario.

Intermediate Transformation

The Intermediate Transformation scenario is the basic scenario to transform a source
domain, service, or operation model (cf. Subsections 4.4.1, 4.4.3, and 4.4.5) into
an intermediate model that conforms to the respective intermediate metamodel (cf.
Section 6.4). The following paragraphs present examples for the transformation
scenario, generalize the scenario from these examples, and identify the scenario’s
instantiation configurations.

Scenario Examples Figure 6.14 shows an example of the Intermediate Transforma-
tion scenario.
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Figure 6.14: Example of the Intermediate Transformation scenario. Rectangles repre-
sent models in our MSA modeling languages. Arrows and gears indicate the sequence
of the transformation steps and the executed transformations, respectively.

Figure 6.14 reifies the “Order.services” model (cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3)
as Order Service Model and shows its transformation into the corresponding In-

termediate Order Service Model (cf. Figure 6.9 in Subsection 6.4.2) by means of a
dedicated intermediate service model transformation. This transformation realizes the
mapping of model elements conforming to concepts from the language metamodel of
the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) to intermediate model elements
conforming to concepts from the intermediate metamodel for the Service Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 6.4.2).

A more extensive example of the Intermediate Transformation scenario is the
derivation of an intermediate domain model (cf. Subsection 6.4.1) from a source
domain model (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) that also receives technology information within
a mapping model (cf. Subsection 4.4.4). In this case, the transformation process needs
to combine information from both the source domain model and its mapping model.
Figure 6.15 illustrates this circumstance.

Figure 6.15: Example of the Intermediate Transformation scenario including a refine-
ment transformation for the incorporation of technology information into the result
model. It follows the same notation as Figure 6.14.

The depicted example transforms the Order Domain Model, i.e., the model in the file
“Order.data” (cf. Listing 5.9 in Subsection 5.3.1), into its intermediate representation
by means of a dedicated intermediate domain model transformation. In a second step,
the example uses a refinement transformation to extend the intermediate domain model
with technology information from the Order Mapping Model, which represents the
model in the file “Order.mapping” (cf. Listing 5.40 in Subsection 5.3.4). Refinement
transformations are common applications of endogenous, vertical model transforma-
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tions [193] (cf. Subsection 2.2.3). As a result, the refined Intermediate Order Domain

Model with Technology Information still conforms to the intermediate metamodel of
the Domain Data Modeling Language but exhibits a lower level of abstraction due to
the included technology information (cf. Figure 6.5 of Subsection 6.4.1).

The decomposition of a model-to-model transformation into a basic transformation
and several refinement transformations enables the application of transformations
at different points in time depending on the availability of information [51]. In the
particular case of a refined intermediate domain model, the domain information
originates from the source domain model, whereas the technology information
is part of a mapping model (cf. Figure 6.15). However, it may be possible that
the mapping model is not complete at the same time when the domain model
reaches a usable stadium, e.g., because the responsible microservice shall rely on an
extended technology stack that is not yet fully supported by technology models (cf.
Subsection 4.4.2) or model processors. Nonetheless, the domain model may still be
sensibly processible, e.g., by model processors that perform static model analysis (cf.
Subsection 6.3.3) to gather technology-agnostic metrics from domain information [10].
With the decomposition of the example for the Intermediate Transformation scenario
into an intermediate transformation and a refinement step (cf. Figure 6.15) it becomes
possible to derive an initial technology-agnostic intermediate domain model, e.g.,
for metrics calculation. Later on, a technology-enhanced version of the intermediate
model, e.g., for code generation, may be derived when all technology information
are available. This technology-specific extension of the intermediate model would
involve the sole execution of the refinement transformation with a given technology
mapping model (cf. Figure 6.15).

Generalized Scenario Specification From the examples in Figures 6.14 and 6.15,
we generalize the behavior for the Intermediate Transformation scenario as depicted
in Figure 6.16.

[no remaining
refinement transformations]

[remaining refinement
transformations exist]

Execute Next
Refinement Transformation

Execute Intermediate
Transformation

Intermediate Transformation
Auxiliary Models: Collection of Metamodel Instances
MSA Model: Metamodel Instance
Intermediate Model: Intermediate Metamodel Instance

Auxiliary
Models

MSA
Model

Intermediate
Model

Intermediate
Model

Figure 6.16: Generalized behavior specification of the Intermediate Transformation
scenario in a UML activity diagram [220].
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The Intermediate Transformation scenario expects an MSA Model as input. This
model instantiates one of the metamodels of the Domain Data Modeling Language,
Service Modeling Language, or Operation Modeling Language (cf. Subsections 4.4.1,
4.4.3, and 4.4.5). The scenario executes an intermediate model transformation on
the MSA Model to derive its Intermediate Model that conforms to the intermediate
metamodel for the respective modeling language (cf. Section 6.4).

Furthermore, the behavior specification of the Intermediate Transformation sce-
nario (cf. Figure 6.16) realizes the Auxiliary Models model transformation pat-
tern [170]. This pattern is applicable to model transformations whose steps require
additional models for their execution. In the Intermediate Transformation scenario,
mapping models may constitute auxiliary models, e.g., for the intermediate trans-
formation of domain models to integrate technology information into intermediate
domain models (cf. Figure 6.15). Auxiliary models are however optional and we
execute refinement transformations only when such models are present. Therefore,
the behavior specification in Figure 6.16 comprises a decision node that checks for the
existence of remaining refinement transformations based on the kinds of the input
Auxiliary Models. The Intermediate Transformation scenario executes all applicable
refinement transformations consecutively on the Intermediate Model and eventually
returns the final intermediate model.

Scenario Instantiation Configurations There exist four possible instances of the
Intermediate Transformation scenario. Each instance assumes certain kinds of source,
auxiliary, and intermediate models as well as model-to-model transformations. In
the following, we refer to model kinds and model-to-model transformations that
configure instances for a transformation scenario as the parameters of the scenario.

Relevant parameters for the Intermediate Transformation scenario (cf. Figure 6.16)
are the (i) source MSA Model kind; (ii) Intermediate Transformation specification; (iii)
derived Intermediate Model kind; (iv) kinds of Auxiliary Models; and (v) specifica-
tions of possible Refinement Transformations.

Table 6.1 lists the parameters to configure instances of the Intermediate Trans-
formation scenario that support the derivation of intermediate representations of
domain and service models.

Table 6.2 lists the parameters for the instantiation configurations of the Intermedi-
ate Transformation scenario to derive intermediate domain models with technology
information and intermediate operation models.

Intermediate Transformation with Imports

The Intermediate Transformation with Imports scenario extends the Intermediate
Transformation scenario (cf. Figure 6.16) with the consideration of imports in source
MSA models. The following paragraphs present an example for the scenario, general-
ize it towards a behavior specification, and identify its instantiation configurations.
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Table 6.1: Domain and Service instantiation configurations of the Intermediate Trans-
formation scenario.

Scenario Instances
Parameters Domain Service

MSA Model Kind Domain Model Service Model
Intermediate
Transformation

Intermediate Domain Model
Transformation

Intermediate Service Model
Transformation

Intermediate
Model Kind Intermediate Domain Model Intermediate Service Model

Refinement
Transformations n/a n/a

Auxiliary
Model Kinds n/a n/a

Table 6.2: Mapping and Operation instantiation configurations of the Intermediate
Transformation scenario.

Scenario Instances
Parameters Mapping Operation

MSA Model Kind Domain Model Operation Model
Intermediate
Transformation

Intermediate Domain Model
Transformation

Intermediate Operation
Model Transformation

Intermediate
Model Kind Intermediate Domain Model Intermediate Operation

Model
Refinement
Transformations

Refinement Domain Model
Transformation n/a

Auxiliary
Model Kinds Mapping Model n/a

Scenario Example Figure 6.17 exemplifies the Intermediate Transformation with
Imports scenario.

The example transforms the Order Service Model into its intermediate represen-
tation (cf. Figure 6.14 and Subsection 6.4.2) and also considers two kinds of imported
models.

First, the example transforms the imported Restaurant Domain Model, i.e., the
model in the file “Restaurant.data” (cf. Listing G.3 in Appendix G.1), into the corre-
sponding intermediate domain model. This transformation step must be repeated
for each domain model imported by the source service model. The intermediate
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Figure 6.17: Example of the Intermediate Transformation with Imports scenario. It
follows the same notation as Figure 6.14. The additional dashed rounded rectangle
indicates repeated transformation steps of equal model kinds. Furthermore, dashed
arrows with open arrowheads show dependencies between model kinds.

service model must then import each resulting intermediate domain model in the
same manner as the source service model imports the corresponding source domain
model.

As described in Section 6.4, the intermediate metamodels establish associations
between elements of different models in a loosely coupled fashion based on qual-
ified names. Consequently, it is possible to apply the Parallel Composition model
transformation pattern [170] and execute both intermediate model transformations in
Figure 6.17 concurrently to increase the performance of the transformation process.

Next to domain models, the scenario example in Figure 6.17 considers technology
models as the second kind of imported models. Specifically, the example preserves
the source service model’s import of the Java Technology Model, i.e., the model in the
file “Java.technology” (cf. Listing 5.19 in Subsection 5.3.2), in the intermediate service
model to not lose information upon transformation. However, a transformation of the
technology model is not performed as intermediate domain, service, and operation
models cluster applied technology information themselves (cf. Section 6.4).

Generalized Scenario Specification From the example in Figure 6.17, we generalize
the behavior of the Intermediate Transformation with Imports scenario as shown in
Figure 6.18.

The depicted activity requires a source MSA Model as input and may also operate
on an optional set of Auxiliary Models. Starting from the MSA Model, the activity
forks the sequence flow into three concurrent sequence flows.

The first concurrent sequence flow covers the iterative transformation of imported
transformable models into their intermediate representations. Such transformable
models are domain, service, or operation models constructed with our MSA modeling
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Figure 6.18: Generalized behavior specification of the Intermediate Transformation
with Imports scenario in a UML activity diagram [220].

languages (cf. Subsections 4.4.1, 4.4.3, and 4.4.5). That is, it exists an intermediate
model transformation for them. In the scenario example shown in Figure 6.17, the
Restaurant Domain Model imported by the Order Service Model represents an im-
ported transformable model. To retrieve all imported transformable models from a
given source MSA Model, the first sequence flow of the generalized behavior specifica-
tion invokes the action Get Imported Transformable Models and stores the returned
models in the Imported Transformable Models buffer (cf. Figure 6.18). Together
with the set of Auxiliary Models, the behavior specification consecutively passes
transformable models from the buffer to the call behavior action Intermediate Trans-

formation. This action invokes the behavior specification of the Intermediate Trans-
formation scenario (cf. Figure 6.16) to derive the intermediate representation of
an imported transformable model. The Intermediate Imported Models datastore
gathers the intermediate models of imported transformable models until the other
concurrent flows reach their ends (cf. Figure 6.18).

The second concurrent sequence flow in the behavior specification of the Inter-
mediate Transformation with Imports scenario (cf. Figure 6.18) transforms the MSA

Model into its intermediate representation by calling the behavior specification of the
Intermediate Transformation scenario (cf. Figure 6.16). In the scenario example in
Figure 6.17, the second concurrent sequence flow is responsible for the derivation of
the Intermediate Order Service Model from the Order Service Model.

The third concurrent sequence flow in Figure 6.18 relies on the Get Imported

Non-transformable Models action to retrieve all imported models from the source
MSA Model for which no intermediate transformations exist. In the scenario example
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in Figure 6.17, the Java Technology Model constitutes a non-transformable model.
The Imported Non-transformable Models datastore holds non-transformable models
until the completion of the two other concurrent sequence flows (cf. Figure 6.18).

Finally, the behavior specification of the Intermediate Transformation with Imports
scenario joins all three concurrent flows and passes the intermediate model as well as
the contents of the two datastores to the Adapt Import URIs in Intermediate Model

action (cf. Figure 6.18). It adapts the import URIs of IntermediateImport instances in
the intermediate model (cf. Subsection 6.4.1) to point to the physical locations of the
intermediate models of imported transformable models and the physical locations
of imported non-transformable models. In the scenario example in Figure 6.17, the
action establishes the import relationships between the Intermediate Order Service

Model and the derived Intermediate Restaurant Domain Model as well as between the
Intermediate Order Service Model and the Java Technology Model that is applied
by the source Order Service Model.

The Intermediate Transformation with Imports scenario relies on the Target
Model Splitting model transformation pattern [170]. That is, the scenario produces
several intermediate models from an input MSA model, thereby observing the import
relationships prescribed by the relationships between our architecture viewpoints in
MSA engineering (cf. Subsection 3.4.5). In this context, our approach to establish
dependencies between intermediate model elements in a loosely coupled fashion
based on qualified names (cf. Section 6.4) effectively facilitates the application of the
model transformation pattern.

By intent, the Intermediate Transformation with Imports scenario does not cover
transitive imports. Suppose a service model that imports another service model which
again imports a domain model. In case the behavior specification of the scenario
(cf. Figure 6.18) operates on the first service model as its input MSA model, it will
only transform the imported service model into its intermediate representation and
ignore the domain model imported by this service model. To retrieve the intermediate
representation of the domain model, the imported service model would itself need to
be passed to a new instance of the scenario activity.

Scenario Instantiation Configurations Table 6.3 lists the parameters to configure
the instances of the scenario that derive intermediate domain and service models.

Table 6.3: Domain and Service instantiation configurations of the Intermediate Trans-
formation with Imports scenario.

Scenario Instances
Parameters Domain Service

MSA Model Kind Domain Model Service Model
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Table 6.3: Domain and Service instantiation configurations of the Intermediate Trans-
formation with Imports scenario (continued).

Scenario Instances
Parameters Domain Service

Intermediate
Transformation

Intermediate Domain Model
Transformation

Intermediate Service Model
Transformation

Intermediate
Transformations
for Imports

Intermediate Domain Model
Transformation

Intermediate Domain Model
Transformation, Intermediate
Service Model Transformation

Intermediate
Model Kind

Intermediate Domain Model Intermediate Service Model

Intermediate
Imported Models

Intermediate Domain Models
Intermediate Domain Models,
Intermediate Service Models

Imported
Non-transformable
Model Kinds

n/a Technology Models

Auxiliary
Model Kinds

n/a n/a

Table 6.4 lists the parameters for the instantiation configuration of the Intermediate
Transformation with Imports scenario targeting operation models.

Table 6.4: Operation instantiation configuration of the Intermediate Transformation
with Imports scenario.

Scenario Instance
Parameters Operation

MSA Model Kind Operation Model

Intermediate Transformation Intermediate Operation Model
Transformation

Intermediate Transformations for Imports Intermediate Service Model
Transformation

Intermediate Model Kind Intermediate Operation Model
Intermediate Imported Model Kinds Intermediate Service Models
Imported Non-transformable Model Kinds Technology Models
Auxiliary Model Kinds n/a
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By contrast to the Intermediate Transformation scenario, we do not present an
instantiation configuration with mapping models as auxiliary models (cf. Table 6.2).
Instead, we specify the Composite Intermediate Transformation scenario for the
transformation of mapping models below. This scenario invokes the Intermediate
Transformation with Imports scenario and passes possible auxiliary models to it.
For this purpose, the behavior specification of the Intermediate Transformation with
Imports scenario (cf. Figure 6.18) can receive Auxiliary Models as input objects,
although its instantiation configurations in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 do not determine
concrete auxiliary model kinds as their parameters.

Composite Intermediate Transformation

The Composite Intermediate Transformation scenario covers the transformation of
mapping models into intermediate service and domain models. To this end, the
scenario draws on the Intermediate Transformation scenario (cf. Figure 6.16) and the
Intermediate Transformation with Imports scenario (cf. Figure 6.18).

Scenario Example Figure 6.19 exemplifies the Composite Intermediate Transforma-
tion scenario.

Figure 6.19: Example of the Composite Intermediate Transformation scenario. It
follows the same notation as Figure 6.17.

The example operates on the Order Mapping Model. It reifies the “Order.mapping”
model in Listing G.12 of Appendix G.5, which assigns technology information to the
Order Service Model (“Order.services” model in Listing G.11 of Appendix G.5) and its
imported Order Domain Model (“Order.data” model in Listing G.2 of Appendix G.1).

In its first step, the scenario example transforms the Order Mapping Model into a
composite service model using a dedicated mapping model transformation. The resulting
Composite Order Service Model conforms to the metamodel of our Service Modeling
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Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) and gathers the definitions of all microservices that are
referenced by the mapping model (cf. Subsection 4.4.4). The exemplified composite
service model is thus composed of the Order Service Model and its OrderService

microservice. In addition, the composite model imports all domain models whose
elements are referenced by consolidated microservices, i.e., the Order Domain Model.

The derivation of a composite service model from a mapping model has two
benefits. First, we can reuse the intermediate transformations for domain and service
models to also process the composite service model as it instantiates the concepts of
our Service Modeling Language. Second, composite models support the application
of mapping models as means for microservice composition w.r.t. model processing
(cf. Subsection 4.4.4). Suppose a microservice team whose members have modeled
preliminary microservices or preserve deprecated not yet removed microservices. For
both kinds of services, model processing may not make sense so that the team can
rely on the Composite Intermediate Transformation scenario to exclude them from
composite models and prevent their recognition by model processors.

From the composite service model, the example for the Composite Intermediate
Transformation scenario (cf. Figure 6.19) continues in a similar fashion as the example
for the Intermediate Transformation with Imports scenario (cf. Figure 6.17). That
is, it derives an Intermediate Order Service Model from the Composite Order Ser-

vice Model and, as illustrated by the Order Domain Model, transforms each imported
domain model into its intermediate representation. If required, additional refinement
transformations enrich intermediate domain models with technology information,
with the source mapping model acting as an auxiliary model as already exemplified
in Figure 6.15. The final result of the Composite Intermediate Transformation scenario
is then an intermediate service model that imports the produced intermediate domain
models in the same manner as the source service models import their domain models.

Generalized Scenario Specification From the example in Figure 6.19, we specify
the behavior of the Composite Intermediate Transformation scenario as shown in
Figure 6.20.

The Composite Intermediate Transformation scenario handles imported trans-
formable and non-transformable models of a source MSA Model in the same way as the
Intermediate Transformation with Imports scenario (cf. Figure 6.18). However, for the
transformation of the MSA Model itself, the Composite Intermediate Transformation
scenario invokes the Intermediate Transformation scenario’s behavior specification (cf.
Figure 6.16) to first derive a Composite Intermediate Model. In the scenario example
in Figure 6.19, the Composite Intermediate Transformation scenario exploits the
Intermediate Transformation scenario to execute the mapping model transformation
on the Order Mapping Model to derive the Composite Order Service Model.

After joining the three concurrent sequence flows, the behavior specification of the
Composite Intermediate Transformation scenario calls the Adapt Import URIs in Com-
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Figure 6.20: Generalized behavior specification of the Composite Intermediate Trans-
formation scenario in a UML activity diagram [220].

posite Intermediate Model action (cf. Figure 6.20). It exchanges the import URIs in
the composite intermediate model with the URIs of the intermediate representations
of imported transformable models. Next, the behavior specification delegates to the
Intermediate Transformation with Imports scenario (cf. Figure 6.18). This step serves
two purposes:

1. Transformation of the composite intermediate model into an intermediate
model that conforms to an intermediate metamodel of our MSA modeling
languages (cf. Section 6.4).

2. Execution of possible refinement transformations on intermediate models that
are imported by the composite intermediate model. Specifically, this purpose
may make use of Auxiliary Models if necessary (cf. Figure 6.20).

In the context of the scenario example in Figure 6.19, the invocation of the Inter-
mediate Transformation with Imports scenario produces (i) the Intermediate Order

Service Model from the Composite Order Service Model (Purpose 1); and (ii) the
Intermediate Order Domain Model with Technology Information using the refine-
ment domain model transformation and the Order Mapping Model as auxiliary model
(Purpose 2).

Scenario Instantiation Configurations The Composite Intermediate Transforma-
tion scenario has one possible instance. Table 6.5 lists its configuration.
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Table 6.5: Mapping instantiation configuration of the Composite Intermediate Trans-
formation scenario.

Scenario Instance
Parameters Mapping

MSA Model Kind Mapping Model
Intermediate Transformation Mapping Model Transformation
Intermediate Transformations for Imports n/a
Composite Intermediate Model Kind Composite Service Model

Configuration for the called Intermediate
Transformation with Imports scenario

cf. the Service instance in Table 6.3 with
its Auxiliary Model Kinds parameter

set to the given Mapping Model
Intermediate Model Kind Intermediate Service Model
Intermediate Imported Model Kinds n/a
Imported Non-transformable Model Kinds Technology Models
Auxiliary Model Kinds Mapping Model

6.5.2 Integrated Model Transformation Algorithm

In the following, we present an integrated transformation algorithm that conceptu-
alizes the realization of the generalized behavior specifications of the intermediate
model transformation scenarios from Subsection 6.5.1. Algorithm 6.1 shows the
algorithm in pseudocode.

Each of the following paragraphs describes a coherent part of the integrated
transformation algorithm.

Input Sets An instantiation of the algorithm requires two input sets.
The MODELFILES set comprises the paths to the source MSA model files in their

concrete syntaxes (cf. Section 5.3).
The TARGETPATHS set determines a target path for each source model in the MODEL-

FILES set. The algorithm writes the derived intermediate representation of a source
model to the corresponding target path.

We expect both input sets to constitute ordered sets in the sense that they implicitly
assign a unique, numeric index greater or equal 1 to each entry. Moreover, we
assume that both sets have an equal cardinality. In addition, we require that for an
arbitrary index i ∈ {x : x ∈ N>0, 1 6 x 6 |MODELFILES|} the entry at index i in
the TARGETPATHS set identifies the target path for the intermediate model that the
algorithm will derive for the source model at the ith path in the MODELFILES set. To
this end, it is mandatory that the MODELFILES set only contains paths to domain,
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Algorithm 6.1 Integrated algorithm for the generalized behavior specifications of the
intermediate model transformation scenarios (cf. Subsection 6.5.1).
Require: MODELFILES, TARGETPATHS, |TARGETPATHS| = |MODELFILES|

1: i← 1
2: while i 6 |MODELFILES| do
3: mf ← getModelFile(MODELFILES, i)
4: mt← getIntermediateTransformation(mf )
5: targetModel← doTransformation(mt, mf )
6: rts← getRefinementTransformations(mt, mf )
7: for all rt ∈ rts do
8: targetModel← doTransformation(rt, targetModel)
9: end for

10: targetPath← getTargetPath(TARGETPATHS, mf )
11: writeModelFile(targetModel, targetPath)
12: i← i + 1
13: end while
14: function doTransformation(mt, mf )
15: sm← loadModel(mf )
16: preparedSourceModel← prepareSourceModel(mt, sm)
17: validateSourceModel(mt, preparedSourceModel)
18: . On error return and goto Line 12
19: ams← loadAuxiliaryModels(MODELFILES, mt, preparedSourceModel)
20: targetModel← executeTransformation(mt, preparedSourceModel, ams)
21: MODELFILES←MODELFILES ∪ requiredModelFiles(mt, targetModel, i)
22: TARGETPATHS← TARGETPATHS ∪ requiredTargetPaths(mt, targetModel, i)
23: adaptImportUris(mt, targetModel)
24: return targetModel
25: end function
26: procedure adaptImportUris(mt, m)
27: importedModelFiles← getImportedModelFiles(mt, m)
28: for all imf ∈ importedModelFiles do
29: targetPath← getTargetPath(TARGETPATHS, imf )
30: if targetPath is not empty then
31: setImportedModelFileUri(m, imf , targetPath)
32: end if
33: end for
34: end procedure

service, mapping, or operation models (cf. Section 4.4) because these are the kinds of
models for which we specified the behaviors of intermediate transformation scenarios
(cf. Subsection 6.5.1).

Transformation Retrieval The transformation algorithm successively transforms
each model at a path in the MODELFILES input set into its intermediate representation.
Therefore, Lines 2 to 13 of Algorithm 6.1 iterate over each entry in the set.

Line 3 retrieves the path of the next model file to transform and stores it in the
variable mf. To this end, the getModelFile function reads the model file path at index
i from the MODELFILES set.
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Line 4 of Algorithm 6.1 uses the getIntermediateTransformation function to
determine the intermediate transformation for the current source model file mf. The
resulting intermediate transformation depends on the kind of model stored in the
file. In this context, the extension of the model file may provide an efficient means to
determine the kind of stored model and identify the appropriate transformation. For
instance, a file with the extension “.services” may hold a service model in the concrete
syntax of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.3). Consequently, the get-
IntermediateTransformation function would return the intermediate service model
transformation. The mt variable stores the determined intermediate transformation.

Model Loading, Preparation, and Validation Line 5 of Algorithm 6.1 delegates to
the doTransformation helper function in Lines 14 to 25.

The function controls the transformation of the current source model file mf into its
intermediate representation by means of the determined intermediate transformation
mt. To this end, doTransformation first loads the model from its file (cf. Line 15). This
step involves parsing of the source model file and instantiating the respective language
metamodel from the parsed model elements (cf. Sections 4.4 and 5.3). The created
metamodel instance then constitutes the internal, tool-processible representation of
the model (cf. Subsection 2.2.2). The transformation algorithm stores the loaded
model in the sm variable, which effectively corresponds to the MSA Model input
parameter of the generalized behavior specifications of the transformation scenarios
(cf. Subsection 6.5.1).

Line 16 of Algorithm 6.1 invokes the prepareSourceModel function on the loaded
source model sm. The executed preparation actions depend on the determined
intermediate transformation mt and its implementation technology. An example
preparation action is the conversion of relative import URIs to their absolute forms so
that transformation technologies allow traversal of imported model files if required.

Line 17 executes the validateSourceModel function to check the compliance of
the prepared source model with the expectations of the determined intermediate
model transformation. For instance, the mapping model transformation requires
that eponymous import aliases in different service models point to the same model
file. Otherwise, imports in the resulting composite service model (cf. Figure 6.19 in
Subsection 6.5.1) may be ambiguous. In the event of an invalid model, Line 18 exits
the doTransformation function and returns to Line 12 of Algorithm 6.1 to process
the next source model file.

In case of a valid model, Line 19 loads auxiliary models as required by the
determined intermediate model transformation mt. We expect auxiliary models for
the preparedSourceModel to also be present in the MODELFILES set. The ams variable
receives the loaded auxiliary models and thus corresponds to the Auxiliary Models

input parameter of the generalized behavior specifications of the transformation
scenarios (cf. Subsection 6.5.1).
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Transformation Execution Line 20 of Algorithm 6.1 calls the executeTransfor-

mation function to execute the intermediate model transformation mt on the pre-

paredSourceModel and with the loaded auxiliary models in the ams variable. The
targetModel variable receives the produced intermediate model.

Lines 21 and 22 extend the MODELFILES and TARGETPATHS sets with model files
that require an intermediate transformation and were not processed yet as indicated
by the index variable i. The set of additional model files requiring an intermediate
transformation depends on the intermediate model transformation and the derived
intermediate model in the targetModel variable. For instance, both the Intermediate
Transformation with Imports scenario and the Composite Intermediate Transforma-
tion scenario involve the transformation of models that are imported by the input
MSA Model (cf. Figures 6.18 and 6.20 in Subsection 6.5.1). Hence, in the context of
the transformation algorithm, these imported models represent input model files for
subsequent intermediate transformations. However, the algorithm does not prescribe
the semantics of additional model files that require an intermediate transforma-
tion. Instead, it delegates their determination to the implementation of the current
intermediate model transformation mt.

Line 23 of Algorithm 6.1 invokes the adaptImportUris procedure specified in
Lines 26 to 34. It is responsible for the adaption of the import URIs of the intermediate
model in the targetModel variable. To this end, in Lines 28 to 33 the procedure
(i) iterates over all imported model files of the intermediate model; (ii) retrieves
the target paths of their upcoming or already performed transformation; and (iii)
replaces their import URIs in the intermediate model with their target paths via the
setImportedModelFileUri procedure. This latter procedure covers the actions for
URI adaptation in the behavior specifications of the Intermediate Transformation
with Imports scenario and the Composite Intermediate Transformation scenario (cf.
Figures 6.18 and 6.20 in Subsection 6.5.1).

The adaptImportUris procedure imposes two requirements on realizations of
Algorithm 6.1. First, in order to adapt all import URIs, the target paths of the
imported model files must be contained in the TARGETPATHS set. Consequently,
their model file paths need to also be present in the MODELFILES set. Second, the
intermediate model transformation mt is itself responsible for handling imported
non-transformable models like technology models (cf Subsection 6.5.1). They are
neither treated by adaptImportUris nor other components of the algorithm.

Model Refinement and Serialization After the execution of the adaptImportUris

procedure, the doTransformation function returns with the produced intermediate
model (cf. Line 24 in Algorithm 6.1). In Line 5, the transformation algorithm
stores the intermediate model in the targetModel variable. Next, it proceeds with
the retrieval of possible refinement transformations by calling the getRefinement-

Transformations function in Line 6. As described in Subsection 6.5.1, the necessity
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to execute refinement transformations originates from the concrete instance of the
transformation scenario. Thus, we expect the respective intermediate transformation
to identify possible refinement transformations and therefore also pass the mt variable
to the call of the getRefinementTransformations function.

Lines 7 to 9 of Algorithm 6.1 execute possible refinement transformations on the
intermediate model in the targetModel variable and refine it continuously.

Lines 10 and 11 determine the target file path for the final version of the interme-
diate model and serialize it to this path.

Eventually, Line 12 increments the index variable i before the start of the next
transformation. Otherwise, in case no unprocessed model files exist in the MODELFILES

set, the algorithm ends.

6.6 Implementation

This section describes the implementation of the intermediate model transformations
and the integrated transformation algorithm (cf. Section 6.5).

We omit a detailed presentation of the implementations of the intermediate
metamodels (cf. Section 6.4) because we realized them with Xcore following the same
approach as for the metamodels of our MSA modeling languages2 (cf. Section 4.5).
Table 6.6 lists the SWH paths to the implementations of the intermediate metamodels.
Furthermore, the table states per intermediate metamodel the URI of a documentation
to which model processor implementers can refer as an API documentation of possible
operations on MSA models [169].

The remainder of the section is structured as follows. Subsection 6.6.1 presents the
implementation of the intermediate model transformations. Subsection 6.6.2 describes
the realization of the integrated model transformation algorithm. Subsection 6.6.3
concludes the section with a presentation of a plugin for the Eclipse IDE. The plugin
enables modelers to practically invoke the intermediate transformations and the
integrated transformation algorithm on MSA models.

6.6.1 Implementation of Intermediate Model Transformations

The first part of this subsection introduces ATL3 [146] as the technology with which
we developed the intermediate model transformations. The second part of the
subsection exemplifies the realization of an intermediate transformation with ATL. We

2The author of the present dissertation contributed the implementations of the intermediate
metamodels for the Domain Data Modeling Language and the Service Modeling Language together
with the corresponding intermediate model transformations. However, the implementation of the
intermediate metamodel for the Operation Modeling Language and the respective transformation was
realized by Philip Wizenty in partial fulfillment of the requirements of his master’s degree in Practical
Computer Science at the University of Applied Sciences and Arts Dortmund.

3https://www.eclipse.org/atl

https://www.eclipse.org/atl
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Table 6.6: SWH paths to intermediate metamodel implementations and GitHub URIs
to corresponding processing documentations.

Intermediate
Metamodel

SWH Path to Implementation (Relative to Base
Archive [238]) and GitHub URI to Processing
Documentation

Intermediate
Domain Data
Metamodel
(cf. Subsection 6.4.1)

/de.fhdo.lemma.data.intermediate.metamodel/model/Int
ermediateDataModel.xcore

Processing documentation: https://seelabfhdo.github.io
/lemma-docs/developer-guide/intermediate-model-speci
fications/intermediate-domain-model-specification

Intermediate
Service Metamodel
(cf. Subsection 6.4.2)

/de.fhdo.lemma.service.intermediate.metamodel/model/
IntermediateServiceModel.xcore

Processing documentation: https://seelabfhdo.github.io
/lemma-docs/developer-guide/intermediate-model-speci
fications/intermediate-service-model-specification

Intermediate
Operation
Metamodel
(cf. Subsection 6.4.3)

/de.fhdo.lemma.operation.intermediate.metamodel/mode
l/IntermediateOperationModel.xcore

Processing documentation: https://seelabfhdo.github.io
/lemma-docs/developer-guide/intermediate-model-speci
fications/intermediate-operation-model-specification

conclude the subsection with an overview of the implementations of the intermediate
transformations.

ATL

ATL [146] is a model transformation technology that includes a model transformation
language of the same name and several alternative VMs to execute model transforma-
tions expressed with the language. The ATL language is a hybrid model transformation
language. That is, it combines declarative as well as imperative constructs to specify
the transformation of source into target models (cf. Subsection 2.2.3).

We decided to employ ATL for the development of the intermediate model trans-
formations because of its (i) support for arbitrary model-to-model cardinalities, deter-
ministic rule application, and refinement transformations (cf. Subsection 6.5.1); (ii)
integrated support for EMF [275] (cf. Subsection 4.5.1), XMI [223] (cf. Section 4.7),
and OCL [218] (cf. Appendix E); (iii) industry-proven maturity and longevity, active
development and community, and a wide range of additional supportive resources;
and (iv) good tool support including debugging capabilities and independence of the
installed operating system [147].

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:f5e9548c5ea3982fa4b144ca9b8f97686492fa2f/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.data.intermediate.metamodel/model/IntermediateDataModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.data.intermediate.metamodel/model/IntermediateDataModel.xcore
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:f5e9548c5ea3982fa4b144ca9b8f97686492fa2f/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.data.intermediate.metamodel/model/IntermediateDataModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.data.intermediate.metamodel/model/IntermediateDataModel.xcore
https://seelabfhdo.github.io/lemma-docs/developer-guide/intermediate-model-specifications/intermediate-domain-model-specification
https://seelabfhdo.github.io/lemma-docs/developer-guide/intermediate-model-specifications/intermediate-domain-model-specification
https://seelabfhdo.github.io/lemma-docs/developer-guide/intermediate-model-specifications/intermediate-domain-model-specification
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:ec911611b62df3eb66735f1fd85863f99e55fc13/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.service.intermediate.metamodel/model/IntermediateServiceModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.service.intermediate.metamodel/model/IntermediateServiceModel.xcore
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:ec911611b62df3eb66735f1fd85863f99e55fc13/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.service.intermediate.metamodel/model/IntermediateServiceModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.service.intermediate.metamodel/model/IntermediateServiceModel.xcore
https://seelabfhdo.github.io/lemma-docs/developer-guide/intermediate-model-specifications/intermediate-service-model-specification
https://seelabfhdo.github.io/lemma-docs/developer-guide/intermediate-model-specifications/intermediate-service-model-specification
https://seelabfhdo.github.io/lemma-docs/developer-guide/intermediate-model-specifications/intermediate-service-model-specification
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:16e3566c3f22faaf7f78b4a601c2dba2014e4c1a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.operation.intermediate.metamodel/model/IntermediateOperationModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.operation.intermediate.metamodel/model/IntermediateOperationModel.xcore
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:16e3566c3f22faaf7f78b4a601c2dba2014e4c1a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.operation.intermediate.metamodel/model/IntermediateOperationModel.xcore&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.operation.intermediate.metamodel/model/IntermediateOperationModel.xcore
https://seelabfhdo.github.io/lemma-docs/developer-guide/intermediate-model-specifications/intermediate-operation-model-specification
https://seelabfhdo.github.io/lemma-docs/developer-guide/intermediate-model-specifications/intermediate-operation-model-specification
https://seelabfhdo.github.io/lemma-docs/developer-guide/intermediate-model-specifications/intermediate-operation-model-specification
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ATL organizes model transformations in modules [146]. An ATL module clusters
a set of transformation rules as the basic building blocks of the respective model
transformation. A transformation rule can comprise a declarative pattern part and an
imperative action block. There exist two types of transformation rules in ATL:

• Matched rules: Matched rules define relationships between concepts of source
and target metamodels. These relationships prescribe the derivation of target
model elements from source model elements. Effectively, ATL matched rules
realize direct mappings of source to target concepts like those described in
Appendix I. The pattern part of a matched ATL rule consists of (i) a source
pattern for the selection of source model elements to which the rule applies; and
(ii) a target pattern that specifies the instantiation of target model elements and
the assignment of values to their attributes. ATL VMs automatically invoke
the matched rules of a model transformation when they encounter matching
elements in a source model.

• Called rules: These rules define parameters for their execution. Consequently,
ATL requires their explicit invocation with arguments for the parameters from
the action blocks of other transformation rules. Therefore, called rules must
not specify a source pattern.

Next to rules, helpers are another building block of ATL modules [146]. ATL
borrows the notion of helper from OCL [218]. That is, helpers gather OCL expressions
in a reusable fashion to support in the execution of ATL modules. For instance,
helpers may organize repetitive traversal tasks on the source model like the search
for certain model elements by their names or types.

ATL compiles modules to bytecode representations that are interpretable and
executable by ATL VMs. Next to the standard ATL VM [146], it is possible to run
the bytecode of an ATL-based model transformation with the alternative ATL EMF
Transformation Virtual Machine (EMFTVM)4. EMFTVM has a more experimental
character and is meant to enable research on sophisticated transformation features
like advanced transformation tracing, lambda expressions, and in-place refinement
transformations. Based on the latter characteristic, we employed EMFTVM to realize
the refinement domain model transformation (cf. Figure 6.19 in Subsection 6.5.1).

An ATL VM executes a transformation module in two phases [146]:

• Phase 1: This phase matches the source patterns of all matched rules against the
elements in a given source model. Each match is followed by the instantiation
of the target model elements as prescribed by the target pattern of the matched
rule.

• Phase 2: This phase assigns values to the attributes of the previously instanti-
ated target model elements. These value assignments adhere to the binding

4https://wiki.eclipse.org/ATL/EMFTVM

https://wiki.eclipse.org/ATL/EMFTVM
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definitions in the target patterns of matched rules. Furthermore, the ATL VM
executes imperative code in the action blocks of matched rules during Phase 2.

By default, the execution of an ATL module produces models in the XMI for-
mat [223], which we employ as the serialization format of intermediate models (cf.
Section 6.4).

ATL Implementation Example: Intermediate Transformation of Service Models

This part describes the implementation of ATL-based model transformations on an
example from the intermediate service model transformation. This transformation
derives intermediate models from service models that conform to the metamodel of
our Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsections 4.4.3 and 6.4.2).

In the following, we present and discuss four ATL excerpts that together realize
the transformation of Parameter instances from source service models into Interme-

diateParameter instances in target intermediate service models (cf. Appendix I.2).
However, for the sake of conciseness, we omit the description of value creation for
the originalType attribute of the IntermediateParameter concept (cf. Figure 6.8 in
Subsection 6.4.2).

Each of the following paragraphs presents and discusses one of the four ATL
excerpts for the intermediate transformation of Parameter instances. In particu-
lar, the paragraphs illustrate pattern specification in ATL matched rules, and the
implementation of ATL action blocks, helpers, and called rules, respectively.

Pattern Specification in ATL Matched Rules Listing 6.1 shows an excerpt of the
ATL module for the intermediate service model transformation. It exemplifies the
specification of source and target patterns in ATL matched rules [146] by the transfor-
mation of source Parameter instances into target IntermediateParameter instances.

Listing 6.1: Excerpt of the ATL module for the intermediate service model transfor-
mation with a matched rule to transform microservice operation parameters into
their intermediate representations (pattern specification).

1 -- @path Service=ServiceViewpointModel.xcore
2 -- @path Intermediate=IntermediateServiceModel.xcore
3 module IntermediateServiceModelTransformation;
4 create OUT : Intermediate from IN : Service;
5
6 ...
7
8 --- Transform a source Parameter into a target IntermediateParameter
9 rule IntermediateParameter {

10 from p : Service!Parameter
11 using {
12 hasComment : Boolean = if (not p.operation.apiOperationComment.oclIsUndefined()) then
13 p.operation.apiOperationComment.parameterComments
14 ->exists(c | c.parameter.name = p.name)
15 else
16 false
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17 endif;
18 }
19 to
20 i : Intermediate!IntermediateParameter(
21 name <- p.name,
22 qualifiedName <- p.buildQualifiedName(’.’),
23 exchangePattern <- p.exchangePattern.toString(),
24 communicationType <- p.communicationType.toString(),
25 communicatesFault <- p.communicatesFault,
26 optional <- p.optional
27 )
28 do {
29 -- Action block implementation (cf. Listing 6.2)
30 ...
31 }
32 }

Lines 1 to 4 comprise the preamble of the ATL module. Lines 1 and 2 specify the
paths to the Xcore implementations of the language metamodel and intermediate
metamodel of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.5.3 and Table 6.6),
respectively. The module uses ATL’s built-in @path annotation to assign shorthand
aliases to both metamodels, i.e., Service and Intermediate. Line 3 configures the
name of the module, and Line 4 employs ATL’s create from directive to determine
the source and target model kinds of the module [146]. In this context, the statement
after the create keyword defines the OUT variable with the type of the intermediate
service metamodel. This variable will store the metamodel instance for the target
model during the execution of the ATL module. In addition, the statement after the
from keyword defines the IN variable that will receive the metamodel instance of the
source service model.

Starting from Line 9, the ATL module for the intermediate service model transfor-
mation implements the IntermediateParameter rule. This rule is an ATL matched
rule as it does not define parameters and involves a from section (cf. Line 10). This
section specifies the source pattern of the rule, which determines that the rule shall
match any Parameter instance in a source service model. Matched instances are then
accessible by the rule from the variable p.

Lines 11 to 18 of Listing 6.1 specify a using section for the IntermediateParameter

rule. A using section allows an ATL rule the definition of local variables [146] that
are then accessible in the target pattern specifications and action blocks of the rule.
It is possible to initialize a local variable upon its definition, e.g., by means of an
OCL expression [218] that preprocesses source model elements and makes the results
available to the transformation rule. The using section in Listing 6.1 defines the
local variable hasComment of ATL’s built-in type Boolean. Furthermore, it initializes
the variable with the return value of an OCL expression that indicates whether the
defining Operation of a transformed source Parameter assigns an API comment to
the parameter (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3).

Lines 19 to 27 of Listing 6.1 specify the target pattern of the IntermediateParame-

ter rule including attribute bindings to initialize target instances of the Intermedi-
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ateParameter concept. For this purpose, ATL provides the to section [146], which
Listing 6.1 leverages to define the variable i that stores created IntermediateParam-

eter instances. The attribute bindings for these instances follow in round brackets
after the type of the variable (cf. Lines 21 to 26). Each binding is established by
ATL’s <--operator, whereby almost each attribute of a target IntermediateParameter
instance has a direct binding to a corresponding attribute of a source Parameter

instance (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3 and Figure 6.8 in Subsection 6.4.2). Only
the intermediate attributes originalType and type require special handling in the
action block of the IntermediateParameter rule.

ATL Action Block Implementation Listing 6.2 complements the above excerpt of
the ATL module for the intermediate service model transformation with the action
block implementation [146] of the IntermediateParameter transformation rule.

Listing 6.2: Excerpt of the ATL module for the intermediate service model transfor-
mation with a matched rule to transform microservice operation parameters into
their intermediate representations (action block implementation).

1 ...
2
3 --- Transform a source Parameter into a target IntermediateParameter
4 rule IntermediateParameter {
5 -- Source and target pattern specifications (cf. Listing 6.1)
6 ...
7
8 do {
9 if (hasComment)

10 thisModule.IntermediateApiParameterComment(p, i);
11
12 if (not p.initializedByOperation.oclIsUndefined())
13 i.initializedByOperation
14 <- thisModule.CreateOperationReference(p.initializedByOperation);
15
16 -- Create intermediate type for parameter
17 if (thisModule.hasDefaultPrimitiveTechnologySpecificType(p))
18 i.type <- thisModule.TechnologySpecificPrimitiveIntermediateType(p);
19 else if (thisModule.hasTechnologySpecificType(p))
20 i.type <- thisModule.TechnologySpecificIntermediateType(
21 p.importedType,
22 p.operation.interface.microservice.t_typeDefinitionTechnology.name
23 );
24 else if (not p.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined())
25 i.type <- thisModule.BuiltinPrimitiveIntermediateType(p);
26 else if (not p.importedType.oclIsUndefined())
27 if (p.importedType.type.oclIsKindOf(Service!ComplexType))
28 i.type <- thisModule.DataModelIntermediateType(p);
29
30 -- Link parameter to operation
31 i.operation <- thisModule.getCreatedOperation(p.operation);
32 }
33 }

The do section in Lines 8 to 32 clusters the action block of the IntermediatePa-

rameter rule. Unlike the declarative from, using, and to sections (cf. Listing 6.1),
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the do section comprises imperative ATL statements. Hence, it provides support for
the realization of transformation steps whose complexity exceeds that of declarative
variable or attribute bindings [146].

Lines 9 and 10 of Listing 6.2 invoke the called rule IntermediateApiParameter-

Comment when the local variable hasComment exhibits the value true (cf. Listing 6.1).
The called rule is part of the same ATL module as the IntermediateParameter

transformation rule and thus accessible via the global variable thisModule, which
is implicitly provided by the ATL VM that executes the module. The called rule
produces the intermediate representation for the API comment of a source Parameter.
More specifically, it is responsible for the creation of instances of the Intermediate-

ApiParameterComment concept (cf. Figure 6.8 in Subsection 6.4.2) similar to that in
the example intermediate service model shown in Figure 6.9 of Subsection 6.4.2.

Lines 12 to 14 of Listing 6.2 address microservice operation parameters that
receive an initialization value from the invocation of other microservice operations (cf.
Subsection 4.4.3). Therefore, Line 14 invokes the called ATL rule CreateOperation-

Reference to create an instance of the OperationReference concept (cf. Figure 6.6 in
Subsection 6.4.2) in the target intermediate service model. The intermediate parameter
refers to this instance, which in turn points to the intermediate representation of the
operation that shall initialize the parameter.

Lines 17 to 28 of Listing 6.2 realize the assignment of an instance of the Inter-

mediateType concept (cf. Figure 6.2 in Subsection 6.4.1) to the type attribute of a
produced IntermediateParameter instance. To this end, each branch of the if-state-
ment beginning in Line 17 covers one possible case for the typing of a microservice
operation parameter, and the creation and assignment of a corresponding intermediate
type:

• Implicit technology-specific type synonym: Lines 17 and 18 use the helper
hasDefaultPrimitiveTechnologySpecificType from the ATL module to check
if the source parameter has a primitive type for which a type synonym exists
in the type-defining technology model of the parameter’s microservice (cf.
Subsections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3). In case a type synonym exists, the called ATL
rule TechnologySpecificPrimitiveIntermediateType instantiates the corre-
sponding subclass of the IntermediateType concept (cf. Figure 6.2 in Subsec-
tion 6.4.1).

• Explicit technology-specific type: Lines 19 to 23 handle the case when a service
model explicitly assigns a technology-specific type to a microservice operation
parameter. The hasTechnologySpecificType helper first checks the source
parameter for an explicit technology-specific type. Next, the called rule Tech-

nologySpecificIntermediateType creates an instance of the IntermediateIm-

portedTechnologySpecificType concept (cf. Figure 6.2 in Subsection 6.4.1) as
the intermediate representation of the technology-specific type.

• Built-in primitive type without synonym: Lines 24 and 25 focus on microser-
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vice operation parameters with a built-in primitive type (cf. Subsection 4.4.1)
for which no technology-specific type synonym exists in the type-defining
technology model of the parameter’s microservice. In this case, the Inter-

mediateParameter transformation rule invokes the called rule BuiltinPrimi-

tiveIntermediateType to create the intermediate representation of the built-in
primitive type (cf. Figure 6.2 in Subsection 6.4.1).

• Imported domain-specific complex type: Lines 26 to 28 cover the typing of a
parameter with a complex type that originates from a domain model imported
by the source service model (cf. Subsections 4.4.1 and 4.4.3). The called rule
DataModelIntermediateType then creates the corresponding instance of the
IntermediateImportedComplexType concept for the imported complex type (cf.
Figure 6.1 in Subsection 6.4.1). For example, the called rule was responsible
for the creation of the IntermediateImportedComplexTypes to which both in-
termediate parameters in the example intermediate service model refer in their
type attributes (cf. Figure 6.9 in Subsection 6.4.2).

All branches of the if-statement in Lines 17 to 28 of Listing 6.2 assign the created
instances of the respective IntermediateType subclasses (cf. Figure 6.2 in Subsec-
tion 6.4.1) to the type attribute of the target IntermediateParameter instance. This
instance is accessible by the variable i from the target pattern specification of the
IntermediateParameter rule (cf. Listing 6.1).

In Line 31 of Listing 6.2, the action block of the IntermediateParameter rule
concludes by establishing the link between the created intermediate parameter and
the intermediate representation of its defining operation via the operation attribute
of the IntermediateParameter concept. For this purpose, the ATL helper getCreat-
edOperation retrieves the intermediate representation of the defining operation.

ATL Helper Implementation Listing 6.3 shows the implementation of an ATL
helper [146] in the module of the intermediate service model transformation.

Listing 6.3: Excerpt of the ATL module for the intermediate service model trans-
formation showing a helper that checks source parameters for technology-specific
types.

1 --- Helper to check if a parameter has a technology-specific type
2 helper def : hasTechnologySpecificType(p : Service!Parameter) : Boolean =
3 if (p.importedType.oclIsUndefined()) then
4 false
5 else
6 let type : Service!Type = p.importedType.type in
7 type.oclIsTypeOf(Service!TechnologySpecificPrimitiveType)
8 or type.oclIsTypeOf(Service!TechnologySpecificListType)
9 or type.oclIsTypeOf(Service!TechnologySpecificDataStructure)

10 endif
11 ;
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The ATL excerpt uses the helper def directive to define the hasTechnologySpe-

cificType helper that checks if a source Parameter instance has a technology-specific
type. The IntermediateParameter transformation rule invokes this helper in the
if-statement that creates the intermediate presentation of a microservice parameter’s
type (cf. Line 19 in Listing 6.2).

Round brackets after the name of an ATL helper enclose parameter definitions
and a concluding colon determines the helper’s return type. That is, the hasTechnol-

ogySpecificType helper defines a single parameter p, which receives the Parameter

instance to operate on, and yields a boolean value, which indicates whether the given
Parameter instance exhibits a technology-specific type (cf. Line 2 in Listing 6.3).

The OCL expression in the body of the hasTechnologySpecificType helper (cf.
Lines 3 to 10 in Listing 6.3) returns true if the type of a passed Parameter instance
(i) is imported via the importedType attribute (cf. Subsection 4.4.3); and (ii) the
imported type is a technology-specific primitive type, list type, or data structure from
an imported technology model (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

ATL Called Rule Implementation Listing 6.4 shows the implementation of the ATL
called rule [146] TechnologySpecificIntermediateType as part of the ATL module of
the intermediate service model transformation. The rule creates instances of the Inter-
mediateImportedTechnologySpecificType concept for imported technology-specific
types (cf. Figure 6.2 in Subsection 6.4.1). It is invoked by the IntermediateParameter

transformation rule when the hasTechnologySpecificType helper (cf. Listing 6.3)
returns true (cf. Lines 20 to 23 in Listing 6.2).

Listing 6.4: Excerpt of the ATL module for the intermediate service model transforma-
tion showing a called rule to create the intermediate representation of a technology-
specific type.

1 --- Create an intermediate type for a parameter type that was imported from a technology model
2 --- and explicitly assigned to the parameter
3 rule TechnologySpecificIntermediateType(importedType : Service!ImportedType,
4 technologyName : String) {
5 to
6 i : Intermediate!IntermediateImportedTechnologySpecificType(
7 name <- importedType.type.name,
8 qualifiedName <- technologyName
9 .concat(’.’)

10 .concat(importedType.type.buildQualifiedName(’.’)),
11 origin <- #TECHNOLOGY,
12 kind <- thisModule.getTypeKind(importedType.type),
13 import <- thisModule.getCreatedImport(importedType.import)
14 )
15 do {
16 i;
17 }
18 }
19
20 ...
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Like matched rules, ATL introduces called rules by the rule keyword followed by
the rule name. However, and by contrast to matched rules, called rules must define
parameters in round brackets after the rule name. That is, the called rule Technol-

ogySpecificIntermediateType in Listing 6.4 takes an instance of the ImportedType

concept (cf. Figure 4.11 in Subsection 4.4.3) and the name of the technology from
which the type originates in the form of a String value.

In its target pattern specification in Lines 5 to 14 of Listing 6.4, the Technol-

ogySpecificIntermediateType rule prescribes the creation of an IntermediateIm-

portedTechnologySpecificType instance in the target variable i. For this purpose,
the rule binds the attributes of the target instance to values as described for the
IntermediateImportedTechnologySpecificType concept in Subsection 6.4.1.

In Line 16 of Listing 6.4, the body of the rule’s do section returns the created target
instance in the variable i. It will eventually become the value of the type attribute
of a produced IntermediateParameter instance with a technology-specific type (cf.
Line 20 in Listing 6.2).

Overview of the Intermediate Model Transformations’ ATL Implementations

We provide the ATL implementations of all intermediate model transformations (cf.
Section 6.5) on SWH. Table 6.7 lists the corresponding paths.

Table 6.7: SWH paths to the ATL implementations of our intermediate model trans-
formations.

Transformation SWH Path (Relative to Base Archive [238])

Intermediate
Domain Model
Refinement

/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transfor
mation/IntermediateDataModelRefinement.atl

Intermediate
Domain Model
Transformation

/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transfor
mation/IntermediateDataModelTransformation.atl

Intermediate
Service Model
Transformation

/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transfor
mation/IntermediateServiceModelTransformation.atl

Mapping Model
Transformation

/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transfor
mation/MappingModelTransformation.atl

Intermediate
Operation Model
Transformation

/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transfor
mation/IntermediateOperationModelTransformation.atl

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:fd3156a46bfbe1d5c0cd5ca9b2085f6c14198069/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateDataModelRefinement.atl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateDataModelRefinement.atl
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:fd3156a46bfbe1d5c0cd5ca9b2085f6c14198069/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateDataModelRefinement.atl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateDataModelRefinement.atl
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:654f675f0b86674a1bc0df52cbc7a2ea441a0e88/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateDataModelTransformation.atl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateDataModelTransformation.atl
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:654f675f0b86674a1bc0df52cbc7a2ea441a0e88/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateDataModelTransformation.atl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateDataModelTransformation.atl
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:8f05c4426444893a37ec3deaef07635c37084f5a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateServiceModelTransformation.atl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateServiceModelTransformation.atl
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:8f05c4426444893a37ec3deaef07635c37084f5a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateServiceModelTransformation.atl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateServiceModelTransformation.atl
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:7f2f036d534481902607f5b0643ae6b1c84a5aa5/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/MappingModelTransformation.atl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/MappingModelTransformation.atl
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:7f2f036d534481902607f5b0643ae6b1c84a5aa5/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/MappingModelTransformation.atl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/MappingModelTransformation.atl
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:b888c86a0ef619f97b927802d3e2098e1494ea2f/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateOperationModelTransformation.atl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateOperationModelTransformation.atl
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:b888c86a0ef619f97b927802d3e2098e1494ea2f/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateOperationModelTransformation.atl&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/transformation/IntermediateOperationModelTransformation.atl
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6.6.2 Implementation of the Integrated Model Transformation
Algorithm

This subsection describes the implementation of the integrated model transformation
algorithm (cf. Subsection 6.5.2). We performed the implementation in two steps.

In the first step, we mapped the algorithm specification in Algorithm 6.1 to
EMF-enabled Xtend code (cf. Subsections 4.5.1 and 5.5.1) based on the Strategy
and Template Method patterns of Gamma et al. [97]. The goal of the resulting
Xtend classes is to provide a framework for the systematic derivation of concrete
algorithm realizations that leverage EMF-specific model transformation technologies
and can support several model-to-model cardinalities in transformation processes (cf.
Subsection 2.2.3).

The second step of the algorithm implementation relies on the Strategy classes
from the first step to provide a concrete algorithm realization that employs ATL
as model transformation technology (cf. Subsection 6.6.1) for one-to-one model
transformations (cf. Subsection 6.5.1).

We present the implementation artifacts resulting from both steps in the form
of UML class diagrams [220] and Xtend code excerpts (cf. Subsection 5.5.1). For
the sake of brevity, the class diagrams omit (i) package qualifiers, attribute and
method definitions for well-known Java classes such as Comparable5, Thread6, and
Predicate7; (ii) trivial initializing constructors; and (iii) getter and setter methods for
attributes, which we instead model with public visibility. Furthermore, we include
package qualifiers of Ecore classes like EObject, IFile8, and Resource only on their
first occurrence.

The remainder of the subsection consists of the “Intermediate Model Transfor-
mation Strategy” part covering the first step of the algorithm implementation and
the “ATL Input/Output Intermediate Model Transformation Strategy” part covering
the second step of the implementation. We conclude the subsection with a third
part that illustrates the usage of the artifacts of the algorithm implementation in the
development and execution of the intermediate service model transformation (cf.
Subsection 6.6.1).

Intermediate Model Transformation Strategy

Figure 6.21 shows the UML class diagram for the AbstractIntermediateModelTrans-

formationStrategy class. It prescribes the Strategy interface [97] for implementations
5https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Comparable.

html
6https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Thread.html
7https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/function/Pr

edicate.html
8https://help.eclipse.org/2020-03/topic/org.eclipse.platform.doc.isv/reference/api/

org/eclipse/core/resources/IFile.html

https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Comparable.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Comparable.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Thread.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/function/Predicate.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/function/Predicate.html
https://help.eclipse.org/2020-03/topic/org.eclipse.platform.doc.isv/reference/api/org/eclipse/core/resources/IFile.html
https://help.eclipse.org/2020-03/topic/org.eclipse.platform.doc.isv/reference/api/org/eclipse/core/resources/IFile.html
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of the integrated model transformation algorithm (cf. Subsection 6.5.2).

cd
Model Transformation Algorithm

«enumeration»
Transformation
ModelDirection

IN
INOUT
OUT

InputModel
+ inputPath : String
+ namespaceUri
    : String
+ file : IFile

OutputModel
+ outputPath : String
+ namespaceUri
    : String
+ resource : Resource

TransformationResult
+ inputModels : InputModel[*]
+ outputModel : OutputModel

TransformationModelType
+ namespaceUri : String
+ ecorePackage : org::eclipse::emf::ecore::EPackage
+ rootClass : Class<? extends EObject>

TransformationModelDescription
+ nameInModelTransformation : String
+ referenceModelName : String
+ direction : TransformationModelDirection

AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy

# registerModelTypes()
   : LinkedHashMap<TransformationModelDescription, TransformationModelType>
# createTransformationInputModel(modelDescription : TransformationModelDescription,
      resource : org::eclipse::emf::ecore::resource::Resource) : IM
# prepareInputModel(modelDescription : TransformationModelDescription,
      modelRoot : org::eclipse::emf::ecore::EObject::EObject)
# getInputModelValidator(modelDescription : TransformationModelDescription)
    : AbstractInputModelValidator
# transformation(transformationInputModels : Map<TransformationModelDescription, IM>,
      transformationOutputModels : Map<TransformationModelDescription, OM>)
   : Map<TransformationModelDescription, Resource>
# createTransformationOutputModel(modelDescription : TransformationModelDescription,
      outputPath : String) : OM
# populateOutputModelWithImportTargetPaths(modelDescription : TransformationModelDescription,
      modelRoot : EObject, targetPaths : Map<String, String>)

+ doTransformationFromFiles(
      inputModels : org::eclipse::core::resources::IFile[*],
      outputModelPaths : String[*],
      targetPathsOfImports : Map< String, Map<String, String> >
    ) : Map<TransformationModelDescription, TransformationResult>

- loadModelResources(models : Map<TransformationModelDescription, IFile>)
  : Map<TransformationModelDescription, Resource>
- doTransformation(
      inputModelFiles : Map<TransformationModelDescription, IFile>,
      inputModelResources : Map<TransformationModelDescription, Resource>,
      outputModelPaths : Map<TransformationModelDescription, String>,
      targetPathsOfImports : Map< String, Map<String, String> >
    ) : Map<TransformationModelDescription, TransformationResult>
- saveOutputModels(
      inputModels : Map<TransformationModelDescription, IFile>,
      outputModelResources : Map<TransformationModelDescription, Resource>,
      outputModelPaths : Map<TransformationModelDescription, String>
    )
- createTransformationResults(
      inputModels : Map<TransformationModelDescription, IFile>,
      outputModelResources : Map<TransformationModelDescription, Resource>,
      outputModelPaths : Map<TransformationModelDescription, String>
    ) : Map<TransformationModelDescription, TransformationResult>

IM
OM

Figure 6.21: UML diagram [220] of the abstract class that prescribes the Strategy
interface [97] for implementations of the integrated model transformation algorithm.

The following paragraphs describe coherent parts of the AbstractIntermediate-

ModelTransformationStrategy class and selected aspects of its implementation.

Type Parameters and Methods Compared to the specification of the integrated
transformation algorithm (cf. Algorithm 6.1 in Subsection 6.5.2), we generalized the
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strategy class to support arbitrary numbers of source and target models within the
same transformation process. We decided for this generalization to enable future
many-to-many model transformations [193]. Therefore, we designed the AbstractIn-

termediateModelTransformationStrategy class as a UML template class with two
parameters [220] (cf. Figure 6.21). The IM parameter constrains the types of source
models and the OM parameter constrains the types of target models.

Table 6.8 lists and describes the protected methods of the AbstractIntermediate-

ModelTransformationStrategy class. These methods define the Strategy interface [97]
for concrete realizations of our integrated model transformation algorithm. Whenever
applicable, the table also identifies the step in the specification of Algorithm 6.1 (cf.
Subsection 6.5.2) to which a certain strategy method corresponds.

Table 6.8: Methods of the AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class
defining the Strategy interface [97]. The order of the table entries follows the antici-
pated order of steps in transformation processes.

Method Corresponding
Algorithm Step

Description

registerModel-

Types

n/a The method registers the types of mod-
els that are supported by a concrete algo-
rithm realization. It has no correspond-
ing algorithm step because it is EMF-
specific.

createTransforma-

tionInputModel

Part of loadModel

(cf. Algorithm 6.1,
Line 15)

Concrete algorithm realizations must re-
turn an instance of a source model from
the given Ecore Resource. This instance
must be of model type IM.

prepareInputMod-

el

prepareSource-

Model (cf. Line 16)
Enables concrete algorithm realizations
to prepare a source model for its trans-
formation.

getInputModelVal-

idator

Part of validate-

SourceModel

(cf. Line 17)

Retrieves an optional model validator
(see below) for a given source model kind
from an algorithm realization.

transformation Part of execute-

Transformation

(cf. Line 20)

Invoke a model transformation on the
input models of type IM to produce
output models of type OM. Algorithm
implementers may realize this method
by means of an arbitrary EMF-specific
model transformation technology like
ATL (cf. Subsection 6.6.1).
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Table 6.8: Methods of the AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class
defining the Strategy interface [97] (continued).

Method Corresponding
Algorithm Step

Description

createTransforma-

tionOutputModel

Part of execute-

Transformation

(cf. Line 20)

Concrete algorithm realizations must re-
turn an instance of a target model from
the given Ecore Resource. This instance
must be of model type OM.

populateOutput-

ModelWithImport-

TargetPaths

adaptImportUris

(cf. Line 23)
Enables algorithm realizations to manip-
ulate import URIs of output models.

None of the strategy methods in Table 6.8 covers the functions loadAuxiliaryMod-
els, requiredModelFiles, and requiredTargetPaths that Algorithm 6.1 invokes in
Lines 19, 21, and 22, respectively. Instead, we assume concrete algorithm realizations
to perform the optional tasks of loading auxiliary models and identifying further
required models as part of their implementations of the transformation strategy
method.

Description of Source and Target Model Types Next to the IM and OM type param-
eters (cf. Figure 6.21), concrete realizations of the integrated model transformation
algorithm based on the AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class
must provide further information regarding the supported kinds of source and target
models. This information is required by the strategy class as well as model transfor-
mation technologies to prepare and perform the execution of model transformations,
respectively.

Implementers of the AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class
use the TransformationModelDescription and TransformationModelType classes
shown in Figure 6.21 to provide further information about the supported model
kinds. Per source and target model kind, a concrete algorithm realization must return
a pair of instances of both classes from its implementation of the registerModelTypes

method (cf. Table 6.8).
The TransformationModelDescription class provides model transformations with

information about the embedding of models in the transformation specification.
Suppose a concrete realization of the integrated model transformation algorithm
that draws on ATL (cf. Subsection 6.6.1). It can leverage the information about
source and target models provided by the algorithm realization in the corresponding
TransformationModelDescription instances as follows:
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• nameInModelTransformation: This attribute stores the name of the variable
that shall hold a source or target model during the transformation process. For
the ATL module of the intermediate service model transformation, the attribute
would exhibit the value “IN” for the source service model (cf. Listing 6.1 in
Subsection 6.6.1).

• referenceModelName: The attribute identifies the metamodel of a source or
target model during the transformation process. For the ATL module of the
intermediate service model transformation and source service models, this
attribute would receive the value “Service” (cf. Listing 6.1 in Subsection 6.6.1).

• direction: Based on the TransformationModelDirection enumeration (cf. Fig-
ure 6.21), this attribute indicates whether the model described by a Transfor-

mationModelDescription instance is a source model, target model, or hybrid
model acting in both directions. For the ATL module of the intermediate
service model transformation and source service models, the attribute would
exhibit the literal IN.

The TransformationModelType class (cf. Figure 6.21) covers EMF-specific technical
characteristics [275] of source and target model kinds. It has the following attributes:

• namespaceUri: This attribute identifies the namespace of the Ecore-based meta-
model (cf. Subsection 4.5.1) of a model kind. For the intermediate service
model transformation (cf. Subsection 6.6.1), the attribute would receive the
value “de.fhdo.lemma.service” for source service models. This value corre-
sponds to the package declaration of the Xcore implementation of the Service
Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.5.3).

• ecorePackage: This attribute determines the EPackage of a model kind’s meta-
model [275]. For the intermediate service model transformation and source
service models the attribute refers to the ServicePackage interface from the
metamodel implementation9.

• rootClass: This attribute identifies the EObject subclass of the root concept of
a model kind’s metamodel. For the intermediate service model transformation
and source service models, the attribute holds a reference to the EObject

subclass of the ServiceModel concept (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3).

Transformation-Specific Source Model Validations Figure 6.22 shows the UML
class diagram concerning the implementation of source model validations within
concrete realizations of our integrated model transformation algorithm.

9https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:69d9e9f05ad10000725b75
a41118b2b1de26047a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&p
ath=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl.metamodel/src-ge
n/de/fhdo/lemma/service/ServicePackage.java&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044
b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:69d9e9f05ad10000725b75a41118b2b1de26047a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl.metamodel/src-gen/de/fhdo/lemma/service/ServicePackage.java&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:69d9e9f05ad10000725b75a41118b2b1de26047a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl.metamodel/src-gen/de/fhdo/lemma/service/ServicePackage.java&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:69d9e9f05ad10000725b75a41118b2b1de26047a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl.metamodel/src-gen/de/fhdo/lemma/service/ServicePackage.java&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:69d9e9f05ad10000725b75a41118b2b1de26047a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl.metamodel/src-gen/de/fhdo/lemma/service/ServicePackage.java&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:69d9e9f05ad10000725b75a41118b2b1de26047a/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.servicedsl.metamodel/src-gen/de/fhdo/lemma/service/ServicePackage.java&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
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cd
Model Transformation Algorithm

AbstractInputModelValidator

# checkInputModelForErrors(modelRoot : T)
+ validateInputModel(absoluteModelPath : String,
      modelRoot : T)

IntermediateTransformationException

+ IntermediateTransformationException(message : String)

Exception
T > EObject

Figure 6.22: UML diagram [220] of implementation classes for transformation-specific
source model validations.

To provide custom source model validations, algorithm realizations must imple-
ment the AbstractInputModelValidator class and return an instance of this imple-
mentation from the getInputModelValidator method (cf. Table 6.8).

Prior to the execution of a model transformation, the corresponding implemen-
tation of the strategy class AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy (cf.
Figure 6.21) invokes the checkInputModelForErrors method of the validator instances
for all source models. This method receives the loaded root of the respective source
model and communicates its possible invalidity by means of an IntermediateTrans-

formationException (cf. Figure 6.22).

Transformation Invocation Callers invoke a concrete algorithm realization via the
doTransformationFromFiles method of the algorithm’s AbstractIntermediateMod-

elTransformationStrategy implementation (cf. Figure 6.21). The method defines
three parameters:

• inputModels: This parameter takes a list of IFile instances that point to model
files in the concrete syntaxes of our MSA modeling languages (cf. Section 5.3)
within an Eclipse workspace. These model files constitute the source models of
transformation processes following the algorithm realization. In case an algo-
rithm realization operates on only one source model, this model corresponds to
the mf parameter of the doTransformation function in Line 14 of Algorithm 6.1
(cf. Subsection 6.5.2).

• outputModelPaths: This parameter receives a list of strings of which each
determines the path of a target model of a transformation process. In case
a concrete algorithm realization produces only a single target model, the
parameter corresponds to the element in the TARGETPATHS set returned by the
getTargetPath function in Line 10 of Algorithm 6.1 for a given source model
file.

• targetPathsOfImports: This parameter enables to specify the adaptation of
import URIs in target models. To this end, the parameter expects a map of
target model file paths to a nested string-to-string map. The key of the nested
map identifies the alias of an import whose URI shall be adapted in a target
model with a certain file path. The value of the nested map states the new
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URI. For a given model file, the value of the nested map is equivalent to the
content of the targetPath variable after the call to the getTargetPath function
in Line 29 of Algorithm 6.1.

To transform provided source models into target models at the given file paths
including the adaptation of import URIs, doTransformationFromFiles first loads the
source models from the IFile instances in the inputModels parameter into their
Ecore Resource representations [275]. For this purpose, the method invokes the
private helper method loadModelResources from the AbstractIntermediateModel-

TransformationStrategy class (cf. Figure 6.21). Thus, the helper method corresponds
to the loadModel function with which Algorithm 6.1 loads a model from a given
file path in Line 15 of its specification (cf. Subsection 6.5.2). After model loading,
doTransformationFromFiles delegates to the doTransformation method of the Ab-

stractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class (see below).
The doTransformationFromFiles method communicates the results of a transfor-

mation process as instances of the TransformationResult class (cf. Figure 6.21). A
TransformationResult clusters the set of source models, from which an algorithm re-
alization produced a certain target model, in the form of instances of the InputModel

class (cf. Figure 6.21). The resulting target model is described by an instance of the
OutputModel class (cf. Figure 6.21) and part of the same TransformationResult as
the InputModel instances for the source models. An OutputModel instance identifies
the file path of a target model (outputPath attribute), its metamodel namespace
(namespaceUri) and Ecore Resource instance (resource).

Implementation of the doTransformation Template Method The doTransforma-

tion method of the AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class (cf.
Figure 6.21) uses the Template Method pattern [97] to prescribe the basic flow of
model transformation processes. In this context, some process steps are adaptable in
concrete realizations of our integrated model transformation algorithm by overriding
the strategy methods from Table 6.8.

Listing 6.5 shows an excerpt of the Xtend implementation of the doTransforma-

tion template method. The excerpt specifies the flow of transformation processes as
conceived by the AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class.

Listing 6.5: Excerpt of the Xtend implementation of the doTransformation template
method from the AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class.

1 ...
2
3 private def Map<TransformationModelDescription, TransformationResult> doTransformation(
4 Map<TransformationModelDescription, IFile> inputModelFiles,
5 Map<TransformationModelDescription, Resource> inputModelResources,
6 Map<TransformationModelDescription, String> outputModelPaths,
7 Map<String, Map<String, String>> targetPathsOfImports
8 ) {
9 ...
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10
11 val preparedInputModels = prepareInputModels(inputModelResources)
12
13 if (!validateInputModels(inputModelFiles, preparedInputModels))
14 return null
15
16 val transformationResultResources = executeTransformation(preparedInputModels,
17 outputModelPaths)
18
19 if (targetPathsOfImports !== null)
20 populateOutputModelsWithImportTargetPaths(
21 transformationResultResources,
22 outputModelPaths,
23 targetPathsOfImports
24 )
25
26 ...
27
28 saveOutputModels(inputModelFiles, transformationResultResources, outputModelPaths)
29
30 return createTransformationResults(inputModelFiles, transformationResultResources,
31 outputModelPaths)
32 }
33
34 ...

The implementation of doTransformation resembles the structure of the doTrans-

formation function in Lines 14 to 25 of Algorithm 6.1 (cf. Subsection 6.5.2). However,
it generalizes the algorithm’s steps to allow operation on more than one source model
and produce more than one target model. To this end, the methods prepareIn-

putModels (cf. Line 11 in Listing 6.5), validateInputModels (cf. Line 13), execute-
Transformation (cf. Line 16), and populateOutputModelsWithImportTargetPaths

(cf. Line 20) realize bulk methods of the algorithm operations prepareSourceModel,
validateSourceModel, executeTransformation, and adaptImportUris, respectively.

Furthermore, doTransformation also integrates the execution of the saveOutput-

Models method (cf. Line 28 in Listing 6.5). It is responsible for the serialization of
target models and implements a bulk method for the writeModelFile procedure used
by the integrated transformation algorithm (cf. Line 11 in Algorithm 6.1).

An execution of doTransformation concludes by returning a Map instance that
assigns the TransformationResult instance for a target model to the Transformation-

ModelDescription instance that identifies the kind of the target model (cf. Figure 6.21).
The createTransformationResults method invoked in Lines 30 and 31 of Listing 6.5
is responsible for the creation of the doTransformation result Map.

As mentioned in the context of Table 6.8, the doTransformation template method
does not consider bulk methods for the loadAuxiliaryModels, requiredModelFiles,
and requiredTargetPaths functions used by Algorithm 6.1. Instead, we expect
concrete algorithm realizations to perform the tasks of the functions as part of the
implementation of the transformation strategy method (cf. Table 6.8).
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Overview of the Intermediate Model Transformations’ Strategy Implementations
We provide the Xtend implementations of all artifacts belonging to the AbstractIn-

termediateModelTransformationStrategy class (cf. Figure 6.21) on SWH. Table 6.9
lists the corresponding paths.

Table 6.9: SWH paths to the Xtend implementations related to the AbstractInterme-
diateModelTransformationStrategy class.

Classes SWH Path (Relative to Base Archive [238])

AbstractInputMod-
elValidator

/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/f
hdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractInput
ModelValidator.xtend

AbstractIntermedi-
ateModelTransfor-
mationStrategy,
InputModel,
OutputModel,
TransformationRe-
sult

/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/f
hdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractInter
mediateModelTransformationStrategy.xtend

IntermediateTrans-
formationException

/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/f
hdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/IntermediateT
ransformationException.xtend

TransformationMod-
elDescription,
TransformationMod-
elDirection

/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/f
hdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/Transformatio
nModelDescription.xtend

ATL Input/Output Intermediate Model Transformation Strategy

In the following, we present a specialized strategy subclass of the AbstractInter-

mediateModelTransformationStrategy class (cf. Figure 6.21). This subclass aims to
facilitate the provisioning of concrete realizations of our integrated model transfor-
mation algorithm (cf. Subsection 6.5.2) for the processing of a single source model
into a single target model by means of ATL. Hence, the specialized strategy subclass
supports the majority of the identified transformation scenarios as they constitute
one-to-one model transformations [193] (cf. Subsection 6.5.1). Furthermore, the imple-
mentations of all scenarios rely on the ATL model transformation technology (cf.
Subsection 6.6.1).

Figure 6.23 shows the design of the specialized strategy subclass for ATL-based
one-to-one model transformations in a UML class diagram [220].

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:4ffc8a10f20990ba65d4f3e34c6ae693fd92b706/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractInputModelValidator.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractInputModelValidator.xtend
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:4ffc8a10f20990ba65d4f3e34c6ae693fd92b706/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractInputModelValidator.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractInputModelValidator.xtend
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:4ffc8a10f20990ba65d4f3e34c6ae693fd92b706/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractInputModelValidator.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractInputModelValidator.xtend
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:1409ec9d61ca19e7507c18be27a7ec1514a138c4/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy.xtend
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:1409ec9d61ca19e7507c18be27a7ec1514a138c4/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy.xtend
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:1409ec9d61ca19e7507c18be27a7ec1514a138c4/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy.xtend
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:7a73aebce086c6b8222379617a73d890e3926a4d/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/IntermediateTransformationException.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/IntermediateTransformationException.xtend
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:7a73aebce086c6b8222379617a73d890e3926a4d/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/IntermediateTransformationException.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/IntermediateTransformationException.xtend
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:7a73aebce086c6b8222379617a73d890e3926a4d/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/IntermediateTransformationException.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/IntermediateTransformationException.xtend
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:7aa3158eafef33ba4919773422ff8e06a091eca4/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/TransformationModelDescription.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/TransformationModelDescription.xtend
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:7aa3158eafef33ba4919773422ff8e06a091eca4/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/TransformationModelDescription.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/TransformationModelDescription.xtend
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:7aa3158eafef33ba4919773422ff8e06a091eca4/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/TransformationModelDescription.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/TransformationModelDescription.xtend
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cd
Model Transformation Algorithm

AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy

AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy

+ getInputModelReferenceNameAndType() : org::eclipse::xtext::xbase::lib::Pair<String, TransformationModelType>
+ getOutputModelReferenceNameAndType() : Pair<String, TransformationModelType>
+ getCompiledModelTransformationFilePath() : String
+ registerModelTypes() : LinkedHashMap<TransformationModelDescription, TransformationModelType>
# createTransformationInputModel(modelDescription : TransformationModelDescription, resource : Resource) : IModel
# createTransformationOutputModel(modelDescription : TransformationModelDescription, outputPath : String)
    : EMFModel
# transformation(transformationInputModels : Map<TransformationModelDescription, IModel>,
       transformationOutputModels : Map<TransformationModelDescription, EMFModel>)
    : Map<TransformationModelDescription, Resource>

«bind»
<IM -> org::eclipse::m2m::atl::core::IModel,
  OM -> org::eclipse::m2m::atl::core::emf::EMFModel>

Figure 6.23: UML diagram [220] of the specialized strategy subclass for one-to-one
model transformations based on ATL and following the specification of the integrated
transformation algorithm (cf. Algorithm 6.1 in Subsection 6.5.2).

The AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class
tailors the Strategy interface of the AbstractIntermediateModelTransformation-

Strategy class (cf. Figure 6.21) to ATL-based one-to-one model transformations.
To this end, the subclass binds the IM and OM type parameters of the super class to
two elements from ATL’s Core API10, i.e., the IModel interface11 and the EMFModel

class12. Hence, the subclass expects source models to be representable as instances
that implement the IModel interface and also commits itself to yield target models as
instances of the EMFModel class.

Concrete algorithm realizations based on the AbstractAtlInputOutputInterme-

diateModelTransformationStrategy class (cf. Figure 6.23) must implement the fol-
lowing abstract strategy methods [97]:

• getInputModelReferenceNameAndType: This method must return two values
by means of Xbase’s Pair13 class.
The first value is the alias of source models’ metamodel in the ATL module
that implements the model transformation to be executed. For the ATL module
of the intermediate service model transformation and the source service model,
the alias would be “Service” (cf. Listing 6.1).
The second value expected from the method is the TransformationModelType

10https://wiki.eclipse.org/ATL/Developer_Guide
11https://git.eclipse.org/c/mmt/org.eclipse.atl.git/tree/plugins/org.eclipse.m2m.atl

.core/src/org/eclipse/m2m/atl/core/IModel.java
12https://git.eclipse.org/c/mmt/org.eclipse.atl.git/tree/plugins/org.eclipse.m2m.atl

.core.emf/src/org/eclipse/m2m/atl/core/emf/EMFModel.java
13https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext.xbase.lib/latest/or

g/eclipse/xtext/xbase/lib/Pair.html

https://wiki.eclipse.org/ATL/Developer_Guide
https://git.eclipse.org/c/mmt/org.eclipse.atl.git/tree/plugins/org.eclipse.m2m.atl.core/src/org/eclipse/m2m/atl/core/IModel.java
https://git.eclipse.org/c/mmt/org.eclipse.atl.git/tree/plugins/org.eclipse.m2m.atl.core/src/org/eclipse/m2m/atl/core/IModel.java
https://git.eclipse.org/c/mmt/org.eclipse.atl.git/tree/plugins/org.eclipse.m2m.atl.core.emf/src/org/eclipse/m2m/atl/core/emf/EMFModel.java
https://git.eclipse.org/c/mmt/org.eclipse.atl.git/tree/plugins/org.eclipse.m2m.atl.core.emf/src/org/eclipse/m2m/atl/core/emf/EMFModel.java
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext.xbase.lib/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/xbase/lib/Pair.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext.xbase.lib/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/xbase/lib/Pair.html
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instance that provides its attributes with values for the namespace, Ecore pack-
age, and root class of source models’ metamodel (cf. Figure 6.21). For source
service models, the attributes would receive the values “de.fhdo.lemma.ser-
vice”, ServicePackage, and ServiceModel (cf. Subsection 4.4.3), respectively.

• getOutputModelReferenceNameAndType: This method returns values being
equivalent to that of getInputModelReferenceNameAndType but for target mod-
els. For example, for the ATL module of the intermediate service model trans-
formation and the target intermediate service model, the returned metamodel
alias would be “Intermediate” (cf. Listing 6.1). In addition, the attributes of the
corresponding TransformationModelType instance would receive the values
“de.fhdo.lemma.service.intermediate” according to the Xcore implementation
of the intermediate service metamodel (cf. Table 6.6), IntermediatePackage14,
and IntermediateServiceModel (cf. Figure 6.6 in Subsection 6.4.2).

• getCompiledModelTransformationFilePath: This method must return the file
path to the bytecode of the ATL module (cf. Subsection 6.6.1) that implements
the model transformation to be executed.

Based on the information returned by the above strategy methods, the Abstract-

AtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class implements all re-
maining methods of the Strategy interface of the AbstractIntermediateModelTrans-

formationStrategy class (cf. Table 6.8 and Figure 6.23).
Listing 6.6 illustrates the implementation of the strategy methods of the Abstract-

IntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class by the specialized subclass on the
example of the transformation method. The complete Xtend code of the specialized
subclass can be found on SWH15.

Listing 6.6: Excerpt of the Xtend implementation of the transformation strategy
method in the AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrate-

gy class for one-to-one model transformations with ATL.
1 ...
2
3 override protected transformation(
4 Map<TransformationModelDescription, IModel> transformationInputModels,
5 Map<TransformationModelDescription, EMFModel> transformationOutputModels
6 ) {

14https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:75682f377fccdcad96946a
29b340b5d1ff255f29/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&p
ath=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.service.intermediate.metamo
del/src-gen/de/fhdo/lemma/service/intermediate/IntermediatePackage.java&revision=e5337c
251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808

15https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:6019e2d78aa89ddcfa4784
4aa6f4efbfb5a3861f/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&p
ath=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformation
s/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateMod
elTransformationStrategy.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snaps
hot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:75682f377fccdcad96946a29b340b5d1ff255f29/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.service.intermediate.metamodel/src-gen/de/fhdo/lemma/service/intermediate/IntermediatePackage.java&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:75682f377fccdcad96946a29b340b5d1ff255f29/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.service.intermediate.metamodel/src-gen/de/fhdo/lemma/service/intermediate/IntermediatePackage.java&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:75682f377fccdcad96946a29b340b5d1ff255f29/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.service.intermediate.metamodel/src-gen/de/fhdo/lemma/service/intermediate/IntermediatePackage.java&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:75682f377fccdcad96946a29b340b5d1ff255f29/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.service.intermediate.metamodel/src-gen/de/fhdo/lemma/service/intermediate/IntermediatePackage.java&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:75682f377fccdcad96946a29b340b5d1ff255f29/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.service.intermediate.metamodel/src-gen/de/fhdo/lemma/service/intermediate/IntermediatePackage.java&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:6019e2d78aa89ddcfa47844aa6f4efbfb5a3861f/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:6019e2d78aa89ddcfa47844aa6f4efbfb5a3861f/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:6019e2d78aa89ddcfa47844aa6f4efbfb5a3861f/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:6019e2d78aa89ddcfa47844aa6f4efbfb5a3861f/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:6019e2d78aa89ddcfa47844aa6f4efbfb5a3861f/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:6019e2d78aa89ddcfa47844aa6f4efbfb5a3861f/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
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7 val atlLauncher = new EMFVMLauncher
8 atlLauncher.initialize(emptyMap())
9

10 ...
11
12 val outputModel = transformationOutputModels.values.get(0)
13 atlLauncher.addOutModel(
14 outputModel,
15 outputModelDescription.nameInModelTransformation,
16 outputModelDescription.referenceModelName
17 )
18
19 ...
20 val compiledModelTransformation =
21 typeof(AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy)
22 .getResourceAsStream(getCompiledModelTransformationFilePath())
23 atlLauncher.launch(
24 ILauncher.RUN_MODE,
25 new NullProgressMonitor(),
26 launchOptions,
27 compiledModelTransformation
28 )
29
30 return #{outputModelDescription -> outputModel.resource}
31 }

As described in Table 6.8, developers of concrete realizations of the integrated
transformation algorithm (cf. Subsection 6.5.2) must provide an implementation
for the transformation strategy method capable of invoking model transformations
via a certain EMF-based model transformation technology. Since the Abstract-

AtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class leverages ATL, its
implementation of the transformation method shown in Listing 6.6 is specific to
ATL.

Line 7 assigns an instance of the EMFVMLauncher class16 to the atlLauncher vari-
able. This instance provides access to the ATL VM (cf. Subsection 6.6.1) and allows
programmatic execution of ATL-based model-to-model transformations. Line 8 ini-
tializes the EMFVMLauncher instance according to ATL’s Core API17.

Lines 12 to 17 of Listing 6.6 register the target model kind to the EMFVMLaunch-

er instance in compliance with ATL’s Core API. Since the AbstractAtlInputOut-

putIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy strategy class specializes in one-to-
one model transformations, its implementation of the transformation method only
considers the first target model and stores its EMFModel instance in the outputModel

variable (cf. Line 12). The required implementation of the getOutputModelRefer-

enceNameAndType strategy method (cf. Figure 6.23) ensures that there exists exactly
one target model description defining the target model kind in an ATL-compatible
fashion.

16https://git.eclipse.org/c/mmt/org.eclipse.atl.git/tree/plugins/org.eclipse.m2m.atl
.engine.emfvm/src/org/eclipse/m2m/atl/engine/emfvm/launch/EMFVMLauncher.java

17https://wiki.eclipse.org/ATL/Developer_Guide

https://git.eclipse.org/c/mmt/org.eclipse.atl.git/tree/plugins/org.eclipse.m2m.atl.engine.emfvm/src/org/eclipse/m2m/atl/engine/emfvm/launch/EMFVMLauncher.java
https://git.eclipse.org/c/mmt/org.eclipse.atl.git/tree/plugins/org.eclipse.m2m.atl.engine.emfvm/src/org/eclipse/m2m/atl/engine/emfvm/launch/EMFVMLauncher.java
https://wiki.eclipse.org/ATL/Developer_Guide
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The actual registration of the model kind to the EMFVMLauncher instance happens
in Lines 13 to 17 of Listing 6.6 by invoking the addOutModel method on the atl-

Launcher variable. Line 14 passes the EMFModel instance in the outputModel variable
to the method. Furthermore, Lines 15 and 16 provide the method with the name of
the variable in the ATL transformation that holds the target model instance during the
transformation process, e.g., “OUT” (cf. Listing 6.1), and the metamodel alias, e.g., “In-
termediate”. Both information originate from the outputModelDescription attribute
that the AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class
initializes with a TransformationModelDescription instance (cf. Figure 6.21) during
the execution of its implementation of the registerModelTypes strategy method (cf.
Table 6.8).

Lines 20 to 22 of Listing 6.6 leverage the implementation of the getCompiledMod-

elTransformationFilePath strategy method (cf. Figure 6.23) to (i) retrieve the path
of the file that holds the bytecode of the ATL module to be executed; (ii) read the
bytecode from the file; and (iii) store the read bytecode in the compiledModelTrans-

formation variable. Next, Lines 23 to 28 execute the bytecode by means of the launch

method of the EMFVMLauncher instance in the atlLauncher variable.
Line 30 of Listing 6.6 returns the description of the target model together with its

instance. To retrieve the target model, we access the resource attribute of the EMF-

Model instance in the outputModel variable. The EMFVMLauncher assigns the instance
to the resource attribute during the execution of the ATL module. The Abstract-

IntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class expects implementations of the
transformation strategy method to return a map of target model descriptions to
target models in the form of Ecore Resource instances (cf. Figure 6.21). To create this
map for one-to-one model transformations based on the AbstractAtlInputOutputIn-

termediateModelTransformationStrategy strategy class (cf. Figure 6.23), we rely on
Xtend’s map collection literal syntax18. It provides syntactic sugar for the construction
of maps with the shorthand notation #{mapKey -> mapValue} used in Line 30.

Strategy-Based Algorithm Realization for the Intermediate Service Model
Transformation

In the following, we describe a concrete realization of our integrated model transfor-
mation algorithm (cf. Subsection 6.5.2) by means of the artifacts presented in both
previous parts and on the example of the intermediate transformation for service
models (cf. Subsection 6.6.1). This transformation is written in the ATL language
(cf. the ATL excerpts in Listings 6.1 to 6.4) and operates on a single source service
model to produce exactly one intermediate representation of it. Consequently, we
base the realization of the algorithm for the transformation on the AbstractAtlInput-

OutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class (cf. Figure 6.23) to execute
the transformation’s ATL module.

18https://www.eclipse.org/xtend/documentation/203_xtend_expressions.html

https://www.eclipse.org/xtend/documentation/203_xtend_expressions.html
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Figure 6.24 shows the UML diagram [220] of the IntermediateServiceModel-

Transformation class that provides the algorithm realization by implementing the Ab-

stractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class. Further-
more, the diagram also contains the ServiceModelTransformationValidator class
which leverages the AbstractInputModelValidator class (cf. Figure 6.22) to validate
source service models prior to their transformation.

cd
Model Transformation Algorithm

AbstractInputModelValidator

ServiceModelTransformationValidator

+ checkInputModelForErrors(modelRoot : ServiceModel)

AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy

IntermediateServiceModelTransformation

+ getInputModelReferenceNameAndType() : Pair<String, TransformationModelType>
+ getOutputModelReferenceNameAndType() : Pair<String, TransformationModelType>
+ getCompiledModelTransformationFilePath() : String
+ prepareInputModel(modelDescription : TransformationModelDescription,
      modelRoot : EObject)
+ populateOutputModelWithImportTargetPaths(
      modelDescription : TransformationModelDescription,
      modelRoot : EObject,
      targetPaths : Map<String, String>
    )
+ getInputModelValidator(modelDescription : TransformationModelDescription)
    : ServiceModelTransformationValidator
- linkTechnologyModels(microservices : de::fhdo::lemma::service::Microservice[*])

T > EObject

«bind»
<T -> de::fhdo::lemma::service::ServiceModel>

Figure 6.24: UML class diagram [220] of the realization of our integrated model
transformation algorithm for the intermediate service model transformation.

The following paragraphs describe the Xtend implementation of the Intermedi-

ateServiceModelTransformation class. The Xtend implementation of the Service-

ModelTransformationValidator class can be found on SWH19.

Implementation of Strategy Methods for ATL-Based One-to-One Model Trans-
formations The IntermediateServiceModelTransformation class realizes the strat-
egy methods getInputModelReferenceNameAndType, getOutputModelReferenceName-
AndType, and getCompiledModelTransformationFilePath of its super class (cf. Fig-

19https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:cbe6ce55b4b927094ad8ca
791a56b4fcf949f6d9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&p
ath=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformation
s/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/ServiceModelTransformationVal
idator.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75
729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:cbe6ce55b4b927094ad8ca791a56b4fcf949f6d9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/ServiceModelTransformationValidator.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:cbe6ce55b4b927094ad8ca791a56b4fcf949f6d9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/ServiceModelTransformationValidator.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:cbe6ce55b4b927094ad8ca791a56b4fcf949f6d9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/ServiceModelTransformationValidator.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:cbe6ce55b4b927094ad8ca791a56b4fcf949f6d9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/ServiceModelTransformationValidator.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:cbe6ce55b4b927094ad8ca791a56b4fcf949f6d9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/ServiceModelTransformationValidator.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:cbe6ce55b4b927094ad8ca791a56b4fcf949f6d9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/ServiceModelTransformationValidator.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
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ures 6.23 and 6.24). Listing 6.7 shows the relevant excerpt of the Xtend implementation
of the IntermediateServiceModelTransformation class.

Listing 6.7: Excerpt of the Xtend implementation of the IntermediateServiceMod-

elTransformation class showing the realization of the strategy methods of the Ab-

stractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class.
1 class IntermediateServiceModelTransformation
2 extends AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy {
3 override getInputModelReferenceNameAndType() {
4 return "Service" -> new TransformationModelType(ServicePackage.eNS_URI,
5 ServicePackage.eINSTANCE, ServiceModel)
6 }
7
8 override getOutputModelReferenceNameAndType() {
9 return "Intermediate" -> new TransformationModelType(IntermediatePackage.eNS_URI,

10 IntermediatePackage.eINSTANCE, IntermediateServiceModel)
11 }
12
13 override getCompiledModelTransformationFilePath() {
14 return "/IntermediateServiceModelTransformation.asm"
15 }
16
17 ...
18 }

Lines 3 to 6 show the implementation of the getInputModelReferenceNameAndType
strategy method. As described in the context of the UML diagram for the Abstract-

AtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class (cf. Figure 6.23),
the method determines information about the representation and characteristics of
the metamodel of source models for the ATL module to be executed. In the context
of Listing 6.7, such information concerns the metamodel of our Service Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). To create the expected result of the strategy method
(cf. Figure 6.23), i.e., a Pair instance consisting of a String and a TransformationMod-

elType (cf. Figure 6.21), we employ Xtend’s built-in pair operator20 via the syntactic
notation pairKey -> pairValue (cf. Line 4).

Lines 8 to 11 of Listing 6.7 implement the getOutputModelReferenceNameAndType

strategy method. It returns information equivalent to the getInputModelReference-

NameAndType method but for target models. In the concrete case of Listing 6.7, such
information concerns the intermediate metamodel of the Service Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 6.4.2).

Lines 13 to 15 present the implementation of the getCompiledModelTransforma-

tionFilePath strategy method. It returns the file path to the bytecode of the ATL
module for the intermediate service model transformation.

Implementation of Additional Strategy Methods The concrete realization of our
integrated model transformation algorithm (cf. Subsection 6.5.2) in the Interme-

diateServiceModelTransformation class implements additional strategy methods
20https://www.eclipse.org/xtend/documentation/203_xtend_expressions.html

https://www.eclipse.org/xtend/documentation/203_xtend_expressions.html
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inherited from the AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy class (cf.
Figure 6.21 and Table 6.8):

• prepareInputModel: This method invokes the linkTechnologyModels helper
of the IntermediateServiceModelTransformation class (cf. Figure 6.24). The
helper loads applied technology models to make them accessible by the ATL
module of the intermediate service model transformation.

• getInputModelValidator: This method returns an instance of the ServiceMod-

elTransformationValidator class (cf. Figure 6.24). This class ensures that
source service models are not empty.

• populateOutputModelWithImportTargetPaths: This method converts import
URIs in target intermediate service models to absolute URIs with the aim to
facilitate the access of imported models by model processors.

Listing 6.8 illustrates the implementation of the additional methods on the example
of the getInputModelValidator and populateOutputModelWithImportTargetPaths

methods. We omit the source code of the prepareInputModel method and the link-

TechnologyModels helper for the sake of conciseness, and instead refer to the complete
source code of the IntermediateServiceModelTransformation class on SWH21.

Listing 6.8: Excerpt of the Xtend implementation of the IntermediateServiceModel-

Transformation class showing the implementation of the additional strategy methods
getInputModelValidator and populateOutputModelWithImportTargetPaths.

1 class IntermediateServiceModelTransformation
2 extends AbstractAtlInputOutputIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy {
3 ...
4
5 override getInputModelValidator(TransformationModelDescription modelDescription) {
6 return new ServiceModelTransformationValidator
7 }
8
9 override populateOutputModelWithImportTargetPaths(

10 TransformationModelDescription modelDescription,
11 EObject modelRoot,
12 Map<String, String> targetPaths
13 ) {
14 val serviceModelRoot = modelRoot as IntermediateServiceModel
15 targetPaths.forEach[importName, targetPath |
16 val import = serviceModelRoot.imports.findFirst[name == importName]
17 import.importUri = LemmaUtils.convertProjectPathToAbsoluteFileUri(targetPath)
18 ]
19 }
20 }

21https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:11d40894fe16b6c478575b
8f202b3932276000c9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&p
ath=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformation
s/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/IntermediateServiceModelTrans
formation.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b
75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:11d40894fe16b6c478575b8f202b3932276000c9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/IntermediateServiceModelTransformation.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:11d40894fe16b6c478575b8f202b3932276000c9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/IntermediateServiceModelTransformation.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:11d40894fe16b6c478575b8f202b3932276000c9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/IntermediateServiceModelTransformation.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:11d40894fe16b6c478575b8f202b3932276000c9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/IntermediateServiceModelTransformation.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:11d40894fe16b6c478575b8f202b3932276000c9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/IntermediateServiceModelTransformation.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:11d40894fe16b6c478575b8f202b3932276000c9/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.intermediate.transformations/src/de/fhdo/lemma/intermediate/transformations/service/IntermediateServiceModelTransformation.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
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Lines 5 to 7 implement the inherited getInputModelValidator strategy method
and return an instance of the ServiceModelTransformationValidator class.

Lines 9 to 19 comprise the implementation of the populateOutputModelWithIm-

portTargetPaths strategy method. It traverses the passed targetPaths argument
using Xtend’s forEach extension method and replaces the importUris of Interme-
diateImport instances in the target intermediate service model (cf. Figure 6.6 in
Subsection 6.4.2) with absolute URIs.

6.6.3 Eclipse Plugin

This subsection describes the implementation and usage of a plugin for the Eclipse
IDE. The plugin enables stakeholders in MSA engineering (cf. Section 3.3) to practi-
cally execute intermediate transformations of MSA models following the identified
transformation scenarios (cf. Subsection 6.5.1).

The plugin provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the (i) selection of files
of source MSA models from an Eclipse workspace; (ii) specification of paths for
target intermediate models; and (iii) invocation of the intermediate transformations
corresponding to the kinds of the selected source models. Conceptually, the Eclipse
plugin covers the creation of the MODELFILES and TARGETPATHS input sets of the
integrated model transformation algorithm as well as the iterative execution of
intermediate transformations on all given source model files (cf. Subsection 6.5.2).

We structure the description of the plugin implementation and usage into the
parts “Model File Representation”, “Thread-Based Model Transformation Execution”,
and “Practical Usage of the Eclipse Plugin on Source Service Models”.

Model File Representation

The Eclipse plugin introduces an abstraction for Xtext-based model files (cf. Sec-
tion 5.5) that enables to distinguish between different kinds of models. Figure 6.25
shows the classes related to this abstraction.

The ModelFileTypeDescription class describes file type characteristics of model
kinds by means of the following attributes:

• fileType: This attribute stores a unique identifier for each model file type, e.g.,
“SERVICE” for models conforming to the metamodel of the Service Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).

• icon: Icon of a model file type.
• description: Literal description of a model file type, e.g., “Service Model” for

service models.
• extensions: File extensions of a model file type, e.g., “.services” for service

models.
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cd
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ModelFile
+ file : IFile
+ fileTypeDescription
    : ModelFileTypeDescription {readOnly}
+ parent : Object
+ importAlias : String
+ scannedForChildren : Boolean
+ children : ModelFile[*]
- xtextResource
  : org::eclipse::xtext::resource::XtextResource
- xtextResourceLoaded : Boolean
- scannedForIssues : Boolean
- issues : org::eclipse::xtext::validation::Issue[*]
+ hasErrors : Boolean
+ hasWarnings : Boolean
+ selectedForTransformation : Boolean
+ transformationTargetPath : String
+ equals(o : Object) : Boolean
+ compareTo(o : ModelFile) : Integer
- hasIssuesOfSeverity(
    severity : org::eclipse::xtext::diagnostics::Severity
  ) : Boolean

«interface»
Comparable

ModelFileTypeDescription
+ fileType : String
+ icon : org::eclipse::swt::graphics::Image
+ description : String
+ extensions : String[*]
- mainTransformationStrategy
  : Class<? extends AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy>
- refiningTransformationStrategies
  : Class<? extends AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy>[*]
  {ordered}
+ outputModelTypes : TransformationModelType[*] {readOnly}
+ canBeTransformed() : Boolean
+ refiningStrategiesCount() : Integer
+ createMainTransformationStrategy()
  : AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy
+ createRefiningTransformationStrategy(index : Integer)
  : AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy

T «bind» <T -> ModelFile>

Figure 6.25: UML class diagram [220] of model file abstraction in the Eclipse plugin
for the practical execution of intermediate model transformations.

• mainTransformationStrategy: This attribute determines the concrete realiza-
tion of a transformation algorithm for a model file type. For service models,
this attribute points to the IntermediateServiceModelTransformation class
(cf. Figure 6.24 in Subsection 6.6.2).

• refiningTransformationStrategies: This attribute may store references to al-
gorithm realizations for refinement model transformations (cf. Subsection 6.5.1).
The refinement transformations are executed in their order of appearance in
the attribute.

• outputModelTypes: This attribute receives a set of instances of the Transforma-

tionModelType class (cf. Figure 6.21 in Subsection 6.6.2) to identify the types of
target models resulting from the transformation of model files of the described
type. For the intermediate service model transformation, the attribute stores
a single TransformationModelType instance that concerns the representation
and characteristics of the intermediate service metamodel (cf. Subsection 6.4.2
and Listing 6.7 in Subsection 6.6.2).

Furthermore, the ModelFileTypeDescription class (cf. Figure 6.25) defines the
following methods:

• canBeTransformed: This method indicates whether models of a certain type
are transformable, which is the case when the mainTransformationStrategy

attribute of the model file type description received a value. For instance, we
do not provide an intermediate transformation for model files that cluster
technology models (cf. Subsection 6.5.1).

• refiningStrategiesCount: This method returns the number of refinement
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transformations for a model file type.
• createMainTransformationStrategy: This factory method [97] instantiates

concrete realizations of our integrated transformation algorithm. Specifically, it
creates and returns an object for the class in the mainTransformationStrategy

attribute of a model file type description.
• createRefiningTransformationStrategy: This method is a factory method for

refinement transformations, whose classes are contained in the refiningTrans-

formationStrategies attribute of a model file type description. The method’s
index parameter determines the index of the refinement transformation to
instantiate from the refiningTransformationStrategies attribute.

Both latter factory methods correspond to the getIntermediateTransformation

and getRefinementTransformations functions invoked in Lines 4 and 6 of Algo-
rithm 6.1 (cf. Subsection 6.5.2), respectively. The implementation of the ModelFile-

TypeDescription class can be found on SWH22.
Instances of the ModelFile class (cf. Figure 6.25) identify an IFile instance that is

part of an Eclipse workspace and refers to a model file which adheres to a certain
ModelFileTypeDescription. The ModelFile class has the following attributes:

• file: This attribute points to the IFile instance of a model file in the current
Eclipse workspace.

• fileTypeDescription: Stores the description of the type of a model file. For
service model files, this is a ModelFileTypeDescription instance with the file
type identifier “SERVICE” (see above).

• parent and importAlias: The parent attribute stores a reference to the parent
object of a model file. A parent object may be, e.g., the Eclipse project containing
the model file or another model file importing the model file. In the latter case,
the importAlias attribute identifies the alias of the model file in its importing
parent model file (cf. Subsection 4.4.1).

• scannedForChildren and children: The scannedForChildren flag indicates
whether a model file has already been traversed for imported model files. The
children attribute then stores the references to the ModelFile representations
of found imported model files.

• xtextResource and xtextResourceLoaded: A ModelFile instance may point to
an instance of the XtextResource class23, which provides an implementation
of Ecore’s Resource interface [275] for parsed Xtext model files. The xtext-

22https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:96a1ffafda62c719544217
f60bccc0f80a25b28c/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&p
ath=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemm
a/eclipse/ui/ModelFileTypeDescription.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044
b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808

23https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/
xtext/resource/XtextResource.html

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:96a1ffafda62c719544217f60bccc0f80a25b28c/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/ModelFileTypeDescription.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:96a1ffafda62c719544217f60bccc0f80a25b28c/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/ModelFileTypeDescription.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:96a1ffafda62c719544217f60bccc0f80a25b28c/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/ModelFileTypeDescription.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:96a1ffafda62c719544217f60bccc0f80a25b28c/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/ModelFileTypeDescription.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:96a1ffafda62c719544217f60bccc0f80a25b28c/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/ModelFileTypeDescription.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/resource/XtextResource.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/resource/XtextResource.html
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Resource attribute receives this instance after loading and parsing the IFile

instance in the file attribute by means of the Xtext framework [28]. That is,
the IFile instance always refers to an MSA model in the concrete, Xtext-based
syntax of one of our modeling languages (cf. Section 5.3).
The xtextResourceLoaded flag indicates whether an MSA model file was suc-
cessfully loaded and parsed into an XtextResource instance in the xtextRe-

source attribute.
• scannedForIssues and issues: An XtextResource instance may cluster several

objects that implement Xtext’s Issue interface 24. This interface identifies, e.g.,
errors and warnings resulting from the parsing of a model file in an Xtext-
based concrete syntax. For example, such issues may originate from validation
methods of Xtext model validators (cf. Subsection 5.5.3).
The scannedForIssues flag indicates whether a model file was checked for
issues, e.g., at the time of parsing, and the issues attribute comprises the Issue

objects for possibly detected issues.
• hasErrors and hasWarnings: These flags communicate whether a parsed model

file exhibits Xtext issues with an error or warning severity, respectively.
• selectedForTransformation and transformationTargetPath: The selected-

ForTransformation flag enables to select a model file for subsequent model
transformation and the transformationTargetPath stores the intended path
for the target model resulting from the transformation of the model file. Se-
mantically, the latter attribute corresponds to an entry in the TARGETPATHS

set of our integrated model transformation algorithm (cf. Algorithm 6.1 in
Subsection 6.5.2).

Additionally, the ModelFile class (cf. Figure 6.25) defines the following methods:

• equals and compareTo: The implementations of these methods support the se-
mantics of the MODELFILES collection, which is a set that imposes an order on its
elements, in our integrated model transformation algorithm (cf. Algorithm 6.1
in Subsection 6.5.2).
Therefore, the ModelFile class overrides the equals method from Java’s Object
class to introduce a notion of equality that enables to distinguish ModelFile

instances from each other. Specifically, we consider a model file to be equal
to another model file when the full paths of the IFile instances in the file

attributes of the compared ModelFile instances are equal.
Additionally, the ModelFile class implements Java’s Comparable interface and
its compareTo method to prescribe an ordering for model files. This ordering
follows the lexicographical order of the full paths of the IFile instances of a
set of ModelFile instances.

24https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/
xtext/validation/Issue.html

https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/validation/Issue.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/validation/Issue.html
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• hasIssuesOfSeverity: Internal helper method to check whether the XtextRe-

source instance associated with a ModelFile instance has an issue of a certain
Xtext Severity25 such as ERROR or WARNING.

We provide the Xtend implementation of the ModelFile class on SWH26.

Thread-Based Model Transformation Execution

Our Eclipse plugin for the practical execution of intermediate model transformations
runs transformations in a dedicated thread. First, this approach keeps the trans-
formation GUI and the running Eclipse instance responsive during transformation
processes. Second, it enables concurrent transformation of MSA models into their
intermediate representations which may benefit, e.g., the performance of deriving
intermediate models for complex microservice architectures. In fact, the loose cou-
pling of the intermediate metamodels inherently supports concurrent intermediate
transformations when the target paths for all intermediate models are determinable
upfront (cf. Section 6.4).

Figure 6.26 shows the design of the TransformationThread class that realizes the
thread-based execution of intermediate model transformations, in a UML diagram.

The constructor of the TransformationThread class expects a sequence of Mod-
elFile instances (cf. Figure 6.25) and leverages the transformation strategies of
their associated ModelFileTypeDescriptions to execute the respective model trans-
formations on the referenced model files. Furthermore, the constructor defines the
outputRefinementModels parameter enabling callers to configure that a model trans-
formation thread shall also serialize all result models produced by possible refinement
transformations (cf. Subsection 6.5.1), e.g., for debugging purposes.

The TransformationThread class (cf. Figure 6.26) provides callbacks to react to
certain steps of a running transformation process. Each callback is a reference to a Java
method that returns a boolean value as prescribed by Java’s functional interface [107]
Predicate27. The TransformationThread class integrates four callbacks for which a
thread instance may receive Predicate implementations as values for the following
constructor parameters:

• nextTransformationCallback: The TransformationThread class invokes this
callback to signal that the transformation of the next model file is about to

25https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/
xtext/diagnostics/Severity.html

26https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:beb5fe0f1286a281f04356
d6e76b37f62c9c681d/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&p
ath=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemm
a/eclipse/ui/ModelFile.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapsho
t=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808

27https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/function/Pr
edicate.html

https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/diagnostics/Severity.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/diagnostics/Severity.html
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:beb5fe0f1286a281f04356d6e76b37f62c9c681d/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/ModelFile.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:beb5fe0f1286a281f04356d6e76b37f62c9c681d/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/ModelFile.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:beb5fe0f1286a281f04356d6e76b37f62c9c681d/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/ModelFile.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:beb5fe0f1286a281f04356d6e76b37f62c9c681d/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/ModelFile.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:beb5fe0f1286a281f04356d6e76b37f62c9c681d/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/ModelFile.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/function/Predicate.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/function/Predicate.html
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TransformationThread
- modelFiles : ModelFile[*] {ordered}
- outputRefinementModels : Boolean
- nextTransformationCallback : Predicate<ModelFile>
- currentTransformationFinishedCallback : Predicate<Void>
- transformationExceptionCallback : Predicate<Exception>
- transformationsFinishedCallback : Predicate<Void>
- stopTransformations : Boolean {volatile}
+ TransformationThread(
      modelFiles : ModelFile[*] {ordered},
      outputRefinementModels : Boolean,
      nextTransformationCallback : Predicate<ModelFile>,
      currentTransformationFinishedCallback : Predicate<Void>,      
      transformationExceptionCallback : Predicate<Exception>,      
      transformationsFinishedCallback : Predicate<Void>
    )
+ run()
- executeTransformations(modelFile : ModelFile) : TransformationResult[*]
- buildTransformationOutputPaths(
    initialOutputPath : String,
    fileTypeDescription : ModelFileTypeDescription,
    outputRefinementModels : Boolean
  ) : String[*]
- mainTransformation(modelFile : ModelFile, outputPath : String) : TransformationResult
- refiningTransformations(modelFile : ModelFile, outputPaths : String[*]) : TransformationResult[*]
- executeTransformation(inputFile : IFile, strategy : AbstractIntermediateModelTransformationStrategy,
    outputPath : String, targetPathsOfImports : Map< String, Map<String, String> >)
  : TransformationResult

Figure 6.26: UML class diagram [220] of the TransformationThread class that realizes
thread-based transformation execution in the Eclipse plugin.

begin. A Predicate implementation for the callback receives the ModelFile

instance (cf. Figure 6.25) of the model file to transform.
• currentTransformationFinishedCallback: This callback communicates the

successful completion of a model transformation.
• transformationExceptionCallback: The TransformationThread class invokes

this callback when an error occurred during a model transformation. The
Predicate implementation receives the Java Exception28 of the error.

• transformationsFinishedCallback: This callback signals the completion of
the transformation of all model files that the thread received in its constructor.

The TransformationThread class checks the boolean return values of callbacks’
Predicate implementations. In case one of them returns false, the class sets its
stopTransformations attribute (cf. Figure 6.26) to true and aborts the execution of
model transformations at the earliest possible future point in time.

The run method implements the core logic of the TransformationThread class
(cf. Figure 6.26). More specifically, it realizes the while-loop in Lines 2 to 13 of
Algorithm 6.1 (cf. Subsection 6.5.2). That is, the method iterates over all given model
files, and executes the intermediate and refinement transformations for each file by

28https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Exception.h
tml

https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Exception.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Exception.html
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means of the executeTransformations method (cf. Figure 6.26). This method invokes
the mainTransformation and refiningTransformations methods to execute the in-
termediate transformation and refinement transformations for the file, respectively.

Both mainTransformation and refiningTransformations again delegate the ac-
tual transformation execution to the executeTransformation method of the Trans-

formationThread class (cf. Figure 6.26). It utilizes the concrete realization of the
integrated model transformation algorithm in the argument for its strategy parame-
ter to eventually derive the intermediate representation of a source MSA model.

The Xtend implementation of the TransformationThread class can be found on
SWH29.

Practical Usage of the Eclipse Plugin on Source Service Models

This part exemplifies the usage of our Eclipse plugin by stakeholders in MSA engi-
neering (cf. Section 3.3) to execute intermediate transformations on service models.
Each of the following paragraphs presents a certain step in the corresponding user
dialog. We provide the implementation of each step and dialog window on SWH30.

Model File Selection The Eclipse plugin contributes an extension to the GUI of the
Eclipse IDE by adding the entry “Generate Intermediate Service Models. . . ” to the
context menus of the Eclipse Project Explorer and Package Explorer. When a user
activates the entry on a folder item in one of the explorers, the plugin traverses the
folder and initiates a new user dialog concerning the intermediate transformation of
all found model files that have a transformable file type (cf. the canBeTransformed

method of the ModelFileTypeDescription class in Figure 6.25). In case the selected
explorer item is a transformable model file, the user dialog considers only this file.

At the beginning of a new user dialog for intermediate transformations, the plugin
presents the user with a dialog window to select the files for the transformation.
Figure 6.27 shows the dialog window that occurs when a user clicks on the “Gener-
ate Intermediate Service Models. . . ” context menu entry for a mapping model (cf.
Subsection 4.4.4).

Figure 6.27 shows the dialog window for model file selection when a user initiates
a transformation for the “Order.mapping” model of the food ordering case study
microservice architecture [253] (cf. Listing G.12 in Appendix G.5). The window

29https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:6654ef273ac18cf1983c2e
90bfbb49d5a9652b10/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&p
ath=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemm
a/eclipse/ui/transformation_dialog/TransformationThread.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae7
3d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808

30https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/directory/e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab1
1d47e786a354/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de
.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575e
bc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:6654ef273ac18cf1983c2e90bfbb49d5a9652b10/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/transformation_dialog/TransformationThread.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:6654ef273ac18cf1983c2e90bfbb49d5a9652b10/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/transformation_dialog/TransformationThread.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:6654ef273ac18cf1983c2e90bfbb49d5a9652b10/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/transformation_dialog/TransformationThread.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:6654ef273ac18cf1983c2e90bfbb49d5a9652b10/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/transformation_dialog/TransformationThread.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:6654ef273ac18cf1983c2e90bfbb49d5a9652b10/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui/transformation_dialog/TransformationThread.xtend&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/directory/e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/directory/e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/directory/e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/directory/e2c71b9a8ba3789657738219cab11d47e786a354/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.eclipse.ui/src/de/fhdo/lemma/eclipse/ui&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
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Figure 6.27: Screenshot of the dialog window from our Eclipse plugin to select source
MSA model files for an intermediate model transformation process.

enables to expand the structure of a model file to display its imported files (cf. the
children attribute of the ModelFile class in Figure 6.25). Figure 6.27 shows the fully
expanded structure of the “Order.mapping” model file and its import hierarchy. That
is, the “Order.mapping” model imports the “Order.services” model (cf. Listing G.11
in Appendix G.5) which again imports the “Common.data”, “Order.data”, and
“Restaurant.data” domain models (cf. Listings G.1 to G.3 in Appendix G.1).

The dialog window only shows transformable model files. Consequently, it does
not list the imported technology models of the mapping model (cf. Subsection 6.5.1).
Furthermore, models with errors and warnings receive a separate icon, and the dialog
window prevents transformation of erroneous models.

Target Path Specification To proceed from the dialog window for model file selec-
tion, the user chooses one or more model files from the displayed import hierarchies
(cf. the selectedForTransformation flag of the ModelFile class in Figure 6.25) and
clicks on the “Continue with selected models” button (cf. Figure 6.27). Alternatively,
they may click on the “Select all models and continue” button to select all model files
for intermediate transformation.

Figure 6.28 shows the dialog window for target path specification following model
file selection.

The dialog window appears for the transformation of the “Order.mapping” model
after the user clicked on the “Select all models and continue” button in Figure 6.27.
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Figure 6.28: Screenshot of the dialog window from our Eclipse plugin to determine
the target paths of intermediate models.

The dialog window in Figure 6.28 allows MSA stakeholders the adaptation of the
automatically generated target paths in the fourth column of the model file table (cf.
the transformationTargetPath attribute of the ModelFile class in Figure 6.25).

For debugging purposes, users may activate the “Output models of refinement
transformations” checkbox to also serialize result models from possible refinement
transformations (cf. the outputRefinementModels flag of the TransformationThread

class in Figure 6.26).
When clicking on the “OK” button in the dialog window for target path spec-

ification (cf. Figure 6.28), the Eclipse plugin leverages the TransformationThread

class to execute the model transformations specific to the types of the selected model
files (cf. the mainTransformationStrategy and refiningTransformationStrategies

attributes of the ModelFileTypeDescription class in Figure 6.25).

Execution of Model Transformations Figure 6.29 shows the dialog window that
informs MSA stakeholders about the progress of intermediate model transformation
processes.

The dialog window shows the current transformation of the “Order.services”
model into its intermediate representation (cf. Figure 6.9 in Subsection 6.4.2). Users
may abort the execution of the current model transformation by clicking on the
“Cancel” button. The Eclipse plugin then sets the stopTransformations attribute of
TransformationThread instances to true (cf. Figure 6.26).
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Figure 6.29: Screenshot of the dialog window from our Eclipse plugin to inform users
about the progress of intermediate model transformation processes.

6.7 Related Work

This section presents work related to the adoption of intermediate representations as
a common design pattern in MDE [143, 171].

Guerra et al. present transML as a family of modeling languages for requirements
elicitation, design, and testing of model transformations [114]. Among others, the
authors validate transML with a case study that involves the formal verification of
models in Executable UML (xUML) [192]. xUML is a reduced version of UML includ-
ing class diagrams, state machines, and an action language for behavior specification.
Class diagrams may receive a behavior specification in the form of state machines
together with statements in the action language to control, e.g., state transitions and
object creation.

The validation of transML by means of xUML involves the transformation of
xUML models into an intermediate representation. This intermediate representation
flattens inheritance hierarchies [193] so that it only comprises eventual subclasses
with all inherited members as well as combined state machines that include the states
and transitions of super classes. Furthermore, the intermediate representation for
xUML maps statements in xUML’s action language to a more basic set of statements
suitable for a model-checker. As a result, xUML models become formally verifiable
from their intermediate representations. Thus, this application of intermediate model
transformation aims to decrease the semantic gap between the input models and the
target model-checking language.

While the domain of the intermediate transformation for the validation of trans-
ML is different, the motivation for its specification is similar to ours. For example,
our intermediate domain model transformation (cf. Subsection 6.5.1) also flattens
inheritance hierarchies by means of the inherited attribute in intermediate data
fields and operations (cf. Figure 6.3 in Subsection 6.4.1). In addition, intermediate
transformations of MSA models also decrease the semantic gap for technology-specific
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model processors (cf. Section 6.1), e.g., by making mapped technology-specific types
of elements such as data fields and microservice operation parameters explicit and
directly accessible (cf. Subsections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2).

Woodside et al. [301] use an intermediate model representation to bridge between
software models constructed with the UML profile for “Modeling and Analysis of
Real-Time Embedded Systems” (MARTE) [222] and performance models expressed
as queuing Petri nets. The motivation for the presented intermediate model repre-
sentation stems from differences regarding the application areas of both modeling
approaches. Specifically, software models focus on design specification on a level
of detail irrelevant to performance models that concern the actual use of system
resources by a software, thereby abstracting from data-related and functional charac-
teristics.

The intermediate model transformation proposed by Woodside et al. expects as
input a software model with MARTE stereotypes [222] that indicate resource usage.
The transformation of a software model into the introduced intermediate representa-
tion then only considers those source elements whose stereotypes identify them as
being important for performance-relevant use cases. In particular, the transformation
filters out elements that do not allow performance estimation and also creates explicit
intermediate elements for implicit MARTE elements related to, e.g., resource release
and acquisition. Essentially, the intermediate representation establishes a mapping
between MARTE stereotypes and concepts expected by performance models.

Our approach shares commonalities with the intermediate representation and
model transformation proposed by Woodside et al. First, we also aim to decrease the
semantic gap between source and target models including source code (cf. Section 6.1).
Second, Woodside et al. also motivate their approach with the goal to facilitate
eventual model processing.

Adrian et al. [202] leverage intermediate models to enable interoperability between
different Eclipse editors for SOA design. To this end, the authors define an interme-
diate metamodel to unify information from a variety of different SOA design areas.
Among others, the metamodel comprises concepts related to software architecture
design, process description, and implementation.

The approach of Adrian et al. achieves interoperability between two Eclipse editors
by specifying (i) an exporting model transformation to convert data in the data format
supported by a source editor to an instance of the intermediate metamodel; and (ii)
an importing transformation that converts an intermediate model into data in the
format supported by the target editor. This approach results in a reduced number of
transformation specifications compared to the transformation between two specific
data formats. That is, instead of two transformation specifications for each pair of
data formats, i.e., from the first to the second format and vice versa, only two model
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transformations per data format are required, i.e., from the format to the intermediate
metamodel and vice versa31.

While interoperability specification is one the major application areas of model
transformations (cf. Subsection 2.2.3), it was not the main motivation for our approach
(cf. Section 6.1). However, our intermediate transformation scenario for mapping
models inherently results in a reduction of required model processor implementations
as it first transforms mapping models into composite service models, and then derives
intermediate service and domain models from composite models (cf. Subsection 6.5.1).
As a result, processors for domain and service models need not consider mapping
models. Instead, mapped technology information is already part of intermediate
domain and service models (cf. Subsections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2).

Montecchi et al. [199] define an intermediate metamodel for dependability anal-
ysis of components in embedded systems. This metamodel integrates concepts to
capture characteristics of component reliability, availability, and safety. Examples of
metamodel concepts comprise failure probability, mode, detection and compensation
means.

While the application domain of the intermediate metamodel of Montecchi et
al. differs from ours, both approaches share commonalities in their motivation of
adopting intermediate model representation. More specifically, Montecchi et al.
created their intermediate metamodel to introduce an additional layer of abstraction
so that modeling tools and model processors can evolve independently to a certain
extent. The aim to decouple modeling languages and model processors is also a
rationale for our approach (cf. Section 6.1).

6.8 Discussion

We discuss the usage of intermediate metamodels and model transformations w.r.t.
the investigation of further model processing purposes and added complexity.

Investigation of Further Model Processing Purposes in the Context
of Microservice Architecture

Section 6.3 identified model processing purposes with particular relevance to MSA
engineering. Code generation (cf. Subsection 6.3.1) is well understood in the area
of MDE [277, 262], and also perceived beneficial in software architecture design
and implementation [296]. Similarly, reverse engineering (cf. Subsection 6.3.2) is
an established technique in software architecture research and practice [69, 19]. We

31More specifically, the introduction of the intermediate metamodel reduces the number of required
format conversions from n(n− 1) to 2n with n set to the number of data formats.
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thus expect both model processing purposes to generally be transferable to MSA
engineering.

However, concerning static model analysis (cf. Subsection 6.3.3), we deem a
further investigation of its concrete adoption to MSA engineering necessary. On the
one hand, automated analysis of software architectures and their quality attributes
is one of the expected key functions of language-based approaches towards archi-
tecture modeling [183, 259]. Conversely, only three of the 56 papers related to the
analysis of microservice architectures in the mapping study of Di Francesco et al. on
MSA [61] mentioned the application of MDE [209, 33, 158]32. While this low share of
MDE-related publications could hint at the impracticality of MDE for microservice
architecture analysis, it may also emerge from the immaturity of MSA research men-
tioned as well in the mapping study of Di Francesco et al. [61]. Given this uncertainty,
we decided to further investigate the applicability of MDE to microservice architecture
analysis in Chapter 9.

An additional model processing purpose next to those identified in Section 6.3
may result from the intense research activities w.r.t. (semi-) automatic decomposition
of monolithic into microservice applications (cf. Subsection 2.1.3). There exist several
such decomposition approaches. Depending on the targeted quality attributes of the
decomposed monolith, the approaches leverage different types of input data like (i)
source code [264] or its history [188]; (ii) domain- and service-related information,
e.g., semantic relationships between business functions [46], subsystems [176], or
interfaces [15]; or (iii) operation-related information, e.g., VM templates [153] or
access logs [1]. The incorporation of MDE means in the decomposition of monolithic
applications could, for example, prove beneficial by first capturing gathered decompo-
sition information about data structures, microservices, and operation characteristics
in MSA models (cf. Section 4.4). Starting from the models, further refactoring and
refinement activities would become feasible [36] including the generation of MSA-
specific source code from refactored or refined models, or their analysis, e.g., for
quality attribute assessment. Consequently, the model-based capturing of decom-
position information and the processing of resulting decomposition models with
established MDE techniques could widen the application purposes of decomposition
information.

Added Complexity of Intermediate Metamodels and Intermediate
Model Transformations

As described in Section 6.1, we expect the introduction of intermediate metamodels
and model transformations to yield several benefits for the application of MDE to
MSA engineering. In addition, intermediate representations constitute a common

32We identified these papers by searching the full texts of the 56 papers from the mapping study [61]
for the term “model” and assessing its context of usage.
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design pattern in MDE [143, 171]. However, the resulting layer of indirection also
implies additional complexity.

First, since the definitions of the intermediate metamodels can be considered to
provide APIs for model processors (cf. Section 6.1), their evolution also requires
reasoning about subsequent stability issues in model processing [171]. One approach
to cope with this challenge is to incorporate a certain degree of universality into
the metamodels by integrating generic concepts [143]. For example, the abstract
IntermediateType concept of the intermediate domain metamodel (cf. Figure 6.2 in
Subsection 6.4.1) allows extension of the metamodel with new kinds of types without
a direct impact on existing model processor implementations. Nonetheless, the same
concerns as for APIs in software applications still apply to our intermediate metamod-
els. Specifically, the adaptation and removal of existing concepts may lead to breaking
changes for model processors [55]. Thus, each intermediate metamodel evolution
requires careful consideration about its extent of impact on model processors, and
how breaking changes are avoidable or their negative effects reducible.

The introduction of additional intermediate metamodels and model transforma-
tions naturally increases the number of software engineering artifacts belonging to
our MSA modeling languages. As a result, their management becomes more com-
plicated [170]. For instance, the intermediate metamodels need to co-evolve with
the language metamodels (cf. Section 4.4), which may entail adaptation of interme-
diate model transformations regarding, e.g., their metamodel concept coverage [291].
Furthermore, as software engineering artifacts intermediate metamodels and model
transformations come with their own quality attributes to be respected in the further
development of the MSA modeling languages. It may thus make sense in the future
to, e.g., rely on automated analysis approaches for model transformations that can
measure transformation-specific quality metrics [291].

Another drawback of intermediate representations is the added risk of models to
become outdated when their corresponding intermediate metamodels change [48].
However, we perceive this risk to be negligible for our approach because stakehold-
ers in MSA engineering can immediately derive new intermediate models from
source MSA models via our Eclipse plugin (cf. Subsection 6.6.3). Of course, for
this purpose the plugin assumes updated intermediate model transformations for
evolved metamodels including their successful rollout to the Eclipse installations of
stakeholders.

6.9 Conclusion

This chapter described purposes for model processing in the context of Microser-
vice Architecture (MSA) engineering. Moreover, it derived a set of metamodels and
transformation scenarios to support these purposes leveraging intermediate represen-
tations of MSA models constructed with our modeling languages (cf. Part II). Hence,
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the chapter investigated RQ 2.1 and RQ 2.2 of the present dissertation (cf. Section 1.2).
The introduction of intermediate representations yields several benefits (cf. Sec-

tion 6.1). First, intermediate metamodels provide well-defined Application Program-
ming Interfaces (APIs) for model processors to operate on. Second, they decouple
modeling languages from model processors. Consequently, certain adaptations of
the modeling languages, e.g., the integration of syntactic sugar, do not entail changes
to model processors as long as intermediate metamodels remain stable. Third, the
semantic gap between modeling languages and certain model processing purposes
decreases. Fourth, intermediate models conforming to the intermediate metamodels
are serializable into technology-agnostic data formats like XML Metadata Interchange
(XMI). Hence, the models become independent of a concrete modeling technology.

In Section 6.3, we identified model processing purposes which we consider par-
ticularly relevant to MSA engineering and that can draw on the advantages of
intermediate model representations.

Section 6.4 defined intermediate metamodels for the metamodels of our Domain
Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), Service Modeling Language (cf.
Subsection 4.4.3), and Operation Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.5). We
did not define intermediate metamodels for the Technology Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.2) and the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language (cf.
Subsection 4.4.4). That is because the intermediate metamodels for the three other
languages directly incorporate concepts for possible technology information occurring
in source MSA models. As a result, model processors may directly operate on such
information in intermediate domain, service, or operation models. In particular, they
need not parse additional technology or mapping models.

Section 6.5 presented model-to-model transformations for the production of inter-
mediate models, which conform to the previously defined intermediate metamodels,
from source MSA models in the concrete syntaxes of our modeling languages (cf.
Chapter 5). To this end, the section first identified the possible transformation scenar-
ios based on the composition relationships between the metamodels of the modeling
languages (cf. Subsection 6.5.1). Next, we derived an integrated transformation
algorithm that supports all identified transformation scenarios (cf. Subsection 6.5.2).

Section 6.6 described the implementation of the intermediate metamodels, inter-
mediate model transformations, and integrated transformation algorithm. Moreover,
it presented an Eclipse plugin that provides stakeholders in MSA engineering (cf.
Chapter 3) with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to generate intermediate models
from MSA models. Like the language metamodels, we implemented the intermediate
metamodels with Xcore (cf. Section 4.5). For the development of the model transfor-
mations, we employed the ATLAS Transformation Language (ATL) [146] due to its
broad applicability in various transformation scenarios, industry-proven maturity,
and good tool support. Concerning the realization of the transformation algorithm
and Eclipse plugin, we relied on the Java dialect Xtend (cf. Subsection 5.5.1).
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Section 6.7 presented related work. Section 6.8 discussed the necessity to in-
vestigate further model processing purposes in MSA engineering, and the added
complexity resulting from the introduction of intermediate metamodels and model
transformations.

In Chapter 7, we present a means to facilitate the processing of intermediate
models. Specifically, we contribute a programming framework that aims to allow
knowledgeable practitioners the development of model processors that can access
and operate on information clustered in MSA models.



Chapter 7

Model Processing Framework

This chapter presents our second contribution towards the processing of models that
were constructed with our MSA modeling languages (cf. Part II). More specifically,
we describe the design and implementation of a programming framework that aims to
enable knowledgeable practitioners the development of processors for MSA models in
their intermediate representations (cf. Section 6.4). The framework primarily targets
technology-savvy MSA stakeholder groups without particular experience in MDE,
e.g., microservice developers, microservice operators, and MSA software architects
(cf. Section 3.3).

The chapter investigates RQ 2.2 and RQ 2.3 (cf. Section 1.2). Like the previous
chapter, it also focuses on DSRM Activities 3 and 4 (cf. Subsections 1.5.3 and 1.5.4)
in the context of model processing. As a result, the chapter extends the developed
solution artifacts of the present dissertation with a model processing framework.

7.1 Introduction

One of the integral parts of an architecture viewpoint’s specification is the identifica-
tion of analytical methods and/or other operations that are executable on architecture
models [139] (cf. Subsection 2.3.1). An advantage of adopting MDE in architecture
modeling [259, 169] is the possibility to refer to an extensive body of knowledge
regarding the intents and technologies for model operations [179, 147]. However, tool
complexity and the requirement for upfront investment, e.g., in training, may hamper
the adoption of MDE-based model processing tools [297].

Therefore, we provide a programming framework that aims to facilitate the pro-
cessing of MSA models in their intermediate representations (cf. Section 6.4). Specifi-
cally, we base the design and implementation of this model processing framework on
the following goals:

FG.1 Support for generic model processing purposes: In Section 6.3, we identi-
fied model processing purposes with particular relevance to MSA engineer-
ing. However, it is likely that there exist more purposes whose investigation
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may be worthwhile in future works (cf. Section 6.8). Consequently, the
developed model processing framework must not restrict model processing
purposes but instead be extensible to anticipate possible future processing
scenarios.

FG.2 Abstraction from modeling technologies: The framework must abstract
from concrete modeling technologies as far as possible to hide tool complex-
ity and possible usability issues [297]. This goal corresponds to the removal
of dependencies to certain modeling technologies, which was part of the
motivation for the introduction of intermediate metamodels (cf. Section 6.1).

FG.3 Consideration of metamodels as APIs: Following the suggestion of Lago et
al. [169], the model processing framework must provide means to systemat-
ically access and operate on architecture models. Therefore, it must provide
a well-defined API for model processor developers but also treat intermedi-
ate metamodels as APIs (cf. Section 6.8). As a side effect, practitioners that
employ the framework may rely on existing processing documentations
for metamodels like those we provide for our intermediate metamodels (cf.
Table 6.6 in Section 6.6).

FG.4 Focus on technology-savvy MSA stakeholder groups: To facilitate the im-
plementation of model processors by microservice developers, microservice
operators, and MSA software architects (cf. Section 3.3), the framework
must respect concepts from MSA engineering such as (i) capability-centric
design; (ii) loose coupling and high cohesion; and (iii) independence and
isolation including standalone execution to support continuous integration
(cf. Subsection 2.1.1 and Section 6.1).

In combination with the intermediate metamodels and model transformations
(cf. Sections 6.4 and 6.5), the model processing framework broadens the application
area of our MSA modeling languages (cf. Part II). While the languages primarily
focus on the concise description of microservice architectures, the model processing
framework aims to support the realization of uses cases that emerge from MSA
models (cf. Section 6.3). Consequently, we consider the entirety of the solution
artifacts developed in this dissertation (cf. Section 1.5) a software ecosystem [184] that
provides a common technological platform to foster the development of solutions
on the basis of MDE in the context of MSA engineering. Thus, in the following we
refer to this ecosystem as LEMMA (Language Ecosystem for Modeling Microservice
Architecture).

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 7.2 presents its con-
tributions. Section 7.3 introduces a generic model processing workflow that underlies
LEMMA’s model processing framework. Starting from the workflow, Section 7.4
derives the design of the framework and Section 7.5 describes its implementation.
Sections 7.6 and 7.7 present related work and discuss the results of the chapter,
respectively. Section 7.8 concludes the chapter.
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7.2 Contributions

The contributions of this chapter are twofold.

Generic Model Processing Workflow We present a generic model processing work-
flow that supports the model processing purposes identified in Section 6.3 but does
not constrain future processing scenarios (cf. Section 6.8). The workflow contributes
to investigating RQ 2.3 (cf. Section 1.2).

Model Processing Framework We present the design and implementation of LEM-
MA’s model processing framework to facilitate the development of model processors
by technology-savvy MSA stakeholders. The conceptual basis of the framework is
the generic model processing workflow. The framework covers RQ 2.2 and RQ 2.3.

Based on the above contributions, the chapter extends the following publication:

• Florian Rademacher, Jonas Sorgalla, Sabine Sachweh, and Albert Zündorf.
2019. A model-driven workflow for distributed microservice development. In
Proceedings of the 34th ACM/SIGAPP Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC ’19).
ACM, 1260–1262

7.3 Generic Model Processing Workflow

This section presents a model processing workflow that supports the model processing
purposes identified in Section 6.3 as well as potential future scenarios for MSA model
processing as discussed in Section 6.8. Figure 7.1 shows the workflow as a BPMN
diagram [215].

The basic building block of the generic model processing workflow is the notion
of phase as understood by the Phased Construction model transformation design
pattern [170]. We decided to exploit the pattern for the model processing workflow
and thus the framework because it enables (i) flexibility in model processing imple-
mentation (cf. Framework Goal FG.1 in Section 7.1) based on phase skipping and
the provisioning of custom phases; and (ii) capability-centric design (cf. Framework
Goal FG.4) by tailoring each phase to a distinct purpose [170].

Each of the following Subsections 7.3.1 to 7.3.7 describes an activity of the generic
model processing workflow in Figure 7.1. In case an activity reifies a model processing
phase, we use the terms “activity” and “phase” interchangeably.

7.3.1 Calculate Execution Plan

The generic model processing workflow (cf. Figure 7.1) integrates a set of built-in
phases. These phases represent basic steps in model processing and also support the
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Figure 7.1: Generic model processing workflow as a BPMN diagram [215].

realization of the model processing purposes described in Section 6.3. We decided
to prescribe such phases to provide technology-savvy MSA stakeholders without
particular experience in MDE with a certain degree of guidance in model processor
implementation.

However, to support additional model processing purposes besides those men-
tioned in Section 6.3, the model processing workflow also anticipates the imple-
mentation of custom model processing phases independent of or subsequent to built-in
phases. Hence, practitioners can insert such phases into the execution flow of a
framework-based model processor at predefined places (see below).

Moreover, the framework shall enable selective phase execution for framework-
based model processors. For example, a model processor may integrate phases for
architecture analysis and code generation. While architecture analysis is beneficial
throughout all stages in software architecting [19], code generation particularly
focuses on architecture implementation [296].

The first activity in the generic model processing workflow is the Calculate Ex-

ecution Plan activity (cf. Figure 7.1). It takes two input BPMN data objects [215]
to enable the configuration of a model processor’s execution based on built-in and
custom phases. The Selected Phases data object enables to constrain the execution of
built-in model processing phases. The Custom Phases data object determines custom
phases for execution. From its two input data objects, the Calculate Execution Plan

activity produces the output data object Execution Plan. It consists of the built-in
and custom phases that a model processor user specified for execution.
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7.3.2 Parse Source Model

Following the Calculate Execution Plan activity (cf. Subsection 7.3.1), the Parse

Source Model activity (cf. Figure 7.1) is responsible for parsing a given source model
file in concrete syntax into its internal representation as a metamodel instance (cf.
Subsection 2.2.2). From the perspective of the generic model processing workflow,
this instance constitutes an object graph (cf. Figure 7.1).

Parsing as part of model processing typically depends on the modeling technology
that implements the concrete syntax to construct source models with (cf. Section 5.5).
For instance, EMF as a concrete modeling technology provides libraries to parse
model files in concrete syntax into object graphs [275]. However, to comply with
Framework Goal FG.2 (cf. Section 7.1), LEMMA’s model processing framework needs
to provide abstractions for such libraries to allow model processor implementation
by MSA stakeholders without experience in MDE.

One of these abstractions is the replacement of the notion of metamodel instance
with the notion of object graph as part of the generic model processing workflow
(cf. Figure 7.1). That is, for a model processor developer, who employs our model
processing framework, the traversal of a parsed source model shall be equivalent
both conceptually and technically to the traversal of an object graph known from
object-oriented programming languages such as Java or C# [107, 136]. This decision
contributes to Framework Goal FG.4 (cf. Section 7.1) by adopting a notion from
popular service programming languages (cf. Subsection 4.3.2) to the framework’s
design. Additionally, in the sense of Framework Goal FG.3, the object graph of a
parsed source model also provides direct access to instances of metamodel concepts
including their attributes and methods (cf. Section 4.4).

The Parse Source Model activity of the generic model processing workflow expects
a Source Model File as input data object to parse it into the output data object Source
Model Object Graph (cf. Figure 7.1).

7.3.3 Phase 1: Validate Source Model and Subsequent Custom
Phases

The Validate Source Model activity constitutes the initial built-in phase of the generic
model processing workflow (cf. Figure 7.1). It concerns the validation of a parsed
source model for one or more model processing purposes covered by a model proces-
sor.

Suppose a code generator that supports the “Java.technology” model (cf. Sub-
section 4.4.2 and Listing G.5 in Appendix G.2). Leveraging the built-in phase for
source model validation, the generator could ensure, e.g., the correct application of
the Enumerated aspect. Specifically, the eponymous JPA annotation, which the aspect
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reifies (cf. Subsection 5.3.4), may receive a literal from the EnumType enumeration1 as
value for its single type element. Consequently, the value property of the Enumerated

aspect should only exhibit one of the values “ORDINAL” or “STRING” to identify a
valid enumeration literal. Any other property value would be invalid. Hence, the
code generator for the “Java.technology” model could leverage the source model
validation phase to check source service or mapping models (cf. Subsections 4.4.3
and 4.4.4) for valid property values in applications of the Enumerated aspect.

As depicted in Figure 7.1, the execution of the built-in Validate Source Model

phase depends on its inclusion in the execution plan (cf. Subsection 7.3.1). In case
a model processor user decided to execute the phase, it operates on the input data
object Source Model Object Graph.

Like for each built-in phase, an arbitrary number of custom phases may follow
the Validate Source Model phase (cf. the Custom Phases 1 activity in Figure 7.1).

7.3.4 Parse Intermediate Model

Subsequent to the Parse Source Model or Validate Source Model activity (cf. Sub-
sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3), the generic model processing workflow executes the Parse

Intermediate Model activity (cf. Figure 7.1). It accounts for parsing an interme-
diate model file into a corresponding object graph based on the definitions of the
intermediate metamodels for LEMMA’s modeling languages (cf. Section 6.4).

Hence, the Parse Intermediate Model activity has a similar purpose as the Parse

Source Model activity but expects an Intermediate Model File data object as input
and yields an Intermediate Model Object Graph data object as output (cf. Figure 7.1).
Consequently, the activity must enable the abstraction of technologies for model
serialization by means of the object graph notion (cf. Subsection 7.3.2). LEMMA, for
example, employs XMI [223] for the serialization of intermediate models into physical
files (cf. Subsection 6.6.1).

7.3.5 Phase 2: Filter Intermediate Model and Subsequent Custom
Phases

The Filter Intermediate Model activity reifies the second built-in phase of the
generic model processing workflow (cf. Figure 7.1). Based on the calculated execution
plan (cf. Subsection 7.3.1), the phase may follow after the parsing of an intermediate
model file (cf. Subsection 7.3.4).

The Filter Intermediate Model phase realizes the Filter Before Processing model
transformation design pattern [170] for intermediate models. Specifically, the phase
allows the fine-grained selection of nodes for model processing from the object graph

1https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/EnumT
ype.html

https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/EnumType.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/persistence/EnumType.html
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of an intermediate model. For example, the filtering of object graph nodes may
constrain the set of processible model elements with the aim to decrease the runtime
of a model processor for extensive intermediate models. Furthermore, it enables
separation of model processing concerns, e.g., when a model processor supports only
certain aspects from a technology model (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) and it is necessary
to guarantee that the processor only operates on intermediate model elements that
apply supported aspects (cf. Section 6.4).

The Filter Intermediate Model activity expects Intermediate Model Filter

Queries as input data objects (cf. Figure 7.1). These queries shall make proces-
sible model elements identifiable and the activity adapts a passed Intermediate

Model Object Graph to only contain nodes matching the queries.
Execution plans may determine an arbitrary number of custom phases to follow

after the Filter Intermediate Model phase (cf. the Custom Phases 2 activity in
Figure 7.1).

7.3.6 Phase 3: Validate Intermediate Model and Subsequent
Custom Phases

The Validate Intermediate Model activity constitutes the third built-in phase in the
generic model processing workflow (cf. Figure 7.1). It may follow after intermediate
model parsing or filtering (cf. Subsections 7.3.4 and 7.3.5), and enables the validation
of intermediate models prior to their processing. That is, it is the counterpart of
the Validate Source Model activity (cf. Subsection 7.3.3) for intermediate models.
While source model validation enables to report errors in source models in their
concrete syntax (cf. Subsection 2.2.2), intermediate model validation can draw on
preprocessed information from intermediate model transformations, e.g., resolved
inheritance hierarchies or determined technology-specific types (cf. Section 6.1).

The Validate Intermediate Model activity operates on an Intermediate Model

Object Graph as input data object (cf. Figure 7.1). In case an execution of the Filter

Intermediate Model activity (cf. Subsection 7.3.5) preceded an execution of the Vali-

date Intermediate Model activity, the object graph of the intermediate model may
only contain nodes that matched previous filter queries.

Like for all built-in model processing phases, custom phases may follow interme-
diate model validation depending on the calculated execution plan (cf. the Custom

Phases 3 activity in Figure 7.1).

7.3.7 Phase 4: Code Generation and Subsequent Custom Phases

We decided to incorporate a dedicated Code Generation phase into the model pro-
cessing workflow (cf. Figure 7.1) because we expect code generation in particular and
model-to-text transformation in general (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) to be integral parts of
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the majority of the identified model processing purposes in the context of MSA (cf.
Section 6.3).

Next to code generation, both architecture analysis as an activity during the
reconstruction of microservice architectures (cf. Subsections 6.3.2) and static model
analysis for quality attribute measurement (cf. Subsection 6.3.3) may report results in
textual representations such as Comma-separated Values [123], TikZ commands2 for
LATEX, or DOT instructions for Graphviz [98]. Additionally, potential future purposes
of model processing like the refactoring of monolithic applications towards MSA
may also benefit from integrated code generation support (cf. Section 6.8). Thus, the
explicit consideration of code generation by the model processing workflow indirectly
contributes to Framework Goal FG.1 (cf. Section 7.1).

However, like for all other built-in phases, it is possible to omit the Code Genera-

tion phase from the execution of a model processor by means of a corresponding
execution plan (cf. Figure 7.1). Instead, subsequent custom phases could provide
support for model processing techniques other than code generation, e.g., model-
based testing or simulation [51] (cf. the Custom Phases 4 activity in Figure 7.1).

To summarize, when assuming that a framework-based model processor executes all
built-in phases and does not provide custom phases, an instance of the generic model
processing workflow consists of the following basic processing steps per provided
type of input model (cf. Figure 7.1):

1. Source Model: Parse and Validate
2. Intermediate Model: Parse, Filter, and Validate
3. Source Model and Intermediate Model: Code Generation

7.4 Design of the Model Processing Framework

This section presents the design of LEMMA’s model processing framework to realize
the generic model processing workflow introduced in Section 7.3.

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. Subsection 7.4.1 describes
design concepts related to the provisioning of model processing phases and phase
composition. Subsection 7.4.2 presents design concepts that support in the abstraction
of modeling technologies. Subsection 7.4.3 describes our approach to enable the
configuration and execution of framework-based model processors. Finally, Subsec-
tion 7.4.4 covers the design concepts for the built-in phases of the model processing
workflow.

We present all design concepts as elements of UML class diagrams [220], thereby
omitting (i) package qualifiers for well-known Java classes such as Class3 or Map; (ii)
trivial initializing constructors; and (iii) getter and setter methods for attributes.

2https://www.github.com/pgf-tikz
3https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Class.html

https://www.github.com/pgf-tikz
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Class.html
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7.4.1 Design Concepts for Model Processing Phases

Figure 7.2 shows the design concepts of LEMMA’s model processing framework that
focus on the implementation and composition of model processing phases.

Exception
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Model Processing Framework

PhaseLoader
loadProcessingPhases() : AbstractModelProcessingPhase[*] {ordered}
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parameterName
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Figure 7.2: Design concepts of LEMMA’s model processing framework for the im-
plementation and composition of model processing phases depicted in a UML class
diagram [220].

The following paragraphs describe coherent design concepts from Figure 7.2.

Phase Implementation and Composition AbstractModelProcessingPhase (cf. Fig-
ure 7.2) is the base class for the implementation of built-in as well as custom model
processing phases (cf. Section 7.3). It defines the following attributes:

• id: This attribute specifies the unique identifier for a concrete phase.
• requiredBasicOptions: This attribute determines mandatory configuration

options expected by a phase.
• after: The after attribute determines the execution order of phases and thus

their composition within framework-based model processor implementations.
More specifically, the attribute points to the preceding phase of a concrete phase.
For example, a custom phase following the first built-in phase of the generic
model processing workflow, i.e., Validate Source Model (cf. Subsection 7.3.3),
would point to the built-in phase in its after attribute.

• initialPhase: The flag identifies the first phase to execute and is set to true

by the implementation of the Validate Source Model phase.
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• explicitlyInvoked: This attribute enables to indicate that the user of a frame-
work-based model processor must explicitly request the execution of the re-
spective phase. If set to false, LEMMA’s model processing framework will
automatically execute the phase following its embedding into the anticipated
order of the generic model processing workflow (cf. Figure 7.1 in Section 7.3).

The AbstractModelProcessingPhase class requires concrete phases to realize their
specific actions by implementing the abstract process method (cf. Figure 7.2).

Phase Parameters Implementations of model processing phases may leverage the
PhaseReturnParameter and ExpectedPhaseReturnParameter classes (cf. Figure 7.2)
to define their own return parameters as well as the parameters they expect from
previously executed phases.

Phase parameters cover the data exchange expressed by the input and output data
objects in the generic model processing workflow (cf. Section 7.3). For instance, the
Filter Intermediate Model phase (cf. Subsection 7.3.5) returns an intermediate model
object graph expected by the Validate Intermediate Model phase for its execution (cf.
Subsection 7.3.6).

The PhaseReturnParameter class models phase results and thus output data
objects. A PhaseReturnParameter has a name and a type in the form of a Java class
(cf. Figure 7.2). Furthermore, the optional flag indicates whether a phase guarantees
to return the parameter or not.

The ExpectedPhaseReturnParameter class models results that are expected from
previous phases and thus input data objects created by phases. The ExpectedPhase-

ReturnParameter class extends the PhaseReturnParameter class with the onSuccess-

fulExecution flag (cf. Figure 7.2). It enables phases to execute even if previous
phases from which they expect parameters did not complete successfully as a whole.
For example, a custom model analysis phase may display its results to the user of a
model processor but fail to write them to the user’s harddisk, e.g., due to insufficient
access rights. A subsequent phase that is capable of processing the files and that
also integrates compensation means in case they do not exist would set the onSuc-

cessfulExecution flag for the expected return parameter of the previous phase to
false.

To ensure the correctness of data exchange between phases, the AbstractMod-

elProcessingPhase class implements the methods checkExpectedParameters and
checkReturnParameters (cf. Figure 7.2). At model processor runtime, the check-

ExpectedParameters method verifies that the predecessors of a phase returned the
parameters expected by the phase. On the other hand, the checkReturnParameters

method verifies that the phase itself contributed its non-optional return parameters
after its execution. Both methods establish a failure prevention mechanism that aims
to facilitate the implementation of functional model processors by technology-savvy
stakeholders in MSA engineering (cf. Framework Goal FG.4 in Section 7.1). Specifi-
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cally, while phases are loosely coupled based on parameters, the model processing
framework still ensures the feasibility of parameter-based data exchange and thus
fosters the correct execution of model processors.

Failure Communication Phases may communicate failures in their execution by
means of the PhaseException class (cf. Figure 7.2). Next to a descriptive message,
a phase exception can indicate that its occurrence shall lead to aborting the phase
(abortPhaseExecution flag) and even overall model processing itself (exitModelPro-
cessor flag).

For example, the implementation of the phase for the Filter Intermediate Model
activity of the generic model processing workflow (cf. Subsection 7.3.5) yields a phase
exception in case it did not receive filter queries and therefore could not execute
successfully. However, the lack of filter queries shall not result in the termination of a
model processor because the following phases can still operate on the non-filtered
object graph of a given intermediate model (cf. Figure 7.1 in Section 7.3). By contrast,
a more severe error, which would require the phase to signal a model processor to
terminate execution, is the entire absence of an intermediate model object graph, e.g.,
due to a parsing failure.

Unified Data Exchange The PhaseHeap class (cf. Figure 7.2) realizes the Singleton
pattern [97] to maintain phase return parameters. For this purpose, the class provides
methods to (i) store parameter values on the heap (set method); (ii) check for their
existence on the heap (contains); (iii) retrieve them from the heap (get); and (iv)
delete them from the heap (remove).

The HeapEntry class models a parameter value on the heap (cf. Figure 7.2). It
consists of the identifier of the phase that returned a parameter (phaseId attribute),
the name of the parameter (parameterName) and its value (value). The checkExpect-

edParameters and checkReturnParameters methods of the AbstractModelProcess-

ingPhase class (cf. Figure 7.2) examine the heap and its entries to check for the
existence of parameter values before or after the execution of a model processing
phase.

The heap introduces loose coupling of phases (cf. Framework Goal FG.4 in
Section 7.1). That is because phases can share data via the heap without having to
directly invoke each other. Instead, the framework handles phase execution in the
correct order and ensures the existence of required parameter values on the heap.
Due to loose phase coupling, the heap mechanism facilitates the insertion of custom
phases into the execution flow of a model processor (cf. Section 7.3).

Phase Execution The PhaseLoader class (cf. Figure 7.2) is responsible for the cal-
culation of a model processor’s execution plan (cf. Subsection 7.3.1). Therefore, it
provides methods to load model processing phases in their intended execution order
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(loadProcessingPhases method) and to identify the first phase of a framework-based
model processor (findInitialProcessingPhase). Both methods rely on the after

attribute of the AbstractModelProcessingPhase class (cf. Figure 7.2) to determine
the sequence and start of phase executions.

The PhaseExecutionLog singleton (cf. Figure 7.2) supports the debugging of
model processors. It keeps track of phase executions by associating instances of
the PhaseExecutionInfo class with the identifiers of executed model processing
phases. The successfulExecution flag of the PhaseExecutionInfo class indicates the
successful execution of a phase or signals its failure, e.g., due to an emitted phase
exception.

The addEntry method of the PhaseExecutionLog class (cf. Figure 7.2) associates a
phase with information about its execution. Furthermore, the class provides methods
to check whether a phase was executed in general (phaseExecuted method), success-
fully (phaseExecutedSuccessfully), or unsuccessfully (phaseExecutionFailed).

7.4.2 Design Concepts for Modeling Technology Abstraction

Framework Goal FG.2 demands the abstraction of modeling technologies to facilitate
model processor implementation by technology-savvy MSA stakeholders without
particular experience in MDE (cf. Section 7.1). To this end, the framework introduces
the notion of language description. Figure 7.3 shows the corresponding design concepts
in a UML class diagram [220].

cd
Model Processing Framework

LanguageDescriptions
- instance : LanguageDescriptions
- LanguageDescriptions()
instance() : LanguageDescriptions
getLanguageDescription(forNamespace : String) : LanguageDescription
registerLanguage(forNamespace : String)

«interface»
LanguageDescriptionProviderI

getLanguageDescription(forNamespace : String) : LanguageDescription
XtextLanguageDescription

languageSetup : org::eclipse::xtext::ISetup

EmfLanguageDescription
eInstance : org::eclipse::emf::ecore::EPackage

LanguageDescription
namespace : String

«use»

*

Figure 7.3: Design concepts of LEMMA’s model processing framework for the ab-
straction of modeling technologies depicted in a UML class diagram [220].

An instance of the LanguageDescription class reifies a modeling language whose
models are processible by a framework-based model processor. Each Language-

Description instance receives a unique value for its namespace attribute to allow
unambiguous identification of modeling languages. For example, the identifying
namespace of LEMMA’s Service Modeling Language corresponds to the URI of its
Ecore-based metamodel, i.e., “de.fhdo.lemma.service” (cf. Subsection 6.6.2).
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To enable the immediate applicability of LEMMA’s model processing framework,
we provide built-in language descriptions for EMF (cf. Subsection 4.5.1) and Xtext (cf.
Section 5.5):

• EmfLanguageDescription: The EmfLanguageDescription class (cf. Figure 7.3)
covers metamodels constructed with EMF-related technologies. For example,
it may target our intermediate metamodels for the processing of intermediate
models (cf. Section 6.4). EmfLanguageDescription instances must provide
the EPackage of the language’s metamodel to enable model parsing [275] (cf.
Subsection 6.6.2).

• XtextLanguageDescription: This class extends the EmfLanguageDescription

class (cf. Figure 7.3) to support the description of Xtext-based modeling lan-
guages. Specifically, XtextLanguageDescription instances must store the ISet-

up4 implementation of the described Xtext-based modeling language in their
languageSetup attribute. The ISetup implementation of an Xtext-based mod-
eling language allows standalone parsing of models, which were constructed
with the concrete syntax of the language, independent of the Eclipse IDE [28].
Xtext generates the ISetup implementation of a modeling language during the
execution of the language’s MWE2 workflow (cf. Subsection 5.5.1).

Starting from provided language descriptions, LEMMA’s model processing frame-
work supports the parsing of models into object graphs (cf. Section 7.3) so that model
processors can access them within their phase implementations via the PhaseHeap

singleton (cf. Subsection 7.4.1).
The LanguageDescriptions singleton (cf. Figure 7.3) maintains available language

descriptions and expects the registration of a language description by means of
the registerLanguage method. An invocation of the singleton’s getLanguageDe-

scription method with a language namespace delegates to the eponymous method
of an instance of the LanguageDescriptionProviderI interface (cf. Figure 7.3). A
framework-based model processor must provide an implementation for the interface
to communicate the supported modeling languages in the form of LanguageDescrip-
tion instances to the model processing framework when required.

7.4.3 Design Concepts for Configuration and Execution

Figure 7.4 shows the design concepts of LEMMA’s model processing framework for
the configuration and execution of model processors.

The following paragraphs describe the design concepts in Figure 7.4.
4https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/

xtext/ISetup.html

https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/ISetup.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/ISetup.html
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Figure 7.4: Design concepts of LEMMA’s model processing framework for the config-
uration and execution of model processors depicted in a UML class diagram [220].

Basic Configuration Options The model processing framework integrates basic
configuration options to influence the runtime behavior of a model processor upon its
invocation. Each literal of the BasicOption enumeration in Figure 7.4 corresponds to
one of the four built-in basic configuration options with the following semantics:

• SOURCE_MODEL_FILE: This option identifies the source model file to parse (cf.
Subsection 7.3.2).

• INTERMEDIATE_MODEL_FILE: This option identifies the intermediate model file
to parse (cf. Subsection 7.3.4).

• TARGET_FOLDER: The target folder determines the filesystem location at which
to store the possible output of a model processor, e.g., generated code or results
from static model analysis (cf. Subsection 7.3.7).

• INVOKE_ONLY_SPECIFIED_PHASES: This option signals the model processing
framework to only execute selected processing phases.

Each built-in basic configuration option corresponds to a command line argument
for a framework-based model processor, and requires one or more additional argu-
ments. For the first three options, the argument must point to an existing filesystem
path. The INVOKE_ONLY_SPECIFIED_PHASES option, on the other hand, requires the
identifiers of phase implementations as arguments (cf. Subsection 7.4.1).

Model processors can directly pass command line arguments to the run method
of their AbstractModelProcessor implementations (see Figure 7.4 and below). The
method will recognize and parse all built-in basic configuration options and their
arguments that must follow on the command line immediately after the options.

Furthermore, the requiredBasicOptions attribute of the AbstractModelProcess-

ingPhase class (cf. Figure 7.2 in Subsection 7.4.1) enables phase implementations
to specify basic configuration options required for execution. LEMMA’s model pro-
cessing framework checks received command line arguments for the provisioning
of required options and ensures that their arguments are valid following the option
semantics above. For example, the framework-based implementation of the source
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model validation phase from the generic model processing workflow (cf. Subsec-
tion 7.3.3) requires the SOURCE_MODEL_FILE option. In addition, the argument of the
option must point to an existing file.

At runtime, model processors and their phase implementations can access parsed
arguments for basic configuration options by means of the BasicCommandLine single-
ton (cf. Figure 7.4). Each of the four non-private attributes of the singleton stores the
argument of a basic configuration option when available. For example, the source-

ModelFile attributes receives the argument for the SOURCE_MODEL_FILE option and
thus identifies an existing file path.

Phase-Specific Configuration Options Next to basic configuration options, LEM-
MA’s model processing framework supports the definition of phase-specific config-
uration options so that the run method of the AbstractModelProcessor class (see
Figure 7.4 and below) can recognize them from command line arguments. For ex-
ample, the phase for intermediate model filtering from the generic model processing
workflow (cf. Subsection 7.3.5) requires phase-specific filter queries for its execution.

To pass phase-specific configuration options to framework-based model processors,
users state them as command line arguments after the identifier of the respective
model processing phase (cf. Subsection 7.4.1).

LEMMA’s model processing framework executes a set of phases by means of the
executePhases method of the AbstractModelProcessor class (cf. Figure 7.4). This
method calls parsePhaseOptions to detect phase-specific configuration options from
the command line arguments in the args parameter. Next, executePhases invokes
the executePhase method to execute a single phase, thereby passing configuration
options for the executed phase as arguments to the options parameter of execute-
Phase.

By contrast to built-in basic configuration options, our model processing frame-
work does not validate phase-specific configuration options. Instead, the execute-

Phase method passes them directly to the process method of a phase’s implementa-
tion (cf. Subsection 7.4.1). Consequently, phases must validate their configuration
options themselves, e.g., to determine if an input file exists or filter queries follow the
expected syntax (cf. Subsection 7.3.5).

Model Processor Execution The framework considers model processors standalone
applications that are embeddable into continuous integration pipelines (cf. Frame-
work Goal FG.4 in Section 7.1). To this end, a framework-based model processor must
implement the AbstractModelProcessor class and call its run method (cf. Figure 7.4)
whose args parameter expects command line arguments that the user passed to the
processor. With the invocation of the run method, the model processor passes the
control over the program flow to the model processing framework, which then exe-
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cutes subsequent model processing steps according to the generic model processing
workflow (cf. Section 7.3).

7.4.4 Design Concepts for Built-in Phases

Each of the following parts describes the design concepts of LEMMA’s model pro-
cessing framework for one of the built-in phases of the generic model processing
workflow (cf. Section 7.3).

Design Concepts for Source Model Validation

Figure 7.5 shows the design concepts of the model processing framework concerning
source model validation as an activity in the generic model processing workflow (cf.
Subsection 7.3.3).

cd
Model Processing Framework

org::eclipse::xtext: :validation::
AbstractDeclarativeValidator

AbstractXtextSourceModelValidator

getValidationMode() : SourceModelValidationMode
invoke(fileToValidate : String) : ValidationResult[*]

ValidationResult
lineNumber : Integer
column : Integer
offset : Integer
length : Integer
message : String
type : ValidationResultType

«enumeration»
ValidationResultType
ERROR
INFO
WARNING

ValidationEndedWithErrors
Exception

exitModelProcessor = true
PhaseException

«interface»
SourceModelValidatorI

getLanguageNamespace() : String
getValidationMode() : SourceModelValidationMode
invoke(fileToValidate : String) : ValidationResult[*]

Abstract
ModelProcessingPhase

SourceModelValidationPhase
initialPhase = true
process(args : String[*])
- executeBasicValidators(
    sourceModelFile : String
  ) : ValidationResult[*]
- executeXtextValidators(
    sourceModelFile : String
  ) : ValidationResult[*]

«enumeration»
SourceModelValidationMode
BASIC
XTEXT

Figure 7.5: Design concepts of LEMMA’s model processing framework for the built-in
Source Model Validation phase depicted in a UML class diagram [220].

The SourceModelValidationPhase class clusters the implementation of the built-in
Source Model Validation phase. The class expects framework-based model processors
to realize source model validators based on the SourceModelValidatorI interface. In
order to inform the model processing framework about the kind of source models for
which it shall trigger a validation, a concrete source model validator must realize the
getLanguageNamespace method of the SourceModelValidatorI interface to return the
namespace of the modeling language for the source model kind (cf. Subsection 7.4.2).

Furthermore, leveraging the getValidationMode method of the SourceModelVal-

idatorI interface (cf. Figure 7.5), source model validators must identify their vali-
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dation mode as a literal of the SourceModelValidationMode enumeration. Currently,
LEMMA’s model processing framework supports two validation modes identified by
the following enumeration literals:

• BASIC: The default BASIC mode passes the file path of the source model to
validate to the implementation of the invoke method of a concrete source model
validator that realizes the SourceModelValidatorI interface (cf. Figure 7.5).

• XTEXT: This mode focuses on the validation of source models constructed with
an Xtext-based concrete syntax. We decided to integrate support for Xtext-
specific source model validation into the model processing framework because
all of LEMMA’s modeling languages rely on Xtext for the specification of their
concrete syntax (cf. Section 5.5).
Model processors implement Xtext-specific source model validators by extend-
ing the AbstractXtextSourceModelValidator class (cf. Figure 7.5). It overrides
the getValidationMode and invoke methods from the SourceModelValidatorI

interface in an Xtext-compliant fashion.
Furthermore, the AbstractXtextSourceModelValidator class enables source
model validators to draw on Xtext’s sophisticated validation mechanism based
on the @Check annotation (cf. Subsection 5.5.3). Therefore, the class inherits
from Xtext’s AbstractDeclarativeValidator class (cf. Subsection 5.5.3).

The invoke method of a source model validator realizing the SourceModelValida-

torI interface must return a collection of ValidationResult instances (cf. Figure 7.5).
The ValidationResult class models the position of a validation result consisting of
its line number, column, offset, and length. Furthermore, a validation result has a
descriptive validation message and a type that identifies the severity of the result.
More specifically, a validation result can have an ERROR, INFO, or WARNING severity
based on the literals of the ValidationResultType enumeration (cf. Figure 7.5). In
case a validation result has an error severity, the implementation of the Source Model
Validation phase by the SourceModelValidationPhase class will raise an exception
of type ValidationEndedWithErrorsException (cf. Figure 7.5). Since the exception
class sets the exitModelProcessor attribute of the PhaseException class to true, the
framework will terminate the model processor upon occurrence of validation errors
(cf. Subsection 7.4.1).

Next to source model validation according to the generic model processing work-
flow (cf. Subsection 7.3.3), source model validators also account for the preceding
phase of source model parsing (cf. Subsection 7.3.2). This decision in the design of
LEMMA’s model processing framework ensures consistency in source model parsing
and validation. Hence, the Source Model Validation phase also becomes the initial
phase of the framework (cf. the initialPhase attribute of the SourceModelValida-

tionPhase class in Figure 7.5). Therefore, it is expected to parse a given source model
and put the resulting object graph onto the PhaseHeap (cf. Subsection 7.4.1) so that
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subsequent phases can access the graph even if a model processor does not provide
its own source model validators. From the perspective of technology-savvy MSA
stakeholders, this design decision increases technology abstraction (cf. Framework
Goal FG.2 in Section 7.1) because no dedicated configuration for source model parsing
is necessary. Instead, the Source Model Validation phase must provide means to
support source model parsing w.r.t. the integrated validation modes (cf. Figure 7.5).

Design Concepts for Intermediate Model Filtering

Figure 7.6 shows the design concepts of LEMMA’s model processing framework
for the filtering of intermediate models during an instance of the generic model
processing workflow (cf. Subsection 7.3.5).

cd
Model Processing Framework

EmfOclQueryHelper

query(resource : org::eclipse::emf::ecore::resource::Resource,
    query : String) : org::eclipse::emf::ecore::EObject[*]

FilteringPhaseCommandLine
- instance : FilteringPhaseCommandLine
queryFile : String
- FilteringPhaseCommandLine()
initialize(args : String[*])
instance() : FilteringPhaseCommandLine

AbstractModelProcessingPhase

IntermediateModelFilteringPhase

process(args : String[*])

«use»

Figure 7.6: Design concepts of LEMMA’s model processing framework for the built-in
Intermediate Model Filtering phase depicted in a UML class diagram [220].

The IntermediateModelFilteringPhase class realizes the behavior of the built-in
phase. Like the corresponding activity of the generic model processing workflow (cf.
Subsection 7.3.5), the phase expects queries to filter intermediate models. Therefore,
it defines a phase-specific command line option (cf. Subsection 7.4.3) that allows
model processor users the determination of the path to a file with filter queries.
For the recognition of the command line option and its file path argument, the
process method of the IntermediateModelFilteringPhase class leverages the Fil-

teringPhaseCommandLine singleton (cf. Figure 7.6). More specifically, the method
passes the argument for its args parameter to the initialize method of the singleton,
which will parse the command line arguments and store the detected path to a file
with filter queries in the queryFile attribute.

The built-in phase for intermediate model filtering expects possible filter queries
to constitute OCL expressions [218] similar to ATL helpers for model traversal (cf.
Subsection 6.6.1). For query execution, the IntermediateModelFilteringPhase class
relies on the EmfOclQueryHelper class and its query method (cf. Figure 7.6). It takes
the Ecore Resource instance [275] for the intermediate model and an OCL query from
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the file to which the queryFile attribute of the FilteringPhaseCommandLine singleton
points. After the execution of the query on the model, the query method returns the
matching set of model elements (cf. Subsection 7.3.5) in the form of EObject instances.
Next, the IntermediateModelFilteringPhase class puts these EObject instances onto
the PhaseHeap to make them accessible for subsequent phases (cf. Subsection 7.4.1).

The Intermediate Model Filtering phase also accounts for the Parse Intermediate
Model activity of the generic model processing workflow (cf. Subsection 7.3.4). That
is, it parses a given intermediate model and puts the complete object graph onto
the PhaseHeap. However, and by contrast to the generic model processing workflow
and its Filter Intermediate Model activity, we refrain from manipulating the object
graph of the intermediate model to only contain model elements that match filter
queries (cf. Subsection 7.3.5). Otherwise, the removal of irrelevant elements may
result in graphs whose structures no longer conform to intermediate metamodels.
For example, a query over an intermediate service model that filters out all elements
except for microservice operation parameters would result in only IntermediatePa-

rameter instances to be left in the object graph (cf. Subsection 6.4.2). Specifically, the
parent elements of these instances including the ServiceModel root instance would
not be part of the object graph, thereby making it incompatible to the definition of
the intermediate metamodel. As a result, subsequent phases may fail, e.g., when their
implementation follows processing documentations for metamodels (cf. Section 6.6).

To conclude, the result of intermediate model filtering by LEMMA’s model pro-
cessing framework consists of two entries on the PhaseHeap (cf. Subsection 7.4.1). The
first entry is the parsed object graph of the given intermediate model. The second
entry is the set of model elements that matched filter queries. In case the user of
a model processor did not provide a path to a file with filter queries, the built-in
Intermediate Model Filtering phase will abort its execution by raising a PhaseEx-

ception (cf. Subsection 7.4.1). Consequently, the set of matching model elements
on the PhaseHeap remains empty but subsequent phases will still have access to the
previously parsed intermediate model object graph.

Design Concepts for Intermediate Model Validation

Figure 7.7 shows the design concepts of LEMMA’s model processing framework
concerning the validation of intermediate models during model processing (cf. Sub-
section 7.3.6).

The model processing framework aligns the validation of intermediate models
to that of source models (cf. Figure 7.5). That is, model processors may provide an
arbitrary number of intermediate model validators that implement a certain class,
i.e., AbstractIntermediateDeclarativeValidator (cf. Figure 7.7). As a result, each
intermediate model validator must realize the getLanguageNamespace method to
communicate the namespace of the intermediate metamodel, whose conforming
models can be validated, to the framework.
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cd
Model Processing Framework

AbstractIntermediateDeclarativeValidator

getLanguageNamespace() : String
invoke(resource : org::eclipse::emf::ecore::resource::Resource,
  relevantModelElements : org::eclipse::emf::ecore::EObject[*])
  : ValidationResult[*]

org::eclipse::xtext::validation::AbstractDeclarativeValidator

IntermediateModelValidationPhase

process(args : String[*])

AbstractModelProcessingPhase

Figure 7.7: Design concepts of LEMMA’s model processing framework for the built-in
Intermediate Model Validation phase depicted in a UML class diagram [220].

Like for source model validators, the model processing framework allows annota-
tion-driven validation of intermediate models by means of Xtext (cf. Subsection 5.5.3).
Therefore, the AbstractIntermediateDeclarativeValidator class extends Xtext’s
AbstractDeclarativeValidator class (cf. Figure 7.7).

During the Intermediate Model Validation phase of a model processor, the frame-
work executes the invoke method of concrete intermediate model validators that im-
plement AbstractIntermediateDeclarativeValidator (cf. Figure 7.7). The method
receives the Ecore Resource of the parsed intermediate model together with the set
of EObject instances that constitute the relevant model elements not excluded by the
Intermediate Model Filtering phase (see above). The invoke method triggers Xtext-
based model validation on concrete validators and ensures that validation methods
with Xtext’s @Check annotation (cf. Subsection 5.5.3) operate only on relevant nodes
that were not filtered from the intermediate model object graph.

Design Concepts for Code Generation

Figure 7.8 shows the design concepts of LEMMA’s model processing framework for
the Code Generation activity of the generic model processing workflow (cf. Subsec-
tion 7.3.7).

The following paragraphs describe coherent design concepts of the framework’s
built-in Code Generation phase.

Code Generation Modules The Code Generation phase borrows the notion of
module from general-purpose model transformation tools [147]. Modules enable sepa-
ration of concerns for complex model processors that perform code generation. For
instance, a model processor, which produces Java code in combination with the Spring
framework from intermediate service models (cf. Subsection 6.4.2), could provide a
module for microservice code generation and a dedicated module for producing Java
classes from imported domain-specific complex types (cf. Subsection 6.4.1).
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Figure 7.8: Design concepts of LEMMA’s model processing framework for the built-in
Code Generation phase depicted in a UML class diagram [220].

A model processor must realize the AbstractCodeGenerationModule class to pro-
vide concrete code generation modules (cf. Figure 7.8). The class defines the following
attributes:

• name: This attribute determines the name of a code generation module.
• dependsOn: A code generation module may depend on another module. For

instance, a module for microservice code generation could depend on a module
that generates code for domain-specific types of service operation parameters.
Module dependencies result in module execution chains and the model processing
framework executes dependent modules after the modules they depend on.
To derive an execution plan based on module dependencies, the CodeGen-

erationPhase class comprises the calculateExecutionPlan method (cf. Fig-
ure 7.8). It returns a sequence of concrete code generation modules that respects
the order imposed by dependencies between the modules.

• intermediateModelFile and intermediateModelResource: These attributes
provide code generation modules with the path to the given intermediate
model (cf. Subsection 7.4.3) and with the parsed intermediate model object
graph in the form of an Ecore Resource instance.

• relevantModelElements: This attribute receives the list of model elements not
excluded by the Intermediate Model Filtering phase (see above).

• targetFolder: This attribute identifies the target folder for generated code. Its
value corresponds to the argument for model processors’ basic configuration
option for target folders (cf. Subsection 7.4.3).

A concrete code generation module that extends the AbstractCodeGeneration-

Module class must implement the inherited getLanguageDescription method (cf.
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Figure 7.8). It signals the model processing framework for which kind of intermediate
models the module can produce code. To this end, the method must return the lan-
guage description of the corresponding intermediate metamodel (cf. Subsection 7.4.2).

Module Execution Code generation modules realize their logic by implementing
the execute method of the AbstractCodeGenerationModule class (cf. Figure 7.8).
The method defines two parameters that allow configuration of module behavior.
The phaseArguments parameter receives general configuration options for the Code
Generation Phase (cf. Subsection 7.4.3) and the moduleArguments parameter provides
code generation modules with module-specific configuration options. For instance, a
code generation module for Dockerfiles may expect the intended Dockerfile version as
a module-specific configuration option. An additional example for a module-specific
configuration option is the path to potential auxiliary models required for code
generation or model-to-text transformation in general (cf. Subsection 6.5.1). In case a
code generation module requires its own configuration options, the model processing
framework expects the module to override the acceptsModuleSpecificArguments

method of the AbstractCodeGenerationModule class (cf. Figure 7.8) to yield true.
The return value of the execute method is a map that links each path of a

generated file with generated content. LEMMA’s model processing framework gathers
all generated contents and eventually persists them as physical files in the target
filesystem under the given paths.

Besides the requirement to implement the execute method of the AbstractCode-

GenerationModule class, the framework does neither prescribe any further charac-
teristics for code generation modules like certain patterns for input model traversal
or code generation [170]. Specifically, the techniques with which a code generation
module achieves file content production are irrelevant to the framework. This ap-
proach contributes to Framework Goal FG.2 (cf. Section 7.1) in that it makes actual
code generation technology-agnostic.

Phase-Specific Configuration Options The CodeGenerationPhaseCommandLine sin-
gleton anticipates several configuration options specific to the framework’s built-in
Code Generation phase (cf. Subsection 7.4.3). Each of the three public attributes of the
singleton corresponds to a certain phase-specific configuration option (cf. Figure 7.8):

• allowCodeGenerationOutsideTargetFolder: By default, all paths for gener-
ated file contents returned by the implementations of code generation modules’
execute methods (cf. Figure 7.8) must point to a location inside the target folder
for a model processor (cf. Subsection 7.4.3). However, the allowCodeGenera-

tionOutsideTargetFolder flag enables code generation modules to produce
files outside the target folder.

• invokeOnlySpecifiedModules: This option configures the Code Generation
phase to only execute those code generation modules whose names follow
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the identifier of the phase on the command line for the execution of a model
processor (cf. Subsection 7.4.3).

• preserveExistingFiles: By default, LEMMA’s model processing framework
overwrites existing files to ensure coherent and consistent code generation.
However, the preserveExistingFiles flag prevents the replacement of existing
files with newly generated ones.

7.5 Implementation

This section presents the implementation of substantial components of LEMMA’s
model processing framework. Its complete source code can be found on SWH5.

We decided to realize the framework with Kotlin6 [141]—a statically typed pro-
gramming language for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM)—for the following reasons:

• Kotlin is fully interoperable with Java as the seemingly most prominent lan-
guage for microservice implementation [261, 32]. Consequently, next to their
microservices, technology-savvy MSA stakeholder groups (cf. Section 3.3)
can also realize framework-based model processors in Java. Furthermore,
LEMMA’s modeling languages rely on Java-based technologies such as EMF
and Xtend (cf. Sections 4.5 and 5.5). Thus, their integration with the model
processing framework is straightforward.

• By contrast to Java, Kotlin provides built-in idioms, e.g., for the definition
of POJOs and singletons. LEMMA’s model processing framework makes
significant use of both patterns (cf. Section 7.4).

• Kotlin integrates syntactic sugar for internal DSLs [293], which are DSLs that
employ idioms and possibly syntactic sugar of their host language to prescribe
a syntax for a certain purpose. Internal DSLs are said to be embedded into their
host languages, i.e., they are only usable as part of their host languages. While
internal DSLs share commonalities with fluent APIs [293], they can provide a
better readability and maintainability of source code by replacing method call
chains with a concise syntax and making the intentions of an API more explicit
by means of specialized keywords.
In the context of the model processing framework, we use an internal Kotlin
DSL to allow phases the declaration of expected and returned parameters (cf.
Subsection 7.4.1) in a concise and concern-oriented fashion.

• Kotlin’s type system distinguishes between nullable and non-nullable types.
By default, all types, e.g., Int and String, as well as type parameters of generic

5https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/revision/e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0
db044b7cafb/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de
.fhdo.lemma.model_processing&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapsho
t=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808

6https://www.kotlinlang.org

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/revision/e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.model_processing&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/revision/e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.model_processing&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/revision/e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.model_processing&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/revision/e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.model_processing&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://www.kotlinlang.org
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elements are non-nullable. This characteristic of Kotlin’s type system supports
the prevention of exceptions from accessing null references at runtime.

• Next to object-orientation, Kotlin also supports functional programming. Con-
sequently, it is not necessary to wrap helper functions in static methods of
utility classes. Instead, we can directly implement them as top-level elements
of a Kotlin file, thereby reducing conceptual clutter.

Each of the following subsections describes the implementation of a substantial
component of LEMMA’s model processing framework with Kotlin. Subsection 7.5.1
presents the implementation of design concepts for model processing phases (cf.
Subsection 7.4.1). Subsection 7.5.2 focuses on the realization of the design concepts for
modeling technology abstraction (cf. Subsection 7.4.2). Subsection 7.5.3 describes the
implementation of the framework’s design concepts for model processor configuration
and execution (cf. Subsection 7.4.3). Subsection 7.5.4 presents the implementation
of the built-in model processing phases (cf. Subsection 7.4.4). Since Kotlin, unlike
Java, does not constrain the types of elements in a file [141], the Kotlin listings in
the subsections may comprise several public classes, enumerations, and functions at
once.

Finally, Subsection 7.5.5 concludes the section with a demonstration of the model
processing framework’s applicability in the sense of DSRM Activity 4 from the
research design of the present dissertation (cf. Subsection 1.5.4).

7.5.1 Implementation of Design Concepts for the Model
Processing Phases

In the following, we present the implementation of the most relevant design concepts
for the phase mechanism in LEMMA’s model processing framework (cf. Subsec-
tion 7.4.1). To this end, we split the subsection into the parts “Inversion of Control”,
“Implementation of the AbstractModelProcessingPhase Class”, “Implementation of
Phase Annotations”, “Implementation of an Internal DSL for Phase Parameter Defini-
tion”, and “Implementation of the PhaseHeap Singleton”.

Inversion of Control

We rely on Inversion of Control (IoC) [144] to realize LEMMA’s model processing
framework. That is, framework-based model processors delegate complete control
over their execution flow to the framework.

The motivation for the adoption of IoC is threefold:

1. IoC introduces extensibility (cf. Framework Goal FG.1 in Section 7.1) but
at the same time hides the complexity of model processing by delegating
responsibility for its execution to the framework (cf. Framework Goal FG.2).
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2. IoC fosters capability-centric implementation and high cohesion by prescribing
a limited set of framework components for isolated purposes including their
usage by technology-savvy MSA stakeholders (cf. Framework Goal FG.4).
Furthermore, IoC contributes to loose coupling of model processing phases
as their execution is in the responsibility of the framework. At the same time,
there exists a single, well-defined interaction point for data exchange, i.e., the
PhaseHeap singleton (cf. Subsection 7.4.1).

3. Popular programming frameworks for microservices, e.g., Spring [32], also
exploit IoC so that microservice developers (cf. Subsection 3.3.1) are likely
familiar with IoC practices.

To realize IoC, LEMMA’s model processing framework employs the Abstract
Class pattern [266]. Consequently, following the framework’s design (cf. Section 7.4),
we mostly require model processors to implement an abstract class or interface to
participate in framework-imposed IoC. Moreover, we exploit Kotlin annotations and
runtime inspection [141] to make implementations of abstract classes or interfaces
recognizable at runtime. This technique follows current practice in Java, and is
applied by established specifications like JAX-RS [233] and frameworks like Spring.

Implementation of the AbstractModelProcessingPhase Class

The AbstractModelProcessingPhase class is central to framework-based phase im-
plementation because all concrete built-in and custom model processing phases must
extend it (cf. Subsection 7.4.1). Listing 7.1 shows an excerpt of the class’s Kotlin
implementation.

Listing 7.1: Excerpt of the Kotlin implementation of the AbstractModelProcessing-

Phase class from LEMMA’s model processing framework.
1 abstract class AbstractModelProcessingPhase {
2 private var isInitialized = false
3 lateinit var id: String
4 private set
5
6 open fun initialize(id: String, processorImplementationPackage: String) {
7 require(!isInitialized) { "Phase has already been initialized" }
8 this.id = id.apply { checkId(this) }
9 ...

10 isInitialized = true
11 }
12
13 internal val expectedParameters = mutableMapOf<String, ExpectedPhaseReturnParameter>()
14 internal val returnParameters = mutableMapOf<String, PhaseReturnParameter>()
15
16 abstract fun process(args: Array<String>)
17
18 ...
19 }
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The following paragraphs describe coherent aspects of the implementation of the
AbstractModelProcessingPhase class.

Phase Initialization Line 1 of Listing 7.1 introduces the implementation of the
AbstractModelProcessingPhase class. Like Java [107], Kotlin provides the keywords
abstract and class to specify abstract classes [141].

Line 2 defines the class’s private attribute isInitialized. Instead of a type, we
precede the attribute with the var keyword and initialize it with the value true so
that Kotlin infers the Boolean type for the attribute [141]. LEMMA’s model processing
framework automatically creates and initializes concrete phase implementations at
model processor runtime following the IoC approach. In this context, the framework
leverages the isInitialized attribute to prevent duplicate phase initializations.

Lines 3 and 4 of Listing 7.1 define the id attribute for unambiguous identification
of model processing phases (cf. Subsection 7.4.1). The attribute has the non-nullable
type String [141]. By default Kotlin requires attributes with non-nullable types
to receive initialization values upon their definition or within constructors [141].
Consequently, it would be necessary to assign a value to the id attribute. For example,
the null reference could signal the absence of an initialization value until the attribute
receives its value during the execution of the initialize method (see below). With
this approach, we would also need to change the type of the attribute to the nullable
version of Kotlin’s String type, i.e., String? [141]. However, Kotlin would then
require us to ensure that the value of the attribute is not null in almost every case
of access [141]. To circumvent this issue, we use Kotlin’s lateinit modifier in
the definition of the id attribute (cf. Line 3). The modifier enables to defer the
initialization of the attribute without having to specify a nullable type. Instead,
a runtime exception will occur when we try to access the attribute prior to its
initialization.

Furthermore, we complement the definition of the id attribute with Kotlin’s pri-

vate set directive (cf. Line 4). By default, the Kotlin compiler generates setters and
getters for attributes with the same visibility as the attributes [141]. Hence, for the id

attribute there would be a public setter and a public getter because Kotlin assumes
public visibility in case a developer does not state an explicit visibility modifier.
Since the identifier of a phase shall stay consistent during model processor runtime
(cf. Subsection 7.4.1), we set the visibility of the setter for the id attribute to private

via the private set directive [141]. Thus, other elements of the framework or from
model processors may retrieve phase identifiers but not change them.

Lines 6 to 11 of Listing 7.1 show the implementation of the initialize method of
the AbstractModelProcessingPhase class. The model processing framework invokes
the method with arguments for its two String parameters that initialize phase im-
plementations at runtime. The id parameter receives the identifier of the initialized
phase. The processorImplementationPackage parameter, on the other hand, receives
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the name of a model processor’s Java package. At runtime, the model processing
framework scans elements in this package for annotations to support annotation-
based IoC (see below). Such annotations identify, e.g., language description providers
(cf. Subsection 7.4.2) or source model validators (cf. Subsection 7.4.4).

Phase implementations may override the initialize method of the AbstractMod-

elProcessingPhase class to extend their initialization with custom behavior. There-
fore, we precede the fun keyword, which introduces the method signature, with
the open modifier (cf. Line 6 in Listing 7.1) because Kotlin methods are final by
default [141].

The body of the initialize method in Lines 7 to 10 of Listing 7.1 begins with a
guard to prevent duplicate initialization of a phase implementation. For this purpose,
we exploit the require function7 from Kotlin’s standard library. In case the given
boolean expression evaluates to false, the function raises a runtime exception with
the message in the curly brackets subsequent to its invocation. That is, the guard in
Line 7 checks that a phase has not been initialized yet.

Line 8 assigns the argument for the id parameter of the initialize method to the
id attribute of the of AbstractModelProcessingPhase class. To this end, we leverage
Kotlin’s apply function8. This function is a scope function [141], i.e., it executes code
in the context of an object that is accessible in the function body via the this variable.
Furthermore, apply is an extension function. Like Xtend (cf. Subsection 5.5.2), Kotlin
integrates the possibility to define extension functions, which are invokable as if they
were part of the class of their first parameter [141]. Hence, we can invoke apply

on the String-typed id attribute (cf. Line 8) because the type of the function’s first
parameter is a generic type argument without a type constraint [141].

Furthermore, the apply function expects a lambda expression as its body and
after execution returns the value of its first argument [141]. Consequently, apply is
predestined for object configuration and validation. Line 8 of Listing 7.1 invokes apply
on the id argument for the initialize method with a lambda that calls the checkId

method on the argument to ensure the syntactic correctness of phase identifiers. In
case the check succeeds, the id attribute of a concrete phase implementation will
receive the value of the id argument.

In Line 10 of Listing 7.1, the initialize method concludes by setting the isIni-

tialized attribute of a concrete phase implementation to true which indicates that
the initialization of the phase succeeded.

Phase Parameters Lines 13 and 14 of Listing 7.1 define the expectedParameters and
returnParameters attributes, respectively. These attributes realize the associations
between the AbstractModelProcessingPhase class, and the ExpectedPhaseReturnPa-

rameter and PhaseReturnParameter classes (cf. Figure 7.2 in Subsection 7.4.1). Both
7https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/require.html
8https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/apply.html

https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/require.html
https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/apply.html
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attributes exhibit the visibility modifier internal. It restricts access to the attributes’
values to elements within the same Kotlin module, i.e., the set of Kotlin files that
compile to the same Java archive [141]. Like Xtend (cf. Subsection 5.5.2), Kotlin also
integrates the val keyword as a shorthand notation to define final attributes and
variables [141] (cf. Lines 13 and 14 in Listing 7.1).

By contrast to the associations between the AbstractModelProcessingPhase class,
and the ExpectedPhaseReturnParameter and PhaseReturnParameter classes in the
design of LEMMA’s model processing framework (cf. Figure 7.2 in Subsection 7.4.1),
the attributes in Lines 13 and 14 of Listing 7.1 maintain maps of parameter instances
to allow efficient access of these instances by parameter names. For the initialization
of the attributes, we use Kotlin’s mutableMapOf function9. It returns an instance
of a Kotlin collection that implements the MutableMap interface10. As a result, the
created map is not immutable, which is the default for Kotlin collections based on
the interfaces of Java’s Collection Framework11 [141].

Phase Execution Line 16 of the implementation of the AbstractModelProcessing-

Phase class in Listing 7.1 defines the signature of the abstract method process. As
described in Subsection 7.4.1, concrete phases provide the implementation of their
behavior by overriding this method. For the definition of the method’s args parameter
(cf. Figure 7.2 in Subsection 7.4.1), we rely on the generic Array class12 from Kotlin’s
standard library. By contrast to Java, there exists no dedicated syntax for the definition
of arrays in Kotlin [141].

Implementation of Phase Annotations

The IoC approach of LEMMA’s model processing framework relies on annotations
to recognize implementations of built-in and custom phases at runtime. Listing 7.2
shows the definitions of the related annotations.

Listing 7.2: Kotlin annotations of LEMMA’s model processing framework for the
recognition of model processing phases at runtime.

1 @Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS)
2 internal annotation class InitialModelProcessingPhase(val id: String)
3 @Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS)
4 annotation class ModelProcessingPhase(val id: String,
5 val after: KClass<out AbstractModelProcessingPhase>)
6 @Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS)
7 annotation class RequiresBasicCommandLineOptions(vararg val requiredOptions: BasicOption)

The following paragraphs describe the annotations and exemplify their usage.
9https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin.collections/mutable-map-of

.html
10https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin.collections/-mutable-map
11https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/doc-files/c

oll-overview.html
12https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/-array

https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin.collections/mutable-map-of.html
https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin.collections/mutable-map-of.html
https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin.collections/-mutable-map
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/doc-files/coll-overview.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/doc-files/coll-overview.html
https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/-array
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Phase Annotations Lines 1 and 2 of Listing 7.2 define the @InitialModelProcess-

ingPhase annotation. It marks the initial model processing phase. Like Java, Kotlin
uses the @Target annotation13 to constrain annotation applicability (cf. Line 1).

The @InitialModelProcessingPhase annotation has an internal visibility (cf.
Line 2 in Listing 7.2) so that only a built-in model processing phase from LEMMA’s
model processing framework may apply it. As described in Subsection 7.4.4, the built-
in Source Model Validation phase is the initial phase in model processor executions
and we used the annotation to identify it as such.

Furthermore, and by contrast to Java, Kotlin integrates the specialized anno-

tation class directive to define annotations [141]. It is followed after a possible
visibility modifier, and introduces the name of an annotation and possibly a list of
annotation parameters [141] in round brackets. Hence, the @InitialModelProcessing-

Phase annotation expects an argument for its id parameter (cf. Line 2 in Listing 7.2)
to determine the identifier of the initial phase.

Lines 3 to 5 of Listing 7.2 define the public @ModelProcessingPhase annotation. It
identifies built-in as well as custom phase implementations by model processors. The
annotation configures the identifier and predecessor of a phase via the id and after

parameter (cf. Subsection 7.4.1), respectively. More specifically, the after parameter
expects a KClass14 instance that refers to a Kotlin class [141] realizing the preceding
model processing phase of the annotated phase implementation. The out keyword in
Line 5 determines a Kotlin type projection [141] and restricts possible type arguments
for the generic KClass interface to subclasses of AbstractModelProcessingPhase (cf.
Figure 7.2 in Subsection 7.4.1). Semantically, Kotlin’s out keyword resembles Java’s
upper bounded wildcard for generics [107], which has the syntactic representation ?

extends ....
At runtime, LEMMA’s model processing framework recognizes implementations

of model processing phases by searching its own Java package and the Java packages
of model processors for concrete classes that inherit from AbstractModelProcessing-

Phase, and apply either the @InitialModelProcessingPhase or the @ModelProcess-

ingPhase annotation (cf. Listing 7.2). In a second step, the framework instantiates
found phase classes and passes the arguments of the id parameters from the annota-
tion applications to the initialize methods of the phase instances (cf. Listing 7.1).

Required Basic Configuration Options Lines 6 and 7 of Listing 7.2 define the @Re-

quiresBasicCommandLineOptions annotation. It provides a means to determine the
required basic configuration options of a phase (cf. Subsection 7.4.3). Therefore,
the annotation’s requiredOptions parameter expects literals from the BasicOption

enumeration (cf. Figure 7.4 in Subsection 7.4.3) as arguments. We precede the
definition of the parameter with Kotlin’s vararg keyword (cf. Line 7) to specify that

13https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin.annotation/-target
14https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin.reflect/-k-class

https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin.annotation/-target
https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin.reflect/-k-class
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it can take an arbitrary number of BasicOption literals. Hence, the semantics of the
vararg keyword is equivalent to that of Java’s variable arity parameters [107], whose
syntactic representations are three consecutive dots after parameters’ names.

Example In combination with the implementation of the AbstractModelProcess-

ingPhase class (cf. Listing 7.1), the phase annotations in Listing 7.2 enable the
definition of the built-in Intermediate Model Validation phase (cf. Subsection 7.4.4)
as follows:

@ModelProcessingPhase(id = "intermediate_model_validation",

after = IntermediateModelFilteringPhase::class)

@RequiresBasicCommandLineOptions(

BasicOption.INTERMEDIATE_MODEL_FILE

)

internal class IntermediateModelValidationPhase

: AbstractModelProcessingPhase()

The IntermediateModelValidationPhase class of LEMMA’s model processing
framework implements the behavior of the built-in Intermediate Model Validation
phase. We use the @ModelProcessingPhase annotation to make the class discoverable
by the framework at model processor runtime. The id parameter of the annotation
sets the identifier of the phase to “intermediate_model_validation”. Additionally, we
leverage the after parameter to determine the Intermediate Model Filtering phase (cf.
Subsection 7.4.4) as the predecessor of the Intermediate Model Validation phase. To
this end, we retrieve the KClass instance for the IntermediateModelFilteringPhase

class, which implements the predecessor phase, by means of Kotlin’s syntax for class
literals and its ::class keyword [141].

Moreover, the example listing illustrates the usage of the @RequiresBasicCommand-

LineOptions annotation (cf. Listing 7.2). We employ the annotation to specify that the
IntermediateModelValidationPhase class and thus the built-in Intermediate Model
Validation phase requires an argument for the basic configuration option concerning
the determination of intermediate model files (cf. Subsection 7.4.3).

After the applications of the two annotations, the example listing introduces the
IntermediateModelValidationPhase class. As the realization of a built-in phase,
it has an internal visibility in the model processing framework. Furthermore, it
extends the AbstractModelProcessingPhase class, which Kotlin expresses via a colon
between the subclass and its super class [141].

Implementation of an Internal DSL for Phase Parameter Definition

Kotlin provides means to implement fluent APIs in the form of internal DSLs [293]
with the aim to increase source code readability and maintainability by concern-
oriented keywords for API usage [141].
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LEMMA’s model processing framework integrates an internal Kotlin DSL to
facilitate the definition of phase parameters (cf. Subsection 7.4.1). Listing 7.3 shows
an excerpt of the DSL’s implementation.

Listing 7.3: Excerpt of the Kotlin implementation of the internal DSL to define phase
parameters with LEMMA’s model processing framework.

1 abstract class AbstractModelProcessingPhase {
2 ...
3
4 protected fun parameters(initializer: PhaseParametersScopeBuilder.() -> Unit)
5 = PhaseParametersScopeBuilder(this).apply(initializer)
6 }
7
8 class PhaseParametersScopeBuilder(private val phaseInstance: AbstractModelProcessingPhase) {
9 fun returns(initializer: PhaseReturnParametersScopeBuilder.() -> Unit)

10 = PhaseReturnParametersScopeBuilder(phaseInstance).apply(initializer)
11
12 ...
13 }
14
15 class PhaseReturnParametersScopeBuilder(
16 private val phaseInstance: AbstractModelProcessingPhase
17 ) {
18 infix fun String.withType(type: Class<out Any>) {
19 phaseInstance.returnParameters[this] = PhaseReturnParameter(this, type, false)
20 }
21 }

The definition of internal DSLs relies on the following two concepts of Kotlin [141]:

• Lambdas with receiver: A lambda with receiver expects a receiver object, and
enables to invoke methods or extension functions in the context of the object
without the need to explicitly refer to it.

• Extension function types: An extension function type specifies the receiver type
of a lambda with receiver, i.e., it determines the type of the lambda’s receiver
objects and thus of the context accessible by the lambda.

Lines 4 and 5 of Listing 7.3 implement the parameters method of the AbstractMod-

elProcessingPhase class. Since the method has a protected visibility [141], concrete
phase implementations can access it as the entrypoint to phase parameter definition.
The parameters method expects a lambda as argument for the initializer parameter.
This lambda has the extension function type PhaseParametersScopeBuilder.() ->

Unit that consists of two parts. The PhaseParametersScopeBuilder part prescribes
the type of receiver objects on which the lambda can operate. The () -> Unit part
determines the function type of the lambda, which in this case does not process
arguments and returns Unit15, i.e., Kotlin’s equivalent to Java’s void [141, 107].

Line 5 of Listing 7.3 implements the body of the parameters method. It instantiates
the PhaseParametersScopeBuilder class (cf. Lines 8 to 13) with the current phase and

15https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/-unit

https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/-unit
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leverages Kotlin’s apply function to invoke the lambda in the initializer parameter
on the PhaseParametersScopeBuilder instance. Based on its extension function type,
the lambda will have access to the instance of the PhaseParametersScopeBuilder

class as its receiver object and thus may invoke the returns method of the class (cf.
Lines 9 and 10 in Listing 7.3) on the object. While the parameters method of the
AbstractModelProcessingPhase class introduces a parameter definition, the returns

method of the PhaseParametersScopeBuilder class enables the definition of phase
return parameters (cf. Subsection 7.4.1) in the context of a parameter definition.

To this end, the returns method also expects a lambda as argument for its initial-
izer parameter (cf. Line 9 in Listing 7.3), whose extension function type determines
that the lambda will have access to receiver objects of the PhaseReturnParameters-

ScopeBuilder class (cf. Lines 15 to 21). Consequently, the lambda may invoke the
withType method (cf. Lines 18 to 20) on its receiver objects. This method constitutes
an infix extension function, which is an approach to further improve the readability of
internal Kotlin DSLs [141]. That is because this kind of extension functions allows
placing the function name between the target object and the function’s parameter
without additional separators. For example, the following calls to withType are
equivalent:

"intRetParam".withType(Int::class.java) // Ext. function notation

"intRetParam" withType Int::class.java // Infix notation

The body of the withType method (cf. Line 19 in Listing 7.3) creates a new Phase-

ReturnParameter instance from the given parameter name, e.g., “intRetParam”, and
type, e.g., Int. In addition, it assigns the instance to the map of the phase’s return
parameters (cf. Line 14 in Listing 7.1).

Example The described characteristics of the parameters, returns, and withType

methods (cf. Listing 7.3) allow their combined invocation in the form of an internal
DSL that determines the names and types of the return parameters of a concrete
model processing phase. For instance, the implementation of the built-in Intermediate
Model Validation phase (cf. Subsection 7.4.4) defines its return parameters using the
internal DSL as follows:

internal class IntermediateModelValidationPhase

: AbstractModelProcessingPhase() {

override fun initialize(id: String, ...) {

...

parameters {

...

returns { "resource" withType Resource::class.java }

}

}

}
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During its initialization, the IntermediateModelValidationPhase class invokes
the parameters method inherited from AbstractModelProcessingPhase. As a con-
vention, Kotlin allows writing lambda bodies in curly brackets outside function calls
when the last function parameter is a function type [141]. That is, the statements
in the curly brackets after the call to the parameters method reify a lambda of the
extension function type PhaseParametersScopeBuilder.() -> Unit of the method’s
initializer parameter (cf. Line 4 in Listing 7.3).

As the lambda has access to a PhaseParametersScopeBuilder instance as its
receiver object, it can invoke the returns method of the PhaseParametersScope-

Builder class (cf. Line 9 in Listing 7.3) from its body. This method again provides
access to the withType infix function by means of the receiver object it instantiates
from the PhaseReturnParametersScopeBuilder class (cf. Line 10 in Listing 7.3).

Finally, the above example listing leverages withType to specify that the Interme-
diate Model Validation phase returns a parameter called “resource” whose value is
an Ecore Resource instance. More specifically, the return parameter stores the object
graph of a parsed intermediate model (cf. Subsection 7.4.4).

In Java versions with lambda support, the above example listing is expressible as
follows:

class IntermediateModelValidationPhase

extends AbstractModelProcessingPhase {

@Override

public void initialize(String id, ...) {

...

parameters(paramScope -> {

...

paramScope.returns(retScope -> {

withType("resource", Resource.class);

return Unit.INSTANCE;

});

return Unit.INSTANCE;

});

}

}

Next to parameters and returns, LEMMA’s model processing framework pro-
vides the expects and optional keywords in the internal DSL for parameter defi-
nition. They enable the definition of expected and optional phase parameters (cf.
Subsection 7.4.1), respectively.
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Implementation of the PhaseHeap Singleton

Model processing phases use the PhaseHeap singleton as a unified means for data
exchange (cf. Subsection 7.4.1). Listing 7.4 shows an excerpt of the singleton’s Kotlin
implementation.

Listing 7.4: Excerpt of the Kotlin implementation of the PhaseHeap singleton from
LEMMA’s model processing framework.

1 object PhaseHeap {
2 private val heapEntries: MutableMap<String, MutableMap<String, Any?>> = mutableMapOf()
3
4 operator fun set(phaseId: String, entryPair: Pair<String, Any?>) { ... }
5 fun contains(phaseId: String, entryKey: String) = ...
6 operator fun get(phaseId: String, entryKey: String) = ...
7 fun remove(phaseId: String, entryKey: String) = ...
8
9 ...

10 }

Line 1 defines the PhaseHeap singleton as a Kotlin object via the eponymous
keyword [141]. A Kotlin object combines the declaration of a class with its automatic,
onetime instantiation at runtime. Hence, Kotlin provides native support for the
Singleton pattern [97].

The heapEntries attribute in Line 2 stores the entries of the PhaseHeap by means
of a MutableMap. The key of the map corresponds to the identifier of the phase (cf.
Subsection 7.4.1) that added an entry to the heap. The value of the map is a nested
map whose key is the phase-specific identifier of an entry and whose value is the
entry value itself. Conceptually, the heapEntries attribute realizes the HeapEntry

class from the framework’s design together with its association to the PhaseHeap class
(cf. Figure 7.2 in Subsection 7.4.1).

The PhaseHeap does not restrict the type or value of an entry. Therefore, entry
values in the heapEntries attribute are of type Any16, which is the root of Kotlin’s
class hierarchy and similar to Java’s Object class [107]. However, Kotlin’s primitive
types also inherit from Any and correspond to Java’s primitive wrapper classes [141].
Additionally, since the Any type argument in the nested map of the heapEntries

attribute concludes with the ?-symbol (cf. Line 2), values of heap entries are nullable
so that phases can use the null reference to communicate the absence of concrete
values if necessary.

Lines 4 to 7 of Listing 7.4 implement methods for phases to (i) put entry values on
the heap (set); (ii) verify if an entry with a given key exists on the heap (contains);
(iii) retrieve the current value of an entry by its key (get); and (iv) delete a heap
entry with a given key (remove). Specifically, each method has the same semantics as
the corresponding eponymous method of the PhaseHeap class from the framework’s
design (cf. Figure 7.2 in Subsection 7.4.1).

16https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/-any

https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/-any
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The Kotlin definitions of the contains, get, and remove methods (cf. Lines 5 to 7
in Listing 7.4) follow Kotlin’s syntax for single-expression functions [141]. It allows for
replacing curly brackets after a function signature with the =-symbol to introduce a
function body. Consequently, single-expression functions infer their return types from
the body expression following the =-symbol. Furthermore, we precede the definitions
of the set and get methods (cf. Lines 4 and 6 in Listing 7.4, respectively) with Kotlin’s
operator keyword. It identifies the methods as indexed access operators [141] so that
model processing phases may access the PhaseHeap singleton and manipulate its
entries via the following shorthand notations:

PhaseHeap[phaseId] = "param1" to "stringValue"

// Long form: PhaseHeap.set(phaseId, Pair("param1", "stringValue"))

PhaseHeap[phaseId] = "param2" to 1

// Long form: PhaseHeap.set(phaseId, Pair("param2", 1))

val param1Value = PhaseHeap[phaseId, "param1"]

// Long form: val param1Value = PhaseHeap.get(phaseId, "param1")

Thus, with the indexed access operators it becomes possible to replace the long
forms of the explicit invocations of set and get with the more concise index notation
based on square brackets [141]. Furthermore, the first two example statements
leverage the infix function to17 from Kotlin’s standard library. It realizes a shorthand
notation for the creation of an instance of Kotlin’s Pair class18. Specifically, the left
and right operand of an invocation of the to function become the first and second
component of the created Pair instance, respectively.

7.5.2 Implementation of Design Concepts for the Abstraction of
Modeling Technologies

LEMMA’s model processing framework enables modeling technology abstraction
based on the notion of language description. As described in Subsection 7.4.2, the
framework provides two built-in language descriptions for EMF and Xtext. Listing 7.5
shows the corresponding Kotlin excerpt.

Lines 1 to 7 of Listing 7.5 define the classes LanguageDescription, EmfLanguage-
Description, and XtextLanguageDescription. Additionally, Lines 9 to 11 define
the LanguageDescriptionProviderI interface. The definitions of the classes and
the interface directly correspond to the elements’ initial design (cf. Figure 7.3 in
Subsection 7.4.2).

In Lines 13 to 14 of Listing 7.5, we define the @LanguageDescriptionProvider

annotation. Exactly one class of a framework-based model processor must exhibit
17https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/to.html
18https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/-pair

https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/to.html
https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin/-pair
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Listing 7.5: Excerpt of the Kotlin implementation for modeling technology abstraction
in LEMMA’s model processing framework.

1 open class LanguageDescription(val namespace: String)
2
3 open class EmfLanguageDescription(val eInstance: EPackage)
4 : LanguageDescription(eInstance.nsURI)
5
6 open class XtextLanguageDescription(eInstance: EPackage, val languageSetup: ISetup)
7 : EmfLanguageDescription(eInstance)
8
9 interface LanguageDescriptionProviderI {

10 fun getLanguageDescription(forNamespace: String) : LanguageDescription?
11 }
12
13 @Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS)
14 annotation class LanguageDescriptionProvider
15
16 object LanguageDescriptions {
17 private val descriptionCache = mutableMapOf<String, LanguageDescription>()
18
19 internal fun initialize(processorPackage: String) {
20 ...
21
22 findLanguageDescriptionProvider(processorPackage)
23 }
24 }

this annotation and also implement the LanguageDescriptionProviderI interface.
Consequently, the annotated class realizes the processor’s language description
provider from which the framework will retrieve the LanguageDescription instances
for the supported modeling languages, e.g., to parse source and intermediate MSA
models (cf. Subsection 7.4.2).

Lines 16 to 24 of Listing 7.5 implement the LanguageDescriptions singleton. Its
descriptionCache attribute stores a map to provide quick access to a LanguageDe-

scription instance from the namespace of the corresponding modeling language (cf.
Subsection 7.4.2).

As described in Subsection 7.5.1, model processors need to provide LEMMA’s
model processing framework with the name of their Java package to perform annota-
tion-driven class path scanning for implementations of abstract classes or interfaces
from the framework. Among others, the framework passes the name of this Java
package via the processorPackage parameter to the initialize method of the Lan-

guageDescriptions singleton (cf. Lines 19 to 23 in Listing 7.5). The method then
invokes the findLanguageDescriptionProvider function with the name of the Java
package to search for the language description provider implementation (cf. Line 22).
The function relies on the ClassGraph scanner19 to conduct the actual class path
scanning in the scope of a given package.

The following Kotlin listing exemplifies the realization of a language description
19https://www.github.com/classgraph/classgraph

https://www.github.com/classgraph/classgraph
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provider on the basis of the elements specified in Listing 7.5. The example provider
creates LanguageDescription instances for the language and intermediate metamodel
of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsections 4.4.3 and 6.4.2), respectively:

@LanguageDescriptionProvider

internal class DescriptionProvider : LanguageDescriptionProviderI {

override fun getLanguageDescription(forNamespace: String)

= when(forNamespace) {

ServicePackage.eNS_URI -> XtextLanguageDescription(

ServicePackage.eINSTANCE,

ServiceDslStandaloneSetup()

)

IntermediateServicePackage.eNS_URI -> LanguageDescription

(

IntermediateServicePackage.eINSTANCE

)

else -> null

}

}

The when keyword used in the example implementation of the getLanguageDe-

scription method constitutes Kotlin’s equivalent to Java’s switch keyword [141]. By
contrast, when also introduces an expression with a return value, which is why we
can implement getLanguageDescription as a single-expression function in Kotlin.

7.5.3 Implementation of Design Concepts for Configuration and
Execution

In the following, we describe the Kotlin implementations of the framework’s design
concepts concerning basic configuration options and model processor execution (cf.
Subsection 7.4.3). Furthermore, we exemplify the instantiation and invocation of
framework-based model processors. The remainder of the subsection is structured
into the parts “Basic Configuration Options”, “Model Processor Execution”, and
“Example”.

Basic Configuration Options

The BasicCommandLine singleton (cf. Figure 7.4 in Subsection 7.4.3) provides model
processing phases with a centralized means to access parsed command line arguments
for a model processor’s execution. Listing 7.6 shows an excerpt of the singleton’s
Kotlin implementation in LEMMA’s model processing framework.

Lines 1 to 27 of Listing 7.6 show the realization of the BasicCommandLine singleton.
For the sake of conciseness, the listing comprises only those elements from the
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Listing 7.6: Excerpt of the BasicCommandLine singleton’s Kotlin implementation of
LEMMA’s model processing framework.

1 object BasicCommandLine {
2 ...
3 var intermediateModelFile: String? = null
4 @Option(
5 names = ["-i", "--intermediate_model"],
6 paramLabel = "INTERMEDIATE_MODEL_FILE",
7 description = ["the intermediate model file"]
8 )
9 set(value) {

10 if (value != null && !value.asFile().exists())
11 throw ParameterException(commandSpec.commandLine(),
12 "Intermediate model file $value does not exist")
13
14 field = value
15 }
16
17 ...
18
19 internal operator fun invoke(args: List<String>) {
20 if (parsedCommandLine != null)
21 return
22
23 parsedCommandLine = CommandLine(this).parse(*args.toTypedArray())[0]
24
25 ...
26 }
27 }
28
29 enum class BasicOption {
30 ...
31 INTERMEDIATE_MODEL_FILE,
32 ...
33 }

singleton’s implementation that are related to the basic configuration option INTER-

MEDIATE_MODEL_FILE (cf. Subsection 7.4.3).
Lines 3 to 15 specify the intermediateModelFile attribute of the singleton (cf.

Figure 7.4 in Subsection 7.4.3). This attribute stores the command line argument
for the INTERMEDIATE_MODEL_FILE configuration option, i.e., it holds the path to the
intermediate model file for a model processor’s execution.

For the parsing of command line arguments, the model processing framework
employs the picocli20 framework that leverages annotations to identify command line
options from attributes or their setters. For instance, the @Option annotation in Lines 4
to 8 of Listing 7.6 substantiates the basic INTERMEDIATE_MODEL_FILE configuration
option in that it determines the option’s appearance on the command line, i.e., its
names, parameter label, and description. As suggested by picocli, we placed the
@Option annotation before the setter of the intermediateModelFile attribute.

Kotlin introduces setters with the set(value) statement immediately after the
20https://www.picocli.info

https://www.picocli.info
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corresponding attributes and possible annotations [141]. By default, Kotlin generates
implicit setters for attributes and requires the set(value) statement only to extend
setters with additional behavior. Lines 9 to 15 of Listing 7.6 extend the setter of the
intermediateModelFile attribute with a guard to ensure that the path to the passed
intermediate model file actually exists. If program flow passes the guard, the attribute
receives the given value from the setter by means of the implicit field variable [141].

Lines 19 to 26 of Listing 7.6 realize the invoke operator [141] of the BasicCom-

mandLine singleton. By convention, invoke operators are Kotlin functions with the
modifier operator and the name “invoke”. They constitute a means to make instances
of Kotlin classes or singletons callable as if they were function references. Due to
its invoke operator, the BasicCommandLine singleton is callable from a Kotlin file
via the statement BasicCommandLine(args). It executes the invoke logic in Lines 20
to 25 and parses the command line arguments in the args parameter by means of
picocli’s CommandLine class. The picocli framework will inject recognized command
line arguments into matching attributes of the BasicCommandLine singleton based
on the @Option annotation. Consequently, the arguments for the basic configuration
options become accessible by model processing phases via the singleton. For example,
a phase can retrieve the given intermediate model file path via the statement Basic-
CommandLine.intermediateModelFile.

Lines 29 to 33 of Listing 7.6 show an excerpt of the definition of the BasicOption

enumeration including the literal for the INTERMEDIATE_MODEL_FILE configuration
option (cf. Subsection 7.4.3). The enumeration literals can be used by framework-
based model processors, e.g., to determine required basic configuration options (cf.
Subsection 7.4.1). For this purpose, the framework provides the @RequiresBasic-

CommandLineOptions annotation that expects one or more BasicOption literals as
arguments. For model processing phases with the annotation, the framework will
ensure that the user of a model processor passed command line arguments for the
required basic configuration options.

Model Processor Execution

Model processors must realize the AbstractModelProcessor class, which is the entry-
point for framework-based model processing (cf. Subsection 7.4.3). Listing 7.7 shows
an excerpt of the class’s Kotlin implementation.

Listing 7.7: Excerpt of the Kotlin implementation of the AbstractModelProcessor

class in LEMMA’s model processing framework.
1 abstract class AbstractModelProcessor(private val processorImplementationPackage: String) {
2 fun run(args: Array<String>) {
3 val loadedPhases = loadProcessingPhases(
4 MODEL_PROCESSING_PACKAGE,
5 processorImplementationPackage
6 )
7
8 ...
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9
10 val (basicParameters, phaseParameters) = parseCommandLine(args, ...)
11 try {
12 BasicCommandLine(basicParameters)
13 } catch (ex: CommandLine.ParameterException) {
14 printlnError(ex.message!!)
15 ...
16 }
17
18 ...
19
20 LanguageDescriptions.initialize(processorImplementationPackage)
21
22 ...
23
24 executePhases(loadedPhases, ...)
25 }
26
27 ...
28 }

Line 1 specifies the constructor of the AbstractModelProcessor class. The con-
structor expects a String argument for the processorImplementationPackage param-
eter. This argument identifies the Java package of a framework-based model processor
to perform annotation-driven class path scanning for implementations of abstract
classes and interfaces from the framework (cf. Subsection 7.5.1).

Lines 2 to 25 of Listing 7.7 show the substantial parts of the run method of
the AbstractModelProcessor class. Model processors invoke this method to pass
control to LEMMA’s model processing framework following the IoC approach (cf.
Subsection 7.4.3). The run method performs the following main actions:

• Loading of model processing phases: Lines 3 to 6 call the loadProcessing-

Phases helper method to find built-in and custom model processing phases
(cf. Subsection 7.4.1) on the classpath of the framework and framework-based
model processors, respectively. Therefore, the helper method receives the Java
package of the model processing framework that clusters the implementations
of built-in model processing phases (MODEL_PROCESSING_PACKAGE constant), as
well as the Java package of a model processor for custom phase implementations
(processorImplementationPackage constructor parameter).

• Command line parsing: Lines 10 to 16 parse the command line arguments
of a model processor’s invocation from the argument of the run method’s
args parameter. The framework then leverages the parsed basic configuration
options (cf. Subsection 7.4.3) to initialize the BasicCommandLine singleton (cf.
Line 12 and Listing 7.6).

• Language description initialization: Line 20 initializes the LanguageDescrip-

tions singleton which also triggers the retrieval of LanguageDescription in-
stances by means of a model processor’s language description provider (cf.
Subsections 7.4.2 and 7.5.2). Therefore, the initialize method of the Language-
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Descriptions singleton receives the argument of the constructor parameter
processorImplementationPackage.

• Phase execution: Line 24 calls the executePhases method so that the frame-
work will proceed with the execution of all previously found built-in and
custom model processing phases (cf. Subsection 7.4.3). As described in
Subsection 7.4.1, the initialPhase and after attributes of the phases’ im-
plementations based on the AbstractModelProcessingPhase class determine
the eventual phase execution order.

Example

Starting from the excerpt in Listing 7.7, the entrypoint of a Kotlin-based model
processor, which delegates control to LEMMA’s model processing framework, is
realizable as follows:

class DomainModelProcessor

: AbstractModelProcessor("org.example.domain_model_processor")

fun main(args: Array<String>) {

DomainModelProcessor().run(args)

}

The example listing defines the DomainModelProcessor class. It inherits from the
AbstractModelProcessor class and therefore passes the name of the model proces-
sor’s package, i.e., “org.example.domain_model_processor”, to the super class.

Next, the example listing implements the main top-level function. It is Kotlin’s
equivalent to Java’s static main method and hence constitutes the entrypoint of a Kotlin
program [107, 141]. The body of the main function instantiates the DomainModelPro-

cessor class and calls its inherited run method (cf. Listing 7.7) with the command
line arguments in the args array. At this point, the model processor delegates the
control over the program flow to LEMMA’s model processing framework following
the IoC approach (cf. Subsection 7.5.1).

7.5.4 Implementation of Design Concepts for the Built-in Phases

This subsection describes the implementation of the built-in phases of LEMMA’s
model processing framework. For the sake of brevity, we only present those phase-
specific framework elements that have a direct relationship to the usage of a built-in
phase by model processors, e.g., annotations and abstract classes.

The structure of the subsection follows the structure of Subsection 7.4.4. However,
we omit a description of the implementation of the Intermediate Model Filtering
phase because it does not require model processors to leverage certain framework
elements.
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Source Model Validation

Listing 7.8 shows the substantial Kotlin implementation excerpts for the development
of source model validators as part of framework-based model processors.

Listing 7.8: Kotlin implementation excerpts from LEMMA’s model processing frame-
work for the realization of source model validators.

1 @Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS)
2 annotation class SourceModelValidator(
3 val validationMode: SourceModelValidationMode = SourceModelValidationMode.BASIC,
4 vararg val supportedFileExtensions: String
5 )
6
7 interface SourceModelValidatorI {
8 fun getLanguageNamespace() : String
9 operator fun invoke(fileToValidate: String) : List<ValidationResult>

10 }
11
12 abstract class AbstractXtextSourceModelValidator
13 : AbstractDeclarativeValidator(), SourceModelValidatorI {
14 operator fun invoke(fileToValidate: String, inputStream: InputStream)
15 : List<ValidationResult> {
16 ...
17
18 val languageDescription = LanguageDescriptions.getLanguageDescription(getLanguageNamespace())
19 ...
20
21 val validationResource = loadXtextResource(languageDescription.languageSetup, fileToValidate,
22 inputStream)
23
24 ...
25
26 val validationIssues = validationResource.validate()
27
28 return validationIssues.map { it.toValidationResult() }
29 }
30 }

Lines 1 to 5 define the @SourceModelValidator annotation. Source model valida-
tors need to apply the annotation to be recognizable for LEMMA’s model processing
framework at runtime. The annotation provides the validationMode parameter to
allow determination of a source model validator’s mode, i.e., basic or Xtext (cf.
Subsection 7.4.4). Furthermore, the annotation’s supportedFileExtensions param-
eter identifies the file extensions of the model kinds whose processing a validator
supports.

Lines 7 to 10 show the Kotlin code of the SourceModelValidatorI interface to be
implemented by each concrete source model validator. By contrast to the eponymous
design concept (cf. Figure 7.5 in Subsection 7.4.4), the implemented interface does not
comprise the getValidationMode method. Instead, the model processing framework
retrieves the validation mode of a source model validator from the value of the
validationMode parameter of its @SourceModelValidator annotation.

Lines 12 to 30 of Listing 7.8 cluster the substantial Kotlin code of the Abstract-
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XtextSourceModelValidator class. This class constitutes a convenience implemen-
tation of the SourceModelValidatorI interface for validators targeting models con-
structed with an Xtext-based concrete syntax (cf. Subsection 7.4.4). The realization
of the class’s invoke operator and thus the validation logic consists of the following
steps:

• Language description retrieval: Line 18 calls the getLanguageDescription

method from the LanguageDescriptions singleton (cf. Subsection 7.4.2). It
returns the XtextLanguageDescription instance for the language namespace,
which validator implementations must provide via the getLanguageNamespace

method of the SourceModelValidatorI interface.
• Model parsing: Lines 21 and 22 invoke the helper method loadXtextResource

to parse a source model constructed with an Xtext-based concrete syntax.
The helper method receives the file name and content of the source model
from the arguments of the fileToValidate and inputStream parameters of a
validator’s invocation, respectively. For the actual parsing, loadXtextResource
relies on the language-specific implementation of Xtext’s ISetup interface (cf.
Subsection 7.4.2). The result of the model parsing step is an XtextResource

instance in the validationResource variable (cf. Line 21).
• Model validation: Line 26 calls the validate function on the XtextResource

instance. This helper extension function triggers the validation of an Xtext re-
source from the IResourceValidator instance21 of the resource’s Xtext service
provider22. Essentially, the invocation of the validate function results in the
execution of a concrete source model validator’s methods with Xtext’s @Check

annotation (cf. Subsection 5.5.3). The validate function returns a list of Xtext
Issue instances that we store in the validationIssues variable (cf. Line 26).

• Validation result provisioning: Line 28 leverages the map function23 from
Kotlin’s standard library to convert the Xtext Issue instances into Validation-

Result instances as expected by LEMMA’s model processing framework (cf.
Subsection 7.4.4). Finally, the invoke operator of the AbstractXtextSourceMod-

elValidator class concludes by returning the ValidationResult instances to
the implementation of the built-in Source Model Validation phase. As described
in Subsection 7.4.4, the phase aborts the further execution of model processors
in case there exists one or more validation results with an error severity.

The implementation excerpts in Listing 7.8 enable the realization of Kotlin-based
source model validators as follows:

21https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/
xtext/validation/IResourceValidator.html

22https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/
xtext/resource/IResourceServiceProvider.html

23https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin.collections/map.html

https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/validation/IResourceValidator.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/validation/IResourceValidator.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/resource/IResourceServiceProvider.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/resource/IResourceServiceProvider.html
https://www.kotlinlang.org/api/latest/jvm/stdlib/kotlin.collections/map.html
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@SourceModelValidator(SourceModelValidationMode.XTEXT,

supportedFileExtensions = ["services"])

class ServiceModelValidator : AbstractXtextSourceModelValidator() {

override fun getLanguageNamespace() = ServicePackage.eNS_URI

@Check

private fun checkMicroservice(microservice: Microservice) {

...

error(...)

}

}

The example validator supports checking of service models in the Xtext-based
concrete syntax of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.3). LEMMA’s
model processing framework automatically invokes the validator when a framework-
based model processor receives the file path to a service model as an argument for
the basic configuration option SOURCE_MODEL_FILE (cf. Subsection 7.4.3).

The AbstractXtextSourceModelValidator super class of the validator implemen-
tation triggers the invocation of the checkMicroservice validation method on each
parsed instance of the Microservice concept from the metamodel of the Service
Modeling Language (cf. Figure 4.9 in Subsection 4.4.3).

Intermediate Model Validation

Listing 7.9 shows the substantial Kotlin implementation excerpts concerning the
realization of framework-based intermediate model validators (cf. Subsection 7.4.4).

Listing 7.9: Kotlin implementation excerpts from LEMMA’s model processing frame-
work for the realization of intermediate model validators.

1 @Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS)
2 annotation class IntermediateModelValidator
3
4 abstract class AbstractIntermediateDeclarativeValidator : AbstractDeclarativeValidator() {
5 abstract fun getLanguageNamespace() : String
6
7 operator fun invoke(resource: Resource, relevantModelElements: Collection<EObject>?)
8 : List<ValidationResult> {
9 messageAcceptor = ValidationResultCollector()

10
11 ...
12
13 validate(resource, relevantModelElements)
14
15 ...
16
17 return (messageAcceptor as ValidationResultCollector).validationResults
18 }
19 }
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Lines 1 and 2 of Listing 7.9 define the @IntermediateModelValidator annotation.
A framework-based intermediate model validator must exhibit this annotation to
enable LEMMA’s model processing framework to find the validator at runtime by
means of annotation-driven class path scanning (cf. Subsection 7.5.1).

Furthermore, intermediate model validators must realize the AbstractInterme-

diateDeclarativeValidator class (cf. Lines 4 to 19). To achieve consistency with
implementation requirements for source model validators (see above), the Abstract-

IntermediateDeclarativeValidator class supports the development of intermediate
validation methods with Xtext’s @Check annotation. Therefore, the class extends
Xtext’s AbstractDeclarativeValidator class (cf. Figure 7.7 in Subsection 7.4.4).

Lines 7 to 18 of Listing 7.9 comprise the Kotlin code for the invoke operator of
the AbstractIntermediateDeclarativeValidator class. The operator initiates the
validation of intermediate models. To this end, it expects the intermediate model
object graph from the Intermediate Model Filtering phase (cf. Subsection 7.4.4) as
an argument for its resource parameter. Furthermore, the relevantModelElements

parameter clusters the list of model elements that matched possible filter queries. More
specifically, the invoke operator performs the following steps to conduct intermediate
model validation:

• Preparation of Xtext components: In Line 9, the operator creates an instance of
the ValidationResultCollector class, which is an implementation of Xtext’s
ValidationMessageAcceptor interface24 as part of LEMMA’s model processing
framework. Xtext’s AbstractDeclarativeValidator class requires a realiza-
tion of the interface for its messageAcceptor attribute to collect model issues
as communicated, e.g., by Xtext’s error and warning methods (cf. Subsec-
tion 5.5.3). Furthermore, the framework-specific interface realization in the
ValidationResultCollector class immediately transforms information about
detected model issues into ValidationResult instances (cf. Subsection 7.4.4).

• Model validation: Line 13 calls the validate method of the AbstractInter-

mediateDeclarativeValidator class. It emulates Xtext’s annotation-based
validation mechanism (cf. Subsection 5.5.3) for intermediate models. To
this end, validate first scans a concrete intermediate model validator for
validation methods with Xtext’s @Check annotation. Next, it traverses the nodes
of the intermediate object graph in its resource parameter for relevant model
elements. Finally, validate calls those validation methods on a traversed
relevant model element for which the type of their first parameter matches
the type of the model element. In case no previous filtering of intermediate
model elements occurred (cf. Subsection 7.4.4), validate considers all model
elements equally relevant.

24https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/
xtext/validation/ValidationMessageAcceptor.html

https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/validation/ValidationMessageAcceptor.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/org.eclipse.xtext/org.eclipse.xtext/latest/org/eclipse/xtext/validation/ValidationMessageAcceptor.html
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• Validation result provisioning: Line 17 of Listing 7.9 returns the collected
ValidationResult instances to the implementation of the built-in Intermediate
Model Validation phase. As described in Subsection 7.4.4, the phase aborts
the further execution of model processors in case there exists one or more
validation results with an error severity.

The implementation excerpts in Listing 7.9 enable the realization of Kotlin-based
intermediate model validators as follows:

@IntermediateModelValidator

class IntermediateValidator

: AbstractIntermediateDeclarativeValidator() {

override fun getLanguageNamespace()

= IntermediateServicePackage.eNS_URI

@Check

private fun checkIntermediateMicroservice(

intermediateMicroservice: IntermediateMicroservice

) {

...

error(...)

}

}

As can be seen, the boilerplate implementation of an intermediate model validator
is very similar to that of an Xtext-specific source model validator (see above). In fact,
the main differences lie in the annotations and super types of the validator classes.

Code Generation

Listing 7.10 shows the substantial Kotlin implementation excerpts for the realization
of code generation modules with LEMMA’s model processing framework.

Listing 7.10: Kotlin implementation excerpts from LEMMA’s model processing
framework for the realization of code generation modules.

1 @Target(AnnotationTarget.CLASS)
2 annotation class CodeGenerationModule(val name: String, val dependsOn: String = "")
3
4 abstract class AbstractCodeGenerationModule {
5 lateinit var name: String
6 private set
7 lateinit var dependsOn: String
8 private set
9 lateinit var intermediateModelResource: Resource

10 private set
11 lateinit var targetFolder: String
12 private set
13 var relevantModelElements: Collection<EObject>? = null
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14 private set
15 ...
16
17 internal fun initialize(name: String, dependsOn: String, intermediateModelResource: Resource,
18 targetFolder: String, relevantModelElements: Collection<EObject>?, ...) {
19 ...
20 }
21
22 abstract fun getLanguageDescription() : LanguageDescription
23
24 protected fun acceptsModuleSpecificArguments() = false
25
26 abstract fun execute(phaseArguments: Array<String>, moduleArguments: Array<String>)
27 : Map<String, Pair<String, Charset>>
28
29 protected fun withCharset(map: Map<String, String>, charsetName: String)
30 : Map<String, Pair<String, Charset>> {
31 ...
32 }
33 }

Lines 1 and 2 define the @CodeGenerationModule annotation. Code generation
modules must exhibit this annotation so that the model processing framework can
recognize from the classpaths of framework-based model processors. The annotation’s
name parameter determines the name of the annotated code generation module and
the dependsOn parameter may receive the name of the code generation module on
whose execution the annotated module depends (cf. Subsection 7.4.4).

Lines 4 to 33 realize the AbstractCodeGenerationModule class (cf. Subsection 7.4.4).
In addition to the application of the @CodeGenerationModule annotation, each frame-
work-based code generation module must inherit from this class.

Lines 5 to 14 define the attributes of the class. Code generation modules may access
them at runtime to retrieve module- and execution-related information. The model
processing framework sets the values of the attributes by means of the eponymous
parameters of the initialize method of the AbstractCodeGenerationModule class
(cf. Lines 17 to 20). The origins of the parameter and thus the attribute values are as
follows:

• name and dependsOn: The framework passes the values of the name and de-

pendsOn parameters of a code generation module’s @CodeGenerationModule

annotation as arguments to the eponymous parameters of the initialize

method.
• intermediateModelResource: This parameter of the initialize method re-

ceives the object graph of a parsed intermediate model as argument (cf. Sub-
section 7.4.4).

• targetFolder: The argument for this parameter of the initialize method
corresponds to the value of a model processor’s TARGET_FOLDER configuration
option (cf. Subsection 7.4.3).

• relevantModelElements: In case a filtering on the intermediate model object
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graph occurred during the Intermediate Model Filtering phase (cf. Subsec-
tion 7.4.4), this parameter of the initialize method receives the collection of
model elements that matched the given filter queries.

Lines 22 and 24 of Listing 7.10 specify the getLanguageDescription and ac-

ceptsModuleSpecificArguments methods in compliance with their initial design in
the AbstractCodeGenerationModule class (cf. Figure 7.8 in Subsection 7.4.4). Code
generation modules need to override the getLanguageDescription method to indicate
the kinds of processible intermediate models. In addition, code generation modules
can signal LEMMA’s model processing framework to accept their own command line
arguments by overriding the acceptsModuleSpecificArguments method to return
true.

Lines 26 and 27 of Listing 7.10 define the abstract execute method that code
generation modules must implement to realize their behavior. By contrast to its
design (cf. Figure 7.8 in Subsection 7.4.4), we adapted the method’s return type
in that the type argument for the value of the Map is now Kotlin’s Pair class with
String and Charset25 as type arguments. As anticipated by the method’s design, the
String type argument represents the content of a generated file. Moreover, with the
Charset argument the framework’s definition of the execute method also allows for
determining the character sets of file contents. Code generation modules may rely
on the withCharset helper method (cf. Lines 29 to 32 in Listing 7.10) to collectively
convert the contents of all generated files into a single character set like UTF-8 [287].

Based on the implementation excerpts in Listing 7.10, the realization of code
generation modules with Kotlin and LEMMA’s model processing framework is
possible as follows:

@CodeGenerationModule("main")

class MainModule : AbstractCodeGenerationModule() {

override fun getLanguageDescription()

= EmfLanguageDescription(IntermediateServicePackage.eINSTANCE)

override fun execute(

phaseArguments: Array<String>,

moduleArguments: Array<String>

) : Map<String, Pair<String, Charset>> {

val generatedContents = mutableMapOf<String, String>()

... // Perform actual code generation and store results in the

... // generatedContents Map

return withCharset(generatedContents, "UTF-8")

}

}

25https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/nio/charset/Char
set.html

https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/nio/charset/Charset.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/nio/charset/Charset.html
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The example code generation module receives the name “main” from the @Code-

GenerationModule annotation. Furthermore, the module’s implementation of the
getLanguageDescription method from the AbstractCodeGenerationModule super
class identifies the module to support the processing of intermediate service models.
That is because we create the returned EmfLanguageDescription instance (cf. Sub-
section 7.4.2) with the Ecore package of the intermediate metamodel for the Service
Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 6.4.2).

The example code generation module also indicates that the execute method from
the AbstractCodeGenerationModule class does not prescribe a certain technique for
code generation (cf. Subsection 7.4.4). Instead, it only expects implementers to return
a map of file paths to generated file contents and their character sets.

7.5.5 Demonstration of the Applicability of the Model Processing
Framework

This subsection demonstrates the applicability of LEMMA’s model processing frame-
work in the sense of DSRM Activity 4 (cf. Subsection 1.5.4). To this end, we illustrate
the implementation of a framework-based model processor that calculates basic statis-
tics from LEMMA models and stores the results in a file. More specifically, the
resulting statistics model processor can count microservice interfaces from intermedi-
ate service models (cf. Subsection 6.4.2), and distinguish between interfaces with
only synchronous operations and asynchronous operations, respectively. The counts
of interfaces and the communication types supported by their operations play an
important role in MSA-specific quality metrics [76].

By contrast to the running examples in the previous subsections, which showed
the implementation of certain components of framework-based model processors by
means of Kotlin, we leverage Java to realize the statistics model processor. That is
because we aim to demonstrate the applicability of our model processing framework
in a more practice-oriented context, where technology-savvy MSA stakeholders as
model processor developers are more likely familiar with Java than Kotlin [261, 32].

The structure of the subsection represents the order of implementation steps for
the bottom-up development of framework-based model processors. Consequently,
the subsection consists of the parts “Implementation of a Language Description
Provider”, “Implementation of an Intermediate Model Validator”, “Implementation
of a Code Generation Module”, and “Implementation of the Processing Entrypoint”.

Implementation of a Language Description Provider

Listing 7.11 shows the Java implementation of the language description provider (cf.
Subsection 7.5.2) for the statistics model processor.

We realize the language description provider for the statistics model processor
in the LangDescriptionProvider Java class. It exhibits the @LanguageDescription-
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Listing 7.11: Implementation of the language description provider for the example
statistics model processor with LEMMA’s model processing framework.

1 @LanguageDescriptionProvider
2 public class LangDescriptionProvider implements LanguageDescriptionProviderI {
3 static final String INTERMEDIATE_SERVICE_URI = IntermediatePackage.eNS_URI;
4 static final LanguageDescription INTERMEDIATE_SERVICE_LANGUAGE_DESCRIPTION
5 = new EmfLanguageDescription(IntermediatePackage.eINSTANCE);
6
7 @Override
8 public LanguageDescription getLanguageDescription(String forNamespace) {
9 switch(forNamespace) {

10 case INTERMEDIATE_SERVICE_URI:
11 return INTERMEDIATE_SERVICE_LANGUAGE_DESCRIPTION;
12 default:
13 return null;
14 }
15 }
16 }

Provider annotation and also implements the LanguageDescriptionProviderI inter-
face as required by LEMMA’s model processing framework (cf. Subsection 7.5.2).

For convenience reasons, Lines 3 to 5 of Listing 7.11 define two reusable constants
with package access [107]. First, the INTERMEDIATE_SERVICE_URI constant (cf. Line 3)
stores the namespace URI of the intermediate metamodel for the Service Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 6.4.2). Second, the INTERMEDIATE_SERVICE_LANGUAGE_DE-

SCRIPTION constant (cf. Lines 4 and 5) holds a reusable instance of the EmfLanguage-

Description class that reifies the actual language description for intermediate service
models.

Lines 7 to 15 of Listing 7.11 override the getLanguageDescription method of the
LanguageDescriptionProviderI interface (cf. Subsection 7.5.2). The method returns
the language description for intermediate service models and null otherwise. Thus,
it signals the framework that the statistics model processor will only operate on
intermediate service models.

Implementation of an Intermediate Model Validator

Listing 7.12 demonstrates the Java implementation of framework-based intermediate
model validators (cf. Subsection 7.5.4). By contrast to language description providers
(cf. Listing 7.11), LEMMA’s model processing framework does not require the
implementation of intermediate model validators. However, we decided to extend
the statistics model processor with such a validator to warn the user if a given
intermediate service model does not contain countable interfaces.

We realize the intermediate model validator in the IntermediateValidator Java
class. It applies the required @IntermediateModelValidator annotation and also
extends the AbstractIntermediateDeclarativeValidator class (cf. Subsection 7.5.4).
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Listing 7.12: Implementation of the intermediate model validator for the example
statistics model processor with LEMMA’s model processing framework.

1 @IntermediateModelValidator
2 public class IntermediateValidator extends AbstractIntermediateDeclarativeValidator {
3 @NotNull
4 @Override
5 public String getLanguageNamespace() {
6 return LangDescriptionProvider.INTERMEDIATE_SERVICE_URI;
7 }
8
9 @Check

10 private void checkModelForInterfaces(IntermediateServiceModel serviceModel) {
11 long interfaceCount = serviceModel.getMicroservices()
12 .stream()
13 .map(m -> m.getInterfaces())
14 .mapToInt(List::size)
15 .sum();
16
17 if (interfaceCount == 0)
18 warning("No interfaces found in model",
19 IntermediatePackage.Literals.INTERMEDIATE_MICROSERVICE__INTERFACES);
20 }
21 }

Lines 3 to 7 of Listing 7.12 implement the getLanguageNamespace method. It
returns the namespace of the intermediate metamodel for the Service Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 6.4.2) from the INTERMEDIATE_SERVICE_URI constant of the
language description provider (cf. Listing 7.11). Consequently, the model processing
framework will invoke the intermediate model validator on an intermediate service
model passed to the statistics model processor as an argument for the INTERMEDI-

ATE_MODEL_FILE basic configuration option (cf. Subsection 7.4.3).
Lines 9 to 20 realize the validation method checkModelForInterfaces. Since inter-

mediate model validators follow Xtext’s validation mechanism (cf. Subsection 7.5.4),
we augment the method with Xtext’s @Check annotation. Moreover, we type its first
parameter with the metamodel concept whose instances we want to validate, i.e., In-
termediateServiceModel (cf. Figure 6.6 in Subsection 6.4.2). The validation method
counts all interfaces within an intermediate service model and yields a warning in
case the model does not contain any interface26.

26Given the definition of the Service Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.4.3), a
LEMMA service model must define at least one microservice and interface. Consequently, intermediate
service models usually also comprise at least one interface. However, modelers may at any time
manually adapt the XMI structure of an intermediate service model, e.g., by means of the Eclipse IDE.
Hence, it is possible that the statistics model processor encounters intermediate service models that no
longer adhere to structural metamodel constraints.
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Implementation of a Code Generation Module

The statistics model processor integrates a code generation module to compute values
for basic metrics of microservice interfaces [76] and write them to the filesystem of the
user (cf. Subsection 7.5.4). Listing 7.13 shows the Java implementation of the module.
It counts the number of interfaces in an intermediate service model, and distinguishes
between interfaces with only synchronous operations and asynchronous operations,
respectively.

Listing 7.13: Implementation of the code generation module for the example statistics
model processor with LEMMA’s model processing framework.

1 @CodeGenerationModule(name = "statistics")
2 public class StatisticsModule extends AbstractCodeGenerationModule {
3 @Override
4 public LanguageDescription getLanguageDescription() {
5 return LangDescriptionProvider.INTERMEDIATE_SERVICE_LANGUAGE_DESCRIPTION;
6 }
7
8 @NotNull
9 @Override

10 public Map<String, Pair<String, Charset>> execute(@NotNull String[] phaseArguments,
11 @NotNull String[] moduleArguments) {
12 String resultFileContent = "";
13 IntermediateServiceModel serviceModel =
14 (IntermediateServiceModel) getIntermediateModelResource().getContents().get(0);
15 for (IntermediateMicroservice m : serviceModel.getMicroservices()) {
16 int syncCount = 0;
17 int asyncCount = 0;
18
19 for (IntermediateInterface i : m.getInterfaces()) {
20 List<String> paramTypes = i.getOperations().stream()
21 .map(o -> o.getParameters()).flatMap(Collection::stream)
22 .map(p -> p.getCommunicationType()).collect(Collectors.toList());
23
24 if (paramTypes.isEmpty() ||
25 !paramTypes.stream().anyMatch(t -> t.equals("ASYNCHRONOUS")))
26 syncCount++;
27 else if (!paramTypes.stream().anyMatch(t -> t.equals("SYNCHRONOUS")))
28 asyncCount++;
29 }
30
31 resultFileContent += String.format(
32 "Interface count for microservice %s: %d\n" +
33 "\tSynchronous interface count: %d\n" +
34 "\tAsynchronous interface count: %d\n",
35 m.getQualifiedName(), m.getInterfaces().size(), syncCount, asyncCount);
36 }
37
38 String resultFilePath = getTargetFolder() + File.separator + "results.txt";
39 Map<String, String> resultMap = new HashMap<>();
40 resultMap.put(resultFilePath , resultFileContent);
41 return withCharset(resultMap, "UTF-8");
42 }
43 }

The StatisticsModule class exhibits the @CodeGenerationModule annotation and
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realizes the AbstractCodeGenerationModule class (cf. Subsection 7.5.4). Conse-
quently, LEMMA’s model processing framework will invoke the module after the
intermediate model validator in Listing 7.12 (cf. Figure 7.1 in Section 7.3).

Lines 3 to 6 of Listing 7.13 implement the getLanguageDescription method from
the AbstractCodeGenerationModule class (cf. Subsection 7.5.4) to return the language
description for the intermediate metamodel of the Service Modeling Language (cf.
Subsection 6.4.2). For this purpose, we defined the INTERMEDIATE_SERVICE_LAN-

GUAGE_DESCRIPTION constant in the language description provider of the statistics
model processor (cf. Listing 7.11). It stores the LanguageDescription instance (cf.
Subsection 7.4.2) for the intermediate metamodel in a reusable fashion.

Lines 8 to 42 of Listing 7.13 realize the logic of the code generation module by
overriding the execute method of the AbstractCodeGenerationModule class. The
method performs the following tasks:

• Model root retrieval: Lines 13 and 14 retrieve the root node of the object graph
of the intermediate service model that the user passed to the statistics model
processor leveraging the INTERMEDIATE_MODEL_FILE configuration option (cf.
Subsection 7.4.3). Based on the definition of the intermediate metamodel,
the root node is an instance of the IntermediateServiceModel concept (cf.
Figure 6.6 in Subsection 6.4.2).

• Interface count: Lines 15 to 36 realize a for-loop that iterates over all mi-
croservices in an intermediate service model to count their interfaces, thereby
distinguishing between interfaces with only synchronous operations and asyn-
chronous operations, respectively. The latter characterization as part of the
statistics model processor’s intended purpose happens in the nested for-loop
in Lines 19 to 29. This loop iterates over all interfaces of the current microservice
and considers an interface asynchronous iff the parameters of all its operations
have the ASYNCHRONOUS communication type (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). Otherwise,
it treats the current interface as synchronous.

• File content generation: Lines 31 to 35 prepare the content of the generated file.
To this end, the module adds new strings to the resultFileContent variable.
These strings state the current microservice’s overall number of interfaces, as
well as the number of its synchronous and asynchronous interfaces, respectively.

• Triggering of file generation: Lines 38 to 41 instruct the model processing
framework to write the generated file content to the filesystem of the model
processor user. The resultFilePath variable receives the target location of
the generated file. It shall reside in the target folder that the user passed to
the processor by means of the TARGET_FOLDER configuration option (cf. Subsec-
tion 7.4.3) and have the name “results.txt”. Starting from Line 39, we employ a
Map to associate the generated file content with the target file path and return
this map to the framework. For the latter purpose, we leverage the inherited
withCharset helper method from the AbstractCodeGenerationModule class (cf.
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Listing 7.10) to convert the generated content to the UTF-8 character set [287].

The code generation module of the statistics model processor also illustrates
how LEMMA’s model processing framework achieves Framework Goal FG.3 (cf.
Section 7.1), i.e., the consideration of metamodels as APIs to architecture models.

First, the framework itself provides a well-defined API to operate on MSA models,
e.g., for code generation purposes, following an annotation-based approach to IoC.

Second, the framework enables direct access to the EMF API [275] for model
traversal, and neither model processor developers nor users must be aware of the
technical details of parsing model files into EMF metamodel instances. For example,
the getContents method, which the statistics code generation module invokes in
Line 14 of Listing 7.13 to retrieve the root of a given intermediate service model, orig-
inates from Ecore’s Resource interface27. In addition, model processors may invoke
metamodel operations or traverse models according to metamodel definitions (cf.
Sections 4.4 and 6.4) or compliant model processing documentations (cf. Section 6.6).
For instance, the getMicroservices method used by the statistics code generation
module on the root node of an intermediate service model (cf. Line 15 in Listing 7.13)
stems from the definition of the intermediate metamodel (cf. Subsection 6.4.2).

Implementation of the Processing Entrypoint

The entrypoint of the statistics model processor (cf. Subsection 7.5.3) is the Processor

Java class shown in Listing 7.14.

Listing 7.14: Implementation of the entrypoint of the example statistics model proces-
sor with LEMMA’s model processing framework.

1 public class Processor extends AbstractModelProcessor {
2 public Processor() {
3 super("org.example.lemma_model_processor");
4 }
5
6 public static void main(String[] args) {
7 new Processor().run(args);
8 }
9 }

The Processor class extends the AbstractModelProcessor class of LEMMA’s
model processing framework and is thus the entrypoint of the statistics model pro-
cessor (cf. Subsection 7.5.3). In its constructor, the Processor class instructs the
framework to scan for processor-specific implementations of abstract classes or inter-
faces from the framework in the Java package “org.example.lemma_model_processor”
(cf. Subsection 7.5.1). Therefore, the constructor of the Processor class delegates to the
constructor of the AbstractModelProcessor class (cf. Listing 7.7 in Subsection 7.5.3).

27https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/r
esource/Resource.html#getContents()

https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/resource/Resource.html#getContents()
https://download.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/emf/javadoc/2.11/org/eclipse/emf/ecore/resource/Resource.html#getContents()
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Upon invocation, the main method of the Processor class creates a new instance
of the class and invokes the run method inherited from AbstractModelProcessor

with the received command line arguments (cf. Subsection 7.4.3).
Suppose the statistics model processor is packaged as a standalone executable

Java archive in a file called “statistics_processor.jar”. Then, the processor is invokable
from the command line as shown in Listing 7.15.

Listing 7.15: Command line invocation of the example statistics model processor
based on LEMMA’s model processing framework.

1 $ java -jar statistics_processor.jar \
2 --source_model Order.services \
3 --intermediate_model Order.xmi \
4 --target_folder "Statistics results"

The invocation example shows the command line representations of the basic con-
figuration options for source model files (--source_model), intermediate model files
(--intermediate_model), and target folders of model processor executions (--tar-
get_folder) as described in Subsection 7.4.3. Furthermore, the invocation example
assumes that the files “Order.services” and “Order.xmi” contain the LEMMA service
model for the food ordering case study microservice architecture in its concrete syntax
(cf. Listing 5.30 in Subsection 5.3.3) and intermediate representation (cf. Figure 6.9 in
Subsection 6.4.2), respectively. After successful execution of the statistics code genera-
tion module (cf. Listing 7.13), the model processor produces the “results.txt” file in
the specified target folder “Statistics results” with the content shown in Listing 7.16.

Listing 7.16: Output of the execution of the example statistics model processor on the
service model from the food ordering case study microservice architecture and its
intermediate representation.

1 Interface count for microservice org.example.OrderService: 2
2 Synchronous interface count: 1
3 Asynchronous interface count: 1

The synchronous interface count refers to the Orders interface and the asyn-
chronous interface count to the OrderEventConsumer interface of the OrderService

modeled in Listing 5.30 (cf. Subsection 5.3.3). With the create operation, the Orders

interface defines a single operation with only synchronous parameters, while the
OrderEventConsumer interface comprises the listenCreateMenu operation with only
asynchronous parameters.

Due to LEMMA’s model processing framework, future extensions of the statistics
model processor to support the calculation of additional statistics concerning MSA-
specific metrics are straightforward. In case statistical values are computable from
intermediate service models, only the intermediate model validator (cf. Listing 7.12)
and code generation module (cf. Listing 7.13) require adaptations. If metrics draw
on further kinds of MSA models, e.g., domain models (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), the
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example processor’s language description provider (cf. Listing 7.11) needs exten-
sion. Furthermore, the processor should receive an additional intermediate model
validator and code generation module per new model kind. Chapter 9 describes the
implementation of LEMMA-based model processors for the calculation of static MSA
metrics in further detail.

7.6 Related Work

This section presents related work to the design and implementation of model
processing workflows and frameworks, respectively.

Cuadrado and Molina [54] introduce a phase mechanism for rule-based model
transformation languages such as ATL (cf. Subsection 6.6.1). Like for LEMMA’s
model processing framework (cf. Section 7.4), the authors exploit the notion of phase
to modularize coherent parts of a model transformation into logical stages.

To systematize the integration of phase mechanisms into rule-based model trans-
formation languages, Cuadrado and Molina describe the relevant concepts in the form
of an abstract, language-agnostic syntax. The described concepts share similarities
with the design concepts of our model processing framework. First, a phase may
define several parameters required for its execution (cf. Subsection 7.4.1). Second,
phases may depend on others and thus imply a certain execution order. Third, it is
possible to prevent phases from their execution (cf. Subsection 7.4.3). That is, either
the caller of a model transformation explicitly requests a phase to not execute, or
a violated precondition, e.g., a missing argument for an expected parameter, may
prevent phase execution.

By contrast to our approach, Cuadrado and Molina distinguish between primitive
and composite phases. A primitive phase defines production rules of a transforma-
tion, and a composite phase organizes several primitive or other composite phases
into logical units. LEMMA’s model processing framework does not enable phase
composition besides the configuration of phase ordering and unified data exchange
via a heap (cf. Subsection 7.4.1). Instead, we consider all built-in and custom model
processing phases of our generic model processing workflow (cf. Section 7.3) primi-
tive phases in the sense of the work by Cuadrado and Molina. However, we expect the
lack of a layer of indirection for phase composition to facilitate the implementation of
model processors as demanded by Framework Goal FG.4 (cf. Section 7.1).

Moreover, Cuadrado and Molina do not present a software framework to practi-
cally leverage their proposed approach (cf. Section 7.5).

ThingML [118] is a modeling language rooted in the IoT domain. It puts a strong
emphasis on enabling code generation for heterogeneous programming languages,
e.g., C++, Java, and JavaScript, and hardware platforms, e.g., microcontrollers and
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servers. To this end, ThingML provides a code generation framework including sev-
eral pre-built generators each of which targeting a different programming language.

ThingML’s code generation framework aligns code generators to predefined
extension points. For instance, there exists an extension point for the generation
of state machines to specify the behavior of software components. Depending on
the target programming language and available libraries, code generators for this
extension point produce state machines with differing degrees of completeness.
Another extension point concerns build scripts and its code generators shall produce,
e.g., Makefiles for C++28 or configuration files for Maven29 in Java projects.

Extension points in ThingML’s code generation framework share similarities with
phases in LEMMA’s model processing framework (cf. Subsection 7.4.1). That is
because both concepts enable modularization of code generators (ThingML) and
model processors (LEMMA). Furthermore, regarding their implementation, extension
points and phases cluster interfaces or abstract classes with customizable behavior
(cf. Subsection 7.5.1). However, as opposed to ThingML, LEMMA does not constrain
phase composition or provisioning to selected extension points (cf. Subsection 7.4.4).

Furthermore, besides the notion of module, our model processing framework
does neither prescribe the rationale nor granularity for the decomposition of code
generation steps (cf. Subsection 7.4.4). Hence, it is possible to decompose code
generation modules similar to ThingML along technical characteristics of extension
points. Alternatively, code generator decomposition with LEMMA’s model processing
framework may also have a functional alignment. For example, there may be two
modules that both focus on Java as target language, whereas the first module concerns
the generation of Java classes from domain model elements (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) and
the second module produces Spring-based microservices from service models (cf.
Subsection 4.4.3).

In addition, ThingML exclusively focuses on code generation, while LEMMA
principally targets a broader scope of model processing purposes (cf. Section 6.3).

Concerning the structuring of code generators, there exist additional approaches
that in the future may enhance our module-based decomposition technique (cf.
Subsection 7.4.4).

Zschaler and Rashid [307] present an aspect-oriented approach to decompose code
generators along kinds of generated artifacts, e.g., business logic or GUI components.
Aspects enable the composition of several aspectual code generators to produce
a coherent software system or parts thereof. To achieve such a form of generator
composition, Zschaler and Rashid separate the generation of code from its eventual
serialization. Currently, LEMMA’s model processing framework does not exploit
aspects for the decomposition of its Code Generation phase (cf. Subsection 7.4.4).
That is because we expect technology-savvy MSA stakeholders to generally not be

28https://www.gnu.org/software/make
29https://maven.apache.org

https://www.gnu.org/software/make
https://maven.apache.org
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familiar with MDE at all. Consequently, a sophisticated, aspect-oriented composition
of code generators or their modules would likely be too complex for the considered
stakeholder groups (cf. Framework Goal FG.4 in Section 7.1).

Roth and Rumpe [255] leverage the notion of software product line to structure
code generators, which then become composable by means of feature models [290].
For instance, a feature model for a code generator product line to derive Java code
from UML class diagrams would specify that all code generators conforming to
the product line must support UML classes. On the other hand, the generation
of code for UML enumerations could constitute an optional feature in the model.
We consider code generator product lines a feasible approach, e.g., to tailor MSA-
specific code generators along MSA taxonomies like that of Garriga [100]. For
example, a feature model for an MSA-specific code generator product line could
consider alternative types of service discovery, e.g., client-side or server-side [100].
Additionally, in the context of our model processing framework, a feature model
may account for the execution configuration of code generation modules. Suppose
two code generation modules for client-side and server-side discovery in the same
model processor. Following Garriga [100], both types of service discovery can be
considered mutually exclusive. Hence, a feature model for an MSA-specific code
generator product line could ensure via a phase-specific configuration option (cf.
Subsection 7.4.3) that the built-in Code Generation phase (cf. Subsection 7.4.4) always
invokes only one of the modules and never both during the same model processor
run.

7.7 Discussion

We discuss the presented model processing framework w.r.t. the goals of its develop-
ment (cf. Section 7.1).

FG.1 Support for Generic Model Processing Purposes

Framework Goal FG.1 (cf. Section 7.1) demands LEMMA’s model processing frame-
work to anticipate future processing scenarios besides those identified in Section 6.3.
Basically, we aim to achieve the corresponding flexibility by means of the IoC ap-
proach (cf. Subsection 7.5.1). The following paragraphs discuss further functionalities
of the framework that also contribute to Framework Goal FG.1.

Framework-Based Model Processor Configuration The framework enables the con-
figuration of model processors and their phases by means of command line options. To
this end, it relieves model processors from parsing such options and their arguments.
Instead, the framework automatically provides phases with recognized options and
arguments that concern them (cf. Subsection 7.4.3). Specifically, this framework-based
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model processor configuration broadens the scope of model processors since it also
involves the possibility to react to custom, phase-specific configuration options and
arguments (cf. Subsection 7.4.3).

Aspect-Based Model Processor Configuration LEMMA’s technology aspect mech-
anism (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) provides model processor developers with an alternative
configuration approach. A trivial example is the augmentation of model elements
with aspects that have a direct mapping to technology-specific metadata elements,
e.g., Java annotations (cf. Subsection 5.3.3). Framework-based code generators may
use the applications of such aspects to enhance produced source code with corre-
sponding metadata. However, aspects may also impact model processor behavior
to a larger extent because LEMMA does by intent not constrain the semantics of
technology aspects. Consequently, it is possible to provide support for further model
processing purposes besides those identified in Section 6.3, e.g., testing or simulation
(cf. Subsection 7.3.7), by constructing technology models with aspects that exhibit
specialized semantics for additional purposes.

It can be argued that the extension of models with aspects concerning model
processor configuration decreases the level of abstraction with the potential to move
models closer to implementation. On the other hand, this approach also allows
for altering the behavior of model processors by means of persistent models rather
than volatile configuration options. In particular, aspect-based model processor
configuration enables to explicitly transport knowledge about the behavior of model
processors via the same medium constituting their input, i.e., models.

Furthermore, aspect-based model processor configuration lets MSA stakeholders
anticipate model processor behavior to the granted extent. Specifically, it is opposed to
code generation approaches that constrain the set of generatable statements without
putting users in the position to influence them [283].

However, this kind of model processor configuration also assumes that technology
models and model processors form conceptual unities (cf. Section 5.7).

Data Exchange between Phases LEMMA’s model processing framework integrates
the PhaseHeap singleton as a unified means for data exchange between model pro-
cessing phases (cf. Subsection 7.4.1). The heap is the only coupling component
between phases and, similar to asynchronous message brokers for microservices [253],
applicable to share data of arbitrary type between phases.

However, the resulting flexibility also requires careful design of custom model
processing phases. First, it expects phases to possess knowledge about runtime
parameter names and types to retrieve data. Therefore, custom phases must exhibit a
coordinated design in case they draw on each other and later phases need to retrieve
data from executed predecessors. Second, the framework does not prevent phases to
accidentally overwrite data of other phases.
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Input and Output Model Multiplicities By default, framework-based model pro-
cessors operate on a single source model and its intermediate representation. With
custom phases and phase-specific configuration options (cf. Subsections 7.4.1 and
7.4.3), processors may however handle an arbitrary number of models to support
complex processing purposes for architecture models.

In addition, the possibility to increase input and output model multiplicities
makes LEMMA’s model processing framework compliant with our conceptual model
on the combination of MDE and ISO 42010 (cf. Subsection 2.3.2).

FG.2 Abstraction from Modeling Technologies

Framework Goal FG.2 (cf. Section 7.1) demands the abstraction of modeling tech-
nologies by LEMMA’s model processing framework. Consequently, the framework
aims to hide the complexity of modeling technologies like EMF [275] and Xtext [28]
as much as possible from model processor developers. Nonetheless, developers still
have to employ concepts from modeling technologies on certain occasions or the
framework implicitly leverages certain modeling technologies that however do not
directly concern developers. We describe both aspects related to modeling technology
abstraction in the following paragraphs.

Framework Components with Low Technology Abstraction for Model Processor
Developers The following purposes of LEMMA’s model processing framework
directly confront model processor developers with modeling technologies:

• Provisioning of language descriptions: Depending on the kind of model and
its serialization format, model processor developers may need to return Emf-

LanguageDescription or XtextLanguageDescription instances from language
description providers (cf. Subsection 7.4.2).

• Source model validation: The framework provides the technology-agnostic
SourceModelValidatorI interface (cf. Subsection 7.4.4). However, for conve-
nience reasons, model processor developers may also derive from the Abstract-

XtextSourceModelValidator class to realize validators for source models in an
Xtext-based concrete syntax.

• Intermediate model validation: For intermediate model validation, concrete
model processors have to provide implementations of the AbstractInterme-

diateDeclarativeValidator class that extends Xtext’s AbstractDeclarative-

Validator class (cf. Subsection 7.4.4).

In these occasions where model processor developers might encounter characteris-
tics of concrete modeling technologies, we still perceive the usage of the technologies
with the model processing framework relatively straightforward.
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Regarding the provisioning of language descriptions for EMF-based modeling
languages, model processor developers only need to create EmfLanguageDescrip-

tion instances from instances of modeling languages’ EPackages [275], where EMF
generates a helper attribute in a language-specific interface to conveniently retrieve
EPackage instances. Similarly, Xtext-based modeling languages come with a gener-
ated ISetup implementation that enables direct creation of XtextLanguageDescrip-
tion instances by framework-based model processors. Starting from the resulting
technology-specific language descriptions, LEMMA’s model processing framework
hides all further complexity of the respective modeling technology concerning, e.g.,
model parsing.

The SourceModelValidatorI interface, which all source model validators must re-
alize directly or indirectly, is itself technology-agnostic. Thus, it keeps the framework
extensible by other technologies than Xtext for concrete syntax realization. In fact,
with this design decision the framework respects the independence of an abstract
modeling language syntax from its possible concrete syntaxes (cf. Subsection 2.2.2).

Concerning intermediate model validation, we decided to not provide built-in
support for technology-agnostic validation. That is because XMI as the serialization
format for LEMMA-based intermediate models (cf. Subsection 6.6.1) is an established
standard [223]. Furthermore, intermediate model validators rely on Xtext’s annotation-
based validation mechanism to be consistent with the annotation-based IoC approach
of the framework (cf. Subsection 7.5.1) and Xtext-specific source model validation
being the default case in the context of LEMMA.

Implicit Low Level of Modeling Technology Abstraction LEMMA’s model pro-
cessing framework exhibits an implicit low level of technology abstraction concerning
the implementation of the Intermediate Model Filtering phase (cf. Subsection 7.5.4).
This phase relies on Eclipse OCL30 and its coverage of the OCL standard [218] to
execute queries on intermediate models. Hence, while the phase does not directly
confront model processor developers with modeling technologies, it still imposes a
dependency of the model processing framework on a certain modeling technology.

As a workaround, the framework’s phase mechanism (cf. Subsection 7.4.1) enables
the adoption of other OCL implementations, e.g., Dresden OCL31, or the provisioning
of alternatives to the Intermediate Model Filtering phase that do not apply OCL at
all. However, the technical dependency on Eclipse OCL would still remain because
the Intermediate Model Filtering phase is a built-in phase of the framework.

30https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.mdt.ocl
31https://marketplace.eclipse.org/content/dresden-ocl

https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/modeling.mdt.ocl
https://marketplace.eclipse.org/content/dresden-ocl
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FG.3 Consideration of Metamodels as APIs

Framework Goal FG.3 (cf. Section 7.1) demands the model processing framework to
consider metamodels as APIs providing a well-defined means to access and operate
on architecture models [169]. To contribute to this goal, the framework directly
exposes the concepts and operations of models’ metamodels to model processor
developers. Specifically, it does not realize an additional layer of abstraction to
harmonize architecture model access.

This approach increases the applicability of the framework and relieves it from
the necessity to provide updates when modeling technologies evolve w.r.t. model
access. On the other hand, it also requires processing documentations for metamodels
in an understandable form, e.g., for technology-savvy MSA stakeholders without
particular experience in MDE (cf. Section 3.3). As described in Section 6.6, we
provide processing documentations for LEMMA’s metamodels. To enable correct
model processing, it is however crucial to keep such documentations up-to-date with
adapted metamodel specifications.

In Section 5.7, we discussed that we expect LEMMA technology models (cf.
Subsection 4.4.2) and model processors to form conceptual unities. That is, model
processors need to be able to interpret, e.g., technology-specific types or aspects.
This requirement also makes model processors accountable for ensuring the correct
application of technology models before the actual model processing starts. For this
purpose, model processors should leverage metamodel APIs in model validation
phases to check valid type or aspect applications prior to their processing. However,
possible failures resulting from such validations are only detectable upon model
processor invocation. Specifically, they do not occur during model construction in the
Eclipse IDE. Depending on the implementation of model validations, this limitation
of LEMMA’s model processing framework may result in several processor invocations
and model adaptations until a model is accurate from the perspective of a processor
and the technology models it may target.

To overcome this limitation and extend the framework with support for ad hoc
validation of source models during their construction, we are currently experimenting
with the Language Server Protocol (LSP)32. More specifically, we extend LEM-
MA’s model processing framework with a built-in phase called Live Validation. It
establishes a connection to the Xtext-based Eclipse editors of our modeling languages
(cf. Subsection 5.5.1) and hooks into the model validation process. As a result, the
phase can communicate each issue detected in the Source Model Validation phase of
a concrete model processor (cf. Subsection 7.4.4) to the Eclipse editor for the validated
model, which then displays issue markers for problematic lines of model code. We

32https://microsoft.github.io/language-server-protocol

https://microsoft.github.io/language-server-protocol
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provide a first prototype implementation of the Live Validation phase on SWH33.
However, due to the continuous validation of models by the Live Validation phase, it
is even more important that LEMMA’s model processing framework enables reliable
and predictive model access via metamodel APIs.

FG.4 Focus on Technology-Savvy MSA Stakeholder Groups

Framework Goal FG.4 (cf. Section 7.1) emphasizes the importance of the model
processing framework’s alignment with concepts from MSA engineering such as
capability-centric design, loose coupling and high cohesion, and independence and
isolation (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).

To contribute to this goal, the framework structures processing steps into compos-
able phases (cf. Subsection 7.4.1) and employs IoC (cf. Subsection 7.5.1). However, to
facilitate the framework’s applicability for MSA stakeholders in the context of LEM-
MA, we decided to integrate some of the activities from the generic model processing
workflow (cf. Section 7.3) with built-in framework phases (cf. Subsection 7.4.4). For
example, we combined source model parsing (cf. Subsection 7.3.2) and validation
(cf. Subsection 7.3.3) in the Source Model Validation phase, and intermediate model
parsing (cf. Subsection 7.3.4) and filtering (cf. Subsection 7.3.5) in the Intermediate
Model Filtering phase. In case future use cases of the framework require support for
other modeling technologies than Xtext and XMI, it will become necessary to factor
out both model parsing steps into their own built-in phases.

Another aspect related to Framework Goal FG.4 stems from the fact that LEMMA’s
model processing framework actually constitutes an MDE tool. As such, it is exposed
to tool-related factors that may hamper MDE adoption in practice. In their study,
Whittle et al. [297] identified several categories that have an impact on MDE tool
adoption. Among them, the following concern our framework in particular:

• Tool Features: This category addresses specific functionalities of MDE tools.
LEMMA’s model processing framework aims to provide great coverage of
different model processing purposes (cf. Section 6.3) as well as a great degree
of extensibility through its phase mechanism (cf. Subsection 7.4.1). For exam-
ple, the framework supports various modeling languages, does not constrain
code generation approaches, and enables model analyses, which Whittle et al.
mention as crucial features of an MDE tool [297]. However, the framework
also lacks surveyed functionality related to, e.g., reverse engineering or model
refactoring [297]. Nonetheless, we expect the phase mechanism to basically
allow retrofitting such features in the form of custom model processing phases.

33https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/revision/e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0
db044b7cafb/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de
.fhdo.lemma.model_processing/src/main/kotlin/de/fhdo/lemma/model_processing/builtin_pha
ses/live_validation&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb
280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/revision/e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.model_processing/src/main/kotlin/de/fhdo/lemma/model_processing/builtin_phases/live_validation&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/revision/e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.model_processing/src/main/kotlin/de/fhdo/lemma/model_processing/builtin_phases/live_validation&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/revision/e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.model_processing/src/main/kotlin/de/fhdo/lemma/model_processing/builtin_phases/live_validation&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/revision/e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.model_processing/src/main/kotlin/de/fhdo/lemma/model_processing/builtin_phases/live_validation&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/revision/e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.model_processing/src/main/kotlin/de/fhdo/lemma/model_processing/builtin_phases/live_validation&revision=e5337c251686fae73d6c47575ebc0db044b7cafb&snapshot=9fe8ffdb280b75729ea7d323d664052ff1efd808
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• Practical Applicability: Flexibility is an important concern of this MDE tool
category [297]. While LEMMA’s model processing framework realizes certain
built-in phases to enable its direct applicability in the context of LEMMA
(cf. Subsection 7.4.4), it also anticipates the provisioning of custom phases to
tailor model processors for other purposes of model processing. Furthermore,
the framework fosters the development of model processors as standalone
applications and integrates means to configure processor behavior from the
command line (cf. Subsection 7.4.3). Hence, it should basically support tool-
chaining as described by Whittle et al. [297]. Regarding the framework’s
practical applicability w.r.t. scalability and maturity [297], further investigations
besides the demonstration of its usage in Subsection 7.5.5 are necessary.

• Human Factors: This category focuses on the consideration of MDE tool users.
As described throughout the present chapter, we aim to facilitate framework-
based model processor development by technology-savvy MSA stakeholders
with built-in model processing phases and annotation-based IoC (cf. Subsec-
tion 7.4.4 and Section 7.5). From a usability point of view [297], the framework
does however not integrate means for the improvement of user interaction
with model processors. Instead, processor developers themselves would have
to foster user accessibility as required, e.g., by means of GUIs for graphical
processor configuration and execution.

• Processes: This category concerns the suitability of MDE tools for their inte-
gration into existing work processes. First, we expect the phase mechanism
of LEMMA’s model processing framework (cf. Subsection 7.4.1) to intro-
duce the required flexibility for tailoring model processor’s to existing pro-
cesses [297]. Second, the possibility to instrument framework-based model
processors from the command line (cf. Subsection 7.4.3) fosters their integration,
e.g., into continuous delivery pipelines [145]. We investigate the integration of
framework-based model processors into existing work processes in more detail
in Chapter 8.

7.8 Conclusion

This chapter described a programming framework for the processing of models that
were constructed with our Microservice Architecture (MSA) modeling languages (cf.
Part II) and for which intermediate representations exist (cf. Chapter 6). In combina-
tion with the framework, our modeling languages provide a common technological
platform that aims to facilitate the development of MSA solutions by means of Model-
driven Engineering (MDE). We consider this platform an ecosystem and refer to it
as the Language Ecosystem for Modeling Microservice Architecture (LEMMA). The
design and implementation of LEMMA’s model processing framework investigated
RQ 2.2 and RQ 2.3 of the present dissertation (cf. Section 1.2).
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To this end, the framework focuses on four goals (cf. Section 7.1). Framework
Goal FG.1 demands support for model processing purposes beyond those identified
in Section 6.3. Framework Goal FG.2 concerns the abstraction of modeling technolo-
gies to hide tool complexity and facilitate the framework’s usage [297]. Framework
Goal FG.3 targets the consideration of metamodels as Application Programming In-
terfaces (APIs) to access information in architecture models in a well-defined manner.
For this purpose, we treat the definition of LEMMA’s language and intermediate
metamodels (cf. Sections 4.4 and 6.4) as APIs. Finally, Framework Goal FG.4 focuses
on the intended framework users. Specifically, it aims to enable technology-savvy
MSA stakeholder groups (cf. Section 3.3) the development of processors for MSA
models.

Section 7.3 presented a generic model processing workflow as the chapter’s first
contribution. This workflow identifies the basic steps and required data exchange in
LEMMA model processors. Furthermore, it clusters selected steps into phases that
reify a model processing pattern consisting of model parsing, model filtering, and
model-to-text transformation or code generation. However, in order to contribute to
Framework Goal FG.1, the workflow considers phases exchangeable components and
also allows integration of custom phases at certain places in its execution flow.

Section 7.4 presented the design of LEMMA’s model processing framework that
adheres to the sequence prescribed by the generic model processing workflow. Next
to the phase mechanism for Framework Goal FG.1, the design also considers the (i)
abstraction from modeling technologies by means of technology-agnostic language
descriptions (Framework Goal FG.2); (ii) provisioning of access to processed models
as object graphs including possible operations defined by metamodels (Framework
Goal FG.3); and (iii) integration of built-in phases to directly process LEMMA models
and their intermediate representations, possibly by model processors that constitute
standalone applications (Framework Goal FG.4).

Section 7.5 described the implementation of the model processing framework.
We exploited annotation-based Inversion of Control (IoC) [144] and the Abstract
Class pattern [266] to modularize phase implementations and enable the flexible
realization of custom phases. Furthermore, we used Kotlin [141] as the framework’s
programming language mainly due to its (i) full interoperability with Java as the
probably most prominent microservice implementation language [261, 32]; (ii) id-
iomatic support, e.g., of Singletons [97], Plain Old Java Objects (POJOs), and internal
Domain-specific Languages (DSLs) [293]; and (iii) null-safe type system.

Section 7.6 presented related work, and Section 7.7 discussed the design and
implementation of LEMMA’s model processing framework w.r.t. its goals.

In the following Part IV of the present dissertation, we evaluate LEMMA in the
context of greenfield and brownfield MSA engineering.
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Chapter 8

Greenfield Evaluation

This chapter evaluates the applicability of LEMMA’s modeling languages (cf. Part II)
and model processing means (cf. Part III) in greenfield MSA engineering. To this
end, we investigate a methodology to embed LEMMA in greenfield MSA engineering
scenarios (cf. RQ 3.1 in Section 1.2), and assess LEMMA’s benefits and limitations in
this context (cf. RQ 3.2). Thus, the chapter targets DSRM Activity 5 from the research
design of the present dissertation (cf. Subsection 1.5.5). This activity concerns the
evaluation of previously developed solution artifacts.

8.1 Introduction

Greenfield MSA engineering [100] refers to the process of designing and implementing
a microservice architecture from scratch in order to leverage all or selected benefits of
MSA adoption (cf. Subsection 2.1.2). Specifically, greenfield MSA engineering does
not assume the preexistence of a software architecture, e.g., for migration towards
MSA.

In the following, we explore the application of LEMMA in the engineering process
of a greenfield microservice architecture from the Energy domain (cf. Subsection 2.1.3).
The design and development of the architecture is part of the research project PuLS
(Parken und Laden in der Stadt; English translation: Park and Charge in the City)1.
Starting from December 2019 until November 2022, the research project investigates
the combination of different technical means to (i) increase the accessibility of charging
stations for electric vehicles; (ii) monitor air quality in urban quarters; and (iii)
optimize parking guidance under a variety of constraints like current traffic density
and fine dust pollution.

The Park and Charge Software Platform (PCSP) constitutes the central building
block of PuLS’s solution proposal. This software platform enables data exchange
between various hardware and software components w.r.t. the project goals. Fur-

1PuLS is funded by the German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure under
grant number 03EMF0203C. The project website is available at https://www.parken-und-laden.de.

https://www.now-gmbh.de/en/projectfinder/puls
https://www.parken-und-laden.de
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thermore, it puts stakeholders from several application domains in the position to
perform tasks that emerge from the project goals. Since PuLS’s solution proposal
poses high requirements towards scalability, maintainability, compatibility, and tech-
nology heterogeneity, the project team designs and implements the PCSP based
on MSA (cf. Subsection 2.1.2). Specifically, the software architecture of the PCSP
represents a greenfield microservice architecture and is thus a predestined research
subject to evaluate LEMMA in the light of RQ 3 (cf. Section 1.2).

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 specifies the
goals of LEMMA’s evaluation in greenfield MSA engineering. Section 8.3 describes
the business context of PuLS and its impact on the PCSP software architecture. In
Section 8.4, we summarize the Architecturally Significant Requirements (ASRs) [19]
that motivate the realization of the PCSP leveraging MSA. Section 8.5 describes
the microservice architecture of the PCSP as well as challenges in its design and
development. Section 8.6 evaluates the integration of LEMMA into MSA development
workflows by means of the PCSP and generalizes the integration process. Section 8.7
evaluates code generation as a model processing purpose to support development
workflows in MSA engineering with LEMMA (cf. Subsection 6.3.1). Section 8.8
concludes the chapter.

8.2 Evaluation Goals

This section presents the goals of LEMMA’s evaluation in greenfield MSA engineer-
ing. Specifically, we evaluate LEMMA from the perspective of stakeholder groups
that participate in microservice development, i.e., domain experts and microservice
developers (cf. Section 3.3). Therefore, we assess LEMMA’s ability to integrate with
MSA development workflows and impact the efficiency of microservice development.

To reify our goals, we rely on the Goal Question Metric (GQM) approach [18] and
formulate them as suggested by Koziolek [162]. As a result, our GQM plan consists
of two evaluation goals (EGs) with one evaluation question (EQ) and one evaluation
metric (EM) per goal.

Evaluation Goal EG 1 focuses on the integration of LEMMA into development
workflows of greenfield MSA engineering.

EG 1 Provide a guideline to support in effort estimation of integrating LEMMA into
development workflows of greenfield MSA engineering considering tasks of domain
experts and microservice developers.

EQ 1 Which technical and organizational prerequisites does LEMMA require for
its integration into MSA development workflows?

EM 1 Number, order, and characterization of technical and organizational prereq-
uisites for LEMMA’s integration into MSA development workflows.
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Evaluation Goal EG 1 aims to provide guidelines that allow effort estimation
of LEMMA’s adoption by domain experts and microservice developers in MSA
development workflows of greenfield MSA engineering. To this end, we identify
technical and organizational prerequisites from the design and implementation of
the PCSP (cf. Section 8.1) to establish a foundation for such effort estimations.

Evaluation Goal EG 1 directly contributes to investigating RQ 3.1 (cf. Section 1.2)
because LEMMA’s integration into development workflows also calls for a methodol-
ogy that makes LEMMA’s usage feasible.

Evaluation Goal EG 2 concerns LEMMA’s potential impact on the efficiency of
microservice development.

EG 2 Estimate LEMMA’s impact on the efficiency of microservice development from the
perspective of microservice developers in Java-based greenfield MSA engineering.

EQ 2 To what extent does the adoption of LEMMA impact the efficiency of mi-
croservice development?

EM 2 Ratio between generated LOC for Java-based microservices and handwritten
LOC for LEMMA models.

Evaluation Goal EG 2 aims to estimate LEMMA’s potential impact on the efficiency
of microservice development in greenfield MSA engineering. For this purpose, we
evaluate LEMMA from the perspective of microservice developers leveraging code
generation. That is because this model processing purpose is usually considered
the main driver for MDE adoption as it has the potential to positively influence
development efficiency (cf. Subsections 2.2.3 and 6.3.1). We measure the impact of
LEMMA-based code generation on development efficiency by the ratio between the
LOC numbers of generated microservice code and handwritten LEMMA code [239].
Since the studied PCSP is mainly developed in Java, we also focus on Java as the
target technology for generated artifacts.

Evaluation Goal EG 2 contributes to investigating RQ 3.1 (cf. Section 1.2) because
a code generation approach to automatically derive development artifacts from LEM-
MA models is a sensible complement to the integration of LEMMA into development
workflows of greenfield MSA projects. In addition, the evaluation goal also addresses
RQ 3.2 as it provides insights into benefits and limitations of LEMMA for a certain
model processing purpose, i.e., code generation.

8.3 Business Context

This section describes the business context [19] of the PCSP as the subject of LEMMA’s
evaluation in greenfield MSA engineering (cf. Section 8.2). The business context of the
platform involves the strategic goals of the PuLS research project (cf. Subsection 8.3.1),
the addressed stakeholder groups from application domains (cf. Subsection 8.3.2),
and the investigated application scenarios (cf. Subsection 8.3.3).
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8.3.1 Goals of the PuLS Research Project

The execution of the PuLS research project takes place in the context of the Alliance
Smart City initiative of the city of Dortmund2. The Alliance Smart City initiative aims
to advance the digital transformation of Dortmund towards a Smart City [206]. The
overarching goals of this effort are to improve the quality of living for Dortmund’s
citizens as well as the increase of the city’s attractiveness for businesses. PuLS
contributes to both goals in that it tackles the following challenges:

• Increase of visibility and accessibility of charging stations for electric vehicles.
• Empowerment of owners of private charging stations to offer spare charging

capabilities for use by others.
• Provisioning of parking guidance capabilities that consider private parking

spaces, traffic density, and fine dust pollution.

PuLS provides two technical means to investigate solutions for coping with these
challenges. First, project partners equip charging stations with sensors to recognize
parking space occupancy and measure fine dust pollution. The charging stations are
then placed at selected private parking spaces in a populous quarter of Dortmund
and wireless technology enables them to transmit collected sensor values over the
air. Second, the developed PCSP (cf. Section 8.1) acts as the intermediary between
charging stations, stakeholders from application domains, and external systems.

8.3.2 Stakeholder Groups from Application Domains

The PuLS research project addresses several stakeholder groups from different ap-
plication domains. These groups do not contribute to the technical development of
the PCSP but instead represent its users. Table 8.1 identifies each stakeholder group
together with its application domain and description of interest in PuLS.

Table 8.1: Stakeholder groups from application domains of the PuLS research project.

Group Domain Description of Interest

Charging Station
Owner

Electromobility This stakeholder group comprises citizens of
Dortmund, who own a private charging sta-
tion that frequently remains unused for longer
periods of time, e.g., during office hours. Con-
sequently, stakeholders of this group have an
interest in offering their spare charging sta-
tions to others for monetary incentives.

2https://allianz-smart-city-dortmund.jimdosite.com

https://allianz-smart-city-dortmund.jimdosite.com
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Table 8.1: Stakeholder groups from application domains of the PuLS research project
(continued).

Group Domain Description of Interest

Charging Station
User

Electromobility Charging station users visit Dortmund with
their electric vehicles for private or business
purposes. They want to park and charge their
car at spare charging stations located in visited
city quarters.

Environmental
Officer

Municipal
Administration

Environmental officers are municipal employ-
ees, who are interested in monitoring and im-
proving ecological characteristics of a city or
community. A particular concern of this stake-
holder group is air pollution, e.g., caused by
emitted fine dust of vehicles with combustion
engines.

Power Grid
Operators

Power
Provisioning

Power grid operators work for power grid
providers. They need access to configuration
and telemetry data of charging stations. The
latter kind of data indicates, for instance, the
utilization of charging stations over time to-
gether with the consumed energy.

8.3.3 Investigated Application Scenarios Concerning the Park and
Charge Software Platform

PuLS investigates selected scenarios in the Energy domain w.r.t. the project goals
(cf. Subsection 8.3.1) and in alignment with the additional application domains of
the considered stakeholder groups (cf. Subsection 8.3.2). Table 8.2 lists the scenarios
concerning the realization of the PCSP together with the involved stakeholder groups.

Table 8.2: Investigated application scenarios and involved stakeholder groups of the
PuLS research project concerning the PCSP.

# Application Scenario Involved Stakeholder Groups

SC.1 Charging Station Management Power Grid Operators

Description: This scenario considers the installation of charging stations with
sensor capabilities (cf. Subsection 8.3.1), their integration into power grids, and
their possible future removal.
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Table 8.2: Investigated application scenarios of the PuLS research project concerning
the PCSP (continued).

# Application Scenario Involved Stakeholder Groups

The installation of new charging stations requires their connection and registra-
tion to the PCSP to enable data exchange. From the perspective of the PCSP, the
data exchange covers sensor data receipt and command dispatch, e.g., for charging
station maintenance. Moreover, the scenario also includes the removal of charging
stations both from the PCSP and the physical environment.

SC.2 Charging Station Search Charging Station User

Description: The PCSP must enable charging station users to search for spare
charging stations offered by charging station owners. Search criteria include the
area of interest, price range, charging time period, charging capacity of the electric
vehicle and its plug and connector type.

The PCSP also accounts for optimizing search results, which match provided
input criteria, to contribute in lowering the current traffic density and air pollution
in the user’s area of interest.

SC.3 Charging Station Sharing Charging Station Owner,
Charging Station User

Description: The PCSP must provide charging station owners with capabilities to
offer their charging stations for use by others. Such charging station sharing concerns
a given period of time and includes additional conditions, e.g., a charging price.
Charging station users may book shared charging stations for their electric vehicles
following the sharing conditions of charging station owners.

Furthermore, the PCSP must enable charging station owners to request status in-
formation from their charging stations like the utilization and energy consumption
during charging processes.

SC.4 Environmental Data Analysis Environmental Officer

Description: The PCSP must integrate functionality to allow environmental officers
for analyzing environmental data gathered by charging station sensors. Such
functionality covers the analysis of air pollution indicators over time and their
correlation with traffic flows. In particular, it shall support in optimizing the
placement of charging stations and additional means for air pollution decrease.
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8.4 Architecturally Significant Requirements

This section presents the ASRs of the PCSP. They originate from the goals of the PuLS
research project and its embedding into Dortmund’s Alliance Smart City initiative (cf.
Subsection 8.3.1), the stakeholder groups of the project (cf. Subsection 8.3.2), and the
investigated application scenarios (cf. Subsection 8.3.3).

Subsections 8.4.1 to 8.4.4 summarize the ASRs of the PCSP per relevant MSA
quality attribute (cf. Subsection 2.1.2).

8.4.1 Performance Efficiency

As a sub-attribute of performance efficiency, scalability is an important quality factor
for the PCSP for two reasons.

First, the platform must be able to efficiently process high amounts of heteroge-
neous data. These data originate from charging stations and the variety of additional
sensors that measure data at different rates (cf. Subsection 8.3.1). Furthermore, one
of the key success factors of PuLS is the installation of as many charging stations as
possible in the considered quarter of Dortmund. That is, to assess the suitability of
the developed solutions for the investigated scenarios (cf. Subsection 8.3.3) at larger
scales. Consequently, the PCSP must exhibit a design that anticipates flexible scaling
with a growing number of charging stations.

A second driver for the PCSP’s scalability is the assurance of the platform’s
transferability. In fact, transferability assessment is a dedicated work package of
PuLS to investigate the rollout of the developed solutions to other city quarters or
even other cities. Hence, as one of the project results, the PCSP must inherently be
scalable to not constitute a technical bottleneck upon a possible future extension of
its application area.

8.4.2 Maintainability

Modifiability, as part of maintainability, is a crucial quality attribute for the PCSP.
Subsection 8.3.3 described the initial application scenarios the PCSP must realize.

However, the project plan of PuLS includes a continuous work package to elicit further
scenarios during the project’s duration. Depending on the progress of PuLS, the
project partners either integrate these scenarios, or consider them for transferability
assessment and planning (cf. Subsection 8.4.1). To support the first case, the PCSP
must exploit an architectural design that respects modifiability.

Furthermore, several project partners of PuLS are rooted in the IT or Digital
Technology domain, and thus have the capabilities to assemble and run their own
MSA engineering teams (cf. Section 3.3). Consequently, they also contribute to
the realization of the investigated application scenarios w.r.t. the PCSP (cf. Subsec-
tion 8.3.3). Additionally, these partners integrate specific application scenarios for
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their own business or research concerns into the PCSP. Therefore, the platform must
be extensible by new functionality as flexibly as possible.

8.4.3 Compatibility

The majority of the investigated application scenarios (cf. Subsection 8.3.3) involves
interactions with hardware and software systems external to the PCSP. However,
not all of these systems are developed by the project partners of PuLS. Instead, they
already exist for professional use by stakeholders (cf. Subsection 8.3.2).

For instance, the investigated Scenario SC.1 (cf. Subsection 8.3.3) targets the
management of installed charging stations by means of the PCSP. The PCSP does
however not directly interact with charging stations but relies on the software system
of a local power grid provider for this purpose. First, this approach relieves the
PCSP from integrating custom functionality for the communication with power
grid components. Second, the software system of the local grid provider integrates
sophisticated security means, e.g., sanity checks on actions that impact power grid
components and therefore take the current grid state into account. In this context,
the PCSP leverages the software system of the local power grid provider to execute
actions on managed charging stations or prevent them, e.g., for power grid stability.

Furthermore, compatibility is also a crucial quality attribute for the PCSP to
anticipate the integration of existing municipal systems, e.g., for traffic flow control
or environmental data analysis (cf. Scenario SC.4 in Subsection 8.3.3).

8.4.4 Technology Heterogeneity

Technology heterogeneity, and specifically polyglot programming, is one of the most
important drivers for MSA adoption in the Energy domain [159].

In the context of PuLS, project partners rely on different programming languages
and frameworks to contribute to the realization of the investigated application scenar-
ios relevant to the PCSP (cf. Subsection 8.3.3).

For example, the company that accounts for the implementation of algorithms to
optimize results from charging station searches (Scenario SC.2) employs MATLAB3

and Simulink4 for mathematical algorithm modeling.
Another project partner with competencies in the Digital Technology domain

contributes to the realization of Scenario SC.4 by developing Python and JavaScript
applications for the provisioning of environmental data.

Finally, the research group of which the author is a member, and that represents
his alma mater in the PuLS research project, implements its microservices with Java
and the Spring framework.

3https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
4https://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink.html

https://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
https://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink.html
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8.5 Design and Development of the Park and Charge
Software Platform Architecture

This section describes the design and development of the software architecture of the
PCSP.

The research group of the author accounts for the PuLS work package concern-
ing the design of the platform’s architecture. Specifically, we derived it from the
investigated application scenarios (cf. Subsection 8.3.3) and the ASRs that motivated
the decision to adopt MSA as the architectural style of the PCSP (cf. Section 8.4).
Furthermore, as part of the same work package, the author’s research group is also
responsible for the coordination of software development by other project partners
w.r.t. the PCSP (cf. Section 8.4). Coordination tasks entail the provisioning of shared
infrastructure, e.g., a code repository, and regular organization of PCSP developer
meetings. Following MSA principles, the tasks do not involve centralized manage-
ment or distribution of development activities across teams (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).

We align the following description of the PCSP’s architecture design and de-
velopment to the “4+1” View Model of Software Architecture by Kruchten [167].
Subsections 8.5.1 and 8.5.2 focus on the model’s Process View and Development View.
However, we omit an overarching description of the Logical View. According to its
definition, we consider it for single microservices (cf. Subsection 8.6.1). Furthermore,
given the focus of LEMMA’s greenfield evaluation on microservice development (cf.
Section 8.2), we neither describe the Physical View on the PCSP architecture nor the
PCSP’s web-based GUI.

In addition to the Process View and Development View, Subsection 8.5.3 presents
the development organization in the PuLS research project w.r.t. the PCSP. Subsec-
tion 8.5.4 describes the selected technologies for the implementation of the PCSP.
Finally, Subsection 8.5.5 identifies the major challenges in MSA engineering of the
PCSP.

8.5.1 Process View

The Process View of the “4+1” View Model of Software Architecture considers the
distribution and interaction of a software architecture’s executable components [167].
Since MSA calls for independently executable architecture components (cf. Subsec-
tion 2.1.1), we use the Process View to reify the interaction between microservices and
other components of the PCSP. Figure 8.1 shows the Process View on the PCSP archi-
tecture in a high-level form of presentation. For the sake of brevity, the figure only
comprises the microservices that realize Scenarios SC.1 to SC.4 (cf. Subsection 8.3.3).

We describe the PCSP’s architecture components in Figure 8.1 in the following
parts “Infrastructure Components” and “Microservices and External Systems”.
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Figure 8.1: Process View on the software architecture of the PCSP (custom form of
presentation).

Infrastructure Components

We exploit the Domain Event pattern [253] to design the communication flows
between PCSP microservices. Consequently, all microservice interaction is asyn-
chronous, and the pattern leverages DDD domain events to model the asynchronous
exchange of domain data and trigger state changes of domain objects [83].

The rationale to rely on domain events as the primary means of PCSP microservice
interaction is threefold:

• An event-driven architecture increases scalability (cf. Subsection 8.4.1). That is
because it decouples architecture components and turns them into indepen-
dently scalable units [208].

• The loose coupling of components enables their isolated adaptation [252] which
results in an increased architecture modifiability and thus maintainability (cf.
Subsection 8.4.2).

• Event-driven architectures improve the agility of development processes. In
particular, the isolated adaptability of PCSP microservices fosters agile practices
like continuous refactoring and specification evolution [252, 62]. Furthermore, it
stimulates the ability to experiment with different implementation alternatives.
The latter characteristic is especially crucial for research projects that, like PuLS,
focus on innovation and collaboration across different organizations [231].

Figure 8.1 comprises two infrastructure components for event exchange between
microservices.

The Event Store is a message broker and responsible for event distribution in
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a publish-subscribe fashion. Moreover, it realizes the Event Sourcing pattern [253]
within the PCSP. This pattern considers the current state of a domain object as
the result of sequential events similar to the current balance of a bank account
that emerged from past accounting transactions. Event sourcing enables auditing
in the context of the PCSP. Specifically, it ensures the replicability of power grid
changes induced by charging station management actions and the traceability of
charging station sharing transactions between citizens (cf. Scenarios SC.1 and SC.3 in
Subsection 8.3.3).

During the design of the PCSP’s software architecture we decided to reify the
definition of domain event structures in the form of schemas [253]. Therefore, the
Process View in Figure 8.1 identifies the Event Schema Registry as an additional
infrastructure component. It maintains the current schemas as well as all previous
schema versions of all domain events. In general, a schema-based approach towards
event description decouples event definitions from certain technologies, e.g., Java,
and thus fosters technology heterogeneity [253] (cf. Subsection 8.4.4).

Additionally, in combination with an Event Schema Registry, it becomes possible
to assure safe evolution of event schemas because the registry can check new schema
versions for backward compatibility and reject them in case they do not fulfill com-
patibility criteria. On top of that, backward compatibility may increase the agility
of development teams. Since schemas constitute the interaction contract between
event-publishing and event-consuming architecture components [253], backward
compatibility between different schema versions guarantees that event publishers
and consumers are able to exchange data even if they rely on different versions of
the same schema. Consequently, the Event Schema Registry in the PCSP architecture
provides microservice teams with an additional degree of independence concerning
event definition, thereby fostering agility [62].

The Event Schema Registry interacts with the Event Store (cf. Figure 8.1) to
ensure that the structures of all published events follow their latest registered schema
definitions. In particular, the interaction relationship between both infrastructure
components guarantees that microservices only emit valid events.

Microservices and External Systems

Next to infrastructure components, the Process View in Figure 8.1 comprises microser-
vices, and also identifies their interactions with systems being external to the PCSP
and its architecture.

At the time of writing, each investigated application scenario (cf. Subsection 8.3.3)
receives its own microservice. However, the enhanced modifiability of the PCSP
resulting from its event-based design anticipates possible splittings of scenario mi-
croservices, e.g., for performance reasons or when their cohesion decreased (cf.
Subsection 2.4.1).
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The following paragraphs describe each PCSP microservice and its interactions
including those with external systems.

Charging Station Management Microservice The Charging Station Management
Microservice covers the realization of Scenario SC.1 (cf. Subsection 8.3.3). Therefore,
it acts as a compatibility façade [97] for an external Power Grid Management System
and Charging Stations (cf. Figure 8.1 and Subsection 8.4.3).

The communication relationship between the Charging Station Management Mi-
croservice and the Power Grid Management System is bidirectional (cf. Figure 8.1).
For security reasons (cf. Subsection 8.4.3), the installations of new Charging Stations
in the context of PuLS are first registered to the Power Grid Management System of a
local power grid provider. This system then forwards certain registration informa-
tion to the Charging Station Management Microservice in a synchronous manner5.
Furthermore, the microservice may send commands to registered Charging Stations
using the Power Grid Management System as an intermediary for sophisticated sanity
checks (cf. Subsection 8.4.3).

Additionally, the Process View in Figure 8.1 shows a unidirectional relationship
between Charging Stations and the Charging Station Management Microservice. This
relationship covers the receipt of sensor data from registered Charging Stations by
the microservice.

Like all other PCSP microservices, the Charging Station Management Microservice
relies on the Event Store for asynchronous, architecture-internal data exchange (cf.
Figure 8.1). For instance, the microservice publishes an event after the receipt of new
sensor data so that, e.g., the Environmental Data Analysis Microservice (see below)
can react to newly measured air pollution indicators. Furthermore, the Charging
Station Management Microservice may consume events, e.g., when a charging station
owner and a charging station user obtained a sharing agreement which implies a
future charging process (cf. Scenario SC.3 in Subsection 8.3.3).

Instances of the Charging Station Management Microservice also interact with the
Event Schema Registry (cf. Figure 8.1) to retrieve updated schema definitions prior
to event publication or consumption. The schema registration itself is conducted
manually by the team of the microservice.

Charging Station Search Microservice The Charging Station Search Microservice
focuses on the realization of Scenario SC.2 (cf. Subsection 8.3.3). By contrast to the
other PCSP microservices, it does not define its own events but only consumes events
from the other services. For instance, after a new charging station has been registered,
the Charging Station Search Microservice stores the station’s plug and connector type

5Technically, systems external to the PCSP do not directly interact with microservice instances.
Instead, we employ API gateways [14] to abstract from physical service endpoints. For the sake of
conciseness, we however omit these gateways in Figure 8.1.
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to include it in its search criteria. Other stored data from events include the current
utilization of charging stations and measured air pollution indicators.

Since the Charging Station Search Microservice does not emit events, its interaction
relationship with the Event Store is unidirectional (cf. Figure 8.1).

Charging Station Sharing Microservice The Charging Station Sharing Microser-
vice implements Scenario SC.3 (cf. Subsection 8.3.3) within the PCSP. That is, it
clusters the backend functionality enabling charging station owners to offer their
charging stations to charging station users. Moreover, the service allows charging
station owners for requesting status information about their stations.

The Charging Station Sharing Microservice publishes events to indicate the ob-
tainment and dissolution of sharing agreements. Furthermore, it accumulates status
information from domain events published by the Charging Station Management
Microservice, which itself receives the corresponding data from the Power Grid Man-
agement System and Charging Stations. Given the behavior of the Charging Station
Sharing Microservice as an event publisher and consumer, its relationship with the
Event Store is unidirectional in the Process View (cf. Figure 8.1).

Environmental Data Analysis Microservice The Environmental Data Analysis Mi-
croservice realizes Scenario SC.4 (cf. Subsection 8.3.3). Specifically, it implements
the required backend functionality to allow environmental officers the correlation of
air pollution indicators with traffic and environmental data. While the microservice
receives air pollution indicators in events from the Charging Station Management
Microservice, the other kinds of data stem from external municipal systems, i.e., a
Traffic Flow Control System and an Environment Monitoring System (cf. Figure 8.1).

Like the Charging Station Search Microservice, the Environmental Data Analysis
Microservice does not publish events.

8.5.2 Development View

In the following, we describe the generalized internal structures of PCSP microser-
vices (cf. Subsection 8.5.1) w.r.t. the focus of LEMMA’s greenfield evaluation on
microservice development (cf. Section 8.2). Therefore, we leverage the Develop-
ment View of the “4+1” View Model of Software Architecture. This view covers
the internal structures of a software architecture’s executable components, and also
identifies the direct relationships of these structures to other architecture-internal or
architecture-external components [167].

For the design of the PCSP microservices, we employ the Command Query Re-
sponsibility Segregation (CQRS) pattern [253] and therefore categorize microservices
based on their interaction with the PCSP’s Event Store (cf. Subsection 8.5.1). Specifi-
cally, we consider PCSP microservices that publish and consume events command and
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query microservices. For instance, both the Charging Station Management Microser-
vice and the Charging Station Sharing Microservice constitute command and query
microservices (cf. Figure 8.1 in Subsection 8.5.1). On the other hand, we refer to
microservices that only consume events as query-only microservices. Hence, the PCSP’s
Charging Station Search Microservice and Environmental Data Analysis Microservice
are query-only microservices (cf. Figure 8.1 in Subsection 8.5.1).

The first part of this subsection describes the CQRS pattern. The following two
parts present the Development Views of command and query PCSP microservices
as well as of query-only PCSP microservices according to the “4+1” View Model of
Software Architecture [167]. To this end, we rely on UML component diagrams [220]
to model the generalized internal structures of PCSP microservices and their direct
relationships to other components.

Command Query Responsibility Segregation

While the interaction between PCSP microservices draws on the Domain Event pattern
and the Event Sourcing pattern (cf. Subsection 8.5.1), microservice implementation
follows the CQRS pattern [253]. CQRS separates service operations that imply
changes to a microservice’s domain data from service operations that enable data
access. Consequently, microservices that apply the CQRS pattern provide callers
with a command side, and one or more query sides [253]. The command side handles
operations that change domain data and the query sides execute read requests for
domain data.

For instance, the command side of the Charging Station Management Microservice
(cf. Subsection 8.5.1) enables callers to invoke operations that adapt the configuration
parameters of charging stations. The microservice’s query side, on the other hand,
gathers operations that allow for bulk retrieval of configuration data for a set of
charging stations, e.g., in a certain street of a city quarter.

Technically, the command side and query sides of a CQRS-enabled microservice
may be interfaces of the same service, and implement and provide the corresponding
operations of either side (interface-based CQRS). Alternatively, the command and
query sides may constitute distinct microservices (microservice-based CQRS). The latter
approach makes sides independently scalable, which is beneficial, e.g., in situations
where read operations are much more frequent than write operations [253].

Given both alternatives for realizing CQRS-enabled microservices, we consider a
PCSP microservice to have a logical representation and a physical representation. Logically,
a PCSP microservice may consist of a command side and several query sides, and all
sides operate on the service’s domain data. Specifically, the logical representation of
a PCSP microservice does not consider the concrete implementation of the sides. By
contrast, the physical representation of a PCSP microservice views its sides as they
are deployed, i.e., as interfaces of the same microservice or as distinct microservices
with physically separated domain data.
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We decided to base the implementation of PCSP microservices on the CQRS
pattern for the following reasons:

• As described above, the CQRS pattern fosters microservices’ scalability and
thus benefits the corresponding ASR (cf. Subsection 8.4.1).

• The CQRS pattern naturally integrates with the Event Sourcing pattern [253]
(cf. Subsection 8.5.1). That is because the command side of a CQRS-enabled
microservice informs the query sides about data changes by means of domain
events. This approach decouples both sides and also inherently facilitates the
refactoring of interface-based CQRS towards microservice-based CQRS.

• The CQRS pattern enables to adopt the most appropriate means for read
operations. For instance, when a power grid operator (cf. Subsection 8.3.2)
needs to retrieve charging stations within an arbitrary area of a city quarter, a
query side of the Charging Station Management Microservice can employ a
DBMS with sophisticated support for spatial queries specifically for this read
purpose. Another example of a specialized query operation is the retrieval of
sequential sensor data. For this read purpose, the corresponding query side
may employ a different DBMS that implements efficient time series processing.

Command and Query PCSP Microservices

Figure 8.2 shows the Development View on command and query PCSP microservices
according to the “4+1” View Model of Software Architecture [167]. The view models
the generalized internal structure of all command and query PCSP microservices, and
also identifies the direct relationships of these microservices with other components.

Figure 8.2 subsumes all command and query microservices of the PCSP under the
Command and Query PCSP Microservice component. The generalized internal structure
of this component comprises the nested Command Handler component. It represents
the command side of a command and query PCSP microservice, and interacts with
the Command Side Database component to maintain the microservice’s domain data.

Figure 8.2 indicates two possibilities for the Command Handler component to adapt
domain data. First, a caller may invoke synchronous operations from the Synchronous

Write Operations interface to trigger changes to domain data. Second, by means of its
Event Consumption interface, the command side may consume asynchronous domain
events from its connection to the Event Store component (cf. Subsection 8.5.1).

Furthermore, leveraging the Event Publication interface of the Event Store

component (cf. Figure 8.2), the command side of a command and query PCSP
microservice may itself emit domain events.

Since we define the structures of domain events in schemas (cf. Subsection 8.5.1),
the Command Handler component in Figure 8.2 also requires the Schema Registration

and Schema Retrieval interfaces of the Event Schema Registry component.
Concerning the query sides of command and query PCSP microservices, the
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Figure 8.2: Development View [167] on command and query PCSP microservices in a
UML component diagram [220].

Development View in Figure 8.2 models the Query Handler component as part of the
Command and Query PCSP Microservice component. The Query Handler component
stores data in a read-optimized form in a Query Side Database. Moreover, it relies
on the Event Consumption interface of the Event Store component to receive domain
events. Such events also cover information about changes to domain data in the
command side database of a command and query PCSP microservice sent by the
Command Handler component. The query side reacts to these events to keep its Query

Side Database consistent.
As an event consumer, the Query Handler component leverages the Schema Re-

trieval interface of the Event Schema Registry to retrieve current schema definitions
of domain events (cf. Figure 8.2). Furthermore, the Query Handler component
provides callers with the Synchronous Read Operations interface to invoke read
operations on domain data.

The Development View on command and query PCSP microservices depicted
in Figure 8.2 addresses the services’ logical representation. In case of interface-
based CQRS, both nested handler components constitute interfaces of the same
microservice. For microservice-based CQRS, on the other hand, the handlers are
themselves microservices but still belong to the same logical PCSP microservice.
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Moreover, the Development View considers only one Query Handler component
(cf. Figure 8.2). Depending on the degree of diversity in read operations, there may
be more query handlers [253].

Additionally, the view shows all possible elements of the internal structures of
command and query PCSP microservices. However, a PCSP microservice may omit
certain elements. For instance, in case the microservice shall not enable write access
to callers, it may exclude the Synchronous Write Operations interface (cf. Figure 8.2).

Query-Only PCSP Microservices

Figure 8.3 shows the generalized Development View on query-only PCSP microser-
vices according to the “4+1” View Model of Software Architecture [167].
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Figure 8.3: Development View [167] on query-only PCSP microservices in a UML
component diagram [220].

Following the CQRS pattern, query-only PCSP microservices only consume do-
main events to keep their query side databases consistent with command and query
PCSP microservices [253]. Consequently, the Development View on query-only PCSP
microservices in Figure 8.3 omits elements related to event publication (cf. Figure 8.2),
i.e., publication access to the Event Store and schema registration access to the Event
Schema Registry (cf. Subsection 8.5.1).

Like the Development View on command and query PCSP microservices (cf.
Figure 8.2), the Development View on query-only PCSP microservices also focuses the
logical representation of microservices. As a result, even if the physical manifestations
of the query sides of a logical command and query microservice are themselves
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microservices, we do not consider them query-only microservices. That is because
conceptually they belong to a PCSP microservice with an additional command side.

8.5.3 Development Organization

This subsection describes the organization of PCSP microservice development as part
of the PuLS research project (cf. Subsection 8.5.1). Figure 8.4 provides a graphical
overview of the development organization, and the involved stakeholder groups both
from MSA engineering and PCSP users’ application domains (cf. Section 3.3 and
Subsection 8.3.2).

Figure 8.4: Development organization of PCSP microservices (custom form of presen-
tation).

Following our goals for LEMMA’s greenfield evaluation (cf. Section 8.2), Figure 8.4
focuses on domain experts and microservice developers. The realization of each of
the four PCSP microservices (cf. Subsection 8.5.1) is in the responsibility of a single
microservice team from a different project partner of the PuLS research project. In
addition, it is influenced by one or two domain experts from the application domains
of PCSP users (cf. Subsection 8.3.2).

Microservice Team A consists of members of the author’s research group. The team
accounts for the Charging Station Management Microservice and the Charging Station
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Sharing Microservice because both services concern the domain concept of a charging
station. In this context, the team can refer to the knowledge of domain experts for
power grid operation and charging stations from PuLS project partners. Moreover,
Microservice Team A uses the Event Schema Registry (cf. Subsection 8.5.1) to publish
and retrieve event schemas of its microservices that both constitute command and
query microservices (cf. Subsection 8.5.2). In addition, the team provides parts of its
source code to other teams in the form of shared libraries by means of a Shared Code
Repository [208]. Among others, these shared libraries cluster functions to decode
measured sensor data. In general, the usage of shared libraries in MSA increases the
coupling between microservices [280]. However, the PuLS project partners perceive
this negative impact manageable as at the time of writing only Microservice Team A
publishes and maintains shared libraries.

Microservice Team B is responsible for the development of the Charging Station
Search Microservice (cf. Figure 8.4 and Subsection 8.5.1). In accordance to the design
of the microservice as a query-only microservice (cf. Subsection 8.5.2), the team
does not define domain events but only retrieves event schemas from the Event
Schema Registry. Furthermore, the team uses shared libraries from the Shared Code
Repository.

Microservice Team C comprises employees of a PuLS project partner with knowl-
edge about environmental sensors. Consequently, the team realizes the PCSP’s
Environmental Data Analysis Microservice (cf. Figure 8.4 and Subsection 8.5.1).
Moreover, it can refer to a domain expert for environmental data analysis to gather
additional knowledge about the specifics of such data in urban quarters. Since the
Environmental Data Analysis Microservice is a query-only microservice (cf. Subsec-
tion 8.5.2), Microservice Team C does not publish event schemas to the Event Schema
Registry. In addition, it only pulls shared libraries from the Shared Code Repository.

8.5.4 Technology Choices

The following paragraphs summarize the technology choices within the PuLS research
project for the PCSP’s Process View (cf. Subsection 8.5.1), Development View (cf.
Subsection 8.5.2), and Shared Code Repository of the development organization (cf.
Subsection 8.5.3).

Process View Technologies The Process View on the PCSP’s software architecture
involves synchronous as well as asynchronous data exchange (cf. Subsection 8.5.1).

For synchronous data exchange, the PCSP microservices leverage REST [86].
For asynchronous, event-based data exchange, the PCSP employs Kafka as Event

Store. Kafka constitutes a common choice of a message broker that supports both
CQRS and Event Sourcing [253]. Another advantage of Kafka is the possibility to
connect it with off-the-shelf Event Schema Registries. For the PCSP, the PuLS project
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partners decided to rely on the Confluent Schema Registry6 because it automatically
registers with ZooKeeper and managed Kafka nodes [207], which is particularly
beneficial for testing purposes. Additionally, the registry integrates means to facili-
tate schema evolution and management. For example, it provides a REST API for
programmatic schema registration and a web GUI for schema management.

For event schema definition, the project partners settled on Apache Avro7. By
contrast to alternative approaches like Protocol Buffers8 or Thrift9, Avro associates
data with the corresponding schema definition10. Hence, it requires less typing
information for data fields in schema-based messages, thereby lowering the size of
messages with complex structures. Furthermore, the embedding of schema definitions
in exchanged data fosters agility in schema evolution (cf. Subsection 8.5.1) by enabling
generic message processing with the specific schema of a message being immediately
available from the message itself. As a result, Avro does not require re-generation of
producer or consumer code when schemas evolve.

Development View Technologies Starting from the technology heterogeneity in-
duced by MSA (cf. Subsection 2.1.2), each PCSP microservice team is free to decide
upon its technologies for microservice development. Next to microservice program-
ming languages, the Development View on PCSP microservices (cf. Subsection 8.5.2)
identifies further technology variation points (cf. Subsection 2.4.1), among them
means to provide interfaces for interactions with other architecture components and
DBMSs. In this context, all technologies for the realization of synchronous and asyn-
chronous interfaces according to the PCSP’s Development View must support REST
and Avro. Furthermore, they must provide Kafka connectors to the Event Store (cf.
Subsection 8.5.1).

Microservice Teams A and B selected Java and the Spring framework for the
implementation of their microservices (cf. Subsection 8.5.3), and the connection to
other architecture components like the Event Store and Event Schema Registry.

Microservice Team C chose Python to realize its Environmental Data Analysis
Microservice (cf. Subsection 8.5.3) including all interfaces for synchronous and
asynchronous interactions from the PCSP’s Development View (cf. Subsection 8.5.2).

Concerning DBMS technologies, all three microservice teams rely on MariaDB11

and MongoDB.
6https://docs.confluent.io/current/schema-registry/index.html
7https://avro.apache.org
8https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers
9https://thrift.apache.org

10https://avro.apache.org/docs/current/#compare
11https://www.mariadb.org

https://docs.confluent.io/current/schema-registry/index.html
https://avro.apache.org
https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers
https://thrift.apache.org
https://avro.apache.org/docs/current/#compare
https://www.mariadb.org
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Shared Code Repository Microservice Team A hosts a GitLab12 server for the
Shared Code Repository (cf. Subsection 8.5.3). It provides the other teams with
the source code of shared libraries by means of the version control system (VCS)
git13. Moreover, Microservice Team A leverages GitLab’s capabilities for continuous
delivery to automatically release binaries of updated shared libraries.

8.5.5 Challenges

Given the added complexity of the Event Sourcing and CQRS patterns [253] (cf.
Subsections 8.5.1 and 8.5.2), the design and development of the PCSP reinforces
some of the challenges in MSA engineering identified in Subsection 2.4.1. Table 8.3
describes the manifestation of these challenges in the context of the PCSP.

8.6 Evaluation of LEMMA’s Integration into
Microservice Architecture Development Workflows

The previous Sections 8.3 to 8.5 described the business context, ASRs, and design
and development aspects of the PCSP as part of the PuLS research project. In this
section, we investigate Evaluation Goal EG 1 (cf. Section 8.2). That is, we evaluate
the integration of LEMMA into the microservice development workflow of the PCSP.
More specifically, the PCSP constitutes our research subject to derive guidelines
for estimating the effort of LEMMA’s integration into microservice development
workflows.

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. Subsections 8.6.1 and 8.6.2
explore the integration of LEMMA into the Development View [167] and development
organization of the PCSP (cf. Subsections 8.5.2 and 8.5.3). These evaluation steps
provide insights into microservice-related and team-related aspects of a LEMMA in-
tegration, respectively. Subsection 8.6.3 transfers the resulting PCSP-specific findings
into a generalized process for the integration of LEMMA into development workflows
of microservice architectures other than the PCSP. Subsection 8.6.4 discusses the
results of this section w.r.t. Evaluation Goal EG 1.

8.6.1 Integration into Development View

We base our evaluation of LEMMA’s integration into the development workflow of
PCSP microservices on the Charging Station Management Microservice of Microser-
vice Team A (cf. Subsections 8.5.1 and 8.5.3). Compared to the other teams and their
microservices, the development of the Charging Station Management Microservice
by Microservice Team A is more complex. First, the team publishes event schema

12https://www.gitlab.com
13https://www.git-scm.com

https://www.gitlab.com
https://www.git-scm.com
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Table 8.3: Typical challenges in MSA engineering prevalent in the design and devel-
opment of the PCSP. The challenges’ categories and identifiers correspond to those
from Table 2.1 of Subsection 2.4.1.

Category Challenge Manifestation in the Context of the PCSP

Design

C.3 Microservice Team A uses DDD to construct domain
models including the domain events for the PCSP (cf.
Subsection 8.5.1). Consequently, an increase of domain
models’ value would inherently support the central
role of domain models in the Event Sourcing pattern.

C.4 The Development View on the PCSP (cf. Subsec-
tion 8.5.2) shows that each of its microservices may
have a variety of APIs that require management for
both incoming and outgoing synchronous and asyn-
chronous data exchange.

Development C.6 We consider the PCSP to exhibit a high degree of tech-
nology heterogeneity. First, microservice teams par-
tially rely on different programming languages and ex-
ploit different DBMS technologies (cf. Subsection 8.5.4).
Second, synchronous and asynchronous interactions
require different technologies just as event schema def-
inition, registration, and retrieval.

Organizational C.9 Due to the variety of architecture patterns, microservice
kinds, and technologies, we consider the implementa-
tion of a PCSP microservice complex and error-prone.
At the same time, the amount of required boilerplate
code based on the employed frameworks is likely sig-
nificant. The automation of certain programming tasks
could thus mitigate the complexity of PCSP microser-
vice implementation and also result in an increased
development efficiency.

definitions and shared libraries for its microservices. Second, the Charging Station
Management Microservice not only consumes but also emits domain events. Third,
it also implements operations for synchronous interactions with other architecture
components.

In the following, we describe the construction and validation of LEMMA models
that target the Development View on the Charging Station Management Microservice
as a command and query PCSP microservice (cf. Subsection 8.5.2). To this end, we
adhere to Evaluation Goal EG 1 (cf. Section 8.2), and focus on those kinds of LEMMA
models that concern domain experts and microservice developers.
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Regarding the presentation of the constructed models, the structure of the sub-
section follows the relationships between LEMMA’s model kinds (cf. Figure 3.9 in
Subsection 3.4.5). Hence, its first part describes the domain model of the Charging
Station Management Microservice in LEMMA’s Domain Data Modeling Language (cf.
Subsection 4.4.1). The next parts elaborate on the construction of the microservice’s
technology models, service models, and mapping models by microservice developers
via the corresponding LEMMA modeling languages (cf. Subsections 4.4.2 to 4.4.4).

The subsection concludes with a part that presents our approach to validate the
constructed models for a correct application of microservice development technologies
and patterns relevant to the PCSP. For model validator implementation, we employ
LEMMA’s model processing framework (cf. Section 7.4).

The subsection contributes to LEMMA’s greenfield evaluation in that it provides
insights into the procedure and extent of model construction and model processor
implementation in the context of a coherent MSA development workflow. In this
regard, it exceeds the previous demonstrations of LEMMA’s solution artifacts with
the food ordering case study microservice architecture [253] (cf. Section 5.3 and
Subsection 7.5.5).

Domain Model

This part describes the construction of the domain model of the PCSP’s Charging
Station Management Microservice (cf. Subsection 8.5.1) by means of LEMMA’s
Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsections 4.4.1) and its concrete syntax (cf.
Subsection 5.3.1). The domain model reifies the Logical View of the “4+1” View Model
of Software Architecture on the Charging Station Management Microservice [167] (cf.
Section 8.5).

We structure the presentation of the domain model into the paragraphs “Core
Domain Concept”, “Supportive Domain Concepts”, and “Domain Concepts for
Domain Events and CQRS Commands”.

Core Domain Concept Listing 8.1 shows an excerpt of the LEMMA domain model
of the Charging Station Management Microservice. It defines the ParkingArea struc-
ture as the service’s core domain concept, and combines information about managed
charging stations on one or more private parking spaces (cf. Subsection 8.3.1). The
domain model is stored in a file called “ChargingStationManagement.data” and was
constructed by Microservice Team A after eliciting domain information from the
domain experts for charging stations (cf. Subsection 8.5.3).

Lines 2 to 20 of Listing 8.1 define the ParkingArea structure as the core domain
concept of the Charging Station Management Microservice. The structure is a DDD
aggregate and entity [82], and consists of the following data fields:

• id: Unique identifier of a charging station within the PCSP.
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Listing 8.1: Excerpt of the Charging Station Management Microservice’s LEMMA do-
main model “ChargingStationManagement.data” defining the service’s core domain
concept.

1 context ChargingStationManagement {
2 structure ParkingArea<aggregate, entity> {
3 long id<identifier>,
4 long ownerId,
5 string name,
6 string description,
7 Location location<part>,
8 int parkingSpaceCount,
9 TimePeriods availability<part>,

10 float pricePerHour,
11 float pricePerKwh,
12 ChargerSpeed chargerSpeed,
13 string plugType,
14 boolean activated,
15 boolean blocked,
16 boolean offered,
17 immutable date createdDate,
18 date lastModifiedDate,
19 function ParkingAreaInformation toParkingAreaInformation
20 }
21
22 structure Location<valueObject> {
23 double latitude,
24 double longitude
25 }
26
27 structure TimePeriod<valueObject> {
28 date start,
29 date end
30 }
31
32 list TimePeriods { TimePeriod p }
33
34 enum ChargerSpeed {
35 FAST,
36 NORMAL
37 }
38
39 ...
40 }

• ownerId: This field points to the owner of the charging station, who must be a
registered user of the PCSP14.

• name and description: The name and description of the parking area.
• location: This part of the ParkingArea aggregate determines a parking area’s

location. Its type is the Location value object [82] in Lines 22 to 25 of Listing 8.1.
• parkingSpaceCount and availability: These fields determine the number of

14As mentioned in Subsection 8.5.1, for the sake of brevity in LEMMA’s evaluation we focus on the
PCSP microservices that directly concern the investigated application scenarios (cf. Subsection 8.3.3).
The management of PCSP users is in the responsibility of a generic microservice that also accounts for
authentication and authorization.
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parking spaces in a parking area and their general availability, respectively.
We provide availability information as a list of the TimePeriod value object (cf.
Lines 27 to 32 in Listing 8.1).
Both fields follow the focus of PuLS on electric vehicles (cf. Subsection 8.3.1).
That is, each parking space in a parking area must exhibit charging capacity
for one vehicle. Moreover, we consider all spaces in a parking area available at
the same time periods.

• pricePerHour and pricePerKwh: These fields determine the cost for a parking
space per unit of time or charged energy. They support experimentation with
different pricing models in the context of PuLS.

• chargerSpeed and plugType: The chargerSpeed and plugType fields store tech-
nical characteristics of the charging stations in a parking area as relevant to
PuLS. To foster the project’s execution, the partners abstract from further
details of charging station technologies whenever possible. This approach is
feasible because each charging station on the spaces of a parking area has the
same basic technical characteristics given their single supplier. In fact, one of
the project partners is a charging station manufacturer.

• activated, blocked, and offered: The first two flags enable power grid oper-
ators (cf. Subsection 8.3.3) to activate or block future charging processes on
a parking area. In addition, the offered flag indicates if a charging station
owner offers their parking area for vehicle charging.

• createdDate and lastModifiedDate: These fields store the creation and modi-
fication dates of parking areas.

Next to the described data fields, the ParkingArea structure defines the toPark-

ingAreaInformation function (cf. Line 19 in Listing 8.1). This function derives a
shareable representation of a ParkingArea instance for domain events (see below).

Supportive Domain Concepts Listing 8.2 complements the LEMMA domain model
of the Charging Station Management Microservice with domain concepts that support
in the usage of the ParkingArea domain concept (cf. Listing 8.1). More specifically,
Listing 8.2 defines a DDD factory and repository [82] for the ParkingArea domain
concept.

Lines 4 to 6 model the DDD factory ParkingAreaFactory. It is responsible for
the creation of ParkingArea instances from ParkingAreaInformation value objects
received by the Charging Station Management Microservice within domain events
(see below).

Lines 8 to 10 define the DDD repository ParkingAreaRepository. It stores Park-

ingArea instances and thus comprises one field of the ParkingAreas list type (cf.
Line 12). The data field identifies the kind of entities that are manageable by the
repository. This approach to express the relationship between a DDD repository
and one kind of its managed entities follows that of Evans for UML-based static
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Listing 8.2: Excerpt of the Charging Station Management Microservice’s LEMMA
domain model “ChargingStationManagement.data” defining domain concepts that
support in the usage of the ParkingArea concept.

1 context ChargingStationManagement {
2 ...
3
4 structure ParkingAreaFactory<factory> {
5 function ParkingArea fromParkingAreaInformation(ParkingAreaInformation info)
6 }
7
8 structure ParkingAreaRepository<repository> {
9 ParkingAreas managedParkingAreas

10 }
11
12 list ParkingAreas { ParkingArea p }
13
14 ...
15 }

domain models [82, 245]. In particular, Evans reifies those relationships in the form
of directed associations with unlimited upper bound multiplicities [220] from the
repository classes to the classes of managed entities.

Domain Concepts for Domain Events and CQRS Commands Listing 8.3 com-
pletes the LEMMA domain model of the Charging Station Management Microservice
with domain concepts that constitute domain events for the Domain Event pattern
(cf. Subsection 8.5.1) and commands for the CQRS pattern (cf. Subsection 8.5.2).

Listing 8.3: Excerpt of the Charging Station Management Microservice’s LEMMA
domain model “ChargingStationManagement.data” defining domain concepts for
domain events and CQRS commands.

1 context ChargingStationManagement {
2 ...
3
4 structure CreateParkingAreaCommand<valueObject> {
5 immutable ParkingAreaInformation info
6 }
7
8 structure ParkingAreaInformation<valueObject> {
9 immutable long ownerId,

10 immutable string name,
11 immutable string description,
12 immutable Location location,
13 immutable int parkingSpaceCount,
14 immutable TimePeriods availability,
15 immutable float pricePerHour,
16 immutable float pricePerKwh,
17 immutable boolean activated,
18 immutable boolean blocked,
19 immutable boolean offered,
20 immutable ChargerSpeed chargerSpeed,
21 immutable string plugType
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22 }
23
24 list ParkingAreaInformationList { ParkingAreaInformation i }
25
26 structure ParkingAreaCreatedEvent<domainEvent, valueObject> {
27 long parkingAreaId,
28 immutable ParkingAreaInformation info
29 }
30
31 structure UpdateParkingAreaCommand<valueObject> {
32 immutable ParkingAreaInformation info
33 }
34
35 structure ParkingAreaUpdatedEvent<domainEvent, valueObject> {
36 long parkingAreaId,
37 immutable ParkingAreaInformation info
38 }
39
40 structure ParkingAreaDeletedEvent<domainEvent, valueObject> {
41 long parkingAreaId
42 }
43 }

The Charging Station Management Microservice provides an operation to enable
the creation of parking areas with a CQRS command [253]. To this end, the DDD
value object [82] CreateParkingAreaCommand in Lines 4 to 6 carries the information
for an invocation of the command in the form of the nested ParkingAreaInformation

value object (cf. Lines 8 to 22). This latter value object represents a version of the
ParkingArea domain concept (cf. Listing 8.1) that is optimized for microservice
interaction and thus omits fields irrelevant to this purpose. Additionally, Line 24
of Listing 8.3 models the list type ParkingAreaInformationList for sequences of
ParkingAreaInformation instances.

Lines 26 to 29 define the ParkingAreaCreatedEvent structure. It is a DDD domain
event [83] and dispatched by the Charging Station Management Microservice via
the Event Store of the PCSP (cf. Subsection 8.5.1) to communicate the creation of
a new parking area. The event conveys information about the new parking area
leveraging the ParkingAreaInformation value object. In addition, it complements
this information with the unique identifier of the new parking area (cf. Listing 8.1)
by means of the parkingAreaId field. In general, the Charging Station Management
Microservice involves the concepts in its domain model during the creation of new
parking areas as follows:

1. Invocation of parking area creation command: The microservice provides an
operation to invoke the CQRS command [253] for parking area creation. The
operation expects an instance of the CreateParkingAreaCommand value object
(cf. Listing 8.3) that transports the information about the new parking area in
an instance of its nested ParkingAreaInformation value object.

2. Transformation of parking area information into storable representation:
The Charging Station Management Microservice leverages the DDD factory
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ParkingAreaFactory (cf. Listing 8.2) to derive an instance of the ParkingArea

aggregate (cf. Listing 8.1) from the received ParkingAreaInformation value
object. The derived instance enables the microservice to persist the new parking
area in its database.

3. Storage of new parking area: The microservice stores the derived instance of
the ParkingArea aggregate from the previous step in its database. Therefore,
the service leverages its DDD repository ParkingAreaRepository (cf. List-
ing 8.2).

4. Dispatch of parking area created event: In this last step, the Charging Station
Management Microservice dispatches the domain event that informs the other
PCSP microservices about the creation of a new parking area. For this purpose,
the microservice invokes the toParkingAreaInformation function on the pre-
viously persisted ParkingArea aggregate (cf. Listing 8.1) to retrieve an instance
of the ParkingAreaInformation value object. This object carries all information
about the new parking area in a shareable representation. Next, the microser-
vice creates an instance of the DDD domain event ParkingAreaCreatedEvent
(cf. Listing 8.3), and assigns the unique identifier of the new parking area and
the ParkingAreaInformation value object to the event’s data fields. Finally, the
microservice publishes the domain event to the Event Store of the PCSP.

Lines 31 to 38 of Listing 8.3 comprise a command value object and domain event
for parking area updates. Both domain concepts follow the same structure as the
CreateParkingAreaCommand and ParkingAreaCreatedEvent domain concepts.

Lines 40 to 42 define the domain event ParkingAreaDeletedEvent that commu-
nicates the deletion of parking areas. We do not model a corresponding command
value object because the Charging Station Management Microservice only expects
the identifier of a parking area for its deletion from the PCSP. More specifically, we
renounce the construction of the value object due to the non-structural character of
parking area identifiers, which constitute values of LEMMA’s built-in primitive type
long (cf. Listing 8.1 and Subsection 4.4.1).

Technology Models

As described in Subsection 8.5.4, the microservices of the PCSP employ a variety of
technologies regarding their implementation and interaction with other architecture
components. In this part, we present the LEMMA models (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) for
the technologies of the Charging Station Management Microservice. These models
are also applicable to the Charging Station Sharing Microservice and the Charging
Station Search Microservice (cf. Subsection 8.5.1) because both services rely on
the same technology stack as the Charging Station Management Microservice (cf.
Subsection 8.5.4).

Next to the construction of technology models for PCSP microservice implemen-
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tation and interaction, we exploit the aspect mechanism of LEMMA’s Technology
Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) to define metadata for pattern semantics.
Consequently, this part also presents LEMMA technology models whose aspects reify
concepts of the Domain Event and CQRS patterns (cf. Subsections 8.5.1 and 8.5.2).

We describe the technology models for microservice implementation and interac-
tion in the following paragraphs “Microservice Implementation” and “Asynchronous
Interaction Between PCSP Microservices”. The subsequent paragraphs “Domain
Event Pattern” and “CQRS Pattern” then present pattern-related technology models.

Microservice Implementation The Charging Station Management Microservice
relies on Java for its implementation (cf. Subsection 8.5.4). Hence, we can reuse the
“Java.technology” model, which we introduced in Subsection 5.3.2 to illustrate the
application of the concrete syntax of the Technology Modeling Language. Listing G.5
in Appendix G.2 shows the complete code of the technology model.

Next to Java, the Charging Station Management Microservice leverages the Spring
framework, e.g., to expose synchronous write and read operations to callers (cf.
Subsection 8.5.2). Thus, we can also reuse the “Spring.technology” model from
Subsection 5.3.2, whose complete code is comprised in Listing G.8 of Appendix G.2.
However, the design of the PCSP requires us to extend the model with additional
aspects. Listing 8.4 highlights these extensions.

We extended the Spring technology model with the following aspects:

• Application: This aspect enables the model-based determination of the name
and port of a Spring Boot application implementing a microservice. The aspect’s
name and port properties map to the entry keys “spring.application.name” and
“server.port” in the Spring configuration file “application.properties”15.

• Put, Delete, and Patch: These aspects complement the technology model with
the eponymous, yet missing, HTTP methods [87] for synchronous, REST-based
invocation of microservice operations (cf. Subsections 8.5.2 and 8.5.4).

• CrudRepository: This aspect marks a domain-specific complex type to consti-
tute a Spring repository that implements the CrudRepository interface16 to let
callers create, read, update, and delete managed data.

• RequestBody, ResponseStatus, and Valid: These aspects reify eponymous
15https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/reference/html/appendix-applicatio

n-properties.html
16https://docs.spring.io/spring-data/data-commons/docs/current/api/org/springframewo

rk/data/repository/CrudRepository.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/reference/html/appendix-application-properties.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/reference/html/appendix-application-properties.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-data/data-commons/docs/current/api/org/springframework/data/repository/CrudRepository.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-data/data-commons/docs/current/api/org/springframework/data/repository/CrudRepository.html
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Listing 8.4: Extended version of the Spring technology model “Spring.technology”
(cf. Listing G.8 in Appendix G.2) for the PCSP.

1 technology Spring {
2 ...
3
4 service aspects {
5 aspect Application<singleval> for microservices {
6 string name;
7 int port;
8 }
9 ...

10 aspect Put<singleval> for operations {
11 selector(protocol = rest);
12 }
13 aspect Delete<singleval> for operations {
14 selector(protocol = rest);
15 }
16 aspect Patch<singleval> for operations {
17 selector(protocol = rest);
18 }
19 ...
20 aspect CrudRepository for types;
21 aspect RequestBody for parameters {
22 selector(exchange_pattern = in);
23 }
24 // Generalizes HttpNotFound aspect (cf. Listing G.8 in Appendix G.2)
25 aspect ResponseStatus for parameters {
26 selector(exchange_pattern = out);
27 string status <mandatory>;
28 }
29 aspect Valid for parameters;
30 }
31 }

annotations supported by the Spring framework17,18,19.

Asynchronous Interaction between PCSP Microservices The PCSP microservices
interact with each other by means of the platform’s Event Store (cf. Subsection 8.5.1),
which is in fact a Kafka message broker (cf. Subsection 8.5.4). As a result, we can
reuse the “Kafka.technology” model mentioned in Subsection 5.3.3. Listing G.6 of
Appendix G.2 shows its initial code that however lacks support for Kafka producers,
error handling, and Avro clients (cf. Subsection 8.5.4). Thus, Listing 8.5 defines an
extended version of the technology model that retrofits aspects for these missing
concepts related to the Kafka technology [207].

17https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bin
d/annotation/RequestBody.html

18https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframewo
rk/web/bind/annotation/ResponseStatus.html

19https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/validation/Valid.
html

https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestBody.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RequestBody.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseStatus.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/ResponseStatus.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/validation/Valid.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/validation/Valid.html
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Listing 8.5: Extended version of the Kafka technology model “Kafka.technology” (cf.
Listing G.6 in Appendix G.2) for the PCSP.

1 technology Kafka {
2 ...
3
4 service aspects {
5 ...
6
7 // Replaces KafkaListener aspect (cf. Listing G.6 in Appendix G.2)
8 aspect Participant for operations {
9 selector(protocol = kafka);

10 string topic<mandatory>;
11 string consumerGroup;
12 }
13 aspect ErrorHandlingConfiguration for operations {
14 long retriesUponError;
15 }
16
17 aspect AvroRegistryAddress<singleval> for microservices {
18 string address<mandatory>;
19 }
20 aspect AvroParticipant for operations {
21 selector(protocol = kafka);
22 string topic<mandatory>;
23 string consumerGroup;
24 }
25 aspect AvroSchema<singleval> for types, fields {
26 string file<mandatory>;
27 string ^type;
28 boolean fromResources = true;
29 }
30 }
31 }

The extended Kafka technology model comprises the following additional aspects:

• Participant: This aspect replaces the initial KafkaListener aspect (cf. List-
ing G.6 in Appendix G.2) with a more generic one that covers consumers as
well as producers of domain events. We consider a microservice operation
expressed in LEMMA’s Service Modeling Language an event producer, iff it
only has asynchronous outgoing parameters (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). On the
other hand, a modeled microservice operation is an event consumer, iff it
only has asynchronous incoming parameters. Each participant operation must
state the Kafka topic to which it subscribes to publish or consume events.
Furthermore, consumers must identify their consumerGroup to allow scaling of
message consumption [207].

• ErrorHandlingConfiguration: This aspect enables event producers to config-
ure a number of retries for event publication until it eventually fails and the
producer must initiate a failure recovery. At the time of writing, this error
handling approach is sufficient for PCSP microservices.

• AvroRegistryAddress: This aspect determines the physical address of the Event
Schema Registry (cf. Subsection 8.5.1) for event-producing or event-consuming
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microservices (cf. Subsection 8.5.2). We decided to incorporate this and the
following Avro-related aspects into the Kafka technology model because the
Confluent Schema Registry, i.e., the technology choice for the PCSP’s Event
Schema Registry (cf. Subsection 8.5.4), integrates off-the-shelf Kafka support.

• AvroParticipant: This aspect is the Avro counterpart to the Kafka Partici-

pant aspect. Consequently, all microservice operations that publish or consume
domain events based on Avro schema definitions must apply this aspect.

• AvroSchema: This aspect targets domain-specific complex types or fields, and
enables to augment them with the file path of their JSON-based Avro schema
definition. In case the assigned schema definition file contains more than
one Avro type, the type property of the AvroSchema aspect makes it possible
to explicitly select a certain Avro type from the schema for the annotated
type or field. In addition, the aspect’s fromResources property informs model
processors about the search path of schema definition files. If the property
receives the value true, model processors must interpret schema definition file
paths relative to a sub-folder named “resources” within the top-level folder of
the respective microservice implementation.

Domain Event Pattern Listing 8.6 shows the technology model for the Domain
Event pattern [253] (cf. Subsection 8.5.1). By contrast to the previous technology
models, this technology model reifies pattern-related concepts.

Listing 8.6: Technology model “DomainEvents.technology” for the Domain Event
pattern.

1 technology DomainEvents {
2 service aspects {
3 aspect Producer<singleval> for operations {
4 string handlerName<mandatory>;
5 }
6 aspect Consumer<singleval> for operations {
7 string handlerName<mandatory>;
8 boolean disableErrorHandling = false;
9 boolean groupEventsOnly = false;

10 }
11 aspect EventGroup<singleval> for types {
12 string name<mandatory>;
13 }
14 }
15 }

The technology model enables fine-grained configuration of microservice opera-
tions that act as domain event producers or consumers (cf. Subsection 8.5.2). That is,
both the Producer and Consumer aspects define the handlerName property to explicitly
configure programmatic handlers for event publication and consumption, respectively.
For example, in the context of the Spring framework, it is common to implement such
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handlers as Java classes with Spring’s @Service annotation20 [253].
Besides the handlerName property, the Consumer aspect comprises two additional

properties. The disableErrorHandling property allows disabling of failure recovery
means, e.g., to facilitate debugging when event consumption continuously fails. The
groupEventsOnly property, on the other hand, can constrain event consumption by a
microservice operation to certain event groups [253].

To this end, the EventGroup aspect supports the clustering of domain events
from LEMMA domain models (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) in named event groups. This
approach is particularly beneficial in situations where events share similar semantics
and the same event handler shall be accountable for their processing [253]. In case
an event-consuming microservice operation exhibits an application of the Consumer

aspect with its groupEventsOnly property set to true, the incoming parameter of the
operation (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) must have a domain-specific type with the EventGroup

aspect. The name property of the aspect then determines the group of events that the
microservice operation shall handle.

CQRS Pattern Listing 8.7 shows the technology model for the CQRS pattern [253]
(cf. Subsection 8.5.2).

Listing 8.7: Technology model “Cqrs.technology” for the CQRS pattern.
1 technology CQRS {
2 service aspects {
3 aspect CommandSide for microservices {
4 string logicalService;
5 }
6 aspect QuerySide for microservices {
7 string logicalService;
8 }
9

10 aspect CommandSide for interfaces;
11 aspect QuerySide for interfaces;
12 }
13 }

The technology model defines the CommandSide and QuerySide aspects for the
identification of the command and query sides of a CQRS-enabled microservice [253],
respectively. Depending on the selected approach for CQRS realization (cf. Subsec-
tion 8.5.2), both aspects are applicable to microservices (microservice-based CQRS)
and interfaces (interface-based CQRS) within LEMMA service models (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.3).

For microservice-based CQRS, the CommandSide and QuerySide aspects define the
logicalService property. It may determine the name of the logical microservice to
which a set of physical side microservices belongs (cf. Subsection 8.5.2).

20https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/stereot
ype/Service.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/stereotype/Service.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/stereotype/Service.html
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Service Models

We decided to employ microservice-based CQRS (cf. Subsection 8.5.2) for the imple-
mentation of the Charging Station Management Microservice (cf. Subsection 8.5.1).
Consequently, we constructed a specialized service model with LEMMA’s Service
Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) for the physical command side microservice
and the physical query side microservice of the logical Charging Station Management
Microservice. Each of the following paragraphs presents one of these models.

Physical Command Side Service Model Listing 8.8 shows the service model for
the physical command side of the Charging Station Management Microservice.

Listing 8.8: Service model “ChargingStationManagementCommandSide.services” for
the physical command side of the Charging Station Management Microservice.

1 import datatypes from "ChargingStationManagement.data" as Domain
2 import technology from "Java.technology" as Java
3 import technology from "Spring.technology" as Spring
4 import technology from "Kafka.technology" as Kafka
5 import technology from "DomainEvents.technology" as DomainEvents
6 import technology from "Cqrs.technology" as CQRS
7
8 @technology(Java)
9 @technology(Spring)

10 @technology(Kafka)
11 @technology(DomainEvents)
12 @technology(CQRS)
13 @endpoints(Kafka::_protocols.kafka: "localhost:9092";)
14 @Spring::_aspects.Application(name="ChargingStationManagementCommandSide")
15 @Kafka::_aspects.BootstrapAddress("localhost:9092")
16 @Kafka::_aspects.AvroRegistryAddress("localhost:8081")
17 @CQRS::_aspects.CommandSide("ChargingStationManagement")
18 public functional microservice de.puls.ChargingStationManagementCommandSide {
19 @endpoints(Spring::_protocols.rest: "/resources/v1";)
20 interface CommandSide {
21 ---
22 API endpoint for creating a parking area
23 @required command Command object to specify the values of the new parking area
24 ---
25 @endpoints(Spring::_protocols.rest: "/parkingarea";)
26 @Spring::_aspects.Put
27 createParkingArea(
28 @Spring::_aspects.RequestBody
29 @Spring::_aspects.Valid
30 sync command : Domain::ChargingStationManagement.CreateParkingAreaCommand
31 );
32
33 ---
34 API endpoint for updating a parking area
35 @required id Identifier of the parking area to be updated
36 @required command Command object to specify the values of the updated parking area
37 ---
38 @endpoints(Spring::_protocols.rest: "/parkingarea/{id}";)
39 @Spring::_aspects.Post
40 updateParkingArea(
41 @Spring::_aspects.PathVariable
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42 sync id : long,
43
44 @Spring::_aspects.RequestBody
45 @Spring::_aspects.Valid
46 sync command : Domain::ChargingStationManagement.UpdateParkingAreaCommand
47 );
48
49 ---
50 API endpoint for deleting a parking area
51 @required id Identifier of the parking area to be deleted
52 ---
53 @endpoints(Spring::_protocols.rest: "/parkingarea/{id}";)
54 @Spring::_aspects.Delete
55 deleteParkingArea(
56 @Spring::_aspects.PathVariable
57 sync id : long
58 );
59
60 @Kafka::_aspects.AvroParticipant(topic="parkingAreaCreatedEvents")
61 @DomainEvents::_aspects.Producer("ParkingAreaProducerService")
62 sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent(
63 async out event : Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaCreatedEvent
64 );
65
66 @Kafka::_aspects.AvroParticipant(topic="parkingAreaUpdatedEvents")
67 @DomainEvents::_aspects.Producer("ParkingAreaProducerService")
68 sendParkingAreaUpdatedEvent(
69 async out event : Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaUpdatedEvent
70 );
71
72 @Kafka::_aspects.AvroParticipant(topic="parkingAreaDeletedEvents")
73 @DomainEvents::_aspects.Producer("ParkingAreaProducerService")
74 sendParkingAreaDeletedEvent(
75 async out event : Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaDeletedEvent
76 );
77 }
78 }

The service model for the physical command side of the Charging Station Man-
agement Microservice consists of the following coherent parts:

• LEMMA model imports: Lines 1 to 6 import required LEMMA models. First,
Line 1 imports the domain model of the Charging Station Management Mi-
croservice (cf. Listings 8.1 to 8.3). Next, Lines 2 to 4 import the technology
models for Java, Spring, and Kafka (cf. Listing G.5 in Appendix G.2, and
Listings 8.4 and 8.5). Finally, Lines 5 and 6 import the technology models
for the Domain Event pattern and CQRS pattern (cf. Listings 8.6 and 8.7),
respectively.

• Technology applications: Lines 8 to 12 of Listing 8.8 apply all imported tech-
nology models to the command side microservice via LEMMA’s built-in @tech-

nology annotation (cf. Subsection 5.3.3).
• Endpoint configurations: Line 13 sets the microservice’s endpoint for the
kafka protocol (cf. Listing G.6 in Appendix G.2). The endpoint’s address
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corresponds to the address of the ZooKeeper server for Kafka message broker
discovery [207]. For the sake of illustration, we assume that all infrastructure
components run on the same host as the command side microservice. Therefore,
we use “localhost” to refer to this host within physical addresses.

• Aspect applications: Lines 14 to 17 apply aspects from imported technology
models to the command side microservice.
First, Line 14 augments the service with the Application aspect from the
Spring technology model to configure a name for the Spring Boot application
that implements the service.
Second, Line 15 leverages the BootstrapAddress aspect from the Kafka tech-
nology model to determine the address of the ZooKeeper server that is re-
sponsible for initiating client connections with Kafka message brokers (cf.
Subsection 5.3.3).
Third, Line 16 uses the AvroRegistryAddress aspect from the Kafka technology
model to configure the address of the registry from which the microservice
will obtain event schema definitions (cf. Subsection 8.5.1).
Fourth, Line 17 augments the command side microservice with the Command-

Side aspect from the CQRS technology model to identify the microservice as
the physical command side of the logical microservice “ChargingStationMan-
agement”.

• Microservice and interface definition: Starting from Line 18, Listing 8.8 mod-
els the command side microservice ChargingStationManagementCommandSide.
It consists of the CommandSide interface that provides a REST endpoint at the
relative address “/resources/v1”.

• Definition of synchronous write operations: The CommandSide interface clus-
ters three REST operations with synchronous incoming parameters. These
operations constitute synchronous write operations according to the Devel-
opment View on command and query PCSP microservices (cf. Figure 8.2 in
Subsection 8.5.2).
The createParkingArea operation in Lines 21 to 31 of Listing 8.8 is a CQRS
command operation responsible for creating new instances of the Parking-

Area concept from the microservice’s domain model (cf. Listing 8.1). Service
consumers can invoke the operation at the relative REST endpoint “/parking-
area” by means of an HTTP PUT request. The operation expects an instance
of the CreateParkingAreaCommand value object (cf. Listing 8.3). Furthermore,
the operation exhibits the RequestBody and Valid aspects from the Spring
technology model (cf. Listing 8.4). They map to the eponymous Spring
annotations and instruct createParkingArea to (i) parse instances of the Cre-

ateParkingAreaCommand value object from the bodies of the invoking HTTP PUT

requests; and (ii) validate parsed objects following Jakarta’s Bean Validation
specification [201].
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The updateParkingArea operation in Lines 33 to 47 of Listing 8.8 reifies the
command for updating a ParkingArea instance. Next to the parking area’s
identifier, the operation requires the update information as an instance of
the UpdateParkingAreaCommand value object (cf. Listing 8.3) in an HTTP POST

request. Like the createParkingArea operation, updateParkingArea applies
the RequestBody and Valid aspects from the Spring technology model.
The deleteParkingArea operation in Lines 49 to 58 defines the command for
the deletion of ParkingArea instances. It is invokable by means of an HTTP
DELETE request at the same endpoint as the updateParkingArea operation, i.e.,
“/parkingarea/{id}”. The operation expects the identifier of the parking area
that shall be deleted.

• Definition of event publication operations: The command side of the Charg-
ing Station Management Microservice publishes its events by means of opera-
tions with a single asynchronous outgoing parameter whose type is a domain
event from the microservice’s domain model (cf. Listing 8.3).
For example, the sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent operation in Lines 60 to 64 of
Listing 8.8 emits the ParkingAreaCreatedEvent that signals PCSP microservices
about the creation of a new parking area. Therefore, the operation exhibits the
AvroParticipant aspect from the Kafka technology model (cf. Listing 8.5) to
configure the Kafka topic by which the operation publishes the event [207] (cf.
Subsection 8.5.2). In addition, the application of the Producer aspect from the
technology model of the Domain Event pattern (cf. Listing 8.6) determines the
programmatic handler that realizes event publication as part of the command
side microservice’s Spring Boot application.
The operations sendParkingAreaUpdatedEvent (cf. Lines 66 to 70) and send-

ParkingAreaDeletedEvent (cf. Lines 72 to 76) account for publishing events
after a parking area’s update or deletion, respectively. Hence, both operations
exhibit aspects and typing information similar to the sendParkingAreaCreat-

edEvent operation.

Physical Query Side Service Model Listing 8.9 shows the service model for the
physical query side microservice of the logical Charging Station Management Mi-
croservice.

Listing 8.9: Service model “ChargingStationManagementQuerySide.services” for the
physical query side of the Charging Station Management Microservice.

1 import datatypes from "ChargingStationManagement.data" as Domain
2 import microservices from "ChargingStationManagementCommandSide.services" as CommandSide
3 import technology from "Java.technology" as Java
4 import technology from "Spring.technology" as Spring
5 import technology from "Kafka.technology" as Kafka
6 import technology from "DomainEvents.technology" as DomainEvents
7 import technology from "Cqrs.technology" as CQRS
8
9 @technology(Java)
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10 @technology(Spring)
11 @technology(Kafka)
12 @technology(DomainEvents)
13 @technology(CQRS)
14 @endpoints(Kafka::_protocols.kafka: "localhost:9092";)
15 @Spring::_aspects.Application(name="ChargingStationManagementQuerySide", port=8085)
16 @Kafka::_aspects.BootstrapAddress("localhost:9092")
17 @Kafka::_aspects.AvroRegistryAddress("localhost:8081")
18 @CQRS::_aspects.QuerySide("ChargingStationManagement")
19 public functional microservice de.puls.ChargingStationManagementQuerySide {
20 required microservices {
21 CommandSide::de.puls.ChargingStationManagementCommandSide
22 }
23
24 @endpoints(Spring::_protocols.rest: "/resources/v1";)
25 interface QuerySide {
26 ---
27 API endpoint for retrieving information about a single parking area
28 @required id Identifier of the parking area
29 ---
30 @endpoints(Spring::_protocols.rest: "/parkingarea/id/{id}";)
31 @Spring::_aspects.Get
32 getParkingArea(
33 @Spring::_aspects.PathVariable
34 sync id : long,
35
36 @Spring::_aspects.ResponseEntity
37 sync out parkingArea : Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaInformation,
38
39 @Spring::_aspects.ResponseStatus("NOT_FOUND")
40 sync out fault parkingAreaNotFound : string
41 );
42
43 ---
44 API endpoint for retrieving all parking areas in a given geographic area
45 @required northEastBound Coordinates for north-east area bound
46 @required southWestBound Coordinates for south-west area bound
47 ---
48 @endpoints(Spring::_protocols.rest: "/parkingarea/geo";)
49 @Spring::_aspects.Get
50 getParkingAreas(
51 @Spring::_aspects.RequestBody
52 @Spring::_aspects.Valid
53 sync northEastBound : Domain::ChargingStationManagement.Location,
54
55 @Spring::_aspects.RequestBody
56 @Spring::_aspects.Valid
57 sync southWestBound : Domain::ChargingStationManagement.Location,
58
59 @Spring::_aspects.ResponseEntity
60 sync out parkingAreas : Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaInformationList,
61
62 @Spring::_aspects.ResponseStatus("NOT_FOUND")
63 sync out fault noParkingAreasFound : string
64 );
65
66 @Kafka::_aspects.AvroParticipant(
67 topic="parkingAreaCreatedEvents",
68 consumerGroup="parkingAreaCreatedEvents"
69 )
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70 receiveParkingAreaCreatedEvent(
71 async event : Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaCreatedEvent
72 );
73
74 @Kafka::_aspects.AvroParticipant(
75 topic="parkingAreaUpdatedEvents",
76 consumerGroup="parkingAreaUpdatedEvents"
77 )
78 receiveParkingAreaUpdatedEvent(
79 async event : Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaUpdatedEvent
80 );
81
82 @Kafka::_aspects.AvroParticipant(
83 topic="parkingAreaDeletedEvents",
84 consumerGroup="parkingAreaDeletedEvents"
85 )
86 receiveParkingAreaDeletedEvent(
87 async event : Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaDeletedEvent
88 );
89 }
90 }

The service model for the physical query side of the Charging Station Management
Microservice consists of the following coherent parts:

• LEMMA model imports: Like the command side service model (cf. Listing 8.8),
the query side service model imports the domain model of the Charging
Station Management Microservice (cf. Line 1 in Listing 8.9). Thus, both
physical microservices rely on the same logical domain model, which ensures
consistency among domain concepts [253] like the ParkingArea aggregate (cf.
Listing 8.1) and the ParkingAreaCreatedEvent domain event (cf. Listing 8.3).
In addition, the query side service model imports the command side ser-
vice model itself (cf. Line 2 in Listing 8.9). That is because the query side
microservice depends on the command side microservice (see below).
Furthermore, the logical Charging Station Management Microservice prescribes
the technologies for both its side microservices (cf. Subsection 8.5.4), which is
why the query side service model imports the same technology models as the
command side service model (cf. Lines 3 to 7).

• Technology applications: Lines 9 to 13 apply the imported technology models
to the query side microservice.

• Endpoint configurations: Like the command side microservice (cf. Listing 8.8),
the query side microservice also receives an endpoint for the kafka protocol
from the Kafka technology model (cf. Listing G.6 in Appendix G.2) to determine
the address of the ZooKeeper server [207] (cf. Line 14 in Listing 8.9).

• Aspect applications: In Lines 15 to 17 of Listing 8.9, the query side microser-
vice applies the aspects Application, BootstrapAddress, and AvroRegistry-

Address in a similar fashion as the command side microservice. However,
we configured the name and port properties of the Application aspect (cf.
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Listing 8.4) with query-side-specific values.
Additionally, Line 18 augments the query side microservice with the QuerySide

aspect from the CQRS technology model (cf. Listing 8.7). It is the counterpart
of the CommandSide aspect on the command side microservice (cf. Listing 8.8)
and thus identifies the query side microservice to constitute the physical query
side of the logical microservice with the name “ChargingStationManagement”.

• Microservice and interface definition: Line 19 of Listing 8.9 introduces the
physical query side microservice ChargingStationManagementQuerySide. In
Lines 20 to 22, the microservice signals its dependency on the imported physical
command side microservice by means of the Service Modeling Language’s
required microservices directive (cf. Subsection 5.3.3). We consider the query
side microservice to depend on the command side microservice because the
former requires event-based updates from the latter to function as intended by
the CQRS pattern (cf. Subsection 8.5.2).
Line 25 starts the definition of the query side microservice’s QuerySide interface.
It has the same relative REST address as its command side counterpart (cf.
Listing 8.8), i.e., “/resources/v1”.

• Definition of synchronous read operations: The QuerySide interface com-
prises two REST operations for synchronous read operations in the sense of
the Development View on query-only PCSP microservices (cf. Figure 8.3 in
Subsection 8.5.2).
Lines 26 to 41 of Listing 8.9 model the synchronous read operation getPark-

ingArea. It allows callers the retrieval of information about parking areas by
means of their unique identifier (cf. Listing 8.1). The operation is invokable
via the REST endpoint “/parkingarea/id/{id}” using an HTTP GET request.
It expects the identifier of a parking area in its incoming id parameter and
returns an instance of the ParkingAreaInformation value object (cf. Listing 8.3)
via its outgoing parkingArea parameter. The ResponseEntity aspect on the
outgoing parameter maps to the eponymous Spring annotation and results
in the communication of a ParkingAreaInformation instance within HTTP
responses of the getParkingArea operation. In case the parking area with the
given id does not exist, the operation yields an error message via its fault
parameter parkingAreaNotFound (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) together with the HTTP
status code Not Found [87].
Lines 43 to 64 of Listing 8.9 define the synchronous read operation getPark-

ingAreas. It expects two instances of the Location value object (cf. Listing 8.1)
which determine the north-east and south-west bound of a geographic area,
respectively. The operation returns all parking areas within the geographic area
by an instance of the list type ParkingAreaInformationList (cf. Listing 8.3) or
yields an error message via the fault parameter noParkingAreasFound in case
no parking areas were found.
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• Definition of event consumption operations: Based on the CQRS pattern [253],
the query side microservice of the logical Charging Station Management Mi-
croservice synchronizes its query side database (cf. Subsection 8.5.2) by the
consumption of events from the command side microservice (cf. Listing 8.8).
Therefore, the query side service model in Listing 8.9 defines several event-
consuming operations with asynchronous incoming parameters.
The receiveParkingAreaCreatedEvent operation in Lines 66 to 72 is responsi-
ble for the receipt of events that signal parking area creation. Hence, it applies
the AvroParticipant aspect from the Kafka technology model (cf. Listing 8.5)
and subscribes to the same Kafka topic as the command side microservice’s
sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent operation that produces the event (cf. List-
ing 8.8). Moreover, receiveParkingAreaCreatedEvent determines its Kafka
consumer group [207] via the consumerGroup property of the AvroParticipant

aspect.
The query side operations receiveParkingAreaUpdatedEvent (cf. Lines 74 to
80 in Listing 8.9) and receiveParkingAreaDeletedEvent (cf. Lines 82 to 88)
reify consumers for command side events concerning the update and deletion
of parking areas, respectively.

Mapping Models

We complement both the Charging Station Management Microservice’s command
side service model (cf. Listing 8.8) and query side service model (cf. Listing 8.9) with
a LEMMA mapping model (cf. Subsection 4.4.4). Each mapping model augments the
domain concepts of its side microservice with required technology information. The
following paragraphs describe the mapping model of the command side and query
side microservice, respectively.

Physical Command Side Mapping Model Listing 8.10 shows the mapping model
for the physical command side microservice of the Charging Station Management
Microservice (cf. Listing 8.8).

In Line 1, the mapping model imports the service model of the Charging Sta-
tion Management Microservice’s physical command side (cf. Listing 8.8). That is
because technology mappings of LEMMA domain concepts always concern a single
microservice (cf. Subsection 4.4.4). Furthermore, Lines 2 to 4 of Listing 8.10 import
the technology models for Java, Spring, and Kafka (cf. Listing G.5 in Appendix G.2,
and Listings 8.4 and 8.5) to conduct subsequent mappings with the technologies used
by the command side microservice.

Lines 6 to 11 of Listing 8.10 apply the AvroSchema aspect from the Kafka technology
model (cf. Listing 8.5) to the ParkingAreaCreatedEvent domain event from the
domain model of the Charging Station Management Microservice (cf. Listing 8.3).
The file property of the aspect application points to the file “ParkingAreaCreated-
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Listing 8.10: Mapping model “ChargingStationManagementCommandSide.mapping”
for the physical command side of the Charging Station Management Microservice.

1 import microservices from "ChargingStationManagementCommandSide.services" as CommandSideServices
2 import technology from "Java.technology" as Java
3 import technology from "Spring.technology" as Spring
4 import technology from "Kafka.technology" as Kafka
5
6 @technology(Kafka)
7 type CommandSideServices::Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaCreatedEvent {
8 aspects {
9 Kafka::_aspects.AvroSchema(file="ParkingAreaCreatedEvent.avsc");

10 }
11 }
12
13 @technology(Kafka)
14 type CommandSideServices::Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaUpdatedEvent {
15 aspects {
16 Kafka::_aspects.AvroSchema(file="ParkingAreaUpdatedEvent.avsc");
17 }
18 }
19
20 @technology(Kafka)
21 type CommandSideServices::Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaDeletedEvent {
22 aspects {
23 Kafka::_aspects.AvroSchema(file="ParkingAreaDeletedEvent.avsc");
24 }
25 }
26
27 @technology(Java)
28 type CommandSideServices::Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingArea {
29 aspects {
30 Java::_aspects.Table("ParkingArea");
31 }
32 }
33
34 @technology(Spring)
35 type CommandSideServices::Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaRepository {
36 aspects {
37 Spring::_aspects.CrudRepository;
38 }
39 }

Event.avsc” that defines the schema for the domain event in Avro’s schema definition
format [8]. Subsection 8.6.2 describes this format in more detail.

In a similar fashion, Lines 13 to 18 and 20 to 25 of Listing 8.10 determine the
Avro schema definition files for the domain events ParkingAreaUpdatedEvent and
ParkingAreaDeletedEvent, respectively.

Furthermore, in Lines 27 to 32 and 34 to 39 the command side mapping model in
Listing 8.10 augments the domain concepts ParkingArea (cf. Listing 8.1) and Parking-

AreaRepository (cf. Listing 8.2) with aspects that configure data storage. Specifically,
the ParkingArea concept receives the Table aspect from the Java technology model
(cf. Listing G.5 in Appendix G.2) and the ParkingAreaRepository concept receives
the CrudRepository aspect from the Spring technology model (cf. Listing 8.4).
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Physical Query Side Mapping Model Listing 8.11 shows the mapping model for
the physical query side microservice of the Charging Station Management Microser-
vice (cf. Listing 8.9).

Listing 8.11: Mapping model “ChargingStationManagementQuerySide.mapping” for
the physical query side of the Charging Station Management Microservice.

1 import microservices from "ChargingStationManagementQuerySide.services" as QuerySideServices
2 import technology from "Java.technology" as Java
3 import technology from "Spring.technology" as Spring
4 import technology from "Kafka.technology" as Kafka
5
6 @technology(Kafka)
7 type QuerySideServices::Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaCreatedEvent {
8 aspects {
9 Kafka::_aspects.AvroSchema(file="ParkingAreaCreatedEvent.avsc");

10 }
11 }
12
13 @technology(Kafka)
14 type QuerySideServices::Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaUpdatedEvent {
15 aspects {
16 Kafka::_aspects.AvroSchema(file="ParkingAreaUpdatedEvent.avsc");
17 }
18 }
19
20 @technology(Kafka)
21 type QuerySideServices::Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaDeletedEvent {
22 aspects {
23 Kafka::_aspects.AvroSchema(file="ParkingAreaDeletedEvent.avsc");
24 }
25 }
26
27 @technology(Java)
28 type QuerySideServices::Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingArea {
29 aspects {
30 Java::_aspects.Table("ParkingArea");
31 }
32 }
33
34 @technology(Spring)
35 type QuerySideServices::Domain::ChargingStationManagement.ParkingAreaRepository {
36 aspects {
37 Spring::_aspects.CrudRepository;
38 }
39 }

The mapping model follows the same structure as the command side mapping
model (cf. Listing 8.10) to augment domain concepts of the logical Charging Station
Management Microservice (cf. Listings 8.1 to 8.3) with technology information in the
context of its physical query side microservice.

To this end, Line 1 of Listing 8.11 imports the query side service model (cf.
Listing 8.9) under the alias QuerySideServices. Next, Lines 6 to 25 leverage the
AvroSchema aspect from the Kafka technology model (cf. Listing 8.5) to determine the
Avro schema definition files of the ParkingAreaCreatedEvent, ParkingAreaUpdated-
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Event, and ParkingAreaDeletedEvent domain events for the query side microservice.
Finally, Lines 27 to 39 configure the microservice’s data storage by means of the
Table and CrudRepository aspect from the Java and Spring technology model (cf.
Listing G.5 in Appendix G.2 and Listing 8.4), respectively.

Model Validation

We realized a set of model processors with our model processing framework (cf.
Chapter 7) to support the LEMMA-based development of PCSP microservices. How-
ever, these model processors are also reusable in the engineering of other microservice
architectures with similar technologies and patterns as the PCSP (cf. Section 8.5).

A central task of the model processors is the validation of LEMMA models for
the correct application of aspects from the technology models used by the PCSP (cf.
Listing G.5 in Appendix G.2 and Listings 8.4 to 8.7). The following two paragraphs
motivate the provisioning of such validations by model processors in the context of
the PCSP and illustrate their implementation, respectively.

Examples for Aspect Validations in Model Processors The AvroParticipant as-
pect from the Kafka technology model (cf. Listing 8.5) constitutes a first example to
motivate the realization of LEMMA model processors with validation capabilities in
the context of the PCSP. In case a microservice operation applies the aspect within a
LEMMA service model (cf., e.g., Listing 8.8), the operation’s defining microservice
must also exhibit the AvroRegistryAddress aspect from the Kafka technology model.
Otherwise, the required schema definitions for Avro participant operations are not
retrievable at runtime because the microservice has no information about the event
schema registry to use (cf. Subsection 8.5.1). Currently, LEMMA’s Technology Model-
ing Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) does not enable the specification of constraints for
aspect applications that depend on other aspect applications. As a result, a model
processor dedicated to the Kafka technology model would need to implement this
kind of aspect validation.

A more sophisticated example of aspect validation by model processors con-
cerns the technology model for the CQRS pattern (cf. Listing 8.7) and its usage
in microservice-based CQRS (cf. Subsection 8.5.2). Following the pattern’s defi-
nition [253], query side microservices of a logical microservice should be able to
consume events from the corresponding command side microservice. Consequently,
in the context of the PCSP and its LEMMA service models, each query side mi-
croservice should model an operation with an asynchronous incoming parameter
for the kafka protocol (cf. Listing G.6 in Appendix G.2). In addition, the type of
this parameter should be compatible to at least one asynchronous outgoing parame-
ter of an operation with the kafka protocol from the corresponding command side
microservice. Otherwise, the query side microservice may not be able to consume
domain events from its command side microservice.
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Suppose the receiveParkingAreaCreatedEvent operation from the query side
service model of the Charging Station Management Microservice (cf. Listing 8.9).
The type of the operation’s asynchronous incoming parameter event is the domain
event ParkingAreaCreatedEvent (cf. Listing 8.3), which also acts as the type of
the asynchronous outgoing parameter event of the sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent

operation from the command side service model of the Charging Station Management
Microservice (cf. Listing 8.8). Consequently, both event parameters have compatible
types so that the query side microservice can consume events about parking area
creation from the command side microservice. From this example, we can derive the
following steps for a Kafka model processor to validate the compatibility of a query
side microservice with a command side microservice for domain event receipt:

1. Identification of the command side microservice on which a validated query
side microservice depends for domain event consumption [253].

2. Collection of all types of the asynchronous outgoing parameters of command
side microservice operations that apply the kafka protocol.

3. Compatibility checking of these types with the types of the asynchronous
incoming parameters of the validated query side microservice’s operations that
apply the kafka protocol.

Our Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) does not provide means
to constrain aspect application based on model traversal. It is however essential for
Validation Step 1 because the step must identify the command side microservice of
the validated query side microservice from the dependency specifications in the query
side service model (cf., e.g., Lines 20 to 22 in Listing 8.9). Furthermore, Validation
Steps 2 and 3 involve gathering of model elements, i.e., operation parameters and
their types, from the command side service model and the validated query side
service model, respectively. As the Technology Modeling Language does not allow
the consideration of model traversal within pointcut selectors for aspect application
(cf. Subsection 4.4.2), a model processor dedicated to the Kafka technology model
would need to implement such forms of aspect validation.

Appendix J lists all considered validations for the technologies and patterns of
the PCSP.

Example of a Model Processor with Aspect Validation Capabilities We developed
a set of model processors using LEMMA’s model processing framework (cf. Sec-
tion 7.4) to implement validations for the aspects from the technology models of the
PCSP (cf. Section 8.5). These processors realize all validations listed in Appendix J,
and therefore integrate one or more source model validators based on the model
processing framework (cf. Subsection 7.4.4). Each source model validator focuses on
a certain kind of LEMMA model.

All developed model processors are standalone executable Java archives (cf. Sub-
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section 7.5.5) so that microservice developers (cf. Subsection 3.3.1) can execute them
on LEMMA models to validate technology-specific or pattern-specific constraints
prior to microservice implementation. Consequently, certain errors that may lead to
failures at microservice runtime become detectable at design time (cf. Appendix J).

Like the model processing framework, we realized the model processors for the
technologies of the PCSP in Kotlin (cf. Section 7.5). Listing 8.12 shows an excerpt
from the Kotlin implementation of the source model validator of the LEMMA model
processor for the Kafka technology. The excerpt illustrates how the validator ensures
that a modeled microservice which defines an operation with the AvroParticipant

aspect (cf. Listing 8.5) also exhibits the AvroRegistryAddress aspect (cf. Appendix J).

Listing 8.12: Excerpt from the Kotlin implementation of the source model validator
concerning the Kafka technology model (cf. Listing 8.5).

1 ...
2
3 @SourceModelValidator(
4 validationMode = SourceModelValidationMode.XTEXT,
5 supportedFileExtensions = ["services"]
6 )
7 internal class ServiceModelSourceValidator : AbstractXtextSourceModelValidator() {
8 ...
9

10 @Check
11 private fun checkAvroRegistryAddress(operation: Operation) {
12 val microservice = operation.‘interface‘.microservice
13 val kafkaAlias = microservice.kafkaAlias ?: return
14 if (operation.hasServiceAspect(kafkaAlias, "AvroParticipant") &&
15 !microservice.hasServiceAspect(kafkaAlias, "AvroRegistryAddress"))
16 error("Microservice of this Avro-specific Kafka operation participant does not specify "
17 + "Avro schema registry address", operation, ServicePackage.Literals.OPERATION__NAME)
18 }
19
20 ...
21 }

We provide the complete source code of all LEMMA model processors for the
technology models of the PCSP on SWH. Table 8.4 lists the SWH path to each model
processor and also states the targeted technology model.

8.6.2 Integration into Development Organization

The previous subsection focused on the procedure and extent of model construction
and model processor implementation in the context of LEMMA’s greenfield evaluation.
This subsection continues the evaluation but targets organizational aspects of LEM-
MA’s integration into greenfield MSA development workflows. Hence, it contributes
to Evaluation Goal EG 1 (cf. Section 8.2) and the identification of organizational
prerequisites for a LEMMA integration. Like for the previous subsection, we base
this part of LEMMA’s greenfield evaluation on the PCSP, and Microservice Team A
and its Charging Station Management Microservice (cf. Subsection 8.5.1).
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Table 8.4: SWH paths to the implementations of LEMMA model processors for the
technology models of the PCSP.

Technology Model Listing SWH Path (Relative to Base Archive [238])

Spring Listing 8.4 /code generators/de.fhdo.lemma.model_p
rocessing.code_generation.springcloud

Kafka Listing 8.5 /code generators/de.fhdo.lemma.model_p
rocessing.code_generation.springcloud.
kafka

Domain Event Listing 8.6 /code generators/de.fhdo.lemma.model_p
rocessing.code_generation.springcloud.
domain_events

CQRS Listing 8.7 /code generators/de.fhdo.lemma.model_p
rocessing.code_generation.springcloud.
cqrs

Java Listing G.5 in
Appendix G.2

/code generators/de.fhdo.lemma.model_p
rocessing.code_generation.java_base

In the following, we first investigate the team-internal development organization
involving the construction and processing of LEMMA models. Moreover, we asses
LEMMA’s ability from the perspective of microservice developers to integrate with
team-external development systems in the context of the PCSP, i.e., the Event Schema
Registry and Shared Code Repository (cf. Subsection 8.5.3). Therefore, the remainder
of the subsection is structured into the parts “Team-Internal LEMMA Model Con-
struction and Processing”, “LEMMA Integration with Event Schema Registry”, and
“LEMMA Integration with Shared Code Repository”.

Team-Internal LEMMA Model Construction and Processing

We investigate the integration of LEMMA into team-internal MSA development
workflows on the example of the PCSP’s Charging Station Management Microservice
(cf. Subsection 8.5.1). Compared to the other PCSP microservices, the development
of this microservice is the most complex (cf. Subsection 8.6.1). Figure 8.5 shows the
corresponding workflow for LEMMA model construction and processing.

Figure 8.5 details the part of Figure 8.4 (cf. Subsection 8.5.3) that concerns Microser-
vice Team A in the development organization of PCSP microservice development. The
following paragraphs describe the seven steps of the detailed workflow in Figure 8.5.
An additional paragraph elaborates on their continuous iteration, e.g., to support
agile microservice development.
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Figure 8.5: Workflow for team-internal LEMMA model construction and processing
for the Charging Station Management Microservice (custom form of presentation).

Step 1: Construction of Domain Model and Command Side Service Model The
Charging Station Management Microservice is a command and query PCSP mi-
croservice (cf. Subsection 8.5.2). Since we employ microservice-based CQRS, the
logical microservice comprises a physical command side microservice and at least
one physical query side microservice [253]. As described in Subsection 8.6.1, query
side microservices depend on command side microservices to consume event-based
updates of domain data following the CQRS pattern. Consequently, as depicted
in Figure 8.5, the LEMMA modeling of the logical Charging Station Management
Microservice starts with the construction of the underlying domain model via the
Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) followed by the construction
of the independent command side service model via the Service Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.3).
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The order of constructed model kinds follows the relationships between LEMMA’s
architecture viewpoints (cf. Figure 3.9 in Subsection 3.4.5). That is, in Step 1 of the
workflow in Figure 8.5 the developers of Microservice Team A construct the domain
model of the Charging Station Management Microservice (cf. Listings 8.1 to 8.3 in
Subsection 8.6.1). All physical side microservices belonging to the logical Charging
Station Management Microservice share this domain model so that we consider it the
logical domain model for the physical microservices.

After the construction of the logical domain model, Step 1 of the workflow (cf.
Figure 8.5) constructs the service model for the physical command side microservice
of the Charging Station Management Microservice (cf. Listing 8.8 in Subsection 8.6.1).
The service model imports the logical domain model to allow the command side mi-
croservice domain concept access. Additionally, the service model imports all relevant
technology models (cf. Subsection 8.6.1) to determine the technology configuration
of the command side microservice.

Step 2: Validation of Command Side Service Model The second step in team-
internal LEMMA model construction and processing for the Charging Station Man-
agement Microservice involves the validation of the command side service model
from the previous step (cf. Figure 8.5). The validation of the model ensures that the
applications of technology aspects are consistent with their intended semantics (cf.
Subsection 8.6.1 and Appendix J).

Microservice developers perform the validation of the command side service
model by executing the Source Model Validation phase of each LEMMA model
processor for a technology model (cf. Subsection 7.4.4) applied by the command
side service model. Listing 8.13 illustrates the command line invocation of the
Source Model Validation phase on the example of the model processor for the Kafka
technology.

Listing 8.13: Example command line invocation of the Source Model Validation
phase on the command side service model of the Charging Station Management
Microservice.

1 $ java -jar kafka_model_processor.jar \
2 --source_model ChargingStationManagementCommandSide.services \
3 --invoke_only_specified_phases source_model_validation

The Kafka model processor is located in a standalone executable Java archive
called “kafka_model_processor.jar”. In its Source Model Validation phase, the model
processor checks LEMMA service models for their observance of well-formedness
constraints related to the Kafka technology model and its aspects (cf. Appendix J.1).
Listing 8.13 shows the processor’s invocation on the service model file “Charg-
ingStationManagementCommandSide.services” that stores the service model for the
command side of the Charging Station Management Microservice (cf. Listing 8.8 in
Subsection 8.6.1).
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The second step of the workflow for team-internal LEMMA model construction
and processing also considers the fixing of errors and warnings detected by model
processors during model validation. Therefore, Figure 8.5 contains a bidirectional
association between the elements “CS Service Model” and “Model Validation”. It in-
dicates that the construction of correct models may involve repeated model processor
executions and fixing of reported model issues.

A drawback of this approach to the construction of correct LEMMA models is
the occurring disruption in microservice developers’ tool chains. Usually, developers
become aware of model issues directly at model construction time via language-
specific Eclipse editors that display error and warning indicators (cf. Subsection 5.5.3).
However, validation results from model processors are only visible from the command
line when they are invoked as illustrated in Listing 8.13. While such a behavior is
sufficient for the embedding of model validations into automated continuous delivery
pipelines (cf. Section 7.7), it may constitute a distraction for microservice developers.
That is because they need to continuously switch between command line and IDE to
execute additional model validations and then fix detected model issues.

As discussed in Section 7.7, we extended LEMMA’s model processing framework
with the prototype of a new built-in phase called Live Validation, which mitigates
the described disruption in microservice developers’ tool chains. The phase allows
LEMMA model processors the communication with the Eclipse IDE at model con-
struction time to display errors and warnings from Source Model Validation phases
as regular indicators in language-specific Eclipse editors. To this end, model proces-
sors constantly receive updates of constructed models from the editors, invoke their
Source Model Validation phases, and send information for issue indicators back to
the editors by means of the LSP21. Consequently, microservice developers need not
switch between IDE and command line for each model validation. Instead, validation
results from IDE-external model processors appear next to validation results from
validators of language-specific Eclipse plugins (cf. Subsection 5.5.3) and thus become
immediately fixable.

Listing 8.14 exemplifies the invocation of the Live Validation phase for the Kafka
model processor.

Listing 8.14: Example command line invocation of the prototypical Live Validation
phase from LEMMA’s model processing framework.

1 $ java -jar kafka_model_processor.jar \
2 --invoke_only_specified_phases \
3 live_validation --hostname localhost --port 44203

Starting from this example invocation, the Kafka model processor will contin-
uously receive validation requests from a locally running instance of the Eclipse
IDE. The model processing framework forwards these requests to the Source Model

21https://microsoft.github.io/language-server-protocol

https://microsoft.github.io/language-server-protocol
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Validation phase of the model processor and informs Eclipse about the results. Conse-
quently, the framework bridges between the model processor and the IDE, and each
model processor with a Source Model Validation phase automatically supports Live
Validation. Hence, for the continuous validation of service models for the Charging
Station Management Microservice, all relevant model processors with Source Model
Validation phases (cf. Listing 8.12 in Subsection 8.6.1 and Appendix J) must run in
background while the developers of Microservice Team A construct the models.

Step 3: Construction of Command Side Mapping Model Step 3 of the workflow
for team-internal LEMMA model construction and processing in the context of the
Charging Station Management Microservice (cf. Figure 8.5) covers the construction of
a mapping model for the physical command side microservice. It imports all relevant
technology models to augment domain concepts with technology information related
to, e.g., Avro schemas (cf. Listing 8.10 in Subsection 8.6.1).

Step 4: Validation of Command Side Mapping Model Step 4 covers the continuous
validation and improvement of the command side mapping model until it is sound
(cf. Figure 8.5). Like for Step 2 (see above), microservice developers may execute
model validations from the command line, or leverage the built-in Live Validation
phase of LEMMA model processors for interactive detection and fixing of model
issues at model construction time.

Step 5: Further Processing of Command Side Models Step 5 focuses on the further
processing of the service and mapping model for the physical command side of the
Charging Station Management Microservice (cf. Figure 8.5). A typical processing
purpose for model-driven microservice development with LEMMA is code generation
(cf. Subsection 6.3.1).

Step 6: Derivation and Processing of Further Artifacts The processing of command
side models in Step 5 may result in additional artifacts next to models, e.g., generated
microservice source code. Therefore, Step 6 of the workflow for team-internal LEM-
MA model construction and processing (cf. Figure 8.5) considers the processing of
derived artifacts. For example, the developers of Microservice Team A may extend
the generated source code for the Charging Station Management Microservice with
business logic (cf. Section 8.7).

Step 7: Construction and Processing of Query Side Models Step 7 in Figure 8.5
subsumes the steps for the team-internal construction and processing of LEMMA
models for the physical query side of the Charging Station Management Microservice.
Listings 8.9 and 8.11 of Subsection 8.6.1 show the code of these models.
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The LEMMA modeling and processing steps targeting the physical query side mi-
croservice follow the same pattern as the previously described Steps 1 to 6 concerning
the physical command side microservice. However, since the query side microservice
depends on the command side microservice (cf. Listing 8.9 in Subsection 8.6.1), the
workflow in Figure 8.5 assumes the provisioning of the command side service model
in Step 7.

Iterative Model Construction and Processing One of the goals of the architectural
design of the PCSP is to foster agile practices (cf. Subsection 8.5.1). Consequently,
the team-internal workflow for LEMMA model construction and processing must
cope, e.g., with continuous refactoring and specification evolution [62]. To this
end, both clusters of modeling and processing steps in Figure 8.5 are iteratively
executable. Suppose the definition of a new domain event for the logical Charging
Station Management Microservice (cf. Subsection 8.5.2) after its initial deployment.
In this case, the seven steps from the workflow have the following peculiarities:

• Step 1: The responsible microservice developer from Microservice Team A
extends the domain model of the Charging Station Management Microservice
with the definition of the new event (cf. Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1). Further-
more, they add a producer for the event to the command side service model,
i.e., a microservice operation with the AvroParticipant aspect (cf. Listing 8.8
in Subsection 8.6.1).

• Step 2: Next, the developer validates the command side service model and
fixes potential issues until the model is sound.

• Step 3: In the third step, they add a mapping for the domain event to the
command side mapping model. This mapping includes the AvroSchema as-
pect to identify the Avro schema definition for the event (cf. Listing 8.10 in
Subsection 8.6.1).

• Step 4: This step involves the validation and potential correction of the extended
command side mapping model until it is sound.

• Step 5: Step 5 accounts for the re-generation of existing derived artifacts from
previously extended LEMMA models.

• Step 6: This step processes the newly derived artifacts, e.g., to include business
logic related to the publication of the new event at runtime.

• Step 7: Step 7 covers the model-based extension of the Charging Station Man-
agement Microservice’s physical query side microservice to support the new
event. Depending on the internal organization of Microservice Team A, either
the developer of the command side microservice themself or other developers
from the team account for the adaptation of the query side microservice.
In any case, the responsible person extends the query side service model and
mapping model with an Avro event consumer (AvroParticipant aspect) and
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Avro schema information (AvroSchema aspect), respectively (cf. Listings 8.9 and
8.11 in Subsection 8.6.1). These extensions involve the validation of the adapted
models until they are sound, the re-generation of existing derived artifacts, and
the processing of newly derived artifacts, e.g., to integrate business logic for
the consumption of the new event.
Step 7 does not require the adaptation of the Charging Station Management
Microservice’s logical domain model because the definition of the new event
already became a part of the model during Step 1 (see above).

The flexibility in work distribution in Step 7 originates from the possibility to
express dependencies between LEMMA service models on different levels of gran-
ularity (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). In the concrete case of the logical Charging Station
Management Microservice, the query side service model communicates its depen-
dency on the command side service model via the required microservices directive
(cf. Listing 8.9 in Subsection 8.6.1). This dependency holds as long as the qualified
name of the modeled command side microservice does not change. Consequently,
the command side and query side service models may evolve independently with
potentially different groups of persons being responsible for their maintenance.

The modeling and processing workflow shown in Figure 8.5 also supports the
updating and deletion of existing LEMMA model elements. Workflow Steps 1 to 4
adapt the domain, service, and mapping models of the physical command side and
query side microservices as required. Potential errors in LEMMA models due to miss-
ing cross-references resulting from, e.g., changes in the names of model elements or
element removal, are directly identifiable from language-specific Eclipse editors based
on occurring scoping failures (cf. Subsection 5.5.2). After fixing cross-referencing
errors, Source Model Validations from model processors (cf. Subsection 7.4.4) should
be re-executed on corrected LEMMA models to ensure the intended application
of technology models and their elements. Next, workflow Steps 5 and 6 can be
performed on sound LEMMA models to derive and process further development
artifacts.

However, the feasibility of iterative model processing in Steps 5 and 6 depends
on the capabilities of model processors. For example, a basic requirement for code
generators is to secure existing, possibly modified source code from being overwritten
upon re-generation [109].

LEMMA Integration with Event Schema Registry

The PCSP’s Event Schema Registry maintains Avro schema definition files, and makes
them accessible for all PCSP microservices and their teams (cf. Subsection 8.5.1).
To this end, Avro schema definition files must follow a JSON-based format [8]. It
prescribes the structure to declare schema types on which Avro producers and
consumers rely to serialize and deserialize data, respectively.
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The following two paragraphs provide an example of an Avro schema defini-
tion, and present a generalized approach to bridge between Avro schema definition
files and LEMMA domain models. Specifically, this approach enables LEMMA’s
integration with Avro-enabled event schema registries like that of the PCSP.

Avro Schema Definition Example Listing 8.15 shows an example of an Avro
schema definition. It declares the Avro schema type for the ParkingAreaCreat-

edEvent from the LEMMA domain model of the Charging Station Management
Microservice (cf. Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1).

Listing 8.15: Excerpt of the Avro schema definition file “ParkingAreaCreated-
Event.avsc” for the domain event ParkingAreaCreatedEvent.

1 {
2 "type" : "record",
3 "name" : "ParkingAreaCreatedEvent",
4 "namespace" : "ChargingStationManagement",
5 "fields" : [ {
6 "name" : "parkingAreaId",
7 "type" : "long"
8 }, {
9 "name" : "info",

10 "type" : {
11 "type" : "record",
12 "name" : "ParkingAreaInformation",
13 "fields" : [ {
14 "name" : "ownerId",
15 "type" : "long"
16 }, {
17 "name" : "name",
18 "type" : "string"
19 }, {
20 "name" : "description",
21 "type" : "string"
22 },
23 ...
24 ]
25 }
26 } ]
27 }

In Line 2 of Listing 8.15 the Avro schema definition starts with the determination
of the schema type as an Avro record. Similar to data structures expressed with
LEMMA’s Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), Avro records can
cluster several named and typed data fields [8]. Lines 3 and 4 specify the name and
namespace of the Avro schema type. Both information map to the name and context
of the ParkingAreaCreatedEvent (cf. Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1), respectively.

Lines 5 to 26 of Listing 8.15 define the fields of the Avro schema type. On the first
level, the schema type consists of the two fields parkingAreaId and info (cf. Lines 6
and 9). They correspond to the eponymous fields of the ParkingAreaCreatedEvent

(cf. Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1). Consequently, the Avro type of the parkingAreaId

field is long [8] (cf. Line 7 in Listing 8.15). On the other hand, the Avro type of
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the info field is a nested Avro record (cf. Lines 10 to 25). Its structure maps to the
structure of the ParkingAreaInformation value object, which is the type of the info

data field of the ParkingAreaCreatedEvent (cf. Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1).
An Avro schema definition may comprise more than one schema type. In this case,

the schema definition reifies an Avro protocol [8] with a dedicated name. Avro schema
definitions with a single schema type like that in Listing 8.15 are also distinguishable
from Avro protocol definitions by file extensions. While single-type schema definitions
shall be stored in files with the extension “.avsc”, protocol schema definitions shall
be stored in files with the extension “.avpr” [8].

Bidirectional Transformation between Avro and LEMMA Avro’s schema defini-
tion format, which is based on JSON [8], and the metamodel of LEMMA’s Domain
Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) share similar concepts.

First, they consider the same primitive types.
Second, complex LEMMA types are transformable into complex Avro types [8]

without a significant loss of information. As illustrated above, it is possible to directly
map LEMMA data structures to Avro records. Furthermore, LEMMA enumerations
and list types (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) naturally map to Avro enumerations and arrays,
respectively. For the remaining kinds of complex Avro types, i.e., fixed types, maps,
and unions [8], a mapping from LEMMA complex types is feasible by the application
of specialized technology aspects (cf. Subsections 4.4.2 and 4.4.4), e.g., AvroFixed,
AvroMap, and AvroUnion. Additionally, a bidirectional mapping from Avro complex
types to LEMMA complex types is immediately possible from the aforementioned
approaches.

As a result, we can provide a bidirectional model-to-model transformation to
derive Avro schema definitions from LEMMA domain models and vice versa (cf.
Subsection 2.2.3). This transformation allows integration of LEMMA with Avro-
enabled event schema registries like that of the PCSP (cf. Subsection 8.5.1). For
example, leveraging the forward transformation of the bidirectional transformation,
Microservice Team A can produce Avro schema definition files from the domain
model of the Charging Station Management Microservice (cf. Listings 8.1 to 8.3
Subsection 8.6.1). Next, the team can publish the files to the PCSP’s Event Schema
Registry for use by other teams to consume events from the microservice. On the
other hand, Microservice Team A may apply the backward transformation of the
bidirectional transformation to automatically extend the microservice’s domain model
with complex types that allow receipt of events defined by other microservices.

As part of LEMMA’s evaluation in greenfield MSA engineering, we implemented
the described bidirectional model-to-model transformation between Avro schema
definitions and LEMMA domain models. The resulting Eclipse plugin operates on the
intermediate representations of LEMMA domain models (cf. Subsection 6.4.1) and is
invokable by modelers from the new “Transform to Avro Schema Declarations” entry
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in Eclipse’s context menu. More specifically, a modeler first derives the intermediate
representation for a LEMMA domain model via the corresponding Eclipse dialog (cf.
Subsection 6.6.3), and then right clicks on the produced intermediate model file to
activate the new context menu entry and create an Avro schema definition from the
intermediate domain model. The Eclipse plugin integrates a dialog window for fine-
grained selection of the domain model elements to be included in the derived schema
definition. Figure 8.6 shows this dialog window for the intermediate representation
of the Charging Station Management Microservice’s domain model (cf. Listings 8.1
to 8.3 Subsection 8.6.1).

Figure 8.6: Eclipse dialog window to derive an Avro schema definition from the
LEMMA domain model of the Charging Station Management Microservice.

The dialog window enables microservice developers to select one or more complex
types from the input intermediate domain model. Furthermore, it is possible to
bundle several complex types in an Avro protocol definition by activating the checkbox
“Transform elements into Avro protocol specification”. After the confirmation of the
dialog, the developer chooses the file path for the target Avro schema definition
file and starts the forward transformation. We used the dialog window and the
transformation to derive the Avro schema definition in Listing 8.15 from the LEMMA
data structure of the ParkingAreaCreatedEvent (cf. Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1).

Next to forward transformations of LEMMA domain models into Avro schema
definitions, the Eclipse plugin also allows for the execution of backward transforma-
tions. Therefore, it adds entries for files with the extensions “.avsc” (single-type Avro
schema definition) and “.avpr” (Avro protocol definition) to Eclipse’s context menu.
An activation of the entries results in a dialog window similar to that in Figure 8.6.
However, the displayed elements to select for the subsequent transformation are Avro
schema types. The confirmation of the dialog window requests the user to determine
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the file path of the target LEMMA domain model and start the backward transfor-
mation. In case the backward transformation encounters an Avro fixed type, map,
or union [8], it creates the target LEMMA domain model together with a predefined
Avro technology model and a mapping model that assigns the aspects AvroFixed,
AvroMap, or AvroUnion to the corresponding complex types in the produced domain
model.

We provide the source code of the bidirectional LEMMA-to-Avro transformation
and its Eclipse plugin on SWH22.

LEMMA Integration with Shared Code Repository

In general, it is possible to maintain LEMMA model code and its evolution with any
version control system that supports management and comparison of text files. Hence,
Microservice Team A can rely, for example, on the git VCS (cf. Subsection 8.5.4) to
monitor the progression of its LEMMA model code.

On the other hand, the interaction of microservice teams that employ LEMMA
for microservice development with a Shared Code Repository (cf. Subsection 8.5.1)
also depends on the technologies of other microservice teams. In the context of the
PCSP, Microservice Team A is the only team to use LEMMA, while Microservice
Teams B and C directly leverage Java and Python for microservice implementation
(cf. Subsection 8.5.4). Consequently, Microservice Team A needs to provide its shared
libraries also in the form of Java and Python code for direct usability by the other
teams.

In case the other teams would also use LEMMA to model their services, Mi-
croservice Team A could directly provide them with shared LEMMA models, whose
changes would also be recognizable via tools like git-diff23. In addition, technology
models and the corresponding model processors (cf. Subsection 8.6.1) could also be
maintained and evolved via the Shared Code Repository.

8.6.3 Generalized LEMMA Integration Process

This subsection generalizes the findings from LEMMA’s integration into the technical
development of PCSP microservices (cf. Subsection 8.6.1) and its organization (cf.
Subsection 8.6.2). Due to the constrained technical and organizational scope of mi-
croservices and their development (cf. Subsection 2.1.1), we perceive a first approach
towards such a generalization feasible.

The generalization contributes to Evaluation Goal EG 1 (cf. Section 8.2) because
it provides a guideline to support in effort estimation of integrating LEMMA into
development workflows of greenfield MSA engineering. To this end, we (i) reify

22https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https:
//github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.data.avro

23https://www.git-scm.com/docs/git-diff

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.data.avro
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.data.avro
https://www.git-scm.com/docs/git-diff
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the technical and organizational prerequisites for a LEMMA integration in a project-
independent manner; (ii) impose an order on the consideration of these prerequisites;
and (iii) characterize each phase of the resulting LEMMA integration process.

We structure the integration process into a preliminary phase, i.e., Decision Making
and Goal Definition, and five consecutive phases, i.e., Establishment of Technical and
Organizational Foundations, Integration Planning, Stakeholder Training, Integration
Preparation, and Enactment. To foster comprehensibility, the following parts describe
each integration phase from the perspective of a single microservice team.

Integration Phase 0: Decision Making and Goal Definition

This preliminary phase of an instance of a LEMMA integration process concerns the
decision making related to the integration. The phase clusters the two integration
steps Decision for an Integration and Goal Definition.

Integration Step 0.1: Decision for an Integration To start a LEMMA integration
process, it is first necessary to make the actual decision for the integration. This
decision may, for example, arise during the decision making process for a software
architecture’s design or implementation [56], intuitively or rationally as part of a
decision making methodology [19], or individually or in a group [250]. Therefore, we
do not prescribe any concrete drivers nor processes to motivate or control decision
making for a LEMMA integration. That is, to preserve flexibility in LEMMA’s
adoption and not accidentally constrain its possible scope of application.

Integration Step 0.2: Goal Definition After the initial decision for a LEMMA inte-
gration, a definition of its goals should follow to predetermine the peculiarity of the
integration process and make its results measurable. Such goals may originate from,
e.g., perceived benefits of MDE adoption [296], challenges in MSA engineering (cf.
Section 2.4), or business demands. Similar to Integration Step 0.1, we do not pose any
requirements towards the definition or capturing of integration goals [19] but argue
that their operationalization is crucial to assess the success of a LEMMA integration
process.

Integration Phase 1: Establishment of Technical and Organizational Foundations

The first phase in an instance of a LEMMA integration process focuses on the es-
tablishment of technical and organizational foundations. The phase involves two
integration steps, i.e., Stakeholder Selection, and Identification of Relevant Develop-
ment Technologies and Patterns.

Integration Step 1.1: Stakeholder Selection This first integration step covers the
selection of stakeholders from the microservice team that aims to integrate LEMMA
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into its MSA development workflow. There are several circumstances that may impact
stakeholder selection.

First, the distribution of responsibility across team members plays an important
role. For example, the integrating team may decide to initially use LEMMA for only a
subset of its microservices to gain experience. In such a case, the integration process
would mostly concern the stakeholders with responsibilities in the development of
the selected microservices.

Second, the intended or actual involvement of domain experts in microservice
development also impacts stakeholder selection together with domain experts’ fore-
knowledge w.r.t. their involvement. For instance, the team to integrate LEMMA in
the development of its microservices may rely on a collaborative, DDD-based process
to elicit domain knowledge from domain experts [82]. In this case, it is sensible to
consider domain experts in the stakeholder selection step.

However, a key consideration for domain expert inclusion is the availability of
time and financial resources. Specifically, like microservice developers, domain
experts may have to learn LEMMA’s Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.1), and the feasibility of such an endeavor also depends on domain experts’
foreknowledge in programming or modeling. Furthermore, as opposed to microser-
vice developers, it is possible that domain experts are employed by a customer of
the team (cf. Subsection 3.3.2). In this case, they likely have additional professional
obligations and may thus lack time to learn LEMMA or their employer is not willing
to pay for the time to spend on this activity.

Integration Step 1.2: Identification of Relevant Development Technologies and
Patterns This step focuses on the identification of the technologies and patterns
applied in the microservice development of the team that aims to integrate LEMMA.
Technologies and patterns impact the kinds and number of required integration
artifacts (cf. Integration Phase 2). In case the team decided to integrate LEMMA only
for a subset of its microservices (cf. Integration Step 1.1), these services determine
the relevant technologies and patterns.

Relevant technologies comprise, for example, programming languages and frame-
works, communication protocols and data formats, and development infrastructure
components for code and artifact sharing used in microservice development (cf. Sub-
section 8.5.4). Relevant patterns, on the other hand, refer to the applied design and
architecture patterns for MSA [187] (cf. Subsections 8.5.1 and 8.5.2).

Integration Phase 2: Integration Planning

The second phase of a LEMMA integration process focuses on its planning. The phase
involves three steps, i.e., Identification of LEMMA Integration Artifacts, Identification
of Training Requirements, and Integration Scheduling.
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Integration Step 2.1: Identification of LEMMA Integration Artifacts This step de-
rives corresponding LEMMA integration artifacts for the relevant microservice devel-
opment technologies and patterns (cf. Integration Step 1.2). A LEMMA integration
artifact is a model, model transformation, or model processor that enables LEMMA’s
integration with a microservice development technology or pattern. For instance, in
the context of the PCSP, the LEMMA technology models (cf. Subsection 8.6.1), and
the Eclipse plugin to bridge between LEMMA and Avro artifacts (cf. Subsection 8.6.2)
constitute LEMMA integration artifacts.

The following list provides a guideline to map different kinds of development
technologies and patterns to LEMMA integration artifacts:

• Programming Language: A programming language receives its own LEM-
MA technology model (cf. Subsection 8.6.1). Furthermore, to achieve full
integration into MSA development workflows, a model processor for code
generation purposes on the basis of the technology model may be beneficial
(cf. Section 8.7).

• Programming Framework: Each programming framework receives its own
LEMMA technology model with service-related aspects to reify, e.g., metadata
elements or options for framework configuration. An additional model pro-
cessor with validation phases is crucial to ensure correct application of the
technology model (cf. Subsection 8.6.1). Moreover, it is likely that a framework-
oriented model processor must also provide capabilities for code generation
to eventually map technology aspects to framework concepts for microservice
implementation.

• Communication Protocol and Data Format: Typical LEMMA integration arti-
facts for communication protocols and data formats are model transformations
that convert structural domain concepts from LEMMA domain models into
protocol-specific or format-specific representations, e.g., JSON-based Avro
schema definitions [8] (cf. Subsection 8.6.2).
Frameworks like Spring may also provide capabilities to automatically seri-
alize and deserialize implementation artifacts like Java classes as prescribed
by protocols and data formats, e.g., HTTP and JSON. In this case, a model
transformation as a dedicated LEMMA integration artifact is probably re-
dundant. However, code generating model processors for such frameworks
(see above) should then ensure correct usage of frameworks’ serialization and
deserialization capabilities.

• Development Infrastructure Component: A development infrastructure com-
ponent is usually not directly relatable to a LEMMA integration artifact but
can impact artifact identification. For example, an event schema registry (cf.
Subsection 8.5.1) may assume schema definition files in a certain file format
and structure that is derivable from LEMMA models via transformation (see
above).
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• Pattern: Design and architecture patterns receive their own LEMMA technology
models with service-related aspects to reify pattern concepts. Additionally, to
foster correct pattern application, a pattern-specific, validating model processor
should accompany each pattern-specific technology model (cf. Subsection 8.6.1).
Pattern-specific model processors may also contribute implementation artifacts
through code generation, e.g., when a programming framework provides
means for pattern application.

Integration Step 2.2: Identification of Training Requirements This step of Inte-
gration Phase 2 focuses on the derivation of training requirements for the planned
LEMMA integration. Training requirements depend on the goal definition of the
integration (cf. Integration Step 0.2), selected stakeholders (cf. Integration Step 1.1),
and identified LEMMA integration artifacts (cf. Integration Step 2.1).

Suppose a goal definition that only focuses on model construction rather than
processing, e.g., for model-based documentation of microservice architectures (cf.
Subsection 2.4.2). In such a case, a training on LEMMA would only need to comprise
the concepts and syntaxes of its modeling languages (cf. Sections 4.4 and 5.3), and
omit LEMMA’s model processing capabilities (cf. Chapter 7).

Similarly, selected stakeholders may impact training requirements. In case the set
of selected stakeholders only consists of microservice developers, required training
time may be shorter than with additional domain expert involvement, e.g., because
developers likely do not require in-depth introduction to fundamental concepts of
the Eclipse IDE for practical model construction (cf. Section 5.5).

In addition, it depends on the kinds of identified LEMMA integration artifacts
which components of LEMMA require training during an integration. If there already
exist suitable technology models and model processors for the identified artifacts, a
special training on LEMMA’s Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2)
and model processing framework (cf. Section 7.4) may not be necessary. For instance,
we already developed support for Kafka as an asynchronous communication means
and the CQRS pattern (cf. Subsection 8.6.1). As a result, the respective technology
models and model processors are reusable on microservice architectures with a
similar technology stack and architecture as the PCSP.

As for goal definition in a LEMMA integration process, we do not assume a certain
approach to derive training requirements. Next to the relevant factors described above,
existing insights, e.g., from teaching modeling [63] and MDE [49], or knowledge
transfer in technology-induced organizational learning [104], may provide further
guidance in the determination of training requirements. Additionally, literature
on successfully involving domain experts in software development processes may
contribute to the elicitation of training requirements that adequately recognize domain
experts’ skill levels, motivations, and learning capabilities [88].
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Integration Step 2.3: Integration Scheduling This step concerns the scheduling of
a LEMMA integration based on the identified integration artifacts (cf. Integration
Step 2.1) and training requirements (cf. Integration Step 2.2). Specifically, Integration
Step 2.3 plans the timescales for training conduction and artifact development.

Integration scheduling should consider the complexity and extent of integration
artifact development as well as the skill levels of artifact developers. For example, due
to the lower amount of required code and smaller functionality scope, the construction
of technology models is not as complex as the implementation of model processors. In
addition, developer training takes longer when next to LEMMA’s modeling languages
also knowledge about its model processing framework must be imparted.

Next to an integration plan, Integration Step 2.3 should yield an estimation of
required training and development costs. For this purpose, organizations may rely,
e.g., on well-established approaches to effort estimation in software development [43].
In case the calculated costs contradict budget constraints, it is possible to stop the
LEMMA integration process after the current step without causing additional costs.

Integration Phase 3: Stakeholder Training

The third phase of a LEMMA integration process prepares and conducts stakeholder
training in its two steps LEMMA Installation and Training Conduction, respectively.

Integration Step 3.1: LEMMA Installation Integration Phase 3 starts with the in-
stallation of LEMMA’s modeling languages on the computers of the stakeholders to
train (cf. Integration Step 2.2). This step is a prerequisite for the upcoming training
conduction.

Since we realized the modeling languages on the basis of EMF and related mod-
eling technologies (cf. Section 4.5 and Section 5.5), Integration Step 3.1 requires to
install the Eclipse IDE prior to the modeling languages. Specifically, LEMMA expects
an Eclipse version higher or equal 2020-0324. The installation of LEMMA’s modeling
languages is then possible from a running Eclipse instance by means of a dedicated
Eclipse updatesite25.

Furthermore, in case LEMMA’s integration involves additional artifact develop-
ment (cf. Integration Step 2.1) and thus dedicated training (cf. Integration Step 2.2), it
may be sensible to install the required software dependencies on the computers of
artifact developers. To this end, we provide specialized build scripts in LEMMA’s

24https://www.eclipse.org/downloads/packages/release/2020-03/r
25https://microservices.fh-dortmund.de/lemma/

https://www.eclipse.org/downloads/packages/release/2020-03/r
https://microservices.fh-dortmund.de/lemma/
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SWH archive26,27. Alternatively, developers may use build management tools like
Maven or Gradle28 to resolve the dependencies at compile time of implemented
LEMMA integration artifacts from LEMMA’s artifact repository29.

Integration Step 3.2: Training Conduction This step conducts training on the us-
age of LEMMA’s modeling languages and the development of LEMMA integration
artifacts. To this end, the step refers to the elicited training requirements (cf. Inte-
gration Step 2.2) and assumes the successful installation of LEMMA (cf. Integration
Step 3.1). The training may also need to impart knowledge regarding model processor
execution for model validation or code generation (cf. Subsection 8.6.2).

Integration Phase 4: Integration Preparation

The fourth phase of a LEMMA integration process deals with the preparation of
identified integration artifacts (cf. Integration Step 2.1). Therefore, the phase consists
of the steps Integration Artifact Development and Integration Artifact Provisioning.

Integration Step 4.1: Integration Artifact Development In Integration Step 4.1,
trained developers (cf. Integration Step 3.2) create the required LEMMA integration
artifacts following the integration plan (cf. Integration Step 2.3). We do not prescribe
a certain methodology for artifact development but assume team autonomy and
self-organization following MSA principles (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).

Integration Step 4.2: Integration Artifact Provisioning This step makes LEMMA
integration artifacts available to trained integration stakeholders (cf. Integration
Step 2.2). For example, the step may provide updatesites for integration artifacts
that constitute Eclipse plugins (cf. Subsection 8.6.2). Moreover, model processors
may become downloadable in the form of executable Java archives (cf. Subsec-
tion 7.5.3), e.g., from shared code repositories with continuous deployment support
(cf. Subsection 8.5.3).

26https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:567763bca19c9d2038784d
3fc079d9b603c93c24/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&p
ath=build/lemma.sh

27https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:8477c76cb2e201ab64f6c7
6e63fc5151bf6886a8/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&p
ath=build/lemma.bat

28https://www.gradle.org
29https://repository.seelab.fh-dortmund.de/#browse/browse:maven-public:de%2Ffhdo%2Fle

mma

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:567763bca19c9d2038784d3fc079d9b603c93c24/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=build/lemma.sh
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:567763bca19c9d2038784d3fc079d9b603c93c24/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=build/lemma.sh
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:567763bca19c9d2038784d3fc079d9b603c93c24/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=build/lemma.sh
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:8477c76cb2e201ab64f6c76e63fc5151bf6886a8/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=build/lemma.bat
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:8477c76cb2e201ab64f6c76e63fc5151bf6886a8/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=build/lemma.bat
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:8477c76cb2e201ab64f6c76e63fc5151bf6886a8/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=build/lemma.bat
https://www.gradle.org
https://repository.seelab.fh-dortmund.de/#browse/browse:maven-public:de%2Ffhdo%2Flemma
https://repository.seelab.fh-dortmund.de/#browse/browse:maven-public:de%2Ffhdo%2Flemma
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Integration Phase 5: Enactment

The last phase of a LEMMA integration process focuses on the enactment of LEMMA
in MSA development processes. To this end, the phase considers the steps LEMMA
Enactment and Enactment Monitoring.

Integration Step 5.1: LEMMA Enactment This step enacts the developed LEM-
MA integration artifacts (cf. Integration Step 4.1). That is, it installs the artifacts
according to their provisioning (cf. Integration Step 4.2) and then adopts them in
MSA development practice.

We do not prescribe a certain approach to enact LEMMA. However, its relatively
loosely coupled architecture based on Eclipse plugins (cf. Section 5.5) and stan-
dalone model processors (cf. Section 6.1) enables both successive integration into
development processes as well as immediate full enactment.

For example, domain experts and microservice developers may first start to col-
laboratively construct domain models, thereby deepening their knowledge about
the practical application of LEMMA’s Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.1). Next, microservice developers may construct service models and when
considering them mature enough based on increased knowledge about LEMMA’s
Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) finally invoke model processors on
them (cf. Subsection 7.5.5).

Alternatively, LEMMA’s enactment may also follow an iterative approach that first
constructs coherent portions of models, e.g., an initial bounded context in a domain
model and a corresponding microservice in a service model. In case the resulting
preliminary models are semantically and syntactically valid (cf. Sections 4.4, 5.3,
and 5.4), they may also be processed. Subsequent iterations in LEMMA enactment
would then extend the models and continuously process them, e.g., until derived
microservices achieve the required maturity for productive operation.

Integration Step 5.2: Enactment Monitoring Integration Step 5.2 should run in
parallel with Integration Step 5.1 to monitor the successful enactment of LEMMA
according to the goal definition of the integration process (cf. Integration Step 0.2).
In case issues with goal attainment occur, monitoring allows for taking necessary
countermeasures when deemed necessary. We do not assume the adoption of a
certain approach to enactment monitoring. However, the chosen techniques for goal
definition likely integrate means for monitoring goal attainment.

8.6.4 Discussion

We discuss the investigated integration of LEMMA into development workflows
of greenfield MSA engineering w.r.t. its contribution to Evaluation Goal EG 1 (cf.
Section 8.2) and the support for agility in MSA engineering.
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Contribution to Evaluation Goal EG 1

Evaluation Goal EG 1 demands a guideline that allows effort estimation of LEM-
MA’s integration into development workflows of greenfield MSA engineering. To
this end, it is crucial to identify and characterize technical as well as organizational
prerequisites for the integration (cf. Evaluation Metric EM 1).

Therefore, Subsection 8.6.3 derived a generalized process for LEMMA integrations
based on our insights from LEMMA’s adoption in the development of the PCSP
(cf. Section 8.5, and Subsections 8.6.1 and 8.6.2). The process consists of a prelim-
inary phase and five followup phases. Together, the phases consider factors of a
LEMMA integration that (i) address technological aspects, e.g., LEMMA installa-
tion and integration artifact provisioning; (ii) concern the integrating organization,
e.g., in stakeholder selection and training conduction; and (iii) crosscut technologi-
cal and organizational aspects, e.g., integration scheduling and integration artifact
development.

While we derived the presented integration process from our experiences with
a single microservice architecture, we believe that its steps are transferable to other
microservice architectures than the PCSP. Furthermore, we expect the process to
scale from single microservice teams to complete development organizations. We
ground both these assumptions on the constrained technical as well as organiza-
tional scope of microservices (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). Specifically, a team may first
adopt LEMMA for the development of only a single microservice, which should
not influence development workflows of other services given MSA’s emphasis of
independence and technology heterogeneity [205]. Starting from initial experiences
gained in this small-scale adoption, the team may decide to use LEMMA for the
development of additional services. Other microservice teams may simultaneously
integrate LEMMA into their development workflows when deemed appropriate and
without impacting the integration process of the first team [246]. Additionally, devel-
opment organizations may utilize established process frameworks for MSA [272] to
foster inter-team knowledge sharing about LEMMA integrations, their success factors
and challenges. However, future research is necessary to evaluate the maturity and
cost intensity of the proposed integration process w.r.t. the specific circumstances
of other microservice architectures than the PCSP. For this purpose, it might also
be beneficial to contrast the process with similar approaches that do not specifically
focus on MSA but the generic integration of modeling means into existing software
systems and their development processes [66].

Additionally, the empowerment of domain experts for LEMMA modeling calls
for further investigation, e.g., when it comes to the creation of elaborate training
materials (cf. Integration Step 3.2 in Subsection 8.6.3). On the other hand, it may not
be possible at all to actively involve domain experts in LEMMA modeling activities,
e.g., due to financial reasons or unavailability (cf. Integration Step 1.1). Consequently,
microservice developers would exclusively be in charge of transferring domain knowl-
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edge into LEMMA models (cf. Subsection 8.6.1). An approach towards decreasing the
resulting additional amount of work is the automated transformation of UML-based
DDD domain models into LEMMA models [242]. Yet this approach requires the
usage of DDD for the elicitation of domain knowledge.

Furthermore, the adoption of LEMMA in greenfield MSA engineering from the
perspective of microservice operators and software architects (cf. Section 3.3) needs
future work. That is because the focus of LEMMA’s greenfield evaluation is on
domain experts and microservice developers (cf. Section 8.2).

Support for Agility in MSA Engineering

The following paragraphs discuss LEMMA’s support for agility in MSA engineering
w.r.t. microservice development, model processing, the development organization,
and LEMMA’s integration, respectively.

Agility w.r.t. Microservice Development As described in Subsection 8.6.2, LEM-
MA does not assume a certain methodology or process framework for software
engineering. In fact, microservice developers can treat LEMMA model code like
regular source code as long as they observe the dependencies between LEMMA’s
modeling languages. Consequently, the construction and modification of LEMMA
models integrates with established practices and processes within microservice teams.

Nonetheless, import dependencies between LEMMA models (cf. Subsections 3.4.5
and 4.4.1) may introduce accidental service coupling. For example, the LEMMA ser-
vice models of both physical sides of the Charging Station Management Microservice
import the same LEMMA domain model (cf. Listings 8.8 and 8.9 in Subsection 8.6.1).
While this import guarantees consistency among domain concepts, it also results
in an increased coupling of side microservices. For instance, an evolution of the
query side microservice to support additional queries may require the extension of
the shared domain model with additional data structures (cf. Listings 8.1 to 8.3).
While these new data structures would only concern the query side microservice,
they would implicitly become a part of the command side microservice because it
also imports the domain model. Furthermore, every adaptation of shared domain
concepts not constituting events as means to make microservice relationships and
their structure explicit may imply adaptation and testing of both side microservices.

A solution to this kind of import-induced coupling in the context of the Charging
Station Management Microservice is to split the shared domain model into three
domain models. First, both physical side microservices would receive their own
domain model. Second, the side-specific domain models would import a third domain
model including only explicitly shared concepts, i.e., domain events and related
concepts (cf. Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1). As a result, both side microservices may
still refer to domain events as operation parameter types (cf. Listings 8.8 and 8.9),
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while at the same time isolated evolution of side-specific domain concepts becomes
feasible.

Agility w.r.t. Model Processing Regarding model processing, the support for agile
practices like continuous refactoring [62] depends on the implementation of model
processors. Code generators, for example, may foster iterative software development
as they allow quick integration and testing of functionality [304]. However, they must
not overwrite handwritten code to prevent interference with iterative development
practices. LEMMA’s model processing framework (cf. Chapter 7) does not integrate
specialized means to support agility in model processing because they are usually
technology-dependent (cf. Section 8.7). As a result, it is in the responsibility of model
processor developers to make their processors compatible with agile practices.

Agility w.r.t. Development Organization To achieve full support of agility beyond
coding and w.r.t. the development organization, the provisioning of additional LEM-
MA artifacts may be required. For instance, the architecture of the PCSP aims to
improve agility by decreasing the coupling between microservices to grant teams
greater autonomy. To this end, it relies on events for microservice interaction (cf.
Subsection 8.5.1). While LEMMA’s modeling languages integrate concepts for event
expression (cf. Section 4.4), the implementation of a model transformation from LEM-
MA domain models to event schema definitions was necessary (cf. Subsection 8.6.2).
Otherwise, support for agility as induced by the PCSP’s Event Schema Registry (cf.
Subsection 8.5.1) would not be secured.

Agility w.r.t. LEMMA Integration Concerning the agility of LEMMA’s integration,
the presented integration process (cf. Subsection 8.6.3) permits continuous execution.
To this end, Integration Step 2.3, which determines the integration scheduling, can
plan an iterative execution of stakeholder training (cf. Integration Phase 3), integration
preparation (cf. Integration Phase 4), and enactment (cf. Integration Phase 5). Suppose
a LEMMA integration process that requires the integration of LEMMA’s modeling
languages together with the development of additional integration artifacts. The
first iteration of Phases 3 to 5 may then cover the integration of only the modeling
languages and the second iteration could focus on artifact development.

Depending on the extent of required languages and additional artifacts, an iterative
LEMMA integration may also be finer-grained and comprise several iterations. For
example, the first iterations could only focus on the introduction of one LEMMA mod-
eling language at a time, following language dependencies (cf. Subsection 3.4.5). After
successful integration of languages, the iterative integration of additional artifacts
could follow, e.g., in the order of their importance in the microservice development
process. For instance, the integration of technology models and corresponding model
validators may occur prior to the integration of code generation capabilities into
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validating model processors (cf. Section 7.3). Such an approach would allow the
initial construction of technology-compliant and pattern-compliant LEMMA models
as well as their later processing. To accelerate the start of model construction, the
integration of model validators may even follow immediately after the iteration that
integrated the corresponding modeling language.

To summarize, we argue that LEMMA itself and the presented integration process
do not hamper agility in microservice development but can go hand in hand with it.

8.7 Evaluation of LEMMA’s Impact on the Efficiency of
Microservice Development with Code Generation

This section addresses Evaluation Goal EG 2 (cf. Section 8.2) and explores LEM-
MA’s impact on the efficiency of microservice development. Therefore, we evaluate
LEMMA’s support for code generation (cf. Subsection 2.2.3) as one means of model
processing in greenfield MSA engineering (cf. Subsection 8.6.2).

Like for the previous section, we orient this part of LEMMA’s greenfield eval-
uation towards the PCSP and its Charging Station Management Microservice (cf.
Subsection 8.5.1). Hence, we develop and evaluate required artifacts for code gen-
eration from LEMMA domain and service models (cf. Subsection 8.6.1) w.r.t. the
technologies of the PCSP (cf. Subsection 8.5.4). However, we also aim to enable the
transferability of the developed artifacts to other microservice architectures with a
similar technology stack.

Starting from the insights of Sections 8.5 and 8.6, we formulate the following goals
for code generation artifacts in the context of the PCSP:

CG.1 Support for shareable modularization: Subsection 8.6.2 mentioned the
possibility to implement and manage LEMMA technology models (cf. Sub-
section 4.4.2) together with their model processors by means of shared code
repositories. As a result, the models and their processors would become
applicable by other microservice teams.
For the PCSP, based on the number of involved technology models (cf.
Subsection 8.6.1), five model processors would be necessary, i.e., for the
technologies Java, Spring, and Kafka as well as for the Domain Events and
CQRS patterns. Next to model validation, such model processors would also
need to comprise code generation capabilities, e.g., to augment generated
Java classes with Spring and Kafka annotations.
LEMMA’s model processing framework already supports modularization
for the built-in Code Generation phase (cf. Subsection 7.4.4). However,
this modularization is only processor-internal and not shareable via code
repositories in the form of technology-aligned artifacts. Consequently, it
would require the realization of code generation capabilities for all target
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technologies in a single model processor, thereby increasing processor com-
plexity, decreasing flexibility in technology exchange, and hampering teams
in the contribution of new code generators for only selected technologies.
Thus, Code Generation Goal CG.1 demands an approach for modularized
code generation from LEMMA models that enables to align code generation
with technology models of arbitrary scope (cf. Subsection 8.6.1).

CG.2 Support for composition: Shared LEMMA model processors with code
generation support (cf. Code Generation Goal CG.1), i.e., LEMMA code
generators, must be composable. For example, a Spring code generator
must be able to augment classes produced by a Java code generator with
annotations.
On the other hand, the Java code generator should also be usable without
the Spring code generator. This approach would allow microservice teams
that employ other frameworks than Spring for microservice development,
e.g., Micronaut30 or MicroProfile31, to also apply the Java code generator.

CG.3 Extensible by technology-savvy MSA stakeholders: Similar to LEMMA’s
model processing framework (cf. Section 7.1), LEMMA code generators
must be extensible by technology-savvy stakeholders in MSA engineering
such as the developers of PCSP microservices (cf. Subsection 8.5.3).
Moreover, code generator development must hide the complexity of mod-
eling technologies (cf. Section 7.1). Specifically, it must only concern
developers with relevant or familiar concepts like technology aspects and
the target programming language.

CG.4 Preservation of handwritten code: LEMMA code generators must not over-
write handwritten code upon re-generation. Subsection 8.6.4 emphasized
the importance of this goal to not interfere with agile development practices.
An additional motivation for the goal is LEMMA’s yet missing support for
the specification of microservices’ business logic (cf. Subsections 4.4.1 and
4.4.3). Consequently, microservice developers must be able to manually
extend code produced from LEMMA models.

CG.5 Support for shared library generation: As described in Subsection 8.5.3,
shared libraries are relevant to the development of the PCSP. Moreover,
they are common practice in MSA engineering in general [208]. Therefore,
LEMMA code generators should provide functionality to generate shared
libraries from domain models (cf. Subsection 8.6.2).

The remainder of the section is structured as follows. Subsection 8.7.1 presents
our approach towards achieving modularization, composition, and extensibility of
LEMMA code generators (cf. Code Generation Goals CG.1 to CG.3). Subsection 8.7.2
describes the preservation of handwritten code by LEMMA code generators (cf. Code

30https://www.micronaut.io
31https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/technology.microprofile

https://www.micronaut.io
https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/technology.microprofile
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Generation Goal CG.4). Subsection 8.7.3 elaborates on shared library generation (cf.
Code Generation Goal CG.5). Subsection 8.7.4 estimates the impact on microservice
development efficiency by LEMMA code generators (cf. Evaluation Goal EG 2 in
Section 8.2) and Subsection 8.7.5 discusses the results of this section.

8.7.1 Achieving Modularization, Composition, and Extensibility
of LEMMA Code Generators

This subsection presents our approach towards achieving modularization, composi-
tion, and extensibility of LEMMA code generators as motivated by the PCSP and its
technology choices (cf. Subsection 8.5.4). We structure the subsection into the parts
“Foundations and Example”, “Design and Implementation”, and “Practical Usage”.

Foundations and Example

Code Generation Goals CG.1 and CG.2 demand the modularization and composition
of LEMMA code generators along technology models. Furthermore, Code Generation
Goal CG.3 expects LEMMA code generators to be extensible by technology-savvy
stakeholders in MSA engineering.

These requirements towards code generators constitute an active field in MDE
research. However, proposed approaches [124, 307, 75] have several drawbacks from
the perspective of LEMMA and its users. First, they assume deep knowledge of
MDE topics such as metamodeling (cf. Subsection 2.2.2), AOM (cf. Subsection 3.4.2),
or template-based code generation including template modularization [51]. Hence,
microservice developers, as one technology-savvy stakeholder group in MSA engi-
neering with likely little experience in MDE (cf. Subsection 3.3.1), would require
intense training in these specialized areas to create or extend a code generator (cf.
Subsection 8.6.3). Second, code generators do not by themselves consider the preserva-
tion of handwritten code (cf. Code Generation Goal CG.4). Instead, it is necessary to
retrofit such functionality, e.g., by dedicated templates. Third, regarding the sharing
of modularized code generators, proposed approaches either suppose Eclipse-specific
infrastructure in addition to standalone code repositories [307] or do not consider
sharing at all [124, 75].

We aim to overcome these drawbacks in the context of LEMMA and Java-based
microservice development (cf. Evaluation Goal EG 2 in Section 8.2) like for the PCSP
(cf. Subsection 8.5.4) by using Java’s AST [107]. It acts as a unifying means for
modularized, composable, and extensible LEMMA code generators. Specifically, each
LEMMA code generator may adapt a given AST, e.g., to extend it with annotations
that map to aspects from the generator’s technology model (cf. Subsection 8.6.1).
Eventually, the AST is serialized into one or more corresponding Java files. This
approach is similar to that of Eikermann et al. [75]. However, we neither employ
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a DSL to model an intermediate representation of the AST nor do we rely on an
additional template language to operate on the AST.

We illustrate our approach on the example of Listing 8.16. It is an excerpt of
Listing 8.8 that only shows the preamble of the LEMMA service model for the
physical command side microservice of the PCSP’s Charging Station Management
Microservice (cf. Subsection 8.6.1).

Listing 8.16: Excerpt from the LEMMA service model for the physical command side
microservice of the Charging Station Management Microservice (cf. Listing 8.8 in
Subsection 8.6.1).

1 ...
2
3 @technology(Java)
4 @technology(Spring)
5 @technology(Kafka)
6 @technology(DomainEvents)
7 @technology(CQRS)
8 ...
9 @Spring::_aspects.Application(name="ChargingStationManagementCommandSide")

10 @Kafka::_aspects.BootstrapAddress("localhost:9092")
11 @Kafka::_aspects.AvroRegistryAddress("localhost:8081")
12 ...
13 public functional microservice de.puls.ChargingStationManagementCommandSide {
14 ...
15 }

Listing 8.17 shows the corresponding Java and Spring code.

Listing 8.17: Java and Spring code corresponding to the LEMMA service model
excerpt in Listing 8.16.

1 ...
2
3 @LemmaMicroservice(type = LemmaMicroserviceType.FUNCTIONAL)
4 @SpringBootApplication(scanBasePackages = "de.puls")
5 ...
6 public class ChargingStationManagementCommandSide {
7 public static void main(String[] args) {
8 SpringApplication.run(ChargingStationManagementCommandSide.class, args);
9 }

10 }

Line 3 employs the @LemmaMicroservice annotation to preserve the information
that the modeled command side microservice is a functional microservice (cf. Line 13
in Listing 8.16 and Subsection 4.4.3).

Line 4 comprises an application of the Spring framework’s @SpringBootAppli-

cation annotation32. It covers the augmentation of the modeled command side
microservice with the Spring technology (cf. Line 4 in Listing 8.16). More specifically,
the annotation identifies the Java microservice as a Spring Boot application and the

32https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/api/org/springframework/boot/autoc
onfigure/SpringBootApplication.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/api/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/SpringBootApplication.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/api/org/springframework/boot/autoconfigure/SpringBootApplication.html
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value “de.puls” for its scanBasePackages element matches the qualifying segments
of the modeled microservice (cf. Line 13 in Listing 8.16).

Lines 6 to 10 of Listing 8.17 realize the Java class ChargingStationManagement-

CommandSide as the entrypoint to the implementation of the physical command
side microservice of the Charging Station Management Microservice. The class’s
name corresponds to the simple name of the modeled microservice (cf. Line 13
in Listing 8.16) and its main method executes the microservice as a Spring Boot
application.

Next to annotated Java code, Spring relies on files like “application.properties” (cf.
Subsection 8.6.1) to configure properties of microservices and supportive framework
components. For instance, the “application.properties” file clusters the value of the
name property from the Spring Application aspect and the value of the address

property from the Kafka BootstrapAddress aspect (cf. Subsection 8.6.1). Listing 8.18
shows an excerpt of the “application.properties” configuration file for the Java-
based implementation of the ChargingStationManagementCommandSide microservice
(cf. Listing 8.17). The values for the configuration properties originate from the
LEMMA excerpt in Listing 8.16.

Listing 8.18: Content of the “application.properties” file for the Java-based implemen-
tation of the ChargingStationManagementCommandSide microservice (cf. Listing 8.17)
derived from the corresponding LEMMA excerpt (cf. Listing 8.16).

1 spring.application.name=ChargingStationManagementCommandSide
2 kafka.bootstrapAddress=localhost:9092
3 kafka.avro.schemaRegistryAddress=localhost:8081
4 ...

Line 1 configures the name of the command side microservice’s Spring Boot
application. Line 2 determines the address of the ZooKeeper server by which the
microservice discovers Kafka message brokers to interact with (cf. Subsection 8.6.1).
The values for both configuration properties match those of the properties in the
applications of the Application and BootstrapAddress aspects in the LEMMA model
(cf. Lines 9 and 10 in Listing 8.16). Additionally, Line 3 configures the address of
the Avro schema registry according to the application of the AvroRegistryAddress

aspect (cf. Line 11 in Listing 8.16).
Figure 8.7 summarizes the evolution of the Java AST and “application.properties”

configuration file until their final serializations in Listings 8.17 and 8.18, respectively.
Figure 8.7 comprises four code generation steps:

1. Java AST: This step focuses on the Java technology model (cf. Listing G.5 in
Appendix G.2) because it creates an initial Java AST from the intermediate rep-
resentation of the LEMMA service model in Listing 8.16 (cf. Subsection 6.4.2).
In concrete Java syntax, this AST corresponds to Lines 3, 6, and 10 of List-
ing 8.17.
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Figure 8.7: Evolution of Java code and “application.properties” content derived from
the LEMMA service model in Listing 8.16 (custom form of presentation).

2. Spring: The second step targets the Spring technology model (cf. Listing 8.4 in
Subsection 8.6.1). Starting from the Application technology aspect in Line 9
of Listing 8.16, the step enriches the initial Java AST with the @SpringBoot-

Application annotation (cf. Line 4 in Listing 8.17) and also adds the main

method to the AST (cf. Lines 7 to 9 in Listing 8.17). Moreover, the step adds
the configuration entry for the Spring Boot application name to the “applica-
tion.properties” file (cf. Line 1 in Listing 8.18).

3. Kafka: This step addresses the Kafka technology model (cf. Listing 8.5 in
Subsection 8.6.1). Specifically, it leverages the information from the applications
of the aspects BootstrapAddress and AvroRegistryAddress in Lines 10 and 11
of Listing 8.16 to extend the “application.properties” file with corresponding
configuration entries (cf. Lines 2 and 3 in Listing 8.18).

4. Serialize Java and Configuration Code: This last code generation step seri-
alizes the gathered Java AST and configuration entries to physical files on
harddisk.
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Design and Implementation

Starting from the stepwise evolution of Java and configuration code sketched in
Figure 8.7, we derive a generalized approach for code generation in the context of
Java-based microservice development with supportive programming frameworks and
patterns. The following paragraphs present the approach, the design of its API for
the flexible introduction of additional code generation steps, and its implementation.

Code Generation Approach We consider Steps 1 and 4 of the evolution process in
Figure 8.7 to belong to the same LEMMA code generator. That is because both focus
on the same technology, i.e., Java and its Properties file format33. Specifically, this
code generator establishes the technical foundation to enrich the AST with additional
information from subsequent code generation steps. Therefore, we refer to this code
generator as the Java Base Generator (JBG).

Next to initial AST provisioning and the eventual serialization of the enriched
AST, we also gather recurring functionality in the JBG to make its behavior consistent
and reusable by subsequent code generation steps. Based on the evolution process
in Figure 8.7, such functionality comprises the augmentation of the Java AST with
annotations, methods, and bodies, as well as the extension of the “application.proper-
ties” configuration file with new entries.

In summary, the JBG is responsible for the following actions in LEMMA code
generation with Java as target language:

• Provisioning of initial Java ASTs: The JBG must provide initial Java ASTs for
their possible augmentation by subsequent code generation steps. For the
sake of conciseness, we list the required mappings of concepts from LEM-
MA’s intermediate metamodels (cf. Section 6.4) to concepts from Java’s AST
specification [107] in Appendix K.
In particular, the JBG must be capable of providing and maintaining more than
one Java AST during a single execution, e.g., when an intermediate service
model (cf. Subsection 6.4.2) clusters more than one microservice. Moreover, the
JBG must also provide initial ASTs for the intermediate representations of LEM-
MA domain models (cf. Subsection 6.4.1) imported and used by intermediate
service models.

• Provisioning of an API for AST augmentation: The JBG must provide imple-
menters of code generation steps (cf. Figure 8.7), e.g., microservice developers
(cf. Code Generation Goal CG.3), with a convenient API to access the Java ASTs
of a JBG execution and augment them with technology-dependent information.

• Provisioning of an API to extend configuration and build management files:
The JBG must provide implementers of code generation steps with an API to

33https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/Properties.
html

https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/Properties.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/Properties.html
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extend generated files beyond classes in Java ASTs. Next to the addition of new
entries to Java Properties files (cf. Figure 8.7), this API also needs to consider
the manipulation of build management files in Maven’s Project Object Model
(POM) format34.

• Serialization of Java ASTs and additional files: The JBG must serialize aug-
mented Java ASTs and additional files after the last code generation step of an
execution.

The latter code generation action requires the JBG to control the flow of code
generation steps that occur between the provisioning of initial ASTs and their eventual
serialization. In Figure 8.7, Steps 2 and 3 for the augmentation of ASTs and the
extension of configuration files w.r.t. Spring and Kafka constitute such intermediary
code generation steps. In the following, we refer to bundles of intermediary code
generation steps for the JBG as Genlets. A Genlet is a LEMMA integration artifact (cf.
Subsection 8.6.3) with the following properties:

• Standalone LEMMA model processor: A Genlet is a standalone LEMMA
model processor targeting a certain technology or pattern. As such, a Gen-
let is distributable across microservice development teams via shared code
repositories (cf. Code Generation Goal CG.1).

• Provisioning of model validation capabilities: A Genlet may realize model
validations as required by its technology or pattern. As each Genlet is a
standalone LEMMA model processor, these validations are executable on
LEMMA models outside the context of the JBG (cf. Subsection 8.6.1).

• Composable for Java code generation: Genlets are composable for code gener-
ation with the JBG (cf. Code Generation Goal CG.2). That is, the JBG can invoke
the code generation capabilities of Genlets in a user-defined order, e.g., like the
one in Figure 8.7. In this context, the JBG provides Genlets with a specialized
API to augment the Java ASTs of its current execution, and contribute entries
to configuration and build management files.

• Extensible by technology-savvy MSA stakeholders: Like LEMMA’s model
processing framework, Genlets shall rely on annotation-driven IoC (cf. Subsec-
tion 7.5.1) to facilitate their development and extension by technology-savvy
MSA stakeholders (cf. Code Generation Goal CG.3).

Genlet API Design Figure 8.8 shows the core design concepts of the JBG’s API for
Genlet implementers.

As a standalone LEMMA model processor, a Genlet must provide a concrete
realization for the AbstractModelProcessor class of LEMMA’s model processing
framework (cf. Subsection 7.4.3). Additionally, the Genlet must implement the Gen-

34https://maven.apache.org/pom.html

https://maven.apache.org/pom.html
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EObjectNodeCombination
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Figure 8.8: Core design concepts of the Genlet API provided by the JBG.

let interface to be recognizable and invokable by the JBG. More precisely, the JBG
requires Genlets to implement the following interface methods:

• nameOfAspectHandlerPackage: This method returns the name of the Java pack-
age to be scanned by the JBG for implementations of handlers that shall react
to aspect applications in LEMMA intermediate models (cf. Subsection 6.4.1).

• nameOfCodeGenerationHandlerPackage: This method determines the name of
the Java package to scan for implementations of handlers that contribute in
code generation.

• onEvent: Leveraging this callback method, Genlets may react to predefined
code generation events during a JBG execution. The event parameter indicates
the event type.

A Genlet may provide an arbitrary number of aspect handlers, which are classes that
implement the AspectHandlerI interface (cf. Figure 8.8) and reside in the Genlet’s
Java package returned by the nameOfAspectHandlerPackage method of the Genlet

interface. Aspect handlers are responsible for mapping the intermediate representa-
tions of technology aspects (cf. Subsection 6.4.1) to nodes or actions on existing nodes
of a given Java AST. An aspect handler must implement the following methods from
the AspectHandlerI interface:

• handlesEObjectNodeCombinations: This method signals the JBG to which map-
pings of LEMMA intermediate metamodel concepts to Java AST node types an
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aspect handler shall react. The possible mappings are anticipated by the JBG
and described in Appendix K.
Suppose a Spring Genlet with an aspect handler focusing on aspects from
the Spring technology model that reify HTTP methods like PUT or DELETE (cf.
Listing 8.4 in Subsection 8.6.1). This handler must react to the mapping of a
LEMMA IntermediateOperation instance to a Java MethodDeclaration AST
node (cf. Appendix K.2) so that the handler can augment the generated Java
method with the corresponding Spring annotation of the encountered aspect,
e.g., @PutMapping35 or @DeleteMapping36.

• handlesAspects: Aspect handlers may constrain their execution by the JBG to
certain aspects. For example, the aspect handler described above should only
react to those aspects from the Spring technology model that concern HTTP
methods. The JBG expects the method to return the fully-qualified names of a
handler’s supported aspects. The fully-qualified name of an aspect consists of
the name of its defining technology model, e.g., “Spring”, and the name of the
aspect, e.g., “Put”, separated by a dot.

• execute: This method clusters the logic of an aspect handler implementation.
The JBG invokes the method for all aspect handlers whose handlesEObject-

NodeCombinations method returns a supported mapping of a LEMMA inter-
mediate metamodel concept to a Java AST node type (cf. Appendix K). More
precisely, the JBG calls execute on aspect handlers after it finished the process-
ing of the mapping itself. The execute method receives the instance of the
intermediate metamodel concept (eObject parameter), the AST node instance
(node), and the intermediate representation of the matched aspect (aspect).
The execute method returns the augmented AST node instance to the JBG,
which then replaces the input AST node with the augmented node.

Next to aspect handlers, Genlets may integrate code generation handlers for Java
AST augmentation. By contrast to aspect handlers, the JBG does not constrain code
generation handler invocation to the occurrence of certain aspects but only to a
single mapping of a LEMMA intermediate metamodel concept to a Java AST node
type supported by the JBG (cf. Appendix K). A code generation handler of a given
Genlet is a class inside the package returned by the Genlet’s implementation of
the nameOfCodeGenerationHandlerPackage method according to the Genlet interface
(cf. Figure 8.8). Furthermore, the JBG recognizes code generation handler classes
as realizations of the GenletCodeGenerationHandlerI interface (cf. Figure 8.8) that
prescribes implementation of the following methods:

• handlesEObjectsOfInstance: This method informs the JBG about the LEMMA
35https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframewo

rk/web/bind/annotation/PutMapping.html
36https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframewo

rk/web/bind/annotation/DeleteMapping.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PutMapping.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/PutMapping.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/DeleteMapping.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/DeleteMapping.html
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intermediate metamodel concept addressed by the code generation handler,
e.g., IntermediateMicroservice (cf. Subsection 6.4.2).

• generatesNodesOfInstance: This method signals the JBG the type of Java AST
node that the handler produces, e.g., NormalClassDeclaration [107].

• execute: The JBG calls the execute method of a code generation handler for
each instance of the LEMMA intermediate metamodel concept returned by
handlesEObjectsOfInstance for which the JBG produced a preliminary AST
node of the type returned by generatesNodesOfInstance. The execute method
receives the concept and AST node instance in its eObject and node parameter,
respectively. The handler may either substantiate the preliminary AST node in
the node parameter or replace it entirely with a newly generated node.
Furthermore, depending on the Java AST node type, which the handler pro-
duces, the JBG provides the context parameter of execute with a contextual
Java AST node. For example, the contextual AST node for handlers that can
generate Java methods, i.e., Java AST nodes of type MethodDeclaration [107],
will be the current Java class on which the JBG operates, i.e., a Java AST node
of type NormalClassDeclaration [107]. The handler may use a contextual AST
node, e.g., to also augment it with annotations.
The JBG expects execute implementations to return a substantiated or newly
generated Java AST node that the JBG will embed in the contextual AST node
if any. For instance, generated Java methods and attributes will become parts
of Java classes. In case no contextual AST node exists for a generated AST
node, e.g., a Java class, the JBG will eventually serialize the returned node in
its own file. The execute method may also return null to inform the JBG that
the code generation handler did not generate a Java AST node at all.
An example for a code generation handler originates from the Spring Gen-
let that must provide a handler for the mapping of LEMMA Intermedi-

ateMicroservice instances to Java NormalClassDeclaration nodes (cf. Ap-
pendix K.2). This handler extends the preliminary Java class for a microservice
with the main method required by Spring for the service’s invocation (cf. Fig-
ure 8.7).

Genlets may react to JBG events within their onEvent callbacks. The literals of the
GenletEventType enumeration (cf. Figure 8.8) determine the possible events:

• GENLET_LOADED: This event signals a Genlet its successful loading. The JBG
emits the event once per Genlet and immediately after its recognition and
instantiation from the Java classpath. A Genlet may perform initialization
actions such as the setup of Singletons [97] after event receipt.

• INTERMEDIATE_EOBJECT_PROCESSING_STARTS: The JBG dispatches this event for
each element in an intermediate model so that Genlets can react to the start of
the processing of the next element. Starting from the event, Genlets gain access
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to intermediate model elements prior to their processing by the JBG and any
mapping to an AST node. The event allows Genlets, e.g., direct modification
of intermediate model elements when their default mapping by the JBG (cf.
Appendix K) is not sufficient for the targeted technology or pattern.

• MICROSERVICE_GENERATION_FINISHED: The JBG sends this event to Genlets after
it finished the mapping of a LEMMA IntermediateMicroservice instance to
a Java NormalClassDeclaration node (cf. Appendix K.2). The event enables
Genlets to prepare for the next microservice to process, e.g., by resetting
microservice-specific cache entries.

• OVERALL_GENERATION_FINISHED: With this event, the JBG informs Genlets about
the end of its current execution so that they can perform cleanup activities like
closing opened files.

Finally, the Util class in Figure 8.8 provides Genlet implementers with meth-
ods to further modify the nodes of a Java AST, or extend configuration and build
management files:

• addImport: This method enables to augment Java classes with additional im-
ports. To this end, the JBG will produce an AST node corresponding to a Java
import [107] for the given import string and add the import node to the Java
class that clusters the given AST node.
For example, the aspect handler being responsible for adding Spring’s @Put-

Mapping annotation to Java methods (see above) invokes addImport with the
Java MethodDeclaration node on which it operates and the import string
for the annotation, i.e., “org.springframework.web.bind.annotation.PutMap-
ping”. Consequently, the Java class of the generated method will receive a
corresponding Java import.

• addDependency: This method allows Genlets for assigning dependency infor-
mation to AST nodes. The JBG gathers dependencies by group, artifact, and
version following dependency specification in Maven’s POM format, which is
also supported by other build management tools like Gradle.
For instance, the Spring Genlet adds the dependency with group “org.spring-
framework.boot” and artifact “spring-boot-starter-parent” to the generated
Java class for the microservice that is currently processed by the JBG (cf. Ap-
pendix K.2). As a result, the generated Java microservice gains access to, e.g.,
the @SpringBootApplication annotation (cf. Figure 8.7).

• toProperty: The toProperty method realizes a convenient way to map tech-
nology aspects and their properties (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) to configuration
files in Java’s Properties format. Therefore, the method expects a technology
aspect in its intermediate representation (aspect parameter) as well as the
names of the source aspect property (aspectPropertyName), target property file
(propertyFile), and target property entry (targetPropertyName).
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For instance, the Spring Genlet utilizes toProperty to map a value for the name

property of the Application aspect (cf. Listing 8.4 in Subsection 8.6.1) to an
entry for the “spring.application.name” property37 in the “application.proper-
ties” file.

By means of the above methods, the JBG relieves Genlets from import, dependency,
and configuration management. Specifically, the JBG accounts for the serialization of
received information in the correct entry and file format, and also prevents duplicate
entries when necessary. For example, a Java class will comprise the same import
string only once even if several Genlets reported it to the JBG.

Implementation We implemented the JBG in Kotlin as a LEMMA model processor
leveraging our model processing framework (cf. Chapter 7). The JBG implements a
code generation module (cf. Subsection 7.4.4) that creates initial Java ASTs from the
intermediate representations of LEMMA domain and service models following the
mapping specifications in Appendix K. The JBG relies on the JavaParser framework38

for the programmatic creation, modification, and eventual serialization of Java ASTs.
The JBG’s code generation module may receive one or more occurrences of the

phase-specific command line option (cf. Subsection 7.4.3) “--genlet”. The arguments
for the option must represent file paths that point to the compiled Java archives
of Genlet implementations. The JBG applies dynamic class loading [178] to retrieve
the implementations of the Genlet interface (cf. Figure 8.8) from Genlets’ Java
archives. In the following, the JBG instantiates the found Genlet implementations,
and invokes their methods nameOfAspectHandlerPackage and nameOfCodeGenera-

tionHandlerPackage (cf. Figure 8.8) to gather the packages of Genlets’ aspect and
code generation handlers, respectively. Like LEMMA’s model processing framework
(cf. Subsection 7.5.2), the JBG exploits the ClassGraph scanner to search the handler
packages for handler implementations.

After Genlet loading, the JBG traverses received intermediate models (cf. Subsec-
tion 7.4.3) by means of EMF [275] and maps their elements to initial Java ASTs as
described in Appendix K. During the mappings, the JBG informs Genlets about its
execution by means of the supported events (cf. Figure 8.8), passes Java AST nodes to
Genlets’ aspect and code generation handlers, embeds resulting nodes in Java ASTs,
and also manages additional file entries. The JBG invokes Genlets and their handlers
in the order of the arguments for the “--genlet” option on the JBG’s command line.

Ultimately, the JBG serializes Java ASTs, and collected configuration and build
management entries to physical files. Next to Java source code files, the current
implementation of the JBG only supports the serialization of files in Maven’s POM
and Java’s Properties format. However, from the perspective of Genlet implementers

37https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/reference/html/appendix-applicatio
n-properties.html#spring.application.name

38https://www.javaparser.org

https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/reference/html/appendix-application-properties.html#spring.application.name
https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/reference/html/appendix-application-properties.html#spring.application.name
https://www.javaparser.org
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and based on the methods of the Util class of its Genlet API (cf. Figure 8.8), the
JBG abstracts from these formats. Hence, we are confident about the extensibility
of the JBG w.r.t. future support of alternative formats like Gradle build scripts39 or
YAML [24].

The implementation of the JBG may be found on SWH. In fact, the Java model
processor in Table 8.4 of Subsection 8.6.1 constitutes the JBG and the remaining entries
in the table are Genlets for the stated technology models.

Practical Usage

In the following, we illustrate the practical usage of the JBG’s Genlet API on the
example of the Spring Genlet (cf. Figure 8.7). We use Java to implement the Genlet
because the majority of PCSP microservice teams employs this programming language
(cf. Subsection 8.5.4). The following paragraphs describe the implementation of (i)
the Genlet’s entrypoint based on the Genlet interface (cf. Figure 8.8); (ii) an aspect
handler; and (iii) a code generation handler.

Entrypoint Implementation Listing 8.19 shows a Java excerpt from the entrypoint
class of the Spring Genlet.

Listing 8.19: Excerpt from the Java implementation of the Spring Genlet’s entrypoint.
1 ...
2
3 public class SpringcloudGenerator extends AbstractModelProcessor implements Genlet {
4 private static String BASE_PACKAGE = "org.example.springcloud";
5
6 public static void main(String[] args) {
7 new SpringcloudGenerator().run(args);
8 }
9

10 public SpringcloudGenerator() {
11 super(BASE_PACKAGE);
12 }
13
14 public String nameOfAspectHandlerPackage() {
15 return nameOfCodeGenerationHandlerPackage() + ".aspects";
16 }
17
18 public String nameOfCodeGenerationHandlerPackage() {
19 return BASE_PACKAGE + ".handlers";
20 }
21 }

The SpringcloudGenerator class realizes the entrypoint of the Spring Genlet. By
default, the JBG assumes the name of a Genlet’s entrypoint class to correspond to the
last segment in the name of the Genlet’s Java archive in capitalized form and with
the suffix “Generator”. Suppose the compiled version of the Spring Genlet resides in

39https://docs.gradle.org/current/userguide/tutorial_using_tasks.html

https://docs.gradle.org/current/userguide/tutorial_using_tasks.html
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a Java archive called “org.example.springcloud.jar”. In this case, the JBG implicitly
anticipates the name of the entrypoint class to be “SpringcloudGenerator” like in
Listing 8.19.

In Line 3 of Listing 8.19, the SpringcloudGenerator class extends the AbstractMod-
elProcessor class from LEMMA’s model processing framework (cf. Subsection 7.4.3).
Moreover, it implements the Genlet interface from the JBG’s Genlet API (cf. Fig-
ure 8.8).

The main method in Lines 6 to 8 delegates the standalone execution of the Java
archive to LEMMA’s model processing framework. Therefore, main first instantiates
the entrypoint class that invokes the constructor in Lines 10 to 12. The constructor
passes the package of the Spring Genlet to the model processing framework, which
will scan the package for framework-compliant implementations, e.g., of model
validators (cf. Subsection 7.5.3). Next, main invokes the run method inherited from
AbstractModelProcessor on the SpringcloudGenerator instance. Consequently, the
Spring Genlet will behave like a regular LEMMA model processor when its Java
archive is directly executed (cf. Subsection 7.4.3). As a result, the Genlet is standalone
usable, e.g., to validate LEMMA models prior to their processing (cf. Subsection 8.6.1).

In case the Genlet’s Java archive is passed for execution to the JBG via the “--genlet”
option (see above), the JBG itself instantiates the entrypoint class. However, it does
not invoke the inherited run method but calls the entrypoint’s methods nameOfAs-

pectHandlerPackage and nameOfCodeGenerationHandlerPackage (cf. Lines 14 to 20
in Listing 8.19). They return the Genlet’s packages for the implementations of aspect
handlers, i.e., “org.example.springcloud.handlers.aspects” (cf. Line 15), and code gen-
eration handlers, i.e., “org.example.springcloud.handlers” (cf. Line 19), respectively.
The JBG will then scan both packages for corresponding handler implementations.

Aspect Handler Implementation Listing 8.20 shows a Java excerpt that realizes the
handler of the Spring technology’s Application aspect (cf. Listing 8.4 in Subsec-
tion 8.6.1) in the Spring Genlet.

Listing 8.20: Excerpt from the Java implementation of the Spring Genlet’s handler for
the Application aspect.

1 package org.example.springcloud.handlers.aspects;
2
3 ...
4
5 @AspectHandler
6 public class ApplicationHandler implements AspectHandlerI {
7 public EObjectNodeCombinations handlesEObjectNodeCombinations() {
8 return AspectHandlersKt.combinations(combs -> {
9 combs.with(IntermediateMicroservice.class, ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration.class);

10 return null;
11 });
12 }
13
14 public Set<String> handlesAspects() {
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15 return new HashSet<>(Arrays.asList("Spring.Application"));
16 }
17
18 public Node execute(EObject eObject, Node node, IntermediateImportedAspect aspect) {
19 var microservice = (IntermediateMicroservice) eObject;
20 var generatedClass = (ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration) node;
21
22 UtilKt.addImport(generatedClass,
23 "org.springframework.boot.autoconfigure.SpringBootApplication");
24 var microservicePackage = StringUtils.substringBeforeLast(microservice.getQualifiedName(),
25 ".");
26 generatedClass.addAndGetAnnotation("SpringBootApplication")
27 .addPair("scanBasePackages", microservicePackage);
28 UtilKt.toProperty(aspect, "name", "application.properties", "spring.application.name");
29
30 ...
31
32 return node;
33 }
34
35 ...
36 }

Line 6 introduces the ApplicationHandler class. It implements the AspectHan-

dlerI interface from the JBG’s Genlet API (cf. Figure 8.8). In addition, the class
exhibits the @AspectHandler annotation. Based on the combination of annotation
and interface, the JBG recognizes aspect handler implementations upon classpath
scanning. Thus, like LEMMA’s model processing framework (cf. Subsection 7.5.1),
the JBG relies on annotation-driven IoC to facilitate the enhancement of Genlets with
support for new LEMMA technology aspects.

Lines 7 to 12 of Listing 8.20 realize the handlesEObjectNodeCombinations method
from the AspectHandlerI interface (cf. Figure 8.8). The method informs the JBG that
it shall activate the aspect handler after deriving a Java class from the intermediate
representation of a modeled microservice (cf. Appendix K.2). In this context, the
ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration class is JavaParser’s counterpart for Java’s AST node
type NormalClassDeclaration [107].

Lines 14 to 16 of Listing 8.20 implement the handlesAspects method from the
AspectHandlerI interface (cf. Figure 8.8). The method signals the applicability of the
aspect handler on occurrences of the Spring technology’s Application aspect within
LEMMA service models.

Lines 18 to 33 cluster the aspect handler’s logic in a realization of the execute

method from the AspectHandlerI interface (cf. Figure 8.8). The handler logic consists
of the following steps:

• Lines 22 and 23: The execute method leverages the Kotlin implementation of
the Genlet API’s Util class (cf. Figure 8.8) to invoke the addImport method on
the generated Java class. The method prompts the JBG to add an import for
the @SpringBootApplication annotation to the generated Java class.

• Lines 24 to 27: The execute method augments the generated Java class with
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the @SpringBootApplication annotation. In Line 27, the method assigns the
qualifying name segments of the microservice’s name to the scanBasePackages

element of the @SpringBootApplication annotation.
• Line 28: The execute method invokes the toProperty method from the Kotlin

implementation of the Util class (cf. Figure 8.8). This invocation translates
a value for the name property of the Application aspect (cf. Listing 8.4 in
Subsection 8.6.1) to a value for the “spring.application.name” property in the
“application.properties” configuration file for the microservice that the JBG
currently processes.

In the context of the PCSP’s ChargingStationManagement microservice (cf. Subsec-
tion 8.5.1), the handler for the Application aspect contributes, e.g., to the production
of the Java code for the physical command side microservice (cf. Listing 8.17). More
specifically, the execute method of the handler is responsible for the production of
the @SpringBootApplication annotation in Line 4 of Listing 8.17, whose scanBase-

Packages element receives the qualifying segments of the modeled microservice (cf.
Listing 8.16), i.e., “de.puls”.

Moreover, the aspect handler also contributes to the “application.properties” file
of the physical command side microservice (cf. Listing 8.18). In fact, the “spring.ap-
plication.name” entry in Line 1 of Listing 8.18 originates from the handler.

Code Generation Handler Implementation Listing 8.21 shows a Java excerpt from
the Spring Genlet’s code generation handler that substantiates the mapping of mod-
eled LEMMA microservices to Java classes (cf. Appendix K.2).

Listing 8.21: Excerpt from the Java implementation of the Spring Genlet’s code
generation handler that substantiates the mapping of LEMMA microservices to Java
classes.

1 package org.example.springcloud.handlers;
2
3 ...
4
5 @CodeGenerationHandler
6 public class MicroserviceHandler implements GenletCodeGenerationHandlerI<
7 IntermediateMicroservice, ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration, Void
8 > {
9 public Class<IntermediateMicroservice> handlesEObjectsOfInstance() {

10 return IntermediateMicroservice.class;
11 }
12
13 public Class<ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration> generatesNodesOfInstance() {
14 return ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration.class;
15 }
16
17 public ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration execute(
18 IntermediateMicroservice microservice,
19 ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration generatedClass,
20 Void noContext
21 ) {
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22 UtilKt.addImport(generatedClass, "org.springframework.boot.SpringApplication");
23 var mainMethod = generatedClass.addMethod("main", Modifier.Keyword.PUBLIC,
24 Modifier.Keyword.STATIC);
25 mainMethod.addParameter("String[]", "args");
26 UtilKt.setBody(mainMethod, "SpringApplication.run(" + generatedClass.getNameAsString() +
27 ".class, args)");
28
29 ...
30
31 return generatedClass;
32 }
33
34 ...
35 }

Line 6 introduces the MicroserviceHandler class. It implements the Genlet-

CodeGenerationHandlerI interface from the JBG’s Genlet API (cf. Figure 8.8). Fur-
thermore, the class exhibits the @CodeGenerationHandler annotation. As for aspect
handlers (cf. Listing 8.20), the JBG uses both annotation and interface to recognize
Genlets’ code generation handlers in the sense of annotation-driven IoC.

In Line 7 of Listing 8.21, the MicroserviceHandler class passes arguments to the
three type parameters of the GenletCodeGenerationHandlerI interface (cf. Figure 8.8).
The first two parameters determine the mapping of LEMMA intermediate metamodel
concept to Java AST node type (cf. Appendix K) for which the JBG shall invoke
the code generation handler. Specifically, the MicroserviceHandler focuses on Java
classes (ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration AST node type) that resulted from microser-
vices (IntermediateMicroservice metamodel concept). The third type parameter
of the GenletCodeGenerationHandlerI interface identifies the type of the contextual
Java AST node. However, the MicroserviceHandler class sets the parameter to Void

because the JBG does not provide contextual AST nodes for generated Java classes.
Lines 9 to 11 of Listing 8.21 provide the implementation for the handlesEObjects-

OfInstance method of the GenletCodeGenerationHandlerI interface (cf. Figure 8.8).
The method’s return value identifies the type of the LEMMA intermediate metamodel
concept targeted by the MicroserviceHandler, i.e., IntermediateMicroservice, and
thus corresponds to the first type argument for the GenletCodeGenerationHandlerI

interface. Similarly, Lines 13 to 15 implement the generatesNodesOfInstance method
from the GenletCodeGenerationHandlerI interface to determine the AST node type
supported by the MicroserviceHandler. The method’s return value equals the argu-
ment for the second type parameter of the GenletCodeGenerationHandlerI interface,
i.e., ClassOrInterfaceDeclaration.

Lines 17 to 32 of Listing 8.21 implement the logic of the code generation handler
as a realization of the execute method from the GenletCodeGenerationHandlerI

interface (cf. Figure 8.8). The handler logic consists of the following steps:

• Line 22: The execute method adds the import string of the SpringApplication
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class40 to the generated Java class.
• Lines 23 to 25: The execute method extends the generated Java class with the

signature of the main method that shall constitute the programmatic entrypoint
of the generated Java microservice. For this purpose, execute leverages the
API of the JavaParser framework.

• Lines 26 and 27: The execute method specifies that the body of the main

method consists of a call to the run method of the previously imported Spring-

Application class. The run method receives the name of the generated Java
class and the args array from the generated main method as arguments.

Regarding the PCSP’s ChargingStationManagement microservice (cf. Subsec-
tion 8.5.1), the code generation handler realized by the Spring Genlet’s Microser-

viceHandler class supports the production of, e.g., the main method for the Java
implementation of the microservice’s physical command side (cf. Listing 8.17). In par-
ticular, the code generation handler accounts for making generated Java microservice
implementations executable as Spring Boot applications.

8.7.2 Achieving Preservation of Handwritten Code by LEMMA
Code Generators

This subsection describes our approach to address Code Generation Goal CG.4, i.e.,
the preservation of handwritten code between consecutive executions of the JBG (cf.
Subsection 8.7.1).

It is often not feasible to generate all required code from models so that manual
extensions to automatically produced code must be possible [36, 299]. For instance,
LEMMA’s modeling languages do not integrate constructs that enable specification
of microservices’ business logic (cf. Subsections 4.4.1 and 4.4.3). Instead, microservice
developers need to be able to add such logic to generated code like the one in
Listing 8.17. From this requirement, the challenge arises to preserve handwritten
code upon re-generation from LEMMA models. Otherwise, invested effort and
contributed manual work will get lost, and a negative impact on agile development
practices is likely (cf. Subsection 8.6.4).

The following paragraphs describe two patterns to secure handwritten code from
getting overwritten by code generation as well as their support by the JBG.

Generation Gap Pattern A common approach to prevent handwritten code from
getting overwritten by code generators is the Generation Gap pattern [91]. Figure 8.9
exemplifies the adoption of the pattern for parts of the CommandSide class. According
to the mapping specifications in Appendix K.2, the JBG derives this class for the

40https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/api/org/springframework/boot/Sprin
gApplication.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/api/org/springframework/boot/SpringApplication.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/api/org/springframework/boot/SpringApplication.html
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modeled CommandSide interface of the Charging Station Management Microservice’s
physical command side microservice (cf. Listing 8.8 in Subsection 8.6.1).

cd
Generation Gap Pattern Example

manually adaptable (generated only
when not already existent)(re-)generated

(re-)generated«interface»
CommandSideGen

+ createParkingArea(command : CreateParkingAreaCommand)
+ sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent()

CommandSideGenImpl

+ createParkingArea(command : CreateParkingAreaCommand)
+ sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent()

CommandSide

+ createParkingArea(command : CreateParkingAreaCommand)
+ sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent()

Figure 8.9: Example application of the Generation Gap pattern in a UML class dia-
gram [220]. UML comments distinguish diagram elements that the pattern considers
for re-generation from diagram elements that are manually adaptable without getting
overwritten upon re-generation.

With the adoption of the Generation Gap pattern, the JBG generates the Command-

Side class only when it does not exist already (cf. Figure 8.9). Specifically, the JBG
does not re-generate the class in each execution, thereby implicitly preserving any
handwritten code in the class file. This approach enables microservice developers to
provide, e.g., a Java implementation of the business logic of the createParkingArea

method.
On the other hand, the JBG re-generates the abstract CommandSideGenImpl class

during each execution (cf. Figure 8.9). This class always clusters the current mapping
of the modeled CommandSide interface (cf. Listing 8.8 in Subsection 8.6.1) to Java code
(cf. Appendix K.2). Consequently, the class receives, e.g., new methods for newly
modeled microservice operations in a compilable manner. The JBG adapts empty
bodies of generated Java methods to throw an UnsupportedOperationException41

upon invocation. However, since the CommandSide class inherits from the generated
CommandSideGenImpl class (cf. Figure 8.9), microservice developers can override this
default behavior of new methods with sensible business logic.

Moreover, the application of the Generation Gap pattern also results in the gener-
ation of the CommandSideGen interface (cf. Figure 8.9). It keeps the signatures of all
generated methods independent of their generated default or handwritten custom
behavior in the CommandSideGenImpl or CommandSide class, respectively. As a result,
the generated method signatures are never to be adapted and always consistent with
their modeled operation counterparts in LEMMA microservice interfaces [91] (cf.
Subsection 4.4.3).

41https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Unsupported
OperationException.html

https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/UnsupportedOperationException.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/UnsupportedOperationException.html
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Extended Generation Gap Pattern A more flexible yet efficient alternative to the
Generation Gap pattern is the Extended Generation Gap pattern [109]. To take full
effect, the pattern depends on the existence of a handwritten interface and will
otherwise not involve means to preserve handwritten code.

Figure 8.10 illustrates the application of the Extended Generation Gap pattern
without the handwritten interface. Again, we use the Java class for the CommandSide

interface of the Charging Station Management Microservice’s physical command side
microservice (cf. Listing 8.8 in Subsection 8.6.1) as example.

(re-)generated

(re-)generated

cd
Extended Generation Gap Pattern Example without Handwritten Interface

CommandSide

+ createParkingArea(command : CreateParkingAreaCommand)
+ sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent()

«interface»
CommandSideGen

+ createParkingArea(command : CreateParkingAreaCommand)
+ sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent()

Figure 8.10: Example application of the Extended Generation Gap pattern without
handwritten interface in a UML class diagram [220]. UML comments indicate the
re-generation of all elements in the diagram.

The generated CommandSide class and CommandSideGen interface correspond to the
eponymous elements in Figure 8.9. However, without the existence of the handwritten
interface, the JBG re-generates both elements in each execution. By contrast to the
Generation Gap pattern, the Extended Generation Gap pattern only produces the
intermediate CommandSideGenImpl class (cf. Figure 8.9) when the developer actively
requests the possibility to preserve handwritten code. To this end, they must manually
create the handwritten interface. Figure 8.11 illustrates this circumstance.

Figure 8.11 shows the addition of the handwritten interface. By convention, its
name must consist of the name of the class that shall become adaptable and the
suffix “Ext”. In the example, the class with the name “CommandSide” shall become
adaptable so that the handwritten interface receives the name “CommandSideExt”.
In case the handwritten interface is present in the same folder as the class that shall
become adaptable, the JBG stops re-generation of the class. Furthermore, like for the
Generation Gap pattern, the JBG produces an abstract intermediate class, e.g., Com-
mandSideGenImpl (cf. Figure 8.11). In addition, it establishes the same implementation
and inheritance relationships between generated and adaptable elements as for the
Generation Gap pattern (cf. Figures 8.9 and 8.11). However, the Extended Generation
Gap pattern also lets the interface that clusters immutable method signatures, e.g., Com-
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cd
Extended Generation Gap Pattern Example with Handwritten Interface

manually added
and adaptable

manually adaptable (generated only
when not already existent)(re-)generated

(re-)generated

«interface»
CommandSideGen

+ createParkingArea(command : CreateParkingAreaCommand)
+ sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent()

CommandSideGenImpl

+ createParkingArea(command : CreateParkingAreaCommand)
+ sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent()

CommandSide

+ createParkingArea(command : CreateParkingAreaCommand)
+ sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent()

«interface»
CommandSideExt

Figure 8.11: Example application of the Extended Generation Gap pattern with
handwritten interface in a UML class diagram [220]. UML comments distinguish
diagram elements that the pattern considers for re-generation from diagram elements
that are manually adaptable without getting overwritten upon re-generation.

mandSideGen, inherit from the handwritten interface (cf. Figure 8.11). This approach
allows manual adaptation of the handwritten interface [109].

Support by the Java Base Generator The JBG supports code generation following
the Generation Gap pattern and the Extended Generation Gap pattern. Moreover,
it enables plain code generation as the production of source code from Java ASTs
without any additional means to preserve handwritten code upon re-generation.
Consequently, plain code generation always overwrites existing classes.

The JBG provides the command line option “--code_generation_serializer” to con-
figure its execution with the code generation pattern to apply. The option may receive
one of the arguments “generation-gap”, “extended-generation-gap”, or “plain”. In
case the user passes one of both former arguments to the option, the JBG automat-
ically adapts produced Java ASTs to comply with the Generation Gap pattern or
Extended Generation Gap pattern, respectively.

Furthermore, the JBG also considers the preservation of handwritten code in
configuration and build management files. To this end, existing files of both kinds
are parsed and compared to their generated in-memory representations (cf. Subsec-
tion 8.7.1). The JBG automatically incorporates new or adapted entries into generated
files prior to their serialization.

With the described functionality, the JBG realizes the code generation step Serialize
Java and Configuration Code in Figure 8.7 (cf. Subsection 8.7.1).

8.7.3 Achieving Support for Shared Library Generation by
LEMMA Code Generators

Code Generation Goal CG.5 demands LEMMA code generators to enable the genera-
tion of shared libraries [208] from LEMMA domain models (cf. Subsection 4.4.1).
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The JBG already implicitly supports two different ways of shared library gen-
eration. First, teams like the PCSP’s Microservice Team A (cf. Subsection 8.5.3)
may construct a LEMMA domain model that only clusters shared domain concepts
(cf. Subsection 8.6.4) and pass it to the JBG. Alternatively, due to the JBG being a
standalone LEMMA model processor (cf. Subsection 8.7.1), it is also possible to only
select certain concepts from existing domain models for code generation leveraging
the Intermediate Model Filtering phase from LEMMA’s model processing framework
(cf. Subsection 7.4.4). Specifically, this approach allows derivation of shared libraries
from domain models that contain shared as well as non-shared concepts.

However, both described approaches to shared library generation assume that a
single domain model already comprises all shared domain concepts. Based on LEM-
MA’s import mechanism (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), teams are however free to distribute
domain concepts across several domain models. Consequently, shared concepts
may be scattered across several models. To also support such situations in which
multiple domain models contribute concepts to the same shared Java library, we
extended the JBG with a custom model processing phase (cf. Subsection 7.4.1) called
“Shared Library”. Developers need to explicitly invoke this phase and provide it with
arguments for the following command line options:

• artifactIdentifier: Artifact identifier for the shared library. The identifier
must conform to the pattern “artifactGroup:artifactName(:version)?” with the
“version” part being optional.

• package: Root Java package for generated classes in the shared library.
• shared_intermediate_domain_model: The argument for each occurrence of

this option on the command line must point to a distinct file of a LEMMA
intermediate domain model (cf. Subsection 6.4.1). First, the JBG generates Java
classes from the domain models’ concepts according to the mappings described
in Appendix K.1. Next, it assembles the source code for the specified shared
library from the generated classes.

In addition to the Java classes for the domain concepts in the shared library, the JBG
also produces a Maven POM file with the given artifact identifier. Moreover, the JBG
permits the invocation of the Shared Library phase with Genlets (cf. Subsection 8.7.1),
e.g., to enhance the generated code with framework support for JSON or XML
serialization42,43.

42https://www.github.com/FasterXML/jackson-annotations
43https://www.github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-api

https://www.github.com/FasterXML/jackson-annotations
https://www.github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-api
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8.7.4 Estimation of LEMMA’s Impact on Microservice
Development Efficiency with Java Code Generation

This subsection contributes to the investigation of Evaluation Goal EG 2 (cf. Sec-
tion 8.2) which concerns the estimation of LEMMA’s impact on the development
efficiency of Java-based microservices using code generation. For this purpose, we
leverage the JBG and Genlets presented in Subsection 8.7.1 as means for the gener-
ation of Java-based microservice code. Our object of study, to which we apply the
code generation means, is the PCSP’s Charging Station Management Microservice
because it constitutes the most complex PCSP microservice (cf. Subsection 8.6.1).

To estimate LEMMA’s impact on development efficiency, and based on our experi-
ences from a previous work [239], we use the number of files and LOC that can be
generated from models as basic metrics. In this context, LOC values comprise all
generated source and configuration code that directly contributes to the functioning
of a microservice. Hence, we exclude comments and blank lines from all stated
LOC values. Moreover, all generated code was immediately compilable given the
mappings between LEMMA intermediate metamodel concepts and Java AST node
types (cf. Appendix K), and the specifics of the JBG (cf. Subsection 8.7.2).

For the actual efficiency estimation, we compare values for both basic metrics from
different points of view and for different forms of code generator instrumentation.
This approach allows a multifaceted efficiency estimation for various characteristics
of microservice code generation. Specifically, we aim to provide detailed insights
into LEMMA’s impact on microservice development efficiency so that teams may
consider those code generation characteristics which they deem to be most relevant
in the decision making at the beginning of a LEMMA integration process (cf. Subsec-
tion 8.6.3). Furthermore, we utilize the ratio between the LOC numbers of generated
code and handwritten LEMMA code as an additional metric. Its values support in
a generalized assessment of the impact of LEMMA-based code generation on the
development efficiency of Java-based microservices [239] (cf. Evaluation Metric EM 2
in Section 8.2).

The remainder of the subsection consists of the four parts “Comparison by Code
Generation Pattern”, “Comparison by Viewpoint”, “Comparison by Genlet”, and
“Comparison by Generated and Handwritten LOC Ratio”. Each part compares
measured values for a certain characteristic of LEMMA-based code generation using
the PCSP’s Charging Station Management Microservice as object of study. To enable
the replicability of our results, we provide a validation package on SWH44. It includes
all source LEMMA models, the JBG and Genlets in executable forms, and the shell
scripts to extract the raw data underlying the results of the following parts.

44https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https:
//github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-8-greenfield-v
alidation-package

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-8-greenfield-validation-package
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-8-greenfield-validation-package
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-8-greenfield-validation-package
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Comparison by Code Generation Pattern

This part in the estimation of the impact of LEMMA-based code generation on the
development efficiency of Java-based microservices considers the applied code gener-
ation pattern as code generation characteristic. Therefore, we compare the generated
code for the Charging Station Management Microservice per code generation pat-
tern supported by the JBG. In particular, this comparison estimates the amount of
additional boilerplate code introduced by the Generation Gap pattern and Extended
Generation Gap pattern, respectively (cf. Subsection 8.7.2).

The following paragraphs present the instrumentation of the JBG, the baseline for
the comparison by code generation pattern, and the comparison results for the physi-
cal command side microservice of the Charging Station Management Microservice
(cf. Subsection 8.6.1). For the sake of brevity, we moved the results for the physical
query side microservice to Appendix L.1. They are consistent with the findings for
the physical command side microservice.

JBG Instrumentation We instrumented the JBG to operate on the intermediate
representations (cf. Chapter 6) of (i) the Charging Station Management Microservice’s
logical domain model, which concerns both physical microservices (cf. Listings 8.1 to
8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1); (ii) both physical service models (cf. Listings 8.8 and 8.9 in
Subsection 8.6.1); and (iii) both physical mapping models (cf. Listings 8.10 and 8.11
in Subsection 8.6.1).

Moreover, we applied the Spring Genlet and Kafka Genlet (cf. Subsection 8.7.1)
together with an additional DDD Genlet45. This latter Genlet adapts generated Java
classes to implement DDD-specific tagging interfaces like DddEntity and DddValueOb-

ject. Similarly, it augments generated Java attributes with DDD-specific annotations,
e.g., @DddIdentifier. As a result, the DDD Genlet prevents loss of information
about modeled DDD features (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) during code generation. We
instrumented the JBG to invoke the three Genlets in the stated order.

We executed the JBG three times for each physical side microservice. More
precisely, we provided the JBG for each execution with the triple of LEMMA models
for the respective physical side consisting of the logical domain model, and the
side-specific service and mapping model. In the first side-specific execution, we
requested the JBG to perform plain generation and not apply any particular code
generation pattern for the given LEMMA model triple (cf. Subsection 8.7.2). For the
second side-specific execution, we instrumented the JBG to produce code including
additional boilerplate code for the Generation Gap pattern. In the third side-specific
execution, we instrumented the JBG to produce additional boilerplate code to comply

45https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https:
//github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=code generators/de.fhdo.lemma.mod
el_processing.code_generation.ddd

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=code generators/de.fhdo.lemma.model_processing.code_generation.ddd
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=code generators/de.fhdo.lemma.model_processing.code_generation.ddd
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=code generators/de.fhdo.lemma.model_processing.code_generation.ddd
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with the Extended Generation Gap pattern when it lacks the handwritten interface
(cf. Figure 8.10 in Subsection 8.7.2).

Baseline for Comparison We used the number of generated Java files and LOC
after the execution of the final DDD Genlet as baseline for the comparison by code
generation pattern. However, we decided not to include other types of generated files
and code, i.e., Avro schema definitions (cf. Subsection 8.6.2), and Maven POM and
Java Properties files (cf. Subsection 8.7.1). That is because the comparison by code
generation pattern does not concern these file types.

Comparison Results for Command Side Figure 8.12 shows the number of gener-
ated Java files and LOC per code generation pattern supported by the JBG. The
depicted numbers originate from the generation of the physical command side mi-
croservice of the Charging Station Management Microservice. Appendix L.1 presents
the numbers for the physical query side microservice.
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Figure 8.12: Results from Java code generation with the JBG for the physical command
side of the Charging Station Management Microservice concerning development
efficiency comparison by code generation pattern. The left y-axis indicates the
number of generated Java files and the right y-axis indicates the number of generated
Java LOC. Each pair of bars identifies a pair of generated files and LOC for the
corresponding code generation pattern on the x-axis.
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For plain generation, the JBG produced 643 Java LOC in 20 files. Both numbers
identify the extent of Java code that the JBG was able to derive from the given LEMMA
models for the Charging Station Management Microservice’s physical command side
microservice. In particular, the generated code directly contributes to the functionality
of the command side microservice and does not comprise boilerplate code for a certain
code generation pattern.

Compared to plain generation, the application of the Generation Gap pattern
increased the numbers of generated Java files and LOC by 36 and 403 (cf. Figure 8.12),
respectively. The additional code constitutes pattern-specific boilerplate code. More
precisely, the number of files required for the Generation Gap pattern (56) is three
times the number of files from plain generation (20) minus four. That is because the
pattern complements each generated Java class with an abstract class and an interface
(cf. Subsection 8.7.2), except for enumerations and interfaces. Consequently, the
ChargerSpeed Java enumeration, which the JBG derives from the eponymous LEM-
MA enumeration in the logical domain model of the Charging Station Management
Microservice (cf. Listing 8.1 in Subsection 8.6.1 and Appendix K.1), and the Park-

ingAreaRepository interface, which the Spring Genlet derives from the eponymous
LEMMA repository augmented with the CrudRepository aspect (cf. Listings 8.2, 8.4,
and 8.10 in Subsection 8.6.1), neither inherit from a pattern-specific abstract class nor
implement a pattern-specific interface.

Compared to plain generation, the application of the Extended Generation Gap
pattern without handwritten interface adds 241 Java LOC in 18 new files (cf. Fig-
ure 8.12). Thus, when adopting the pattern, the JBG produces significantly less
additional files (18) and LOC (162) than for the Generation Gap pattern. Therefore,
regarding code complexity, the Extended Generation Gap pattern is almost always
preferable over the Generation Gap pattern except for situations where the manual
creation of a handwritten interface to allow adaptation of generated code (cf. Sub-
section 8.7.2) adds undesirable effort. For example, a large generated codebase that
requires modifications in almost all generated classes could favor the Generation Gap
pattern.

Comparison by Viewpoint

This part estimates the impact of LEMMA-based code generation on microservice
development efficiency by considering the targeted kind of architecture viewpoint as
code generation characteristic. Starting from our evaluation goals and the stakeholder
groups in MSA engineering they address (cf. Section 8.2), we focus on the generated
code for the Domain Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.1) and Service Viewpoint (cf.
Subsection 3.4.3) on the physical command side microservice of the Charging Station
Management Microservice (cf. Subsection 8.6.1).

The comparison by viewpoint allows assessment of the relevance of code genera-
tion per viewpoint depending on the size of viewpoint-specific LEMMA models. As
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a side effect, it also constitutes a means to check the consistency of a microservice’s
implementation with its intended type (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). Suppose a microservice
that shall be of a functional type and thus contribute to the business logic of a given
microservice architecture. In case the generated code for the Service Viewpoint
comprises significantly more LOC than the generated code for the Domain Viewpoint,
this may be a first indication that the microservice in fact realizes an infrastructure or
utility capability instead of a functional one. Moreover, the comparison by viewpoint
provides insights into the JBG’s processing of LEMMA domain and service models.

The following paragraphs describe the instrumentation of the JBG for the compar-
ison by viewpoint, the comparison baseline, and the comparison results. Due to their
consistency with our findings for the command side microservice, we moved the com-
parison results for the query side microservice of the Charging Station Management
Microservice to Appendix L.2.

JBG Instrumentation Like for the previous comparison by code generation pattern,
we instrumented the JBG to process the intermediate representations of the LEM-
MA domain, service, and mapping models (cf. Chapter 6) for the command side
microservice and the query side microservice of the Charging Station Management
Microservice (cf. Subsection 8.6.1). Moreover, we again requested the JBG to invoke
the Genlets for Spring, Kafka, and DDD in this order (cf. Subsection 8.7.1).

Additionally, we selected plain generation for the eventual serialization of Java
ASTs because it does not bias the comparison by viewpoint with boilerplate code for
code generation patterns (cf. Subsection 8.7.2).

We instrumented and executed the JBG as described and once per LEMMA model
triple for either physical side of the Charging Station Management Microservice.

Baseline for Comparison The baseline for the comparison by viewpoint is the
number of generated files and LOC per file format or programming language.

We consider files in the following formats or programming languages to store
generated code for the Domain Viewpoint:

• Avro schema definitions: We assume Avro schema definitions to contain gen-
erated code for the Domain Viewpoint. That is because in the context of PCSP
microservice development our Eclipse plugin derives Avro schema definitions
from LEMMA domain models (cf. Subsection 8.6.2).

• Java code in “domain” sub-folder: By default, the JBG creates a sub-folder
called “domain” in the package hierarchy of a generated microservice (cf.
Appendix K.2). This sub-folder receives all Java code that the JBG produces
from LEMMA domain models. Consequently, we allocate all Java files and
LOC in this folder to the Domain Viewpoint.

Furthermore, we consider files in the following formats or programming languages
to belong to the Service Viewpoint:
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• Java code outside “domain” sub-folder: Since the “domain” sub-folder exclu-
sively clusters Java code from LEMMA domain models, we consider all other
generated Java code to address the Service Viewpoint.

• Java Properties code: Configuration entries in Java Properties files like “appli-
cation.properties” concern the runtime behavior of microservices (cf. Subsec-
tion 8.7.1). Hence, we assign them to the Service Viewpoint.

• Maven POM code: We allocate build management code in Maven POM files
to the Service Viewpoint as this code directly impacts the provisioning and
executability of microservices.

Comparison Results for Command Side Figure 8.13 shows the absolute numbers
and relative shares of generated files per viewpoint on the command side microservice.
Similarly, Figure 8.14 shows viewpoint-specific values of generated LOC.

Java code has the highest share in the overall generated code for the physical
command side microservice of the Charging Station Management Microservice. More
precisely, 20 out of 25 generated files (cf. Figure 8.13) and 643 out of 1,056 generated
LOC (cf. Figure 8.14) concern Java. This result was expectable because the JBG and the
instrumented Genlets focus on Java as target language for microservice development
(cf. Subsection 8.7.1).

After Java, Avro schema definitions have the second highest share in the overall
generated code for the command side microservice. Each of the three Avro files
(cf. Figure 8.13) contains a schema definition for one of the domain events in
the logical domain model of the Charging Station Management Microservice (cf.
Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1). Together, the Avro files comprise 324 generated LOC
(cf. Figure 8.14).

The generated code for the Domain Viewpoint consists of 19 files (cf. Figure 8.13)
with 832 LOC (cf. Figure 8.14). The share of LOC for the Domain Viewpoint in
the overall number of generated LOC amounts to 78.79% (832 out of 1,056 LOC; cf.
Figure 8.14).

Certain characteristics of LEMMA’s modeling languages and the JBG’s behavior
significantly impact the produced amount of code for the Domain Viewpoint, and
contribute to its predominant share in the overall amount of generated code. By
contrast to the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), the Service
Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) does not enable the modeling of data fields.
However, in most cases the JBG generates a Java attribute with a getter and setter
method for a data field in a LEMMA data structure (cf. Appendix K.1). Furthermore,
the JBG provides each class with a constructor that can initialize all attributes within
one call. Hence, the additional getters, setters, and constructors constitute further
sources for generated LOC in the Domain Viewpoint. While the JBG maps each
microservice operation in a LEMMA service model to a Java method, possibly
in combination with helper methods that check for values in required parameters
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Figure 8.13: Files produced by the JBG with plain generation for the physical com-
mand side of the Charging Station Management Microservice concerning devel-
opment efficiency comparison by viewpoint. Slices with the same color address
generated files of the same viewpoint. Numbers in round brackets after slice labels
and without a percent sign as their suffix identify the absolute number of generated
files.
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Figure 8.14: LOC produced by the JBG with plain generation for the physical com-
mand side of the Charging Station Management Microservice concerning devel-
opment efficiency comparison by viewpoint. Slices with the same color address
generated LOC of the same viewpoint. Numbers in round brackets after slice labels
and without a percent sign as their suffix identify the absolute number of generated
LOC.
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(cf. Appendix K.2), the resulting code does not contribute as much to the Service
Viewpoint as does generated code to the Domain Viewpoint. Consequently, the LOC
deviation between both viewpoints is likely to increase for functional microservices
with a more extensive domain than service model.

Additionally, LEMMA mapping models (cf. Subsection 4.4.4) with a higher share
of LOC for domain concept mapping also contribute to LOC deviation between view-
points. For example, the mapping model of the physical command side microservice
of the Charging Station Management Microservice (cf. Listing 8.10 in Subsection 8.6.1)
exclusively focuses on concepts from the service’s domain model.

Comparison by Genlet

This part investigates the impact of Genlets (cf. Subsection 8.7.1) in LEMMA-based
code generation on microservice development efficiency. To this end, we compare
the number of generated LOC for the Charging Station Management Microservice
per Genlet. This approach also enables us to assess the relevance of Genlets for code
generation efficiency and the degree of cohesion of our Genlets w.r.t. the JBG. If, for
example, a Genlet would contribute more code to the Charging Station Management
Microservice than the JBG, the Genlet may concern several areas of responsibility so
that its decomposition could be sensible.

The following paragraphs describe the JBG’s instrumentation for the comparison
by Genlet, the comparison baseline, and the comparison results. By contrast to the
previous parts, we consider both the physical command side microservice and the
physical query side microservice of the Charging Station Management Microservice
(cf. Subsection 8.6.1) in the comparison. That is because the comparison results for
both physical microservices differ significantly.

JBG Instrumentation We instrumented the JBG to operate on the intermediate
representations of the LEMMA domain, service, and mapping models (cf. Chapter 6)
for the command side microservice and the query side microservice of the Charging
Station Management Microservice (cf. Subsection 8.6.1). As for the previous compari-
son by viewpoint, we employed plain generation to not bias the comparison results
with boilerplate code for code generation patterns (cf. Subsection 8.7.2).

We executed the JBG four times for the LEMMA model triple of either side
microservice. The first execution did not involve any Genlet and only produced the
code contributed by the JBG itself. Beginning with the second execution, we added a
new Genlet per execution in the order Spring, Kafka, and DDD.

Baseline for Comparison The generated Java and Maven LOC constitute the base-
line for the comparison by Genlet since Genlets significantly affect the measured
values of these kinds of LOC.
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Figure 8.15: Generated LOC for both physical side microservices of the Charging
Station Management Microservice concerning development efficiency comparison by
Genlet. The “None” label on the x-axis identifies the LOC contributed by the JBG
without any Genlet. Each following label indicates the increase of LOC when adding
the Genlet with the name after the plus sign to the code generation process. We show
the Maven plot only once because the generated LOC are the same for both physical
side microservices.

Comparison Results Figure 8.15 shows per applied Genlet the progression of the
generated LOC for both physical side microservices of the Charging Station Manage-
ment Microservice.

Independent of the number of applied Genlets, the generated Java LOC for the
physical query side microservice are constantly higher than those for the physical
command side microservice.

For the first two data points, which indicate the execution of the JBG without a
Genlet and with only the Spring Genlet (cf. Figure 8.15), the differences between the
generated LOC of the query side and the command side microservice amount to 11
(no Genlet) and 14 (Spring Genlet), respectively. These minor increases for the query
side microservice result from the higher number of non-optional operation parameters
in its service model (cf. Listing 8.9 in Subsection 8.6.1). More specifically, the JBG
provides the Java method for a modeled microservice operation with a guard method
to check required parameters for argument values at runtime (cf. Appendix K.2).
Hence, with an increasing number of required parameters, the generated LOC for
guard methods’ bodies increase, too. In addition, the Spring Genlet maps technology
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aspects on parameters to corresponding Java annotations from the Spring framework
(cf. Listing 8.4 in Subsection 8.6.1). Consequently, the higher amount of operation
parameters in the query side microservice additionally increases the number of Java
annotations and thus generated LOC.

When comparing the increase of LOC between the third and fourth data points,
the DDD Genlet contributes 20 Java LOC to both physical side microservices (cf.
Figure 8.15). That is because the physical side microservices rely on the same logical
domain model (cf. Listings 8.1 to 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1) and the application of the
Genlet only affects domain concepts.

Moreover, Figure 8.15 shows that for the same Genlet the amount of generated
Maven code is equal for both side microservices. Hence, none of the required Maven
dependencies is specific to the command or query side of the Charging Station
Management Microservice.

With 110 LOC, the application of the Kafka Genlet results in the highest differ-
ence of generated LOC between the query side and command side microservice
(cf. Figure 8.15). This significant increase of query side LOC results from the Gen-
let’s differing behavior in code generation of event-publishing and event-consuming
Kafka participant operations (cf. Listing 8.5 in Subsection 8.6.1). In the following,
we illustrate this circumstance by comparing the required code for Kafka-based
event publication and consumption leveraging the ParkingAreaCreatedEvent (cf.
Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1) as example.

We aligned the behavior of the Kafka Genlet to the requirements of the Spring
for Apache Kafka project46 based on which the Genlet extends Java ASTs with
elements for Kafka-based event publication and consumption. In particular, the
Genlet produces a class called KafkaConfiguration to implement configuration logic
for the adoption of the Spring for Apache Kafka project by Java-based microservices.

Concerning event publication, the Kafka Genlet recognizes event-publishing Kafka
participant operations in intermediate representations of LEMMA service models (cf.
Subsection 6.4.2) from applications of the Participant or AvroParticipant aspects (cf.
Listing 8.5 in Subsection 8.6.1), and the existence of modeled asynchronous outgoing
parameters. Consequently, the Genlet considers, e.g., the LEMMA microservice
operation sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent (cf. Listing 8.8 in Subsection 8.6.1) an
event-publishing Kafka participant operation. As soon as at least one microservice
in an intermediate service model defines an event-publishing Kafka participant
operation, the Kafka Genlet produces two methods in the KafkaConfiguration class.
They are responsible for creating a Kafka-specific Spring ProducerFactory47 and
KafkaTemplate Bean48. In case the modeled operation employs the AvroPartici-

46https://www.spring.io/projects/spring-kafka
47https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/api/org/springframework/kafka/core/ProducerFac

tory.html
48https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/api/org/springframework/kafka/core/KafkaTempla

te.html

https://www.spring.io/projects/spring-kafka
https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/api/org/springframework/kafka/core/ProducerFactory.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/api/org/springframework/kafka/core/ProducerFactory.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/api/org/springframework/kafka/core/KafkaTemplate.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/api/org/springframework/kafka/core/KafkaTemplate.html
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pant aspect, the Genlet also augments the KafkaConfiguration class with additional
code to enable the generated microservice to interact with an event schema registry
and serialize published events according to registered Avro schema definitions (cf.
Subsections 8.5.1 and 8.6.2).

Listing 8.22 exemplifies the behavior of the Kafka Genlet for event publication on
the example of the physical command side microservice of the Charging Station Man-
agement Microservice. Its LEMMA service model only comprises event-publishing
Kafka participant operations (cf. Listing 8.8 in Subsection 8.6.1).

Listing 8.22: Excerpt from the KafkaConfiguration class generated by the Kafka
Genlet for the Charging Station Management Microservice’s physical command side.

1 @Configuration()
2 public class KafkaConfiguration {
3 @Value(value = "${kafka.bootstrapAddress}")
4 private String bootstrapAddress;
5
6 ...
7
8 @Value(value = "${kafka.avro.schemaRegistryAddress}")
9 private String avroSchemaRegistryAddress;

10
11 public ProducerFactory<String, GenericRecord> avroProducerFactory() {
12 Map<String, Object> configProps = new HashMap<>();
13 configProps.put(ProducerConfig.BOOTSTRAP_SERVERS_CONFIG, bootstrapAddress);
14 configProps.put(KafkaAvroSerializerConfig.SCHEMA_REGISTRY_URL_CONFIG,
15 avroSchemaRegistryAddress);
16 configProps.put(ProducerConfig.KEY_SERIALIZER_CLASS_CONFIG, StringSerializer.class);
17 configProps.put(ProducerConfig.VALUE_SERIALIZER_CLASS_CONFIG,
18 KafkaAvroSerializer.class);
19 return new DefaultKafkaProducerFactory<>(configProps);
20 }
21
22 @Bean()
23 public KafkaTemplate<String, GenericRecord> avroProducer() {
24 return new KafkaTemplate<>(avroProducerFactory());
25 }
26 }

The generated KafkaConfiguration class consists of the following elements:

• Attributes for address injection: Lines 3 and 4 define the bootstrapAddress

attribute, which at runtime holds the address of the ZooKeeper server for
the command side microservice to discover Kafka message brokers [207] (cf.
Subsection 8.6.1). To this end, the Kafka Genlet applies Spring’s @Value an-
notation49 to inject the value for the kafka.bootstrapAddress configuration
entry from the generated “application.properties” file of the command side
microservice (cf. Listing 8.18 in Subsection 8.7.1) into the Java attribute.
Similarly, Lines 8 and 9 retrieve the configured address of the Avro schema
registry and make it accessible via the avroSchemaRegistryAddress attribute.

49https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframewo
rk/beans/factory/annotation/Value.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Value.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Value.html
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• Producer factory method: Both produced attributes for address injection are
essential for the generated avroProducerFactory method in Lines 11 to 20. The
method is responsible for creating the ProducerFactory instance that event-
publishing microservices like the Charging Station Management Microservice’s
command side require to effectively send events50.
Lines 13 to 15 in the method body configure the addresses of the producer
factory’s ZooKeeper server and Avro schema registry from the injected values
of the bootstrapAddress and avroSchemaRegistryAddress attributes, respec-
tively.
Additionally, Lines 16 to 18 in the method body determine the serializers for
keys and values of messages whose dispatch via Kafka brokers is supported
by the final ProducerFactory instance. The StringSerializer for message
keys identifies the Kafka topic for the message as a Java String [207]. The
serializer for message values, on the other hand, is a KafkaAvroSerializer51.
It is capable of serializing GenericRecord objects52, which cluster instances of
Avro schema definitions (cf., e.g., Listing 8.15 in Subsection 8.6.2) including
field values, to send them to Kafka brokers.
The type arguments for the return type of the generated avroProducerFactory

method (cf. Line 11) correspond to the types of message keys (String) and
values (GenericRecord) supported by the created ProducerFactory instance.

• Producer Bean: Next to the avroProducerFactory method, the Kafka Genlet
also contributes the avroProducer method to the generated KafkaConfigura-

tion class for event publication by the command side microservice (cf. Lines 22
to 25 in Listing 8.22). This method yields a KafkaTemplate instance as a Spring
Bean that relies on the ProducerFactory instance created from the invocation of
the avroProducerFactory method (cf. Line 24). At runtime, the command side
microservice utilizes the KafkaTemplate Bean to send events with messages
that constitute instances of Avro schema definitions to a Kafka message broker.
According to the configuration of the ProducerFactory instance created by
the avroProducerFactory method, messages sent by means of the KafkaTem-

plate Bean will be handled by a Kafka broker under the management of the
ZooKeeper server whose address is in the bootstrapAddress attribute [207].

To allow event consumption, the physical query side microservice of the Charging
Station Management Microservice also receives a KafkaConfiguration class from
the JBG’s invocation of the Kafka Genlet on the intermediate representation of the
corresponding LEMMA service model (cf. Listing 8.9 in Subsection 8.6.1). However,

50https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/reference/html/#sending-messages
51https://docs.confluent.io/platform/current/schema-registry/serdes-develop/serdes-a

vro.html#avro-serializer
52https://avro.apache.org/docs/current/api/java/index.html?org/apache/avro/generic/G

enericRecord.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/reference/html/#sending-messages
https://docs.confluent.io/platform/current/schema-registry/serdes-develop/serdes-avro.html#avro-serializer
https://docs.confluent.io/platform/current/schema-registry/serdes-develop/serdes-avro.html#avro-serializer
https://avro.apache.org/docs/current/api/java/index.html?org/apache/avro/generic/GenericRecord.html
https://avro.apache.org/docs/current/api/java/index.html?org/apache/avro/generic/GenericRecord.html
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by contrast to the KafkaConfiguration class for the event-publishing command side
microservice (cf. Listing 8.22), the Kafka Genlet needs to provide the KafkaConfigu-

ration class for the event-consuming query side microservice with one attribute and
two methods for each supported domain event. This requirement from the Spring for
Apache Kafka project inherently increases the number of LOC produced by the Kafka
Genlet w.r.t. domain event receipt (cf. Figure 8.15). To illustrate this circumstance,
Listing 8.23 shows an excerpt of the generated KafkaConfiguration class for the
query side microservice.

Listing 8.23: Excerpt from the KafkaConfiguration class generated by the Kafka
Genlet for the Charging Station Management Microservice’s physical query side.

1 @Configuration()
2 public class KafkaConfiguration {
3 @Value(value = "${kafka.bootstrapAddress}")
4 private String bootstrapAddress;
5 ...
6
7 @Value(value = "${kafka.avro.schemaRegistryAddress}")
8 private String avroSchemaRegistryAddress;
9

10 @Value(value = "${kafka.group.parkingAreaCreatedEvents}")
11 private String avroParkingAreaCreatedEventsConsumerGroupId;
12
13 public ConsumerFactory<String, Object> avroParkingAreaCreatedEventsConsumerFactory() {
14 KafkaAvroDeserializer deserializer = new KafkaAvroDeserializer();
15 Map<String, Object> configProps = new HashMap<>();
16 configProps.put(ConsumerConfig.BOOTSTRAP_SERVERS_CONFIG, bootstrapAddress);
17 configProps.put(KafkaAvroSerializerConfig.SCHEMA_REGISTRY_URL_CONFIG,
18 avroSchemaRegistryAddress);
19 configProps.put(ConsumerConfig.GROUP_ID_CONFIG,
20 avroParkingAreaCreatedEventsConsumerGroupId);
21 configProps.put(ConsumerConfig.KEY_DESERIALIZER_CLASS_CONFIG, StringDeserializer.class);
22 configProps.put(ConsumerConfig.VALUE_DESERIALIZER_CLASS_CONFIG,
23 KafkaAvroDeserializer.class);
24 deserializer.configure(configProps, false);
25 return new DefaultKafkaConsumerFactory<>(configProps, new StringDeserializer(),
26 deserializer);
27 }
28
29 @Bean()
30 public ConcurrentKafkaListenerContainerFactory<String, Object>
31 avroParkingAreaCreatedEventsKafkaListenerContainerFactory() {
32 ConcurrentKafkaListenerContainerFactory<String, Object> factory
33 = new ConcurrentKafkaListenerContainerFactory<>();
34 factory.setConsumerFactory(avroParkingAreaCreatedEventsConsumerFactory());
35 factory.setErrorHandler(new SeekToCurrentErrorHandler());
36 return factory;
37 }
38 ...
39 }

Like for the KafkaConfiguration class of the event-publishing command side
microservice (cf. Listing 8.22), Lines 4 and 8 of Listing 8.23 define the attributes
bootstrapAddress and avroSchemaRegistryAddress for the event-consuming query
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side microservice. At runtime, the attributes will again receive the addresses of the
ZooKeeper server and Avro schema registry from the generated “application.prop-
erties” file. Thus, regarding the production of these attributes in the KafkaConfig-

uration class, the Kafka Genlet behaves the same for event-publishing and event-
consuming microservices.

However, starting from Line 10 in Listing 8.23 the different behavior of the
Kafka Genlet for event-consuming Kafka participant operations becomes apparent.
Specifically, for each domain event that shall be processible by an event-consuming
operation, the Kafka Genlet contributes the following elements to a generated Kafka-

Configuration Java class:

• Consumer group attribute: Lines 10 and 11 show the generated definition of
the avroParkingAreaCreatedEventsConsumerGroupId attribute. It instructs the
Spring framework via the @Value annotation to receive its runtime value by in-
jection from the kafka.group.parkingAreaCreatedEvents configuration entry
in the generated “application.properties” file of the query side microservice.
The Kafka Genlet produces such configuration entries for Kafka consumer
group identifiers [207] from the values of the consumerGroup property in ap-
plications of the Participant or AvroParticipant aspect (cf. Listing 8.5 in
Subsection 8.6.1).
In the concrete case of the query side microservice, the kafka.group.parking-

AreaCreatedEvents configuration entry exhibits the value “parkingAreaCre-
atedEvents”. That is because the modeled service operation receiveParking-

AreaCreatedEvent, which accounts for the receipt of the domain event Park-
ingAreaCreatedEvent (cf. Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1), specifies this value
for the consumerGroup property of the AvroParticipant aspect (cf. Listing 8.9
in Subsection 8.6.1).

• Consumer factory method: Lines 13 to 27 of Listing 8.23 show the generated
method avroParkingAreaCreatedEventsConsumerFactory. It is responsible for
creating a ConsumerFactory instance53 that can receive the domain event Park-
ingAreaCreatedEvent (cf. Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1). The method consti-
tutes the counterpart of the avroProducerFactory method in Listing 8.22 and
is mandatory to consume messages from Kafka brokers54.
Like the avroProducerFactory method, avroParkingAreaCreatedEventsCon-
sumerFactory determines the addresses of the ZooKeeper server and Avro
schema registry for use by the ConsumerFactory (cf. Lines 16 to 18 in List-
ing 8.23). Lines 19 and 20 in the method body then configure the consumer
group of the consumer factory from the injected value in the avroParkingArea-

CreatedEventsConsumerGroupId attribute.
53https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/api/org/springframework/kafka/core/ConsumerFac

tory.html
54https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/reference/html/#receiving-messages

https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/api/org/springframework/kafka/core/ConsumerFactory.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/api/org/springframework/kafka/core/ConsumerFactory.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-kafka/reference/html/#receiving-messages
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Lines 21 to 23 configure the key and value deserializers for received Kafka
messages. Both deserializers are the counterparts of the serializers for the avro-

ProducerFactory method in Listing 8.22. Specifically, the value deserializer
KafkaAvroDeserializer55 converts Avro schema instances in received Kafka
messages into Java Object instances. A consumer may convert a received
Object instance, e.g., into an instance of a domain event’s Java class whose
structure corresponds to the publisher’s Java class for the event.

• Consumer factory Bean: The generated method avroParkingAreaCreated-

EventsKafkaListenerContainerFactory in Lines 29 to 37 of Listing 8.23 pro-
vides the consumer factory as a Spring Bean by which the query side microser-
vice may receive ParkingAreaCreatedEvents. In particular, the Bean maintains
the connection to a Kafka broker [207].

The Kafka Genlet must add the described Java elements to the KafkaConfigu-

ration class for each domain event that shall be consumable. Consequently, the
query side microservice of the Charging Station Management Microservice comprises
additional elements for the domain events ParkingAreaUpdatedEvent and Parking-

AreaDeletedEvent (cf. Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1) whose consumption it also
supports (cf. Listing 8.9 in Subsection 8.6.1).

Similarly to the code for the KafkaConfiguration classes (cf. Listings 8.22 and
8.23), the generated code that allows event publication by means of the Spring for
Apache Kafka project is also smaller in size than the generated code for actual
event consumption. This circumstance increases the difference in the LOC numbers
produced by the Kafka Genlet for the event-publishing command side microservice
and the event-consuming query side microservice (cf. Figure 8.15) even more.

To illustrate the concrete reasons for the higher LOC number of the query side
microservice, we compare the generated code for event publication with that for
event consumption. Therefore, Listing 8.24 first shows an excerpt of the command
side microservice’s ParkingAreaProducerService which the Kafka Genlet created to
provide microservice developers with a convenient API for event publication.

Listing 8.24: Excerpt from the ParkingAreaProducerService class generated by the
Kafka Genlet for the Charging Station Management Microservice’s physical command
side.

1 @Service()
2 public class ParkingAreaProducerService {
3 private KafkaTemplate<String, GenericRecord> avroProducer;
4
5 @Autowired()
6 public void setAvroProducer(KafkaTemplate<String, GenericRecord> avroProducer) {
7 this.avroProducer = avroProducer;
8 }
9

55https://docs.confluent.io/platform/current/schema-registry/serdes-develop/serdes-a
vro.html#avro-deserializer

https://docs.confluent.io/platform/current/schema-registry/serdes-develop/serdes-avro.html#avro-deserializer
https://docs.confluent.io/platform/current/schema-registry/serdes-develop/serdes-avro.html#avro-deserializer
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10 @Value(value = "${kafka.topic.parkingAreaCreatedEvents}")
11 private String parkingAreaCreatedEventsTopic;
12
13 public ListenableFuture<SendResult<String, GenericRecord>>
14 sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent(GenericRecord genericRecord) {
15 return avroProducer.send(new ProducerRecord<>(parkingAreaCreatedEventsTopic,
16 genericRecord));
17 }
18 ...
19 }

The generated Java class ParkingAreaProducerService constitutes a Spring Ser-

vice56 (cf. Line 1) so that an instance of it is acquirable at runtime using injection.
Furthermore, the Kafka Genlet contributes the following elements to the class:

• Kafka template injection: Lines 5 to 8 leverage injection to retrieve the Kaf-

kaTemplate Bean created by the avroProducer method of the command side
microservice’s KafkaConfiguration class (cf. Listing 8.22).

• Topic injection: Lines 10 and 11 define the attribute parkingAreaCreated-

EventsTopic. It receives the name of the Kafka topic [207] from the configura-
tion entry kafka.topic.parkingAreaCreatedEvents.
The Kafka Genlet extends the “application.properties” files of generated mi-
croservices with entries for Kafka topic identifiers. Their values correspond
to those for the topic property in applications of the Participant or AvroPar-
ticipant aspect (cf. Listing 8.5 in Subsection 8.6.1).
Since the excerpt in Listing 8.24 concerns the publication of the ParkingArea-

CreatedEvent (cf. Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1), the injected configuration
value for the parkingAreaCreatedEventsTopic attribute will be “parkingArea-
CreatedEvents”. It originates from the topic property of the application of the
AvroParticipant aspect to the event-publishing service operation sendPark-

ingAreaCreatedEvent in the command side microservice’s LEMMA model (cf.
Listing 8.8 in Subsection 8.6.1).

• Event publication method: Lines 13 to 17 of Listing 8.24 comprise the gener-
ated method sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent. It can be invoked by microservice
developers to effectively publish instances of the ParkingAreaCreatedEvent in
the form of serialized Avro schema instances. The Kafka Genlet derives the Java
method from the modeled service operation sendParkingAreaCreatedEvent

with the asynchronous outgoing parameter event of type ParkingAreaCreat-

edEvent (cf. Listing 8.8). Since the modeled operation applies the AvroPartic-

ipant aspect, the generated Java method expects a GenericRecord instance to
cluster the event. For the actual event publication, the method leverages the
Kafka template instance in the avroProducer attribute to send a given Avro

56https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframewo
rk/stereotype/Service.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/stereotype/Service.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/stereotype/Service.html
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schema instance to the Kafka topic whose identifier got previously injected
into the parkingAreaCreatedEventsTopic attribute.

As is the case for the KafkaConfiguration classes (cf. Listings 8.22 and 8.23), event
consumption requires the Kafka Genlet to produce more boilerplate code. Listing 8.25
illustrates this circumstance on the example of the Charging Station Management
Microservice’s query side and its Listeners Spring Component.

Listing 8.25: Excerpt from the Listeners class generated by the Kafka Genlet for the
Charging Station Management Microservice’s physical query side.

1 @Component()
2 public class Listeners {
3 private QuerySideService querySideService;
4
5 @Autowired()
6 public void setQuerySideService(QuerySideService querySideService) {
7 this.querySideService = querySideService;
8 }
9

10 @KafkaListener(
11 topics = "${kafka.topic.parkingAreaCreatedEvents}",
12 groupId = "${kafka.group.parkingAreaCreatedEvents}",
13 containerFactory = "avroParkingAreaCreatedEventsKafkaListenerContainerFactory",
14 errorHandler = "receiveParkingAreaCreatedEventErrorHandler"
15 )
16 public void avroReceiveParkingAreaCreatedEventListener(Object object) {
17 querySideService.avroReceiveParkingAreaCreatedEvent(object);
18 }
19
20 @Bean()
21 public ConsumerAwareListenerErrorHandler receiveParkingAreaCreatedEventErrorHandler() {
22 return (message, exception, consumer) ->
23 querySideService.receiveParkingAreaCreatedEventErrorHandler(message, exception,
24 consumer);
25 }
26 ...
27 }

The generated Listeners class consists of the following Java elements:

• Event handler service injection: Lines 3 to 8 configure the injection of the
generated Spring service QuerySideService for the handling of ParkingArea-
CreatedEvents (cf. Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1). The Kafka Genlet produces
dedicated event handling services to decouple technical boilerplate code for
event receipt from handwritten business logic for event consumption and
failure handling (see below).

• Kafka listener: Lines 10 to 18 comprise the avroReceiveParkingAreaCreated-

EventListener method. The Kafka Genlet creates this method starting from
the receiveParkingAreaCreatedEvent operation in the LEMMA service model
of the query side microservice (cf. Listing 8.9). The operation exhibits the
AvroParticipant aspect which the Kafka Genlet maps to the Java annotation
@KafkaListener and the “avro” prefix of the resulting Java method name.
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The @KafkaListener annotation instruments Spring to invoke the annotated
Java method when it receives a Kafka message for the topics and consumer
group specified by the topics and groupId annotation type elements, respec-
tively. The values for both elements originate from generated entries in the
“application.properties” file of the query side microservice (see above). More-
over, the @KafkaListener annotation assigns the name of the method that
accounts for the creation of the container factory Bean (cf. Listing 8.23) to
the containerFactory element. As a result, the Kafka listener method will
use the Bean to maintain the connection to a Kafka broker and thus realize
event receipt [207]. Additionally, the value in the errorHandler annotation
type element identifies the Bean to use for the handling of failures in Kafka
broker communication or during event receipt.
The body of the Kafka listener method (cf. Line 17) delegates the handling of a
successfully received ParkingAreaCreatedEvent in the form of a Java Object

instance to the QuerySideService class (see below).
• Error handler Bean: Lines 20 to 25 of Listing 8.25 show the generated code for

the error handler Bean that deals with failures in Kafka broker communication
or during the receipt of ParkingAreaCreatedEvents. Specifically, it delegates
such failures to a dedicated method in the generated QuerySideService class
(see below).

By default, the Kafka Genlet produces a Spring service for event and failure han-
dling for each interface in a LEMMA service model that clusters an event-consuming
operation (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). As described above, generated Kafka listeners and
error handler Beans from the Listeners class delegate to these services, which may be
extended by microservice developers to provide handwritten business logic for event
consumption and failure handling. Listing 8.26 shows an excerpt of the QuerySide-

Service class. The Kafka Genlet creates this class for the QuerySide interface of the
Charging Station Management Microservice’s query side microservice (cf Listing 8.9
in Subsection 8.6.1).

Listing 8.26: Excerpt from the QuerySideService class generated by the Kafka Genlet
for the Charging Station Management Microservice’s physical query side.

1 @Service()
2 public class QuerySideService {
3 public void avroReceiveParkingAreaCreatedEvent(Object object) {
4 // TODO: Implement handler
5 throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Not implemented yet");
6 }
7
8 public Object receiveParkingAreaCreatedEventErrorHandler(
9 Message<?> message,

10 ListenerExecutionFailedException listenerExecutionFailedException,
11 Consumer<?, ?> consumer
12 ) {
13 // TODO: Implement error handler
14 throw new UnsupportedOperationException("Not implemented yet");
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15 }
16
17 ...
18 }

The generated Spring service consists of two methods that the Listeners class of
the query side microservice invokes upon the receipt of events or the occurrence of
failures (cf. Listing 8.25). Microservice developers may provide custom business logic
for both methods, e.g., by following the structure of a code generation pattern that
they applied with the JBG (cf. Subsection 8.7.2)57.

First, microservice developers may extend the method avroReceiveParkingArea-

CreatedEvent to implement business logic for the consumption of ParkingAreaCre-
atedEvents (cf. Listing 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1) forwarded by the Kafka listener from
the Listeners class. Second, the method receiveParkingAreaCreatedEventError-

Handler allows the realization of custom logic for handling failures in Kafka broker
communication or during the receipt of ParkingAreaCreatedEvents. To this end, the
method receives information about occurred failures from the error handler Bean in
the Listeners class.

Next to the higher amount of generated code in the KafkaConfiguration class (cf.
Listing 8.23), the generated code for event handling by event-consuming microser-
vices also contributes to the higher number of generated LOC for the query side
microservice of the Charging Station Management Microservice when compared to
its command side microservice (cf. Figure 8.15). More precisely, the event-publishing
command side microservice only comprises the Spring service ParkingAreaProduc-

erService (cf. Listing 8.24) to facilitate event publication for microservice developers.
The event-consuming query side microservice, on the other hand, involves the Lis-

teners class for technical event receipt and failure recognition (cf. Listing 8.25), and
the QuerySideService class for functional event consumption and failure handling
(cf. Listing 8.26).

Comparison by Generated and Handwritten LOC Ratio

This part considers the ratio between the number of generated LOC and handwritten
LEMMA LOC, whose processing yielded the generated LOC, a code generation
characteristic that impacts the efficiency of Java-based microservice development with
LEMMA and its JBG (cf. Evaluation Goal EG 2 in Section 8.2). In general, the ratio
between the LOC numbers of generated and handwritten code identifies the average
number of LOC that a code generator produces from input models [239].

The following paragraphs describe the instrumentation of the JBG for the com-
parison by generated and handwritten LOC ratio, the comparison baseline, and the

57As described above, we instrumented the JBG in the comparison by Genlet to perform plain
generation. Therefore, Listing 8.26 shows the QuerySideService class without boilerplate pattern
elements.
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comparison results for the Charging Station Management Microservice’s physical
command side (cf. Subsection 8.6.1). Due to their consistency with the results for the
command side, we moved the results for the query side to Appendix L.3.

JBG Instrumentation We instrumented the JBG to process the intermediate repre-
sentations of the LEMMA domain, service, and mapping models (cf. Chapter 6) for
the command side microservice and the query side microservice of the Charging
Station Management Microservice. Furthermore, we requested the JBG to apply the
Spring, Kafka, and DDD Genlets (cf. Subsection 8.7.1) in the mentioned order and
in combination with plain generation to not bias the resulting LOC with boilerplate
code for a specific code generation pattern (cf. Subsection 8.7.2).

We executed the JBG one time for the LEMMA model triple of either side mi-
croservice.

Baseline for Comparison The baseline for the comparison by generated and hand-
written LOC ratio is the number of generated LOC and the number of handwritten
model LOC in an input LEMMA model triple.

We calculate the simple ratio of generated and handwritten LOC for each code
generation target language as well as the simple ratio of the total generated and
handwritten LOC. In addition, we determine the net ratio of net generated LOC and
handwritten LOC. To this end, we calculate the number of net generated LOC as
the difference between the number of generated LOC and handwritten LOC. That is,
as opposed to the simple ratio, the net ratio also takes the manually created LOC in
LEMMA models into account.

Comparison Results for Command Side Table 8.5 lists the measured values for the
simple ratio between generated LOC and handwritten LEMMA LOC for the physical
command side microservice of the Charging Station Management Microservice. In
addition, the table identifies the ratio values per target language, and also reveals the
effects of domain-related and service-related code on the values.

The Overall scope covers all generated LOC and handwritten LEMMA LOC of
the command side microservice. Specifically, the number of handwritten LEMMA
LOC equals the sum of the LOC numbers of the microservice’s domain model (cf.
Listings 8.1 to 8.3 in Subsection 8.6.1), service model (cf. Listing 8.8), and mapping
model (cf. Listing 8.10) excluding blank lines.

The generated LOC in the Domain scope only involve generated LOC for LEM-
MA’s Domain Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.1). More precisely, like for the comparison
by viewpoint (cf. Figure 8.14), the domain-related LOC consist of the Java LOC
produced by the JBG in the command side microservice’s “domain” sub-folder and
the Avro schema definition LOC derived by our Eclipse plugin (cf. Subsection 8.6.2).
The handwritten LOC in the Domain scope concern the command side microservice’s
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Table 8.5: Simple ratio values between generated LOC and handwritten LEMMA LOC
per target language and scope for the Charging Station Management Microservice’s
command side. The Overall scope covers all generated code and handwritten LEMMA
code for the microservice. The Domain and Service scopes only concern code for the
Domain and Service Viewpoint (cf. Subsections 3.4.1 and 3.4.3), respectively.

Scope
Target
Language

Generated
LOC

Handwritten
LEMMA LOC

Simple Ratio
(Gen./LEMMA)

Overall

Avro 324

179

1.81
Java 643 3.59
Maven 83 0.46
Properties 6 0.03

Overall SUM 1,056 179 5.90

Domain
Avro 324

108
3.00

Java 508 4.70

Domain SUM 832 108 7.70

Service
Java 135

71
1.90

Maven 83 1.17
Properties 6 0.08

Service SUM 224 71 3.15

LEMMA domain model and mapping model of which the latter only addresses
elements from the domain model.

On the other hand, we consider all Java LOC outside the command side microser-
vice’s “domain” sub-folder as well as the LOC in Maven POM and Java Properties
files to belong to LEMMA’s Service Viewpoint (cf. Subsection 3.4.3) and thus the
Service scope in Table 8.5.

Table 8.5 shows that in the Overall scope the simple ratio between generated LOC
and handwritten LOC is always greater than 1 except for code in Maven POM and
Java Properties files (0.46 and 0.03, respectively). That is, the adoption of the JBG and
the Genlets is not efficient for these code generation targets alone. However, for Avro
and Java code in the Overall scope the JBG and Genlets produce more than one line
of target code from a single line of LEMMA model code (1.81 and 3.59, respectively).
In fact, Java is the target language with the highest amount of averagely generated
LOC per line of LEMMA model code.

For the Domain scope, the simple ratio between generated Java LOC and hand-
written LEMMA LOC even increases from 3.59 to 4.70 (cf. Table 8.5), which is in line
with our insights from the comparison by viewpoint (cf. Figure 8.14). However, for
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the Service scope the simple ratio value decreases to 1.90.
In total, the simple ratio values for the Overall, Domain, and Service scope amount

to 5.90, 7.70, and 3.15 (cf. Table 8.5), respectively. That is, from one line of LEM-
MA code, the JBG together with the Genlets derives on average 5.90 Overall LOC,
7.70 Domain LOC, and 3.15 Service LOC, making LEMMA-based development and
code generation of the Charging Station Management Microservice’s command side
basically efficient.

However, the simple ratio values neglect the effort to construct LEMMA models
in terms of handwritten LOC. Hence, a more precise metric for code generation
efficiency is the net ratio between generated and handwritten LOC. As described
above, we calculate the net ratio value by subtracting the number of handwritten
LOC from the number of generated LOC, and dividing the resulting net generated
LOC by handwritten LOC. For the Overall scope in Table 8.5, the total net ratio value
amounts to 4.90. Additionally, for the Domain and Service scopes the net ratio values
result in 6.70 and 2.15, respectively. Thus, LEMMA-based code generation can still
contribute to an increase of microservice development efficiency even when taking
manual model construction into account.

8.7.5 Discussion

We discuss the investigated impact of LEMMA on the efficiency of microservice devel-
opment w.r.t. its contribution to Evaluation Goal EG 2 (cf. Section 8.2). Furthermore,
we elaborate on code generator development and usage in the context of the JBG.

Contribution to Evaluation Goal EG 2

Evaluation Goal EG 2 demands an estimation of LEMMA’s impact on microservice
development efficiency in Java-based greenfield MSA engineering. To this end, Sub-
section 8.7.4 evaluated several LEMMA-related code generation characteristics in the
context of the physical command side and query side of the PCSP’s logical Charging
Station Management Microservice (cf. Subsection 8.5.2). The evaluation comprised
the comparison of different measured values per code generation characteristic. In
the end, we were able to show from the net ratio of generated microservice code and
handwritten LEMMA model code that LEMMA and its model processing framework
(cf. Chapter 7) have the potential to benefit microservice development efficiency.

However, while LEMMA’s model processing framework provides explicit support
for code generator realization (cf. Subsection 7.5.4), it still depends on the implemen-
tation of code generators to what extent they are applicable in concrete microservice
development scenarios. The JBG, for example, is a sophisticated code generator
for Java microservices. It supports modularization, composition, and extensibility
as well as the preservation of handwritten code and shared library generation (cf.
Subsections 8.7.1 to 8.7.3). Code generators that target Java technologies for microser-
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vice implementation can leverage these characteristics of the JBG in the form of
Genlets. For other microservice programming languages, e.g., Python (cf. Subsec-
tion 8.5.4), and their related technologies we currently do not provide sophisticated
code generators similar to the JBG, thereby leaving room for future work.

Additionally, the target language also impacts the measured values for the code
generation characteristics with which we evaluated LEMMA’s impact on microservice
development efficiency (cf. Subsection 8.7.4). For example, Kotlin is less verbose
than Java [89]. Among others, it provides more concise syntaxes for the definition
of getter and setter methods, and lambda expressions. Suppose a hypothetical code
generator that derives boilerplate code for Kotlin-based microservices from LEMMA
models. Suppose further that this generator supports the same LEMMA concepts
as the JBG (cf. Appendix K) and the same technologies as the presented Genlets
(cf. Subsections 8.7.1 and 8.7.4). In this case, it is likely that the efficiency values
for generated Kotlin versions of the Charging Station Management Microservice’s
physical side microservices will be lower than those of the Java versions. Moreover, we
expect the measured values to even further decrease for MSA-aligned programming
languages like Ballerina [224] and Jolie [200].

Next to the target programming language, other factors may influence the mea-
sured net ratios of generated microservice LOC and handwritten LEMMA LOC
(cf. Subsection 8.7.4). First, the measured values depend on code formatting. For
example, the TimePeriods list type in Line 32 of Listing 8.1 in Subsection 8.6.1 does
not follow K&R style formatting [155] like the other model elements. While such a
single deviation in manual code formatting has an insignificant impact on net ratio
values, a different formatting of all of the generated code would have a much stronger
influence on the values. To mitigate potential bias, we ensured that generated code is
in K&R style as is the majority of handwritten LEMMA code.

Another weakness of the net ratio metric is that it only allows an average estimation
of code generation efficiency because it does not consider a possibly divergent impact
of modeling concepts on the generated number of LOC. For instance, a LEMMA
enumeration with two literals formatted in K&R style takes the same amount of
LOC as a LEMMA data structure with two data fields in K&R style. Nevertheless,
the generated amount of Java LOC is significantly higher for the data structure as
it comprises, e.g., getter and setter methods (cf. Appendix K.1). Nonetheless, the
net ratio metric still makes Java code generator efficiency comparable across code
generation patterns, Genlets, and different versions of LEMMA models for the same
microservice.

We expect the evaluation result that LEMMA and the JBG have the potential to
benefit microservice development efficiency to be transferable to other Java-based
microservices with a similar functional scope and technology choices as the Charging
Station Management Microservice (cf. Subsections 8.5.1 and 8.5.4). In particular, the
JBG yields a high amount of generated Java code in combination with the Spring
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Genlet (cf. Figure 8.15 in Subsection 8.7.4) that covers a major framework for Java-
based microservice development [32, 249].

Code Generator Development and Usage

Our approach to modularize the JBG and support its extension requires knowledge of
Java’s AST specification [107] because it serves as the format of information exchange
between Genlets (cf. Subsection 8.7.1). While the JavaParser framework and the JBG
provide an API for common tasks in AST modification, e.g., enriching a Java class
with annotations, or private attributes including getters and setters, basic knowledge
of Java’s AST specification is still mandatory. Thus, future work is necessary to
investigate means for overcoming this possible limitation in Genlet implementation
by microservice developers. One solution approach to further investigate could be
the translation of Java AST fragments into their corresponding syntactic statements
before the JBG passes them to Genlets. Microservice developers could then use basic
string manipulation or more sophisticated template engines [307, 75] to modify the
received Java statements in their Genlets. Finally, Genlets would return the modified
Java statements to the JBG which would then parse them back into AST fragments
for subsequent embedding into the current Java AST. This approach would allow
microservice developers to operate on a familiar representation of Java code for
facilitated Genlet implementation.

A crucial, yet implementation-dependent aspect of Genlets’ practical usage is the
possible requirement to respect a certain order of execution when passing them to the
JBG. While the presented Spring, Kafka, and DDD Genlets (cf. Subsections 8.7.1 and
8.7.4) do not impose ordering constraints on their execution order, implementations
of order-dependent Genlets are conceivable. For example, the behavior of a Genlet
might depend on the existence of a certain framework annotation on a Java class
in order to identify the class’s semantics and possibly modify it. Such a situation
would require the execution of a Genlet that produces the annotation prior to the
execution of the Genlet that recognizes the annotation. Currently, the JBG does not
provide means to cope with Genlet dependencies. Future work in this direction may
be sensible as the number of Genlets grows.

Another possible limitation in the practical usage of the JBG is its support for the
Generation Gap pattern and Extended Generation Gap pattern to preserve handwrit-
ten code from being overwritten upon re-generation (cf. Subsection 8.7.2). In fact,
the application of the patterns results in significant amounts of additional boilerplate
code (cf. Figure 8.12 in Subsection 8.7.4) and thus complexity. Therefore, it may be
worthwhile in the future to investigate less intrusive approaches to the preservation
of handwritten code, e.g., protected regions [294].
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8.8 Conclusion

This chapter evaluated the applicability of our Language Ecosystem for Modeling
Microservice Architecture (LEMMA) in the context of greenfield Microservice Ar-
chitecture (MSA) engineering. To this end, we defined two evaluation goals (cf.
Section 8.2). Evaluation Goal EG 1 demanded the provisioning of a guideline that
supports in effort estimation for LEMMA’s integration into development workflows of
greenfield MSA engineering. This goal particularly considers tasks of domain experts
and microservice developers (cf. Section 3.3). Evaluation Goal EG 2, on the other
hand, focused on the estimation of LEMMA’s impact on the efficiency of Java-based
microservice development by means of code generation (cf. Subsection 2.2.3).

In order to evaluate LEMMA for both goals, we used the Park and Charge Soft-
ware Platform (PCSP), which is a greenfield microservice application and under
development as part of the PuLS research project (cf. Section 8.3). The PCSP shall
enable its stakeholders to provide and use charging capabilities for electric vehicles on
private parking spaces. Additionally, it shall allow monitoring, e.g., of parking space
occupancy and fine dust pollution via specialized sensors integrated into charging
stations.

The Architecturally Significant Requirements (ASRs) of the PCSP emphasize
performance efficiency, maintainability, compatibility, and technology heterogeneity
(cf. Section 8.4), thereby motivating the adoption of MSA for the platform’s realization.
Specifically, each functional capability of the PCSP is a dedicated microservice that
interacts with other PCSP microservices asynchronously using the Domain Event
pattern and a message broker (cf. Section 8.5). To foster agility in the development of
the PCSP by further decreasing microservices’ coupling, domain event definitions are
expressed as schemas and shared between microservice teams via a schema registry.
In particular, the registry also provides means to cope with evolved schemas and
therefore automatically interacts with the employed message broker for event delivery.
Moreover, the PCSP applies the Event Sourcing pattern to enable traceability and
auditing, e.g., of charging station sharing between charging station providers and
users.

Furthermore, the PCSP relies on the Command Query Responsibility Segregation
(CQRS) pattern to structure each logical microservice into a physical command
side microservice that handles change actions on associated domain objects, and
one or more physical query side microservices that allow domain object queries in
the most efficient ways depending on informational purposes. CQRS increases the
scalability of logical microservices by decomposing them into separately scalable
physical microservices. In addition, the pattern is directly integrable with the Domain
Event pattern and the Event Sourcing pattern. To this end, each command side
microservice informs the query side microservices of the same logical microservice
about domain object changes via asynchronous events.

Section 8.6 leveraged the PCSP’s Charging Station Management Microservice as
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the object of study to evaluate LEMMA’s integration into MSA development work-
flows (cf. Evaluation Goal EG 1). The Charging Station Management Microservice is
responsible for the handling of charging station installations on parking spaces and
also emits related domain events for recognition by other PCSP microservices. The
Charging Station Management Microservice constitutes a logical microservice in the
sense of CQRS, and physically consists of a command side microservice and a query
side microservice.

Subsection 8.6.1 investigated the integration of LEMMA into the development
workflow of both side microservices of the Charging Station Management Microser-
vice. For this purpose, we first constructed the LEMMA domain model (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.1) of the logical microservice. This model is shared by both physical side
microservices. Next, we constructed four LEMMA technology models (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.2). They cover PCSP microservice development and interaction as well as
the Domain Event pattern and CQRS pattern. We did not construct a technology
model for the Event Sourcing pattern because its realization is part of the technical
configuration of the PCSP’s message broker. Starting from the domain model and
the technology models, we constructed a LEMMA service and mapping model (cf.
Subsections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4) for each side microservice. As an additional contribution
of Subsection 8.6.1, we also developed LEMMA model processors with validation
capabilities (cf. Subsection 7.4.4) to ensure the intended usage of the technology
models within the service and mapping models.

Subsection 8.6.2 investigated the integration of LEMMA into the development
organization of the PCSP. Therefore, we first presented the team-internal LEM-
MA modeling workflow for the Charging Station Management Microservice. It
involves iterative LEMMA model construction, validation, and possible further model
processing actions such as code generation. Second, we considered team-external
interaction via the event schema registry. To support model-based event schema
publication, we developed a model transformation to automatically produce event
schema definitions from LEMMA domain models.

Subsection 8.6.3 derived a generalized LEMMA integration process from the
previous insights of LEMMA’s integration into PCSP microservice development
and its organization. The generalized integration process consists of six phases
for LEMMA’s integration into greenfield MSA engineering projects. The phases
cover the integration process from initial decision making and goal definition over
integration artifact development to the eventual enactment of LEMMA. Hence, the
generalized integration process provides a guideline for estimating the effort of a
LEMMA integration as demanded by Evaluation Goal EG 1.

Subsection 8.6.4 discussed the investigated integration of LEMMA into develop-
ment workflows of greenfield MSA engineering w.r.t. the contribution to Evaluation
Goal EG 1 and the support for agility in MSA engineering.

Section 8.7 targeted Evaluation Goal EG 2 and the estimation of LEMMA’s impact
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on the efficiency of Java-based microservice development using code generation. For
this purpose, we developed the Java Base Generator (JBG), which is a code generator
to derive Java microservice code from LEMMA models (cf. Subsection 8.7.1). The JBG
relies on LEMMA’s model processing framework (cf. Chapter 7) and is extensible with
Genlets. A Genlet is a LEMMA model processor that specializes in the production of
Java code for a certain technology or pattern (cf. Subsection 8.7.1). Therefore, each
Genlet focuses on a corresponding LEMMA technology model. Technically, Genlets
constitute executable Java archives that the JBG can integrate in its execution to let
them extend initial Java Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs), e.g., with technology-specific
annotations or callback methods. The introduction of the Genlet concept allows
separation of concerns and loose coupling in the generation of Java microservice
code from LEMMA models. Consequently, Genlets are shareable across microservice
teams and flexibly applicable in microservice code generation. Next to Genlets, the
JBG provides means to cope with the preservation of handwritten code upon re-
generation (cf. Subsection 8.7.2) and also supports the generation of shared libraries
(cf. Subsection 8.7.3).

Starting from the JBG and a set of Genlets concerning PCSP technologies, we eval-
uated LEMMA’s impact on microservice development efficiency in Subsection 8.7.4.
To this end, we employed the JBG and the Genlets to generate code from the LEMMA
models of the physical command side microservice and query side microservice of
the Charging Station Management Microservice. Moreover, we focused on three code
generation characteristics to compare certain measured values of generated microser-
vice code for different configurations of the JBG. The code generation characteristics
provided insights into the generation of Java-based microservice code w.r.t. code
generation patterns, modeling viewpoints (cf. Section 3.4), and Genlets.

Additionally, as demanded by Evaluation Goal EG 2, we also calculated the ratio
between the number of generated lines of code (LOC) and the number of handwritten
LEMMA LOC. For this code generation metric, our evaluation showed that LEMMA-
based code generation can significantly benefit microservice development efficiency.
For the physical command side microservice of the Charging Station Management
Microservice, the JBG and Genlets produced 1,056 LOC from 179 lines of LEMMA
code. For the physical query side microservice, 1,170 LOC were generated from 187
lines of LEMMA code.

Subsection 8.7.5 discussed these results for LEMMA’s impact on microservice
development efficiency together with aspects in the development and practical usage
of the JBG and the presented Genlets. Next to the future works described in Subsec-
tion 8.7.5, we also consider it sensible to further investigate the application of the
Genlet concept in the context of areas with high requirements for the correct usage
of technologies, e.g., security. That is because a generative approach can anticipate
proper implementation and thus support in the prevention of failures in technology
adoption. Moreover, the investigation of LEMMA-based code generation support for
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further MSA patterns, e.g., Saga [253], and microservice programming languages,
e.g., C#, JavaScript, or Python, seems fruitful.

While this chapter evaluated LEMMA’s applicability in greenfield MSA engi-
neering from the perspective of domain experts and microservice developers, the
next chapter evaluates LEMMA in the context of brownfield MSA engineering. In
particular, it takes the concerns of microservice operators and the expressivity of
LEMMA’s Operation Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.5) into account. More-
over, it considers the interests of MSA software architects and therefore evaluates
LEMMA’s support in the measurement of architecture quality attributes.



Chapter 9

Brownfield Evaluation

This chapter evaluates the applicability of LEMMA’s modeling languages (cf. Part II)
and model processing means (cf. Part III) in brownfield MSA engineering. To this end,
we investigate a methodology to employ LEMMA in brownfield MSA engineering (cf.
RQ 3.1 in Section 1.2), and assess LEMMA’s benefits and limitations in this context
(cf. RQ 3.2). Thus, the chapter targets DSRM Activity 5 from our research design and
evaluates previously developed solution artifacts (cf. Subsection 1.5.5).

9.1 Introduction

Brownfield MSA engineering [100] concerns existing software systems with a planned
or actively conducted migration to MSA, as well as software systems that already
rely on actively maintained and operated microservice architectures.

The migration of monolithic software systems to MSA is a common application
area for brownfield MSA engineering (cf. Subsection 2.1.3) and subject to significant
research efforts [176, 153, 15, 46, 188, 264, 1]. By contrast, however, research on the
reconstruction of already existing microservice architectures is yet immature [61, 5]. In
our brownfield evaluation of LEMMA we therefore focus on the latter activity in order
to contribute to this rather novel field of MSA research. Consequently, we evaluate
LEMMA for SAR (cf. Subsection 6.3.2) of existing microservice architectures [19].

Furthermore, LEMMA’s brownfield evaluation complements the previous green-
field evaluation that, by intent, did not consider the concerns of microservice operators
and MSA software architects (cf. Sections 3.3 and 8.8). Hence, we also assess the
expressivity of LEMMA’s Operation Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.5) to cap-
ture information related to microservice operation. Moreover, we evaluate LEMMA’s
support for model-based analyses of architecture quality attributes. This evaluation
action particularly targets the characterization of analyzable quality information
from LEMMA models and the support of LEMMA’s model processing framework
(cf. Chapter 7) in the automated derivation of quality attribute values from LEMMA
models.
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The remainder of the present chapter is organized as follows. Section 9.2 defines
the goals of LEMMA’s brownfield evaluation. Section 9.3 describes the case study
architecture that we selected for the evaluation of LEMMA’s SAR capabilities. In
Section 9.4, we present a LEMMA-based methodology for the systematic reconstruc-
tion of microservice architectures and the results of its application to the case study
architecture. Section 9.5 evaluates LEMMA’s support in the model-based analysis
of selected architecture quality attributes based on reconstruction LEMMA models.
Section 9.6 concludes the chapter.

9.2 Evaluation Goals

This section presents the goals of LEMMA’s brownfield evaluation w.r.t. SAR of
microservice architectures and model-based analysis of architecture quality attributes.
Like for the evaluation goals of LEMMA’s greenfield evaluation (cf. Section 8.2), we
state the goals based on the GQM approach [18, 162].

Evaluation Goal EG 1 targets LEMMA’s SAR capabilities.

EG 1 Estimate the degree of expressivity provided by LEMMA’s modeling languages to
reconstruct architecture information from existing microservice architectures.

EQ 1 Which kinds of architecture information are reconstructible with LEMMA’s
modeling languages?

EM 1 Coverage of discovered architecture information in reconstruction LEMMA
models.

Evaluation Goal EG 1 demands an estimation of the expressivity of LEMMA’s
modeling languages in SAR of microservice architectures. For this purpose, the goal
considers the full set of LEMMA’s modeling languages (cf. Section 4.4). The resulting
insights about the coverage of architecture information being reconstructible from
LEMMA models not only allows assessment of LEMMA’s SAR capabilities. In fact, it
also extends the knowledge from the previous greenfield evaluation (cf. Chapter 8)
regarding the applicability of LEMMA’s modeling languages in MSA engineering
in general. Since SAR follows a certain methodology [19], Evaluation Goal EG 1
addresses both RQ 3.1 and RQ 3.2 (cf. Section 1.2) of the present dissertation.

Evaluation Goal EG 2 concerns LEMMA’s support in the analysis of quality
attributes relevant to MSA.

EG 2 Estimate LEMMA’s support for automated analyses of MSA quality attributes.

EQ 2 Which kinds of quality attributes are effectively analyzable from LEMMA
models by means of LEMMA’s model processing framework?

EM 2 Characterization of analyzable quality attributes on the example of selected
quality attribute specifications relevant to MSA.
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Evaluation Goal EG 2 demands insights regarding LEMMA’s applicability for
automated quality analyses of microservice architectures. These insights concern the
characterization of quality attributes relevant to MSA and analyzable from informa-
tion in LEMMA models, and the applicability of our model processing framework
(cf. Chapter 7) to automate LEMMA-based quality analyses. Hence, the evaluation
goal particularly focuses on the concerns of MSA software architects in architecture
examination (cf. Subsection 3.3.2).

Evaluation Goal EG 2 specifically focuses on RQ 3.2 (cf. Section 1.2) of the
present dissertation. That is because the goal aims to provide insights into LEMMA’s
support for a certain model processing purpose, i.e., model-based quality analysis of
microservice architectures.

9.3 Context, Design, and Implementation of the Case
Study Microservice Application for LEMMA’s
Brownfield Evaluation

This section describes the case study microservice application whose architecture we
will investigate during LEMMA’s brownfield evaluation w.r.t. the evaluation goals (cf.
Section 9.2).

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. Subsection 9.3.1 characterizes
the business context of the case study application. Subsections 9.3.2 and 9.3.3 describe
the Process View and Development View of the application according to the “4+1”
View Model of Software Architecture [167]. Finally, Subsection 9.3.4 presents the
technology choices for the application’s implementation.

9.3.1 Business Context

Our object of study for LEMMA’s brownfield evaluation is the case study microservice
application Lakeside Mutual. It was already part of the formalization of the MSA
model kinds (cf. Section 3.4) towards the metamodels of LEMMA’s modeling lan-
guages (cf. Section 4.4). In this context, we referred to Lakeside Mutual’s architecture
as Microservice Architecture MA.3 (cf. Table 4.4 in Subsection 4.3.2). From now
on, if not otherwise stated, the term “Lakeside Mutual” designates the microservice
architecture of the case study application.

The rationale of selecting Lakeside Mutual as case study application for LEMMA’s
brownfield evaluation is twofold. First, the application’s design and implementation
aims to illustrate various degrees of complexity in MSA engineering. For example,
Lakeside Mutual’s design follows DDD principles and tactics [82]. Additionally, its
implementation involves both synchronous and asynchronous microservice interac-
tion. Second, based on LOC, Lakeside Mutual is in the top three of the microservice
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architectures that inspired the concepts of LEMMA’s metamodels (cf. Table 4.4 in
Subsection 4.3.2). However, and as opposed to eShopOnContainers (Microservice
Architecture MA.1) and Micro company (Microservice Architecture MA.2), Lakeside
Mutual does not draw on the CQRS pattern [253] whose support by LEMMA we
have already shown in Chapter 8.

The following descriptions of Lakeside Mutual’s capabilities, design, and imple-
mentation originate from the application’s documentation on GitHub1 as of March
23rd, 20202.

Lakeside Mutual addresses the insurance business as application domain and
realizes an MSA-based web portal for a fictitious insurance company. Specifically,
Lakeside Mutual focuses on the insurance company’s customers and employees as
stakeholder groups with the following usage scenarios:

• Customer Management: The web portal enables employees of the insurance
company’s customer service to contact policyholders in order to investigate
issues with insurance products.

• Customer Self-Service: New policyholders can register themselves at the web
portal to view their current insurance policy and change their personal data.

• Policy Management: The web portal enables insurance company employees to
manage the insurance policies of selected policyholders.

• Risk Management: The web portal enables insurance company employees to
retrieve data of policyholders for risk assessment.

9.3.2 Process View

Figure 9.1 shows the Process View [167] of Lakeside Mutual.
The architecture consists of 11 components. Each of Lakeside Mutual’s four usage

scenarios (cf. Subsection 9.3.1) is covered by a pair of architecture components. The
majority of these component pairs consists of a frontend and a backend component.
For instance, the Customer Management Frontend and Customer Management Backend

components (cf. Figure 9.1) realize the Customer Management scenario, and the
Customer Self-Service Frontend and Customer Self-Service Backend components
account for the Customer Self-Service scenario. However, the Risk Management
scenario involves a dedicated client and server component, i.e., Risk Management

Client and Risk Management Server (cf. Figure 9.1). Specifically, Risk Management

Client is a command line tool to download customer data reports from the Risk

Management Server as an input to subsequent risk assessment.
Most of the interactions between Lakeside Mutual’s components are synchronous

and rely on HTTP-based resource APIs [86] (cf. Figure 9.1). The synchronous commu-
nication between Risk Management Client and Risk Management Server is an excep-

1https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
2https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual/tree/196716d4

https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual/tree/196716d4
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Figure 9.1: Process View of Lakeside Mutual (adapted from
https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual/tree/196
716d4).

tion as the client invokes capabilities of the server via remote procedure calls (RPCs).
The interactions between Policy Management Backend and Customer Self-Service

Backend as well as between Policy Management Backend and Risk Management Server

are asynchronous. That is, the Policy Management Backend component leverages mes-
sages to inform both other architecture components about insurance policy creation
and modification.

We consider all backend architecture components, i.e., Customer Management Back-

end, Customer Self-Service Backend, and Policy Management Backend, as well as
the Risk Management Server component microservices. In addition, the Customer

Core component (cf. Figure 9.1) is also a microservice. It provides all backend
microservices with capabilities to manage policyholders’ personal data. We conceive
the mentioned components as microservices because they fulfill the criteria of our
definition of a microservice (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). In particular, they implement a
single distinct functional capability and aim to maximize independence from each
other as much as possible.

The Eureka Server and Spring Boot Admin components in Figure 9.1 provide the
microservices with essential infrastructure capabilities, i.e., service discovery and
monitoring [14], respectively.

https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual/tree/196716d4
https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual/tree/196716d4
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9.3.3 Development View

Figure 9.2 shows the Development View [167] on a Lakeside Mutual microservice
with support for bidirectional synchronous and asynchronous interaction. Like for the
PCSP microservices in Subsection 8.5.2, we express the Development View as a UML
component diagram [220] with a focus on communication and data management.

cod
Lakeside Mutual Microservice with Bidirectional Synchronous and Asynchronous Interaction Support

«component»
Microservice

Database

«component»
Message Broker

«component»
Lakeside Mutual Microservice Supporting

Bidirectional Synchronous and Asynchronous Interaction

Message
Dispatch

Message
Receipt

Message
Dispatch

Message
Receipt

internal structure

«component»
Asynchronous

Interaction Handler

Database Access

Database Access
Synchronous Read/

Write Operations

Synchronous Read/
Write Operations

«component»
Synchronous

Interaction Handler

Figure 9.2: Development View on a Lakeside Mutual microservice with support
for bidirectional synchronous and asynchronous interaction expressed as a UML
component diagram [220].

The component diagram shows the internal structure of a Lakeside Mutual mi-
croservice that can communicate with other microservices or frontend components (cf.
Figure 9.1) by means of synchronous read or write operations. As opposed to a com-
mand and query PCSP microservice following the CQRS pattern (cf. Subsection 8.5.2),
a Lakeside Mutual microservice gathers synchronous read and write operations in a
single internal component, i.e., Synchronous Interaction Handler.

For asynchronous interaction with other architecture components, a Lakeside
Mutual microservice clusters the internal component Asynchronous Interaction Han-

dler (cf. Figure 9.2). For message dispatch and receipt, the component leverages the
Message Dispatch and Message Receipt interfaces of the Message Broker infrastruc-
ture component. By contrast to the Event Store of the PCSP microservice architecture
(cf. Subsection 8.5.1), Lakeside Mutual’s message broker may not persist exchanged
messages after their eventual delivery.
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Both internal components in Figure 9.2, i.e., Synchronous Interaction Handler

and Asynchronous Interaction Handler, have access to the database of their imple-
menting microservice. Unlike command and query PCSP microservices (cf. Subsec-
tion 8.5.2), Lakeside Mutual microservices do not distinguish between data models
for command and query actions.

The Lakeside Mutual microservices Customer Self-Service Backend and Policy

Management Backend (cf. Subsection 9.3.2) directly adhere to the Development View in
Figure 9.2. However, the microservices Customer Management Backend, Customer Core,
and Risk Management Server lack the internal component Asynchronous Interaction

Handler because their interactions are exclusively synchronous.

9.3.4 Technology Choices

The following paragraphs describe the technology choices of Lakeside Mutual for
its Process View (cf. Subsection 9.3.2) and Development View (cf. Subsection 9.3.3),
respectively.

Process View Technologies For synchronous interaction, the majority of Lakeside
Mutual’s architecture components relies on REST APIs. Only the Risk Management

Server provides its capabilities to clients by means of the RPC framework gRPC3

(cf. Figure 9.1 in Subsection 9.3.2). For asynchronous interaction, Lakeside Mutual
leverages ActiveMQ.

Development View Technologies The frontend components of Lakeside Mutual
draw on the GUI frameworks React and Vue.js (cf. Figure 9.1). The Risk Manage-

ment Client and Risk Management Server are Node.js4 applications. All remaining
microservices and infrastructure components constitute Spring Boot applications.
Besides the Risk Management Server microservice, which stores its data in JSON files,
all other microservices employ the H2 database engine5 for data management.

We do not describe further technology choices for the Development View here
because their discovery is a dedicated part of the following section.

9.4 Evaluation of LEMMA’s Support for Microservice
Architecture Reconstruction

This section focuses on Evaluation Goal EG 1, i.e., the estimation of the expressivity
of LEMMA’s modeling languages for systematic SAR of microservice architectures

3https://www.grpc.io
4https://www.nodejs.org
5https://www.h2database.com

https://www.grpc.io
https://www.nodejs.org
https://www.h2database.com
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(cf. Section 9.2). The remainder of the section is organized as follows. Subsection 9.4.1
provides background information on SAR and its relevance to MSA. Subsection 9.4.2
presents a methodology for model-based SAR of microservice architectures with LEM-
MA. Subsection 9.4.3 estimates the expressivity of LEMMA’s modeling languages
and leverages the methodology to systematically reconstruct architecture information
from Lakeside Mutual. Subsection 9.4.4 discusses the results of this part of LEMMA’s
brownfield evaluation.

9.4.1 Background

According to Bass et al. [19], software architects and engineers apply SAR to existing
software architectures mainly for two reasons. First, SAR allows verification of the
conformance between architecture design and implementation. Second, it contributes
to the retrieval of a consistent architecture documentation, e.g., when the current
documentation became irrevocably outdated and does not match the architecture’s
implementation anymore.

In the context of MSA, the latter purpose is of particular relevance [5] because
MSA aims to foster the independence of teams, the modifiability of the overall system,
and the agility of the development organization (cf. Subsections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2,
and Section 8.5). Consequently, an initial microservice architecture design is likely
to become obsolete as teams independently advance different parts of the system.
Additionally, MSA is an inherently complex approach towards the realization of
SBSAs and the different degrees of complexity (cf. Subsection 2.4.1) may aggravate the
maintenance of a consistent architecture design description even if teams participate
in its creation. However, without a consistent architecture design description, tasks
like architecture verification, auditing, tradeoff analysis, and migration become
difficult [19, 5]. Moreover, even in architecting scenarios that foster the adoption of
agile practices, maintaining an architecture description and conducting architecture
evaluation are pivotal activities [303].

SAR aims to derive the design description of a given software architecture or
selected parts thereof. To this end, it examines artifacts like source code and build
scripts that underlie the implementation of the architecture or its considered parts [19].
According to Bass et al. [19], SAR is an iterative reverse engineering process consisting
of four phases. The following paragraphs summarize the actions and results of each
SAR phase.

SAR Phase 1: Raw View Extraction A SAR process starts with the extraction of raw
information about the examined software architecture or parts thereof into models for
a certain architecture view (cf. Subsection 2.3.1). For the extraction of raw information,
the software architect or engineer examines the considered artifacts of the architecture
and their relationships. In the context of LEMMA, the discovery of a Java class in the
source code of a microservice architecture may, for example, result in the extraction
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of information about a microservice interface from LEMMA’s Service Viewpoint (cf.
Subsection 3.4.3).

SAR Phase 2: Database Construction The Database Construction phase converts
the extracted raw information from SAR Phase 1 into a canonical form that allows
systematic querying and analysis of architecture information. The syntaxes of LEM-
MA’s modeling languages (cf. Sections 4.4 and 5.3) prescribe such canonical forms
for the construction of models whose well-formedness eventually enables systematic
processing of captured architecture information [276].

SAR Phase 3: View Fusion and Manipulation The third phase of a SAR process
combines reconstructed view models in their canonical forms to increase the available
information content for subsequent analyses. For instance, a domain view model
may be associated with a component view model to document runtime processing of
domain data [19]. In the context of LEMMA, the import mechanism of its modeling
languages (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) supports the establishment of similar relationships
between reconstructed view models.

SAR Phase 4: Architecture Analysis The Architecture Analysis phase of a SAR
process examines the considered architecture or parts thereof based on previously
reconstructed architecture information. Specifically, the goal of this last phase is
to answer hypotheses about, e.g., design conformance [19] or quality [276], of the
reconstructed software architecture. Concerning SAR Phase 4, LEMMA’s brown-
field evaluation specifically focuses on the latter kind of hypotheses (cf. Evaluation
Goal EG 2 in Section 9.2).

9.4.2 LEMMA-Based Methodology for Microservice Architecture
Reconstruction

This subsection presents a methodology that realizes the four SAR phases described in
Subsection 9.4.1 to systematize the reconstruction of microservice architectures with
LEMMA [240]. With the adoption of LEMMA and thus MDE (cf. Subsection 2.2.1),
the presented SAR methodology aims to facilitate architecture analysis based on the
abstraction capabilities of models [276].

Figure 9.3 shows the procedure of the LEMMA-based SAR methodology as a
UML activity diagram [220] with additional supportive graphical elements.

The methodology consists of six activities. Every activity employs one or two
LEMMA modeling languages (cf. Section 4.4) to capture reconstructed architecture
information, or processes reconstruction LEMMA models (cf. Section 7.4).

The following parts describe each of the six SAR activities.
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Figure 9.3: Procedure of the LEMMA-based methodology for microservice archi-
tecture reconstruction expressed as a UML activity diagram [220] with additional
supportive graphical elements.

SAR Activity 1: Preparation

A new instance of the LEMMA-based SAR methodology starts with the SAR activity
Preparation (cf. Figure 9.3). It consists of two actions that are simultaneously
executable.

The Select Set of Input Artifacts action determines the artifacts of the exam-
ined microservice architecture to reconstruct architecture information from. Typical
artifacts are source code and build scripts [5]. However, artifacts on higher levels of ab-
straction may constitute additional or alternative sources of architecture information.
For example, database models may reveal structures and relationships of domain
concepts [176], and a dedicated API documentation may facilitate the identification
of microservice interfaces.

Our SAR methodology does not assume any particular characteristics for the
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selected set of input artifacts. Specifically, the coherence of the artifacts can be logical
or physical. For example, a Java package hierarchy [107] or C# namespace [136]
provides a logical definition of coherence for an instance of our SAR methodology.
Alternatively, the input artifacts could be physically coherent and encompass, e.g.,
source code files in one or more file system folders. In either case, the coherence
definition should be certain prior to the initial application of the methodology to a
microservice architecture. Moreover, it should be consistent for subsequent methodol-
ogy instances in order to prevent duplicate work and ambiguity in reconstruction
LEMMA models.

The second action of the Preparation activity, i.e., Select or Construct Technolo-

gy Models (cf. Figure 9.3), concerns the preparation of LEMMA technology models (cf.
Subsection 4.4.2) for the upcoming SAR activities. Software architects or engineers
may reuse existing technology models, e.g., from previous instances of the SAR
methodology, when they are already aware of the technologies of a microservice
architecture before its reconstruction. If no such models exist or the technology stack
is unknown, software architects or engineers construct empty technology models
instead. A reasonable default is the construction of three technology models for the
potential discovery of domain-, service- and operation-related technologies during
the following reconstruction activities.

As shown in Figure 9.3, the Preparation activity partially corresponds to Phase 1
of the general SAR process, i.e., Raw View Extraction (cf. Subsection 9.4.1). That
is because the selection of input artifacts in the LEMMA-based SAR methodology
determines the sources for the extraction of architecture information. Furthermore,
selected or constructed technology models anticipate the extraction of certain kinds
of information during an instance of the methodology.

SAR Activity 2: Domain Modeling

The Domain Modeling SAR activity is the second activity in an instance of the LEM-
MA-based SAR methodology (cf. Figure 9.3). It examines the input artifacts for
information about domain concepts.

In object-oriented programming languages like Java or C#, developers often realize
domain concepts as POJOs or POCOs which are classes whose implementation is
independent of external frameworks (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). A discovery of a Java
POJO or C# POCO during the Domain Modeling SAR activity is likely to result in
the reconstruction of a domain concept.

The following two paragraphs describe the reconstruction of domain concepts
and domain-related technology information as part of the Domain Modeling SAR
activity. The final third paragraph characterizes the relationship of the activity to the
general SAR process (cf. Subsection 9.4.1).
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Reconstruction of Domain Concepts The SAR methodology exploits LEMMA’s
Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) to capture discovered domain
concepts, their structures, and relationships in reconstruction domain models. For
example, a Java POJO that constitutes a domain concept yields a LEMMA data
structure with data fields that map to the attributes of the POJO. The examination of
a Java POJO may also lead to the reconstruction of additional LEMMA data structures,
e.g., when the types of POJO attributes are themselves POJOs. Suppose the discovery
of a Java POJO CustomerProfileEntity that defines an attribute currentAddress of
type Address. Assume further that Address is itself a POJO. As a result, the extraction
of CustomerProfileEntity into an eponymous LEMMA data structure would also
demand the extraction of Address into a second LEMMA data structure. Otherwise,
it would not be possible to reproduce the type information for the reconstructed
currentAddress data field in LEMMA.

During the Domain Modeling activity, both the number of reconstruction domain
models and the distribution of domain concepts across these models follow from
the availability of organizational or technical information about the reconstructed
architecture. More specifically, it is sensible to reconstruct one domain model per
microservice team when team-specific artifact ownership is known or identifiable
from examined artifacts, e.g., by means of VCS information [108]. That is because mi-
croservices of the same team may share the same domain model (cf. Subsection 8.6.1).
If on the other hand artifact ownership is unknown, each reconstructed microservice
should receive its own domain model. However, if even the number of microservices
in the input artifact set is uncertain or domain information is not assignable to a
single microservice, the construction of a single domain model is necessary to first
gather all reconstructed domain information. In any case, our LEMMA-based SAR
methodology integrates an activity for the refactoring of reconstruction information
when the examination of the respective microservice architecture revealed more
information about the distribution and usage of domain concepts (cf. SAR Activity 6).

The number of contexts within reconstruction LEMMA domain models (cf. Sub-
section 4.4.1) also depends on the information content of the input artifact set. For
example, metadata, e.g., in the form of Java annotations or C# attributes, may explic-
itly indicate the belonging of source code elements to a certain bounded context [67].
Alternatively, the logical coherence of input artifacts (cf. SAR Activity 1) may deter-
mine the assignment of reconstructed domain concepts to LEMMA contexts, e.g., by
mapping the package of a discovered Java POJO to a LEMMA context. On the other
hand, ambiguity in grouping domain concepts by bounded contexts or even domain
models could also hint at a lack of microservice cohesion (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).

Reconstruction of Domain-Related Technology Information It is possible to dis-
cover technology information during the reconstruction of domain concepts. For
instance, annotations like @Table may occur on examined Java classes to configure
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the database mapping of domain concepts. In the event of technology information
discovery, the Domain Modeling SAR activity invokes the domain-related technology
reconstruction sub-activity via activity edge connector “B” (cf. Figure 9.3). For the
sake of conciseness, we do not depict the sub-activity as part of Figure 9.3 but in the
separate UML activity diagram [220] in Figure 9.4.

a d
Domain-Related Technology Reconstruction Sub-Activity of the LEMMA-Based SAR Methodology

[technology models
lack technology][prev. activity = 
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Figure 9.4: Domain-related technology reconstruction sub-activity of our LEMMA-
based methodology for microservice architecture reconstruction. The sub-activity is
expressed as a UML activity diagram [220].

Starting at activity edge connector “B”, the sub-activity checks if the discovered
technology information is already part of a reconstruction technology model, which
can be the case, e.g., when the current methodology instance reuses previously re-
constructed technology models (cf. SAR Activity 1). In the event of the technology
information being new, the sub-activity adds it to a suitable existing technology model
or to the model for domain-related technology information (cf. SAR Activity 1). In
case the newly discovered information does not fit into an existing technology model
and no domain-related technology model was constructed during SAR Activity 1,
the information is captured as part of a new technology model. Since MSA fos-
ters technology heterogeneity (cf. Subsection 2.1.2), a newly discovered technology
information may identify an independent technology choice of a microservice team.

The domain-related technology reconstruction sub-activity leverages LEMMA’s
Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) to capture new technology
information in target technology models. Depending on the occurrence and purpose
of a newly discovered technology information within an examined artifact, the sub-
activity reifies the information in the target model as a technology-specific type,
protocol, or service aspect.

Subsequent to the handling of the discovered technology information, the domain-
related technology reconstruction sub-activity focuses on the domain concept to which
the information applies (cf. Figure 9.4). Due to the occurrence of the domain concept
after the discovered technology information, it is possible that the current instance of
the SAR methodology did not yet reconstruct the concept itself. For instance, Java
annotations that configure a Java class for its recognition by a certain framework occur
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before the class. Consequently, when examining the corresponding Java source code
file from top to bottom, the sub-activity would capture the annotation as a technology
information prior to capturing the Java class as a LEMMA data structure. On the
other hand, the discovery of technology information from configuration files like
“application.properties” (cf. Subsection 8.6.1) may happen after the reconstruction of
a domain concept. Hence, the domain-related technology reconstruction sub-activity
first checks for the existence of the reconstructed domain concept before it adds the
concept to a suitable reconstruction domain model (cf. Figure 9.4).

Following the handling of a discovered technology information and domain
concept, the domain-related technology reconstruction sub-activity assigns the tech-
nology information to the domain concept within a LEMMA mapping model (cf.
Figure 9.4 and Subsection 4.4.4). After this action, the sub-activity returns to the
invoking activity of the current SAR methodology instance via activity edge con-
nector “C” or “J”. The “C” connector directs the activity flow back to the Domain
Modeling activity and the “J” connector returns to the Technical Refinement activity
(cf. SAR Activity 5).

Relationship to SAR Process The Domain Modeling activity covers Phases 1 to 3
of the general SAR process (cf. Figure 9.3 and Subsection 9.4.1). That is because it
extracts architecture information from the set of input artifacts (Phase 1) and translates
it into model-based canonical forms (Phase 2), i.e., LEMMA domain, technology and
mapping models.

The SAR activity combines the reconstruction models by means of LEMMA’s
import mechanism (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) to ensure the consistency of the reconstructed
information and increase its content (Phase 3). For example, the assignment of
discovered technology information to domain concepts in mapping models enriches
the body of knowledge about the examined microservice architecture. Furthermore,
an import relationship between two domain models may reveal a dependency between
two bounded contexts [82] of which software architects were not yet aware.

SAR Activity 3: Service Modeling

The Service Modeling SAR activity examines the set of input artifacts for microservices
and related information. It leverages LEMMA’s Service Modeling Language (cf.
Subsection 4.4.3) to capture discovered microservices, their interfaces and operations
in reconstruction service models (cf. Figure 9.3).

For instance, the activity may identify Spring Boot microservices from Java source
code files in which the @SpringBootApplication annotation occurs on classes (cf.
Subsection 8.7.1). Additionally, the Spring annotations @RestController6 and @Get-

Mapping may hint at microservice interfaces and operations with REST endpoints,
6https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bin

d/annotation/RestController.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RestController.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/web/bind/annotation/RestController.html
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respectively. Docker Compose files, Dockerfiles, and build scripts constitute additional
examples of sources for microservice identification [5].

Like the Domain Modeling activity (cf. SAR Activity 2), the Service Modeling ac-
tivity handles discovered technology information in a dedicated sub-activity, i.e., the
service-related technology reconstruction sub-activity. Our LEMMA-based SAR method-
ology enters the sub-activity via activity edge connector “E” (cf. Figure 9.3). The
sub-activity proceeds analogously to the domain-related technology reconstruction
sub-activity (cf. Figure 9.4), whereas it captures newly discovered microservice in-
formation in LEMMA service models. The service-related technology reconstruction
sub-activity returns to the current instance of our SAR methodology via edge connec-
tor “F” or “J”, depending on whether the discovery of the technology information
occurred during the Service Modeling activity or Technical Refinement activity (cf.
SAR Activity 5), respectively.

The Service Modeling activity covers Phases 1 to 3 of the general SAR process (cf.
Subsection 9.4.1) for the same reasons as the Domain Modeling activity.

SAR Activity 4: Operation Modeling

The Operation Modeling SAR activity employs the Operation Modeling Language (cf.
Subsection 4.4.5) to reconstruct operation nodes such as containers and infrastructure
nodes into LEMMA operation models (cf. Figure 9.3). Architecture information about
operation nodes is usually contained in deployment descriptor and configuration files,
e.g., Docker Compose files, Dockerfiles, or Kubernetes deployment specifications [5,
203].

Like the Domain Modeling and Service Modeling activities (cf. SAR Activities 2
and 3), the Operation Modeling activity invokes a specialized sub-activity, i.e., the
operation-related technology reconstruction sub-activity, when it encounters technology
information about microservice and infrastructure operation. The current instance
of the LEMMA-based SAR methodology enters the sub-activity via activity edge
connector “H” (cf. Figure 9.3). After its invocation, the sub-activity proceeds analo-
gously to the domain-related technology reconstruction sub-activity (cf. Figure 9.4).
By contrast, however, the operation-related technology reconstruction sub-activity
captures discovered operation nodes in LEMMA operation models. In case the sub-
activity was invoked from the Operation Modeling activity, it returns to the current
methodology instance via activity edge connector “I”. Otherwise, it leverages activity
edge connector “J” to direct the activity flow back to the Technical Refinement activity
(cf. SAR Activity 5).

The Operation Modeling activity concerns Phases 1 to 3 of the general SAR process
(cf. Figure 9.3 and Subsection 9.4.1) because it (i) extracts architecture information
(Phase 1); (ii) captures extracted architecture information in a canonical, model-
based form (Phase 2); and (iii) integrates with LEMMA models targeting other MSA
viewpoints via LEMMA’s import mechanism (Phase 3).
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SAR Activity 5: Technical Refinement

The Technical Refinement SAR activity examines the set of input artifacts for technol-
ogy information that SAR Activities 2, 3, and 4 have not captured yet (cf. Figure 9.3).
For example, the Spring framework allows for keeping service configuration separate
from source code in distinct configuration files (cf. Subsection 8.6.1). Depending
on the selected input artifact set and its file system structure (cf. SAR Activity 1),
the investigation of those files may not happen as part of SAR Activities 2, 3, or 4.
Consequently, our LEMMA-based SAR methodology integrates SAR Activity 5 for
the discovery of previously unconsidered technology information.

In the event of technology information discovery, the activity delegates to the
technology reconstruction sub-activity that corresponds to the kind of the discovered
information. As shown in Figure 9.3, the Technical Refinement activity may invoke
technology reconstruction sub-activities via activity edge connectors “B” (domain-
related technology information; cf. SAR Activity 2), “E” (service-related technology
information; cf. SAR Activity 3), or “H” (operation-related technology information;
cf. SAR Activity 4).

The Technical Refinement activity specifically targets Phase 3 of the general SAR
process (cf. Figure 9.3 and Subsection 9.4.1) because it focuses on the refinement of
architecture models based on additional reconstruction information.

SAR Activity 6: Post-Processing

The Post-Processing SAR activity consists of two actions.
The Refactor action (cf. Figure 9.3) enables to refactor reconstruction LEMMA

models from previous activities of the current instance of our SAR methodology. For
example, during SAR Activity 2 it may not have been possible to unambiguously
allocate discovered domain concepts in different domain models or bounded con-
texts. Consequently, software architects or engineers conducting LEMMA-based SAR
may have decided to first accumulate all discovered domain concepts in a single
reconstruction domain model. However, it is possible that reconstruction service
models (cf. SAR Activity 3) have ultimately revealed the usage of domain concepts
by microservices (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). Therefore, the Refactor action would finally
allow the decomposition of the collective domain model into specialized ones based
on the discovered domain concept usage.

Another typical Refactor task is the decomposition of domain-, service- and
operation-related technology models (cf. SAR Activity 1). First, each technology
should receive its own technology model (cf., e.g., Appendix G.2). Second, software
architects and engineers should align the decomposition of technology models to
the different sections provided by LEMMA’s Technology Modeling Language for
the organization of technology information (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). For instance,
it is sensible to cluster information about programming languages in specialized
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technology models and also separate it from technology models with framework-
related technology aspects. The described refactorings of domain-, service- and
operation-related technology models yield technology models with a greater cohesion
of their elements, thereby increasing models’ reusability. Moreover, technology model
refactoring could also involve merging of doubly captured technology information to
remove accidental ambiguity.

The Post-Processing activity concludes by performing actions on reconstruction
models (cf. Figure 9.3), e.g., for conformance checking or quality analysis.

The Refactor action adapts LEMMA models of various MSA viewpoints and
therefore covers Phase 3 of the general SAR process (cf. Figure 9.3 and Subsec-
tion 9.4.1). On the other hand, the Perform Model Actions action maps to Phase 4
of the general SAR process as it draws on reconstruction information to conduct
architecture analyses.

9.4.3 Reconstructing Lakeside Mutual’s Microservice Architecture
with LEMMA

In this subsection, we contribute to Evaluation Goal EG 1 (cf. Section 9.2) and
estimate the expressivity of LEMMA’s modeling languages for microservice archi-
tecture reconstruction. To this end, we apply our LEMMA-based SAR methodology
(cf. Subsection 9.4.2) to reconstruct the Lakeside Mutual case study application (cf.
Section 9.3). More precisely, we conduct the six SAR activities of the methodology
manually on the set of input artifacts that together implement the application’s ar-
chitecture. Each of the following parts presents the execution and results of a single
SAR activity.

SAR Activity 1: Preparation

The following paragraphs describe the executions of the two actions of SAR Activity 1
(cf. Figure 9.3 in Subsection 9.4.2), i.e., Select Set of Input Artifacts and Select

or Construct Technology Models, respectively.

Select Set of Input Artifacts We started the methodology instance for the recon-
struction of Lakeside Mutual’s microservice architecture with the Select Set of

Input Artifacts action (cf. Figure 9.3 in Subsection 9.4.2). In this action, we decided
to reconstruct Lakeside Mutual’s Java backend microservices, because they realize
the architecture’s domain concepts and business logic, as well as Lakeside Mutual’s
infrastructure components, because they enable the operation of the architecture. Con-
sequently, the set of architecture components that we considered for the reconstruction
consisted of the microservices Customer Core, Customer Management Backend, Cus-
tomer Self-Service Backend, and Policy Management Backend, and the infrastructure
components Eureka Server and Spring Boot Admin (cf. Subsection 9.3.2). Appendix M
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lists all file system elements of Lakeside Mutual’s implementation excluded from the
reconstruction and also states per element the respective exclusion rationale. These
elements comprise, e.g., license and example files that did not contain reconstructible
architecture information.

We conducted the LEMMA-based reconstruction on the version of Lakeside
Mutual from March 23rd, 20207. At the time of reconstruction in July and August
2020, this version was the current release of Lakeside Mutual. In total, the selected set
of input artifacts for the reconstruction involved 255 files with 12,865 LOC of which
1,840 LOC were comments. We decided to include comments in the reconstruction
as they may support in understanding the semantics of discovered elements. With
219 files and 10,806 LOC including 1,794 lines of comments, Java accounted for the
majority of reconstruction information. We provide a validation package on SWH8

to enable the replicability of Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction. In addition to the
relevant result files, the package also comprises the source code of Lakeside Mutual
on which the LEMMA-based reconstruction took place.

The developers of Lakeside Mutual aligned the structure of its source code reposi-
tory to that of its architectural components (cf. Subsection 9.3.2). That is, each compo-
nent has its own folder in the repository and each folder clusters component-specific
input artifacts for the reconstruction. For example, the “customer-core” folder stores
all files related to the Customer Core microservice and the “eureka-server” folder
encapsulates the artifacts for the Eureka Server infrastructure component. Therefore,
we decided to examine the set of input artifacts per architecture component folder
and thus by physical coherence (cf. SAR Activity 1 in Subsection 9.4.2).

Furthermore, after the investigation of all other components, we integrated infor-
mation from files located at the top-level of Lakeside Mutual’s source code repository,
e.g., “docker-compose-eureka.yml”, into reconstruction LEMMA models. This ap-
proach was feasible due to the comparatively small number of top-level files (six) and
their LOC (429, including comments).

We executed the LEMMA-based SAR methodology seven times on Lakeside
Mutual’s source code repository, i.e., once for each microservice and infrastructure
component as well as an additional time for the top-level files.

Select or Construct Technology Models In the Select or Construct Technology

Models action (cf. Figure 9.3 in Subsection 9.4.2), we decided to reconstruct the
LEMMA technology models for Lakeside Mutual from scratch. We took this decision
despite our upfront knowledge of some of Lakeside Mutual’s technology choices
(cf. Subsection 9.3.4) and the partial existence of corresponding LEMMA technology
models, e.g., for the Spring framework (cf. Listing G.8 in Appendix G.2). That is

7https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual/tree/196716d4
8https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https:

//github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-9-brownfield-v
alidation-package

https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual/tree/196716d4
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-9-brownfield-validation-package
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-9-brownfield-validation-package
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-9-brownfield-validation-package
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because we aimed to evaluate the expressivity of all of LEMMA’s modeling languages
including its Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) for microservice
architecture reconstruction (cf. Evaluation Goal EG 1 in Section 9.2).

As a result of this decision, we constructed three initial technology models for the
reconstruction of domain-, service- and operation-related technology information,
respectively. The names of the model files were “domain.technology”, “service.tech-
nology”, and “operation.technology”.

The following parts summarize per SAR activity the results of the executions of
all seven instances of our LEMMA-based SAR methodology on Lakeside Mutual.

SAR Activity 2: Domain Modeling

The next two paragraphs describe the reconstruction of domain concepts and domain-
related technology information from Lakeside Mutual (cf. SAR Activity 2 in Sub-
section 9.4.2). The third paragraph provides a result summary for SAR Activity 2
across all instances of the LEMMA-based SAR methodology for Lakeside Mutual’s
reconstruction.

Reconstruction of Domain Concepts We created a reconstruction LEMMA domain
model (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) for each of the examined microservices, i.e., Customer
Core, Customer Management Backend, Customer Self-Service Backend, and Policy

Management Backend (cf. Subsection 9.3.2). Lakeside Mutual implements each of the
four microservices as a Spring Boot application with an entry point Java class with the
@SpringBootApplication annotation (cf. Subsection 8.7.1). Additionally, every entry
point class exhibits the marker interface BoundedContext. As a result, we modeled
one bounded context [82] in each of the four reconstruction domain models using
LEMMA’s context keyword (cf. Subsection 5.3.1), where the name of a reconstructed
bounded context corresponded to the name of its microservice, e.g., customerCore.

For each microservice, we further examined the corresponding set of input artifacts
for domain concepts. However, we were only able to reconstruct domain concepts
from Java classes as all other considered files, e.g., “application.properties” or “Dock-
erfile”, solely clustered technical configuration code.

We reconstructed a dedicated domain concept from each Java class that we could
unambiguously identify as having a domain-specific nature. In this regard, we
discovered that, next to BoundedContext, Lakeside Mutual employs further marker
interfaces such as DomainService, Factory, or ValueObject to augment Java classes
with DDD semantics [82, 83]. Hence, we could reliably map each Java class with one
of these marker interfaces to a LEMMA data structure with a DDD feature whose
semantics match that of the marker interface (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). The Java class’s
attributes and method signatures then became data fields and domain operations of
the reconstructed LEMMA data structure, respectively.
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To exemplify the described approach to the reconstruction of Lakeside Mutual’s
domain concepts, Listing 9.1 shows an excerpt of the CustomerFactory Java class
from Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Core microservice.

Listing 9.1: Excerpt from the reconstructed CustomerFactory Java class of Lakeside
Mutual’s Customer Core microservice.

1 import org.microserviceapipatterns.domaindrivendesign.Factory;
2 ...
3
4 @Component()
5 public class CustomerFactory implements Factory {
6 @Autowired
7 private CustomerRepository customerRepository;
8
9 public CustomerAggregateRoot create(CustomerProfileEntity customerProfile) {

10 ...
11 }
12
13 public static String formatPhoneNumber(String phoneNumberStr) {
14 ...
15 }
16 }

We reconstructed the CustomerFactory class as an eponymous LEMMA data
structure in the reconstruction domain model (“customerCore.data”) and bounded
context (customerCore) for the Customer Core microservice. Listing 9.2 shows the
excerpt of the reconstruction domain model corresponding to the Java excerpt of the
CustomerFactory class (cf. Listing 9.1).

Listing 9.2: The reconstructed CustomerFactory data structure in the reconstruction
LEMMA domain model “customerCore.data” for Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Core

microservice.
1 context customerCore {
2 ...
3
4 structure CustomerFactory<factory> {
5 hide immutable CustomerRepository customerRepository,
6 function CustomerAggregateRoot create(CustomerProfileEntity customerProfile),
7 function string formatPhoneNumber(string phoneNumberStr)
8 }
9

10 ...
11 }

Lines 4 to 8 define the CustomerFactory LEMMA data structure that we recon-
structed from the CustomerFactory Java class. The data structure receives the DDD
feature factory (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) because the class implements the marker in-
terface Factory (cf. Listing 9.1). In Line 5 of Listing 9.2, we mapped the private
customerRepository Java attribute to a hidden LEMMA data field with the additional
modifier immutable (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). We decided to apply the modifier because
the CustomerFactory class does not implement a setter method for the attribute.
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Moreover, we reconstructed the signatures of both Java methods of the Customer-

Factory class into corresponding LEMMA domain operations (cf. Lines 6 and 7 in
Listing 9.2).

Reconstruction of Domain-Related Technology Information During the recon-
struction of Lakeside Mutual and the execution of SAR Activity 2, we frequently
invoked the domain-related technology reconstruction sub-activity (cf. Figure 9.4 in
Subsection 9.4.2). In particular, we followed the specification of the sub-activity each
time when we encountered technology information on an element in a Java source
code file.

For example, both the customerRepository attribute and the formatPhoneNumber

method of the CustomerFactory Java class (cf. Listing 9.1) exhibit technology in-
formation. While the customerRepository attribute relies on Spring’s @Autowired

annotation9 to retrieve a CustomerRepository instance via injection, Java’s static

modifier [107] precedes the formatPhoneNumber method. Consequently, we invoked
the domain-related technology reconstruction sub-activity two times in the context of
the CustomerFactory class to capture both technology information in reconstruction
models. As a first step in the sub-activity instances, we reified the respective technol-
ogy information as a technology aspect (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). Listing 9.3 shows the
resulting extensions to the domain-related technology model “domain.technology”
(cf. SAR Activity 1) after the completion of both sub-activity instances.

Listing 9.3: Excerpt from the domain-related reconstruction LEMMA technology
model “domain.technology” showing the definitions of the aspects Autowired and
static.

1 technology domain {
2 types {
3 // (cf. Listing G.5 in Appendix G.2).
4 ...
5 }
6
7 service aspects {
8 aspect Autowired<singleval> for fields;
9 aspect static<singleval> for domainOperations;

10 }
11 }

Based on their applications in the CustomerFactory Java class (cf. Listing 9.1), we
captured the @Autowired annotation and the static modifier as eponymous tech-
nology aspects targeting LEMMA data fields and domain operations, respectively.
Furthermore, we added a Java-compatible types section to the domain-related re-
construction technology model because Lakeside Mutual employs Java as service
programming language. To this end, we reused the type mappings from the existing
Java technology model (cf. Listing G.5 in Appendix G.2).

9https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframewo
rk/beans/factory/annotation/Autowired.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowired.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowired.html
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In the second step of the instances of the domain-related technology reconstruction
sub-activity for the CustomerFactory Java class, we reconstructed LEMMA domain
information from the class’s customerRepository attribute and formatPhoneNumber

method (cf. Listing 9.1). As described above, both Java elements became parts of the
CustomerFactory data structure in the reconstruction LEMMA domain model for the
Customer Core microservice (cf. Listing 9.2).

Finally, in accordance with the third step of the domain-related technology re-
construction sub-activity (cf. Figure 9.4 in Subsection 9.4.2), we reconstructed the
augmentation of the Java attribute and method with the @Autowired annotation and
static modifier (cf. Listing 9.1), respectively. Therefore, we applied the technol-
ogy aspects for the annotation and modifier (cf. Listing 9.3) to the reconstructed
customerRepository data field and formatPhoneNumber domain operation of the Cus-

tomerFactory data structure (cf. Listing 9.2). Listing 9.4 shows the corresponding
excerpt of the reconstruction LEMMA mapping model (cf. Subsection 4.4.4) “cus-
tomerCore.mapping”.

Listing 9.4: Excerpt from the reconstruction LEMMA mapping model “customer-
Core.mapping” used to assign reconstructed technology information to discovered
domain concepts of the Customer Core microservice.

1 import microservices from "customerCore.services" as customerCoreServices
2 import technology from "../technology/domain.technology" as domainTechnology
3
4 ...
5
6 @technology(domainTechnology)
7 type customerCoreServices::domain::customerCore.CustomerFactory {
8 customerRepository { aspects { domainTechnology::_aspects.Autowired; } }
9 op formatPhoneNumber { aspects { domainTechnology::_aspects.static; } }

10 }
11
12 ...

Line 1 imports the LEMMA service model for the Customer Core microservice. Due
to the requirement of LEMMA’s Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language
to always assign technology information to domain concepts in the context of a
microservice (cf. Subsection 4.4.4), we needed to construct the LEMMA service
model in a preliminary form prior to its full reconstruction in SAR Activity 3. The
preliminary service model clustered a single statement to import the reconstruction
LEMMA domain model of the Customer Core microservice (cf. Listing 9.2) under the
alias domain. That is, the model immediately captured all discovered information
of the microservice available at the time of conducting SAR Activity 2, i.e., the
relationship between the microservice and its domain model including the service’s
bounded context.

Line 2 of Listing 9.4 imports the domain-related reconstruction LEMMA tech-
nology model (cf. Listing 9.3) under the alias domainTechnology. Consequently, the
mapping model gains access to the reconstructed technology aspects.
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Finally, Lines 6 to 10 of Listing 9.4 augment the customerRepository field and
formatPhoneNumber operation of the reconstructed CustomerFactory structure with
the Autowired and static aspect. Thus, by means of the mapping model, we fully
recovered the application of technology information in the Java implementation of
the CustomerFactory class (cf. Listing 9.1).

Result Summary Following the procedure described in the previous paragraphs,
we reconstructed the domain concepts of all four backend microservices of Lakeside
Mutual (cf. Subsection 9.3.2). In total, we recovered 156 domain concepts in the
bounded contexts of the microservices. Unsurprisingly, we did not discover any
domain concepts in the infrastructure components Eureka Server and Spring Boot

Admin.
Table 9.1 shows selected results of the Domain Modeling SAR activity per backend

microservice of Lakeside Mutual. Appendix N.1 lists the complete results.

Table 9.1: Selected results of the Domain Modeling SAR activity for the reconstruction
of Lakeside Mutual.

Microservice Domain
Concepts

Data
Structures;
of that. . .

. . . Domain
Events . . . Entities . . . Value

Objects
List

Types

Customer Core 25 18 0 2 8 6
Customer
Management
Backend

19 14 0 2 10 5

Customer
Self-Service
Backend

51 41 5 5 29 9

Policy Management
Backend

61 48 7 6 37 12

Table 9.1 reveals that the bounded contexts of the Policy Management Backend

and Customer Self-Service Backend microservices exhibit significantly more domain
concepts than the bounded contexts of the Customer Core and Customer Management

Backend microservices. Value objects and list types have the greatest impact on the
comparatively high number of domain concepts in the bounded contexts of the Pol-

icy Management Backend and Customer Self-Service Backend microservices. This
reconstruction result is in line with the increased responsibilities of both services in
terms of the number of operations they provide to the other architecture components
of Lakeside Mutual (cf. SAR Activity 3).

Other than the Customer Core and Customer Management Backend microservices,
the Policy Management Backend and Customer Self-Service Backend microservices
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also account for the dispatch and receipt of asynchronous domain events (cf. Sub-
section 9.3.2). Consequently, both latter microservices define additional domain
events, which we reconstructed as LEMMA data structures with the domainEvent and
valueObject features (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). Hence, each domain event in Table 9.1 is
also a value object.

During the execution of the Domain Modeling SAR activity on Lakeside Mutual,
we were able to reconstruct most of the microservices’ Java classes that did not
exclusively contribute to the realization of service interfaces or operations. However,
the reconstruction of some Java classes or their elements was not feasible, e.g., because
LEMMA does not provide direct support for certain Java constructs. Additionally,
we discovered Java classes whose reconstruction was not sensible as they fulfilled
technical purposes besides the implementation of domain concepts or microservice
elements. In Subsection 9.4.4, we discuss both issues of LEMMA-based SAR in detail.

SAR Activity 3: Service Modeling

In SAR Activity 3 for the reconstruction of Lakeside Mutual, we extended the pre-
liminary service models from SAR Activity 2 with discovered microservice-related
architecture information (cf. Subsection 9.4.2). The following paragraphs illustrate
the reconstruction of this information and the related technology information. Fur-
thermore, we present a summary of the reconstruction results of SAR Activity 3 for
Lakeside Mutual at the end of the current part.

Reconstruction of Microservices Based on the physical organization of Lakeside
Mutual (cf. SAR Activity 1), the reconstruction of microservices together with their
interfaces, operations, and related information was straightforward. Lakeside Mutual
realizes the entry points of its four backend microservices as Java classes with the
@SpringBootApplication annotation. From these classes, we reconstructed each
microservice in a dedicated LEMMA service model (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).

Furthermore, Lakeside Mutual clusters all implementations of microservice inter-
faces in a folder called “interfaces” located in the package hierarchy of the respec-
tive microservice. For example, the Customer Self-Service Backend microservice
comprises the “interfaces” folder as part of the package hierarchy “com.lakeside-
mutual.customerselfservice”. Starting from the “interfaces” folders, we identified
microservice interfaces from Java classes that apply Spring annotations like @Con-

troller10, @RestController, and @Endpoint11. We reconstructed each of these classes
as a LEMMA interface (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) in the reconstruction service model of
the corresponding microservice. Moreover, we translated the methods in the classes

10https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/stereot
ype/Controller.html

11https://docs.spring.io/spring-ws/docs/current/org/springframework/ws/server/endpoi
nt/annotation/Endpoint.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/stereotype/Controller.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/stereotype/Controller.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-ws/docs/current/org/springframework/ws/server/endpoint/annotation/Endpoint.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-ws/docs/current/org/springframework/ws/server/endpoint/annotation/Endpoint.html
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to LEMMA microservice operations. Accordingly, method parameters and return
types became parameters of reconstructed microservice operations.

We used method annotations to determine the communication type of a recon-
structed parameter as synchronous or asynchronous (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). In case a
method did not have an annotation revealing its parameters’ communication types,
we referred to annotations of its Java class. For instance, we relied on annotations
like @GetMapping (cf. Subsection 3.4.2) to recognize synchronous communication
of a microservice operation. On the other hand, annotations like @JmsListener12

indicated asynchronous interaction.
Additionally, we examined method bodies to extract information about outgoing

microservice operation parameters. For example, LEMMA models thrown exceptions
as outgoing parameters with the fault keyword (cf. Subsection 5.3.3). However,
Java does not require unchecked exceptions13 to appear in method signatures [107],
thereby making the investigation of method bodies necessary to capture the possible
occurrence of these kinds of exceptions.

Furthermore, we used method bodies to discover programmatic event dispatch,
which we then reconstructed as asynchronous outgoing parameters of LEMMA
microservice operations. Due to the consistent organization of Lakeside Mutual’s
source code, the reconstruction of programmatic event dispatch was straightforward.
More precisely, Lakeside Mutual encapsulates all logic related to event dispatch in
dedicated DDD infrastructure services [82]. For instance, the PolicyManagementMes-

sageProducer class realizes an infrastructure service for the asynchronous interaction
of the Customer Self-Service Backend microservice with the Policy Management

Backend microservice (cf. Subsection 9.3.2). The infrastructure service provides
methods like sendCustomerDecision and sendInsuranceQuoteRequest that the Cus-

tomer Self-Service Backend microservice invokes to trigger event dispatch to the
Policy Management Backend microservice. We first reconstructed the infrastructure
service as a LEMMA data structure with the infrastructureService feature (cf.
Subsection 4.4.1) in the reconstruction domain model of the Customer Self-Service

Backend microservice. Next, we added an asynchronous outgoing parameter with the
type of the dispatched event to the LEMMA operation reconstructed from the Java
method of the microservice implementation that invokes the infrastructure service
for actual event dispatch.

We illustrate the reconstruction of microservice interfaces and operations by
means of the Java class InsuranceQuoteRequestInformationHolder. It implements
an interface for the Customer Self-Service Backend microservice. Listing 9.5 shows
an excerpt of the class.

12https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/jms/ann
otation/JmsListener.html

13https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/RuntimeExce
ption.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsListener.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/jms/annotation/JmsListener.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/RuntimeException.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/RuntimeException.html
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Listing 9.5: Excerpt from the Java class InsuranceQuoteRequestInformationHolder

of Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Self-Service Backend microservice.
1 package com.lakesidemutual.customerselfservice.interfaces;
2
3 ...
4
5 /**
6 * This REST controller gives clients access to the insurance quote requests. It is an example
7 * of the <i>Information Holder Resource</i> pattern. This particular one is a special type of
8 * information holder called <i>Master Data Holder</i>.
9 *

10 * @see <a href="https://microservice-api-patterns.org/patterns/responsibility/endpointRoles/
11 * InformationHolderResource">Information Holder Resource</a>
12 * @see <a href="https://microservice-api-patterns.org/patterns/responsibility/
13 * informationHolderEndpoints/MasterDataHolder">Master Data Holder</a>
14 */
15 @RestController
16 @RequestMapping("/insurance-quote-requests")
17 public class InsuranceQuoteRequestInformationHolder {
18 ...
19
20 @ApiOperation(value = "Create a new Insurance Quote Request.")
21 @PreAuthorize("isAuthenticated()")
22 @PostMapping
23 public ResponseEntity<InsuranceQuoteRequestDto> createInsuranceQuoteRequest(
24 Authentication authentication,
25 @ApiParam(value = "the insurance quote request", required = true)
26 @Valid @RequestBody InsuranceQuoteRequestDto requestDto
27 ) {
28 String loggedInUserEmail = authentication.getName();
29 UserLoginEntity loggedInUser = userLoginRepository.findByEmail(loggedInUserEmail);
30 CustomerId loggedInCustomerId = loggedInUser.getCustomerId();
31 if (loggedInCustomerId == null) {
32 logger.info("Customer needs to complete registration first.");
33 return new ResponseEntity<>(HttpStatus.UNAUTHORIZED);
34 }
35
36 ...
37
38 final Date date = new Date();
39 InsuranceQuoteRequestAggregateRoot insuranceQuoteRequest =
40 new InsuranceQuoteRequestAggregateRoot(date, RequestStatus.REQUEST_SUBMITTED,
41 customerInfoEntity, insuranceOptionsEntity, null, null);
42 insuranceQuoteRequestRepository.save(insuranceQuoteRequest);
43 InsuranceQuoteRequestDto responseDto
44 = InsuranceQuoteRequestDto.fromDomainObject(insuranceQuoteRequest);
45
46 policyManagementMessageProducer.sendInsuranceQuoteRequest(date, responseDto);
47
48 return ResponseEntity.ok(responseDto);
49 }
50
51 ...
52 }

We reconstructed the class as an interface of the CustomerSelfServiceBackend

microservice in the reconstruction LEMMA service model for the Customer Self-Ser-

vice Backend microservice. Listing 9.6 shows the service model excerpt that corre-
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sponds to the Java excerpt in Listing 9.5.

Listing 9.6: The reconstructed LEMMA interface for the InsuranceQuoteRequest-

InformationHolder Java class (cf. Listing 9.5) in the reconstruction LEMMA ser-
vice model “customerSelfServiceBackend.services” for Lakeside Mutual’s Customer

Self-Service Backend microservice.
1 import datatypes from "customerSelfServiceBackend.data" as customerSelfServiceBackend
2
3 functional microservice com.lakesidemutual.customerselfservice.CustomerSelfServiceBackend {
4 ...
5
6 interface insuranceQuoteRequestInformationHolder {
7 ---
8 Create a new Insurance Quote Request.
9

10 @required requestDto the insurance quote request
11 ---
12 createInsuranceQuoteRequest(
13 sync authentication : string,
14 sync requestDto
15 : customerSelfServiceBackend::customerSelfService.InsuranceQuoteRequestDto,
16 sync out responseDto
17 : customerSelfServiceBackend::customerSelfService.InsuranceQuoteRequestDto,
18 sync out fault unauthorized : string,
19 async out insuranceQuoteRequestEvent
20 : customerSelfServiceBackend::customerSelfService.InsuranceQuoteRequestEvent
21 );
22 }
23 ...
24 }

The reconstruction service model captures the following information of the Java
class (cf. Listing 9.5):

• Microservice and interface: Line 6 of Listing 9.6 reconstructs the Java class as
an interface of the functional CustomerSelfServiceBackend microservice. That
is because the class exhibits the @RestController annotation (cf. Line 15 in
Listing 9.5).

• API comment: Lines 7 to 11 reconstruct the API comment (cf. Subsection 4.4.3)
for the operation createInsuranceQuoteRequest. The comments for the op-
eration and its requestDto parameter follow from the element values of the
@ApiOperation and @ApiParam annotations on the corresponding Java method
(cf. Lines 20 and 25 in Listing 9.5).

• Operation: Line 12 introduces the reconstructed microservice operation cre-

ateInsuranceQuoteRequest for the eponymous Java method (cf. Line 23 in
Listing 9.5).

• Synchronous incoming parameters: Lines 13 to 15 capture the synchronous
incoming parameters of the reconstructed microservice operation.
The reconstructed authentication parameter corresponds to the eponymous
parameter of the Java method (cf. Line 24 in Listing 9.5). However, because
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our SAR methodology clusters all reconstructed technology information in
LEMMA mapping models (cf. Subsection 9.4.2), the reconstruction LEMMA
service model initially types the parameter as string instead of the original,
technology-specific Authentication interface14.
The reconstructed requestDto parameter, on the other hand, immediately re-
ceives the LEMMA domain concept InsuranceQuoteRequestDto as its type.
The domain concept is the reconstructed version of the eponymous Java class
that types the original method parameter (cf. Line 26 in Listing 9.5). We
discovered the domain concept during SAR Activity 2 of Lakeside Mutual’s
LEMMA-based reconstruction. In particular, we captured it in the reconstruc-
tion domain model of the Customer Self-Service Backend microservice as a
DDD value object because the “Dto” suffix in its name reveals the concept to
constitute a DTO [82, 55].

• Synchronous outgoing parameters: Lines 16 to 18 of the reconstruction service
model in Listing 9.6 cluster the two synchronous outgoing parameters of the
reconstructed createInsuranceQuoteRequest operation.
The reconstructed responseDto parameter corresponds to the eponymous Java
variable that the original Java method wraps in a ResponseEntity instance to
return it to callers (cf. Line 48 in Listing 9.5). Since ResponseEntity represents
a Spring-specific type, we assign it to the reconstructed parameter only in
the reconstruction mapping model for the Customer Self-Service Backend

microservice.
The reconstructed unauthorized parameter is a fault parameter and captures
the HTTP status code Unauthorized [87] as the result of the original Java
method for unauthorized users of Lakeside Mutual (cf. Line 33 in Listing 9.5).
Again, we assign the technical type ResponseEntity to the parameter within
the reconstruction mapping model for the Customer Self-Service Backend

microservice.
• Asynchronous outgoing parameter: Lines 19 and 20 of Listing 9.6 define the

asynchronous outgoing parameter insuranceQuoteRequestEvent for the recon-
structed createInsuranceQuoteRequest operation. This parameter maps to the
InsuranceQuoteRequestEvent that the original Java method dispatches before
its termination (cf. Line 46 in Listing 9.5).

Reconstruction of Service-Related Technology Information For the reconstruction
of the InsuranceQuoteRequestInformationHolder Java class (cf. Listing 9.5) as a
LEMMA microservice interface (cf. Listing 9.6), we had to invoke the service-related
technology reconstruction sub-activity of SAR Activity 3 (cf. Subsection 9.4.2) several
times due to the high number of discovered Java annotations.

14https://docs.spring.io/spring-security/site/docs/current/api/org/springframework/s
ecurity/core/Authentication.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-security/site/docs/current/api/org/springframework/security/core/Authentication.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-security/site/docs/current/api/org/springframework/security/core/Authentication.html
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Listing 9.7 shows an excerpt from the service-related technology model that
eventually resulted from the various sub-activity instances. The excerpt comprises all
LEMMA elements that concern the excerpt of the InsuranceQuoteRequestInforma-

tionHolder class in Listing 9.5.

Listing 9.7: Excerpt from the service-related reconstruction LEMMA technology
model “service.technology” showing reconstructed technology information from the
InsuranceQuoteRequestInformationHolder Java class (cf. Listing 9.5).

1 technology ^service {
2 types {
3 ...
4 primitive type Authentication based on string;
5 primitive type ResponseEntityErrorCode based on string;
6
7 structure type ResponseEntity;
8 }
9

10 protocols {
11 sync rest data formats "application/json" default with format "application/json";
12 }
13
14 service aspects {
15 aspect InformationHolderResource<singleval> for interfaces;
16
17 aspect MasterDataHolder<singleval> for interfaces;
18
19 aspect PostMapping<singleval> for operations;
20 aspect PreAuthorize<singleval> for operations {
21 string value<mandatory>;
22 }
23
24 aspect ResponseStatus<singleval> for parameters {
25 selector(exchange_pattern = out);
26 string status <mandatory>;
27 }
28 aspect RequestBody<singleval> for parameters {
29 selector(exchange_pattern = in);
30 }
31
32 aspect Valid<singleval> for fields, parameters;
33 }
34 }

The excerpt comprises the following sections of the service-related technology
model for the LEMMA-based SAR of Lakeside Mutual:

• Technology-specific types: Lines 4 to 7 reconstruct three technology-specific
types (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) from the InsuranceQuoteRequestInformationHold-

er class (cf. Listing 9.5).
The technology-specific primitive type Authentication targets the authen-

tication parameter of the createInsuranceQuoteRequest operation in the
reconstructed LEMMA interface for the InsuranceQuoteRequestInformation-

Holder class (cf. Listing 9.6). As described above, we initially reconstructed
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the parameter type as string. Since the Authentication type is based on
LEMMA’s built-in primitive type string (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), we can map
it to the authentication parameter in the reconstruction LEMMA mapping
model for the Customer Self-Service Backend microservice (see below).
Similarly, we base the technology-specific type ResponseEntityErrorCode (cf.
Line 5 in Listing 9.7) on LEMMA’s built-in string type. This approach enables
us to map the technology-specific type to the unauthorized fault parameter
of the reconstructed createInsuranceQuoteRequest operation (cf. Listing 9.6),
thereby establishing semantic compliance with the original Java return state-
ment (cf. Line 33 in Listing 9.5).
The reconstructed technology-specific type ResponseEntity (cf. Line 7 in
Listing 9.7) follows the same purpose. More specifically, we can use it to
capture the original type information of the outgoing parameter responseDto
(cf. Line 48 in Listing 9.5) for the reconstructed createInsuranceQuoteRequest

operation (cf. Listing 9.6).
• Protocol: Line 11 of the service-related reconstruction technology model in

Listing 9.7 defines the synchronous rest protocol. We derived the protocol
definition from the @RestController annotation of the InsuranceQuoteRe-

questInformationHolder Java class (cf. Line 15 in Listing 9.5). During our
reconstruction of the Customer Self-Service Backend microservice, we did
not discover a specific data format configuration. Consequently, we modeled
JSON [53] as the default format for the rest protocol as is the case for the
Spring framework.

• Technology aspects: Lines 14 to 33 of Listing 9.7 define technology aspects of
which most match eponymous Spring annotations on the various elements of
the InsuranceQuoteRequestInformationHolder Java class (cf. Listing 9.5).
However, the InformationHolderResource and MasterDataHolder aspects (cf.
Lines 15 and 17 in Listing 9.7) identify microservice API patterns according
to Zimmermann et al. [306]. An Information Holder Resource deals with the
provisioning of data via an API so that consumers can access them concurrently
without compromising integrity and quality. On the other hand, a Master Data
Holder is a sub-type of an Information Holder Resource that copes with the
manipulation of data which does not change frequently but is directly or
indirectly referenced by other data. We discovered the patterns’ application
to the InsuranceQuoteRequestInformationHolder Java class from the class’s
introductory comment (cf. Lines 5 to 14 in Listing 9.5).
Furthermore, the ResponseStatus aspect (cf. Lines 24 to 27 in Listing 9.7) does
not have a Spring annotation counterpart either. Instead, we modeled the
aspect to flexibly capture HTTP status codes like Unauthorized [87] for the
unauthorized fault parameter of the reconstructed createInsuranceQuoteRe-

quest microservice operation (cf. Listing 9.6).
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With each execution of the service-related technology reconstruction sub-activity
on Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Self-Service Backend microservice, we also popu-
lated the service’s reconstruction mapping model. Listing 9.8 shows the excerpt of
the model that assigns the reconstructed technology information from Listing 9.7
to the elements of the reconstruction service model in Listing 9.6. As a result, the
mapping model captures the technology usage by the InsuranceQuoteRequestInfor-

mationHolder Java class (cf. Listing 9.5) as part of the implementation of the Customer

Self-Service Backend microservice.

Listing 9.8: Excerpt from the reconstruction LEMMA mapping model “customerSelf-
ServiceBackend.mapping” used to assign technology information (cf. Listing 9.7)
to the reconstructed insuranceQuoteRequestInformationHolder interface (cf. List-
ing 9.6) from Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Self-Service Backend microservice.

1 import microservices from "customerSelfServiceBackend.services" as selfServiceBackendServices
2 import technology from "../technology/service.technology" as serviceTechnology
3
4 ...
5
6 @technology(serviceTechnology)
7 selfServiceBackendServices::com.lakesidemutual.customerselfservice.CustomerSelfServiceBackend {
8 interface insuranceQuoteRequestInformationHolder {
9 endpoints { serviceTechnology::_protocols.rest: "/insurance-quote-requests"; }

10
11 aspects {
12 serviceTechnology::_aspects.InformationHolderResource;
13 serviceTechnology::_aspects.MasterDataHolder;
14 }
15 }
16
17 operation insuranceQuoteRequestInformationHolder.createInsuranceQuoteRequest {
18 aspects {
19 serviceTechnology::_aspects.PreAuthorize("isAuthenticated()");
20 serviceTechnology::_aspects.PostMapping;
21 }
22
23 parameters {
24 complex requestDto {
25 aspects {
26 serviceTechnology::_aspects.Valid;
27 serviceTechnology::_aspects.RequestBody;
28 }
29 }
30 primitive authentication : serviceTechnology::_types.Authentication;
31 complex responseDto : serviceTechnology::_types.ResponseEntity;
32 primitive unauthorized : serviceTechnology::_types.ResponseEntityErrorCode {
33 aspects {
34 serviceTechnology::_aspects.ResponseStatus("UNAUTHORIZED");
35 }
36 }
37 }
38 }
39 }

The mapping model augments the following elements of the reconstructed
CustomerSelfServiceBackend microservice and its insuranceQuoteRequestInforma-
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tionHolder interface (cf. Listing 9.6) with technology information:

• Service definition: Line 6 of Listing 9.8 leverages LEMMA’s built-in @technol-

ogy annotation (cf. Subsection 5.3.3) to assign the imported service-related
reconstruction technology model “service.technology” (cf. Listing 9.7) to the
reconstructed microservice.

• Interface: Lines 8 to 15 determine the REST endpoint and technology aspects
for the reconstructed insuranceQuoteRequestInformationHolder interface.
The endpoint and its address map to the @RestController annotation and
the element value of the @RequestMapping annotation in the interface’s Java
implementation (cf. Lines 15 and 16 in Listing 9.5), respectively.
The application of the aspects InformationHolderResource and MasterData-

Holder recover the information that the interface realizes the microservice
API patterns Information Holder Resource and Master Data Holder [306] (cf.
Lines 5 to 14 in Listing 9.5).

• Operation: Lines 17 to 38 of the reconstruction LEMMA mapping model in
Listing 9.8 configure the technology information of the reconstructed create-

InsuranceQuoteRequest operation from the insuranceQuoteRequestInforma-

tionHolder interface (cf. Listing 9.6).
The operation receives applications of the aspects PreAuthorize and PostMap-

ping. They comply with the occurrences of the eponymous annotations on the
original Java method (cf. Lines 21 and 22 in Listing 9.5). Similarly, we applied
the aspects Valid and RequestBody to the reconstructed requestDto parameter.
These aspect applications match the annotations on the original Java method
parameter (cf. Line 26 in Listing 9.5).
Moreover, the reconstruction mapping model replaces the types of the pa-
rameters authentication, responseDto, and unauthorized with Java-specific
counterparts according to the implementation of the createInsuranceQuote-

Request operation (cf. Listings 9.5 and 9.7). The additional application of
the ResponseStatus aspect to the unauthorized parameter identifies the fault
parameter to convey the semantics of an HTTP status code. More precisely,
the aspect’s property value “UNAUTHORIZED” captures the return of the
Unauthorized status code [87] by the Java implementation of the createInsur-

anceQuoteRequest operation in Line 33 of Listing 9.5.

Result Summary During the Service Modeling SAR activity, we reconstructed 22 in-
terfaces and 69 operations from the implementations of all four backend microservices
of Lakeside Mutual (cf. Subsection 9.3.2). However, we did not discover interfaces or
operations for the infrastructure components Eureka Server and Spring Boot Admin.

Table 9.2 shows the distribution of interfaces and operations per reconstructed
microservice. Furthermore, it states certain characteristics of the reconstructed opera-
tions.
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Table 9.2: Results of the Service Modeling SAR activity for the reconstruction of
Lakeside Mutual. The “Exposed” column states the number of operations with
LEMMA public or architecture visibility (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). The “Exclusively
Synchronous” and “Exclusively Asynchronous” columns identify operations with
only synchronous and asynchronous parameters, respectively.

Microservice Interfaces Operations;
of that. . . . . . Exposed . . . Exclusively

Synchronous
. . . Exclusively
Asynchronous

Customer Core 3 17 11 17 0
Customer Manage-
ment Backend

5 12 10 8 3

Customer Self-Ser-
vice Backend

8 16 15 11 3

Policy Management
Backend

6 24 14 18 1

Of all reconstructed microservices, the Customer Self-Service Backend microser-
vice comprises the most interfaces (eight) but at the same time has the lowest ratio
between operations and interfaces (2.00). This circumstance indicates that the mi-
croservice has several diverse responsibilities. At the same time, the microservice
has the highest share of exposed operations (0.94). That is, it exposes almost all
of its operations (15 out of 16) via a LEMMA public or architecture visibility (cf.
Subsection 4.4.3). Hence, the Customer Self-Service Backend microservice likely
realizes a comparatively high degree of functionality for use by the other components
of Lakeside Mutual.

In fact, further examination of the corresponding reconstruction LEMMA service
model supports our assumption that the Customer Self-Service Backend microser-
vice clusters a significant portion of functionality in yet diverse areas of responsibility.
More specifically, the service provides the following capabilities:

• Authentication and user management (interfaces authenticationController

and userInformationHolder)
• Customer management (interface customerInformationHolder)
• Insurance policy management (interface policyCreatedMessageConsumer)
• Insurance quote management (interfaces insuranceQuoteExpiredMessageCon-

sumer, insuranceQuoteRequestInformationHolder, and insuranceQuoteRe-

sponseMessageConsumer)
• Retrieval of city information from postal codes (interface cityStaticDataHold-

er)

Given the high diversity of the listed capabilities, the Customer Self-Service

Backend microservice may constitute a candidate for future refactorings to increase
its functional coherence (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). For example, the customerInforma-
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tionHolder interface exhibits the most operations (five) of all of the microservice’s
interfaces. In addition, their functionality is closely related to the operations of the
eponymous interface of the Customer Core microservice. Consequently, it could be
sensible to move the implementation of the interface’s capabilities from the Customer

Self-Service Backend microservice to the Customer Core microservice. However,
such a refactoring would also require to make the Customer Core microservice ac-
cessible by Lakeside Mutual’s frontend components, which may be opposed to the
architecture design (cf. Subsection 9.3.2).

With 0.65 and 0.58, the Customer Core and Policy Management Backend microser-
vices exhibit the lowest share of exposed operations in their overall operations (cf.
Table 9.2). That is because among all reconstructed microservices they comprise
the most helper operations with a LEMMA internal visibility. (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).
For instance, the microservices define operations like createPaginatedCustomerRe-

sponseDto or createPolicyDtos to facilitate the creation of DTO instances [55].
Table 9.2 also reveals that the majority of the microservice operations is either

exclusively synchronous, i.e., all parameters have a synchronous communication type
(cf. Subsection 4.4.3), or exclusively asynchronous, i.e., all parameters have an asyn-
chronous communication type. However, there also exist operations with parameters
of either communication type, e.g., createInsuranceQuoteRequest of the Customer

Self-Service Backend microservice (cf. Listing 9.6). With five operations, the Policy

Management Backend microservice exhibits the highest amount of operations that mix
synchronous and asynchronous parameters in their signatures (cf. Table 9.2). That
is because it dispatches additional events during the execution of a synchronously
invoked operation. These events inform, e.g., the Customer Self-Service Backend

microservice about the creation, update, or deletion of insurance policies (cf. Subsec-
tion 9.3.2).

Most of the reconstructed microservice operations of Lakeside Mutual are exclu-
sively synchronous (cf. Table 9.2). Specifically, despite our discovery that the Customer

Core microservice also provides a synchronous SOAP endpoint [196], REST is the
common means for synchronous interaction between Lakeside Mutual’s backend mi-
croservices. Therefore, Table 9.3 provides an additional overview of the microservices’
exposed REST operations including the HTTP methods [87] to invoke them.

The majority of exposed REST operations is invokable via the HTTP method GET

followed by POST and PUT [87].
For the creation of entities like customers and policies, Lakeside Mutual requires

callers to use the POST method. Additionally, POST requests may also trigger actions
like signupUser of the Customer Self-Service Backend microservice or computeRisk-
Factor of the Policy Management Backend microservice.

Furthermore, Lakeside Mutual relies on the PUT method to enable bulk changes of
existing data resources, e.g., when several information about an insurance policy re-
quire updates. However, to prompt the adaptation of only a single field of an existing
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Table 9.3: Overview of exposed REST operations reconstructed from Lakeside Mu-
tual’s backend microservices.

Microservice Exposed REST
Operations; of that. . . . . . GET . . . POST . . . PUT . . . PATCH . . . DELETE

Customer Core 6 3 1 2 0 0
Customer Manage-
ment Backend

9 6 0 2 1 0

Customer Self-Ser-
vice Backend

12 6 4 1 1 0

Policy Management
Backend

12 7 2 1 1 1

data resource, the application expects the PATCH method. For instance, the acknowl-

edgeInteractions operation of the Customer Management Backend microservice only
changes the value of the attribute lastAcknowledgedInteractionId in instances of
the domain concept InteractionLogAggregateRoot. Thus, the operation is executable
by an HTTP PATCH request.

We discovered only one usage of HTTP’s DELETE method within Lakeside Mutual
(cf. Table 9.3). That is, the Policy Management Backend microservice allows callers
the deletion of insurance policies by means of DELETE requests.

SAR Activity 4: Operation Modeling

During the Operation Modeling SAR activity (cf. Subsection 9.4.2), we reconstructed
a LEMMA operation model (cf. Subsection 4.4.5) for each component of Lakeside
Mutual that we considered for the reconstruction (cf. SAR Activity 1). Consequently,
the activity resulted in six reconstruction operation models. Each of Lakeside Mutual’s
four backend microservices and two infrastructure components (cf. Subsection 9.3.2)
received an operation model.

The corresponding examination of the input artifact set resulted in the discovery
of Docker as Lakeside Mutual’s deployment technology. Therefore, Lakeside Mutual
provides each architecture component with its own Dockerfile. While we also encoun-
tered an additional kubernetes component inside the input artifact set, we decided
to exclude it from the reconstruction and solely focus on Docker (cf. Appendix M).
That is because we were only able to execute Lakeside Mutual on local hardware
leveraging Docker.

As for the previous Domain Modeling and Service Modeling SAR activities, and in
line with our decision in SAR Activity 1 to reconstruct Lakeside Mutual’s technologies
from scratch, we created a dedicated reconstruction LEMMA technology model for
operation-specific technology information. Like in Listing G.4 of Appendix G.2,
we defined the Docker deployment technology with a Dockerfile configuration
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property in the operation-related reconstruction technology model. We used the
technology and the property to reconstruct the information in the Dockerfiles of
Lakeside Mutual’s backend microservices.

However, for the capture of the Dockerfile contents of Lakeside Mutual’s infras-
tructure components Eureka Server and Spring Boot Admin (cf. Subsection 9.3.2), we
added the aspect Dockerfile to the technology model (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). That is
because we reconstructed the technologies of both components as their own infras-
tructure technologies. Consequently, the configuration properties of the reconstructed
technologies should only concern the technologies themselves and not interfere with
Docker as a separate operation technology. More specifically, we consider the adop-
tion of Docker in combination with the infrastructure technologies optional and the
Dockerfile aspect allows modeling of Docker-based infrastructure deployment on
an as-needed basis. To illustrate this circumstance, Listing 9.9 shows an excerpt from
the operation-related reconstruction LEMMA technology model as relevant to the
Eureka Server infrastructure component.

Listing 9.9: Excerpt from the operation-related reconstruction LEMMA technology
model “operation.technology” as relevant to Lakeside Mutual’s Eureka Server infras-
tructure component.

1 technology ^operation {
2 ...
3
4 infrastructure technologies {
5 Eureka {
6 operation environments = "eureka" default;
7
8 service properties {
9 int port<mandatory, singleval>;

10 boolean clientRegisterWithEureka<mandatory, singleval>;
11 boolean clientFetchRegistry<mandatory, singleval>;
12 }
13 }
14 }
15
16 operation aspects {
17 aspect Dockerfile<singleval> for infrastructure {
18 string content<mandatory>;
19 }
20 }
21 }

In Lines 5 to 13, the technology model defines the Eureka infrastructure technology.
The technology clusters the configuration properties that we discovered in the “ap-
plication.properties” file of the Eureka Server component, i.e., port, clientRegis-
terWithEureka, and clientFetchRegistry. Lines 17 to 19 model the Dockerfile

aspect to support the reconstruction of Dockerfile contents from Lakeside Mutual’s
infrastructure components.

Listing 9.10 shows the reconstruction LEMMA operation model of the Eureka

Server infrastructure component. It imports the operation-related technology model
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from Listing 9.9 to capture the configuration of the infrastructure component with the
Eureka technology and reconstruct the component’s Dockerfile in an aspect-oriented
fashion.

Listing 9.10: The reconstructed LEMMA infrastructure node for Lakeside Mutual’s
Eureka Server infrastructure component in the reconstruction LEMMA operation
model “eurekaServer.operation”.

1 import technology from "../technology/operation.technology" as operationTechnology
2
3 @technology(operationTechnology)
4 ServiceDiscovery is operationTechnology::_infrastructure.Eureka {
5 aspects {
6 operationTechnology::_aspects.Dockerfile(’
7 ...
8 ’);
9 }

10
11 default values {
12 port = 8761
13 clientRegisterWithEureka = false
14 clientFetchRegistry = false
15 }
16 }

Lines 3 to 16 capture the Eureka Server component as a LEMMA infrastructure
node (cf. Subsection 4.4.5).

Line 3 uses LEMMA’s built-in @technology annotation (cf. Subsection 5.3.3) to
apply the imported operation-related reconstruction technology model (cf. Listing 9.9)
to the reconstructed node.

In Line 4, the node receives the name ServiceDiscovery to indicate the kind of
capability provided by the Eureka Server component. Furthermore, the line sets the
technology of the node to the Eureka infrastructure technology that originates from
the imported operation-related reconstruction technology model.

Lines 6 to 8 illustrate the application of the Dockerfile aspect (cf. Listing 9.9),
although for brevity we omit the specific Dockerfile content and instead refer to the
validation package for LEMMA’s brownfield evaluation on SWH15.

Lines 11 to 15 leverage the default values section of the Operation Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.5) to configure the Eureka technology. Like the available
configuration properties (cf. Listing 9.9), we reconstructed their values from the
“application.properties” file of the Eureka Server component.

15https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:1768c596bec1fc67ee708b
8c11a5c56f7df421f4/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental
-material&path=chapter-9-brownfield-validation-package/Reconstruction%20LEMMA%20Models/
eureka-server/eurekaServer.operation

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:1768c596bec1fc67ee708b8c11a5c56f7df421f4/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-9-brownfield-validation-package/Reconstruction%20LEMMA%20Models/eureka-server/eurekaServer.operation
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:1768c596bec1fc67ee708b8c11a5c56f7df421f4/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-9-brownfield-validation-package/Reconstruction%20LEMMA%20Models/eureka-server/eurekaServer.operation
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:1768c596bec1fc67ee708b8c11a5c56f7df421f4/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-9-brownfield-validation-package/Reconstruction%20LEMMA%20Models/eureka-server/eurekaServer.operation
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/content/sha1_git:1768c596bec1fc67ee708b8c11a5c56f7df421f4/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-9-brownfield-validation-package/Reconstruction%20LEMMA%20Models/eureka-server/eurekaServer.operation
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SAR Activity 5: Technical Refinement

In the executions of the Technical Refinement SAR activity (cf. Subsection 9.4.2) we
reconstructed further information from the “application.properties” files of Lakeside
Mutual’s backend microservices (cf. Subsection 9.3.2) and the Docker Compose file
of the application. The following paragraphs describe the reconstructed information
per file kind.

Reconstructed Information from “application.properties” Files The reconstruc-
tion of information from the “application.properties” configuration files of Lakeside
Mutual’s backend microservices consisted of two steps. First, we mapped the config-
uration properties to LEMMA technology aspects with the microservices join point
type (cf. Subsection 5.3.2) in the service-related reconstruction technology model (cf.
Listing 9.7). Next, we applied the aspects to the microservices in their reconstruction
mapping models and used the configuration values from the “application.properties”
files as property values for the corresponding aspect applications.

Table 9.4 exemplifies the mapping of discovered configuration properties to tech-
nology aspects by means of selected properties from the “application.properties”
file of Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Management Backend microservice (cf. Subsec-
tion 9.3.2). Table entries ending with the *-symbol represent a group of properties
with the same prefix. For example, the eureka.* entry subsumes the properties
eureka.client.serviceUrl.defaultZone and eureka.instance.preferIpAddress.

Table 9.4: Selected mappings of configuration properties from the “application.proper-
ties” file of Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Management Backend microservice to aspects
in the service-related reconstruction LEMMA technology model. Table entries ending
with the *-symbol represent a group of properties with the same prefix.

Property or
Property Group

Reconstructed
Service Aspect

Description

eureka.* EurekaConfigu-

ration

The aspect clusters Eureka-related configura-
tion properties, e.g., the default zone address
for service discovery (string property client-

DefaultZone) or the preference of IP addresses
over hostnames to register with Eureka (bool-
ean property preferIpAddress).

server.port Port The aspect requires the port of the augmented
microservice as a value for the int property
portNumber.

spring.applica-

tion.name

Application-

Name

Aspect with string property to determine the
name of a microservice’s Spring application.
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Table 9.4: Selected mappings of configuration properties from the “application.proper-
ties” file of Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Management Backend microservice to aspects
in the service-related reconstruction LEMMA technology model (continued).

Property or
Property Group

Reconstructed
Service Aspect

Description

spring.data-

source.*

DatasourceCon-

figuration

Aspect with string properties like url, user-
name, and password to reconstruct database
connectivity information.

spring.jack-

son.*

JacksonConfigu-

ration

Aspect with properties like INDENT_OUTPUT

and defaultPropertyInclusion that map to
Spring properties for configuring serialization
with the Jackson framework16,17,18.

In addition to the listed aspects, we extended the service-related reconstruction
technology model (cf. Listing 9.7) with the CustomProperty aspect. It allows re-
construction of custom configuration properties like customercore.baseURL. The
backend microservices of Lakeside Mutual use this property to point to the logical
location of the Customer Core microservice when its resolution by the Eureka Server

infrastructure component is required (cf. Subsection 9.3.2). The CustomProperty

aspect defines two properties of type string, i.e., name and value, to reify arbitrary
configuration properties and their values.

Listing 9.11 shows an excerpt of the reconstruction LEMMA mapping model for
the Customer Management Backend microservice. The model illustrates the assignment
of the configuration-related technology aspects in Table 9.4 and the CustomProperty

aspect to the reconstructed microservice.

Listing 9.11: Excerpt from the reconstruction LEMMA mapping model “customer-
ManagementBackend.mapping” that applies configuration-related technology aspects
to the reconstructed version of Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Management Backend

microservice.
1 import microservices from "customerManagementBackend.services" as managementServices
2 import technology from "../technology/service.technology" as serviceTechnology
3
4 ...
5
6 @technology(serviceTechnology)
7 managementServices::com.lakesidemutual.customerManagementBackend.CustomerManagementBackend {

16https://www.github.com/FasterXML/jackson
17https://fasterxml.github.io/jackson-databind/javadoc/2.10/com/fasterxml/jackson/da

tabind/SerializationFeature.html
18https://fasterxml.github.io/jackson-annotations/javadoc/2.10/com/fasterxml/jackson

/annotation/JsonInclude.Include.html

https://www.github.com/FasterXML/jackson
https://fasterxml.github.io/jackson-databind/javadoc/2.10/com/fasterxml/jackson/databind/SerializationFeature.html
https://fasterxml.github.io/jackson-databind/javadoc/2.10/com/fasterxml/jackson/databind/SerializationFeature.html
https://fasterxml.github.io/jackson-annotations/javadoc/2.10/com/fasterxml/jackson/annotation/JsonInclude.Include.html
https://fasterxml.github.io/jackson-annotations/javadoc/2.10/com/fasterxml/jackson/annotation/JsonInclude.Include.html
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8 aspects {
9 eureka::_aspects.EurekaConfiguration(clientDefaultZone="http://localhost:8761/eureka",

10 preferIpAddress=true);
11
12 spring::_aspects.Port(8100);
13
14 spring::_aspects.ApplicationName("customer-management-backend");
15
16 spring::_aspects.DatasourceConfiguration(
17 url="jdbc:h2:file:./customermanagement",
18 username="sa", // Plain text credentials as reconstructed from the microservice’s

19 password="sa", // configuration file19 (cf. Appendix G.6 for a discussion of this issue)
20 driverClassName="org.h2.Driver"
21 );
22
23 spring::_aspects.JacksonConfiguration(INDENT_OUTPUT=true,
24 defaultPropertyInclusion="NON_NULL");
25
26 spring::_aspects.CustomProperty(name = "customercore.baseURL",
27 value = "http://customer-core");
28 ...
29 }
30 ...
31 }

Lines 9 to 27 comprise the aspect applications that reconstruct the configuration
of the Customer Management Backend microservice.

The contents of the “application.properties” files of Lakeside Mutual’s backend
microservices also resulted in extensions of the operation-related reconstruction tech-
nology model (cf. Listing 9.9). For instance, the configuration file of the Customer

Management Backend microservice exhibits the property apikey.value whose com-
ment indicates that its value should actually be provided to deployed microservices by
container environments. Therefore, we reconstructed the property as a configuration
property of the Docker deployment technology in the operation-related reconstruction
technology model. Listing 9.12 shows the corresponding model excerpt.

Listing 9.12: Excerpt from the operation-related reconstruction LEMMA technology
model “operation.technology” for defining the apikey.value configuration property.

1 technology ^operation {
2 deployment technologies {
3 Docker {
4 ...
5 service properties {
6 ...
7 string apiKeyValue<singleval>;
8 }
9 }

10 }
11 ...
12 }

19https://github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual/blob/196716d4/customer
-management-backend/src/main/resources/application.properties

https://github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual/blob/196716d4/customer-management-backend/src/main/resources/application.properties
https://github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual/blob/196716d4/customer-management-backend/src/main/resources/application.properties
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Reconstructed Information from Docker Compose File Lakeside Mutual’s Docker
Compose file constituted an additional source of technology information for the
Technical Refinement SAR activity (cf. Subsection 9.4.2). More specifically, we
examined the Docker Compose file with the name “docker-compose-eureka.yml”
for SAR Activity 5. As opposed to the alternative Docker Compose file “docker-
compose.yml”, the examined file also involves the Eureka Server component in the
deployment of Lakeside Mutual.

The examined Docker Compose file led to refinements of the reconstruction LEM-
MA service models (cf. SAR Activity 3) because the depends_on directive of Docker
Compose20 supports in the identification of microservice dependencies [5]. We dis-
covered that each of the three other backend microservices depends on the Customer

Core microservice. Additionally, the Customer Self-Service Backend microservice
depends on the Policy Management Backend microservice. These microservice de-
pendencies are in line with Lakeside Mutual’s Process View (cf. Subsection 9.3.2)
and we reconstructed them by means of the required microservices directive from
LEMMA’s Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).

Moreover, to allow complete reconstruction of the examined Docker Compose file,
we extended the Docker technology in the operation-related reconstruction technology
model (cf. Listing 9.12) with the ComposePart configuration property. Furthermore,
we defined an additional ComposePart aspect that targets infrastructure components.
Both the ComposePart configuration property and aspect expect a string value to
capture the Docker Compose configuration of an operation node. Hence, they follow
a similar purpose as the Dockerfile configuration property and aspect (cf. Listing G.4
in Appendix G.2 and Listing 9.9).

SAR Activity 6: Post-Processing

After the execution of the first instance of our methodology on the Customer Core

microservice, we decided to postpone the actions of SAR Activity 6, i.e., Refactor
and Perform Model Actions (cf. Subsection 9.4.2), to the execution of the last planned
methodology instance (cf. SAR Activity 1). That is because we intended to first
gather all discovered technology information in domain-related, service-related, and
operation-related technology models to then refactor them collectively. Furthermore,
we performed the quality analysis of Lakeside Mutual according to Evaluation
Goal EG 2 (cf. Section 9.2) based on the complete set of the reconstructed architecture
components rather than for a single microservice or infrastructure component.

In the following, we describe the Refactor action of the execution of SAR Activ-
ity 6 as part of the last methodology instance for Lakeside Mutual. Section 9.5 then
presents the results from the model-based quality analysis of Lakeside Mutual as part
of the Perform Model Actions action.

20https://www.github.com/compose-spec/compose-spec/blob/master/spec.md

https://www.github.com/compose-spec/compose-spec/blob/master/spec.md
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We refactored the domain-related, service-related, and operation-related recon-
struction technology models into seven specialized technology models to increase
their cohesion and reusability (cf. Subsection 9.4.2). Table 9.5 lists the refactored
models and describes their contents.

Table 9.5: Refactored reconstruction technology models for Lakeside Mutual as
results of the Refactor action in SAR Activity 6. For the sake of conciseness, the table
omits the “technology” extension of the model file entries in the “Technology Model”
column.

Technology Model Description

docker The docker technology model clusters information related to
the Docker deployment technology including available config-
uration properties and aspects, e.g., ComposePart and Docker-

file (cf. SAR Activity 4).

eadr The eadr technology model covers information related to the
e-adr Java framework21 that provides annotations to document
architectural decisions in Java code. We discovered its usage
on the CustomerAggregateRoot domain concept of Lakeside
Mutual’s Customer Core microservice (cf. Subsection 9.3.2).

eureka This technology model defines the Eureka infrastructure tech-
nology, and related configuration properties and aspects (cf.
Listing 9.9).

hystrix Hystrix is a library for the Circuit Breaker pattern to increase
the resilience of microservices [253]. According to its GitHub
page22, developers abandoned the project. However, Lakeside
Mutual applies its HystrixCommand annotation23 on the getCus-

tomer method of the Customer Self-Service Backend microser-
vice’s CustomerCoreRemoteProxy class. Thus, we reconstructed
the annotation as an eponymous technology aspect.

lakesideMutual The technology model reconstructs Lakeside Mutual’s Page

class and PhoneNumber annotation as a LEMMA list type and
technology aspect, respectively.

map This technology model targets microservice API patterns like
Information Holder Resource and Master Data Holder (cf. List-
ing 9.7) as defined by Zimmermann et al. [306].

21https://adr.github.io/e-adr
22https://www.github.com/Netflix/Hystrix
23https://www.javadoc.io/doc/com.netflix.hystrix/hystrix-javanica/latest/com/netflix

/hystrix/contrib/javanica/annotation/HystrixCommand.html

https://adr.github.io/e-adr
https://www.github.com/Netflix/Hystrix
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/com.netflix.hystrix/hystrix-javanica/latest/com/netflix/hystrix/contrib/javanica/annotation/HystrixCommand.html
https://www.javadoc.io/doc/com.netflix.hystrix/hystrix-javanica/latest/com/netflix/hystrix/contrib/javanica/annotation/HystrixCommand.html
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Table 9.5: Refactored reconstruction technology models for Lakeside Mutual as results
of the Refactor action in SAR Activity 6 (continued).

Technology Model Description

spring Technology model for the Spring framework. Next to technolo-
gy-specific types for Java and aspects for Spring annotations (cf.
Listing 9.3), the model also clusters reconstructed protocols (cf.
Listing 9.7) because Lakeside Mutual exploits their Spring im-
plementations for all backend microservices. Furthermore, the
model defines the SpringBootAdmin infrastructure technology
and its configuration properties (cf. SAR Activity 4).

9.4.4 Discussion

This subsection characterizes and discusses LEMMA’s expressivity for SAR of mi-
croservice architectures (cf. Evaluation Goal EG 1 in Section 9.2) in the light of the
results of Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction (cf. Subsection 9.4.3). The first parts of
the following discussion, i.e., “Domain Modeling”, “Technology Modeling”, “Ser-
vice Modeling”, and “Operation Modeling”, cover the main tasks when conducting
LEMMA-based SAR according to the presented methodology (cf. Subsection 9.4.2).
The additional part “Automation Capability and Effort” discusses the automation
capability of LEMMA-based SAR to mitigate its error-proneness and the required
effort.

Domain Modeling

Concerning the reconstruction of domain information, a current drawback of LEMMA
is its lack of modeling concepts for business logic (cf. Subsections 4.4.1 and 4.4.3). As
a result, we were only able to reconstruct the signatures of domain operations but not
their mutual invocation. This limitation in expressivity also concerns microservice
interactions (cf. Section 3.6) and we deem its future investigation worthwhile, even in
the context of LEMMA-based SAR [19].

Moreover, LEMMA does not yet support the definition of functions or procedures
within domain-specific enumerations. Hence, we could not reconstruct the fromValue

method of the Profile enumeration in Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Core microservice.
While it would be possible to extend the metamodel of LEMMA’s Domain Data
Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) for this purpose, we consider such an
extension to potentially aggravate the mapping between LEMMA models and other
service programming languages like JavaScript or Go [261]. That is because at the time
of writing both languages do not provide direct support for enumerations and require
developers to exploit certain type system characteristics to mimic enumerations [106,
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73]. As a workaround to overcome the Domain Data Modeling Language’s missing
support for domain operations in enumerations, we defined the EnumerationMethod

aspect in the Spring technology model. It enabled us to reconstruct the signatures of
methods in Java enumerations and thus make them semantically identifiable.

During the reconstruction of Lakeside Mutual, we discovered that the “interfaces”
folders of the four backend microservices (cf. Subsection 9.3.2) not only clustered
microservice interface implementations in the form of Java classes (cf. SAR Activity 3
in Subsection 9.4.3) but also the sub-folders “configuration”, “converters”, and “dtos”.
We reconstructed the Java DTOs [55] in the latter sub-folder as DDD value objects in
the domain models of the respective microservices. However, we decided against the
reconstruction of classes like APIKeyAuthenticationManager and StringToCustomer-

IdConverter from the Customer Core microservice’s “configuration” and “convert-
ers” sub-folders. While it would have been possible to reconstruct these classes as
LEMMA data structures, they do not contribute to the application’s domain logic.
Instead, the motivation for their existence is purely technical. Consequently, given
LEMMA’s capabilities in technology modeling (cf. Subsection 4.4.2), microservice
developers or software architects should decide upon the desired degree of technology
abstraction prior to the first execution of the LEMMA-based SAR methodology (cf.
Subsection 9.4.2) on a microservice architecture (see below).

Technology Modeling

This part addresses the domain-related, service-related, and operation-related recon-
struction sub-activities of the LEMMA-based SAR methodology (cf. Subsection 9.4.2).
Furthermore, it covers SAR Activity 5, i.e., Technical Refinement. In the following,
we discuss insights from the reconstruction of Lakeside Mutual concerning the three
sub-activities and the Technical Refinement activity (cf. Subsection 9.4.3). However,
we do not repeat the tradeoffs in LEMMA-based technology modeling already dis-
cussed in Section 5.7. Nevertheless, they inherently apply to SAR of microservice
architectures with LEMMA.

Regarding the reconstruction of Java source code, our Technology Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) lacks some constructs so that the mapping of certain
Java elements to LEMMA model elements is only indirectly possible.

First, the modeling language does not integrate concepts targeting generic program-
ming [99]. For example, the updateCustomerProfile method of the CustomerService

Java class from Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Core microservice has the return type
Optional<CustomerAggregateRoot>. However, it is not possible to directly capture
the generic Java type Optional24 in a reconstruction LEMMA technology model. In-
stead, generic types may be expressed as technology-specific types and later applied
in reconstruction LEMMA mapping models (cf. Subsection 4.4.4). Following this

24https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/Optional.ht
ml

https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/Optional.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/Optional.html
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approach, we recovered Optional as a technology-specific type in the refactored
technology model for the Spring framework (cf. Table 9.5 in Subsection 9.4.3). The
mapping model for the Customer Core microservice uses the type to perform a type
mapping for the updateCustomerProfile domain operation in the context of the
reconstructed CustomerService. More precisely, the type mapping determines the
Optional type as the operation’s return type via the following statement:

op updateCustomerProfile { return type : spring::_types.Optional; }

Since LEMMA’s intermediate model transformations always preserve the original
types of mapped types (cf. Section 6.4), model processors may treat the original types
of mapped generic types as type arguments for the generic types. For instance, a Java
model processor may interpret the original return type of updateCustomerProfile,
i.e., the reconstructed data structure CustomerAggregateRoot, as type argument for
the mapped technology-specific type Optional. Despite the fact that popular service
programming languages like Java and C# (cf. Subsection 4.3.2) support generic
types, we decided against their integration as a dedicated modeling concept in LEM-
MA’s Technology Modeling Language. That is because other service programming
languages like JavaScript [261] do not provide direct support for generic types [73].

Furthermore, the described workaround to model generic types as technology-
specific types and map them to original types, which are then to be interpreted as
type arguments, suffers from a current limitation in the expressivity of the Technol-
ogy Modeling Language. That is, the language requires technology-specific types
to be exclusively of one of the type kinds primitive, structure, or list (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.2). Therefore, it is yet not possible to model technology-specific types that
can simultaneously target several kinds of original types. This constraint hinders
the reconstruction of generic types that, like Spring’s ResponseEntity, may encap-
sulate Java enumeration values and Java class instances at runtime. To circumvent
this lack in expressivity, we reconstructed ResponseEntity as a technology-specific
primitive type ResponseEntityErrorCode and a technology-specific structure type
ResponseEntity (cf. Listing 9.7 in Subsection 9.4.3). The former type specifically
covers the constructor of the ResponseEntity Java class for enumeration values. More
precisely, it expects a string that identifies the name of an HTTP status code, e.g.,
“UNAUTHORIZED” [87] (cf. Listing 9.8 in Subsection 9.4.3), to represent a literal
from the HttpStatus enumeration25. In the future, it would be sensible to extend the
capabilities of LEMMA in defining and applying technology-specific types. First, it
should become possible to model technology-specific enumeration types. Second,
eponymous technology-specific types should receive the capability to cover several
kinds of LEMMA types at once, e.g., enumerations and structures.

We encountered a further limitation in the expressivity of the Technology Mod-
eling Language during the LEMMA-based SAR of Lakeside Mutual. Currently, the

25https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframewo
rk/http/HttpStatus.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/http/HttpStatus.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-framework/docs/current/javadoc-api/org/springframework/http/HttpStatus.html
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language requires aspect properties to have primitive types. As a result, it is not
possible to directly capture Java annotations with array-typed elements, e.g., the
XmlType annotation26 and its propOrder element on which the GetCustomerRequest

class in Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Core microservice relies. To work around this
issue, we assigned LEMMA’s string type to the propOrder property of the XmlType

aspect in the reconstruction technology model for the Spring framework (cf. Table 9.5
in Subsection 9.4.3). Nonetheless, we perceive native support for multi-valued aspect
properties a sensible future extension to increase the expressivity of the Technology
Modeling Language.

However, the severity of negative impacts implied by the discovered limitations in
the expressivity of the Technology Modeling Language fully depends on the intended
degree of technology abstraction in instances of our LEMMA-based SAR methodol-
ogy. In fact, starting from the goal of a methodology instance, the reconstruction of
technology information may even be redundant. For example, it could be the goal
of a methodology instance to reconstruct domain concept structures together with
microservices and their dependencies to uncover services’ responsibilities. For this
purpose, technology-agnostic reconstruction models are likely sufficient so that it
would not be necessary to conduct the technology-related reconstruction sub-activities
of SAR Activities 2, 3, and 4 (cf. Subsection 9.4.2). In addition, it would be possible
to entirely omit SAR Activity 5. On the other hand, the reconstruction of technol-
ogy information is mandatory, e.g., when the SAR goal is to assess the technology
heterogeneity of a microservice architecture or when reconstruction models shall
become the basis for further microservice development (cf. Chapter 8). In any case, it
is sensible to reason about the desired degree of technology abstraction during SAR
Activity 1 of the presented SAR methodology (cf. Subsection 9.4.2). However, when
the desired degree of technology abstraction is not safely determinable upfront, the
SAR activities should comprise technology reconstruction. That is because reconstruc-
tion LEMMA domain and service models are inherently technology-agnostic since
the methodology clusters technology information in LEMMA mapping models alone.

Service Modeling

The LEMMA-based reconstruction of microservice information is currently limited to
structural information, e.g., microservice interfaces and their operations’ signatures,
because LEMMA’s Service Modeling Language does not provide concepts for the
modeling of dynamic microservice behavior (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).

In addition, the language does not support the reconstruction of attributes from
Java classes that realize microservice applications or interfaces. For example, the Java
class CityStaticDataHolder implements an interface of Lakeside Mutual’s Customer

Core microservice (cf. Subsection 9.3.2). To this end, it defines a Java attribute with
26https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/xml/bind/annotati

on/XmlType.html

https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/xml/bind/annotation/XmlType.html
https://www.jakarta.ee/specifications/platform/9/apidocs/jakarta/xml/bind/annotation/XmlType.html
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Spring’s @Autowired annotation to retrieve an instance of the CityLookupService

class at runtime. This latter class constitutes a DDD service [82] that can gather
information about all cities in the range of a postal code. Hence, its usage by
the CityStaticDataHolder interface establishes a link between LEMMA’s Domain
Viewpoint and Service Viewpoint (cf. Section 3.4) that is more fine-grained than
the import relationship between LEMMA’s Domain Data Modeling Language and
Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). A future extension of LEMMA to
increase its capabilities in the construction of such links would thus be valuable. In
particular, it could allow a more detailed expression of microservices’ responsibilities
in terms of the domain concepts with which they interact and for what intent.

Like for domain modeling (see above), we did not reconstruct those microservice-
related Java classes of Lakeside Mutual whose sole purposes were the performance of
technical tasks. In the context of the Service Modeling SAR activity, such classes com-
prised (i) jobs for database cleanups like ExpirationCheckerJob of Lakeside Mutual’s
Policy Management Backend microservice; (ii) interface-specific technical configura-
tion, e.g., for the manipulation of HTTP header information [87], located in the
“configuration” folders of Lakeside Mutual’s backend microservices; (iii) controllers
like ErrorController that exist in all of Lakeside Mutual’s backend microservices
to map Java exceptions to generic output; and (iv) technical infrastructure code like
the APIKeyRequestInterceptor class located in the “infrastructure” folder of the Cus-

tomer Management Backend microservice. While we could have reconstructed those
classes, e.g., as LEMMA domain concepts or microservice interfaces, we decided
against their recovery due to their purely technical nature.

Operation Modeling

We were able to reconstruct the majority of deployment-related and infrastructure-
related information for Lakeside Mutual’s backend microservices and infrastructure
components, respectively. However, a current drawback of LEMMA’s Operation
Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.5) is the lack of modeling concepts for the
expression of dependencies between operation nodes from different operation models.
For example, according to Lakeside Mutual’s “docker-compose-eureka.yml” file (cf.
SAR Activity 5 in Subsection 9.4.3), the Customer Core microservice depends on the
Eureka Server component (cf. Subsection 9.3.2). To capture such a dependency, the
construction of a single LEMMA operation model that defines both, the Customer

Core container and the Eureka Server infrastructure node, would be necessary. The
executions of SAR Activities 4 and 5 however resulted in dedicated operation models
per architecture component of Lakeside Mutual.

To capture all operation node dependencies, it would basically be possible to
refactor all reconstruction operation models into a single, holistic operation model
during SAR Activity 6 (cf. Subsection 9.4.2). On the other hand, this refactoring
would to some extent contradict the notion of greatest possible independence between
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the components of a microservice architecture (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). A solution to
enable the modeling of operation node dependencies by preserving their independent
definition would be the extension of LEMMA’s Operation Modeling Language with
an import mechanism for operation models. Consequently, it would become possible
to create independent operation models for architecture components together with a
centralized operation model that imports component-specific operation models and
determines node dependencies. We perceive such an extension of the Operation Mod-
eling Language to be among the most significant extensions for future expressivity
increase.

Automation Capability and Effort

A threat to validity w.r.t. Evaluation Goal EG 1 (cf. Section 9.2) is the manual and thus
error-prone execution of our LEMMA-based SAR methodology on Lakeside Mutual
(cf. Subsections 9.4.2 and 9.4.3). To mitigate possible reconstruction errors like missed
or incorrectly reconstructed information, we checked our reconstruction results three
times. Furthermore, the stringent organization of Lakeside Mutual’s source code
also fostered the mitigation of ambiguity in its reconstruction. For example, the
application consistently clusters domain-related and interface-related implementation
artifacts in microservices’ “domain” and “interfaces” folders, respectively.

However, an automation of the SAR methodology would reduce its error-prone-
ness in general [5]. In addition, it could reveal potential further improvements of
LEMMA besides those identified above concerning domain, technology, service,
and operation modeling. That is because the automation of the methodology facili-
tates and accelerates its execution on other microservice architectures than Lakeside
Mutual.

Basically, we expect the SAR methodology to have a high automation capability.
Due to the aspect mechanism of the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.2) and the resulting possibility to flexibly augment model elements with
technology information, LEMMA exhibits a high degree of technology-related ex-
pressivity. Therefore, we assume that the transfer of results obtained from automated,
static source code analysis into reconstruction LEMMA models is feasible given a suit-
able technology model. In the case for Java it may even be possible to automatically
derive a consolidated reconstruction technology model, e.g., by mapping discovered
annotations to technology aspects. In this context, we perceive it sensible to addi-
tionally investigate automated LEMMA-based SAR for microservice architectures
based on programming languages with similar metadata mechanisms like Java, e.g.,
C# [136].

During the manual execution of the SAR methodology on Lakeside Mutual, we
also had to examine Java method bodies to identify possible event exchange at run-
time. That is because events were not part of methods’ signature definitions but emit-
ted programmatically. For example, the PolicyManagementMessageProducer class of
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Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Self-Service Backend microservice (cf. Subsection 9.3.2)
implements the sendCustomerDecision method whose invocation dispatches the do-
main event CustomerDecisionEvent. To identify such events, an automated approach
to LEMMA-based SAR needs to consider the dynamic behavior of examined microser-
vice architectures, e.g., by analyzing log files of runtime interactions [108].

While our SAR methodology does not prescribe the peculiarity of input artifacts
(cf. Subsection 9.4.2), we primarily relied on source code to gather information for
Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction (cf. Subsection 9.4.3). Therefore, the application
of automated static code analysis would likely have resulted in a decreased recon-
struction effort. Alternatively, it would also be possible to rely on input artifacts
from a higher level of abstraction than source code, e.g., database models or API
documentations. In case such artifacts are available, they could mitigate manual
reconstruction efforts given their enhanced comprehensibility. On the other hand,
depending on their formats, those artifacts may require specialized analyzers for
the automated retrieval of architecture information and the transformation of this
information into LEMMA models.

However, even in situations where automated reconstruction is not feasible, e.g.,
due to the lack of static analyzers, it is possible to reduce the effort in manual SAR with
LEMMA. First, as part of SAR Activity 6 (cf. Subsection 9.4.2), technology models
should be constructed or refactored in a way that makes them reusable in future
executions of the SAR methodology (cf. Table 9.5 in Subsection 9.4.3). For instance,
during Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction we captured 3,645 lines of LEMMA model
code of which 292 lines ranked among technology models with the potential for future
reuse. Second, the manual reconstruction effort is also divisible across microservice
teams by letting them execute SAR Activities 1 to 5 (cf. Subsection 9.4.2) in order to
retrieve team-specific reconstruction models. Given MSA’s focus on service-specific
independence (cf. Subsection 2.1.1), such distribution of manual reconstruction
effort should basically be viable. Consequently, MSA software architects, who aim
to retrieve a holistic view on a microservice architecture to undertake architecture
examination (cf. Subsection 3.3.2), would only need to execute SAR Activity 6 on the
team-specific reconstruction models to eventually conduct desired analyses.

Independent of the automation degree of LEMMA-based SAR, the resulting
reconstruction models are not only applicable for architecture analysis but also enable
conformance by construction [19]. That is, they constitute starting points for model-
driven microservice development using code generation (cf. Chapter 8). In this
context, generated code would inherently conform to initially reconstructed and
subsequently advanced LEMMA models.
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9.5 Evaluation of LEMMA’s Support for Automated
Analyses of Microservice Architecture Quality
Attributes

This section assesses LEMMA’s support for automated analyses of MSA quality
attributes (cf. Evaluation Goal EG 2 in Section 9.2). In particular, it complements
LEMMA’s greenfield evaluation (cf. Chapter 8) and the previous part of LEMMA’s
brownfield evaluation regarding model-based SAR (cf. Section 9.4) with an explicit
consideration of the concerns of MSA software architects (cf. Subsection 3.3.2).

We investigate LEMMA’s support in quality attribute analysis with several quality
attribute specifications [126, 10, 122, 76, 60]. We selected these specifications based on
their direct alignment with MSA [76, 60] or their known applicability to MSA [31]. The
majority of the selected specifications [126, 10, 122, 76] represents metrics suites for
different design properties of MSA-based software systems, i.e., cohesion, complexity,
and size [31]. Given its relevance to MSA software architects [175], we also investigate
LEMMA’s capability in assessing MSA-related technical debt [60].

The remainder of the section is organized as follows. Subsection 9.5.1 presents
the template that we will use to characterize a metric for an MSA design property
and report its LEMMA-based computability. Next, each of the Subsections 9.5.2 to
9.5.5 concerns a certain metrics suite for MSA design properties [126, 10, 122, 76]. In
particular, we estimate LEMMA’s support for the analysis of the metrics in each suite
by investigating and reporting their LEMMA-based computability. Subsection 9.5.6
focuses on technical debt assessment with LEMMA. The reconstruction models for
Lakeside Mutual (cf. Subsection 9.4.3) serve as the basis for both metrics computation
and technical debt assessment. Subsection 9.5.7 discusses the results of this part of
LEMMA’s brownfield evaluation w.r.t. Evaluation Goal EG 2 (cf. Section 9.2).

9.5.1 Metrics Description Template

We exploit an adapted version of the metrics description template from IEEE Stan-
dard 1061 [129] to characterize a metric for an MSA design property and report its
LEMMA-based computability. The adapted template for the description of a single
metric consists of the following items:

• Name: The name of the metric.
• Design Properties: By contrast to IEEE Standard 1061 and in line with Bog-

ner [31], we use the term “design properties” instead of “quality factors”
because the metrics concern design properties that may impact several quality
factors. Possible values for this metrics description item are “Cohesion”, “Com-
plexity”, and “Size”. Their meaning and assignment to a metric corresponds to
the classification by Bogner [31].
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• Scope: The scope to which the metric applies. Possible values are “Inter-
face”, “Service”, and “System”. The latter scope refers to complete MSA-based
software systems.

• Value Range: The value range of the metric expressed in mathematical set
notation if applicable. In case the metric’s definition does not permit the speci-
fication of a mathematical set for its values, we provide a textual description of
the value range. This metrics description item is an extension to the template
from IEEE Standard 1061.

• Target Value: The intended target value of the metric in order to meet quality
requirements. In case a definitive, numeric value is not specifiable, we provide
a textual description of the intended target value. For example, for the DSSS
metric (cf. Subsection 9.5.2) the share of dynamically selected services in the
overall number of services depends on the analyzed system and is thus not
generally determinable. Therefore, we textually characterize the target value
as “Lower is better” because a lower share of dynamically selected services
decreases the system’s complexity according to the metric’s definition [126].

• Application: Usage of the metric and its area of application.
• Computation: Steps involved in the metric’s computation.
• LEMMA-Based Computation: Characterization of the metric’s computability

with LEMMA. This item is an extension to the metrics description template
from IEEE Standard 1061.

• Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation: Required input val-
ues from LEMMA models for the metric to be computable with LEMMA. This
item replaces the “Data Items” item of the metrics description template from
IEEE Standard 1061.

• Interpretation: Interpretation of computation results.
• Considerations: Considerations that need to be taken into account when com-

puting or using the metric.
• Example: Example for the metric’s computation and application originating

from the reconstruction LEMMA models of Lakeside Mutual (cf. Subsec-
tion 9.4.3).

Like in IEEE Standard 1061, we describe metrics in a tabular form that comprises
the above items [129]. However, we omit the following items of the metrics description
template from IEEE Standard 1061 [129]:

• Benefits and Impact: We subsume both items for a metric under the “Applica-
tion” item of the adapted metrics description template.

• Costs: We omit this item because we expect it to require further experience in
the adoption of LEMMA for quality attribute analysis. In particular, we assume
that it is necessary to evaluate LEMMA in the context of additional microservice
architectures (cf. Subsection 9.4.4) to provide a profound estimation of a
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metric’s costs w.r.t. LEMMA and according to IEEE Standard 1061 [129].
• Tools: We omit this item as there does not exist a variety of tools special-

ized in LEMMA-based metrics computation yet. Instead, we implemented a
single static analyzer27 and reusable static analysis library28 to automate the
computation of metrics from LEMMA models.

• References: We omit this item for the sake of brevity because its value directly
corresponds to the metrics suite in whose subsection we characterize the
LEMMA-based computability of the described metric.

• Training Required: See item “Costs”.
• Validation History: See item “Costs”.

The following Subsections 9.5.2 to 9.5.5 use the above template to describe those
metrics for MSA design properties that are effectively computable from LEMMA
models. Our static analyzer supports the automated computation of all these metrics.
Appendices N.2 to N.5 list their values for the reconstruction LEMMA models of
Lakeside Mutual (cf. Subsection 9.4.3) and the validation package for LEMMA’s
brownfield evaluation describes the corresponding instrumentation of the static
analyzer29. Each of the following subsections concludes with a brief description of
those metrics from the respective suite that are not computable from LEMMA models.

9.5.2 Metrics Suite of Hirzalla et al.

This subsection estimates the LEMMA-based computability for each metric from the
suite of Hirzalla et al. [126] w.r.t. Evaluation Goal EG 2 (cf. Section 9.2). The suite
defines ten design-time and runtime metrics for single services and complete SBSAs.

Table 9.6 estimates the LEMMA-based computability of the first metric from the
suite following the adapted metrics description template presented in Subsection 9.5.1.

Table 9.6: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Dynamic vs.
Static Service Selection (DSSS) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126].

Name
Dynamic vs. Static Ser-
vice Selection (DSSS)

Design
Properties
Complexity

Scope
System

Value Range
{x : x ∈ Q,
0 6 x 6 1}

Target Value
Lower is better

27https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https:
//github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.analyzer

28https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https:
//github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.analyzer.lib

29https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https:
//github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-9-brownfield-v
alidation-package

https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.analyzer
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.analyzer
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.analyzer.lib
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-lemma-code&path=de.fhdo.lemma.analyzer.lib
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-9-brownfield-validation-package
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-9-brownfield-validation-package
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/browse/origin/directory/?origin_url=https://github.com/frademacher/dissertation-supplemental-material&path=chapter-9-brownfield-validation-package
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Table 9.6: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Dynamic vs.
Static Service Selection (DSSS) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126] (contin-
ued).

Application
In static service selection scenarios, consumers determine the service to invoke them-
selves. By contrast, dynamic service selection applies an intermediary, e.g., a service
discovery [14], to route consumer requests to logical endpoints that may cluster
several physical service instances. In this case, the intermediary selects the service
instance to handle a request. The metric measures the share of dynamically selectable
services in the overall number of statically and dynamically selectable services.

Computation
Divide the number of dynamically selectable services by the number of services
that are statically and dynamically selectable. Set the metric value to zero when an
architecture neither comprises statically nor dynamically selectable services.

LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA does not integrate dedicated modeling concepts for expressing statically and
dynamically selectable services. However, it is possible to recognize intermediaries
like service discoveries and their usage by services from LEMMA technology models
and operation models (cf. Subsections 4.4.2 and 4.4.5), respectively.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA service models (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) with microservice definitions. Ad-
ditionally, a technology model and operation model to identify microservices that
make use of infrastructure nodes realizing dynamic service selection.

Interpretation
The lower the computed metric value, the lower the complexity of the considered
microservice architecture because few services make use of additional infrastructure
components, which may also result in decreased maintenance effort.

Considerations
While a lower value for the metric signals a decrease in complexity, agility and
flexibility of the architecture are likely to decrease, too. That is because intermediaries
like service discoveries benefit microservice decoupling [14] (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).
Furthermore, dynamic service selection can foster scalability as it may increase
elasticity based on load balancing mechanisms that control the selection process [65].

Example
For Lakeside Mutual, the DSSS value is 1.0. None of the interaction relationships
between the four reconstructed microservices relies on static selection. Instead, Lake-
side Mutual employs Eureka and ActiveMQ to mediate microservices’ interactions
(cf. Subsections 9.3.2 and 9.4.3).
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Table 9.7 describes the Number of Services metric from the metrics suite of Hirzalla
et al. [126] and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.7: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
Services (NoS) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126].

Name
Number of Services
(NoS)

Design
Properties
Size

Scope
System

Value Range
N0

Target Value
Undecided

Application
The metric measures the size of a microservice architecture by its service count.

Computation
Count the number of microservices.

LEMMA-Based Computation
Count the number of modeled microservices.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA service models with microservice definitions.

Interpretation
We consider the MSA-specific interpretation of the NoS metric undecided. A higher
number of microservices may not necessarily indicate a lower architecture quality.
As opposed to SOA, MSA does not aim to increase services’ reusability but aligns
service granularity with business or infrastructure capabilities (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).

Considerations
N/A

Example
The NoS value for Lakeside Mutual is 4 because we reconstructed four microservices
(cf. Subsection 9.4.3).

Table 9.8 focuses on the Number of Versions per Service metric from the metrics
suite of Hirzalla et al. [126] and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.8: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
Versions per Service (NOVS) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126].

Name
Number of Versions per
Service (NOVS)

Design
Properties
Complexity

Scope
System

Value Range
Q>0

Target Value
Lower is better
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Table 9.8: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
Versions per Service (NOVS) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126] (continued).

Application
The metric measures the fraction of version and service count in a microservice
architecture.

Computation
Divide the number of versions by the number of services in production. The
minimum number of versions per service is 1 because without explicit versioning the
metric considers the initial release of a service to production a version itself. Set the
metric value to zero when an architecture does not comprise production services.

LEMMA-Based Computation
Divide the number of versions of production microservices, e.g., microservices that
do not have an internal visibility (cf. Subsection 4.4.3), by the number of production
microservices in LEMMA service models.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA service models with microservice definitions.

Interpretation
The lower the computed metric value, the lower the complexity of the considered
microservice architecture because lesser microservice versions exist, which also
decreases maintenance effort.

Considerations
N/A

Example
For Lakeside Mutual, the NOVS value is 1.0. We did not discover more than one
version for any of the four reconstructed microservices (cf. Subsection 9.4.3).

Table 9.9 describes the Service Access Method metric [126] and estimates its
LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.9: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Service Access
Method (SAM) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126].

Name
Service Access Method
(SAM)

Design
Properties
Complexity

Scope
System

Value Range
{x : x ∈ Q,
0 6 x 6 1}

Target Value
Lower is better
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Table 9.9: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Service Access
Method (SAM) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126] (continued).

Application
The metric measures the share of services that are accessible via a virtualization layer
in the count of services that are accessible and not accessible via a virtualization layer.
Hirzalla et al. consider, e.g., ESBs virtualization layers due to their capabilities in
service brokering. In the context of MSA, API gateways and service discoveries [14]
fulfill similar tasks as ESBs w.r.t. brokering but in a more lightweight and scalable
fashion (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).

Computation
Divide the number of services that are accessible via a virtualization layer by the
number of services that are accessible and not accessible via a virtualization layer.
Set the metric value to zero when an architecture does not comprise services.

LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA does not provide modeling concepts for the direct expression of virtualiza-
tion layers. Like for the DSSS metric (cf. Table 9.6), infrastructure nodes in LEMMA
operation models could however allow the identification of such layers and their
usage by modeled microservices.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA service models with microservice definitions. Additionally, a technology
model and operation model to identify microservices that make use of infrastructure
nodes realizing virtualization layers in the context of MSA.

Interpretation
The lower the computed metric value, the lower the complexity of the considered mi-
croservice architecture because fewer services make use of additional infrastructure
components, which also bears the potential to decrease related maintenance effort.

Considerations
Similar to the DSSS metric, a lower value for the SAM metric may also anticipate a
decrease of agility and flexibility of the considered microservice architecture. For
example, message brokers naturally provide brokering capabilities and we have
shown in Chapter 8 that the realization of event-based microservice interaction via
message brokers decreases service coupling. This decrease in service coupling again
enables flexible and agile service evolution through shared event schema definitions.

Example
For Lakeside Mutual, the SAM value is 1.0. All four reconstructed microservices
leverage Eureka or ActiveMQ for interaction virtualization (cf. Subsection 9.4.3).

Table 9.10 presents the Service Composition Pattern metric [126] and estimates its
LEMMA-based computability.
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Table 9.10: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Service Com-
position Pattern (SCP) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126].

Name
Service Composition Pat-
tern (SCP)

Design
Properties
Complexity

Scope
System

Value Range
{x : x ∈ Q,
0 6 x 6 1}

Target Value
Lower is better

Application
The metric measures the share of services that participate in service compositions in
the overall number of atomic, composite, and workflow services.

Computation
Divide the number of composite microservices by the number of atomic, composite,
and workflow services. Set the metric value to zero when an architecture does not
comprise services.

LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA allows the identification of atomic microservices as microservices that do
not require others (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). Composite microservices, on the other hand,
are modeled to require other microservices. Concerning workflow microservices,
a technology model with specialized aspects (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) is necessary to
identify microservices that realize workflows or participate in them.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA service models with microservice definitions. Additionally, a technology
model with aspects that grant semantic identifiability of workflow controllers and
participants.

Interpretation
The lower the computed metric value, and thus the lower the share of composite
microservices, the lower the interaction complexity.

Considerations
While MSA favors choreography over orchestration (cf. Subsection 2.1.1), choreogra-
phy may still increase complexity [126]. That is because it makes services themselves
responsible for state management and also aggravates workflow monitoring as there
is no central entity to supervise service interaction.

Example
The SCP value for Lakeside Mutual is 0.75. The Customer Core microservice does
not require any of Lakeside Mutual’s three other reconstructed microservices (cf.
Subsection 9.3.2). Therefore, we consider it an atomic service. However, all other
backend microservices require the Customer Core microservice (cf. Subsection 9.4.3)
so that we consider them composite microservices. Thus, the SCP value equals the
fraction of the count of composite services (3), and the sum of the counts of atomic
and composite services (4).
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Table 9.11 covers the Service Realization Pattern metric from the suite of Hirzalla
et al. [126] and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.11: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Service Realiza-
tion Pattern (SRP) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126].

Name
Service Realization Pat-
tern (SRP)

Design
Properties
Complexity

Scope
System

Value Range
{x : x ∈ Q,
0 6 x 6 1}

Target Value
Lower is better

Application
The metric measures the share of indirectly exposed services in the overall number
of indirectly and directly exposed services. A microservice is indirectly exposed
when an intermediary, e.g., an API gateway [14], provides the service’s operations to
consumers.

Computation
Divide the number of indirectly exposed services by the number of indirectly and
directly exposed services. Set the metric value to zero when an architecture does not
comprise services.

LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA does not integrate dedicated modeling concepts to express the kind of a
microservice’s exposure. However, each modeled microservice receives a visibility
(cf. Subsection 4.4.3), where an internal visibility determines that a microservice
is consumable only by microservices from the same LEMMA service model. In
particular, an internal microservice shall not be exposed to external consumers.
Consequently, each modeled microservice with a non-internal visibility constitutes
a candidate for indirect or direct exposure. To distinguish between both kinds of
exposure, LEMMA technology models and operation models are necessary to reify
API gateway infrastructure nodes and their usage by services. For instance, when a
microservice with a non-internal visibility uses an API gateway infrastructure node,
it is likely that this microservice is indirectly exposed to consumers.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA service models with microservice definitions. Additionally, a technology
model and operation model to identify microservices that make use of infrastructure
nodes realizing API gateways.

Interpretation
The lower the share of indirectly exposed services in the overall number of indi-
rectly and directly exposed services, the lesser the complexity of the considered
microservice architecture [126].
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Table 9.11: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Service Realiza-
tion Pattern (SRP) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126] (continued).

Considerations
To improve the accuracy in the identification of indirectly and directly exposed ser-
vices, it would also be possible to augment microservices with specialized technology
aspects that make the kind of exposure explicit.

Example
The LEMMA-based SRP value for Lakeside Mutual indicates a value of 0.0. All four
reconstructed microservices of Lakeside Mutual represent candidates for directly
exposed microservices because they all have a non-internal visibility and we did
not discover an API gateway to reconstruct (cf. Subsection 9.4.3). However, further
investigation would be necessary to substantiate this assumption.

Table 9.12 characterizes the Stateless Services metric from the suite of Hirzalla et
al. [126] and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.12: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Stateless Ser-
vices (SS) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126].

Name
Stateless Services (SS)

Design
Properties
Complexity

Scope
System

Value Range
{x : x ∈ Q,
0 6 x 6 1}

Target Value
Higher is

better

Application
The metric measures the share of stateless services in the overall number of stateless
and stateful services.

Computation
Divide the number of stateless services by the number of stateless and stateful
services. Set the metric value to zero when an architecture lacks services.

LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA does not integrate dedicated modeling concepts to distinguish stateless
from stateful microservices. As a workaround, technology information may identify
a microservice as being a candidate stateless or stateful service. For example, the
HTTP specification considers methods like POST and PUT state manipulating [87].
Consequently, applications of the aspects from the Spring technology model that
represent HTTP methods (cf. Listing 8.4 in Subsection 8.6.1) hint at stateless or
stateful microservices.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA service models with microservice definitions and a technology model to
distinguish stateless from stateful microservices.
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Table 9.12: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Stateless Ser-
vices (SS) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126] (continued).

Interpretation
The higher the share of stateless services, the lesser the complexity of the considered
microservice architecture. That is because Hirzalla et al. assume the development of
stateful services to be significantly more complex than that of stateless services [126].

Considerations
Modeled microservices need to be augmented with aspects from LEMMA technology
models to indicate state management.

Example
All four reconstructed Lakeside Mutual microservices (cf. Subsection 9.4.3) represent
candidates for stateful microservices because all employ one or more state manipu-
lating HTTP method. Consequently, the metric value amounts to 0.0 as there exist
no candidates for stateless microservices in Lakeside Mutual.

Table 9.13 describes the Weighted Service Interface Count metric from the metrics
suite of Hirzalla et al. [126] and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.13: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Weighted
Service Interface Count (WSIC) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126].

Name
Weighted Service Inter-
face Count (WSIC)

Design
Properties
Size

Scope
Service

Value Range
N0

Target Value
Lower is better

Application
The metric measures the size of a microservice in terms of exposed interfaces or
operations.

Computation
Count the number of exposed interfaces or operations of a microservice. The result
may be weighted, e.g., by the number and complexity of operation parameters’ data
types. However, Hirzalla et al. do not provide specific guidance on how to obtain
suitable weights.

LEMMA-Based Computation
Count the number of a microservice’s interfaces or operations with public or ar-
chitecture visibility because these visibility kinds model services’ exposure for
consumption by other components (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA service model with microservice definitions.
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Table 9.13: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Weighted Ser-
vice Interface Count (WSIC) from the metrics suite of Hirzalla et al. [126] (continued).

Interpretation
The lower the computed metric value, the lower the size of a microservice.

Considerations
Measured values for the metric may be weighted but Hirzalla et al. do not provide
any further guidance on how to concretely determine weights [126]. Furthermore,
it is possible to exclude public visibility from the metric’s computation to only
consider interfaces and operations modeled as consumable by architecture-internal
components.

Example
For Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Self-Service Backend microservice (cf. Subsec-
tion 9.3.2), the WSIC metric amounts to 8 and 15 for exposed interfaces and operations
(cf. Table 9.2 in Subsection 9.4.3), respectively.

Metrics without LEMMA-Based Computation Support

From the ten metrics in the suite of Hirzalla et al. [126], two are currently not
computable from LEMMA models.

The Service Support for Transactions (SST) metric calculates the share of trans-
action-aware services in the overall number of services. LEMMA does not integrate
modeling means to express transactions and yet there does not exist a sufficient
technology model to enrich LEMMA models with transaction-related semantics.
Such a technology model could, for example, address the Saga pattern to allow the
expression of microservice transactions [253] with LEMMA. Hence, we consider the
SST metric to basically be computable from LEMMA models given the existence of a
suitable technology model.

By contrast, the computation of values for the Number of Human Tasks (NHT)
metric from the suite of Hirzalla et al. is not possible with LEMMA. That is because
NHT measures the share of manual tasks in the business processes realized by SBSAs
and LEMMA does not yet provide modeling concepts to specify business processes
(cf. Section 3.6).

9.5.3 Metrics Suite of Athanasopoulos et al.

Athanasopoulos et al. [10] present a suite of three metrics that measure the cohesion
of service interfaces on the message, conversation, and domain level. Cohesion
metrics support in the objective assessment of service granularity, whose optimal
determination is a major challenge in MSA (cf. Subsection 2.4.1).
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The metrics of Athanasopoulos et al. are graph-based and their computation relies
on the notion of interface-level graph (ILG) [10]. Each service interface has an ILG that
is an undirected graph with labeled vertices and weighted edges. The vertices of
the graph represent the operations of the respective interface and are labeled with
the names of the operations. The weight of an edge between two operation vertices
informs about the similarity of the connected operations. For each metric, the metrics
suite prescribes a computation method for the edge weights, and thus the similarity
of two interface operations, in the ILG. All methods return a value in the closed
interval [0, 1] within the set of rational numbers Q. An ILG contains only those edges
with a similarity weight greater zero.

Moreover, Athanasopoulos et al. define the ideal interface-level graph (ideal ILG)
as a complete ILG that (i) comprises all operations of a service interface; (ii) exhibits
an edge for each pair of distinct operations; and (iii) has a similarity weight of 1 on
all edges [10]. Hence, the ideal ILG describes a situation in which all operations of a
service interface are maximal similar to each other so that the interface is optimally
cohesive [10].

From the ILG and ideal ILG of a given service interface, the lack of interface-
level cohesion is computable as the relative difference between the graphs [10]. The
corresponding computation method is as follows:

L.1 Sum all similarity weights of the ILG.
L.2 Sum all similarity weights of the ideal ILG. As the metrics suite sets the

similarity weights in the ideal ILG to 1, the sum of similarity weights in the
ideal ILG equals the number of its edges. Furthermore, because the ideal ILG
is a complete graph, the number of its edges equals the triangular number
Tn−1 =

n(n−1)
2 with n set to the number of vertices. As each vertex in an

ILG corresponds to an operation of a given service interface, Tn−1 equals the
triangular number Tx−1 with x set to the number of the interface’s operations.

L.3 Divide the sum of the ILG’s similarity weights from Step L.1 by the sum of the
ideal ILG’s similarity weights from Step L.2. The result indicates the degree to
which the similarity in the ILG reaches maximum similarity as prescribed by
the ideal ILG.

L.4 Compute the relative difference between the ILG and ideal ILG by subtracting
the result of Step L.3 from 1. The result of this subtraction indicates the degree
to which the similarity in the ILG is different from the maximum similarity in
the ideal ILG. Thus, Athanasopoulos et al. interpret the result of Step L.4 as
the lack of interface-level cohesion in a given service interface.

From the above definitions and the computation method for the lack of interface-
level cohesion of a given service interface, we can generalize the approach to compute
a value for a cohesion metric in the suite of Athanasopoulos et al. [10] as follows:

A.1 Select one of the suite’s three cohesion metrics for computation.
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A.2 Select a service interface as input to the metric’s computation.
A.3 For each pair of operations in the interface, compute the similarity weight

depending on the selected cohesion metric. If the similarity weight is greater
zero, add vertices for the operations to the ILG. Moreover, add an edge with
the computed similarity weight between the two operation vertices.

A.4 Divide the sum of all edge weights of the ILG by the number of edges in the
ideal ILG, which is immediately determinable as the triangular number Tx−1
with x set to the number of the selected interface’s operations (cf. Step L.2
above). The result of the division is the similarity degree of the ILG (cf. Step L.3
above). In the special case of an interface with only a single operation, set the
similarity degree to 1 because the operation effectively defines the interface’s
cohesion. For an interface without operations, set the similarity degree to 0 as
there are no operations with computable similarity.

A.5 Subtract the similarity degree obtained in Step A.4 from 1 to finally retrieve
the lack of interface-level cohesion in the selected interface.

Tables 9.14 to 9.16 describe the three metrics from the suite of Athanasopoulos et
al. [10] and estimate their LEMMA-based computability (cf. Evaluation Goal EG 2 in
Section 9.2). To this end, all tables observe the structure of our metrics description
template (cf. Subsection 9.5.1).

Table 9.14 characterizes the Message-Level Cohesion Lack metric and estimates its
LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.14: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Message-Level
Cohesion Lack from the metrics suite of Athanasopoulos et al. [10].

Name
Message-Level Cohesion
Lack

Design
Properties
Cohesion

Scope
Interface

Value Range
{x : x ∈ Q,
0 6 x 6 1}

Target Value
Lower is better

Application
The metric measures the lack of interface-level cohesion based on the similarity of
operations’ incoming and outgoing messages.

Computation
The metric’s computation method for similarity weights in Step A.3 of the above
generalized computation approach is a follows:

M.1 For each of the two operations in the current operation pair from the selected
interface construct two undirected, vertex-labeled message-level graphs [10].
The pair of message-level graphs for an operation consists of the incoming
message-level graph and the outgoing message-level graph that reify the structures
of the operation’s incoming messages and outgoing messages, respectively.
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Table 9.14: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Message-Level
Cohesion Lack from the metrics suite of Athanasopoulos et al. [10] (continued).

A message-level graph comprises a vertex for the message itself. The im-
mediate child vertices of the message vertex correspond to the message’s
parameters. The child vertices of a parameter vertex again reify the structure
of the parameter’s data type. Each vertex in a message-level graph receives
a label that either states the message’s name, a parameter’s name, or a data
type’s name.

M.2 Determine the maximum common subgraphs of the two incoming message-
level graphs and the two outgoing message-level graphs of the current opera-
tion pair from the selected interface. The maximum common incoming subgraph of
the pair is the largest subgraph of the first operation’s incoming message-level
graph that is isomorphic to a subgraph of the second operation’s incoming
message-level graph with both subgraphs’ vertices having the same labels.
The definition of the maximum common outgoing subgraph follows analogously
for the two outgoing message-level graphs of the pair’s operations.

M.3 Compute the incoming message-level similarity between the two incoming
message-level graphs of the current operation pair as the quotient of the
number of vertices in the maximum common incoming subgraph and the
count of uniquely labeled vertices in both incoming message-level graphs. Ef-
fectively, the incoming message-level similarity corresponds to the fraction of
the number of equally structured parts and the overall number of unique parts
in both incoming messages of an operation pair. Additionally, compute the
operation pair’s outgoing message-level similarity whose calculation is analogous
to that of the pair’s incoming message-level similarity but involves the oper-
ations’ maximum common outgoing subgraph and outgoing message-level
graphs.

M.4 Compute the similarity weight of the current operation pair from the selected
interface as the arithmetic mean of the pair’s incoming message-level similarity
and outgoing message-level similarity.

LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA’s Service Modeling Language requires the modeling of an exchange pattern
for each operation parameter (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). Based on its exchange pattern, a
parameter is distinguishable as belonging to an incoming or outgoing message. Next
to an exchange pattern, an operation parameter in LEMMA also has a communication
type that identifies the parameter to participate in synchronous or asynchronous
microservice interactions.
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Table 9.14: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Message-Level
Cohesion Lack from the metrics suite of Athanasopoulos et al. [10] (continued).

The communication type attribute of LEMMA operation parameters constitutes an
additional characteristic to classify the message-level graphs of the operations in the
current operation pair from the selected interface (cf. Step M.1 in the metric’s com-
putation method described above). More precisely, it is possible to construct a syn-
chronous and asynchronous incoming message-level graph as well as a synchronous
and asynchronous outgoing message-level graph per operation. Consequently, the
lack of an interface’s message-level cohesion becomes measurable per communica-
tion type. Hence, LEMMA supports fine-grained analysis of message-level cohesion
in synchronous and asynchronous interaction scenarios.

To this end, we adapt the described computation method of the metric and
allow upfront decision for a LEMMA communication type, i.e., synchronous or
asynchronous. Given a selected communication type, the metric’s computation
method is applicable with LEMMA as follows:

1. In Step M.1, construct the two message-level graphs of an operation in the
current operation pair by first gathering all parameters of the operation whose
communication types equal the selected communication type. Identify each pa-
rameter to belong to the operation’s incoming or outgoing messages by means
of its LEMMA exchange pattern. Construct the operation’s two message-level
graphs based on the gathered parameters, their belonging to the operation’s
incoming or outgoing messages, and their data types (cf. Subsection 4.4.1).

2. In Step M.2, determine the maximum common subgraphs for the current
operation pair from the message-level graphs constructed in the previous step.
The subgraphs only concern the selected communication type.

3. In Step M.3, calculate both communication-type-dependent message-level sim-
ilarities of the current operation pair from its maximum common subgraphs.

4. In Step M.4, compute the similarity weight of the current operation pair, which
inherently concerns the selected communication type only.

In case the computed metric value shall not target a single communication type
only, it is also possible to omit the upfront decision for a LEMMA communication
type. Then, the construction of the message-level graphs in the first step would
only consider parameters’ exchange patterns to reify the structures of incoming and
outgoing messages.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA service model with microservice definitions.
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Table 9.14: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Message-Level
Cohesion Lack from the metrics suite of Athanasopoulos et al. [10] (continued).

Interpretation
The lower the computed metric value, the higher the message-level cohesion of
the selected interface in terms of the similarity between its incoming and outgoing
messages.

Considerations
In the context of LEMMA, the metric’s computation may yield two values, i.e., one for
synchronous message-level cohesion lack and one for asynchronous message-level
cohesion lack.

Example
We illustrate the computation of values for the Message-Level Cohesion Lack metric
on the example of the customerInformationHolder interface from Lakeside Mutual’s
Customer Self-Service Backend microservice (cf. Subsection 9.3.2) and LEMMA’s
synchronous communication type.

To this end, we first demonstrate the calculation of the synchronous similarity
weight for the interface’s operation pair getCustomer and registerCustomer. This
pair exhibits the highest similarity among all connected operation pairs in the
synchronous ILG for the customerInformationHolder interface. In Step M.1, the
metric’s computation method for similarity weights yields the following synchronous
message-level graphs for the incoming messages of the pair’s operations:

getCustomer (synchronous, incoming)

messageRoot

authentication

string

customerId

CustomerId

registerCustomer (synchronous, incoming)

messageRoot

authentication

string

requestDto

CustomerRegistrationRequestDto

Both operations share the string-typed authentication parameter but none of
the remaining parameters customerId and requestDto. Hence, Step M.2 of the
metric’s computation method for similarity weights derives a maximum common
incoming subgraph from the message-level graphs consisting of the three vertices
messageRoot, authentication, and string.

The count of uniquely labeled vertices in the depicted message-level graphs is
7. Thus, Step M.3 for similarity weight computation calculates the operation pair’s
synchronous incoming message-level similarity as 0.4286 (the number of subgraph
vertices, i.e., 3, divided by the number of uniquely labeled vertices, i.e., 7).
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Table 9.14: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Message-Level
Cohesion Lack from the metrics suite of Athanasopoulos et al. [10] (continued).

Additionally, Step M.3 calculates the operation pair’s synchronous outgoing
message-level similarity as 0.8889. Compared to the synchronous incoming messages,
the synchronous outgoing messages of the getCustomer and registerCustomer

operations have a greater similarity because their maximum common subgraph
comprises 8 vertices and the corresponding message-level graphs have 9 uniquely
labeled vertices.

Step M.4 of the computation method for similarity weights of the Message-Level
Cohesion Lack metric determines a synchronous similarity weight of 0.6587 (arith-
metic mean of the synchronous incoming message-level similarity, i.e., 0.4286, and
the synchronous outgoing message-level similarity, i.e., 0.8889). It is the weight of
the edge between the getCustomer and registerCustomer operations in the syn-
chronous ILG for the customerInformationHolder interface (cf. Step A.3 in the
generalized computation approach for the metrics suite of Athanasopoulos et al.).

The lack of cohesion between the synchronous messages of the customerInfor-

mationHolder interface, which eventually results from all similarity weights in the
synchronous ILG (cf. Steps A.4 and A.5 in the generalized computation approach
for the metrics suite), amounts to 0.8067. It is relatively high because the interface
clusters operations that concern functionality related to customer management,
e.g., address changes and customer insurance quote handling, but also technical
functionality like the enrichment of DTOs with resource links.

Table 9.15 describes the Conversation-Level Cohesion Lack metric from the suite
of Athanasopoulos et al. [10] and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.15: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Conversation-
Level Cohesion Lack from the metrics suite of Athanasopoulos et al. [10].

Name
Conversation-Level Co-
hesion Lack

Design
Properties
Cohesion

Scope
Interface

Value Range
{x : x ∈ Q,
0 6 x 6 1}

Target Value
Lower is better

Application
The metric measures the lack of interface-level cohesion based on the conversational
similarity between an interface’s operations.

Computation
The metric’s computation of similarity weights during Step A.3 of the generalized
computation approach for the metrics suite follows the same method as the Message-
Level Cohesion Lack metric (cf. Table 9.14). However, Step M.2 reverses the two
message-level graphs of the second operation in the current operation pair.
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Table 9.15: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Conversation-
Level Cohesion Lack from the metrics suite of Athanasopoulos et al. [10] (continued).

That is, the first maximum common subgraph constructed in Step M.2 involves the
incoming message-level graph of the first operation in the current operation pair and
the outgoing message-level graph of the second operation in the pair. Accordingly,
the second maximum common subgraph considers the outgoing message-level graph
of the first operation in the pair and the incoming message-level graph of the second
operation in the pair. Steps M.3 and M.4 (cf. Table 9.14) then operate on these
reversed maximum common subgraphs.

LEMMA-Based Computation
The LEMMA-based computation of the metric follows that of the Message-Level
Cohesion Lack metric (cf. Table 9.14) but with the reversed maximum common
subgraphs.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
cf. Table 9.14

Interpretation
The lower the computed metric value, the higher the conversation-level cohesion of
the selected microservice interface. Specifically, the metric considers the operations
of an interface cohesive when the similarity between the outgoing messages they
send and the incoming messages they may receive from other operations in the
interface have a high structural similarity (cf. Table 9.14).

Considerations
cf. Table 9.14

Example
With a measured value of 0.3120, the customerInformationHolder interface of Lake-
side Mutual’s Customer Self-Service Backend microservice (cf. Subsection 9.3.2)
exhibits a comparatively low lack of synchronous interface-level cohesion when
using the Conversation-Level Cohesion Lack metric for the computation of the ILG’s
similarity weights (cf. Step A.3 in the generalized computation approach for the
metrics suite). The rationale for the comparatively high cohesion is the interface’s
addHATEOASLinks operation. It takes a parameter of type CustomerDto as input, and
several other operations of the interface, e.g., getCustomer and registerCustomer

(cf. Table 9.14), yield instances of CustomerDto as output.

Table 9.16 characterizes the Domain-Level Cohesion Lack metric from the suite of
Athanasopoulos et al. [10] and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.
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Table 9.16: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Domain-Level
Cohesion Lack from the metrics suite of Athanasopoulos et al. [10].

Name
Domain-Level Cohesion
Lack

Design
Properties
Cohesion

Scope
Interface

Value Range
{x : x ∈ Q,
0 6 x 6 1}

Target Value
Lower is better

Application
The metric measures the lack of interface-level cohesion from the similarity of
operation names w.r.t. domain terms.

Computation
The metric’s computation method for similarity weights in Step A.3 of the generalized
computation approach for the metrics suite of Athanasopoulos et al. is a follows:

D.1 Extract a set of domain terms for each operation in the current operation pair
of the selected interface. The terms are to be identified from the operations’
names leveraging a previously chosen heuristic for domain term recognition.
For example, a common approach to operation naming is to use lower camel
case for the separation of different terms in operation names [10]. The get-

InsuranceQuoteRequest operation from the insuranceQuoteRequestInforma-

tionHolder interface of Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Self-Service Backend

microservice (cf. Subsection 9.3.2) follows this naming approach.
Additionally, the first lower term in a lower camel case operation name often
identifies an action that characterizes the functionality of the operation, e.g.,
get for the getInsuranceQuoteRequest operation.
A heuristic to identify domain terms in an operation name in lower camel case
could thus ignore the first lower term in the name and split the remaining
string at uppercase letters into a set of domain terms. When applying this
heuristic to the getInsuranceQuoteRequest operation, the resulting set of do-
main terms would comprise the strings “Insurance”, “Quote”, and “Request”.

D.2 Compute the similarity weight of the current operation pair for the ILG of the
selected interface as the Jaccard index between the operations’ sets of domain
terms. The Jaccard index measures the similarity between two finite sets by
dividing the size of their intersection by the size of their union.
In the context of the metric, the Jaccard index corresponds to the share of
overlapping domain terms in the overall number of unique domain terms in
both sets of domain terms of the current operation pair.

LEMMA-Based Computation
Follow the above computation method for all operations in a modeled microservice
interface.
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Table 9.16: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Domain-Level
Cohesion Lack from the metrics suite of Athanasopoulos et al. [10] (continued).

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA service model with microservice definitions.

Interpretation
The lower the computed metric value, the higher the domain-level cohesion of
the selected service interface w.r.t. the similarity between the domain terms in its
operations’ names.

Considerations
The metric values fully depend on the applied heuristic for domain term recognition
and the degree to which operation names comply with the heuristic.

Example
Of all reconstructed interfaces with more than one operation, the insuranceQuote-

RequestInformationHolder interface of Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Self-Service

Backend microservice has the lowest lack of domain-level interface cohesion (0.4167).
That is because all of its operations share the terms “Insurance” and “Quote”.

Metrics without LEMMA-Based Computation Support

All metrics from the suite are computable from LEMMA models.

9.5.4 Metrics Suite of Haupt et al.

Haupt et al. [122] present a metrics suite for the structural analysis of REST-based APIs.
The suite relies on the notion of managed resources which are objects or information
about objects being maintained via the REST architectural style [86]. Starting from
this notion, the suite computes values for its seven metrics.

Table 9.17 describes the Number of Resources metric from the suite of Haupt et al.
and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.17: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
Resources from the metrics suite of Haupt et al. [122].

Name
Number of Resources

Design
Properties
Size

Scope
Service

Value Range
N0

Target Value
Undecided

Application
The metric measures the number of resources managed by a REST-based API.
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Table 9.17: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
Resources from the metrics suite of Haupt et al. [122] (continued).

Computation
Count the number of resources managed by a service’s REST-based API.

LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA does not integrate modeling concepts for the direct expression of REST
resources or REST-based APIs (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). Instead, it relies on technology
models to define protocols and technology aspects (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) for the
augmentation of service models with technical and semantic information concerning
provided APIs.
Hence, the computation of the Number of Resources metric requires the applica-
tion of a technology model with REST-specific elements (cf., e.g., Listing G.8 in
Appendix G.2). Starting from such a model, the REST-based API of a LEMMA
microservice is identifiable as the set of non-internal service operations which em-
ploy (i) a protocol that supports REST-based interactions, e.g., http or rest (cf.
Listing 9.7); and (ii) possible further aspects that reify REST-related information, e.g.,
HTTP methods that enable interaction with the API.
Furthermore, it is possible to consider aggregates and entities from LEMMA domain
models (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) as resources in the sense of REST [86]. That is because
instances of these kinds of domain concepts are usually identifiable, associated with
each other, and cluster data that is processible by a defined set of operations.
A value for the Number of Resources metric is thus computable for a selected
microservice from a LEMMA service model as follows:

R.1 Gather all non-internal operations of the selected microservice that apply REST
as indicated by a specific LEMMA technology model.

R.2 Compute the set of managed resources from the types of synchronous pa-
rameters of the previously gathered operations. More precisely, interpret
all parameter types that are LEMMA data structures with the aggregate or
entity feature (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) as managed resources. If necessary, use
a heuristic to also identify resources from data structure types being value
objects. Such a heuristic could focus, e.g., on the names of resources and
value objects. For example, the CustomerDto value object may be the type
of a synchronous incoming parameter in a createCustomer operation that
manipulates the Customer resource from received CustomerDto instances.

R.3 Count the elements in the previously computed set of managed resources as a
value for the Number of Resources metric for the selected microservice.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA service model with microservice definitions. Additionally, a technology
model to identify elements of REST-based APIs.
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Table 9.17: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
Resources from the metrics suite of Haupt et al. [122] (continued).

Interpretation
The interpretation of the metric is undecided. That is because the number of managed
resources in a REST-based API depends on a microservice’s responsibilities and
granularity (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). Specifically, the most suitable number of resources
corresponds to the optimal granularity of a microservice for a given purpose. For
example, to evaluate their metrics suite, Haupt et al. analyzed REST-based APIs
with very heterogeneous resource counts that ranged from 1 to 264 [122].

Considerations
The LEMMA-based computation of the metric may require a heuristic to identify
resources, e.g., from the utilization of DDD value objects [82]. However, it may also
be sensible to construct and apply a LEMMA technology model with a dedicated
Resource aspect to increase the accuracy of resource identification.

Example
For Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Core microservice (cf. Subsection 9.3.2), the value
for the Number of Resources metric amounts to 2. The microservice provides REST
operations to process instances of the CustomerAggregateRoot aggregate and the
CustomerProfileEntity entity.

Table 9.18 describes the Number of Read-Only Resources metric from the suite of
Haupt et al. [122] and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.18: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
Read-Only Resources from the metrics suite of Haupt et al. [122].

Name
Number of Read-Only
Resources

Design
Properties
Complexity

Scope
Service

Value Range
N0

Target Value
Higher is

better

Application
The metric measures the number of readable, yet immutable, resources managed by
a REST-based API.

Computation
Count the number of resources for whose access a REST-based API only provides
HTTP GET methods [87].
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Table 9.18: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
Read-Only Resources from the metrics suite of Haupt et al. [122] (continued).

LEMMA-Based Computation
The LEMMA-based computation of the metric follows the same method as the
Number of Resources metric (cf. Table 9.17), whereas Step R.1 involves filtering of
gathered operations by those that provide HTTP GET access to resources. To this
end, the applied LEMMA technology model must provide an aspect that allows
recognition of this access kind on operations of the selected microservice (cf., e.g.,
Listing G.8 in Appendix G.2). In case the technology model defines further aspects
for HTTP methods, e.g., POST [87], to model REST-based access to managed resources,
Step R.1 must also filter out all operations that do not exclusively apply the aspect
for GET access.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
cf. Table 9.17 with the technology model defining an aspect for HTTP’s GET method.

Interpretation
The metric’s interpretation should relate to the number of resources that are mutable
by the REST-based API of the selected microservice. A higher share of read-only
resources in the overall number of managed resources reduces the complexity of the
API. For instance, read-only resources do not require management of externalized
resource states [86].

Considerations
cf. Table 9.17

Example
Of the five resources of Lakeside Mutual’s Policy Management Backend microservice
(cf. Subsection 9.3.2), only CustomerInfoEntity is considerable a read-only resource.
Therefore, the value of the metric for the microservice amounts to 1.

Table 9.19 characterizes the Number of POST Resources metric from the suite of
Haupt et al. [122] and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.19: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
POST Resources from the metrics suite of Haupt et al. [122].

Name
Number of POST
Resources

Design
Properties
Complexity

Scope
Service

Value Range
N0

Target Value
Lower is better
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Table 9.19: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
POST Resources from the metrics suite of Haupt et al. [122] (continued).

Application
The metric measures the number of managed resources in a REST-based API that
are mutable by HTTP POST requests [87].

Computation
Count the number of resources for whose access a REST-based API provides HTTP
POST methods.

LEMMA-Based Computation
The LEMMA-based computation of the metric follows the same method as the
Number of Resources metric (cf. Table 9.17), whereas Step R.1 must filter gathered
operations by those that apply a technology aspect for HTTP’s POST method to
express resource mutability (cf., e.g., Listing G.8 in Appendix G.2).

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
cf. Table 9.17 with the technology model defining an aspect for HTTP’s POST method.

Interpretation
The lower the count of resources that are mutable by POST requests from the REST-
based API of the selected microservice, the lower the complexity of the API (cf.
Table 9.18).

Considerations
cf. Table 9.17

Example
Both resources of Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Core microservice (cf. Subsection 9.3.2
and Table 9.17) are mutable by HTTP POST requests. Therefore, the metric’s value
for the microservice amounts to 2.

Table 9.20 describes the Number of DELETE Resources metric from the suite of
Haupt et al. [122] and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.20: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
DELETE Resources from the metrics suite of Haupt et al. [122].

Name
Number of DELETE Re-
sources

Design
Properties
Complexity

Scope
Service

Value Range
N0

Target Value
Lower is better
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Table 9.20: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
DELETE Resources from the metrics suite of Haupt et al. [122] (continued).

Application
The metric measures the number of managed resources in a REST-based API that
are mutable by HTTP DELETE requests [87].

Computation
Count the number of resources for whose access a REST-based API provides HTTP
DELETE methods.

LEMMA-Based Computation
For the LEMMA-based computation of the metric, the computation method from
Table 9.17 applies. However, Step R.1 must also filter gathered operations by those
that use a technology aspect for HTTP’s DELETE method.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
cf. Table 9.17 with the technology model defining an aspect for HTTP’s DELETE

method.

Interpretation
The lower the count of resources that are mutable by DELETE requests from the
REST-based API of the selected microservice, the lower the complexity of the API
(cf. Table 9.18).

Considerations
cf. Table 9.17

Example
We reconstructed Lakeside Mutual’s Policy Management Backend microservice (cf.
Subsection 9.3.2) with an operation for the deletion of insurance policies (cf. Table 9.3
in Subsection 9.4.3). Therefore, we augmented the operation with the DeleteMapping

technology aspect that covers Spring’s eponymous annotation for HTTP’s DELETE

method. As a result, the metric’s value for the microservice amounts to 1.

Table 9.21 presents the Number of Resource Links metric from the suite of Haupt
et al. [122] and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.21: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
Resource Links from the metrics suite of Haupt et al. [122].

Name
Number of Resource
Links

Design
Properties
Complexity

Scope
Service

Value Range
N0

Target Value
Lower is better
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Table 9.21: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
Resource Links from the metrics suite of Haupt et al. [122] (continued).

Application
The metric measures the number of links between resources that are managed by a
REST-based API [86].

Computation
Count the number of links between resources that are managed by a REST-based
API.

LEMMA-Based Computation
Use Steps R.1 and R.2 from the computation method in Table 9.17 to first determine
the REST resources of the selected LEMMA microservice.
Next, a heuristic is necessary to identify links between the determined REST re-
sources since LEMMA does not integrate modeling concepts to express links between
REST resources (cf. Subsection 4.4.3). One approach is to rely on typing information
from the LEMMA data structures of the identified resources. More precisely, it can
be assumed that a link between two resources exists when one resource defines a
data field with the type of the LEMMA data structure of the other resource. The
value for the metric then corresponds to the number of resource links identified by
the chosen heuristic.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
cf. Table 9.17

Interpretation
The lower the metric’s value, the lower the complexity of the REST-based API of the
selected microservice. That is because a value for the metric directly corresponds
to the maximum required navigation actions to gather information from linked
resources.

Considerations
It may be sensible to define a technology aspect for data structures (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.2) that makes resource links explicit and thus improves the accuracy of their
identification.

Example
Using the data field heuristic described above, the metric’s computation yields
the value 3 for Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Self-Service Backend microservice
(cf. Subsection 9.3.2). That is because the InsuranceQuoteRequestAggregateRoot

resource, which is managed by the microservice, comprises three data fields typed
by other managed resources of the service’s REST-based API.

Table 9.22 describes the Number of Root Resources metric from the suite of Haupt
et al. [122] and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.
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Table 9.22: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
Root Resources from the metrics suite of Haupt et al. [122].

Name
Number of Root
Resources

Design
Properties
Complexity

Scope
Service

Value Range
N0

Target Value
1

Application
The metric measures the number of root resources among the resources that are
managed by a REST-based API. A root resource is a managed resource to which no
other managed resource links (cf. Table 9.21).

Computation
Count the number of root resources in the set of managed resources of a REST-based
API.

LEMMA-Based Computation
Use a heuristic according to Table 9.21 to identify links between resources of the
REST-based API of the selected LEMMA microservice. Count the resources to which
no other resource links.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
cf. Table 9.17

Interpretation
According to Haupt et al., a well-designed REST-based API should comprise as less
root resources as possible and, in best case, exactly one [122]. The rationale for this
suggestion is that a lower number of root resources decreases the complexity of an
API w.r.t. the number of paths to navigate during interactions with it.

Considerations
DDD aggregates provide good candidates for root resources because they are usually
not part of other resources [82]. In fact, they often cluster various child resources
themselves, e.g., DDD entities. For further considerations see Table 9.17.

Example
Using the data field heuristic from Table 9.21, the metric’s computation detects a
single root resource for Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Self-Service Backend microser-
vice (cf. Subsection 9.3.2), i.e., InsuranceQuoteRequestAggregateRoot. Hence, the
metric’s value for this microservice is 1.

Table 9.23 describes the Max Depth metric from the suite of Haupt et al. [122] and
estimates its LEMMA-based computability.
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Table 9.23: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Max Depth
from the metrics suite of Haupt et al. [122].

Name
Max Depth

Design
Properties
Complexity

Scope
Service

Value Range
N0

Target Value
Lower is better

Application
The metric measures the maximum depth of a REST-based API in terms of the
greatest number of links between two of its managed resources (cf. Table 9.21).

Computation
Determine the length of the longest path in the resource graph [122] of a REST-based
API. A resource graph is a directed, unweighted graph with vertex labels. Its vertices
correspond to the managed resources of the considered API. The graph establishes a
directed edge from one resource vertex to another resource vertex when there exists
a link from the former resource to the latter resource (cf. Table 9.21).

LEMMA-Based Computation
Use a heuristic according to Table 9.21 to identify links between resources of the
REST-based API of the selected LEMMA microservice. From the identified resources
and their links, construct the resource graph. Finally, determine the length of the
longest path in the graph as the metric’s value.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
cf. Table 9.17

Interpretation
The lower the metric’s value, the lower the considered API’s complexity w.r.t. the
maximum number of navigation actions to gather information from interlinked REST
resources (cf. Table 9.21).

Considerations
cf. Table 9.17

Example
Using the data field heuristic from Table 9.21, the metric’s computation yields the
value 1 for Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Self-Service Backend microservice (cf.
Subsection 9.3.2). This value covers the InsuranceQuoteRequestAggregateRoot root
resource and its paths to the three direct successor resources in the resource graph.

Metrics without LEMMA-Based Computation Support

All metrics from the suite of Haupt et al. [122] are computable from LEMMA models.
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9.5.5 Metrics Suite of Engel et al.

Engel et al. [76] assume ten core principles of MSA, e.g., Loose Coupling, Small Size
of Microservice, and Performance (cf. Subsections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2), to define the six
metrics in their suite.

Table 9.24 describes the Number of (A)Synchronous Interfaces metric and estimates
its LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.24: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
(A)Synchronous Interfaces from the metrics suite of Engel et al. [76].

Name
Number of (A)Synchro-
nous Interfaces

Design
Properties
Size

Scope
Service

Value Range
N0

Target Value
Lower is better

Application
The metric measures the number of interfaces of a microservice.

Computation
Count the number of synchronous and asynchronous interfaces of a microservice.

LEMMA-Based Computation
Count the number of synchronous and asynchronous interfaces modeled for a
microservice. A LEMMA interface is synchronous or asynchronous when it has a
synchronous or asynchronous protocol (cf. Subsection 4.4.2), and provides operations
with only synchronous or asynchronous parameters (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA service model with microservice definitions.

Interpretation
According to Engel et al. [76], the lower the metric’s value, the more likely the
considered microservice adheres to the Small Size of Microservice principle.

Considerations
An analysis of a microservice with a high metric value, which may indicate a
violation of the Small Size of Microservice principle, should also take the capability
and granularity of the microservice into account. That is because a more coarse-
grained capability may justify a greater size of the microservice (cf. Subsection 2.1.1).
Moreover, operations of a LEMMA interface that mix synchronous and asynchronous
parameters are neither synchronous nor asynchronous following the metric’s defini-
tion. Therefore, it should be decided prior to the metric’s computation on how to
deal with such “hybrid” operations and their defining interfaces.
In case a microservice comprises only non-internal interfaces of exactly one type of
communication, the metric value is equal to the value for the WSIC metric from the
suite of Hirzalla et al. (cf. Table 9.13 in Subsection 9.5.2).
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Table 9.24: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Number of
(A)Synchronous Interfaces from the metrics suite of Engel et al. [76] (continued).

Example
For Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Management Backend microservice (cf. Subsec-
tion 9.3.2), the metric’s value for synchronous interfaces amounts to 3. For the
asynchronous case, the metric’s computation yields the value 1 as only the cus-

tomerMessageController interface gathers operations that are solely asynchronously
invokable.

Table 9.25 describes the Average Size of Asynchronous Messages metric from the
suite of Engel et al. [76] and estimates its LEMMA-based computability.

Table 9.25: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Average Size of
Asynchronous Messages from the metrics suite of Engel et al. [76].

Name
Average Size of
Asynchronous Messages

Design
Properties
Cohesion

Scope
Service

Value Range
R>0

Target Value
Undecided

Application
The metric measures the average size of asynchronous messages emitted by a given
microservice.

Computation
Sum up the sizes of all emitted asynchronous messages of a microservice over a
certain period of time and divide the sum by the message count.

LEMMA-Based Computation
Engel et al. consider the metric’s computation at runtime, e.g., via tracing tools for
microservice interactions [76]. However, it is possible to at least determine the lower
bound for the average size of asynchronous messages by static analysis of LEMMA
models. To determine the minimum size of an asynchronous message that may be
emitted by a modeled service operation, the following computation method holds:

1. Construct the asynchronous outgoing message-level graph for the operation
following the first step of the LEMMA-based computation method for the
Message-Level Cohesion Lack metric from the suite of Athanasopoulos et al.
(cf. Table 9.14 in Subsection 9.5.3).

2. Find all vertices in the graph that represent built-in primitive LEMMA types
and sum up their sizes (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). Suppose that the asynchronous
outgoing message of a certain microservice operation consists of three data
fields of LEMMA’s built-in primitive type long. Then, the message has a
minimum size of 192 bits because long has a size of 64 bits.
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Table 9.25: Definition and LEMMA-based computability of the metric Average Size of
Asynchronous Messages from the metrics suite of Engel et al. [76] (continued).

Sum up the minimum sizes of all asynchronous messages that may be emitted by
the operations of a modeled microservice and divide the sum by the message count.

Required Data Items for LEMMA-Based Computation
LEMMA service model with microservice definitions.

Interpretation
According to Engel et al. [76], a lower value for the metric has a positive impact
on the Performance principle of MSA because messages of lower size result in
reduced network traffic. However, in case messages become low in size but are too
fine-grained, the network traffic in a microservice architecture may instead increase
and result in performance bottlenecks [163]. Thus, the target value of the metric
highly depends on the design and implementation of a microservice architecture.
Therefore, we consider its interpretation undecided.

Considerations
A LEMMA-based value for the metric only provides a lower bound for the average
size of a microservice’s asynchronous outgoing messages when the service does
not apply any means for size optimization in message exchange, e.g., compression.
Nonetheless, the metric’s LEMMA-based computation still delivers values for relative
size comparison and thus supports in the identification of data-intensive messages.

Example
In the context of Lakeside Mutual, the metric yields the highest value for the Policy

Management Backend microservice with 1,472.33 bits. That is because the microservice
exhibits a comparatively high number of operations that emit asynchronous outgoing
messages. In addition, the fields of these messages often have LEMMA complex
types that again comprise several data fields.

The result of the metric’s computation for the Policy Management Backend mi-
croservice complies with the service’s responsibilities in Lakeside Mutual. To fulfill
them, the microservice must interact asynchronously with several other components
of the architecture (cf. Subsection 9.3.2).

Metrics without LEMMA-Based Computation Support

From the six metrics in the suite of Engel et al. [76], only the metrics Number of (A)Syn-
chronous Interfaces and Average Size of Asynchronous Messages are computable
from LEMMA models (cf. Tables 9.24 and 9.25). Moreover, a computed value for the
latter metric is only an approximation of its actual value.

The rationale for the comparatively low amount of metrics with a LEMMA-
compatible computation method is the emphasis of the suite on runtime moni-
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toring and thus dynamic analysis. That is, the remaining four metrics without
LEMMA-based computation support, i.e., Distribution of Synchronous Calls, Longest
Synchronous Call Trace, Number of (A)Synchronous Dependencies, and Number
of Synchronous Cycles, all require monitoring of microservice interactions at run-
time [76].

9.5.6 Collection of Architectural Technical Debt Types by Toledo
et al.

In the following, we investigate LEMMA’s applicability to assess the risk for MSA-
related architectural technical debt (ATD) [166] as an additional quality indicator for the
design and implementation of microservice architectures (cf. Evaluation Goal EG 2
in Section 9.2). This investigation provides insights into LEMMA’s capabilities in
model-based architecture examination (cf. Subsection 3.3.2) besides the computation
of quality metrics with static model analysis (cf. Subsections 9.5.1 to 9.5.5).

We rely on the five types of MSA-related ATD identified by Toledo et al. [60].
The following parts describe each ATD type and estimate LEMMA’s support for its
analysis on the example of Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models (cf.
Subsection 9.4.3).

Too Many Point-To-Point Connections

Toledo et al. consider the possible message broker of a microservice architecture an
asynchronous communication layer [60] in the architecture. In addition, they define
Point-to-point (PtP) connections as microservice interactions that are not mediated by an
asynchronous communication layer but rely on directed synchronous data exchange.

Toledo et al. assume that PtP connections increase service coupling and network
complexity, thereby negatively impacting the maintainability of a microservice archi-
tecture [60]. Consequently, too many of these connections increase technical debt and
related refactoring costs.

LEMMA models can support in the identification of microservices that communi-
cate via PtP connections. Specifically, LEMMA operation models (cf. Subsection 4.4.5)
provide indicators for the existence of PtP connections. If, for instance, none of the
operation models of a microservice architecture contains an infrastructure node for
an asynchronous communication layer, or if only a small subset of microservices uses
a modeled infrastructure node for such a layer, the risk for the ATD type is increased.
In this context, modeled microservices are candidates for components that leverage
PtP-based communication when they (i) do not use a possibly existing asynchronous
communication layer; and (ii) lack asynchronous parameters (cf. Subsection 4.4.3) for
interactions with an asynchronous communication layer.

Furthermore, in the fashion of the Message-Level Cohesion Lack metric from
the suite of Athanasopoulos et al. (cf. Table 9.14 in Subsection 9.5.3), the structural
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similarity of the types of microservice operations’ synchronous outgoing parameters
constitute a heuristic for the identification of PtP connections. Suppose two microser-
vices modeled with LEMMA and that one of the services depends on the other service
(cf. Subsection 4.4.3). Suppose further that the independent microservice defines an
operation with a synchronous outgoing parameter whose type has an almost identical
structure as a synchronous outgoing parameter of an operation from the dependent
microservice. Such a situation may hint at the dependent microservice acting as
a façade [97] for the independent microservice, which is even more likely when
the independent microservice has a more constrained visibility than the dependent
microservice (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).

For example, we reconstructed Lakeside Mutual’s Customer Self-Service Back-

end microservice to depend on the architecture’s Customer Core microservice (cf.
Subsection 9.4.3). The Customer Core microservice defines the getCustomer operation
to synchronously return an instance of the CustomerResponseDto data structure.
The Customer Self-Service Backend microservice, on the other hand, defines an
eponymous operation that synchronously returns an instance of the CustomerDto

data structure. This data structure is almost identical to the CustomerResponse-

Dto data structure. Consequently, the likeliness that the Customer Self-Service

Backend microservice interacts with the Customer Core microservice by means of a
synchronous PtP connection is increased. More precisely, upon invocation of its get-

Customer operation, the Customer Self-Service Backend microservice could again
invoke the getCustomer operation of the Customer Core microservice to supply callers
with requested customer information. That is, the Customer Self-Service Backend

microservice would establish a façade that shields the Customer Core microservice
from direct access by architecture-external callers. However, it is still necessary to
examine the implementation of both microservices to verify this assumption because
LEMMA does not integrate modeling concepts for the expression of microservice
interactions (cf. Section 3.6).

Additionally, the SCP and SRP metrics from the suite of Hirzalla et al. [126] (cf.
Tables 9.10 and 9.11 in Subsection 9.5.2) as well as the Number of (A)Synchronous
Interfaces metric from the suite of Engel et al. [76] (cf. Table 9.24 in Subsection 9.5.5)
support in the estimation of the risk for the Too Many Point-To-Point Connections
ATD type. That is because these metrics assess the number of modeled microservices
that participate in service compositions, and are completely or partially exposed to
callers.

Business Logic inside the Communication Layer

This ATD type covers the location of business logic in the communication layer of
a microservice architecture instead of in the architecture’s microservices [60]. An
example for this ATD type according to Toledo et al. is the realization of business-
oriented data conversions as part of the communication layer and not as part of the
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microservices that eventually process the data [60]. Consequently, developers or
operators of the communication layer need to maintain such conversions, although
this task is originally in the responsibility of microservice developers30.

LEMMA models do not provide indicators for this ATD type. That is because
LEMMA’s Operation Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 4.4.5) does not support the
expression of function signatures for infrastructure nodes that represent communica-
tion layers as understood by Toledo et al. (see above).

No Standard Communication Model

Toledo et al. consider this ATD type to occur when teams do not rely on a standard
communication model for service interaction but instead create their own communica-
tion mechanisms, possibly with divergent semantics [60]. Consequently, syntactically
compatible messages between microservices do not exhibit a unified meaning. In
the context of DDD, this ATD type indicates the lack of a ubiquitous language, i.e., a
collection of domain-specific terms that consistently and team-independently convey
they same semantics among all microservices [82, 208].

LEMMA may support in assessing the risk for the No Standard Communication
Model ATD type concerning business-related communication models [60]. For example,
domain-specific complex types (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), which during a LEMMA-based
SAR process are not unambiguously assignable to a specific bounded context (cf. SAR
Activities 2 and 6 in Subsection 9.4.2), may hint at a non-canonical domain model [60]
and thus the ATD type.

Additionally, reconstruction LEMMA domain models also support in the analysis
of consistency among shared domain concepts. For instance, all three Lakeside
Mutual microservices Customer Management Backend, Customer Self-Service Back-

end, and Policy Management Backend (cf. Subsection 9.3.2) implement the DDD value
object [82] CustomerProfileDto. It is a DTO for the CustomerProfileEntity from
the domain model of the Customer Core microservice. This fragmentation of the
semantically equivalent DTO domain concept bears the risk of its divergent evolution
in the three microservices, although the concept reifies a shareable representation of
the same entity. A possible solution to prevent the divergent evolution of the DTO
domain concept could be the relocation of its definition into a common domain model
that is clustered in a library shared by the three microservices [208]. However, the
introduction of shared libraries needs careful reasoning because they may increase
the coupling among microservices as well as coordination efforts among teams (cf.
Subsection 8.6.4).

Cohesion metrics like Domain-Level Cohesion Lack from the suite of Athana-
sopoulos et al. [10] (cf. Table 9.16 in Subsection 9.5.3) can also aid in assessing the risk

30In fact, this ATD type hints at a common practice in SOA where semantic and structured data
conversions may occur in the ESB, which establishes a communication layer for SOA services (cf.
Subsection 2.1.1).
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for the No Standard Communication Model ATD type. For example, a low cohesion
of a microservice interface could be the result of a domain model that comprises a
variety of different concepts needed by the service to harmonize divergent semantics
of other services’ domain concepts. Furthermore, size metrics like Number of Re-
sources from the suite of Haupt et al. [122] (cf. Table 9.17 in Subsection 9.5.4) provide
an efficient means to detect domain models that are accidentally extensive due to
their coverage of domain concepts originally out of their scope.

Weak Source Code and Knowledge Management for Different Services

This ATD type can result from MSA’s emphasis on the independence of microservices
and their teams (cf. Subsection 2.1.1). For instance, teams may use different source
code repositories and documentation approaches to preserve knowledge which,
according to Toledo et al. [60], can increase the risk for the ATD type. Additionally,
knowledge is often internal to microservice teams and thus prone to get lost when
teams disband.

LEMMA models do not provide indicators for weak source code or knowledge
management by microservice teams. However, they constitute a well-defined means
themselves for the documentation of views on microservice architectures (cf. Sec-
tion 3.4). As a result, LEMMA models can complement documentation to capture
architecture knowledge in a concise, well-defined format. Following the suggestion
of Toledo et al. [60], the models may also become part of a centralized source code or
knowledge repository (cf. Subsection 8.5.3) to mitigate the risk for the ATD type.

Different Middleware Technologies for Service Communication

MSA’s fostering of technology heterogeneity (cf. Subsection 2.1.2) enables services
to rely on different technologies for their interaction. The resulting freedom in
technology choices may however increase the risk for an unnecessarily high degree
of different communication and middleware technologies [60].

LEMMA technology models and their application by other LEMMA models greatly
facilitate the detection of this ATD type. That is because the intended purpose of tech-
nology models is to make technology decisions in microservice architectures explicit
(cf. Subsection 4.4.2). For example, Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models
(cf. Subsection 9.4.3) show that the majority of the recovered microservices uses REST
for synchronous interaction. However, as a deviation to the documented Process
View on Lakeside Mutual (cf. Subsection 9.3.2), the Customer Core microservice also
provides the SOAP interface [196] customerInformationHolderSOAPAdapter. Hence,
Lakeside Mutual has an increased risk for the Different Middleware Technologies
for Service Communication ATD type because it uses more than one protocol for
microservice interactions [60, 251].
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9.5.7 Discussion

This subsection discusses LEMMA’s support for analyses of MSA quality attributes in
general and the automation capability of such analyses in particular (cf. Evaluation
Goal EG 2 in Section 9.2).

Contribution to Evaluation Goal EG 2

The following paragraphs discuss the analyzability of MSA quality attributes with
LEMMA models. Specifically, they elaborate on LEMMA’s support in the computation
of quality metrics and the assessment of the risk for MSA-related ATD types. In
addition, we discuss the relevance of LEMMA technology models (cf. Subsection 4.4.2)
to LEMMA-based architecture analysis, and the applicability of LEMMA models in
the analysis and detection of further quality attributes and defects of microservice
architectures, respectively.

LEMMA-Based Metrics Computation Of the 26 metrics defined by the four con-
sidered metrics suites, 20 are computable from LEMMA models (cf. Subsections 9.5.2
to 9.5.5). According to Bogner [32], the design properties of the analyzable metrics
concern the superordinate Maintainability quality attribute [138]. Together with
Performance Efficiency, Maintainability is the most important quality attribute for
MSA (cf. Subsection 2.1.2). Furthermore, LEMMA-based metrics computation is not
constrained to only a single scope (cf. Subsection 9.5.1). Instead, given the variety of
its modeling languages and concepts (cf. Section 4.4), LEMMA allows computation
of Interface-scoped metrics (three evaluated metrics), Service-scoped metrics (ten),
and System-scoped metrics (seven).

The majority of metrics without LEMMA-based computation support concerns
the analysis of the Performance Efficiency quality attribute [138]. For example, the
four metrics from the suite of Engel et al. [76], which are not computable from
LEMMA models (cf. Subsection 9.5.5), expect runtime monitoring so that static
model analysis at design time is either highly imprecise or infeasible. However, other
metrics without LEMMA-based computation support hint at a lack of expressivity
in LEMMA’s modeling languages. For instance, the NHT metric from the suite of
Hirzalla et al. [126] (cf. Subsection 9.5.2) requires modeling concepts for business
processes and manual tasks in those processes for which LEMMA currently lacks
support (cf. Section 3.6). Another example is the SST metric from the suite of Hirzalla
et al. that assumes a notion of transaction. While LEMMA does not integrate native
support for transaction modeling, technology models (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) could still
allow incorporation of related semantics in other LEMMA models, thereby enabling
transaction recognition and processing.
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LEMMA-Based Assessment of ATD Risk Of the five ATD types from the collection
of Toledo et al. [60] (cf. Subsection 9.5.6), the risk for three of them is assessable from
LEMMA models.

However, the ATD type Business Logic Inside the Communication Layer is not
detectable in a model-based fashion since LEMMA does not allow the definition of
functions for infrastructure nodes.

Furthermore, the ATD type Weak Source Code and Knowledge Management for
Different Services is out of LEMMA’s scope as none of its modeling languages covers
source code and knowledge management as an explicit concern (cf. Section 3.3).
Nonetheless, LEMMA models themselves constitute concise and well-defined means
for architecture documentation and thus knowledge management.

Relevance of LEMMA Technology Models to Architecture Analysis Similar to
model-driven greenfield MSA engineering (cf. Chapter 8), analyses of LEMMA
models for quality attribute assessment can rely on LEMMA technology models to
evaluate additional information that is not directly expressible by means of integrated
concepts of LEMMA’s modeling languages (cf. Subsection 4.4.2). For example,
all metrics from the suite of Haupt et al. [122] target REST-based service APIs (cf.
Subsection 9.5.4). Therefore, LEMMA’s static analyzer for metrics computation (cf.
Subsection 9.5.1) identifies microservices’ adoption of REST from the occurrence of
technology-specific elements, e.g., the rest protocol or Post aspect (cf. Listing G.8
in Appendix G.2), in intermediate representations of LEMMA service models (cf.
Subsection 6.4.2).

The evaluation of LEMMA’s support in quality attribute assessment with the
collection of ATD types by Toledo et al. [60] has also shown the relevance of facilitated
recognition of MSA technologies in technical debt analysis. For example, we leveraged
modeled technology information and its application to identify communication
layers in microservice architectures (cf. Subsection 9.5.6). In fact, the degree of a
microservice architecture’s technology heterogeneity (cf. Subsection 2.1.2) is directly
assessable from LEMMA technology models, which at the same time may also reveal
the utilization of deprecated technologies. For instance, Lakeside Mutual relies on
Hystrix as an implementation of the Circuit Breaker pattern [253] (cf. Table 9.5 in
Subsection 9.4.3). However, the Hystrix developers abandoned the project, thereby
turning its usage by Lakeside Mutual into technical debt for the application [177].

LEMMA-Based Analysis of Further Quality Attributes The evaluated metrics
suites and the collection of ATD types (cf. Subsections 9.5.2 to 9.5.6) do not consider
further quality attributes that are important to MSA, i.e., Compatibility, Portability,
and Reliability (cf. Subsection 2.1.2).

We expect Compatibility and Portability to be basically assessable from LEMMA
technology, service, and operation models (cf. Subsections 4.4.2, 4.4.3, and 4.4.5). For
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instance, Compatibility could be identifiable from technology and service models
which provide and apply aspects to express that modeled microservice operations
(i) constitute connectors to legacy systems; or (ii) contribute to the realization of
the Strangler pattern [253] (cf. Subsection 2.1.2). Moreover, the existence of API
gateways in operation models indicates an increased Interoperability as part of the
Compatibility quality attribute [14, 138]. Portability, on the other hand, is ensured
when each modeled microservice has a corresponding container specification in an
operation model.

Furthermore, technology models provide initial indicators for the degree of Re-
silience as part of the Reliability quality attribute [138]. For example, a microservice
architecture that employs frameworks such as Resilience4j31 likely has an increased
Resilience. However, as for Performance Efficiency (see above), we expect the precise
assessment of the Reliability quality attribute to only be feasible at runtime.

To summarize, future work is necessary to further investigate the analyzability of
the Compatibility, Portability, and Reliability quality attributes from LEMMA models.

LEMMA-Based Detection of Architectural Defects Next to quality attributes, we
expect LEMMA model elements to also be useful in the detection of certain defects in
the design and implementation of a microservice architecture.

An example for a defect being recognizable from LEMMA models is the Anemic
Domain Model anti-pattern [90]. In anemic domain models, the share of DDD ser-
vices [82] in the overall count of entities and value objects is high. Moreover, these
services predominantly cluster domain logic that semantically belongs to entities
and value objects. As a result, the applicability of entities and value objects is pri-
marily constrained to that of DTOs without any additional or significantly relevant
behavior [55]. Since LEMMA’s Domain Data Modeling Language integrates mod-
eling concepts for domain operation signatures (cf. Subsection 4.4.1), the risk for a
domain model to become anemic should immediately be assessable from LEMMA
domain models. However, future work is required to verify this assumption, possibly
including the selection or definition of suitable metrics for anemic domain models.

Furthermore, LEMMA technology models (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) can anticipate
possible implementation defects already at microservice design time. For example, in
total 39 reconstructed service operations of Lakeside Mutual have an HTTP method
assigned in reconstruction LEMMA mapping models (cf. Subsection 9.4.3). However,
only 26 of these operations also exhibit an explicit REST endpoint. Such a divergence
in method and endpoint assignments hints at the risk of microservice communica-
tion failing at runtime when services rely on the existence of other services’ REST
endpoints in order to synchronously interact with them.

31https://www.github.com/resilience4j/resilience4j

https://www.github.com/resilience4j/resilience4j
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Automation Capability

We implemented a static model analyzer and reusable static analysis library (cf.
Subsection 9.5.1) to provide MSA software architects (cf. Subsection 3.3.2) with
automatable means for the computation of quality attribute metrics from LEMMA
models. The static analyzer is based on LEMMA’s model processing framework (cf.
Chapter 7) and allows measurement of all 20 metrics with LEMMA-based computation
support from the evaluated metrics suites (cf. Subsections 9.5.2 to 9.5.5).

The development of the static analyzer also showed that the reliable, automated
estimation of the risk for the occurrence of MSA-related ATD types requires future
reasoning. That is due to the current lack of rigorously defined metrics for the ATD
types [60] and the reliance of the types on heuristics in LEMMA-based assessment
(cf. Subsection 9.5.6). Consequently, we decided to exclude ATD type detection from
the static analyzer for now.

9.6 Conclusion

This chapter evaluated the applicability of our Language Ecosystem for Modeling
Microservice Architecture (LEMMA) in brownfield Microservice Architecture (MSA)
engineering following two evaluation goals (cf. Section 9.2). Evaluation Goal EG 1
concerned the estimation of the expressivity of LEMMA’s modeling languages in the
reconstruction of microservice architectures. Evaluation Goal EG 2 focused on the
estimation of LEMMA’s support for automated analyses of MSA quality attributes.

We based LEMMA’s brownfield evaluation on Lakeside Mutual (cf. Section 9.3).
Lakeside Mutual is a fictitious insurance company that provides its employees and
customers with an MSA-based software system consisting of five business-related
backend microservices (cf. Subsection 9.3.1). The microservices realize capabilities for
(i) customer management; (ii) customer self-servicing; (iii) insurance policy manage-
ment; (iv) personal data management; and (v) risk assessment (cf. Subsection 9.3.2).
To enable microservice interaction and administration, the Lakeside Mutual microser-
vice architecture (in the following referred to as “Lakeside Mutual”) employs the
infrastructure components Eureka Server (service discovery) and Spring Boot Admin

(administration). Moreover, Lakeside Mutual uses ActiveMQ for asynchronous inter-
action, e.g., to notify architecture components about changes in insurance policies
or quotes. However, the majority of service interactions is synchronous (cf. Subsec-
tion 9.3.3). Besides the risk management microservice, which is a Node.js application,
Lakeside Mutual relies on Java and the Spring Boot framework for the implementation
of the remaining four backend microservices (cf. Subsection 9.3.4).

Starting from the design and implementation of Lakeside Mutual, we first inves-
tigated the expressivity of LEMMA’s modeling languages for software architecture
reconstruction (SAR) (cf. Evaluation Goal EG 1 and Section 9.4). For this purpose,
we reconstructed Lakeside Mutual following a LEMMA-based SAR methodology
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whose definition adheres to the generic SAR process defined by Bass et al. [19]
(cf. Subsections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2). The methodology consists of six activities. A new
methodology instance starts with the Preparation activity. It selects the set of input
artifacts to reconstruct a microservice architecture from and also determines the set of
LEMMA technology models (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) for the actual reconstruction. The
following three reconstruction activities, i.e., Domain Modeling, Service Modeling,
and Operation Modeling, map to the LEMMA viewpoints Domain, Service, and
Operation (cf. Chapter 3) and the corresponding modeling languages (cf. Chapters 4
and 5). Consequently, the execution of these activities yields reconstruction LEMMA
domain, service, and operation models that capture the contents of the viewpoints
on the examined microservice architecture. The fifth SAR activity, i.e., Technical
Refinement, adds further technology-related information to reconstruction models,
e.g., from configuration files. The final Post-Processing activity focuses on the refac-
toring of reconstruction LEMMA models including, e.g., the clustering of coherent
elements from fragmented reconstruction technology models. In addition, the activity
considers the execution of actions like automated architecture analyses on refactored
reconstruction models.

Using the LEMMA-based SAR methodology, we manually reconstructed the
four backend microservices of Lakeside Mutual that are written in Java, and the
architecture’s infrastructure components Eureka Server and Spring Boot Admin (cf.
Subsection 9.4.3). During the SAR of Lakeside Mutual, we discovered 156 domain
concepts, 22 interfaces and 69 operations for the four backend microservices, and
six operation models. These results showed that the proposed LEMMA-based SAR
methodology is feasible and that LEMMA is also applicable in brownfield MSA
engineering.

Additionally, Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction revealed sensible future extensions
to LEMMA’s modeling languages in order to improve their expressivity (cf. Subsec-
tion 9.4.4). Most of these extensions concern the Technology Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 4.4.2) and shall enable, e.g., the initialization of technology aspect
properties with multiple values and the definition of technology-specific types for
more than one kind of complex type. Furthermore, it would be valuable to enhance
LEMMA with sophisticated concepts that allow fine-grained expression of relation-
ships between domain and service models based on an extension of modeling support
for domain concept usage by microservices (cf. Subsections 4.4.1 and 4.4.3). Moreover,
future work should focus on the automation of the LEMMA-based SAR methodology
to reduce its effort and error-proneness.

Section 9.5 concerned the estimation of LEMMA’s support for automated, model-
based analyses of MSA quality attributes (cf. Evaluation Goal EG 2 in Section 9.2). To
this end, we reviewed five quality attribute specifications relevant to MSA w.r.t. the
LEMMA-based analyzability of the defined attributes. The first four specifications
represented suites of MSA-related metrics. The fifth specification gathered different
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types of architectural technical debt (ATD) for microservice architectures. From
the 26 metrics defined in the four metrics suites (cf. Subsections 9.5.2 to 9.5.5),
20 are automatically computable from LEMMA models and they all concern the
Maintainability quality attribute [138, 31]. Regarding the ATD types, the risk for three
out of five is assessable from LEMMA models (cf. Subsection 9.5.6), albeit not in an
automated manner due to a current lack of rigorously defined metrics.

The majority of metrics and ATD types whose computation and risk assessment
is currently not supported by LEMMA targets the Performance Efficiency quality
attribute [138] (cf. Subsection 9.5.7). Its analysis usually requires runtime monitoring,
thereby rendering model-based static analysis at design time imprecise or infeasible.
Moreover, LEMMA currently lacks modeling means for certain concepts expected by
metrics or ATD types, e.g., transactions and knowledge management. While such
concepts may partially be formalized as service aspects within dedicated technol-
ogy models to incorporate required semantics into other LEMMA models, further
reasoning on this topic is yet necessary.

Additional future works comprise the investigation of LEMMA in combining
activities from greenfield (cf. Chapter 8) and brownfield MSA engineering, e.g., to
realize the Correct by Construction approach [19]. Correct by Construction first recon-
structs an existing software architecture and then leverages the resulting models to
evolve it. However, this approach also assumes automation of SAR [19]. Furthermore,
we perceive it worthwhile to reason about LEMMA’s adoption in the migration of
monolithic applications towards MSA (cf. Subsection 2.1.3). In this context, the results
of existing techniques for (semi-) automated microservice identification [176, 153, 15,
46, 188, 264, 1] could be transformed into LEMMA models so that Correct by Con-
struction would become feasible from using the models in subsequent microservice
development steps.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

This chapter concludes the present dissertation. Section 10.1 summarizes the previous
chapters. Section 10.2 discusses the impact of the dissertation’s results and Section 10.3
gives an outlook on future works.

10.1 Summary

Microservice Architecture (MSA) [208] is a novel approach to the realization of Service-
based Software Architectures (SBSAs) [19]. MSA emerged from Service-oriented
Architecture (SOA) [79, 61] but shifts the focus from maximizing service reusability
to maximizing service-specific independence [251]. Consequently, a microservice
is a service [79] that (i) provides a single, distinct capability to other architecture
components; (ii) is as independent from other architecture components as possible
w.r.t. implementation, data management, testing, deployment, and operation; (iii)
bears full responsibility for all aspects related to the interaction with other components;
and (iv) is owned by exactly one team. MSA adopts microservices as architectural
building blocks of distributed software systems to increase quality attributes such as
Performance Efficiency, Maintainability, and Reliability [138, 281, 32]. At the same
time, it aims to foster fast delivery cycles and continuous architecting [205, 279].

However, MSA also introduces significant complexity w.r.t. the design, develop-
ment, and operation of software architectures [267], and the underlying development
organization [205]. In order to tame this complexity and support stakeholders of
microservice architectures in their architecture-related tasks, the present dissertation
studied the application of various means of Model-driven Engineering (MDE) [51] to
MSA engineering.

For this purpose, we framed three research questions (RQs) (cf. Chapter 1). RQ 1
concerned the definition of modeling languages for MSA engineering. RQ 2 demanded
the investigation of processing means for models that were constructed with the defined
modeling languages. In particular, the RQ focused on model processing purposes
beyond architecture documentation [296]. Finally, RQ 3 targeted the evaluation of the
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modeling languages and model processing means in the context of greenfield and
brownfield MSA engineering.

The following parts summarize the contributions of the present dissertation to
each of the three RQs.

Research Question 1: Modeling Languages

Chapter 2 provided background information on MSA and MDE. Furthermore, it
identified ten recurring challenges in MSA engineering in the categories Design, Im-
plementation, Operation, and Organizational, and mapped one or more MDE means
to each challenge for coping with it. Naturally, each mapped MDE means revolves
around the notion of model as a software engineering artifact [51]. Consequently, we
started our investigation of the application of MDE to MSA engineering with the
definition of modeling languages that enable the construction of MSA models.

For the definition of the languages, we oriented the investigation of RQ 1 to-
wards ISO 42010 and its notion of architecture viewpoint [139]. More precisely, each
MSA modeling language to be defined should address a certain viewpoint in MSA
engineering, its stakeholders and their concerns. With this approach, we aimed to
decrease the complexity of the modeling languages by tailoring their syntaxes and
semantics to sets of coherent concerns, thereby facilitating model construction and
comprehension by stakeholders.

Hence, as the initial step towards the definition of MSA modeling languages,
Chapter 3 specified architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering. Based on the
structure proposed by ISO 42010 for the specification of architecture viewpoints [139],
we first identified relevant stakeholders and their concerns. Given the focus of the
present dissertation on tasks related to the design, development, and operation of
microservice architectures, we identified the following coarse-grained stakeholder
groups in MSA engineering:

• Domain experts: Members of this stakeholder group possess knowledge about
the domain of an MSA-based software system, and may be assembled from
customer representatives, end users, and external domain experts with their
respective concerns [113, 19].

• Microservice developers: This stakeholder group gathers the concerns of more
fine-grained stakeholder types such as service designers, implementers, and
maintainers [113, 19].

• Microservice operators: This stakeholder group covers concerns of stakeholder
types like deployers, integrators, DevOps engineers, and operations engi-
neers [19, 21, 119].

• Software architects: This stakeholder group combines concerns of stakeholder
types such as architects and evaluators [19].
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In a second step, Chapter 3 clustered the identified stakeholder groups and their
concerns into architecture viewpoints in MSA engineering, where each viewpoint
comprises at least one model kind [139] to reify modeling concepts that support
the expression of stakeholders’ concerns. We specified the following architecture
viewpoints:

• Domain Viewpoint: The Domain Viewpoint defines the Domain Data Model
Kind. This model kind addresses concerns of domain experts and microser-
vice developers w.r.t. the capturing of domain concepts and their usage for
microservice implementation. Therefore, the model kind integrates patterns
from Domain-driven Design (DDD) [82] as a popular approach to structure
application domains in MSA engineering [205, 188, 100, 187].

• Technology Viewpoint: The Technology Viewpoint defines the Technology
Model Kind which provides concepts to capture technology information for
microservice development and operation. The model kind accounts for MSA’s
emphasis on technology heterogeneity [208] which basically allows teams the
usage of arbitrary technologies in the realization and provisioning of mi-
croservices. Therefore, the model kind enables to make technology choices in
microservice architectures explicit.

• Service Viewpoint: The Service Viewpoint comprises the Service Model Kind
to conceptualize the definition of microservices, their interfaces, operations
and endpoints. Hence, the model kind enables microservice developers to
define their services but also addresses MSA software architects, who strive for
structured views on microservice architectures.
In addition, the viewpoint involves the Service Technology Mapping Model
Kind. It provides microservice developers with concepts to assign technology
information to technology-agnostic domain and service models governed by
the Domain Data Model Kind and Service Model Kind, respectively. The
goal of keeping domain and service models technology-agnostic is to facilitate
model comprehension and technology exchange.

• Operation Viewpoint: The Operation Viewpoint clusters the Operation Model
Kind. Microservice operators can rely on the concepts of the model kind to
define specialized operation nodes of a microservice architecture. Container
nodes are responsible for microservice deployment. Infrastructure nodes,
on the other hand, realize infrastructure capabilities such as runtime service
discovery or the exposure of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for
access by architecture-external components.

After the specification of the viewpoints, we determined relationships between
their model kinds so that MSA software architects are able to gain insights into, e.g.,
the domain-related responsibilities of microservices or the usage of infrastructure
capabilities by microservices. Moreover, we complemented the model kinds with
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context conditions in the Object Constraint Language [218] to impose well-formedness
constraints on derived architecture models based on the semantics of model kinds’
concepts.

The specified viewpoints in MSA engineering together with their model kinds
provided the conceptual foundation for the definition of MSA modeling languages.
Chapter 4 then formalized the model kinds towards metamodels that can serve as the
abstract syntaxes of MSA modeling languages [51]. This formalization process was
necessary to obtain languages for the specified architecture viewpoints in the sense
of ISO 42010 [139], and involved the extension and refinement of the model kinds
including their well-formedness constraints. As inputs to the formalization process,
we surveyed six conceptual frameworks for SBSA engineering and seven implemented
microservice architectures. While the frameworks provided us with further modeling
concepts, the architectures allowed us to balance canonical SBSA concepts with the
actual needs of practitioners in MSA engineering. The formalization of the model
kinds resulted in metamodels for five MSA modeling languages:

• Domain Data Modeling Language: The metamodel of this language is a for-
malization of the Domain Data Model Kind from the Domain Viewpoint and
provides the other modeling languages with a type system. In particular, do-
main models conforming to the metamodel cluster domain concepts that can be
used to type microservice APIs, thereby linking microservices with the portion
of the application domain in their responsibility.

• Technology Modeling Language: The metamodel of this language formalizes
the Technology Model Kind. Microservice developers and operators can use the
metamodel to construct technology models that reify information about microser-
vice programming languages, communication protocols, and deployment and
infrastructure technologies. Furthermore, the modeling language integrates
a metadata mechanism based on the notion of technology aspect. Technology
models can define an arbitrary number of technology aspects and constrain
their applicability to selected elements of other MSA models to determine,
e.g., database mappings of domain concepts, access methods of microservice
operations, or configurations of operation nodes.

• Service Modeling Language: We formalized the Service Model Kind to de-
rive the metamodel of this language. It enables microservice developers to
construct service models that cluster one or more microservice definitions. By
contrast to the model kind, the language supports direct usage of technology
information from technology models to reduce modeling efforts in situations
where microservice technologies are likely to remain stable over a significant
period of time.

• Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language: The metamodel of this
language is a formalization of the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind.
Microservice developers can instantiate the metamodel to construct mapping
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models that assign technology information from technology models to elements
of technology-agnostic domain and service models.

• Operation Modeling Language: The formalization of the Operation Model
Kind resulted in the metamodel of this modeling language. Microservice
operators can employ the provided modeling concepts to construct operation
models for the expression of microservices’ deployment and infrastructure node
usage.

The modeling languages integrate an import mechanism so that constructed MSA
models can refer to elements of other MSA models following the previously defined
relationships between the model kinds of the MSA engineering viewpoints.

We implemented the modeling languages, their metamodels and corresponding
well-formedness constraints in the form of plugins for the Eclipse IDE leveraging
technologies from the Eclipse Modeling Framework [275].

Chapter 5 concluded the investigation of RQ 1 with the specification of concrete syn-
taxes [51] for the MSA modeling languages. Based on our experiences from previous
works [273, 248], we decided for textual concrete syntaxes and thus complemented
each language metamodel with a grammar specification. We implemented the gram-
mars and related language components in dedicated Eclipse plugins. According to
ISO 42010, the grammar specifications enrich the architecture viewpoints in MSA
engineering with concrete notations for the expression of architecture models [139].
Consequently, the modeling languages became practically usable and Chapter 5
validated their applicability by means of a case study microservice architecture.

Research Question 2: Model Processing

Starting from Chapter 6, we focused on RQ 2 and thus the processing of models
constructed with the proposed MSA modeling languages. To this end, we first defined
intermediate metamodels [143] to (i) decouple language evolution from model process-
ing; (ii) ensure consistent interpretation of language semantics by model processors;
and (iii) allow the implementation of model processors as standalone applications
independent of the Eclipse IDE. The latter characteristic is particularly crucial to
enable embedding of model processors in continuous integration pipelines [145],
which constitute a central DevOps practice in MSA engineering [21, 32].

In total, we defined three intermediate metamodels, i.e., for the Domain Data
Modeling Language, Service Modeling Language, and Operation Modeling Language.
The Technology Modeling Language and Service Technology Mapping Modeling
Language did not receive intermediate metamodels because we considered technology
an inherent concern of model processing. As a result, intermediate representations
of domain, service, and operation models directly incorporate information from
technology and mapping models.
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To make the derivation of intermediate models from MSA models feasible, we
determined mappings between the concepts of the modeling languages’ metamod-
els and the concepts of the intermediate metamodels. Next, we focused on the
specification of model-to-model transformations [51] to realize the metamodel map-
pings. Therefore, we identified relevant transformation scenarios and conceived
an integrated transformation algorithm that covers each scenario and controls the
transformation of MSA models into corresponding intermediate models.

We then developed the actual model-to-model transformations leveraging the
ATLAS Transformation Language [146] and provided an Eclipse plugin for the
resulting transformation modules. This plugin also includes the implementation
of the integrated transformation algorithm to execute the specified transformations
on models expressed with the concrete syntaxes of the defined MSA modeling
languages. In fact, the plugin complements the plugins of the modeling languages
so that stakeholders in MSA engineering are not only able to practically construct
MSA models but also derive their intermediate representations for subsequent model
processing. We validated the applicability of the transformations and the algorithm
by means of the same case study microservice architecture as in Chapter 5.

Chapter 7 continued the investigation of RQ 2 by addressing the concrete pro-
cessing of MSA models and their intermediate representations. To this end, we first
defined a generic model processing workflow. Next, we designed and implemented a
programming framework for workflow-conform model processing. Specifically, the
framework aims to facilitate the implementation of model processors by technology-
savvy stakeholders in MSA engineering like microservice developers and operators.
Therefore, the framework hides the complexity of model processing by abstracting
from MDE technologies, e.g., for model parsing.

Additionally, the framework focuses on the implementation of model processors
for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and also makes use of concepts such as Inversion
of Control (IoC) [144] to ensure the execution of model processing tasks according
to the model processing workflow. Both the JVM as base technology for model
processor realization and the adoption of concepts like IoC consider the popularity
of the Java programming language and the Spring programming framework in
microservice development [32]. Consequently, technology-savvy stakeholders in
MSA engineering likely encounter familiar technologies and concepts during model
processor implementation.

We validated the applicability of the model processing framework on the example
of a model processor for the case study microservice architecture from Chapter 5.

Following ISO 42010 [139], the introduced intermediate metamodels, model-to-
model transformations, and the model processing framework extend the specified
viewpoints in MSA engineering with the possibility to execute analytical methods
and other operations on MSA models. In particular, all solutions contributed by the
present dissertation form a software ecosystem [184] for the application of MDE in
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MSA engineering. We refer to this ecosystem as LEMMA (Language Ecosystem for
Modeling Microservice Architecture).

Research Question 3: Evaluation of Modeling Languages and
Model Processing Means in Practical Microservice Architecture
Engineering

Chapter 8 concerned the investigation of RQ 3 and thus LEMMA’s evaluation in
greenfield MSA engineering. Our object of study for this part of LEMMA’s evaluation
was an ongoing research project in the context of electric vehicle charging. The project
involves the development of a novel software platform which, among others, enables
owners of private charging stations to offer spare charging capabilities for use by oth-
ers. The platform is based on a microservice architecture designed and implemented
from scratch. As a result, we could evaluate the applicability of LEMMA in the
development of new microservices for the platform. Ultimately, we were able to show
that LEMMA’s expressivity is sufficient to model (i) synchronous and asynchronous
microservice interaction; (ii) MSA design and architecture patterns like Command
Query Responsibility Segregation (CQRS), Domain Event, and Event Sourcing [253];
and (iii) technology information for Java- and Spring-based microservices as well as
the Kafka message broker.

Furthermore, we estimated LEMMA’s impact on development efficiency using
code generation as a processing purpose for MSA models constructed with LEMMA’s
modeling languages. Therefore, we developed a code generator with LEMMA’s
model processing framework to derive Java microservice code from LEMMA models.
This code generator is extensible by code generator modules, e.g., to retrofit code
generation support for microservice implementation technologies such as the Spring
framework and Kafka message broker. Using the code generator and additional
modules for the aforementioned technologies, we showed that the application of
LEMMA for microservice development is efficient with code generation ratios ranging
from 2.15 to 6.94 depending on the code generation scope.

Based on our insights from LEMMA’s evaluation in Chapter 8, we also derived a
guideline for the integration of LEMMA into development workflows of greenfield
MSA engineering.

Chapter 9 continued the investigation of RQ 3 and evaluated LEMMA’s applicabil-
ity in brownfield MSA engineering. In this part of LEMMA’s evaluation, we focused
on software architecture reconstruction (SAR) [19] of MSA-based software systems
and the static analysis of reconstruction models for quality attribute assessment. For
this purpose, we referred to a case study microservice architecture from the Insurance
domain.

As a first step in LEMMA’s brownfield evaluation, we defined a methodology
to conduct model-based SAR of microservice architectures with LEMMA. Next, we
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executed the methodology on the case study microservice architecture. The resulting
reconstruction models showed that LEMMA’s expressivity is sufficient to recover
information about domain concepts, technologies, services, and the operation of
microservice applications from their source code.

Starting from the reconstruction models for the case study microservice architec-
ture, we explored the automated assessment of MSA-related quality attributes via
static analysis of LEMMA models. To this end, we relied on four suites of quality
metrics targeting service-based software systems in general and MSA-based software
systems in particular [126, 10, 122, 76]. We showed that out of 26 metrics 20 are
immediately computable from LEMMA models. Therefore, we implemented a static
model analyzer using LEMMA’s model processing framework to allow software
architects automated quality analyses of microservice architectures. Metrics that were
not computable from LEMMA models either require runtime monitoring, thereby ren-
dering static analysis at design time significantly imprecise or infeasible, or dedicated
technology models, e.g., for distributed transactions.

Finally, Chapter 9 also showed that LEMMA models can facilitate the assessment
of the risk for MSA-related architectural technical debt [60].

10.2 Impact of the Results

The following parts describe the impact of the results of the present dissertation as
far as being already conceivable.

Conceptualization of Microservice Architecture

The metamodels of LEMMA’s modeling languages provide a conceptualization of
MSA that aims to balance conceptual rigor concerning SBSA modeling with the needs
of practitioners in MSA engineering (cf. Section 10.1). In addition, the metamodels
decompose modeling concepts along different viewpoints on microservice archi-
tectures, thereby establishing clusters of coherent MSA modeling concepts. Hence,
LEMMA’s metamodels constitute valuable inputs for a further conceptualization
of MSA. Ultimately, such a conceptualization could contribute to a maturation of
the research field [61] by streamlining the definitions of its terms, and making the
structures and relationships of the underlying concepts concrete.

First steps towards a conceptualization of MSA have already been taken by
proposing, e.g., a taxonomy for MSA [100], metamodels for microservice architecture
recovery [108, 5], and catalogs of architectural patterns [187, 306]. Moreover, since the
beginning of our investigation regarding the application of MDE to MSA engineering
and the resulting inception of LEMMA’s development, there have been several
attempts to support the model-based description of microservices [273, 283, 150]
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together with elements from closely related areas such as DDD [151] and cloud-based
deployment [302].

Additionally, we have recently discovered potential for a cross-fertilization of mod-
eling languages and programming languages in the area of MSA [103, 102]. More
precisely, this potential arises from significant structural and semantic similarities be-
tween certain concepts of LEMMA and the Jolie programming language [200]. These
similarities could also contribute to further advancements in the conceptualization of
MSA.

Efficient Handling of Technology Heterogeneity

A key benefit of MDE is the selective introduction of abstraction to reduce complexity
and reify the underlying concepts of software artifacts [51]. In MSA engineering,
the abstraction facilities of MDE can inherently cope with the increased degree of
technology heterogeneity [208] because they allow hiding of technological details
and related complexity. With LEMMA, it is possible to keep MSA models fully
technology-agnostic or move the application of technology information to dedicated
mapping models, thereby making technology choices explicit.

Moreover, LEMMA fosters the implementation of model processors that transform
MSA models into artifacts targeting heterogeneous purposes, scopes, and technologies.
In the present dissertation, we have developed processing means that are able to
derive Java, Spring, and Kafka artifacts as well as Avro schema definitions from
LEMMA models.

Recently, students and researchers from the same group as the author have also
started to employ LEMMA’s model processing framework for the realization of
new model processors as part of their theses or research activities. At the time of
writing, these processors focus on the Ballerina programming language [224], the
Ethereum blockchain, Docker, Docker Compose, Kubernetes, OpenAPI, and Python.
The development of the processors takes place in the context of LEMMA’s GitHub
repository1 with the aim to finally integrate the resulting code into LEMMA’s main
branch. That is, we experience the intended usage of LEMMA as an open-source
ecosystem to eventually enable full-stack model-based development of microservice
architectures.

Support in Correct-By-Construction Microservice Development

LEMMA’s Technology Modeling Language was originally intended to modularize
technology information and flexibilize its application so that technology choices in
MSA become explicit (cf. Section 10.1). However, LEMMA’s greenfield evaluation
has shown the usefulness of the language and its aspect-based metadata mechanism

1https://www.github.com/SeelabFhdo/lemma

https://www.github.com/SeelabFhdo/lemma
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for the augmentation of LEMMA model elements with technology-independent
semantics concerning, e.g., the concepts of MSA patterns. In addition, LEMMA’s
model processing framework integrates with the Language Server Protocol (LSP)2 so
that errors in models detected by model processors are immediately visible in the
Eclipse IDE at the time of model construction.

Consequently, the semantic enrichment of model elements with aspects and the
validation of aspects’ applications can reveal issues in microservice development
already at design time. We have shown the feasibility of this approach during
LEMMA’s greenfield evaluation, e.g., via the CQRS pattern for which we derived
aspects, constraints for their semantically correct application following the pattern’s
definition [253], and a model processor that validates the observance of aspects’
applications to the constraints. Furthermore, LEMMA model processors that not only
validate the applications of technology aspects but also generate code from them
contribute to correct-by-construction microservice development when the produced
code adheres to the semantic constraints imposed by model validations. This approach
can prevent certain kinds of runtime errors such as communication failures resulting
from structurally incompatible event definitions.

Utilization of the Body of Knowledge and Techniques of
Model-Driven Engineering for Microservice Architecture
Engineering

LEMMA applies existing knowledge and techniques from the established research
field MDE [38] to the rather novel research field MSA [61]. As a result, we were able to
draw on a variety of insights and best practices concerning MDE, and rely on mature
tools to validate our contributions in the form of implemented MDE solutions. These
solutions range from modeling languages with IDE support, e.g., syntax highlighting,
cross-referencing, and ad hoc validation, over model-to-model transformations for
the derivation of intermediate model representations to the eventual processing of
models, e.g., for the sake of code generation or quality analysis.

In fact, LEMMA’s design and implementation based on MDE’s existing body of
knowledge and techniques provides a variety of possibilities for future work.

10.3 Perspectives and Future Work

We conclude the present dissertation with an outlook on perspectives and future
work that could be explored in the context of LEMMA.

2https://microsoft.github.io/language-server-protocol

https://microsoft.github.io/language-server-protocol
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Adoption of Further Viewpoints on Microservice Architecture

LEMMA’s adherence to the notion of architecture viewpoint [139] both on the concep-
tual level and implementation level of modeling languages (cf. Section 10.1) decouples
different concerns in MSA engineering, thereby supporting the adoption of further
viewpoints on MSA.

For example, we can envision the integration of a viewpoint that focuses on
enterprise- and business-level concerns like governance, key performance indicators,
and service-level agreements w.r.t. microservice architectures [131]. Existing con-
ceptual frameworks for distributed software architectures [135, 211] and proposals
for enterprise-enabled MSA [33] might inspire the future derivation of an Enterprise
Viewpoint for LEMMA. This viewpoint could also involve business process modeling
to express workflows with microservice participation [214].

Another viewpoint might extend LEMMA with modeling capabilities related to
the user perspective on MSA-based software systems. Stakeholders of this viewpoint
may share concerns with domain experts (cf. Section 10.1) but also encompass end
users and user interface designers. Given the consideration of user interface designers
by a hypothetical User Viewpoint for LEMMA, special attention should be paid
to the micro frontend approach [101]. Micro frontends decompose the elements of
graphical user interfaces along business- or domain-related features into independent
applications, thereby adopting several characteristics and benefits from microservices
to an application’s frontend. LEMMA could enable coping with challenges in the
realization of micro frontends such as increased complexity, knowledge fragmentation
and resulting repetitions of implementation tasks, and technology heterogeneity [232].

Integration with Other Language-Based Approaches to
Microservice Architecture Engineering

Next to modeling languages for microservices and related areas (cf. Section 10.2),
there are also ongoing efforts in the development of MSA-oriented programming
languages, e.g., Ballerina [224] and Jolie [200]. We subsume the set of modeling
languages and programming languages focusing on MSA as language-based approaches
to MSA.

In the future, it could be beneficial to study LEMMA’s integration with other
language-based approaches to MSA, e.g., to utilize synergies that extend the scope
of modeling in MSA engineering or enrich modeling languages with constructs for
behavior specification. This latter opportunity for future work would particularly
increase LEMMA’s expressivity as yet none of its modeling languages integrates con-
cepts for the description of microservice runtime. To this end, it could be worthwhile
to explore approaches that allow the usage of MSA-oriented programming languages
within LEMMA models, e.g., to specify the behavior of microservice operations [103,
102].
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In fact, there have been numerous research efforts in the past concerning the inte-
gration of modeling languages and programming languages on which future works
could build upon [77, 58, 39]. A crucial challenge w.r.t. the integration of LEMMA
with programming languages is the coping with technology heterogeneity regard-
ing microservice implementation as MSA facilitates the exchange of programming
languages in microservice teams [159].

Extension of Practical Evaluation and Transfer

We derived the metamodels of LEMMA’s modeling languages and the design of its
model processing framework from actual implementations of microservice architec-
tures and the anticipated needs of MSA practitioners, respectively. Next, we evaluated
LEMMA’s applicability in greenfield and brownfield MSA engineering using con-
crete microservice architectures. Furthermore, we have conducted an empirical pilot
study with master students to evaluate LEMMA’s quality in use [17] and were able
to show that it outperforms UML [220] regarding the effectiveness of microservice
modeling [270].

While LEMMA’s practice-oriented realization and evaluation makes us confident
that its MDE means are usable in practical microservice development, we also see
potential for an in-depth evaluation of LEMMA in more extensive MSA engineering
settings. For example, a recent study from our group shows that small and medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs) face challenges in MSA engineering w.r.t. (i) developing,
communicating, and stabilizing a common architectural understanding; and (ii)
coping with the complexity of techniques and tools [272]. Thus, we envision SMEs
valuable objects of study concerning an extended evaluation of LEMMA. That is
because our approach explicitly aims to provide coherent views on microservice
architectures and reduce complexity in MSA engineering.

Advancing the Support for Quality-Driven Modeling in
Microservice Architecture Engineering

We have shown that static analysis of LEMMA models allows the computation of
metrics for the Maintainability quality attribute [138] of microservice architectures.
Future work could advance LEMMA’s support for quality-driven modeling by in-
vestigating the model-based examination of further quality attributes with relevance
to MSA. For instance, we expect the analysis of the Portability and Compatibility
quality attributes [138] from LEMMA operation models feasible. Moreover, it could
be beneficial to study LEMMA’s integration with existing model-based approaches
for performance analysis [70, 22] to overcome limitations in the assessment of the
Performance Efficiency quality attribute [138].

Furthermore, starting from LEMMA’s model processing framework and its sup-
port for code generation, it is possible to implicitly improve the quality of microservice
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code, e.g., by resolving defects upon re-generation [36], or incorporating best practices
and design patterns into generated code [154]. In addition, we perceive the appli-
cation of LEMMA-based code generation sensible in areas with high requirements
concerning the correctness of microservice code, e.g., testing and security [64]. That
is because a generative approach can anticipate a proper implementation, thereby
contributing to correct-by-construction microservice development (cf. Section 10.2).

Advancing the Support for Architecting Activities in Microservice
Architecture Engineering

LEMMA addresses concerns of MSA software architects regarding architecture spec-
ification and examination. However, there exists potential to advance LEMMA’s
support for these activities.

First, it would be beneficial to automate LEMMA-based SAR of microservice
architectures. Recent works in the context of MSA have shown that static source
code analysis is feasible to retrieve initial architecture models [5] which may then be
enriched by information obtained from dynamic analysis using runtime monitoring
and tracing [108]. We expect LEMMA to be immediately applicable for SAR with
static source code analysis because we have shown that conceptual and technical
information for which LEMMA does not provide direct modeling concepts is still
translatable into LEMMA models by means of aspect-based metadata. Furthermore,
LEMMA could ensure conformance by construction as it allows the utilization of
recovered architecture models for subsequent architecture evolution on the basis of
code generation [19].

Second, LEMMA may support software architects of monolithic applications in the
migration to MSA. There exist several approaches for the decomposition of monolithic
into microservice architectures. Depending on the targeted quality attributes of the
decomposed architecture, these approaches leverage different types of input data like
(i) source code [264] and its history [188]; (ii) domain- and service-related information,
e.g., semantic relationships between business functions [46], subsystems [176], or inter-
faces [15]; or (iii) operation-related information like virtual machine templates [153]
or access logs [1]. We perceive a future analysis of these approaches w.r.t. their
automation capability and LEMMA-compatibility worthwhile. An outcome of this
analysis could be a solution to transform decomposition results into LEMMA models
that reify the derived microservice architecture for different viewpoints and allow
software architects the examination of the suggested architecture design. To this end,
architects could also leverage static model analysis to automatically assess certain
quality attributes from LEMMA models (cf. Section 10.1). Additionally, they may
rearrange the decomposition results via LEMMA’s modeling languages and obtain
initial microservice code using LEMMA’s model processing framework.

Third, since LEMMA inherently enables the adoption of MDE techniques to MSA
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engineering (cf. Section 10.2), future works may provide MSA software architects
with visualization capabilities [161] to retrieve graphical representations of microser-
vice architectures on different levels of detail. For example, LEMMA models in the
source code repositories of microservice teams could be mined to present architects
with a consolidated view, e.g., on microservice dependencies and APIs [273]. In this
context, we envision additional benefits from exploring LEMMA’s application in the
field of Collaborative Model-Driven Software Engineering (CMDSE) [258]. LEMMA’s
enhancement towards CMDSE support could, for instance, allow microservice devel-
opers the interactive examination of other teams’ service models and the referencing
of these models in own service models to express microservice dependencies [271].

An interesting challenge from applying LEMMA in CMDSE scenarios may arise
from MSA’s emphasis on technology heterogeneity. More specifically, microservice
teams that use LEMMA should receive the possibility to refer in their service models to
microservices of other teams which do not employ LEMMA for service development.
A first approach to tackle this challenge could be the automated transformation of
API specifications of non-modeling teams into LEMMA models. In particular, we
deem the derivation of LEMMA models from OpenAPI descriptions particularly
crucial given the recently discovered popularity of OpenAPI among practitioners [272].
Similarly, our existing bidirectional transformation between LEMMA models and
Avro schema definitions (cf. Section 10.1) would allow collaborative modeling w.r.t.
asynchronous microservice interaction.

Investigation of LEMMA as a Construction Kit for Microservice
Architecture Modeling Languages

Due to its Technology Modeling Language and the LSP-enabled integration of model
processors with the Eclipse IDE, LEMMA anticipates flexibility in the adoption of
MDE to MSA engineering. Specifically, it is possible to gather technology aspects with
coherent semantics in LEMMA technology models, apply them to selected elements
in other LEMMA models, and verify their correct application at modeling time with
immediate issue display in the IDE (cf. Section 10.2). Based on the resulting semantic
extensibility of LEMMA, we envision its usage as a construction kit for fine-grained
modeling languages in the context of MSA engineering.

To this end, it would be beneficial to refactor the aspect-based metadata mecha-
nism of LEMMA’s Technology Modeling Language towards a dedicated language for
technology-independent aspect definition. This new language could then increase the
expressivity in aspect definition by enhancing aspect property typing and enabling
the specification of more powerful applicability constraints. Furthermore, a code
generator could accompany the language to automatically produce LEMMA model
processors that display violations of aspect applicability constraints at modeling time
in the IDE. As a result, LEMMA would provide a means to derive sub-languages
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for modeling in MSA engineering, thereby facilitating, e.g., the investigation of the
model-based application of sophisticated microservice architecture patterns such as
Consumer-driven Contract, Saga, or Sidecar [253]. In this context, it could also be
interesting to investigate approaches that, instead of having to rely on a dedicated
language, enable the direct adaptation of the syntax and semantics of existing architec-
ture modeling languages [40, 127]. For example, such approaches could support the
extension of LEMMA’s Service Modeling Language (cf. Section 10.1) itself with new
modeling concepts, keywords, and context conditions that target the aforementioned
microservice architecture patterns.
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Appendix A

Context Conditions of Viewpoints’
Model Kinds

The following sections state the context conditions of the model kinds of our architec-
ture viewpoints in MSA engineering (cf. Section 3.4). We express the conditions as
OCL invariants [218].

A.1 Domain Data Model Kind

Listing A.1 shows the OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Domain
Viewpoint’s Domain Data Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.1).

Listing A.1: OCL invariants for the Domain Data Model Kind’s context conditions.
1 -- Unique bounded contexts in a domain model
2 context Domain Data Model inv uniqueContexts:
3 self.contexts->forAll(c1, c2 | c1 <> c2 implies
4 c1.name <> c2.name or c1.version <> c2.version
5 )
6
7 -- Unique complex types in a bounded context
8 context Bounded Context inv uniqueTypes:
9 self.types->forAll(t1, t2 | t1 <> t2 implies t1.name <> t2.name)

10
11 -- Helper to retrieve the qualified name of a complex type
12 context Complex Type def: qualifiedName : String =
13 self.context.name.concat(’::’).concat(self.name)
14
15 -- Unique fields and operations in a data structure
16 context Data Structure inv uniqueMembers:
17 let memberNames : Bag(String) = self.fields.name->union(self.operations.name) in
18 memberNames->size() = memberNames->asSet()->size()
19
20 -- A data structure must not extend itself
21 context Data Structure inv noSelfExtension:
22 self.super <> self
23
24 -- An operation has either none, a primitive or a complex return type
25 context Operation inv noneOrUniqueReturnType:
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26 primitiveReturnType.oclIsUndefined() and complexReturnType.oclIsUndefined()
27 or not primitiveReturnType.oclIsUndefined() and complexReturnType.oclIsUndefined()
28 or primitiveReturnType.oclIsUndefined() and not complexReturnType.oclIsUndefined()
29
30 -- Helper to retrieve the effective return type of an operation
31 context Operation def: effectiveReturnType : OclAny =
32 if not self.primitiveReturnType.oclIsUndefined() then
33 self.primitiveReturnType
34 else
35 self.complexReturnType
36 endif
37
38 -- Unique parameters of an operation
39 context Operation inv uniqueParameters:
40 self.parameters->forAll(p1, p2 | p1 <> p2 implies p1.name <> p2.name)
41
42 -- A parameter has either a primitive or a complex type
43 context Parameter inv hasType:
44 not self.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined() and self.complexType.oclIsUndefined()
45 or self.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined() and not self.complexType.oclIsUndefined()
46
47 -- Helper to retrieve the effective type of a parameter
48 context Parameter def: effectiveType : OclAny =
49 if not self.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined() then
50 self.primitiveType
51 else
52 self.complexType
53 endif
54
55 -- A field has either a primitive or a complex type
56 context Field inv hasType:
57 not self.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined() and self.complexType.oclIsUndefined()
58 or self.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined() and not self.complexType.oclIsUndefined()
59
60 -- Helper to retrieve the effective type of a field
61 context Field def: effectiveType : OclAny =
62 if not self.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined() then
63 self.primitiveType
64 else
65 self.complexType
66 endif
67
68 -- Unique fields in a list
69 context List inv uniqueFields:
70 self.fields->forAll(f1, f2 | f1 <> f2 implies f1.name <> f2.name)

A.2 Technology Model Kind

Listing A.2 shows the OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Technology
Viewpoint’s Technology Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.2).

Listing A.2: OCL invariants for the Technology Model Kind’s context conditions.
1 -- A technology model must not be empty
2 context Technology Model inv notEmpty:
3 self.interactionTechnologies->notEmpty()
4 or self.primitiveTypes->notEmpty()
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5 or self.complexTypes->notEmpty()
6 or self.operationTechnologies->notEmpty()
7 or self.aspects->notEmpty()
8
9 -- Unique service interaction technologies in a technology model

10 context Technology Model inv uniqueServiceInteractionTechnologies:
11 self.interactionTechnologies->forAll(t1, t2 | t1 <> t2 implies t1.name <> t2.name)
12
13 -- Unique technology-specific types in a technology model
14 context Technology Model inv uniqueTypes:
15 let typeNames : Bag(String)
16 = self.primitiveTypes.name->asBag()->union(self.complexTypes.name->asBag()) in
17 typeNames->size() = typeNames->asSet()->size()
18
19 -- Unique operation technologies in a technology model
20 context Technology Model inv uniqueOperationTechnologies:
21 self.operationTechnologies->forAll(t1, t2 | t1 <> t2 implies t1.name <> t2.name)
22
23 -- Unique technology-specific properties in an operation technology
24 context Operation Technology inv uniqueProperties:
25 self.configurationParameters->forAll(p1, p2 | p1 <> p2 implies p1.name <> p2.name)
26
27 -- Technology-specific property values must be valid given the property’s type
28 context Technology-specific Property Value inv validValue:
29 not self.value.oclIsUndefined() implies self.property.type.isValidValue(self.value)
30
31 -- Helper to check if a given String value represents a valid Boolean, Integer, Real, or
32 -- String in the context of UML::BuiltinPrimitiveType
33 context UML::BuiltinPrimitiveType def: isValidValue(v : String) : Boolean =
34 if v.oclIsUndefined() then false
35 else if self.oclIsTypeOf(Boolean) then not v.toBoolean().oclIsInvalid()
36 else if self.oclIsTypeOf(Integer) then not v.toInteger().oclIsInvalid()
37 else if self.oclIsTypeOf(Real) then not v.toReal().oclIsInvalid()
38 else self.oclIsTypeOf(String)
39 endif
40 endif
41 endif
42 endif
43
44 -- Unique technology aspects in a technology model
45 context Technology Model inv uniqueAspects:
46 self.aspects->forAll(a1, a2 | a1 <> a2 implies a1.name <> a2.name)

A.3 Service Model Kind

Listing A.3 shows the OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Service
Viewpoint’s Service Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.3).

Listing A.3: OCL invariants for the Service Model Kind’s context conditions.
1 -- Unique microservices in a service model
2 context Service Model inv uniqueMicroservices:
3 self.microservices->forAll(s1, s2 | s1 <> s2 implies
4 s1.name <> s2.name or s1.version <> s2.version
5 )
6
7 -- Provider microservices in an interaction specification must originate from the provider’s
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8 -- service model. Thus, the interactions are always described from the provider’s perspective.
9 context Service Model inv providerBasedInteractionSpecifications:

10 let providers : Bag(Microservice) = Interaction Specification.allInstances().provider in
11 not providers->exists(p | self.microservices->excludes(p))
12
13 -- Distinct services in an interaction specification
14 context Interaction Specification inv distinctServices:
15 self.provider <> self.consumer
16
17 -- Unique interfaces in a microservice
18 context Microservice inv uniqueInterfaces:
19 self.interfaces->forAll(i1, i2 | i1 <> i2 implies i1.name <> i2.name)
20
21 -- Unique operations in an interface
22 context Interface inv uniqueOperations:
23 self.operations->forAll(o1, o2 | o1 <> o2 implies o1.name <> o2.name)
24
25 -- Unique parameters in an operation
26 context Operation inv uniqueParameters:
27 self.parameters->forAll(p1, p2 | p1 <> p2 implies p1.name <> p2.name)
28
29 -- A parameter has either a primitive or a complex type
30 context Parameter inv hasType:
31 not self.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined() and self.complexType.oclIsUndefined()
32 or self.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined() and not self.complexType.oclIsUndefined()
33
34 -- Helper to retrieve the effective type of a parameter
35 context Parameter def: effectiveType : OclAny =
36 if not self.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined() then
37 self.primitiveType
38 else
39 self.complexType
40 endif

A.4 Service Technology Mapping Model Kind

Listing A.4 shows the OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Service
Viewpoint’s Service Technology Mapping Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.3).

Listing A.4: OCL invariants for the Service Technology Mapping Model Kind’s
context conditions.

1 -- A service technology mapping model must not be empty
2 context Service Technology Mapping Model inv notEmpty:
3 self.mappedComplexTypes->notEmpty()
4 or self.mappedMicroservices->notEmpty()
5
6 -- A complex type may only be mapped once
7 context Service Technology Mapping Model inv uniqueTypeMapping:
8 let mappedTypeNames : Collection(String)
9 = self.mappedComplexTypes.mappedType.qualifiedName in

10 mappedTypeNames->size() = mappedTypeNames->asSet()->size()
11
12 -- A microservice may only be mapped once
13 context Service Technology Mapping Model inv uniqueMicroserviceMapping:
14 let mappedMicroservices : Collection(Service::Microservice)
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15 = self.mappedMicroservices.mappedMicroservice in
16 mappedMicroservices->size() = mappedMicroservices->asSet()->size()
17
18 -- A mapped complex type must comprise mappings
19 context Mapped Complex Type inv notEmpty:
20 self.mappedFields->notEmpty() or self.mappedOperations->notEmpty()
21
22 -- The type being mapped by a mapped complex type must be domain-specific
23 context Mapped Complex Type inv domainSpecificMappedType:
24 self.mappedType.oclIsTypeOf(Domain Data::Data Structure)
25 or self.mappedType.oclIsTypeOf(Domain Data::List)
26
27 -- Each mapped field of a mapped complex type may be mapped at most once
28 context Mapped Complex Type inv uniqueFieldMapping:
29 let mappedFieldNames : Bag(String) = self.mappedFields.mappedField.name in
30 mappedFieldNames->size() = mappedFieldNames->asSet()->size()
31
32 -- Each mapped field of a mapped complex type must be defined in the complex type
33 context Mapped Complex Type inv mappedFieldsBelongToMappedType:
34 not self.mappedFields.mappedField->exists(f | self.originalFields->excludes(f))
35
36 -- Helper to return the fields of a domain-specific complex type
37 context Mapped Complex Type def: originalFields : Collection(Domain Data::Field) =
38 if self.mappedType.oclIsTypeOf(Domain Data::Data Structure) then
39 self.mappedType.oclAsType(Domain Data::Data Structure).fields
40 else
41 self.mappedType.oclAsType(Domain Data::Data List).fields
42 endif
43
44 -- The type mapping of a mapped field must be unambiguous
45 context Mapped Field inv unambiguousTypeMapping:
46 self.newPrimitiveType.oclIsUndefined() and self.newComplexType.oclIsUndefined()
47 or not self.newPrimitiveType.oclIsUndefined() and self.newComplexType.oclIsUndefined()
48 or self.newPrimitiveType.oclIsUndefined() and not self.newComplexType.oclIsUndefined()
49
50 -- The new type of a mapped field must be technology-specific
51 context Mapped Field inv technologySpecificTypeMapping:
52 not self.newType.oclIsUndefined() implies
53 self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Primitive Type)
54 or self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Data Structure)
55 or self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific List)
56
57 -- Helper to get the new type of a mapped field
58 context Mapped Field def: newType : OclAny =
59 if not self.newPrimitiveType.oclIsUndefined() then
60 self.newPrimitiveType
61 else
62 self.newComplexType
63 endif
64
65 -- The new type of a mapped field must be of the same kind as the original type of the field
66 context Mapped Field inv compatibleMapping:
67 let originalType : OclAny = self.mappedField.effectiveType in
68 not self.newType.oclIsUndefined() implies
69 originalType.oclIsTypeOf(UML::BuiltinPrimitiveType)
70 and self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Primitive Type)
71 or originalType.oclIsTypeOf(Domain Data::Data Structure)
72 and self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Data Structure)
73 or originalType.oclIsTypeOf(Domain Data::List)
74 and self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific List)
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75
76 -- Each mapped operation of a mapped complex type may be mapped at most once
77 context Mapped Complex Type inv uniqueOperationMapping:
78 let mappedOperationNames : Collection(String)
79 = self.mappedOperations.mappedOperation.name in
80 mappedOperationNames->size() = mappedOperationNames->asSet()->size()
81
82 -- Operations may only be mapped if the mapped complex type is a data structure
83 context Mapped Complex Type inv mappedOperationsOnlyForDataStructures:
84 self.mappedOperations->notEmpty() implies
85 self.mappedType.oclIsTypeOf(Domain Data::Data Structure)
86
87 -- Each mapped operation of a mapped complex type must be defined in the complex type
88 context Mapped Complex Type inv mappedOperationsBelongToMappedType:
89 self.mappedType.oclIsTypeOf(Domain Data::Data Structure) implies
90 let mappedStructure : Domain Data::Data Structure
91 = self.mappedType.oclAsType(Domain Data::Data Structure) in
92 not self.mappedOperations.mappedOperation->exists(o |
93 mappedStructure.operations->excludes(o)
94 )
95
96 -- A mapped operation must comprise mappings
97 context Mapped Operation inv notEmpty:
98 not self.newReturnType.oclIsUndefined() or self.mappedParameters->notEmpty()
99

100 -- Helper to get the new return type of a mapped operation
101 context Mapped Operation def: newReturnType : OclAny =
102 if not self.newPrimitiveReturnType.oclIsUndefined() then
103 self.newPrimitiveReturnType
104 else
105 self.newComplexReturnType
106 endif
107
108 -- The return type mapping of a mapped operation must be unambiguous
109 context Mapped Operation inv unambiguousReturnTypeMapping:
110 self.newPrimitiveReturnType.oclIsUndefined() and self.newComplexReturnType.oclIsUndefined()
111 or not self.newPrimitiveReturnType.oclIsUndefined()
112 and self.newComplexReturnType.oclIsUndefined()
113 or self.newPrimitiveReturnType.oclIsUndefined()
114 and not self.newComplexReturnType.oclIsUndefined()
115
116 -- The new return type of a mapped operation must be technology-specific
117 context Mapped Operation inv technologySpecificReturnTypeMapping:
118 not self.newReturnType.oclIsUndefined() implies
119 self.newReturnType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Primitive Type)
120 or self.newReturnType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Data Structure)
121 or self.newReturnType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific List)
122
123 -- The new return type of a mapped operation must be of the same kind as the original return
124 -- type of the operation
125 context Mapped Operation inv compatibleMapping:
126 let originalReturnType : OclAny = self.mappedOperation.effectiveReturnType in
127 if originalReturnType.oclIsUndefined() then
128 self.newReturnType.oclIsUndefined()
129 else
130 originalReturnType.oclIsTypeOf(UML::BuiltinPrimitiveType)
131 and self.newReturnType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Primitive Type)
132 or originalReturnType.oclIsTypeOf(Domain Data::Data Structure)
133 and self.newReturnType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Data Structure)
134 or originalReturnType.oclIsTypeOf(Domain Data::List)
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135 and self.newReturnType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific List)
136 endif
137
138 -- Each mapped parameter of a mapped operation may be mapped at most once
139 context Mapped Operation inv uniqueParameterMapping:
140 let mappedParameterNames : Collection(String)
141 = self.mappedParameters.mappedParameter.name in
142 mappedParameterNames->size() = mappedParameterNames->asSet()->size()
143
144 -- Each mapped parameter of a mapped operation must be defined for the operation
145 context Mapped Operation inv mappedParametersBelongToOriginalOperation:
146 not self.mappedParameters.mappedParameter->exists(p |
147 self.mappedOperation.parameters->excludes(p)
148 )
149
150 -- The type mapping of a mapped parameter must be unambiguous
151 context Mapped Parameter inv unambiguousTypeMapping:
152 not self.newPrimitiveType.oclIsUndefined() and self.newComplexType.oclIsUndefined()
153 or self.newPrimitiveType.oclIsUndefined() and not self.newComplexType.oclIsUndefined()
154
155 -- The new type of a mapped parameter must be technology-specific
156 context Mapped Parameter inv technologySpecificTypeMapping:
157 not self.newType.oclIsUndefined() implies
158 self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Primitive Type)
159 or self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Data Structure)
160 or self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific List)
161
162 -- Helper to get the new type of a mapped parameter
163 context Mapped Parameter def: newType : OclAny =
164 if not self.newPrimitiveType.oclIsUndefined() then
165 self.newPrimitiveType
166 else
167 self.newComplexType
168 endif
169
170 -- The new type of a mapped parameter must be of the same kind as the original type of the
171 -- parameter
172 context Mapped Parameter inv compatibleMapping:
173 let originalType : OclAny = self.mappedParameter.effectiveType in
174 originalType.oclIsTypeOf(UML::BuiltinPrimitiveType)
175 and self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Primitive Type)
176 or originalType.oclIsTypeOf(Domain Data::Data Structure)
177 and self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Data Structure)
178 or originalType.oclIsTypeOf(Domain Data::List)
179 and self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific List)
180
181 -- A microservice mapping must not be empty
182 context Mapped Microservice inv notEmpty:
183 not self.interactionTechnology->oclIsUndefined()
184 or self.mappedInterfaces->notEmpty()
185
186 -- An interface mapping must not be empty
187 context Mapped Interface inv notEmpty:
188 not self.interactionTechnology->oclIsUndefined()
189 or self.mappedOperations->notEmpty()
190
191 -- An interface may only be mapped once
192 context Mapped Microservice inv uniqueInterfaceMapping:
193 let mappedInterfaceNames : Collection(String)
194 = self.mappedInterfaces.mappedInterface.name in
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195 mappedInterfaceNames->size() = mappedInterfaceNames->asSet()->size()
196
197 -- Each mapped interface of a mapped microservice must be defined in the microservice
198 context Mapped Microservice inv mappedInterfacesBelongToOriginalMicroservice:
199 not self.mappedInterfaces.mappedInterface->exists(i |
200 self.mappedMicroservice.interfaces->excludes(i)
201 )
202
203 -- A service operation may only be mapped once
204 context Mapped Interface inv uniqueOperationMapping:
205 let mappedOperationNames : Collection(String)
206 = self.mappedOperations.mappedOperation.name in
207 mappedOperationNames->size() = mappedOperationNames->asSet()->size()
208
209 -- Each mapped service operation of a mapped interface must be defined in the interface
210 context Mapped Interface inv mappedOperationsBelongToOriginalInterface:
211 not self.mappedOperations.mappedOperation->exists(o |
212 self.mappedInterface.operations->excludes(o)
213 )
214
215 -- A service operation mapping must not be empty
216 context Mapped Service Operation inv notEmpty:
217 not self.interactionTechnology->oclIsUndefined()
218 or self.mappedParameters->notEmpty()
219
220 -- Each mapped service parameter of a mapped service operation may be mapped at most once
221 context Mapped Service Operation inv uniqueParameterMapping:
222 let mappedParameterNames : Collection(String)
223 = self.mappedParameters.mappedParameter.name in
224 mappedParameterNames->size() = mappedParameterNames->asSet()->size()
225
226 -- Each mapped parameter of a mapped service operation must be defined by the operation
227 context Mapped Service Operation inv mappedParametersBelongToOriginalOperation:
228 not self.mappedParameters.mappedParameter->exists(p |
229 self.mappedOperation.parameters->excludes(p)
230 )
231
232 -- The type mapping of a mapped service parameter must be unambiguous
233 context Mapped Service Parameter inv unambiguousTypeMapping:
234 not self.newPrimitiveType.oclIsUndefined() and self.newComplexType.oclIsUndefined()
235 or self.newPrimitiveType.oclIsUndefined() and not self.newComplexType.oclIsUndefined()
236
237 -- The new type of a mapped service parameter must be technology-specific
238 context Mapped Service Parameter inv technologySpecificTypeMapping:
239 not self.newType.oclIsUndefined() implies
240 self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Primitive Type)
241 or self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Data Structure)
242 or self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific List)
243
244 -- Helper to get the type of a mapped service parameter
245 context Mapped Service Parameter def: newType : OclAny =
246 if not self.newPrimitiveType.oclIsUndefined() then
247 self.newPrimitiveType
248 else
249 self.newComplexType
250 endif
251
252 -- The new type of a mapped service parameter must be of the same kind as the original type of
253 -- the parameter
254 context Mapped Service Parameter inv compatibleMapping:
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255 let originalType : OclAny = self.mappedParameter.effectiveType in
256 originalType.oclIsTypeOf(UML::BuiltinPrimitiveType)
257 and self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Primitive Type)
258 or originalType.oclIsTypeOf(Domain Data::Data Structure)
259 and self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific Data Structure)
260 or originalType.oclIsTypeOf(Domain Data::List)
261 and self.newType.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Technology-specific List)

A.5 Operation Model Kind

Listing A.5 shows the OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Operation
Viewpoint’s Operation Model Kind (cf. Subsection 3.4.4).

Listing A.5: OCL invariants for the Operation Model Kind’s context conditions.
1 -- Unique operation nodes in an operation model
2 context Operation Model inv uniqueNodes:
3 self.nodes->forAll(n1, n2 | n1 <> n2 implies n1.name <> n2.name)
4
5 -- Only those properties of an operation node which are defined by its technology are
6 -- configurable
7 context Operation Node inv validConfigurationProperties:
8 let configuredProperties : Collection(Technology::Technology-specific Property)
9 = self.nodeConfiguration.property in

10 not configuredProperties->exists(p | self.technology.configurationParameters->excludes(p))
11
12 -- Each microservice may only be configured once
13 context Operation Node inv uniqueServiceConfigurations:
14 let configuredServices : Collection(Service::Microservice)
15 = self.serviceConfigurations.service in
16 configuredServices->size() = configuredServices->asSet()->size()
17
18 -- An operation node may only configure those microservices being assigned to it
19 context Operation Node inv validServiceConfigurations:
20 let configuredServices : Collection(Service::Microservice)
21 = self.serviceConfigurations.service in
22 not configuredServices->exists(s | self.services->excludes(s))
23
24 -- A container must exhibit a deployment technology
25 context Container inv compatibleTechnology:
26 self.technology.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Deployment Technology)
27
28 -- A container must have at least one microservice assigned
29 context Container inv hasDeployedService:
30 self.services->notEmpty()
31
32 -- An infrastructure node must exhibit an infrastructure technology
33 context Infrastructure Node inv compatibleTechnology:
34 self.technology.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::Infrastructure Technology)
35
36 -- A microservice configuration must not be empty
37 context Microservice Configuration inv notEmpty:
38 self.endpoints->notEmpty()
39 or self.configuration->notEmpty()





Appendix B

Classification of Modeling Concepts
for the Engineering of Service-Based
Software Architectures

Table B.1 classifies the modeling concepts, which we extracted in our survey of
conceptual frameworks for SBSA engineering (cf. Subsection 4.3.1), based on the
taxonomy of essential SOA elements defined by Ameller et al. [6]. Starting from their
semantics, some concepts were assigned to more than one essential SOA element.
Table B.1 states these concepts in italic type.

In addition, Table B.1 also identifies concepts that were not classifiable because
the information in the respective conceptual frameworks was too narrow or generic
to permit a definitive classification. The detailed results of our survey including
the structures, relationships, and semantics of all modeling concepts can be found
in [237].

Table B.1: Classification of modeling concepts for SBSA engineering per surveyed
conceptual framework and essential SOA element as defined by Ameller et al. [6].
Concepts in italic type were assigned to more than one essential SOA element.

# Modeling Concepts per Essential SOA Element

FW.1 Contract: NFA
Interface: Association, Attributes, Behaviours, Collaboration, Collabora-
tionUses, Document, EndPoint, Entity, Flow, Interaction, Item, ItemFlow,
ItemType, Message, Package, PackageableElement, Pin, RoleBindings,
Roles, Scope, ServiceProvider, Step, TypeLibrary
SLA: QoSCategory, QoSCharacteristic, QoSConstraint, QoSContext, QoS-
Dimension, QoSDimensionSlot, QoSValue
Not classifiable: GuardSpecifications

FW.2 Contract: Bound Structural Modeling Connector
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Table B.1: Classification of extracted SBSA modeling concepts into essential SOA
elements per surveyed conceptual framework (continued).

# Modeling Concepts per Essential SOA Element

Implementation: Analysis Atomic Service, Service Stereotype, Service
Typing Tag Structural Modeling Connector
Infrastructure & Management: Blank Cloud Typing Tag, Community
Cloud Typing Tag, ExtraCloud Space, Hybrid Cloud Typing Tag, Intra-
Cloud Space, Organizational Boundary, Private Cloud Typing Tag, Public
Cloud Typing Tag
Interface: Analysis Cloud, Analysis Composite Service, Analysis Service
Cluster, Consumer, Service Containment Space
Not classifiable: Aggregated Structural Modeling Connector, , Clipped
Structural Modeling Connector, Cloned Structural Modeling Connec-
tor, Compounded Structural Modeling Connector, Contracted Contextual
Modeling Connector, Coupled Structural Modeling Connector, De-Cloned
Structural Modeling Connector, De-Coupled Structural Modeling Con-
nector, Decomposed Structural Modeling Connector, Excluded Structural
Modeling Connector, Expanded Contextual Modeling Connector, Frag-
mented Service Space, Fragmented Structural Modeling Connector, Gen-
eralized Contextual Modeling Connector, InterCloud, Intersected Region,
Intersected Structural Modeling Connector, Joined Structural Modeling
Connector, Offset Structural Modeling Connector, Operation Numbering
Tag Structural Modeling Connector, Overlapped Structural Modeling Con-
nector, Service Attribute Tag Structural Modeling Connector, Specified
Contextual Modeling Connector, Subtracted Structural Modeling Con-
nector, Transformed Structural Modeling Connector, Trimmed Structural
Modeling Connector, Unbound Structural Modeling Connector, Unified
Structural Modeling Connector

FW.3 Contract: Architectural Decision, Capability, Key Performance Indicator,
Non-Function Requirement
Governance: Architectural Decision
Implementation: Enabling Technology, Options, Solution Building Block
Interface: Architectural Building Block, Architectural Decision, Information
Model, Interaction, Layer, Method Activity

FW.4 Contract: Action Level Policy, Business Functionality, Business Solution,
Capability, Compliance Record, Constraint, Contract (Realization of a
SOA Ecosystem View), Contract (Social Structure in a SOA Ecosystem
Model), Description, Execution Context, Explicit Service Contract, Goal,
Identifier, Implicit Service Contract, Interaction Log,
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Table B.1: Classification of extracted SBSA modeling concepts into essential SOA
elements per surveyed conceptual framework (continued).

# Modeling Concepts per Essential SOA Element

Manageability Capability, Manageable Resource, Managed Contract, Man-
agement Policy, Metrics, Need, Obligation, Other Descriptions, Ownership,
Policy Manageability, Policy/Service Policies, Provenance, Requirement,
Resource, Responsible Parties, Rule, Service Contract, Service Description
Governance: Authentication, Authorization, Enforcement, Governance,
Governance Body, Governance Framework, Governance Processes, IT
Governance, Leadership, Metrics, Other Governance, Owner, Ownership,
Participant Interaction Governance, Regulation, SOA Governance, SOA
Infrastructure Governance, Service Inventory Governance
Implementation: Defining Conditions, Functions, Private State, Service De-
scription, Service Functionality, Technical Assumptions
Infrastructure & Management: Authentication, Authorization, Defaults, De-
scription, Event Monitoring Manageability, Execution Context, Identifier, In-
frastructure, Interaction Log, Manageability Capability, Manageable Resource,
Management, Metrics, Monitoring and Reporting, Network Management,
Other Descriptions, Ownership, Performance Manageability, Policy Manage-
ability, Provenance, Resource, Responsible Parties, SOA Ecosystem Model,
Security Management, Semantic Engagement, Service Combination Man-
ageability, Service Configuration Manageability, Specifier Attributes, Usage
Management
Interface: Action (Realization of a SOA Ecosystem View), Action Level
Real World Effect, Action Model, Action Presence, Actor, Annotations
from 3rd Parties, Annotations from Owners, Associated Annotations, At-
tributes, Authentication, Authorization, Behavior Model, Business Solution,
Categorization, Classification Terms, Communication, Composability,
Consumer, Defaults, Defining Conditions, Delegate, Dependencies, De-
scription, Description Class, Endpoint, Event, Execution Context, Identifier,
Information Model, Interaction, Interaction Description, Interaction Log,
Joint Action, Keywords, Manageability Capability, Manageable Resource,
Manageable Service, Mediator, Message, Message Exchange, Message Ex-
change Pattern, Message Payload, Metrics, Operation, Other Descriptions,
Ownership, Participant, Participant Description, Pointer to Description
Resolving to Value Set, Pointer to Value Set, Policy Manageability, Precondi-
tion, Presence, Process Model, Processes, Property, Protocols, Provenance,
Provider, (Service) Reachability, Real World Effect, Resource, Responsible
Parties, Risk, Role, Semantics, Service, Service Combination Manageability,
Service Configuration Manageability, Service Description,
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Table B.1: Classification of extracted SBSA modeling concepts into essential SOA
elements per surveyed conceptual framework (continued).

# Modeling Concepts per Essential SOA Element

Service Interface Description, Service Level Real World Effect, Service
Lifecycle, Service Lifecycle Manageability, Service Management, Service
Presence, Service Visibility, Set Attributes, Shared State, Structure, Tech-
nical Assumptions, Test Case Specification, Trust, Trusted Actor, Trusting
Actor, Value, Value Set, Value Specifier
SLA: Manageability of Quality of Service, Service Level Agreement (SLA)
Not classifiable: Action (Social Structure in a SOA Ecosystem Model),
Authority, Awareness, Constitution, Evidence, Key Performance Indi-
cator, Mission, Non-Participant, Nonperformance Metrics, Ownership
Boundary, Performance Metrics, Permission, Reputation, Resource His-
tory, SOA-based System, Social Structure, Stakeholder, State, Third Party,
Value Set Source, Willingness

FW.5 Contract: ServiceContract
Implementation: Capability, CapabilityRealization
Infrastructure & Management: Milestone, ServicesArchitecture
Interface: Agent, Attachment, Behavior, Capability, CapabilityExposure,
Catalog, Categorization, Category, CategoryValues, Choreography, Col-
laboration, CollaborationUse, Consumer, Expose, MessageType, Motiva-
tionElement, MotivationRealization, Operation, Participant, Port, Prop-
erty, Provider, Request, Role, Service, Service Description, ServiceChan-
nel, ServiceInterface, Simple Interface, UseCase

FW.6 Contract: Constraint, Constraints, Definitions, Documentation, Policies, Policy,
PolicyTemplate, PolicyType, Requirement, RequirementDefinition, Requirement-
Definitions, RequirementType, Requirements
Implementation: ArtifactReference, ArtifactReferences, ArtifactTemplate,
ArtifactType, BoundaryDefinitions, Definitions, Documentation, Exclude,
ImplementationArtifact, ImplementationArtifacts, Include, Properties,
PropertiesDefinition, PropertyConstraint, PropertyConstraints, PropertyMap-
ping, PropertyMappings, Types
Infrastructure & Management: AppliesTo, Capabilities, Capability, Ca-
pabilityDefinition, CapabilityDefinitions, CapabilityType, Constraint, Con-
straints, Definitions, DeploymentArtifact, DeploymentArtifacts, Derived-
From, Documentation, InstanceState, InstanceStates, NodeOperation,
NodeTemplate, NodeType, NodeTypeImplementation, NodeTypeRefer-
ence, Properties, PropertiesDefinition, PropertyConstraint, PropertyConstraints,
PropertyMapping, PropertyMappings, RelationshipConstraint,
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Table B.1: Classification of extracted SBSA modeling concepts into essential SOA
elements per surveyed conceptual framework (continued).

# Modeling Concepts per Essential SOA Element

RelationshipConstraints, RelationshipOperation, RelationshipTemplate,
RelationshipType, RelationshipTypeImplementation, RequiredContainer-
Feature, RequiredContainerFeatures, Requirement, RequirementDefinition,
RequirementDefinitions, RequirementType, Requirements, SourceElement, Tar-
getElement, TopologyTemplate, ValidSource, ValidTarget
Interface: Definitions, Documentation, InputParameter, InputParameters,
Interface, Interfaces, Operation, OutputParameter, OutputParameters,
Plan, PlanModel, PlanModelReference, Plans, Precondition, Properties,
PropertiesDefinition, PropertyConstraint, PropertyConstraints, PropertyMap-
ping, PropertyMappings, ServiceTemplate, SourceInterfaces, Tag, Tags,
TargetInterfaces
SLA: Policies, Policy, PolicyTemplate, PolicyType, Properties, PropertiesDef-
inition, PropertyConstraint, PropertyConstraints, PropertyMapping, Proper-
tyMappings
Not classifiable: Extensions, Import





Appendix C

Overview of Open Source
Microservice Architectures

This appendix lists the set of open source microservice architectures that we consid-
ered candidates for practical foundations of MSA engineering in the formalization of
our MSA model kinds (cf. Subsection 4.3.2). The set of architectures is a unification of
the microservice architecture sets investigated by Márquez and Astudillo [186], and
Rahman et al. [249]. We downloaded the source code of all microservice architectures
from GitHub on February 1st, 2020.

Table C.1 lists the set of open source microservice architectures that we considered
candidates for model kind refinement. The table was automatically generated by a
Python script (cf. Appendix D) on February 1st, 2020 and is arranged in descending
order based on LOC count.

The “Name” column of Table C.1 contains the names of the open source microser-
vice architectures as they appear in the sources stated in the “Source” column. An
italicized name indicates that the respective microservice architecture was considered
a practical foundation in Subsection 4.3.2. The “GitHub Path” column points to
the architectures’ repository paths on GitHub. A GitHub path consists of the name
of the owning person or organization, and the name of the source code repository.
The “Languages” column identifies the programming languages with which the
microservices of an architecture were realized. Moreover, the “Lines of Code” column
shows the cumulated LOC count of the languages.

The “Exclusion Rationale” column states the reason why we did not consider an
architecture a practical foundation for MSA model kind formalization. We code the
reasons as follows:

• 1: The architecture does not concern a specific domain but is a framework or
platform for a generic purpose. For example, Gizmo is a toolkit for setting up
domain-specific microservice architectures and Genie is an orchestration engine
for distributed background jobs. We decided to exclude such architectures as
they cannot contribute to the formalization of the Domain Data Model Kind in
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Subsection 4.4.1.
• 2: The architecture represents a trivial example or its repository did not contain

microservice code as of February 1st, 2020.
• 3: The architecture is not documented in English language.

Table C.1 highlights the rows of all excluded architectures in gray.

Table C.1: Overview of open source microservice architectures initially considered
candidates for practical foundations in MSA model kind formalization. Italicized
names and gray highlighted rows indicate inclusion and exclusion in model kind
formalization, respectively. The exclusion rationale is coded by the values “1” (no
domain relationship), “2” (trivial example or repository lacked service code), and “3”
(no English documentation). The table is arranged in descending order based on the
“Lines of Code” column.

Name Source GitHub Path Languages Lines of
Code

Exclusion
Rationale

eShopOnCon-
tainers

[249] /dotnet-archit

ecture/eShopOn

Containers

C#
JavaScript

94,660

Micro company [186] /idugalic/micr

o-company

Java
JavaScript

83,685

Lakeside Mutual
Insurance
Company

[249] /Microservice-

API-Patterns/L

akesideMutual

Java
JavaScript

83,181

Genie [186] /Netflix/genie Java
JavaScript
Python

79,429 1

SiteWhere [186] /sitewhere/sit

ewhere

Java
JavaScript

78,044 1

Pitstop - Garage
Management
System

[186]
[249]

/EdwinVW/pitst

op

C#
JavaScript

53,591

Open-loyalty [249] /DivanteLtd/op

en-loyalty

JavaScript
Python

34,123 1

Spinnaker [249] /spinnaker/spi

nnaker

Go
JavaScript
Python

26,291 1

https://www.github.com/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers
/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers
https://www.github.com/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers
/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers
https://www.github.com/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers
/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers
https://www.github.com/idugalic/micro-company
/idugalic/micro-company
https://www.github.com/idugalic/micro-company
/idugalic/micro-company
https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
https://www.github.com/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
/Microservice-API-Patterns/LakesideMutual
https://www.github.com/Netflix/genie
/Netflix/genie
https://www.github.com/sitewhere/sitewhere
/sitewhere/sitewhere
https://www.github.com/sitewhere/sitewhere
/sitewhere/sitewhere
https://www.github.com/EdwinVW/pitstop
/EdwinVW/pitstop
https://www.github.com/EdwinVW/pitstop
/EdwinVW/pitstop
https://www.github.com/DivanteLtd/open-loyalty
/DivanteLtd/open-loyalty
https://www.github.com/DivanteLtd/open-loyalty
/DivanteLtd/open-loyalty
https://www.github.com/spinnaker/spinnaker
/spinnaker/spinnaker
https://www.github.com/spinnaker/spinnaker
/spinnaker/spinnaker
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Table C.1: Overview of open source microservice architectures initially considered
candidates for practical foundations in MSA model kind refinement (continued).

Name Source GitHub Path Languages Lines of
Code

Exclusion
Rationale

Sock Shop [186] /microservices

-demo/microser

vices-demo

JavaScript
Python

23,321 2

Microservices
Reference

[186] /mspnp/microse

rvices-referen

ce-implementat

ion

C#
Java
JavaScript

18,751

WeText [186] /daxnet/we-tex

t

C#
JavaScript

18,523

EnterprisePlan-
ner

[186]
[249]

/gfawcett22/En

terprisePlanne

r

C#
JavaScript

16,992 2

FTGO -
Restaurant
Management

[249] /microservices

-patterns/ftgo

-application

Cucumber
Java
JavaScript

15,069

Freddy‘s bbq
joint

[186] /william-tran/

freddys-bbq

Java
JavaScript

11,720

Gizmo [186] /nytimes/gizmo Go
JavaScript

11,632 1

Delivery system [186] /matt-slater/d

elivery-system

Java
JavaScript

9,792

Photo uploader [186] /nginxinc/mra-

ingenious

Go
Java
JavaScript
Python

9,314

Service
Commerce

[186] /antonio94js/s

ervicecommerce

JavaScript 6,442

Vehicle tracking [186]
[249]

/mohamed-abdo/

vehicle-tracki

ng-microservic

es

C#
JavaScript

6,033

Piggy Metrics [186] /sqshq/piggyme

trics

Java
JavaScript

4,956

https://www.github.com/microservices-demo/microservices-demo
/microservices-demo/microservices-demo
https://www.github.com/microservices-demo/microservices-demo
/microservices-demo/microservices-demo
https://www.github.com/microservices-demo/microservices-demo
/microservices-demo/microservices-demo
https://www.github.com/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
https://www.github.com/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
https://www.github.com/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
https://www.github.com/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
/mspnp/microservices-reference-implementation
https://www.github.com/daxnet/we-text
/daxnet/we-text
https://www.github.com/daxnet/we-text
/daxnet/we-text
https://www.github.com/gfawcett22/EnterprisePlanner
/gfawcett22/EnterprisePlanner
https://www.github.com/gfawcett22/EnterprisePlanner
/gfawcett22/EnterprisePlanner
https://www.github.com/gfawcett22/EnterprisePlanner
/gfawcett22/EnterprisePlanner
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application
/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application
/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application
/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application
https://www.github.com/william-tran/freddys-bbq
/william-tran/freddys-bbq
https://www.github.com/william-tran/freddys-bbq
/william-tran/freddys-bbq
https://www.github.com/nytimes/gizmo
/nytimes/gizmo
https://www.github.com/matt-slater/delivery-system
/matt-slater/delivery-system
https://www.github.com/matt-slater/delivery-system
/matt-slater/delivery-system
https://www.github.com/nginxinc/mra-ingenious
/nginxinc/mra-ingenious
https://www.github.com/nginxinc/mra-ingenious
/nginxinc/mra-ingenious
https://www.github.com/antonio94js/servicecommerce
/antonio94js/servicecommerce
https://www.github.com/antonio94js/servicecommerce
/antonio94js/servicecommerce
https://www.github.com/mohamed-abdo/vehicle-tracking-microservices
/mohamed-abdo/vehicle-tracking-microservices
https://www.github.com/mohamed-abdo/vehicle-tracking-microservices
/mohamed-abdo/vehicle-tracking-microservices
https://www.github.com/mohamed-abdo/vehicle-tracking-microservices
/mohamed-abdo/vehicle-tracking-microservices
https://www.github.com/mohamed-abdo/vehicle-tracking-microservices
/mohamed-abdo/vehicle-tracking-microservices
https://www.github.com/sqshq/piggymetrics
/sqshq/piggymetrics
https://www.github.com/sqshq/piggymetrics
/sqshq/piggymetrics
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Table C.1: Overview of open source microservice architectures initially considered
candidates for practical foundations in MSA model kind refinement (continued).

Name Source GitHub Path Languages Lines of
Code

Exclusion
Rationale

Warehouse
microservice

[186] /hiejulia/ware

house-microser

vice

Java 3,531

Task track
support

[186] /yun19830206/C

loudShop-Micro

Service-Archit

ecture

Java
JavaScript

3,509 3

Robot Shop [249] /instana/robot

-shop

Go
Java
JavaScript
Python

2,707

Spring
PetClinic

[249] /spring-petcli

nic/spring-pet

clinic-microse

rvices

Java
JavaScript

2,278

Share bike [186]
[249]

/JoeCao/qbike Java
JavaScript

2,199 3

Spring Cloud
Microservice
Example

[249] /zpng/spring-c

loud-microserv

ice-examples

Java
JavaScript
Thrift

2,197 3

Acme air [186] /acmeair/acmea

ir-nodejs

JavaScript 2,011

Microservices
book

[186]
[249]

/ewolff/micros

ervice

Java 1,827

Consul demo [249] /ewolff/micros

ervice-consul

Java 1,756

CQRS
microservice
application

[249] /benwilcock/cq

rs-microservic

e-sampler

Java 1,344

Movie recom-
mendation

[186] /mdeket/spring

-cloud-movie-r

ecommendation

Java
JavaScript

1,240

https://www.github.com/hiejulia/warehouse-microservice
/hiejulia/warehouse-microservice
https://www.github.com/hiejulia/warehouse-microservice
/hiejulia/warehouse-microservice
https://www.github.com/hiejulia/warehouse-microservice
/hiejulia/warehouse-microservice
https://www.github.com/yun19830206/CloudShop-MicroService-Architecture
/yun19830206/CloudShop-MicroService-Architecture
https://www.github.com/yun19830206/CloudShop-MicroService-Architecture
/yun19830206/CloudShop-MicroService-Architecture
https://www.github.com/yun19830206/CloudShop-MicroService-Architecture
/yun19830206/CloudShop-MicroService-Architecture
https://www.github.com/yun19830206/CloudShop-MicroService-Architecture
/yun19830206/CloudShop-MicroService-Architecture
https://www.github.com/instana/robot-shop
/instana/robot-shop
https://www.github.com/instana/robot-shop
/instana/robot-shop
https://www.github.com/spring-petclinic/spring-petclinic-microservices
/spring-petclinic/spring-petclinic-microservices
https://www.github.com/spring-petclinic/spring-petclinic-microservices
/spring-petclinic/spring-petclinic-microservices
https://www.github.com/spring-petclinic/spring-petclinic-microservices
/spring-petclinic/spring-petclinic-microservices
https://www.github.com/spring-petclinic/spring-petclinic-microservices
/spring-petclinic/spring-petclinic-microservices
https://www.github.com/JoeCao/qbike
/JoeCao/qbike
https://www.github.com/zpng/spring-cloud-microservice-examples
/zpng/spring-cloud-microservice-examples
https://www.github.com/zpng/spring-cloud-microservice-examples
/zpng/spring-cloud-microservice-examples
https://www.github.com/zpng/spring-cloud-microservice-examples
/zpng/spring-cloud-microservice-examples
https://www.github.com/acmeair/acmeair-nodejs
/acmeair/acmeair-nodejs
https://www.github.com/acmeair/acmeair-nodejs
/acmeair/acmeair-nodejs
https://www.github.com/ewolff/microservice
/ewolff/microservice
https://www.github.com/ewolff/microservice
/ewolff/microservice
https://www.github.com/ewolff/microservice-consul
/ewolff/microservice-consul
https://www.github.com/ewolff/microservice-consul
/ewolff/microservice-consul
https://www.github.com/benwilcock/cqrs-microservice-sampler
/benwilcock/cqrs-microservice-sampler
https://www.github.com/benwilcock/cqrs-microservice-sampler
/benwilcock/cqrs-microservice-sampler
https://www.github.com/benwilcock/cqrs-microservice-sampler
/benwilcock/cqrs-microservice-sampler
https://www.github.com/mdeket/spring-cloud-movie-recommendation
/mdeket/spring-cloud-movie-recommendation
https://www.github.com/mdeket/spring-cloud-movie-recommendation
/mdeket/spring-cloud-movie-recommendation
https://www.github.com/mdeket/spring-cloud-movie-recommendation
/mdeket/spring-cloud-movie-recommendation
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Table C.1: Overview of open source microservice architectures initially considered
candidates for practical foundations in MSA model kind refinement (continued).

Name Source GitHub Path Languages Lines of
Code

Exclusion
Rationale

microService [186] /bishion/micro

Service

Java 1,206 3

Graph
Processing

[186] /kbastani/spri

ng-boot-graph-

processing-exa

mple

Java
JavaScript

1,043

E-Commerce
App

[186]
[249]

/venkataravuri

/e-commerce-mi

croservices-sa

mple

Java
JavaScript

1,041

CAS
Microservice

[186] /ArcanjoQueiro

z/cas-microser

vice-architect

ure

Java 751

Tap-And-Eat [186]
[249]

/jferrater/Tap

-And-Eat-Micro

Services

Java 624

Microservice
Architecture for
blog post

[186]
[249]

/fernandoabcam

pos/spring-net

flix-oss-micro

services

Java 560

Spring-cloud-
netflix-example

[186]
[249]

/yidongnan/spr

ing-cloud-netf

lix-example

Java 292 2

We decided to exclude the Lelylan1 architecture [187, 249] from the table because as
of February 1st, 2020 its source code was scattered across several GitHub repositories
and we were not able to successfully gather all required fragments. However, we
would not have considered Lelylan for model kind formalization anyway because
it is a generic IoT cloud platform and thus has no relationship to a specific domain
(exclusion rationale “1”).

In addition, we also excluded the Kenzan architecture [186] from the table because
its GitHub repository was not available anymore on February 1st, 2020.

1https://www.github.com/lelylan

https://www.github.com/bishion/microService
/bishion/microService
https://www.github.com/bishion/microService
/bishion/microService
https://www.github.com/kbastani/spring-boot-graph-processing-example
/kbastani/spring-boot-graph-processing-example
https://www.github.com/kbastani/spring-boot-graph-processing-example
/kbastani/spring-boot-graph-processing-example
https://www.github.com/kbastani/spring-boot-graph-processing-example
/kbastani/spring-boot-graph-processing-example
https://www.github.com/kbastani/spring-boot-graph-processing-example
/kbastani/spring-boot-graph-processing-example
https://www.github.com/venkataravuri/e-commerce-microservices-sample
/venkataravuri/e-commerce-microservices-sample
https://www.github.com/venkataravuri/e-commerce-microservices-sample
/venkataravuri/e-commerce-microservices-sample
https://www.github.com/venkataravuri/e-commerce-microservices-sample
/venkataravuri/e-commerce-microservices-sample
https://www.github.com/venkataravuri/e-commerce-microservices-sample
/venkataravuri/e-commerce-microservices-sample
https://www.github.com/ArcanjoQueiroz/cas-microservice-architecture
/ArcanjoQueiroz/cas-microservice-architecture
https://www.github.com/ArcanjoQueiroz/cas-microservice-architecture
/ArcanjoQueiroz/cas-microservice-architecture
https://www.github.com/ArcanjoQueiroz/cas-microservice-architecture
/ArcanjoQueiroz/cas-microservice-architecture
https://www.github.com/ArcanjoQueiroz/cas-microservice-architecture
/ArcanjoQueiroz/cas-microservice-architecture
https://www.github.com/jferrater/Tap-And-Eat-MicroServices
/jferrater/Tap-And-Eat-MicroServices
https://www.github.com/jferrater/Tap-And-Eat-MicroServices
/jferrater/Tap-And-Eat-MicroServices
https://www.github.com/jferrater/Tap-And-Eat-MicroServices
/jferrater/Tap-And-Eat-MicroServices
https://www.github.com/fernandoabcampos/spring-netflix-oss-microservices
/fernandoabcampos/spring-netflix-oss-microservices
https://www.github.com/fernandoabcampos/spring-netflix-oss-microservices
/fernandoabcampos/spring-netflix-oss-microservices
https://www.github.com/fernandoabcampos/spring-netflix-oss-microservices
/fernandoabcampos/spring-netflix-oss-microservices
https://www.github.com/fernandoabcampos/spring-netflix-oss-microservices
/fernandoabcampos/spring-netflix-oss-microservices
https://www.github.com/yidongnan/spring-cloud-netflix-example
/yidongnan/spring-cloud-netflix-example
https://www.github.com/yidongnan/spring-cloud-netflix-example
/yidongnan/spring-cloud-netflix-example
https://www.github.com/yidongnan/spring-cloud-netflix-example
/yidongnan/spring-cloud-netflix-example
https://www.github.com/lelylan




Appendix D

Source Code of Microservice
Architecture Analyzer

Listing D.1 shows the Python script that we employed to automatically analyze mi-
croservice architectures hosted on GitHub. Its output is the basis for the microservice
architectures listed in Table 4.4 (cf. Subsection 4.3.2) and Table C.1 (cf. Appendix C).

The script relies on the git VCS to retrieve a copy of a microservice architecture’s
source code from GitHub. Furthermore, it requires the cloc utility1 to determine the
use of programming languages and their LOC counts.

We executed the script on a Linux computer with cloc 1.84 and git 2.17.1 against
version 3 of GitHub’s REST API2 on February 1st, 2020.

Listing D.1: Python script to analyze microservice architectures hosted on GitHub.
from collections import defaultdict
from datetime import datetime
from github import Github
from urllib.parse import urlparse

import argparse
import logging
import os
import re
import subprocess
import sys

REPO_FILE_PATTERN = re.compile(’(?P<name>.*)\s*=\s*(?P<url>\w.*)’)

CLOC_LANGUAGE_PATTERN = re.compile(’(?P<files>\d+),(?P<language>.+),’ \
’(?P<blank>\d+),(?P<comment>\d+),(?P<code>\d+)’)

IGNORABLE_LANGUAGES = {
’Ant’,
’AsciiDoc’,
’ASP.NET’,
’CSS’,
’Dockerfile’,

1https://www.github.com/AlDanial/cloc
2https://developer.github.com/v3

https://www.github.com/AlDanial/cloc
https://developer.github.com/v3
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’Freemarker Template’,
’Gradle’,
’Groovy’,
’HCL’,
’HTML’,
’INI’,
’JSP’,
’JSX’,
’LESS’,
’make’,
’Markdown’,
’Maven’,
’MSBuild script’,
’Razor’,
’PHP’,
’reStructuredText’,
’Ruby’,
’Sass’,
’Shell’,
’SQL’,
’SUM’,
’SVG’,
’TOML’,
’Twig’,
’Velocity Template Language’,
’XAML’,
’XSD’,
’XML’,
’YAML’

}

MERGEABLE_LANGUAGES = {
’Bourne Shell’: ’Shell’,
’Bourne Again Shell’: ’Shell’,
’DOS Batch’: ’Shell’,
’PowerShell’: ’Shell’,

’JavaScript’: ’JavaScript’,
’JSON’: ’JavaScript’,
’Protocol Buffers’: ’JavaScript’,
’TypeScript’: ’JavaScript’,
’Vuejs Component’: ’JavaScript’

}

class Commandline:
def __init__(self):

self._argument_parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(
description=’Simple GitHub Analyzer’)

self._argument_parser.add_argument(’-t’, ’--access_token’,
dest=’access_token’, help=’GitHub Access Token’, required=True)

self._argument_parser.add_argument(’-f’, ’--repo_file’,
dest=’repo_file’, help=’File with repositories to analyze’,
required=True)

self._argument_parser.add_argument(’-c’, ’--clone_folder’,
dest=’clone_folder’, help=’Folder for cloning repositories to’,
required=True)

self._argument_parser.add_argument(’-r’, ’--result_file’,
dest=’result_file’, help=’File for storing analysis results’,
required=True)
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def parse_arguments(self):
self._parsed_arguments = self._argument_parser.parse_args()

def access_token(self):
return self._parsed_arguments.access_token

def repo_file(self):
return self._parsed_arguments.repo_file

def clone_folder(self):
return self._parsed_arguments.clone_folder

def result_file(self):
return self._parsed_arguments.result_file

def parse_repos_to_analyze(repo_file):
with open(repo_file) as fd:

repoLines = filter(
lambda m: m is not None and not m.group(’name’).startswith(’#’),
[REPO_FILE_PATTERN.match(line) for line in fd]

)

overallCount = 0
duplicates = defaultdict(list)
repositories = {}
for line in repoLines:

overallCount += 1
name = line.group(’name’).strip()
urlPath = remove_prefix(urlparse(line.group(’url’).strip()).path, ’/’)
if not urlPath in repositories.values():

repositories[name] = urlPath
else:

duplicates[urlPath].append(name)

return (overallCount, repositories, dict(duplicates))

def remove_prefix(s, prefix):
if (s.startswith(prefix)):

return s[len(prefix):]
return s

def execute(command):
process = subprocess.Popen(command, shell=True, stdout=subprocess.PIPE)
out, err = process.communicate()
if err:

critical_error(’Command %s returned with error: %s’ %
err.decode(’utf-8’))

process.wait()
return out.decode(’utf-8’)

def language_loc(repo_folder):
clocOutput = execute(’cloc --csv "%s"’ % repo_folder).split(’\n’)
matches = filter(

lambda m: m is not None \
and m.group(’language’) not in IGNORABLE_LANGUAGES,

[CLOC_LANGUAGE_PATTERN.match(line) for line in clocOutput]
)

result = {}
for m in matches:
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capture_loc_result(m, result)
return result

def capture_loc_result(match, resultDict):
language = match.group(’language’)
loc = int(match.group(’code’))
mergeLanguage = MERGEABLE_LANGUAGES.get(language)
if mergeLanguage:

if mergeLanguage in IGNORABLE_LANGUAGES:
return

elif mergeLanguage not in resultDict:
resultDict[mergeLanguage] = loc

else:
resultDict[mergeLanguage] += loc

else:
resultDict[language] = loc

def debug(message=’’):
logging.getLogger(__name__).debug(message)

def critical_error(message):
logging.getLogger().error(message + ’ Exiting.’)
sys.exit(4)

def result_header():
header = ’;’.join([

’Printable Name’,
’GitHub Name’,
’Link’,
’Clone Date’,
’Languages’,
’LOC’,
’Uses Docker’,
’Excluded?’

])
return ’%s\n’ % header

def result_line(printableName, repository, locResult, cloneFolder):
languages = ’, ’.join(locResult.keys())
line = ’;’.join([

printableName,
repository.name,
repository.html_url,
datetime.today().strftime(’%Y-%m-%d’),
languages,
str(sum(locResult.values())),
str(exists_file_in(cloneFolder, ’Dockerfile’, ’docker-compose.yml’))

])
return ’%s\n’ % line

def exists_file_in(folder, *argv):
for root, dirs, files in os.walk(folder):

for file in files:
if file in argv:

return True
return False

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
logging.basicConfig(format=None, level=logging.ERROR)
logging.getLogger(__name__).setLevel(logging.DEBUG)
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commandline = Commandline()
commandline.parse_arguments()

github = Github(commandline.access_token())
debug(’Connected to GitHub’)

count, repositories, duplicates = \
parse_repos_to_analyze(commandline.repo_file())

debug(’Parsed repository file. Found %d unique repositories to analyze ’ \
’(total number of repositories: %d).’ % (len(repositories), count))

if duplicates:
debug(’Duplicate repositories were:’)
for urlPath in sorted(duplicates, key=str.casefold):

debug(’\t%s: %s’ % (urlPath, ’, ’.join(duplicates[urlPath])))

debug()
cloneFolder = commandline.clone_folder()
resultLines = [result_header()]
for name in sorted(repositories, key=str.casefold):

urlPath = repositories[name]
debug(’Starting analysis for repository "%s"’ % urlPath)
repository = github.get_repo(urlPath)

debug(’\tRetrieved repository information from GitHub. Start cloning.’)
repoFolder = os.path.join(cloneFolder, repository.name)
if os.path.isdir(repoFolder):

debug(’\t\tIgnore repository. Has already been cloned.’)
else:

execute(
’cd "%s" && git clone --recurse-submodules -j8 "%s"’ %
(cloneFolder, repository.clone_url)

)
debug(’\t\tFinished cloning successfully’)

if not os.path.isdir(repoFolder):
critical_error(’\t\tExpected cloned repository folder "%s" does ’ \

’not exist’ % repoFolder)

debug(’\tRunning CLOC on cloned repository folder "%s"’ % repoFolder)
locResult = language_loc(repoFolder)
resultLines += result_line(name, repository, locResult, cloneFolder)
debug()

resultFile = commandline.result_file()
with open(resultFile, ’w’) as fd:

fd.writelines(resultLines)
debug(’Done. Output file %s written.’ % resultFile)





Appendix E

Context Conditions of Modeling
Language Metamodels

The following sections show the context conditions of the metamodels of our MSA
modeling languages (cf. Section 4.4). The conditions extend and refine the OCL
invariants [218] of the context conditions of the MSA model kinds (cf. Appendix A).

E.1 Domain Data Modeling Language

Listing E.1 shows the OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Domain Data
Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.4.1).

Listing E.1: OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Domain Data Modeling
Language’s metamodel.

1 -- Unique complex type imports in a domain model
2 context DataModel inv uniqueImports:
3 self.complexTypeImports->forAll(i1, i2 | i1 <> i2 implies
4 i1.name <> i2.name and i1.importURI <> i2.importURI
5 )
6
7 -- A domain model exhibits either top-level versions, contexts, or complex types
8 context DataModel inv topLevelConcepts:
9 self.versions->size() > 0

10 implies self.contexts->size() = 0 and self.complexTypes->size() = 0
11 or self.contexts->size() > 0
12 implies self.versions->size() = 0 and self.complexTypes->size() = 0
13 or self.complexTypes->size() > 0
14 implies self.versions->size() = 0 and self.contexts->size() = 0
15
16 -- Unique versions in a domain model
17 context DataModel inv uniqueVersions:
18 self.versions->forAll(v1, v2 | v1 <> v2 implies v1.name <> v2.name)
19
20 -- Unique contexts in a domain model
21 context DataModel inv uniqueContexts:
22 self.contexts->forAll(c1, c2 | c1 <> c2 implies c1.name <> c2.name)
23
24 -- Unique complex types in a domain model
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25 context DataModel inv uniqueTypes:
26 self.complexTypes->forAll(t1, t2 | t1 <> t2 implies t1.name <> t2.name)
27
28 -- Unique contexts in a version
29 context Version inv uniqueContexts:
30 self.contexts->forAll(c1, c2 | c1 <> c2 implies c1.name <> c2.name)
31
32 -- Unique complex types in a version
33 context Version inv uniqueTypes:
34 self.complexTypes->forAll(t1, t2 | t1 <> t2 implies t1.name <> t2.name)
35
36 -- A version must define at least one context or complex type
37 context Version inv notEmpty:
38 self.contexts->size() > 0 xor self.complexTypes->size() > 0
39
40 -- Unique complex types in a context
41 context Context inv uniqueTypes:
42 self.complexTypes->forAll(t1, t2 | t1 <> t2 implies t1.name <> t2.name)
43
44 -- At least one of the value attributes of a PrimitiveValue must receive a value
45 context PrimitiveValue inv unambiguousValue:
46 self.booleanValue.oclIsUndefined()
47 and self.numericValue.oclIsUndefined()
48 and self.stringValue.oclIsUndefined()
49 or (
50 not self.booleanValue.oclIsUndefined() implies
51 self.numericValue.oclIsUndefined()
52 and self.stringValue.oclIsUndefined()
53 or not self.numericValue.oclIsUndefined()
54 implies self.booleanValue.oclIsUndefined()
55 and self.stringValue.oclIsUndefined()
56 or not self.stringValue.oclIsUndefined()
57 implies self.booleanValue.oclIsUndefined()
58 and self.numericValue.oclIsUndefined()
59 )
60
61 -- Unique complex type features for a complex type
62 context ComplexType inv uniqueFeatures:
63 self.features->size() = self.features->asSet()->size()
64
65 -- Unique members in a data structure
66 context DataStructure inv uniqueMembers:
67 let memberNames : Bag(String) = self.dataFields.name->union(self.operations.name) in
68 memberNames->size() = memberNames->asSet()->size()
69
70 -- Data structure inheritance hierarchies must not contain cycles
71 context DataStructure inv noCyclicInheritanceHierarchy:
72 not self.cyclicInheritanceHierarchy(Sequence{})
73
74 -- Recursive helper to check if a data structure is part of a cyclic inheritance hierarchy
75 context DataStructure def: cyclicInheritanceHierarchy(subStructures : Sequence(DataStructure))
76 : Boolean =
77 if subStructures->exists(s | s = self) then
78 true
79 else if (self.super.oclIsUndefined()) then
80 false
81 else
82 let structuresOnHierarchy : Sequence(DataStructure) = subStructures->including(self) in
83 self.super.cyclicInheritanceHierarchy(structuresOnHierarchy)
84 endif
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85 endif
86
87 -- A data structure may only inherit from structures defined in the same domain model
88 context DataStructure inv superStructureInSameModel:
89 not self.super.oclIsUndefined() implies self.super.dataModel = self.dataModel
90
91 -- A data field must either have a type or be hidden
92 context DataField inv typedOrHidden:
93 not self.effectiveType.oclIsUndefined() or self.hidden
94
95 -- An initialized data field must (i) belong to a data structure; (ii) have a primitive type;
96 -- and (iii) receive a value that is compatible with the type
97 context DataField inv validInitialization:
98 not self.initializationValue.oclIsUndefined() implies
99 if self.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined() then

100 false
101 else
102 not self.dataStructure.oclIsUndefined()
103 and self.initializationValue.isOfType(self.primitiveType)
104 endif
105
106 -- Hidden immutable, primitively typed data fields require initialization values
107 context DataField inv mandatoryInitialization:
108 self.hidden and self.immutable and not self.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined() implies
109 not self.initializationValue.oclIsUndefined()
110
111 -- Data field features must be unique
112 context DataField inv uniqueFeatures:
113 self.features->size() = self.features->asSet()->size()
114
115 -- A data field must have a type if a super field does not exist or is hidden
116 context DataField inv mandatoryType:
117 not self.hasVisibleSuperField() implies not self.effectiveType.oclIsUndefined()
118
119 -- Helper to check if a data field has a visible super field
120 context DataField def: hasVisibleSuperField() : Boolean =
121 let superField : DataField = self.findEponymousSuperField() in
122 if (superField.oclIsUndefined()) then
123 false
124 else
125 not superField.hidden
126 endif
127
128 -- A data field must not redefine its super field by having a type, features, or the immutable
129 -- modifier
130 context DataField inv noRedefinition:
131 self.hasVisibleSuperField() implies
132 self.effectiveType.oclIsUndefined()
133 and self.features->size() = 0
134 and not self.immutable
135
136 -- A data field with the PART feature must be defined in a structure and have a complex type
137 context DataField inv partFeatureConstraints:
138 self.features->exists(f | f = DataFieldFeature::PART) implies
139 not self.dataStructure.oclIsUndefined()
140 and self.effectiveType.oclIsTypeOf(ComplexType)
141
142 -- Domain operation parameters must be unique
143 context DataOperation inv uniqueParameters:
144 self.parameters->forAll(p1, p2 | p1 <> p2 implies p1.name <> p2.name)
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145
146 -- Domain operation features must be unique
147 context DataOperation inv uniqueFeatures:
148 self.features->size() = self.features->asSet()->size()
149
150 -- An inherited domain operation must not have features
151 context DataOperation inv noFeaturesOnInheritedOperation:
152 not self.findEponymousSuperOperation().oclIsUndefined() implies
153 self.features->size() = 0
154
155 -- A domain operation must be hidden if it attempts to redefine a super operation
156 context DataOperation inv hiddenOnRedefinition:
157 self.attemptsRedefinition() implies self.hidden
158
159 -- Helper to determine a redefinition attempt of a domain operation
160 context DataOperation def: attemptsRedefinition() : Boolean =
161 let superOperation : DataOperation = self.findEponymousSuperOperation() in
162 not superOperation.oclIsUndefined() implies not superOperation.hidden
163
164 -- A domain operation must be of the same kind (procedure or function) as the super operation
165 -- it attempts to redefine
166 context DataOperation inv equalKindsOnRedefinition:
167 self.attemptsRedefinition() implies
168 let superOperation : DataOperation = self.findEponymousSuperOperation() in
169 self.hasNoReturnType = superOperation.hasNoReturnType
170
171 -- A domain operation must not have a return type if it attempts to redefine a super operation
172 context DataOperation inv noReturnTypeOnRedefinition:
173 self.attemptsRedefinition() implies
174 self.primitiveOrComplexReturnType.oclIsUndefined()
175
176 -- A domain operation must not have parameters if it attempts to redefine a super operation
177 context DataOperation inv noParametersOnRedefinition:
178 self.attemptsRedefinition() implies self.parameters->size() = 1
179
180 -- The return type of a domain operation may only be omitted if the operation redefines a
181 -- super operation
182 context DataOperation inv mandatoryReturnType:
183 let explicitlyLacksReturnType : Boolean
184 = not self.hasNoReturnType or self.primitiveOrComplexReturnType.oclIsUndefined() in
185 explicitlyLacksReturnType implies
186 let superOperation : DataOperation = self.findEponymousSuperOperation() in
187 self.hidden and not superOperation.oclIsUndefined()

E.2 Technology Modeling Language

Listing E.2 shows the OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Technology
Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

Listing E.2: OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Technology Modeling
Language’s metamodel.

1 -- Technology models must not be empty
2 context Technology inv notEmpty:
3 self.primitiveTypes->size() > 0
4 or self.dataStructures->size() > 0
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5 or self.listTypes->size() > 0
6 or self.protocols->size() > 0
7 or self.serviceAspects->size() > 0
8 or self.operationAspects->size() > 0
9 or self.deploymentTechnologies->size() > 0

10 or self.infrastructureTechnologies->size() > 0
11
12 -- Unique imports in a technology model
13 context Technology inv uniqueImports:
14 self.imports->forAll(i1, i2 | i1 <> i2 implies
15 i1.name <> i2.name and i1.importURI <> i2.importURI
16 )
17
18 -- Unique technology-specific types in a technology model
19 context Technology inv uniqueTypes:
20 let primitiveTypeNames : Bag(String) = self.primitiveTypes.name->asBag() in
21 let listTypeNames : Bag(String) = self.listTypes.name->asBag() in
22 let structureNames : Bag(String) = self.dataStructures.name->asBag() in
23 let typeNames : Bag(String)
24 = primitiveTypeNames->union(listTypeNames)->union(structureNames) in
25 typeNames->size() = typeNames->asSet()->size()
26
27 -- At most one default technology-specific primitive type per built-in primitive type
28 context Technology inv uniqueDefaultPrimitiveTypes:
29 let defaultForPrimitiveTypes : Collection(String) = self.primitiveTypes
30 ->select(t | t.default).basicBuiltinPrimitiveTypes.typeName->flatten() in
31 defaultForPrimitiveTypes->size() = defaultForPrimitiveTypes->asSet()->size()
32
33 -- Each built-in primitive type must receive a default technology-specific primitive type
34 context Technology inv defaultPrimitiveTypesCoverage:
35 let allTypeNames : Set(String)
36 = DomainData::PrimitiveTypeConstants.oclAsType(Ecore::EEnum).eLiterals.literal->asSet() in
37 allTypeNames->forAll(n | self.hasDefaultTechnologySpecificTypeFor(n))
38
39 -- Helper to check if a primitive type has a default technology-specific primitive type
40 context Technology def: hasDefaultTechnologySpecificTypeFor(typeName : String) : Boolean
41 = self.primitiveTypes->select(t | t.default)
42 .basicBuiltinPrimitiveTypes.typeName->exists(typeName)
43
44 -- Unique protocols in a technology model
45 context Technology inv uniqueProtocols:
46 self.protocols->forAll(p1, p2 | p1 <> p2 implies p1.name <> p2.name)
47
48 -- Unique deployment technologies in a technology model
49 context Technology inv uniqueDeploymentTechnologies:
50 self.deploymentTechnologies->forAll(t1, t2 | t1 <> t2 implies t1.name <> t2.name)
51
52 -- Unique infrastructure technologies in a technology model
53 context Technology inv uniqueInfrastructureTechnologies:
54 self.infrastructureTechnologies->forAll(t1, t2 | t1 <> t2 implies t1.name <> t2.name)
55
56 -- Compatibility matrix entries must be unique and unambiguous
57 context Technology inv uniqueCompatibilityEntries:
58 let canonicalForms : Collection(String)
59 = self.compatibilityEntries->collect(canonicalForms())->flatten() in
60 canonicalForms->size() = canonicalForms->asSet()->size()
61
62 -- Helper to provide comparable, unified forms for compatibility matrix entries.
63 -- The form is: convertible type --> target type, e.g., int --> float.
64 context CompatibilityMatrixEntry def: canonicalForms() : Set(String) =
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65 let mappingTypeName : String = self.mappingType.oclType().name in
66 if self.direction = CompatibilityDirection::BIDIRECTIONAL then
67 self.compatibleTypes.oclType().name->collect(n |
68 let canonicalForm1 : String = mappingTypeName.concat(n) in
69 let canonicalForm2 : String = n.concat(mappingTypeName) in
70 Set{canonicalForm1, canonicalForm2}
71 )->flatten()->asSet()
72 else if self.direction = CompatibilityDirection::COMPATIBLE_TYPES_TO_MAPPING then
73 self.compatibleTypes.oclType().name->collect(n | n.concat(mappingTypeName))->asSet()
74 else
75 self.compatibleTypes.oclType().name->collect(n | mappingTypeName.concat(n))->asSet()
76 endif
77 endif
78
79 -- Prevent self-compatibility specification
80 context CompatibilityMatrixEntry inv noSelfCompatibility:
81 let mappingTypeName : String = self.mappingType.oclType().name in
82 self.compatibleTypes.oclType().name->forAll(n | n <> mappingTypeName)
83
84 -- A built-in primitive type may at most once constitute the basis for a technology-specific
85 -- primitive type
86 context TechnologySpecificPrimitiveType inv uniqueBasicTypes:
87 let basicBuiltins : Collection(String) = self.basicBuiltinPrimitiveTypes.typeName in
88 basicBuiltins->size() = basicBuiltins->asSet()->size()
89
90 -- Unique data formats in a protocol
91 context Protocol inv uniqueDataFormats:
92 self.dataFormats->forAll(f1, f2 | f1 <> f2 implies f1.formatName <> f2.formatName)
93
94 -- A default protocol must define a default data format
95 context Protocol inv defaultDataFormat:
96 self.default implies not self.defaultFormat.oclIsUndefined()
97
98 -- Technology-specific properties must not have the ’unspecified’ type
99 context TechnologySpecificProperty inv invalidType:

100 not self.type.oclIsTypeOf(DomainData::PrimitiveUnspecified)
101
102 -- The default value of a technology-specific property must be compatible with the property’s
103 -- type
104 context TechnologySpecificProperty inv compatibleDefaultValue:
105 not self.defaultValue.oclIsUndefined() implies self.defaultValue.isOfType(self.type)
106
107 -- A mandatory technology-specific property must not specify a default value
108 context TechnologySpecificProperty inv noDefaultValueForMandatoryProperties:
109 self.isMandatory implies self.defaultValue.oclIsUndefined()
110
111 -- Features of technology-specific properties must be unique
112 context TechnologySpecificProperty inv uniqueFeatures:
113 self.features->size() = self.features->asSet()->size()
114
115 -- The value of a technology-specific property value assignment must correspond to the type of
116 -- the property
117 context TechnologySpecificPropertyValueAssignment inv validValue:
118 self.value.isOfType(self.property.type)
119
120 -- The defined operation environments of an operation technology must be unique
121 context OperationTechnology inv uniqueEnvironments:
122 self.operationEnvironments->forAll(e1, e2 | e1 <> e2 implies
123 e1.environmentName <> e2.environmentName
124 )
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125
126 -- One operation environment of an operation technology must be the default environment
127 context OperationTechnology inv defaultEnvironment:
128 self.operationEnvironments->size() > 1 implies self.operationEnvironments->exists(default)
129
130 -- Only one operation environment of an operation technology may be the default environment
131 context OperationTechnology inv uniqueDefaultEnvironment:
132 self.operationEnvironments->size() > 1 implies
133 self.operationEnvironments->select(default)->size() = 1
134
135 -- Operation technology properties must be unique
136 context OperationTechnology inv uniqueProperties:
137 self.serviceProperties->forAll(p1, p2 | p1 <> p2 implies p1.name <> p2.name)
138
139 -- Pointcut types of service aspect pointcut selectors must be unique
140 context ServiceAspectPointcutSelector inv uniquePointcuts:
141 self.pointcuts->forAll(p1, p2 | p1 <> p2 implies p1.effectiveType <> p2.effectiveType)
142
143 -- Pointcut types of operation aspect pointcut selectors must be unique
144 context OperationAspectPointcutSelector inv uniquePointcuts:
145 self.pointcuts->forAll(p1, p2 | p1 <> p2 implies p1.effectiveType <> p2.effectiveType)
146
147 -- Valid join point types of service aspects
148 context ServiceAspect inv validJoinPointTypes:
149 self.joinPoints->forAll(j |
150 j = JoinPointType::COMPLEX_TYPES
151 or j = JoinPointType::DATA_FIELDS
152 or j = JoinPointType::DATA_OPERATIONS
153 or j = JoinPointType::DATA_OPERATION_PARAMETERS
154 or j = JoinPointType::MICROSERVICES
155 or j = JoinPointType::INTERFACES
156 or j = JoinPointType::OPERATIONS
157 or j = JoinPointType::PARAMETERS
158 )
159
160 -- Eponymous service aspects must exhibit different join points
161 context ServiceAspect inv unambiguousJoinPoints:
162 self.joinPoints->size() > 0 implies
163 self.getJoinPointsFromEponymousAspects()->includesAll(self.joinPoints)
164
165 -- Valid join point types of operation aspects
166 context OperationAspect inv validJoinPointTypes:
167 self.joinPoints->forAll(j |
168 j = JoinPointType::CONTAINERS
169 or j = JoinPointType::INFRASTRUCTURE_NODES
170 )
171
172 -- Eponymous operation aspects must exhibit different join points
173 context OperationAspect inv unambiguousJoinPoints:
174 self.joinPoints->size() > 0 implies
175 self.getJoinPointsFromEponymousAspects()->includesAll(self.joinPoints)
176
177 -- Helper to get all join points of eponymous aspects
178 context TechnologyAspect def: getJoinPointsFromEponymousAspects()
179 : Collection(JoinPointType) = TechnologyAspect.allInstances()
180 ->select(a | a.oclIsTypeOf(self.oclType()) and a.name = self.name)
181 ->collect(joinPoints)->flatten()
182
183 -- Unique join point types for technology aspects
184 context TechnologyAspect inv uniqueJoinPoints:
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185 self.joinPoints->size() = self.joinPoints->asSet()->size()
186
187 -- Features of technology aspects must be unique
188 context TechnologyAspect inv uniqueFeatures:
189 self.features->size() = self.features->asSet()->size()
190
191 -- Properties of technology aspects must be unique
192 context TechnologyAspect inv uniqueProperties:
193 self.properties->size() = self.properties.name->asSet()->size()
194
195 -- Pointcut selectors of service aspects must be unique
196 context ServiceAspect inv uniqueSelectors:
197 self.pointcutSelectors->size() = self.pointcutSelectors.selectorString->asSet()->size()
198
199 -- Pointcut selectors of operation aspects must be unique
200 context OperationAspect inv uniqueSelectors:
201 self.pointcutSelectors->size() = self.pointcutSelectors.selectorString->asSet()->size()
202
203 -- A service aspect’s pointcut must be applicable to at least one join point of the aspect
204 context ServiceAspectPointcut inv applicable:
205 let aspect : ServiceAspect = self.selector.serviceAspect in
206 aspect.joinPoints->exists(j | self.isValidSelectorFor(j))
207
208 -- Allowed selector combinations in service aspect pointcuts
209 context ServiceAspectPointcut inv exclusiveTargetElementKind:
210 forCommunicationType implies
211 not forExchangePattern and not forProtocol and not forDataFormat
212 or forExchangePattern implies
213 not forCommunicationType and not forProtocol and not forDataFormat
214 or forProtocol implies
215 not forExchangePattern and not forCommunicationType and not forDataFormat
216 or forDataFormat implies
217 not forExchangePattern and not forCommunicationType and not forProtocol
218
219 -- The protocol referenced by a service aspect pointcut must originate from a technology model
220 -- and fit possible communication types of pointcut selectors
221 context ServiceAspectPointcut inv validProtocol:
222 not self.protocol.oclIsUndefined() implies
223 let pointcutCommunicationTypes : Sequence(CommunicationType)
224 = self.selector.pointcuts->select(p | p.forCommunicationType)
225 ->collect(p | p.communicationType)
226 in
227 let technology : Technology = self.selector.serviceAspect.technology in
228 if pointcutCommunicationTypes->size() > 0 then
229 technology.protocols
230 ->select(p | pointcutCommunicationTypes->includes(p.communicationType))
231 ->includes(self.protocol)
232 else
233 technology.protocols->includes(self.protocol)
234 endif
235
236 -- The data format of a service aspect pointcut must originate from a technology model and fit
237 -- the data formats of possible protocol references in pointcut selectors
238 context ServiceAspectPointcut inv validDataFormat:
239 not self.dataFormat.oclIsUndefined() implies
240 let protocolPointcuts : OrderedSet(ServiceAspectPointcut)
241 = self.selector.pointcuts->select(p | p.forProtocol)
242 in
243 if protocolPointcuts->size() > 0 then
244 protocolPointcuts
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245 ->collect(p | p.protocol)
246 ->collect(p | p.dataFormats)->flatten()
247 ->includes(self.dataFormat)
248 else
249 let technology : Technology = self.selector.serviceAspect.technology in
250 technology.protocols.dataFormats->flatten()->includes(self.dataFormat)
251 endif
252
253 -- The technology of an operation aspect pointcut must conform to the join points of the
254 -- corresponding operation aspect
255 context OperationAspectPointcut inv validTechnologies:
256 let aspect : OperationAspect = self.selector.operationAspect in
257 let technology : Technology = aspect.technology in
258 (not aspect.joinPoints->exists(JoinPointType::CONTAINERS) implies
259 not technology.deploymentTechnologies->includes(self.technology))
260 and
261 (not aspect.joinPoints->exists(JoinPointType::INFRASTRUCTURE_NODES) implies
262 not technology.infrastructureTechnologies->includes(self.technology))

E.3 Service Modeling Language

Listing E.3 shows the OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Service Model-
ing Language’s metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.4.3).

Listing E.3: OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Service Modeling
Language’s metamodel.

1 -- Unique imports in a service model
2 context ServiceModel inv uniqueImports:
3 self.imports->forAll(i1, i2 | i1 <> i2 implies
4 i1.name <> i2.name and i1.importURI <> i2.importURI
5 )
6
7 -- An imported type must originate from a domain or technology model
8 context ImportedType inv validTypeImports:
9 self.import.importType = ImportType::DATATYPES or

10 self.import.importType = ImportType::TECHNOLOGY
11
12 -- Technology references of a microservice must point to imported technology models
13 context Microservice inv validTechnologyImports:
14 self.technologyReferences.technology->forAll(i | i.importType = ImportType::TECHNOLOGY)
15
16 -- A technology may at most once be assigned to a microservice
17 context Microservice inv uniqueTechnologies:
18 self.technologyReferences.technology->size()
19 = self.technologyReferences.technology->asSet()->size()
20
21 -- Only one technology may be type-defining
22 context Microservice inv singleTypeDefinitionTechnology:
23 self.technologyReferences->select(r | r.isTypeDefinitionTechnology)->size() <= 1
24
25 -- If there is more than one technology with default type synonyms, one technology must
26 -- explicitly be identified as type-defining
27 context Microservice inv unambiguousTypeDefinitionTechnology:
28 not self.technologyReferences->exists(r | r.isTypeDefinitionTechnology) implies
29 self.getAllTypeDefinitionTechnologyReferences()->size() <= 1
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30
31 -- Valid visibility kinds of a microservice
32 context Microservice inv validVisibilities:
33 self.visibility = Visibility::INTERNAL or
34 self.visibility = Visibility::ARCHITECTURE or
35 self.visibility = Visibility::PUBLIC
36
37 -- A microservice may exhibit at most one protocol of each communication type
38 context Microservice inv unambiguousProtocols:
39 ServiceModel::hasUnambiguousProtocols(self.protocols)
40
41 -- Helper to check that a set of protocol specifications has at most one protocol per
42 -- communication type
43 context ServiceModel static def: hasUnambiguousProtocols(
44 protocols : OrderedSet(ProtocolSpecification)
45 ) : Boolean =
46 protocols->select(p |
47 p.communicationType = Technology::CommunicationType::SYNCHRONOUS
48 )->size() <= 1 and
49 protocols->select(p |
50 p.communicationType = Technology::CommunicationType::ASYNCHRONOUS
51 )->size() <= 1
52
53 -- A microservice may at most once exhibit a certain protocol/data format combination for its
54 -- endpoints
55 context Microservice inv uniqueEndpointProtocols:
56 ServiceModel::hasUniqueEndpointProtocols(self.endpoints)
57
58 -- Helper to check that a protocol/data format combination exists only once in a set of
59 -- endpoints
60 context ServiceModel static def: hasUniqueEndpointProtocols(
61 endpoints : OrderedSet(Endpoint)
62 ) : Boolean =
63 let protocols : Sequence(ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat)
64 = endpoints.protocols->flatten()
65 in
66 let protocolStrings : Sequence(String) = protocols->collect(p |
67 p.import.name.concat(’::’).concat(p.importedProtocol.name).concat(
68 if (not p.dataFormat.oclIsUndefined()) then p.dataFormat.formatName else ’’ endif
69 )
70 ) in
71 protocolStrings->size() = protocolStrings->asSet()->size()
72
73 -- Valid join point types of microservices
74 context Microservice inv validJoinPointTypes:
75 self.aspects->forAll(a |
76 a.importedAspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::MICROSERVICES)
77 )
78
79 -- Service aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature must be unique for the same microservice
80 context Microservice inv uniqueSingleValuedAspects:
81 ServiceModel::hasUniqueSingleValuedAspects(self.aspects)
82
83 -- Helper to check that a service aspect with the SINGLE_VALUED feature exists at most once in
84 -- a set of imported service aspects
85 context ServiceModel static def: hasUniqueSingleValuedAspects(
86 aspects : OrderedSet(ImportedServiceAspect)
87 ) : Boolean =
88 let singleValuedAspects : Sequence(String) = aspects
89 ->select(a | a.importedAspect.isSingleValued)
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90 ->collect(a | a.importedAspect.name) in
91 singleValuedAspects->size() = singleValuedAspects->asSet()->size()
92
93 -- Check the validity of a microservice’s required microservices
94 context Microservice inv canRequireMicroservices:
95 self.requiredMicroservices->forAll(i |
96 let requiredService : Microservice = i.microservice in
97 let importUri : String = if (not i.import.oclIsUndefined()) then
98 if (not i.import.importURI.oclIsUndefined()) then
99 i.import.importURI

100 else
101 ’’
102 endif
103 else
104 ’’
105 endif
106 in
107 self.canRequire(requiredService, importUri->size() > 0)
108 )
109
110 -- Check the validity of a microservice’s required interfaces
111 context Microservice inv canRequireInterfaces:
112 self.requiredInterfaces->forAll(i |
113 let requiredInterface : Interface = i.interface in
114 let importUri : String = if (not i.import.oclIsUndefined()) then
115 if (not i.import.importURI.oclIsUndefined()) then
116 i.import.importURI
117 else
118 ’’
119 endif
120 else
121 ’’
122 endif
123 in
124 self.canRequire(requiredInterface, importUri->size() > 0)
125 )
126
127 -- Check the validity of a microservice’s required operations
128 context Microservice inv canRequireOperations:
129 self.requiredOperations->forAll(i |
130 let requiredOperation : Operation = i.operation in
131 let importUri : String = if (not i.import.oclIsUndefined()) then
132 if (not i.import.importURI.oclIsUndefined()) then
133 i.import.importURI
134 else
135 ’’
136 endif
137 else
138 ’’
139 endif
140 in
141 self.canRequire(requiredOperation, importUri->size() > 0)
142 )
143
144 -- Protocol technologies of microservices must originate from assigned technologies
145 context Microservice inv validProtocolTechnologies:
146 self.protocols->size() > 0 implies
147 self.technologyReferences->includesAll(self.protocols.protocol.import)
148
149 -- The technology of each aspect applied to a microservice must be in the set of technologies
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150 -- referenced by the microservice
151 context Microservice inv validAspectTechnologies:
152 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
153 self.technologyReferences->includesAll(self.aspects.import)
154
155 -- When importing a microservice with a PossiblyImportedMicroservice instance, the imported
156 -- model must be a service model
157 context PossiblyImportedMicroservice inv validImport:
158 not self.import.oclIsUndefined() implies self.import.importType = ImportType::MICROSERVICES
159
160 -- Interfaces must define or refer to at least one operation
161 context Interface inv notEmpty:
162 self.operations->size() > 0 or self.referredOperations->size() > 0
163
164 -- Valid visibility kinds of an interface
165 context Interface inv validVisibilities:
166 self.visibility = Visibility::INTERNAL or
167 self.visibility = Visibility::IN_MODEL or
168 self.visibility = Visibility::ARCHITECTURE or
169 self.visibility = Visibility::PUBLIC
170
171 -- Valid join point types of an interface
172 context Interface inv validJoinPointTypes:
173 self.aspects->forAll(a |
174 a.importedAspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::INTERFACES)
175 )
176
177 -- An interface may exhibit at most one protocol of each communication type
178 context Interface inv unambiguousProtocols:
179 ServiceModel::hasUnambiguousProtocols(self.protocols)
180
181 -- An interface may at most once exhibit a protocol/data format combination for its endpoints
182 context Interface inv uniqueEndpointProtocols:
183 ServiceModel::hasUniqueEndpointProtocols(self.endpoints)
184
185 -- Service aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature must be unique for an interface
186 context Interface inv uniqueSingleValuedAspects:
187 ServiceModel::hasUniqueSingleValuedAspects(self.aspects)
188
189 -- Protocol technologies of interfaces must originate from technologies assigned to the
190 -- microservices that define the interfaces
191 context Interface inv validProtocolTechnologies:
192 self.protocols->size() > 0 implies
193 self.microservice.technologyReferences->includesAll(self.protocols.protocol.import)
194
195 -- Aspect technologies of interfaces must originate from technologies assigned to the
196 -- microservice that defines the interface
197 context Interface inv validAspectTechnologies:
198 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
199 self.microservice.technologyReferences->includesAll(self.aspects.import)
200
201 -- Interfaces may refer to operations from other interfaces of the same microservice
202 context Interface inv referrableOperations:
203 let otherInterfacesOperations : Sequence(Operation)
204 = self.microservice.interfaces->select(i | i <> self).operations->flatten() in
205 self.referredOperations->forAll(o | otherInterfacesOperations->includes(o))
206
207 -- When importing an interface with a PossiblyImportedInterface instance, the imported model
208 -- must be a service model
209 context PossiblyImportedInterface inv validImport:
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210 not self.import.oclIsUndefined() implies self.import.importType = ImportType::MICROSERVICES
211
212 -- Valid visibility kinds of an operation
213 context Operation inv validVisibilities:
214 self.visibility = Visibility::INTERNAL or
215 self.visibility = Visibility::IN_MODEL or
216 self.visibility = Visibility::ARCHITECTURE or
217 self.visibility = Visibility::PUBLIC
218
219 -- Valid join point types of operations
220 context Operation inv validJoinPointTypes:
221 self.aspects->forAll(a |
222 a.importedAspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::OPERATIONS)
223 )
224
225 -- An operation may exhibit at most one protocol of each communication type
226 context Operation inv unambiguousProtocols:
227 ServiceModel::hasUnambiguousProtocols(self.protocols)
228
229 -- An operation may at most once exhibit a certain protocol/data format combination for its
230 -- endpoints
231 context Operation inv uniqueEndpointProtocols:
232 ServiceModel::hasUniqueEndpointProtocols(self.endpoints)
233
234 -- Service aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature must be unique for an operation
235 context Operation inv uniqueSingleValuedAspects:
236 ServiceModel::hasUniqueSingleValuedAspects(self.aspects)
237
238 -- Protocol technologies of operations must originate from technologies assigned to the
239 -- microservices that define the operations
240 context Operation inv validProtocolTechnologies:
241 self.protocols->size() > 0 implies
242 self.interface.microservice.technologyReferences
243 ->includesAll(self.protocols.protocol.import)
244
245 -- Aspect technologies of operations must originate from technologies assigned to the
246 -- microservices that define the operations
247 context Operation inv validAspectTechnologies:
248 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
249 self.interface.microservice.technologyReferences->includesAll(self.aspects.import)
250
251 -- When importing an operation with a PossiblyImportedOperation instance, the imported model
252 -- must be a service model
253 context PossiblyImportedOperation inv validImport:
254 not self.import.oclIsUndefined() implies self.import.importType = ImportType::MICROSERVICES
255
256 -- A referred operation may exhibit at most one protocol of each communication type
257 context ReferredOperation inv unambiguousProtocols:
258 ServiceModel::hasUnambiguousProtocols(self.protocols)
259
260 -- A referred operation may at most once exhibit a protocol/data format combination for its
261 -- endpoints
262 context ReferredOperation inv uniqueEndpointProtocols:
263 ServiceModel::hasUniqueEndpointProtocols(self.endpoints)
264
265 -- Service aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature must be unique for a referred operation
266 context ReferredOperation inv uniqueSingleValuedAspects:
267 ServiceModel::hasUniqueSingleValuedAspects(self.aspects)
268
269 -- Protocol technologies of referred operations must originate from technologies assigned to
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270 -- the referring microservices
271 context ReferredOperation inv validProtocolTechnologies:
272 self.protocols->size() > 0 implies
273 self.interface.microservice.technologyReferences
274 ->includesAll(self.protocols.protocol.import)
275
276 -- Aspect technologies of referred operations must originate from technologies assigned to the
277 -- referring microservices
278 context ReferredOperation inv validAspectTechnologies:
279 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
280 self.operation.interface.microservice.technologyReferences
281 ->includesAll(self.aspects.import)
282
283 -- A parameter must have a type other than ’unspecified’
284 context Parameter inv notUnspecified:
285 not self.getEffectiveType().oclIsTypeOf(DomainData::PrimitiveUnspecified)
286
287 -- Ensure the applicability of an operation for parameter initialization
288 context Parameter inv initializableByOperation:
289 not self.initializedByOperation.oclIsUndefined() implies
290 self.basicallyInitializableBy(self.initializedByOperation.operation)
291
292 -- Valid join point types of parameters
293 context Parameter inv validJoinPointTypes:
294 self.aspects->forAll(a |
295 a.importedAspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::PARAMETERS)
296 )
297
298 -- Aspect technologies of parameters must originate from technologies assigned to the
299 -- microservice that defines the parameters
300 context Parameter inv validAspectTechnologies:
301 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
302 not self.aspects.import.name->exists(a |
303 not self.operation.interface.microservice.technologyReferences.technology.name
304 ->includes(a)
305 )
306
307 -- Protocol specifications must originate from technology models
308 context ProtocolSpecification inv validImport:
309 self.protocol.import.importType = ImportType::TECHNOLOGY
310
311 -- Endpoint addresses must be unique
312 context Endpoint inv uniqueAddresses:
313 self.addresses->size() = self.addresses->asSet()->size()
314
315 -- Endpoint technologies must correspond to microservice technologies
316 context Endpoint inv validTechnologies:
317 let endpointTechnologyAliases : Sequence(String)
318 = self.protocols.import.name
319 in
320 endpointTechnologyAliases->size() > 0 implies
321 let microserviceTechnologyAliases : Sequence(String)
322 = self.getMicroservice().technologyReferences.technology.name
323 in
324 microserviceTechnologyAliases->includesAll(endpointTechnologyAliases)
325
326 -- Helper to get the microservice that defines an endpoint
327 context Endpoint def: getMicroservice() : Microservice =
328 if (not self.microservice.oclIsUndefined()) then
329 self.microservice
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330 else if (not self.interface.oclIsUndefined()) then
331 self.interface.microservice
332 else if (not self.operation.oclIsUndefined()) then
333 self.operation.interface.microservice
334 else
335 self.referredOperation.interface.microservice
336 endif
337 endif
338 endif
339
340 -- In case the singlePropertyValue attribute of an ImportedServiceAspect is set, the
341 -- ImportedServiceAspect may not assign values leveraging property names
342 context ImportedServiceAspect inv eitherSinglePropertyValueOrNamedPropertyValues:
343 (not self.singlePropertyValue.oclIsUndefined() implies self.values->size() = 0)
344 or
345 (self.values->size() > 0 implies self.singlePropertyValue.oclIsUndefined())
346
347 -- In case the application of a service aspect involves the assignment of a single value, the
348 -- aspect must define exactly one property and the type of the property must be compatible
349 -- with the type of the assigned value
350 context ImportedServiceAspect inv validSingleProperty:
351 not self.singlePropertyValue.oclIsUndefined() implies
352 if (self.importedAspect.properties->size() <> 1) then
353 false
354 else
355 let value : DomainData::PrimitiveValue = self.singlePropertyValue in
356 let propertyType : DomainData::PrimitiveType
357 = self.importedAspect.properties->first().type in
358 value.isOfType(propertyType)
359 endif
360
361 -- Properties in service aspect applications may at most once receive a value
362 context ImportedServiceAspect inv uniqueValueAssignments:
363 self.values->size() > 0 and self.importedAspect.properties->size() > 1 implies
364 let propertiesWithValues : Sequence(String)
365 = self.values->collect(v | v.property.name) in
366 propertiesWithValues->size() = propertiesWithValues->asSet()->size()
367
368 -- Each mandatory property of a service aspect must receive a value in an aspect application
369 context ImportedServiceAspect inv mandatoryValues:
370 let aspect : Technology::ServiceAspect = self.importedAspect in
371 let hasOnlyOneMandatoryProperty : Boolean = if (aspect.properties->size() = 1) then
372 aspect.properties->first().isMandatory
373 else
374 false
375 endif
376 in
377 if (hasOnlyOneMandatoryProperty) then
378 not self.singlePropertyValue.oclIsUndefined() or self.values->size() > 0
379 else
380 let mandatoryProperties : OrderedSet(Technology::TechnologySpecificProperty)
381 = aspect.properties->select(p | p.isMandatory) in
382 let mandatoryPropertiesWithValue
383 : OrderedSet(Technology::TechnologySpecificPropertyValueAssignment)
384 = self.values->select(v | v.property.isMandatory) in
385 mandatoryProperties->size() = mandatoryPropertiesWithValue->size()
386 endif
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E.4 Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language

Listing E.4 shows the OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Service Tech-
nology Mapping Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.4.4).

Listing E.4: OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Service Technology
Mapping Modeling Language’s metamodel.

1 -- A mapping model must not be empty
2 context TechnologyMapping inv notEmpty:
3 self.typeMappings->size() > 0 or
4 self.serviceMappings->size() > 0
5
6 -- Unique imports in a mapping model
7 context TechnologyMapping inv uniqueImports:
8 self.imports->forAll(i1, i2 | i1 <> i2 implies
9 i1.name <> i2.name and i1.importURI <> i2.importURI

10 )
11
12 -- Complex type mappings within the same mapping model must be unique
13 context TechnologyMapping inv uniqueComplexTypeMappings:
14 let qualifiedMappingNames : Sequence(String) = self.typeMappings.type.type.qualifiedName()
15 in
16 let qualifiedImportMappingNames : Sequence(String)
17 = self.typeMappings.type->collect(t |
18 t.dataModelImport.name.concat(’::’).concat(t.type.qualifiedName())
19 )
20 in
21 qualifiedMappingNames->size() = qualifiedMappingNames->asSet()->size() and
22 qualifiedImportMappingNames->size() = qualifiedImportMappingNames->asSet()->size()
23
24 -- Helper to build the qualified name of a complex type
25 context DomainData::ComplexType def: qualifiedName() : String =
26 let qualifiedName : String = self.getQualifiedNameParts()
27 ->iterate(p : String; qn : String = ’’ | qn.concat(p.concat(’.’)))
28 in
29 let nameLength : Integer = qualifiedName->size() in
30 if (nameLength > 0) then
31 qualifiedName.substring(1, nameLength - 1)
32 else
33 ’’
34 endif
35
36 -- Microservice mappings within the same mapping model must be unique
37 context TechnologyMapping inv uniqueMicroserviceMappings:
38 let qualifiedMappingNames : Sequence(String)
39 = self.serviceMappings.microservice.microservice.qualifiedName()
40 in
41 let qualifiedImportMappingNames : Sequence(String)
42 = self.serviceMappings.microservice->collect(m |
43 m.import.name.concat(’::’).concat(m.microservice.qualifiedName())
44 )
45 in
46 qualifiedMappingNames->size() = qualifiedMappingNames->asSet()->size() and
47 qualifiedImportMappingNames->size() = qualifiedImportMappingNames->asSet()->size()
48
49 -- Helper to build the qualified name of a microservice
50 context Service::Microservice def: qualifiedName() : String =
51 let qualifiedName : String = self.getQualifiedNameParts()
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52 ->iterate(p : String; qn : String = ’’ | qn.concat(p.concat(’.’)))
53 in
54 let nameLength : Integer = qualifiedName->size() in
55 if (nameLength > 0) then
56 qualifiedName.substring(1, nameLength - 1)
57 else
58 ’’
59 endif
60
61 -- Unique technologies in a complex type mapping
62 context ComplexTypeMapping inv uniqueTechnologies:
63 let technologies : Sequence(Service::Import) = self.technologyReferences.technology in
64 technologies->size() = technologies->asSet()->size()
65
66 -- Ensure that type-defining technologies in complex type mappings are unique and unambiguous
67 context ComplexTypeMapping inv uniqueTypeDefinitionTechnology:
68 TechnologyMapping::isUniqueTypeDefinitionTechnology(self.technologyReferences,
69 self.getAllTypeDefinitionTechnologyReferences())
70
71 -- Helper to check that type-defining technologies are unique and unambiguous
72 context TechnologyMapping static def: isUniqueTypeDefinitionTechnology(
73 allTechnologies : OrderedSet(Service::TechnologyReference),
74 typeDefiningTechnologies : Sequence(Service::TechnologyReference)
75 ) : Boolean =
76 let explicitTypeDefinitionsCount : Integer
77 = allTechnologies->select(r | r.isTypeDefinitionTechnology)->size()
78 in
79 explicitTypeDefinitionsCount <= 1 and
80 (typeDefiningTechnologies->size() > 1 implies explicitTypeDefinitionsCount = 1)
81
82 -- Data fields may only be mapped once in the context of the same complex type mapping
83 context ComplexTypeMapping inv uniqueFieldMappings:
84 self.type.type.uniqueFieldMappings(self.fieldMappings)
85
86 -- Helper to check that a data field was mapped only once
87 context DomainData::ComplexType def: uniqueFieldMappings(
88 mappings : OrderedSet(TechnologySpecificFieldMapping)
89 ) : Boolean =
90 let fieldNames : Sequence(String) = if (self.oclIsTypeOf(DomainData::Enumeration)) then
91 mappings.enumerationField.name
92 else
93 mappings.dataField.name
94 endif
95 in
96 fieldNames->size() = fieldNames->asSet()->size()
97
98 -- Mappings of domain operations must be unique within complex type mappings
99 context ComplexTypeMapping inv uniqueDataOperationMappings:

100 let mappedNames : Sequence(String) = self.operationMappings.dataOperation.name in
101 mappedNames->size() = mappedNames->asSet()->size()
102
103 -- Valid join point types of complex type mappings
104 context ComplexTypeMapping inv validJoinPointTypes:
105 self.aspects->forAll(a |
106 a.aspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::COMPLEX_TYPES)
107 )
108
109 -- Aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature can occur at most once in a complex type mapping
110 context ComplexTypeMapping inv uniqueAspects:
111 TechnologyMapping::uniqueAspects(self.aspects)
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112
113 -- Helper to check the occurrence of SINGLE_VALUED aspects
114 context TechnologyMapping static def: uniqueAspects(
115 aspects : OrderedSet(TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect)
116 ) : Boolean =
117 let aspectNames : Sequence(String)
118 = aspects->select(i | i.aspect.isSingleValued).qualifiedName()
119 in
120 aspectNames->size() = aspectNames->asSet()->size()
121
122 -- Helper to determine the qualified name of a service aspect
123 context TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect def: qualifiedName() : String =
124 self.technology.name.concat(’::’).concat(self.aspect.name)
125
126 -- Aspect technologies of complex type mappings must originate from technologies assigned to
127 -- the mappings
128 context ComplexTypeMapping inv validAspectTechnologies:
129 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
130 self.technologyReferences.technology->includesAll(self.aspects.technology)
131
132 -- In case a mapped complex type is a data structure or structured list, only its own data
133 -- fields may be mapped
134 context ComplexTypeMapping inv validDataFields:
135 let mappedDataFields : Sequence(DomainData::DataField)
136 = self.fieldMappings->select(m | not m.dataField.oclIsUndefined()).dataField
137 in
138 mappedDataFields->size() > 0 implies
139 self.type.type.oclAsType(DomainData::ComplexType).validMappedDataFields(mappedDataFields)
140
141 -- Helper to check that in a data structure or list type mapping only the data fields of the
142 -- respective complex type are mapped
143 context ComplexType def: validMappedDataFields(
144 mappedFields : Sequence(DomainData::DataField)
145 ) : Boolean =
146 if (not self.isStructure and not self.isStructuredList) then
147 false
148 else
149 let mappableFields : OrderedSet(DomainData::DataField) = if (isStructure) then
150 self.oclAsType(DomainData::DataStructure).dataFields
151 else
152 self.oclAsType(DomainData::ListType).dataFields
153 endif
154 in
155 mappedFields->size() > 0 implies
156 mappableFields->includesAll(mappedFields)
157 endif
158
159 -- In case a mapped complex type is an enumeration, only its own fields may be mapped
160 context ComplexTypeMapping inv validEnumerationFields:
161 self.type.type.oclIsTypeOf(DomainData::Enumeration) implies
162 let mappableFields : OrderedSet(DomainData::EnumerationField)
163 = self.type.type.oclAsType(DomainData::Enumeration).fields
164 in
165 let mappedEnumerationFields : Sequence(DomainData::EnumerationField)
166 = self.fieldMappings
167 ->select(m | not m.enumerationField.oclIsUndefined()).enumerationField
168 in
169 mappedEnumerationFields->size() = 0 or
170 mappableFields->includesAll(mappedEnumerationFields)
171
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172 -- In case a mapped complex type is a data structure, only its own operations may be mapped
173 context ComplexTypeMapping inv validDataOperations:
174 let mappedType : DomainData::ComplexType
175 = self.type.type.oclAsType(DomainData::ComplexType)
176 in
177 mappedType.isStructure implies
178 let mappableOperations : OrderedSet(DomainData::DataOperation)
179 = mappedType.oclAsType(DomainData::DataStructure).operations
180 in
181 mappableOperations->includesAll(self.operationMappings.dataOperation)
182
183 -- The service model import of a complex type to be mapped must point to a service model
184 context ImportedComplexTypeToMap inv validServiceModelImports:
185 self.serviceModelImport.importType = Service::ImportType::MICROSERVICES
186
187 -- Technology-specific field mappings must not be empty
188 context TechnologySpecificFieldMapping inv notEmpty:
189 not self.dataField.oclIsUndefined() implies
190 not self.type.oclIsUndefined() or self.aspects->size() > 0
191
192 -- The kind of a mapped type within a technology-specific field mapping must be the
193 -- technology-specific counterpart of the kind of the original type
194 context TechnologySpecificFieldMapping inv validTypeKind:
195 not self.type.oclIsUndefined() implies
196 let originalType : DomainData::Type = dataField.effectiveType in
197 self.type.validMappedTypeKind(originalType)
198
199 -- Helper to check that the kind of a mapped type is a technology-specific counterpart of the
200 -- kind of a given type
201 context DomainData::Type def: validMappedTypeKind(originalType : DomainData::Type) : Boolean =
202 if (originalType.oclIsTypeOf(DomainData::PrimitiveType)) then
203 self.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::TechnologySpecificPrimitiveType)
204 else if (originalType.oclIsTypeOf(DomainData::ComplexType)) then
205 let complexType : DomainData::ComplexType
206 = originalType.oclAsType(DomainData::ComplexType)
207 in
208 if (complexType.isStructure) then
209 self.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::TechnologySpecificDataStructure)
210 else if (complexType.isStructuredList or complexType.isPrimitiveList) then
211 self.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::TechnologySpecificListType)
212 else
213 false
214 endif
215 endif
216 else
217 false
218 endif
219 endif
220
221 -- Valid join point types of technology-specific field mappings
222 context TechnologySpecificFieldMapping inv validJoinPointTypes:
223 self.aspects->forAll(a |
224 a.aspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::DATA_FIELDS)
225 )
226
227 -- Aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature can occur at most once in a field mapping
228 context TechnologySpecificFieldMapping inv uniqueAspects:
229 TechnologyMapping::uniqueAspects(self.aspects)
230
231 -- Aspect and type technologies in a technology-specific field mapping must be referenced by
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232 -- the enclosing concept (either a complex type mapping or a complex parameter mapping)
233 context TechnologySpecificFieldMapping inv validTechnologies:
234 let referencedTechnologies : Set(Service::Import)
235 = self.typeMapping.technologyReferences.technology->asSet()
236 ->including(self.parameterMapping.technology)
237 in
238 (
239 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
240 referencedTechnologies->includesAll(self.aspects.technology)
241 )
242 and
243 (
244 not self.technology.oclIsUndefined() implies
245 referencedTechnologies->includes(self.technology)
246 )
247
248 -- A technology-specific field mapping may either target an enumeration or a data field
249 context TechnologySpecificFieldMapping inv enumerationOrDataField:
250 self.enumerationField.oclIsUndefined() xor
251 self.dataField.oclIsUndefined() and
252 self.technology.oclIsUndefined() and
253 self.type.oclIsUndefined()
254
255 -- Domain operation return type mappings must not be empty
256 context DataOperationReturnTypeMapping inv notEmpty:
257 not self.type.oclIsUndefined() or self.aspects->size() > 0
258
259 -- The return type of a domain operation may only be mapped if the domain operation has a
260 -- return type
261 context DataOperationReturnTypeMapping inv originalMustHaveReturnType:
262 not self.operationMapping.dataOperation.hasNoReturnType
263
264 -- In case the return type of a domain operation is mapped to a technology-specific type, the
265 -- technology-specific type must match the kind of the original return type
266 context DataOperationReturnTypeMapping inv validTypeKind:
267 not self.type.oclIsUndefined() implies
268 let originalReturnType : DomainData::Type
269 = self.operationMapping.dataOperation.primitiveOrComplexReturnType
270 in
271 type.validMappedTypeKind(originalReturnType)
272
273 -- Valid join point types of domain operation return type mappings
274 context DataOperationReturnTypeMapping inv validJoinPointTypes:
275 self.aspects->forAll(a |
276 a.aspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::DATA_OPERATION_PARAMETERS)
277 )
278
279 -- Aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature can occur at most once in a domain operation return
280 -- type mapping
281 context DataOperationReturnTypeMapping inv uniqueAspects:
282 TechnologyMapping::uniqueAspects(self.aspects)
283
284 -- Aspect and type technologies of domain operation return type mappings must originate from
285 -- technologies assigned to the enclosing complex type mappings
286 context DataOperationReturnTypeMapping inv validTechnologies:
287 let referencedTechnologies : Sequence(Service::Import)
288 = self.operationMapping.typeMapping.technologyReferences.technology
289 in
290 (
291 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
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292 referencedTechnologies->includesAll(self.aspects.technology)
293 )
294 and
295 (
296 not self.technology.oclIsUndefined() implies
297 referencedTechnologies->includes(self.technology)
298 )
299
300 -- Domain operation mappings must not be empty
301 context DataOperationMapping inv notEmpty:
302 not self.returnTypeMapping.oclIsUndefined() or
303 self.parameterMappings->size() > 0 or
304 self.aspects->size() > 0
305
306 -- Mappings of domain operation parameters within domain operation mappings must be unique
307 context DataOperationMapping inv uniqueParameterMappings:
308 let mappedNames : Sequence(String) = self.parameterMappings.parameter.name in
309 mappedNames->size() = mappedNames->asSet()->size()
310
311 -- Valid join point types of domain operation mappings
312 context DataOperationMapping inv validJoinPointTypes:
313 self.aspects->forAll(a |
314 a.aspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::DATA_OPERATIONS)
315 )
316
317 -- Aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature can occur at most once in a domain operation mapping
318 context DataOperationMapping inv uniqueAspects:
319 TechnologyMapping::uniqueAspects(self.aspects)
320
321 -- Aspect technologies of domain operation mappings must originate from technologies assigned
322 -- to the enclosing complex type mappings
323 context DataOperationMapping inv validAspectTechnologies:
324 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
325 let referencedTechnologies : Sequence(Service::Import)
326 = self.typeMapping.technologyReferences.technology
327 in
328 referencedTechnologies->includesAll(self.aspects.technology)
329
330 -- Only the own parameters of a domain operation may be mapped
331 context DataOperationMapping inv validParameters:
332 let mappableParameters : OrderedSet(DomainData::DataOperationParameter)
333 = self.dataOperation.parameters
334 in
335 self.parameterMappings->size() = 0 or
336 mappableParameters->includesAll(self.parameterMappings.parameter)
337
338 -- Valid join point types of domain operation parameter mappings
339 context DataOperationParameterMapping inv validJoinPointTypes:
340 self.aspects->forAll(a |
341 a.aspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::DATA_OPERATION_PARAMETERS)
342 )
343
344 -- Aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature can occur at most once in a domain operation
345 -- parameter mapping
346 context DataOperationParameterMapping inv uniqueAspects:
347 TechnologyMapping::uniqueAspects(self.aspects)
348
349 -- Aspect and type technologies of domain operation parameter mappings must originate from
350 -- technologies assigned to the enclosing complex type mappings
351 context DataOperationParameterMapping inv validTechnologies:
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352 let referencedTechnologies : Sequence(Service::Import)
353 = self.operationMapping.typeMapping.technologyReferences.technology
354 in
355 (
356 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
357 referencedTechnologies->includesAll(self.aspects.technology)
358 )
359 and
360 (
361 not self.technology.oclIsUndefined() implies
362 referencedTechnologies->includes(self.technology)
363 )
364
365 -- A mapped microservice must be imported from a service model
366 context MicroserviceMapping inv validImport:
367 self.microservice.import.importType = Service::ImportType::MICROSERVICES
368
369 -- Protocol and endpoint technologies of microservice mappings must originate from
370 -- technologies assigned to the mappings
371 context MicroserviceMapping inv validProtocolTechnologies:
372 let referencedTechnologies : Sequence(Service::Import)
373 = self.technologyReferences.technology
374 in
375 (
376 self.protocols->size() > 0 implies
377 referencedTechnologies
378 ->includesAll(self.protocols.technologySpecificProtocol.technology)
379 )
380 and
381 (
382 self.endpoints->size() > 0 implies
383 referencedTechnologies
384 ->includesAll(self.endpoints.technologySpecificProtocols.technology)
385 )
386
387 -- Aspect technologies of microservice mappings must originate from technologies assigned to
388 -- the mappings
389 context MicroserviceMapping inv validAspectTechnologies:
390 let referencedTechnologies : Sequence(Service::Import)
391 = self.technologyReferences.technology in
392 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
393 referencedTechnologies->includesAll(self.aspects.technology)
394
395 -- Check that type-defining technologies in microservice mappings are unique and unambiguous
396 context MicroserviceMapping inv uniqueTypeDefinitionTechnology:
397 TechnologyMapping::isUniqueTypeDefinitionTechnology(
398 self.technologyReferences,
399 self.getAllTypeDefinitionTechnologyReferences()
400 )
401
402 -- Unique technologies in a microservice mapping
403 context MicroserviceMapping inv uniqueTechnologies:
404 let technologies : Sequence(Service::Import) = self.technologyReferences.technology in
405 technologies->size() = technologies->asSet()->size()
406
407 -- Mappings of interfaces within microservice mappings must be unique
408 context MicroserviceMapping inv uniqueInterfaceMappings:
409 let mappedNames : Sequence(String) = self.interfaceMappings.interface.name in
410 mappedNames->size() = mappedNames->asSet()->size()
411
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412 -- Mappings of operations within microservice mappings must be unique
413 context MicroserviceMapping inv uniqueOperationMappings:
414 let mappedNames : Sequence(String) = self.operationMappings.operation.name in
415 mappedNames->size() = mappedNames->asSet()->size()
416
417 -- Mappings of referred operations within microservice mappings must be unique
418 context MicroserviceMapping inv uniqueReferredOperationMappings:
419 let mappedNames : Sequence(String)
420 = self.referredOperationMappings.operation.operation.name
421 in
422 mappedNames->size() = mappedNames->asSet()->size()
423
424 -- Communication types of mapped microservices’ protocols must be unique
425 context MicroserviceMapping inv uniqueCommunicationTypes:
426 TechnologyMapping::uniqueCommunicationTypes(self.protocols)
427
428 -- Helper to check that the communication types within a set of technology-specific protocol
429 -- specifications are unique
430 context TechnologyMapping static def: uniqueCommunicationTypes(
431 protocolSpecifications : OrderedSet(TechnologySpecificProtocolSpecification)
432 ) : Boolean =
433 protocolSpecifications->select(
434 s | s.communicationType = Technology::CommunicationType::SYNCHRONOUS
435 )->size() <= 1
436 and
437 protocolSpecifications->select(
438 s | s.communicationType = Technology::CommunicationType::ASYNCHRONOUS
439 )->size() <= 1
440
441 -- Protocol/data format combinations of mapped microservices’ endpoints must be unique
442 context MicroserviceMapping inv uniqueEndpointProtocols:
443 TechnologyMapping::uniqueEndpointProtocols(self.endpoints)
444
445 -- Helper to check that the protocol/data format combinations within a set of
446 -- technology-specific endpoints are unique
447 context TechnologyMapping static def: uniqueEndpointProtocols(
448 endpoints : OrderedSet(TechnologySpecificEndpoint)
449 ) : Boolean =
450 let protocolFormatCombinations : Sequence(String)
451 = endpoints.technologySpecificProtocols->flatten()
452 ->collect(p |
453 let format : String = if (not p.dataFormat.oclIsUndefined()) then
454 p.dataFormat.formatName
455 else
456 ’’
457 endif
458 in
459 p.protocol.name.concat(format)
460 )
461 in
462 protocolFormatCombinations->size() = protocolFormatCombinations->asSet()->size()
463
464 -- Valid join point types of microservice mappings
465 context MicroserviceMapping inv validJoinPointTypes:
466 self.aspects->forAll(a |
467 a.aspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::MICROSERVICES)
468 )
469
470 -- Aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature can occur at most once in a microservice mapping
471 context MicroserviceMapping inv uniqueAspects:
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472 TechnologyMapping::uniqueAspects(self.aspects)
473
474 -- Interface mappings must not be empty
475 context InterfaceMapping inv notEmpty:
476 self.protocols->size() > 0 or
477 self.endpoints->size() > 0 or
478 self.aspects->size() > 0
479
480 -- A mapped interface must originate from the microservice of the enclosing mapping
481 context InterfaceMapping inv validInterface:
482 self.microserviceMapping.microservice.microservice.interfaces->includes(self.interface)
483
484 -- Protocol and endpoint technologies of interface mappings must originate from technologies
485 -- assigned to the enclosing microservice mapping
486 context InterfaceMapping inv validProtocolTechnologies:
487 let referencedTechnologies : Sequence(Service::Import)
488 = self.microserviceMapping.technologyReferences.technology
489 in
490 (
491 self.protocols->size() > 0 implies
492 referencedTechnologies
493 ->includesAll(self.protocols.technologySpecificProtocol.technology)
494 )
495 and
496 (
497 self.endpoints->size() > 0 implies
498 referencedTechnologies
499 ->includesAll(self.endpoints.technologySpecificProtocols.technology)
500 )
501
502 -- Aspect technologies of interface mappings must originate from technologies assigned to the
503 -- enclosing microservice mapping
504 context InterfaceMapping inv validAspectTechnologies:
505 let referencedTechnologies : Sequence(Service::Import)
506 = self.microserviceMapping.technologyReferences.technology
507 in
508 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
509 referencedTechnologies->includesAll(self.aspects.technology)
510
511 -- Communication types of mapped interfaces’ protocols must be unique
512 context InterfaceMapping inv uniqueCommunicationTypes:
513 TechnologyMapping::uniqueCommunicationTypes(self.protocols)
514
515 -- Protocol/data format combinations of mapped interfaces’ endpoints must be unique
516 context InterfaceMapping inv uniqueEndpointProtocols:
517 TechnologyMapping::uniqueEndpointProtocols(self.endpoints)
518
519 -- Valid join point types of interface mappings
520 context InterfaceMapping inv validJoinPointTypes:
521 self.aspects->forAll(a |
522 a.aspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::INTERFACES)
523 )
524
525 -- Aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature can occur at most once in an interface mapping
526 context InterfaceMapping inv uniqueAspects:
527 TechnologyMapping::uniqueAspects(self.aspects)
528
529 -- Operation mappings must not be empty
530 context OperationMapping inv notEmpty:
531 self.protocols->size() > 0 or
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532 self.endpoints->size() > 0 or
533 self.parameterMappings->size() > 0 or
534 self.aspects->size() > 0
535
536 -- A mapped operation must originate from the microservice of the enclosing mapping
537 context OperationMapping inv validOperation:
538 let mappableOperations : Sequence(Service::Operation)
539 = self.microserviceMapping.microservice.microservice.interfaces.operations
540 in
541 mappableOperations->includes(self.operation)
542
543 -- Protocol and endpoint technologies of operation mappings must originate from technologies
544 -- assigned to the enclosing microservice mapping
545 context OperationMapping inv validProtocolTechnologies:
546 let referencedTechnologies : Sequence(Service::Import)
547 = self.microserviceMapping.technologyReferences.technology
548 in
549 (
550 self.protocols->size() > 0 implies
551 referencedTechnologies
552 ->includesAll(self.protocols.technologySpecificProtocol.technology)
553 )
554 and
555 (
556 self.endpoints->size() > 0 implies
557 referencedTechnologies
558 ->includesAll(self.endpoints.technologySpecificProtocols.technology)
559 )
560
561 -- Aspect technologies of operation mappings must originate from technologies assigned to the
562 -- enclosing microservice mapping
563 context OperationMapping inv validAspectTechnologies:
564 let referencedTechnologies : Sequence(Service::Import)
565 = self.microserviceMapping.technologyReferences.technology
566 in
567 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
568 referencedTechnologies->includesAll(self.aspects.technology)
569
570 -- Communication types of mapped operations’ protocols must be unique
571 context OperationMapping inv uniqueCommunicationTypes:
572 TechnologyMapping::uniqueCommunicationTypes(self.protocols)
573
574 -- Protocol/data format combinations of mapped operations’ endpoints must be unique
575 context OperationMapping inv uniqueEndpointProtocols:
576 TechnologyMapping::uniqueEndpointProtocols(self.endpoints)
577
578 -- An operation parameter may be mapped only once
579 context OperationMapping inv uniqueParameterMappings:
580 let mappedParameters : Sequence(Service::Parameter) = self.parameterMappings.parameter in
581 mappedParameters->size() = mappedParameters->asSet()->size()
582
583 -- Valid join point types of operation mappings
584 context OperationMapping inv validJoinPointTypes:
585 self.aspects->forAll(a |
586 a.aspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::OPERATIONS)
587 )
588
589 -- Aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature can occur at most once in an operation mapping
590 context OperationMapping inv uniqueAspects:
591 TechnologyMapping::uniqueAspects(self.aspects)
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592
593 -- Valid join point types of parameter mappings
594 context ParameterMapping inv validJoinPointTypes:
595 self.aspects->forAll(a |
596 a.aspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::PARAMETERS)
597 )
598
599 -- Aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature can occur at most once in a parameter mapping
600 context ParameterMapping inv uniqueAspects:
601 TechnologyMapping::uniqueAspects(self.aspects)
602
603 -- Primitive parameter mappings must not be empty
604 context PrimitiveParameterMapping inv notEmpty:
605 not self.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined() or self.aspects->size() > 0
606
607 -- A mapped parameter in a primitive parameter mapping must originate from the enclosing
608 -- operation mapping
609 context PrimitiveParameterMapping inv validParameter:
610 let mappableParameters : OrderedSet(Service::Parameter)
611 = operationMapping.operation.parameters->select(p |
612 not p.primitiveType.oclIsUndefined() or
613 if (not p.importedType.oclIsUndefined()) then
614 p.importedType.type.oclIsTypeOf(Technology::TechnologySpecificPrimitiveType)
615 else
616 false
617 endif
618 )
619 in
620 mappableParameters->includes(self.parameter)
621
622 -- Aspect and type technologies of primitive parameter mappings must originate from
623 -- technologies assigned to the enclosing operation mapping
624 context PrimitiveParameterMapping inv validTechnologies:
625 let referencedTechnologies : Sequence(Service::Import)
626 = self.operationMapping.microserviceMapping.technologyReferences.technology
627 in
628 (
629 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
630 referencedTechnologies->includesAll(self.aspects.technology)
631 )
632 and
633 (
634 not self.technology.oclIsUndefined() implies
635 referencedTechnologies->includes(self.technology)
636 )
637
638 -- Complex parameter mappings must not be empty
639 context ComplexParameterMapping inv notEmpty:
640 not self.technologySpecificComplexType.oclIsUndefined() or
641 self.aspects->size() > 0 or
642 self.fieldMappings->size() > 0
643
644 -- A parameter with a complex type may either receive a new technology-specific type or the
645 -- fields of the complex type may be mapped
646 context ComplexParameterMapping inv typeMappingOrFieldMappings:
647 self.technologySpecificComplexType.oclIsUndefined() xor self.fieldMappings->size() = 0
648
649 -- In case the complex type of a parameter is mapped to a technology-specific type, the
650 -- technology-specific type must match the kind of the original type. Moreover, enumerations
651 -- may not be mapped to technology-specific types.
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652 context ComplexParameterMapping inv validTechnologySpecificTypeKind:
653 let technologySpecificType : DomainData::Type = self.technologySpecificComplexType in
654 not technologySpecificType.oclIsUndefined() implies
655 let complexType : DomainData::ComplexType
656 = self.parameter.importedType.type.oclAsType(DomainData::ComplexType)
657 in
658 technologySpecificType.validMappedTypeKind(complexType)
659
660 -- Complex parameter fields may only be mapped once
661 context ComplexParameterMapping inv uniqueFieldMappings:
662 self.parameter.importedType.type
663 .oclAsType(DomainData::ComplexType).uniqueFieldMappings(self.fieldMappings)
664
665 -- A mapped parameter in a complex parameter mapping must originate from the enclosing
666 -- operation mapping
667 context ComplexParameterMapping inv validParameter:
668 let mappableParameters : OrderedSet(Service::Parameter)
669 = operationMapping.operation.parameters->select(p |
670 if (not p.importedType.oclIsUndefined()) then
671 p.importedType.type.oclIsTypeOf(DomainData::ComplexType)
672 else
673 false
674 endif
675 )
676 in
677 mappableParameters->includes(self.parameter)
678
679 -- Aspect and type technologies of complex parameter mappings must originate from technologies
680 -- assigned to the enclosing operation mapping
681 context ComplexParameterMapping inv validTechnologies:
682 let referencedTechnologies : Sequence(Service::Import)
683 = self.operationMapping.microserviceMapping.technologyReferences.technology
684 in
685 (
686 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
687 referencedTechnologies->includesAll(self.aspects.technology)
688 )
689 and
690 (
691 not self.technology.oclIsUndefined() implies
692 referencedTechnologies->includes(self.technology)
693 )
694
695 -- In case the mapped parameter’s type is a data structure or structured list, only its own
696 -- data fields may be mapped
697 context ComplexParameterMapping inv validDataFields:
698 not self.parameter.importedType.oclIsUndefined() implies
699 let complexType : DomainData::ComplexType
700 = self.parameter.importedType.type.oclAsType(DomainData::ComplexType)
701 in
702 let mappedDataFields : Sequence(DomainData::DataField)
703 = self.fieldMappings->select(m | not m.dataField.oclIsUndefined()).dataField
704 in
705 mappedDataFields->size() > 0 implies
706 complexType.validMappedDataFields(mappedDataFields)
707
708 -- Referred operation mappings must not be empty
709 context ReferredOperationMapping inv notEmpty:
710 self.protocols->size() > 0 or
711 self.endpoints->size() > 0 or
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712 self.aspects->size() > 0
713
714 -- A mapped referred operation must originate from the microservice of the enclosing
715 -- microservice mapping
716 context ReferredOperationMapping inv validReferredOperation:
717 let mappableReferredOperations : Sequence(Service::ReferredOperation)
718 = self.microserviceMapping.microservice.microservice.interfaces.referredOperations
719 in
720 mappableReferredOperations->includes(self.operation)
721
722 -- Protocol and endpoint technologies of referred operation mappings must originate from
723 -- technologies assigned to the enclosing microservice mapping
724 context ReferredOperationMapping inv validProtocolTechnologies:
725 let referencedTechnologies : Sequence(Service::Import)
726 = self.microserviceMapping.technologyReferences.technology
727 in
728 (
729 self.protocols->size() > 0 implies
730 referencedTechnologies
731 ->includesAll(self.protocols.technologySpecificProtocol.technology)
732 )
733 and
734 (
735 self.endpoints->size() > 0 implies
736 referencedTechnologies
737 ->includesAll(self.endpoints.technologySpecificProtocols.technology)
738 )
739
740 -- Aspect technologies of referred operation mappings must originate from technologies
741 -- assigned to the enclosing microservice mapping
742 context ReferredOperationMapping inv validAspectTechnologies:
743 let referencedTechnologies : Sequence(Service::Import)
744 = self.microserviceMapping.technologyReferences.technology
745 in
746 self.aspects->size() > 0 implies
747 referencedTechnologies->includesAll(self.aspects.technology)
748
749 -- Communication types of mapped referred operations’ protocols must be unique
750 context ReferredOperationMapping inv uniqueCommunicationTypes:
751 TechnologyMapping::uniqueCommunicationTypes(self.protocols)
752
753 -- Protocol/data format combinations of mapped referred operations’ endpoints must be unique
754 context ReferredOperationMapping inv uniqueEndpointProtocols:
755 TechnologyMapping::uniqueEndpointProtocols(self.endpoints)
756
757 -- Valid join point types of referred operation mappings
758 context ReferredOperationMapping inv validJoinPointTypes:
759 self.aspects->forAll(a |
760 a.aspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::OPERATIONS)
761 )
762
763 -- Aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature can occur at most once in a referred operation
764 -- mapping
765 context ReferredOperationMapping inv uniqueAspects:
766 TechnologyMapping::uniqueAspects(self.aspects)
767
768 -- The data format referenced from a TechnologySpecificProtocol instance must exist
769 context TechnologySpecificProtocol inv validDataFormat:
770 not self.dataFormat.oclIsUndefined() implies
771 self.protocol.dataFormats.formatName->includes(self.dataFormat.formatName)
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772
773 -- Addresses of technology-specific endpoints must be unique
774 context TechnologySpecificEndpoint inv uniqueAddresses:
775 self.addresses->size() = self.addresses->asSet()->size()
776
777 -- In case the singlePropertyValue attribute of a TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect is
778 -- set, the aspect may not assign values to properties using property names
779 context TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect
780 inv eitherSinglePropertyValueOrNamedPropertyValues:
781 (not self.singlePropertyValue.oclIsUndefined() implies self.values->size() = 0)
782 or
783 (self.values->size() > 0 implies self.singlePropertyValue.oclIsUndefined())
784
785 -- A technology-specific imported service aspect may only receive a single property value if
786 -- it defines exactly one property. The value for the property must also be compatible with
787 -- the property’s type.
788 context TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect inv validSingleProperty:
789 not self.singlePropertyValue.oclIsUndefined() implies
790 let properties : OrderedSet(Technology::TechnologySpecificProperty)
791 = self.aspect.properties
792 in
793 if (properties->size() = 1) then
794 let propertyType : DomainData::PrimitiveType
795 = self.aspect.properties->at(1).type
796 in
797 self.singlePropertyValue.isOfType(propertyType)
798 else
799 false
800 endif
801
802 -- Properties in value assignments of technology-specific imported service aspects must exist
803 context TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect inv validProperties:
804 self.values->size() > 0 implies
805 self.aspect.properties->includesAll(self.values.property)
806
807 -- Mandatory properties of a technology-specific imported service aspect must receive values
808 context TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect inv mandatoryValues:
809 let aspect : Technology::ServiceAspect = self.aspect in
810 let hasOnlyOneMandatoryProperty : Boolean = if (aspect.properties->size() = 1) then
811 aspect.properties->first().isMandatory
812 else
813 false
814 endif
815 in
816 if (hasOnlyOneMandatoryProperty) then
817 not self.singlePropertyValue.oclIsUndefined() or self.values->size() > 0
818 else
819 let mandatoryProperties : OrderedSet(Technology::TechnologySpecificProperty)
820 = aspect.properties->select(p | p.isMandatory)
821 in
822 let mandatoryPropertiesWithValue
823 : OrderedSet(Technology::TechnologySpecificPropertyValueAssignment)
824 = self.values->select(v | v.property.isMandatory)
825 in
826 mandatoryProperties->size() = mandatoryPropertiesWithValue->size()
827 endif
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E.5 Operation Modeling Language

Listing E.5 shows the OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Operation
Modeling Language’s metamodel (cf. Subsection 4.4.5).

Listing E.5: OCL invariants for the context conditions of the Operation Modeling
Language’s metamodel.

1 -- Operation model must not be empty
2 context OperationModel inv notEmpty:
3 self.containers->size() > 0 or self.infrastructureNodes->size() > 0
4
5 -- Unique imports in an operation model
6 context OperationModel inv uniqueImports:
7 self.imports->forAll(i1, i2 | i1 <> i2 implies
8 i1.name <> i2.name and i1.importURI <> i2.importURI
9 )

10
11 -- Endpoint addresses in an operation model must be unique for containers and infrastructure
12 -- nodes
13 context OperationModel inv uniqueEndpointAddresses:
14 let containerAddresses : Sequence(String)
15 = self.containers.endpointAddresses()->flatten()
16 in
17 let infrastructureAddresses : Sequence(String)
18 = self.infrastructureNodes.endpointAddresses()->flatten()
19 in
20 infrastructureAddresses->size() = infrastructureAddresses->asSet()->size() and
21 containerAddresses->forAll(a | not infrastructureAddresses->includes(a))
22
23 -- Helper to get all endpoint addresses of a container
24 context Container def: endpointAddresses() : Sequence(String) =
25 let basicEndpointAddresses : Sequence(String)
26 = self.defaultBasicEndpoints.addresses->flatten()
27 in
28 let deploymentSpecificationAddresses : Sequence(String)
29 = self.deploymentSpecifications.basicEndpoints->flatten()
30 .addresses->flatten()
31 in
32 deploymentSpecificationAddresses
33 ->iterate(a; addresses : Sequence(String) = basicEndpointAddresses |
34 addresses->including(a)
35 )
36
37 -- Helper to get all endpoint addresses of an infrastructure node
38 context InfrastructureNode def: endpointAddresses() : Sequence(String) =
39 let endpointAddresses : Sequence(String)
40 = self.endpoints.addresses->flatten()
41 in
42 let deploymentSpecificationAddresses : Sequence(String)
43 = self.deploymentSpecifications.basicEndpoints->flatten()
44 .addresses->flatten()
45 in
46 deploymentSpecificationAddresses
47 ->iterate(a; addresses : Sequence(String) = endpointAddresses |
48 addresses->including(a)
49 )
50
51 -- Imported microservices must originate from service models
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52 context ImportedMicroservice inv validImport:
53 self.import.importType = ImportType::MICROSERVICES
54
55 -- Technologies of an operation node must point to imported technology models
56 context OperationNode inv validTechnologyImports:
57 self.technologies->forAll(i | i.importType = ImportType::TECHNOLOGY)
58
59 -- Technologies of an operation node must be unique
60 context OperationNode inv uniqueTechnologies:
61 self.technologies->size() = self.technologies->asSet()->size()
62
63 -- All mandatory service properties of an operation node that do not receive a default
64 -- value must receive a value within service deployment specifications
65 context OperationNode inv mandatoryValues:
66 let operationTechnology : Technology::OperationTechnology
67 = if (self.oclIsTypeOf(Container)) then
68 self.oclAsType(Container)
69 .deploymentTechnology.deploymentTechnology
70 else
71 self.oclAsType(InfrastructureNode)
72 .infrastructureTechnology.infrastructureTechnology
73 endif
74 in
75 let nonDefaultProperties : OrderedSet(Technology::TechnologySpecificProperty)
76 = operationTechnology.serviceProperties->select(p |
77 p.isMandatory and
78 not self.defaultServicePropertyValues->exists(d |
79 d.property.name = p.name
80 )
81 )
82 in
83 (nonDefaultProperties->size() > 0 implies
84 self.deploymentSpecifications->size() = self.deployedServices->size()
85 and
86 self.deploymentSpecifications->forAll(s |
87 s.servicePropertyValues.property.name->includesAll(nonDefaultProperties.name)
88 )
89 )
90
91 -- Deployed services of an operation node must be unique
92 context OperationNode inv uniqueDeployedServices:
93 let qualifiedDeployedServices : Sequence(String)
94 = self.deployedServices->collect(s |
95 s.import.name.concat(’::’).concat(s.microservice.qualifiedName())
96 )
97 in
98 deployedServices->size() = deployedServices->asSet()->size()
99

100 -- Helper to build the qualified name of a microservice
101 context Service::Microservice def: qualifiedName() : String =
102 let qualifiedName : String = self.getQualifiedNameParts()
103 ->iterate(p : String; qn : String = ’’ |
104 qn.concat(p.concat(’.’))
105 )
106 in
107 let nameLength : Integer = qualifiedName->size() in
108 if (nameLength > 0) then
109 qualifiedName.substring(1, nameLength - 1)
110 else
111 ’’
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112 endif
113
114 -- Service deployment specifications of an operation node must be unique
115 context OperationNode inv uniqueDeploymentSpecifications:
116 let qualifiedSpecifications : Sequence(String)
117 = self.deploymentSpecifications->collect(s |
118 s.import.name.concat(’::’).concat(s.service.microservice.qualifiedName())
119 )
120 in
121 qualifiedSpecifications->size() = qualifiedSpecifications->asSet()->size()
122
123 -- Aspects with the SINGLE_VALUED feature can occur at most once on an operation node
124 context OperationNode inv uniqueAspects:
125 let aspectNames : Sequence(String) = aspects->select(
126 i | i.aspect.isSingleValued
127 )->collect(i |
128 i.technology.name.concat(’::’).concat(i.aspect.name)
129 )
130 in
131 aspectNames->size() = aspectNames->asSet()->size()
132
133 -- Valid join point types of containers
134 context Container inv validJoinPointTypes:
135 self.aspects->forAll(a |
136 a.aspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::CONTAINERS)
137 )
138
139 -- A container’s operation environment must originate from the assigned deployment technology
140 context Container inv validOperationEnvironment:
141 not self.operationEnvironment.oclIsUndefined() implies
142 self.deploymentTechnology.deploymentTechnology->includes(self.operationEnvironment)
143
144 -- Deployment technology of a container must originate from the technologies assigned to it
145 context Container inv validTechnologies:
146 not self.deploymentTechnology.oclIsUndefined() implies
147 self.technologies->includes(self.deploymentTechnology.import)
148
149 -- Container configuration properties for microservices must originate from the container’s
150 -- deployment technology
151 context Container inv validServiceProperties:
152 let availableProperties : OrderedSet(Technology::TechnologySpecificProperty)
153 = self.deploymentTechnology.deploymentTechnology.serviceProperties
154 in
155 self.hasValidServiceProperties(availableProperties)
156
157 -- An operation node may only refer to properties defined in deployment or infrastructure
158 -- technologies
159 context OperationNode def: hasValidServiceProperties(
160 availableProperties : OrderedSet(Technology::TechnologySpecificProperty)
161 ) : Boolean =
162 let serviceDeploymentSpecificationProperties
163 : Sequence(Technology::TechnologySpecificProperty)
164 = self.deploymentSpecifications.servicePropertyValues.property->flatten() in
165 (self.defaultServicePropertyValues->size() > 0 implies
166 availableProperties->includesAll(self.defaultServicePropertyValues.property))
167 and
168 (serviceDeploymentSpecificationProperties->size() > 0 implies
169 availableProperties->includesAll(serviceDeploymentSpecificationProperties))
170
171 -- Configuration properties with the SINGLE_VALUED feature can occur at most once in a
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172 -- container configuration
173 context Container inv validPropertyMultiplicities:
174 OperationModel::hasValidPropertyMultiplicities(self.defaultServicePropertyValues)
175
176 -- Helper to check if properties with the SINGLE_VALUED feature receive a value only once in a
177 -- list of property value assignments
178 context OperationModel static def: hasValidPropertyMultiplicities(
179 propertyValues : OrderedSet(Technology::TechnologySpecificPropertyValueAssignment)
180 ) : Boolean =
181 let singleValuedProperties : Sequence(String) = propertyValues.property->select(p |
182 p.features->exists(f | f = Technology::PropertyFeature::SINGLE_VALUED)
183 ).name
184 in
185 singleValuedProperties->size() = singleValuedProperties->asSet()->size()
186
187 -- Valid join point types of infrastructure nodes
188 context InfrastructureNode inv validJoinPointTypes:
189 self.aspects->forAll(a |
190 a.aspect.joinPoints->includes(technology::JoinPointType::INFRASTRUCTURE_NODES)
191 )
192
193 -- The operation environment of an infrastructure node must originate from the infrastructure
194 -- technology
195 context InfrastructureNode inv validOperationEnvironment:
196 not self.operationEnvironment.oclIsUndefined() implies
197 self.infrastructureTechnology.infrastructureTechnology
198 ->includes(self.operationEnvironment)
199
200 -- The infrastructure technology of an infrastructure node must originate from the
201 -- technologies assigned to the node
202 context InfrastructureNode inv validTechnologies:
203 not self.infrastructureTechnology.oclIsUndefined() implies
204 self.technologies->includes(self.infrastructureTechnology.import)
205
206 -- An infrastructure node may exhibit each combination of protocols/data formats of its basic
207 -- endpoints at most once
208 context InfrastructureNode inv uniqueEndpointProtocols:
209 OperationModel::hasUniqueEndpointProtocols(self.endpoints)
210
211 -- Helper to check that a protocol/data format combination exists only once in a set of basic
212 -- endpoints
213 context OperationModel static def: hasUniqueEndpointProtocols(
214 endpoints : OrderedSet(BasicEndpoint)
215 ) : Boolean =
216 let protocols : Sequence(ProtocolAndDataFormat)
217 = endpoints.protocols->flatten()
218 in
219 let protocolStrings : Sequence(String) = protocols->collect(p |
220 p.protocol.name.concat(’::’).concat(p.protocol.name).concat(
221 if (not p.dataFormat.oclIsUndefined()) then p.dataFormat.formatName else ’’ endif
222 )
223 )
224 in
225 protocolStrings->size() = protocolStrings->asSet()->size()
226
227 -- Configuration properties for microservices within an infrastructure node must be defined by
228 -- the node’s infrastructure technology
229 context InfrastructureNode inv validServiceProperties:
230 let availableProperties : OrderedSet(Technology::TechnologySpecificProperty)
231 = self.infrastructureTechnology.infrastructureTechnology.serviceProperties
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232 in
233 self.hasValidServiceProperties(availableProperties)
234
235 -- Operation nodes referred by an infrastructure node must originate from the same operation
236 -- model and not be the infrastructure node itself
237 context InfrastructureNode inv validUsesAndDependencies:
238 let otherNodes : Sequence(OperationNode) = self.operationModel.containers
239 ->including(self.operationModel.infrastructureNodes)
240 ->flatten()
241 .oclAsType(OperationNode)
242 ->select(c | c <> self)
243 in
244 (self.usedByNodes->size() > 0 implies otherNodes->includesAll(self.usedByNodes))
245 and
246 (self.dependsOnNodes->size() > 0 implies otherNodes->includesAll(self.dependsOnNodes))
247
248 -- An infrastructure node must be used by unique operation nodes
249 context InfrastructureNode inv uniqueUses:
250 self.usedByNodes->size() = self.usedByNodes->asSet()->size()
251
252 -- An infrastructure node must depend on unique operation nodes
253 context InfrastructureNode inv uniqueDependencies:
254 self.dependsOnNodes->size() = self.dependsOnNodes->asSet()->size()
255
256 -- The imported microservice of a service deployment specification must be assigned to the
257 -- specification’s operation node
258 context ServiceDeploymentSpecification inv validImport:
259 self.operationNode.deployedServices.import->includes(self.import)
260
261 -- A microservice in a service deployment specification must originate from the imported
262 -- service model referenced by the specification
263 context ServiceDeploymentSpecification inv validService:
264 self.operationNode.deployedServices
265 ->select(s | s.import.name = self.import.name)
266 ->includes(self.service)
267
268 -- Configuration properties with the SINGLE_VALUED feature may only receive a value once in a
269 -- service deployment specification
270 context ServiceDeploymentSpecification inv validPropertyMultiplicities:
271 OperationModel::hasValidPropertyMultiplicities(self.servicePropertyValues)
272
273 -- A service deployment specification may exhibit a protocol/data format combination for its
274 -- basic endpoints at most once
275 context ServiceDeploymentSpecification inv uniqueEndpointProtocols:
276 OperationModel::hasUniqueEndpointProtocols(self.basicEndpoints)
277
278 -- Addresses of a basic endpoint must be unique
279 context BasicEndpoint inv uniqueAddresses:
280 self.addresses->size() = self.addresses->asSet()->size()
281
282 -- The technology of an imported protocol must originate from the technologies of the
283 -- referring basic endpoint
284 context ProtocolAndDataFormat inv validTechnology:
285 let availableTechnologies : OrderedSet(Service::Import)
286 = self.endpoint.technologies()
287 in
288 availableTechnologies->includes(self.technology)
289
290 -- Helper to retrieve the technology imports of a basic endpoint’s parent, i.e., a container,
291 -- infrastructure node, or service deployment specification
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292 context BasicEndpoint def: technologies() : OrderedSet(Service::Import) =
293 if (not self.container.oclIsUndefined()) then
294 self.container.technologies
295 else if (not self.infrastructureNode.oclIsUndefined()) then
296 self.infrastructureNode.technologies
297 else
298 self.deploymentSpecification.operationNode.technologies
299 endif
300 endif
301
302 -- Data format in a ProtocolAndDataFormat instance must originate from the list of data
303 -- formats defined for the imported protocol
304 context ProtocolAndDataFormat inv validDataFormats:
305 not self.dataFormat.oclIsUndefined() implies
306 self.protocol.technology.protocols
307 ->select(p | p.name = self.protocol.name)
308 ->at(1)
309 .dataFormats->includes(self.dataFormat)
310
311 -- Operation node aspects must originate from operation node technologies
312 context ImportedOperationAspect inv validTechnology:
313 self.operationNode.technologies->includes(self.aspect.technology)
314
315 -- Properties in aspects’ value assignments must be defined by the imported operation aspects
316 context ImportedOperationAspect inv validProperties:
317 self.values->size() > 0 implies self.aspect.properties->includesAll(self.values.property)
318
319 -- In case the singlePropertyValue attribute of an ImportedOperationAspect is set, the
320 -- ImportedOperationAspect may not assign values leveraging property names
321 context ImportedOperationAspect inv eitherSinglePropertyValueOrNamedPropertyValues:
322 (not self.singlePropertyValue.oclIsUndefined() implies self.values->size() = 0)
323 or
324 (self.values->size() > 0 implies self.singlePropertyValue.oclIsUndefined())
325
326 -- In case a value is directly specified for an operation aspect, the aspect must define
327 -- exactly one property whose type is compatible with the type of the specified value
328 context ImportedOperationAspect inv validSingleProperty:
329 not self.singlePropertyValue.oclIsUndefined() implies
330 if (self.aspect.properties->size() <> 1) then
331 false
332 else
333 let value : DomainData::PrimitiveValue = self.singlePropertyValue in
334 let propertyType : DomainData::PrimitiveType
335 = self.aspect.properties->first().type
336 in
337 value.isOfType(propertyType)
338 endif
339
340 -- Operation aspect properties may receive values only once
341 context ImportedOperationAspect inv uniqueValueAssignments:
342 self.values->size() > 0 and self.aspect.properties->size() > 1 implies
343 let propertiesWithValues : Sequence(String) = self.values->collect(v | v.property.name) in
344 propertiesWithValues->size() = propertiesWithValues->asSet()->size()
345
346 -- Mandatory properties of an operation aspect must receive values in aspect applications
347 context ImportedOperationAspect inv mandatoryValues:
348 let aspect : Technology::OperationAspect = self.aspect in
349 let hasOnlyOneMandatoryProperty : Boolean
350 = if (aspect.properties->size() = 1) then
351 aspect.properties->first().isMandatory
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352 else
353 false
354 endif
355 in
356 if (hasOnlyOneMandatoryProperty) then
357 not self.singlePropertyValue.oclIsUndefined() or self.values->size() > 0
358 else
359 let mandatoryProperties : OrderedSet(Technology::TechnologySpecificProperty)
360 = aspect.properties->select(p | p.isMandatory)
361 in
362 let mandatoryPropertiesWithValue
363 : OrderedSet(Technology::TechnologySpecificPropertyValueAssignment)
364 = self.values->select(v | v.property.isMandatory)
365 in
366 mandatoryProperties->size() = mandatoryPropertiesWithValue->size()
367 endif
368
369 -- The value in a technology-specific property value assignment must be compatible with the
370 -- property’s type
371 context Technology::TechnologySpecificPropertyValueAssignment inv validPropertyValue:
372 self.value.isOfType(self.property.type)
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Ecore Main Concepts

Figure F.1 shows the main concepts of Ecore and their relationships. The graphic
originates from Ecore’s Javadoc reference [72].

Figure F.1: Ecore main concepts and their relationships according to Ecore’s Javadoc
reference [72].





Appendix G

Complete Model Code of
Concrete Syntax Running Example

The listings in this appendix comprise the complete model code of the running exam-
ple that we used in Chapter 5 to demonstrate the concrete syntaxes of our modeling
languages. Each of the following sections concerns a certain modeling language and
each presented listing shows the code of a coherent model which captures a certain
part of the OrderService from the case study microservice architecture [253].

The listings build on each other and together represent a coherent example for the
practical usage of our modeling languages. To foster understanding of the models’
coherence, Figure G.1 shows the physical model files in a file system hierarchy.

/

Common

Common.data

Order

Order.data

Order.mapping

Order.operation

Order.services

Restaurant

Restaurant.data

Docker.technology

Java.technology

Kafka.technology

MySQL.technology

Spring.technology

(Domain Model)

(Domain Model)

(Mapping Model)

(Operation Model)

(Service Model)

(Domain Model)

(Technology Model)

(Technology Model)

(Technology Model)

(Technology Model)

(Technology Model)

Figure G.1: File system hierarchy of the concrete syntax running example.
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G.1 Domain Data Modeling Language

Listing G.1 shows the contents of the “Common.data” domain model file (cf. Fig-
ure G.1 and Subsection 5.3.1).

Listing G.1: Complete model code of the “Common.data” domain model file in the
concrete syntax running example.

1 structure Money<valueObject> {
2 immutable double amount,
3 function Money add(Money delta),
4 function boolean isGreaterThanOrEqual(Money other),
5 function string asString,
6 function Money multiply(int x)
7 }

Listing G.2 shows the contents of the “Order.data” domain model file (cf. Figure G.1
and Subsection 5.3.1).

Listing G.2: Complete model code of the “Order.data” domain model file in the
concrete syntax running example.

1 import datatypes from "../Common/Common.data" as Common
2
3 context Order {
4 structure Order<aggregate, entity> {
5 long id<identifier>,
6 immutable long ^version,
7 long consumerId = -1,
8 immutable OrderState state,
9 long restaurantId = -1,

10 immutable OrderLineItems orderLineItems<part>,
11 hide immutable DeliveryInformation deliveryInformation<part>,
12 hide immutable PaymentInformation paymentInformation<part>,
13 hide immutable Common::Money orderMinimum<part>,
14 function Common::Money getOrderTotal()
15 }
16
17 enum OrderState {
18 APPROVED,
19 APPROVAL_PENDING,
20 REJECTED,
21 REVISION_PENDING
22 }
23
24 structure OrderLineItem<valueObject> {
25 int quantity,
26 string menuItemId,
27 string name,
28 Common::Money price,
29 function Common::Money deltaForChangedQuantity(int newQuantity),
30 function Common::Money getTotal
31 }
32
33 structure OrderLineItems<valueObject> {
34 OrderLineItemsType lineItems,
35 function OrderLineItem findOrderLineItem(string id),
36 function Common::Money orderTotal
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37 }
38
39 list OrderLineItemsType { OrderLineItem i }
40
41 structure DeliveryInformation<valueObject> {
42 date deliveryTime,
43 Address deliveryAddress
44 }
45
46 structure Address<valueObject> {
47 immutable string street1,
48 immutable string street2,
49 immutable string city,
50 immutable string state,
51 immutable string zip
52 }
53
54 structure PaymentInformation<valueObject> {
55 string paymentToken
56 }
57
58 structure OrderService<service> {
59 function Order createOrder(long consumerId, long restaurantId,
60 MenuItemIdAndQuantityList lineItems),
61 function Order updateOrder(long orderId, Order order),
62 function Order cancel(long orderId),
63 procedure approveOrder(long orderId),
64 procedure rejectOrder(long orderId)
65 }
66
67 structure MenuItemIdAndQuantity {
68 string menuItemId,
69 immutable int quantity
70 }
71
72 list MenuItemIdAndQuantityList { MenuItemIdAndQuantity itemQuantity }
73 }
74
75 context API {
76 structure CreateOrderRequest<valueObject> {
77 long consumerId,
78 long restaurantId,
79 LineItems lineItems
80 }
81
82 structure LineItem {
83 string menuItemId,
84 int quantity
85 }
86
87 list LineItems { LineItem i }
88
89 structure CreateOrderResponse<valueObject> {
90 long orderId
91 }
92
93 structure GetOrderResponse<valueObject> {
94 long orderId,
95 string state,
96 Common::Money orderTotal
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97 }
98 }

Listing G.3 shows the contents of the “Restaurant.data” domain model file (cf. Fig-
ure G.1 and Subsection 5.3.1).

Listing G.3: Complete model code of the “Restaurant.data” domain model file in the
concrete syntax running example.

1 import datatypes from "../Common/Common.data" as Common
2
3 context Restaurant {
4 structure RestaurantCreated<domainEvent, valueObject> {
5 string name,
6 RestaurantMenu menu
7 }
8
9 structure RestaurantMenu<valueObject> {

10 MenuItems menuItems
11 }
12
13 list MenuItems { MenuItem i }
14
15 structure MenuItem<valueObject> {
16 string id,
17 string name,
18 Common::Money price
19 }
20 }

G.2 Technology Modeling Language

Listing G.4 shows the contents of the “Docker.technology” technology model file (cf.
Figure G.1 and Subsection 5.3.2).

Listing G.4: Complete model code of the “Docker.technology” technology model file
in the concrete syntax running example.

1 technology Docker {
2 deployment technologies {
3 Docker {
4 operation environments = "docker:19_03_8" default;
5
6 service properties {
7 string image = "openjdk:8u171-jre-alpine"<singleval>;
8 string Dockerfile<mandatory, singleval>;
9 }

10 }
11 }
12 }

Listing G.5 shows the contents of the “Java.technology” technology model file (cf.
Figure G.1 and Subsection 5.3.2).
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Listing G.5: Complete model code of the “Java.technology” technology model file in
the concrete syntax running example.

1 technology Java {
2 types {
3 primitive type Boolean based on boolean default;
4 primitive type Byte based on byte default;
5 primitive type Character based on char default;
6 primitive type Date based on date default;
7 primitive type Double based on double default;
8 primitive type Float based on float default;
9 primitive type Integer based on int default;

10 primitive type Long based on long default;
11 primitive type Short based on short default;
12 primitive type String based on string default;
13 primitive type Object based on unspecified default;
14 primitive type BigDecimal;
15
16 compatibility matrix {
17 Double -> BigDecimal;
18 }
19 }
20
21 service aspects {
22 aspect Table<singleval> for types {
23 string name<mandatory>;
24 }
25 aspect Version<singleval> for fields;
26 aspect Enumerated<singleval> for fields {
27 string value = "STRING";
28 }
29 aspect Access<singleval> for types {
30 string value = "FIELD";
31 }
32 aspect Embedded<singleval> for fields;
33 aspect AttributeOverride for fields {
34 string name<mandatory>;
35 string column<mandatory>;
36 }
37 }
38 }

Listing G.6 shows the contents of the “Kafka.technology” technology model file (cf.
Figure G.1 and Subsection 5.3.2).

Listing G.6: Complete model code of the “Kafka.technology” technology model file
in the concrete syntax running example.

1 technology Kafka {
2 protocols {
3 async kafka data formats "binary" default with format "binary";
4 async zookeeper data formats "zookeeper" default with format "zookeeper";
5 }
6
7 service aspects {
8 aspect BootstrapAddress<singleval> for microservices {
9 string address<mandatory>;

10 }
11 aspect KafkaListener<singleval> for operations {
12 selector(protocol = kafka);
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13 string group;
14 string topic;
15 }
16 }
17
18 infrastructure technologies {
19 Kafka {
20 operation environments = "bitnami/kafka:latest" default;
21
22 service properties {
23 string zooKeeperServer;
24 }
25 }
26
27 ZooKeeper {
28 operation environments = "bitnami/zookeeper:latest" default;
29 }
30 }
31 }

Listing G.7 shows the contents of the “MySQL.technology” technology model file (cf.
Figure G.1 and Subsection 5.3.2).

Listing G.7: Complete model code of the “MySQL.technology” technology model file
in the concrete syntax running example.

1 technology MySQL {
2 protocols {
3 sync connectorJ data formats "jdbc_enabled" default with format "jdbc_enabled";
4 }
5
6 infrastructure technologies {
7 MySQL {
8 operation environments = "mysql:5.7.13" default;
9

10 service properties {
11 string rootPassword<mandatory, singleval>;
12 string mySqlUser<mandatory, singleval>;
13 string mySqlPassword<mandatory, singleval>;
14 }
15 }
16 }
17 }

Listing G.8 shows the contents of the “Spring.technology” technology model file (cf.
Figure G.1 and Subsection 5.3.2).

Listing G.8: Complete model code of the “Spring.technology” technology model file
in the concrete syntax running example.

1 technology Spring {
2 protocols {
3 sync rest data formats "application/json" default with format "application/json";
4 }
5
6 service aspects {
7 aspect Transactional<singleval> for types;
8 aspect Get<singleval> for operations {
9 selector(protocol = rest);
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10 }
11 aspect Post<singleval> for operations {
12 selector(protocol = rest);
13 }
14 aspect PathVariable<singleval> for parameters {
15 selector(protocol = rest, exchange_pattern = in);
16 }
17 aspect ResponseEntity<singleval> for parameters {
18 selector(protocol = rest, exchange_pattern = out);
19 }
20 aspect HttpNotFound<singleval> for parameters {
21 selector(protocol = rest, exchange_pattern = out);
22 }
23 }
24 }

G.3 Service Modeling Language

Listing G.9 shows the contents of the “Order.services” service model file (cf. Figure G.1
and Subsection 5.3.3).

Listing G.9: Complete model code of the “Order.services” service model file in the
concrete syntax running example.

1 import datatypes from "../Common/Common.data" as Common
2 import datatypes from "Order.data" as OrderDomain
3 import datatypes from "../Restaurant/Restaurant.data" as RestaurantDomain
4 import technology from "../Java.technology" as Java
5 import technology from "../Kafka.technology" as Kafka
6 import technology from "../Spring.technology" as Spring
7
8 @technology(Java)
9 @technology(Kafka)

10 @technology(Spring)
11 @async(Kafka::_protocols.kafka)
12 @sync(Spring::_protocols.rest)
13 @Kafka::_aspects.BootstrapAddress("localhost:9092")
14 functional microservice org.example.OrderService {
15 @endpoints(Spring::_protocols.rest: "/orders";)
16 interface Orders {
17 ---
18 Create order
19 @required request Request
20 ---
21 @Spring::_aspects.Post
22 create(
23 sync in request : OrderDomain::API.CreateOrderRequest,
24 sync out response : OrderDomain::API.CreateOrderResponse
25 );
26
27 ---
28 Get order
29 @required orderId ID of the order to retrieve
30 ---
31 @endpoints(Spring::_protocols.rest: "/{orderId}";)
32 @Spring::_aspects.Get
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33 getOrder(
34 @Spring::_aspects.PathVariable
35 sync in orderId : long,
36
37 @Spring::_aspects.ResponseEntity
38 sync out response : OrderDomain::API.GetOrderResponse
39 );
40
41 ---
42 Cancel order
43 @required orderId ID of the order to cancel
44 ---
45 @endpoints(Spring::_protocols.rest: "/{orderId}/cancel";)
46 @Spring::_aspects.Post
47 cancel(
48 @Spring::_aspects.PathVariable
49 sync in orderId : long,
50
51 @Spring::_aspects.ResponseEntity
52 sync out response : OrderDomain::API.GetOrderResponse,
53
54 @Spring::_aspects.HttpNotFound
55 sync out fault notFound : int
56 );
57 }
58
59 interface OrderEventConsumer {
60 ---
61 Listen for a menu to be created
62 @required menuCreated Menu was created (uses RestaurantCreated as its envelope to also get
63 the name of the restaurant for which the menu was created)
64 ---
65 @Kafka::_aspects.KafkaListener(group = "ftgo", topic = "ftgoTopic")
66 listenCreateMenu(async in menuCreated : RestaurantDomain::Restaurant.RestaurantCreated);
67 }
68 }

G.4 Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language

Listing G.10 shows the contents of the “Order.mapping” mapping model file (cf.
Figure G.1 and Subsection 5.3.4).

Listing G.10: Complete model code of the “Order.mapping” mapping model file in
the concrete syntax running example.

1 import microservices from "Order.services" as OrderServices
2 import technology from "../Java.technology" as Java
3 import technology from "../Spring.technology" as Spring
4
5 @technology(Java)
6 type OrderServices::OrderDomain::Order.Order {
7 aspects {
8 Java::_aspects.Table("orders");
9 Java::_aspects.Access;

10 }
11
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12 ^version { aspects { Java::_aspects.Version; } }
13
14 state { aspects { Java::_aspects.Enumerated; } }
15 }
16
17 @technology(Java)
18 type OrderServices::Common::Money {
19 amount : Java::_types.BigDecimal;
20 }
21
22 @technology(Java)
23 type OrderServices::OrderDomain::Order.OrderLineItem {
24 price {
25 aspects {
26 Java::_aspects.Embedded;
27 Java::_aspects.AttributeOverride(name="amount", column="price");
28 }
29 }
30 }
31
32 @technology(Spring)
33 type OrderServices::OrderDomain::Order.OrderService {
34 aspects { Spring::_aspects.Transactional; }
35 }

G.5 Alternative Approach to Technology Mapping for
the OrderService

This section demonstrates the usage of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling
Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.4) for assigning technology information to the Order-

Service microservice (cf. Subsection 5.3.3). To this end, we shift the technology
information from the service model in Listing G.9 (cf. Appendix G.3) to the mapping
model in Listing G.10 (cf. Appendix G.4). The resulting service model is technology-
agnostic and thus reusable across different technologies (cf. Subsection 3.4.3).

Listing G.11 shows the technology-agnostic version of the “Order.services” service
model.

Listing G.11: Complete model code of the technology-agnostic “Order.services” ser-
vice model file.

1 import datatypes from "../Common/Common.data" as Common
2 import datatypes from "Order.data" as OrderDomain
3 import datatypes from "../Restaurant/Restaurant.data" as RestaurantDomain
4
5 functional microservice org.example.OrderService {
6 interface Orders {
7 ---
8 Create order
9 @required request Request

10 ---
11 create(
12 sync in request : OrderDomain::API.CreateOrderRequest,
13 sync out response : OrderDomain::API.CreateOrderResponse
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14 );
15
16 ---
17 Get order
18 @required orderId ID of the order to retrieve
19 ---
20 getOrder(
21 sync in orderId : long,
22 sync out response : OrderDomain::API.GetOrderResponse
23 );
24
25 ---
26 Cancel order
27 @required orderId ID of the order to cancel
28 ---
29 cancel(
30 sync in orderId : long,
31 sync out response : OrderDomain::API.GetOrderResponse,
32 sync out fault notFound : int
33 );
34 }
35
36 interface OrderEventConsumer {
37 ---
38 Listen for a menu to be created
39 @required menuCreated Menu was created (uses RestaurantCreated as its envelope to also get
40 the name of the restaurant for which the menu was created)
41 ---
42 listenCreateMenu(async in menuCreated : RestaurantDomain::Restaurant.RestaurantCreated);
43 }
44 }

Listing G.12 shows an extended version of the “Order.mapping” mapping model
(cf. Listing G.10 in Appendix G.4) to reapply the technology information from
the technology-dependent “Order.services” service model (cf. Listing G.9 in Ap-
pendix G.3) to its technology-agnostic version (cf. Listing G.11).

Listing G.12: Extended version of the “Order.mapping” mapping model including
technology information for the OrderService microservice.

1 import microservices from "Order.services" as OrderServices
2 import technology from "../Java.technology" as Java
3 import technology from "../Kafka.technology" as Kafka
4 import technology from "../Spring.technology" as Spring
5
6 @technology(Java)
7 type OrderServices::OrderDomain::Order.Order {
8 aspects {
9 Java::_aspects.Table("orders");

10 Java::_aspects.Access;
11 }
12
13 ^version { aspects { Java::_aspects.Version; } }
14
15 state { aspects { Java::_aspects.Enumerated; } }
16 }
17
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18 @technology(Java)
19 type OrderServices::Common::Money {
20 amount : Java::_types.BigDecimal;
21 }
22
23 @technology(Java)
24 type OrderServices::OrderDomain::Order.OrderLineItem {
25 price {
26 aspects {
27 Java::_aspects.Embedded;
28 Java::_aspects.AttributeOverride(name="amount", column="price");
29 }
30 }
31 }
32
33 @technology(Spring)
34 type OrderServices::OrderDomain::Order.OrderService {
35 aspects { Spring::_aspects.Transactional; }
36 }
37
38 @technology(Java)
39 @technology(Kafka)
40 @technology(Spring)
41 OrderServices::org.example.OrderService {
42 protocols {
43 async: Kafka::_protocols.kafka
44 sync: Spring::_protocols.rest
45 }
46
47 aspects {
48 Kafka::_aspects.BootstrapAddress("localhost:9092");
49 }
50
51 interface Orders {
52 endpoints { Spring::_protocols.rest: "/orders"; }
53 }
54
55 operation Orders.create { aspects { Spring::_aspects.Post; } }
56
57 operation Orders.getOrder {
58 endpoints { Spring::_protocols.rest: "/{orderId}"; }
59
60 aspects { Spring::_aspects.Get; }
61
62 parameters {
63 primitive orderId { aspects { Spring::_aspects.PathVariable; } }
64 complex response { aspects { Spring::_aspects.ResponseEntity; } }
65 }
66 }
67
68 operation Orders.cancel {
69 endpoints { Spring::_protocols.rest: "/{orderId}/cancel"; }
70
71 aspects { Spring::_aspects.Post; }
72
73 parameters {
74 primitive orderId { aspects { Spring::_aspects.PathVariable; } }
75 complex response { aspects { Spring::_aspects.ResponseEntity; } }
76 primitive notFound { aspects { Spring::_aspects.HttpNotFound; } }
77 }
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78 }
79
80 operation OrderEventConsumer.listenCreateMenu {
81 aspects {
82 Kafka::_aspects.KafkaListener(group = "ftgo", topic = "ftgoTopic");
83 }
84 }
85 }

G.6 Operation Modeling Language

Listing G.13 shows the contents of the “Order.operation” operation model file (cf.
Figure G.1 and Subsection 5.3.5).

Listing G.13: Complete model code of the “Order.operation” operation model file in
the concrete syntax running example.

1 import microservices from "Order.services" as OrderServices
2 import technology from "../Docker.technology" as Docker
3 import technology from "../Kafka.technology" as Kafka
4 import technology from "../MySQL.technology" as MySQL
5 import technology from "../Spring.technology" as Spring
6
7 @technology(Docker)
8 @technology(Spring)
9 container OrderServiceContainer deployment technology Docker::_deployment.Docker

10 deploys OrderServices::org.example.OrderService {
11 OrderServices::org.example.OrderService {
12 Dockerfile = ’
13 RUN apk --no-cache add curl
14 CMD java ${JAVA_OPTS} -jar ftgo-order-service.jar
15 HEALTHCHECK --start-period=30s --interval=5s
16 CMD curl -f http://localhost:8080/actuator/health || exit 1
17 COPY build/libs/ftgo-order-service.jar .
18 ’
19
20 basic endpoints {
21 Spring::_protocols.rest: "8082:8080";
22 }
23 }
24 }
25
26 @technology(MySQL)
27 MySQL is MySQL::_infrastructure.MySQL used by nodes OrderServiceContainer {
28 default values {
29 rootPassword = "rootpassword"
30 mySqlUser = "mysqluser"
31 mySqlPassword = "mysqlpw"
32 }
33
34 endpoints {
35 MySQL::_protocols.connectorJ: "3306:3306";
36 }
37 }
38
39 @technology(Kafka)
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40 KafkaServer is Kafka::_infrastructure.Kafka used by nodes OrderServiceContainer {
41 default values {
42 zooKeeperServer = "ZooKeeper:2181"
43 }
44
45 endpoints {
46 Kafka::_protocols.kafka: "9092:9092";
47 }
48 }
49
50 @technology(Kafka)
51 ZooKeeper is Kafka::_infrastructure.ZooKeeper used by nodes KafkaServer {
52 endpoints {
53 Kafka::_protocols.zookeeper: "2181:2181", "2888:2888", "3888:3888";
54 }
55 }

Like for the other operation nodes, Listing G.13 models the MySQL infrastructure
node in Lines 26 to 37 based on the Docker Compose file of the food ordering case
study microservice architecture1. This file specifies the credentials for the case study’s
MySQL DBMS in plain text, which is the reason why the rootPassword, mySqlUs-
er, and mySqlPassword configuration properties of the MySQL infrastructure node in
Listing G.13 also receive their values in the form of plain text strings.

Plain text configuration of credentials is feasible for case studies like the food
ordering microservice architecture to facilitate their study and execution by MSA
beginners on private hardware. However, in a production environment it is necessary
to secure safety-critical configuration data like credentials, e.g., by injecting them into
running containers using Docker Swarm and its support for Docker secrets2. In this
case, the plain text values for the configuration properties of the MySQL infrastructure
node in Listing G.13 could immediately be replaced with the identifiers of configured
Docker secrets to increase the security of the operation model.

1https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/docke
r-compose.yml

2https://docs.docker.com/engine/swarm/secrets

https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/docker-compose.yml
https://www.github.com/microservices-patterns/ftgo-application/blob/7f25e72d/docker-compose.yml
https://docs.docker.com/engine/swarm/secrets




Appendix H

Context Conditions with
Medium Criticality

Each of the following sections lists context conditions with medium criticality for the
concrete syntax of one of our MSA modeling languages (cf. Section 5.3). We consider
these context conditions warning context conditions because their violations yield
warnings in constructed MSA models. The tables in the sections follow the same
structure as the tables in Section 5.4.

H.1 Domain Data Modeling Language

Table H.1 lists warning context conditions of the Domain Data Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 5.3.1). All conditions concern DDD patterns [82] and we communicate
their violations in the form of warnings because (i) DDD lacks a formal definition
and pattern application is thus partially ambiguous [244]; and (ii) we want to enable
DDD pattern application in non-DDD domain modeling scenarios. For example,
DDD-inspired features of the Domain Data Modeling Language like FACTORY or
CLOSURE (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) share a common understanding in software design [97].

Table H.1: Context conditions of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 5.3.1) with medium criticality.

# Short Title Type Description

CC.33 Valid DDD
Aggregates

Warning Data structures with the AGGREGATE feature (cf.
Subsection 4.4.1) should also exhibit the ENTI-

TY feature and contain at least one field with
the PART feature [244]. Enumerations should not
exhibit the AGGREGATE feature.
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Table H.1: Context conditions of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 5.3.1) with medium criticality (continued).

# Short Title Type Description

CC.34 Valid DDD
Aggregate
Parts

Warning Data fields with the PART feature should be de-
fined within data structures with the AGGRE-

GATE feature [244]. Furthermore, the types of
PART data fields should be defined in the same
bounded context, version, or domain model as
their defining data structures. In addition, data
structure types of PART data fields should exhibit
the ENTITY or VALUE_OBJECT feature.

CC.35 Valid DDD
Closures

Warning Domain operations with the CLOSURE feature
should not exhibit the IDENTIFIER or VALIDATOR
feature [244]. Closures should also take exactly
one parameter and have a return type equal to
the parameter’s type.

CC.36 Valid DDD
Domain
Events

Warning Data structures or enumerations with the DO-

MAIN_EVENT feature should also exhibit the VAL-

UE_OBJECT feature [244].

CC.37 Valid DDD
Entities

Warning Data structures with the ENTITY feature should
define at least one non-inherited field or opera-
tion with the IDENTIFIER feature [244]. Enumer-
ations should not exhibit the ENTITY feature.

CC.38 Valid DDD
Factories

Warning Domain operations with the FACTORY feature
should return data structures with the AGGRE-

GATE or VALUE_OBJECT feature [244].

CC.39 Valid DDD
Identifiers

Warning Domain operations with the IDENTIFIER feature
should not exhibit the VALIDATOR feature.

CC.40 Valid DDD
Repositories

Warning Domain operation parameters of data structures
with the REPOSITORY feature should be typed
with data structures that exhibit the ENTITY or
VALUE_OBJECT feature [244].

CC.41 Valid DDD
Services

Warning Data structures with the APPLICATION_SERVICE,
DOMAIN_SERVICE, INFRASTRUCTURE_SERVICE, or
SERVICE feature should define at least one op-
eration and no data fields [244]. Enumerations
should not exhibit a DDD Service feature.
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Table H.1: Context conditions of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 5.3.1) with medium criticality (continued).

# Short Title Type Description

CC.42 Valid DDD
Side-Effect-
Free
Functions

Warning Domain operations with the SIDE_EFFECT_FREE

feature (cf. Subsection 4.4.1) should have a return
type.

CC.43 Valid DDD
Specifications

Warning Data structures with the SPECIFICATION feature
should exhibit at least one domain operation
with the VALIDATOR feature [244]. Enumerations
should not exhibit the SPECIFICATION feature.

CC.44 Valid DDD
Validators

Warning Domain operations with the VALIDATOR feature
should be defined in data structures with the
SPECIFICATION feature and have a boolean re-
turn type.

CC.45 Valid DDD
Value Objects

Warning Data structures or enumerations with the VAL-

UE_OBJECT feature should not exhibit the AGGRE-

GATE, APPLICATION_SERVICE, DOMAIN_SERVICE,
ENTITY, INFRASTRUCTURE_SERVICE, REPOSITORY,
SERVICE, or SPECIFICATION feature [244].

H.2 Technology Modeling Language

Table H.2 lists the warning context conditions of the Technology Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 5.3.2).

Table H.2: Context conditions of the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 5.3.2) with medium criticality.

# Short Title Type Description

CC.46 Built-in
Compatibility

Warning An entry in a compatibility matrix should not be
redundant and cover a built-in type conversion
direction, e.g., from int to long.

CC.47 Complete
Aspect
Applicability

Warning Pointcut selectors should equally apply to all join
point types. For example, a data structure aspect
should not be constrained by pointcut selectors
for microservice protocols.
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Table H.2: Context conditions of the Technology Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 5.3.2) with medium criticality (continued).

# Short Title Type Description

CC.48 Omit
Redundant
Single-Valued
Feature

Warning The property of a technology aspect should not
exhibit the SINGLE_VALUED feature because as-
pect properties are single-valued by definition
(cf. Subsection 4.4.2).

H.3 Service Modeling Language

Table H.3 lists the warning context conditions of the Service Modeling Language (cf.
Subsection 5.3.3).

Table H.3: Context conditions of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.3)
with medium criticality.

# Short Title Type Description

CC.49 Compatible
Initialization
Types

Warning The type of an initialized microservice opera-
tion parameter should be compatible to a type of
the initializing operation’s outgoing parameters.
Type compatibility issues only yield warnings
because in MSA it is common that services deal
with incompatible data values [208], e.g., via the
Tolerant Reader pattern [93].

CC.50 Complete API
Comments

Warning API operation comments should comprise a com-
ment for each incoming parameter to be consis-
tent with the definition of the API.

CC.51 Implemented
Dependencies

Warning Required interfaces or operations should not be
modeled as being not implemented (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.3). Otherwise, they might not be usable
by dependent microservices.

CC.52 Matching
Communica-
tion
Types

Warning Operations that initialize parameters of other op-
erations should exhibit an outgoing parameter
with the same communication type as the initial-
ized parameter. Otherwise, the initialization may
fail at runtime due to missing values.
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Table H.3: Context conditions of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.3)
with medium criticality (continued).

# Short Title Type Description

CC.53 Matching
Parameter
Kinds in
Comments

Warning The kinds of API parameter comments should
match the kinds of the documented operation
parameters. That is, optional parameters should
not be commented as being required and vice
versa.

CC.54 Omit
Redundant
Dependencies

Warning To reduce model complexity, required microser-
vice interfaces or operations should not be re-
dundant. For example, if an interface of a mi-
croservice is required, the contained operations
are already transitively required and need them-
selves not be modeled as being required.

CC.55 Omit
Redundant
Internal
Modifier

Warning To reduce redundancy, operations of an interface
with internal visibility should themselves not
have an internal visibility.

CC.56 Omit
Redundant
Not-
Implemented
Qualifier

Warning To reduce redundancy, operations whose inter-
faces are modeled as being not implemented
should themselves not be modeled as being not
implemented.

CC.57 Unambiguous
Endpoint
Addresses

Warning Endpoint addresses of microservices, inter-
faces, and operations should be unique per
protocol/data format combination to prevent
communication failures. The condition’s vio-
lation yields a warning because in interaction
scenarios like REST it may still be desirable to,
e.g., provide service operations that interact via
the same endpoint address but by means of dif-
ferent HTTP methods like GET or POST [87].

CC.58 Unambiguous
Parameter
Comments

Warning To prevent ambiguous API documentation, oper-
ation parameters should at most once receive an
API parameter comment.
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H.4 Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language

Table H.4 lists the warning context conditions of the Service Technology Mapping
Modeling Language (cf. Subsection 5.3.4).

Table H.4: Context conditions of the Service Technology Mapping Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 5.3.4) with medium criticality.

# Short Title Type Description

CC.59 Compatible
Data Field
Types

Warning Data fields should receive a technology-specific
primitive type (cf. Subsection 4.4.2) that is com-
patible to their original built-in primitive type
(cf. Subsection 4.4.1).

CC.60 Compatible
Parameter
Types

Warning Domain operation parameters should receive a
technology-specific primitive type that is com-
patible to their original built-in primitive type.

CC.61 Compatible
Return Types

Warning Domain operation return types should receive
a technology-specific primitive type that is com-
patible to their original built-in primitive type.

CC.62 Unambiguous
Endpoint
Addresses

Warning Endpoint addresses of microservices, inter-
faces, and operations should be unique per
protocol/data format combination (cf. context
condition CC.57 in Appendix H.3).

H.5 Operation Modeling Language

Table H.5 lists the warning context conditions of the Operation Modeling Language
(cf. Subsection 5.3.5).

Table H.5: Context conditions of the Operation Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 5.3.5) with medium criticality.

# Short Title Type Description

CC.63 Complete
Basic
Endpoints

Warning Deployed microservices should receive a basic
endpoint for each protocol/data format combi-
nation. Otherwise, communication failures may
occur at runtime in case a container does not
provide a certain endpoint.
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Table H.5: Context conditions of the Operation Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tion 5.3.5) with medium criticality (continued).

# Short Title Type Description

CC.64 Consistent
Microservice
Deployments

Warning Microservices that use infrastructure nodes
should have a container deployment to enable
their runtime operation and node usage. The
condition has a medium criticality because mi-
croservice deployment may happen independent
of the operation model.

CC.65 Required
Microservice
Deployments

Warning Microservices required by other microservices
should have a container deployment to enable
their runtime availability. The condition has a
medium criticality because microservice deploy-
ment may happen independent of the operation
model.

CC.66 Unambiguous
Basic
Endpoint
Addresses

Warning In case two or more containers deploy the same
microservice, the service’s basic endpoint ad-
dresses should be unique to prevent communi-
cation failures.

CC.67 Utilized
Infrastructure
Nodes

Warning Infrastructure nodes should be used by at least
one microservice or operation node. Otherwise,
they may be redundant in the considered mi-
croservice architecture.





Appendix I

Mappings between Language and
Intermediate Metamodel Concepts

This appendix summarizes mappings between concepts of the language metamodels
and intermediate metamodels of our MSA modeling languages (cf. Sections 4.4 and
6.4). Each of the following sections presents the mappings for a certain modeling
language.

I.1 Domain Data Modeling Language

Table I.1 summarizes the mappings between concepts of the language metamodel
and intermediate metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language (cf. Subsec-
tions 4.4.1 and 6.4.1).

Table I.1: Mappings between concepts of the language metamodel and intermediate
metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language.

Language Metamodel Concepts Intermediate Metamodel Concepts

ComplexType IntermediateComplexType

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

ComplexTypeImport IntermediateImport

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate attribute importTypeName is always set to the
value “DATATYPES”.

Context IntermediateContext

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.
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Table I.1: Mappings between concepts of the language metamodel and intermediate
metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language (continued).

Language Metamodel Concepts Intermediate Metamodel Concepts

DataField IntermediateDataField

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

The type and originalType attributes of the intermediate concept receive the
possibly mapped type of the source data field and its type prior to any mapping,
respectively. In case no type mapping was defined, the values of the type and
originalType attributes are equal.

The inherited flag identifies inherited data fields from super data structures and
the featureNames attribute comprises the names of all assigned data field features.

Furthermore, the intermediate concept exhibits the initializationValueCompat-

ibleTypes attribute that clusters the primitive types to which a possible initial-

izationValue is compatible ordered by their sizes.
We map aspect applications as described below for the language metamodel con-

cept ImportedServiceAspect. The IntermediateDataField concept clusters aspect
applications in its aspects attribute.

DataModel IntermediateDataModel

DataOperation
IntermediateDataOperation

IntermediateDataOperationReturnType

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

The inherited flag identifies inherited operations from super data structures and
the featureNames attribute comprises the names of all assigned operation features.

The IntermediateDataOperationReturnType concept captures the return type of
the source operation. Its type and originalType attributes receive the possibly
mapped return type of the source operation and its return type prior to any map-
ping, respectively. In case no type mapping was defined, the values of the type and
originalType attributes are equal.

We map aspect applications as described below for the language metamodel con-
cept ImportedServiceAspect. Both intermediate concepts cluster aspect applications
in their aspects attributes.

DataOperationParameter IntermediateDataOperationParameter

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.
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Table I.1: Mappings between concepts of the language metamodel and intermediate
metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language (continued).

Language Metamodel Concepts Intermediate Metamodel Concepts

The type and originalType attributes of the intermediate concept receive the
possibly mapped type of the source parameter and its type prior to any mapping,
respectively. In case no type mapping was defined, the values of the type and
originalType attributes are equal.

We map aspect applications as described below for the language metamodel con-
cept ImportedServiceAspect. The IntermediateDataOperationParameter concept
clusters aspect applications in its aspects attribute.

DataStructure IntermediateDataStructure

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

The origin of the intermediate concept is set to the literal DATA_MODEL and its kind
is set to STRUCTURE.

The featureNames attribute comprises the names of all assigned data structure
features.

Enumeration IntermediateEnumeration

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

The origin of the intermediate concept is set to the literal DATA_MODEL and its kind
is set to ENUMERATION.

The featureNames attribute comprises the names of all assigned enumeration
features.

EnumerationField IntermediateEnumerationField

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

Furthermore, the intermediate concept exhibits the initializationValueCompat-

ibleTypes attribute that clusters the primitive types to which a possible initial-

izationValue is compatible ordered by their sizes.

ImportedComplexType IntermediateImportedComplexType

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

The origin of the intermediate concept is set to the literal DATA_MODEL. Its kind is
set to one of the literals ENUMERATION, LIST, or STRUCTURE depending on whether the
imported type is an enumeration, list type, or data structure, respectively.
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Table I.1: Mappings between concepts of the language metamodel and intermediate
metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language (continued).

Language Metamodel Concepts Intermediate Metamodel Concepts

ListType IntermediateListType

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

The origin of the intermediate concept is set to the literal DATA_MODEL and its kind
is set to LIST.

If the source list type is a primitive list, the intermediate concept’s primitiveList

flag is set to true and the primitiveType attribute identifies the primitive type.
Otherwise, the intermediate concept’s structuredList flag is set to true and the
primitiveType attribute is empty.

We map aspect applications as described below for the language metamodel con-
cept ImportedServiceAspect. The IntermediateListType concept clusters aspect
applications in its aspects attribute.

Mapping::TechnologySpecificImport-

edServiceAspect

IntermediateImportedAspect

IntermediateAspectProperty

IntermediateAspectPropertyValue

Mapping Remarks: The language metamodel concept represents the application of
a ServiceAspect instance (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2) to a model element
within a mapping model (cf. Figure 4.13 in Subsection 4.4.4). The intermediate
metamodel captures the application of an aspect by means of three concepts.

The IntermediateImportedAspect concept covers the aspect itself. Its qualified-

Name is a concatenation of the name of the technology that defines the aspect and
the name of the aspect itself. Furthermore, the intermediate concept’s featureNames

attribute comprises the names of all assigned aspect features.
The IntermediateAspectProperty concept covers TechnologySpecificProperty

instances of the source service aspect (cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2). The
intermediate concept’s type attribute receives the value of the derived typeName

attribute of a source property’s primitive type (cf. Figure 4.2 in Subsection 4.4.1). In
addition, the intermediate concept’s featureNames attribute comprises the names of
all assigned source property features.

The IntermediateAspectPropertyValue concept covers aspect property values
from the application of the source service aspect. The property values are instances
of the language metamodel concept TechnologySpecificPropertyValueAssignment
(cf. Figure 4.7 in Subsection 4.4.2).
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Table I.1: Mappings between concepts of the language metamodel and intermediate
metamodel of the Domain Data Modeling Language (continued).

Language Metamodel Concepts Intermediate Metamodel Concepts

PrimitiveType IntermediatePrimitiveType

Mapping Remarks: The name and size attributes of the intermediate concept re-
ceive the outputs of the derived typeName and typeSize attributes of the language
metamodel concept.

The origin of the intermediate concept is set to the literal BUILTIN and its kind is
set to PRIMITIVE.

Type IntermediateImportedTechnologySpe-

cificType

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation
of the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots. Fur-
thermore, we precede the intermediate concept’s qualifiedName by the name of
the technology model that defines the source technology-specific type (cf. Subsec-
tion 4.4.2).

The origin of the intermediate concept is set to the literal TECHNOLOGY. The kind

of the intermediate concept depends on the kind of the source technology-specific
type, and can receive one of the literals LIST, PRIMITIVE, or STRUCTURE.

Version IntermediateVersion

I.2 Service Modeling Language

Table I.2 summarizes the mappings between concepts of the language metamodel
and intermediate metamodel of the Service Modeling Language (cf. Subsections 4.4.3
and 6.4.2).

Table I.2: Mappings between concepts of the language metamodel and intermediate
metamodel of the Service Modeling Language.

Language Metamodel Concepts Intermediate Metamodel Concepts

ApiOperationComment IntermediateApiOperationComment

ApiParameterComment IntermediateApiParameterComment

Import

ImportType
IntermediateData::IntermediateImport
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Table I.2: Mappings between concepts of the language metamodel and intermediate
metamodel of the Service Modeling Language (continued).

Language Metamodel Concepts Intermediate Metamodel Concepts

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate attribute importTypeName receives one of the
values “DATATYPES”, “MICROSERVICES”, or “TECHNOLOGY” depending on
whether the imported model is a domain model, service model, or technology model,
respectively.

ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat

Endpoint
IntermediateEndpoint

Mapping Remarks: The IntermediateEndpoint concept clusters attributes from
both the ImportedProtocolAndDataFormat and Endpoint concept. Specifically, an
IntermediateEndpoint instance combines information about a protocol and its data
format as well as the addresses of an endpoint.

ImportedServiceAspect

IntermediateImportedAspect

IntermediateAspectProperty

IntermediateAspectPropertyValue

DataFieldAspects

Mapping Remarks: The mapping basically follows the same pattern as the mapping
of the TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect concept to the Intermediate-

ImportedAspect, IntermediateAspectProperty, and IntermediateAspectProperty-

Value concepts (cf. Appendix I.1).
However, in case the aspect application concerns a data field of a microservice

operation parameter with a structure type (cf. Subsection 4.4.4), we also append
the IntermediateImportedAspect instance to the DataFieldAspects instance for the
data field as part of the parameter’s intermediate representation (see below). The
values of the name and qualifiedName attributes of the DataFieldAspects instance
equal the values of the name and qualifiedName attributes in the IntermediateData-

Field instance for the parameter’s data field (cf. Appendix I.1).

Interface IntermediateInterface

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

The intermediate attribute hasImplementedOperations is set to true if the source
Interface defines at least one operation with the notImplemented attribute set to
false.

Microservice IntermediateMicroservice
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Table I.2: Mappings between concepts of the language metamodel and intermediate
metamodel of the Service Modeling Language (continued).

Language Metamodel Concepts Intermediate Metamodel Concepts

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

The intermediate attribute effectivelyImplemented is set to true when (i) the
source Microservice defines at least one interface whose notImplemented attribute
is false; and (ii) the interface only defines operations with their notImplemented

attribute set to false.

Operation IntermediateOperation

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

Parameter IntermediateParameter

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

The intermediate concept’s type and originalType attributes identify the possibly
mapped type of the source Parameter and its type prior to any mapping, respectively.
In case no type mapping occurred, the values of the type and originalType attributes
are equal.

The intermediate attribute initializedByOperation receives an OperationRefer-

ence instance to point to the intermediate representation of a source Operation that
shall initialize the source Parameter.

PossiblyImportedInterface InterfaceReference

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

The intermediate concept’s imported flag indicates whether the source Possibly-

ImportedInterface instance originates from another service model. Otherwise, the
intermediate association localInterface points to the intermediate representation
of the referenced source Interface in the same service model as the instance of the
intermediate concept.

PossiblyImportedMicroservice MicroserviceReference

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

The intermediate concept’s imported flag indicates whether the source Possibly-

ImportedMicroservice instance originates from another service model.
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Table I.2: Mappings between concepts of the language metamodel and intermediate
metamodel of the Service Modeling Language (continued).

Language Metamodel Concepts Intermediate Metamodel Concepts

Otherwise, the intermediate association localMicroservice points to the intermedi-
ate representation of the referenced source Microservice in the same service model
as the instance of the intermediate concept.

PossiblyImportedOperation OperationReference

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s qualifiedName is a concatenation of
the language metamodel concept’s qualified name parts separated by dots.

The intermediate concept’s imported flag indicates whether the source Possibly-

ImportedOperation instance originates from another service model. Otherwise, the
intermediate association localOperation points to the intermediate representation
of the referenced source Operation in the same service model as the instance of the
intermediate concept.

ProtocolSpecification IntermediateProtocolSpecification

ReferredOperation IntermediateReferredOperation

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s nameInReferringInterface and
qualifiedNameInReferringInterface attributes receive the name and qualified
name of the source Operation to which the source Interface refers.

ServiceModel IntermediateServiceModel

TechnologyReference IntermediateTechnology

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate concept’s name attribute identifies the name of
the imported technology. The additionally associated IntermediateImport instance
points to the file of the source technology model.

I.3 Operation Modeling Language

Table I.3 summarizes the mappings between concepts of the language metamodel and
intermediate metamodel of the Operation Modeling Language (cf. Subsections 4.4.5
and 6.4.3).
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Table I.3: Mappings between concepts of the language metamodel and intermediate
metamodel of the Operation Modeling Language.

Language Metamodel Concepts Intermediate Metamodel Concepts

BasicEndpoint

IntermediateImport

ProtocolAndDataFormat

IntermediateEndpointTechnology

IntermediateOperationEndpoint

Mapping Remarks: The mapping of a BasicEndpoint instance to an Intermedi-

ateOperationEndpoint instance follows the same pattern as the mapping of an
Endpoint instance to an IntermediateEndpoint instance (cf. Appendix I.2).

For each intermediate operation endpoint, we also create an IntermediateEnd-

pointTechnology instance, which refers to the import of the technology that defines
the endpoint’s protocol, in compliance with the mapping of the TechnologyRefer-

ence concept to the IntermediateTechnology concept (cf. Appendix I.2).

Container IntermediateContainer

DeploymentTechnology IntermediateDeploymentTechnology

DeploymentTechnologyReference IntermediateDeploymentTechnology-

Reference

ImportedMicroservice OperationMicroserviceReference

Mapping Remarks: The mapping of the ImportedMicroservice concept to the Op-

erationMicroserviceReference concept follows the same pattern as the mapping
of PossiblyImportedMicroservices to MicroserviceReferences (cf. Appendix I.2).

However, the imported flag of OperationMicroserviceReference instances is al-
ways set to true. Furthermore, the additional intermediate attributes microser-

viceType, visibility, and effectivelyImplemented receive the values of the type,
visibility, and effectivelyImplemented attributes of the referenced Intermedi-

ateMicroservice instance, respectively.

ImportedOperationAspect

IntermediateImportedAspect

IntermediateAspectProperty

IntermediateAspectPropertyValue

Mapping Remarks: The mapping follows the same pattern as the mapping of the
TechnologySpecificImportedServiceAspect concept to the IntermediateImported-

Aspect, IntermediateAspectProperty, and IntermediateAspectPropertyValue con-
cepts (cf. Appendix I.1).

InfrastructureNode IntermediateInfrastructureNode
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Table I.3: Mappings between concepts of the language metamodel and intermediate
metamodel of the Operation Modeling Language (continued).

Language Metamodel Concepts Intermediate Metamodel Concepts

InfrastructureTechnology IntermediateInfrastructureTechnolo-

gy

InfrastructureTechnologyReference IntermediateInfrastructureTechnolo-

gyReference

OperationEnvironment IntermediateOperationEnvironment

OperationModel IntermediateOperationModel

Service::Import IntermediateData::IntermediateIm-

port

Mapping Remarks: The intermediate attribute importTypeName receives one of the
values “MICROSERVICES” or “TECHNOLOGY” depending on whether the im-
ported model is a service model or technology model, respectively.

ServiceDeploymentSpecification IntermediateServiceDeploymentSpeci-

fication

Technology::TechnologySpecific-

Property

IntermediateTechnologySpecificProp-

erty

Mapping Remarks: The featureNames attribute in an IntermediateTechnologySpe-

cificProperty instance comprises the names of all assigned property features of
the corresponding source TechnologySpecificProperty instance.

Technology::TechnologySpecific-

PropertyValueAssignment

IntermediateTechnologySpecificProp-

ertyValue
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Validations Supported by the Model
Processors for LEMMA’s Greenfield
Evaluation

This appendix lists the source model validations supported by model processors
for the evaluation of LEMMA in greenfield MSA engineering (cf. Chapter 8). We
consider the validations to reify constraints on the well-formedness of models (cf.
Subsection 2.2.2) in LEMMA’s concrete syntaxes (cf. Chapter 5).

Each of the following sections characterizes constraints for a certain technology
used to develop the PCSP from LEMMA’s greenfield evaluation (cf. Section 8.5). For
each constraint, we present a short summary as well as an elaborate description. Fur-
thermore, we identify per constraint the targeted LEMMA model kind (cf. Section 4.4)
and failure type, i.e., whether the constraint’s violation yields a warning or an error.
In an error case, the faulty model is not processible any further. The LEMMA model
processor of a technology is responsible for the validation of models to observe the
characterized constraints based on the corresponding LEMMA technology model.

J.1 Constraints for the Kafka Technology

Table J.1 lists the constraints validated by the model processor for the Kafka technology
model (cf. Listing 8.5 in Subsection 8.6.1).

Table J.1: Constraints validated by the model processor for the Kafka technology
model (cf. Listing 8.5 in Subsection 8.6.1).

Constraint Summary Model Kind Failure Type

Avro schemas only for data structure types Mapping
Model

Error
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Table J.1: Constraints validated by the model processor for the Kafka technology
model (cf. Listing 8.5 in Subsection 8.6.1; continued).

Constraint Summary Model Kind Failure Type

Description: The AvroSchema aspect is only applicable to domain-specific data struc-
tures or their fields with a data structure type (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). That is because
Avro schemas always cluster structured types.

Avro schema type is mandatory for Avro protocol
definition files

Mapping
Model

Error

Description: In case the file property of an AvroSchema aspect application points
to an Avro protocol definition file (recognizable from the file extension “avpr”),
the aspect application must also exhibit a value for the type property. Moreover,
this value must correspond to the name of an Avro schema type of the referenced
protocol definition.

Avro schema type should only be specified for Avro
protocol definition files

Mapping
Model

Warning

Description: In case the file property of an AvroSchema aspect application does
not point to an Avro protocol definition file (see above), the type property should
not exhibit a value. That is because Avro schema definition files that do not define
protocols always cluster exactly one schema type. Consequently, an explicit value
for the type property of the AvroSchema aspect is redundant.

Asynchronous incoming parameters require a con-
sumer group

Service Model Error

Description: A Kafka participant operation, i.e., a modeled microservice operation
with the AvroParticipant or Participant aspect, constitutes an event consumer
when it defines an asynchronous incoming parameter. Following Kafka require-
ments [207], the consumerGroup property of the aspect must then receive a value.

Bootstrap address is mandatory for Kafka microser-
vices

Service Model Error

Description: A modeled microservice with the Kafka technology model must apply
the BootstrapAddress aspect. Otherwise, the service will not be able to discover
Kafka brokers at runtime by means of a ZooKeeper server [207].

Bootstrap address must correspond to endpoint
address for Kafka microservices

Service Model Error
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Table J.1: Constraints validated by the model processor for the Kafka technology
model (cf. Listing 8.5 in Subsection 8.6.1; continued).

Constraint Summary Model Kind Failure Type

Description: The bootstrap address of a Kafka microservice (see above) must cor-
respond to the address of the microservice’s endpoint for the kafka protocol. That
is because the microservice interacts with discovered Kafka brokers via the binary
Kafka protocol [207].

Kafka participant operations must handle exactly
one event

Service Model Error

Description: A Kafka participant operation must not define more than one asyn-
chronous incoming or outgoing parameter. Instead, it must focus on exactly one
incoming or outgoing domain event parameter following best practices [253].

Microservices with Avro participant operations
must connect to Avro schema registries

Service Model Error

Description: A microservice that defines operations with the AvroParticipant as-
pect must apply the AvroRegistryAddress aspect. Otherwise, the Avro participant
operation will not be able to retrieve schema definitions for data exchange at runtime.

Retry count for errors must be positive Service Model Error

Description: In case a Kafka participant operation applies the ErrorHandlingConfig-

uration aspect, the retriesUponError property must not exhibit a negative value.

Topics of Kafka participant operations must be
unique

Service Model Error

Description: The values of the topic properties in applications of the AvroPartici-

pant and Participant aspects must be unique for the same microservice operation.

A compatible event producer should exist for each
query side event consumer

Service Model Warning

Description: For each Kafka participant operation constituting an event consumer
within a query side microservice or interface a type-compatible event producer
within a command side microservice or interface should exist. Otherwise, persisted
query side information may become inconsistent over time [253]. To validate this
constraint, the Kafka model processor expects query side microservices to depend
on command side microservices or their interfaces (cf. Subsection 8.6.1).

Avro-aware microservices should define Avro par-
ticipant operations

Service Model Warning
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Table J.1: Constraints validated by the model processor for the Kafka technology
model (cf. Listing 8.5 in Subsection 8.6.1; continued).

Constraint Summary Model Kind Failure Type

Description: A microservice with the AvroRegistryAddress aspect should exhibit at
least one operation with the AvroParticipant aspect. Otherwise, the microservice’s
connection to the Avro schema registry is redundant.

Error handling should not be disabled when a con-
figuration for error handling exists

Service Model Warning

Description: For a Kafka participant operation with the ErrorHandlingConfigu-

ration aspect, disabling error handling via the disableErrorHandling property
of the Consumer aspect from the Domain Event technology model (cf. Listing 8.6
in Subsection 8.6.1) may be counterproductive. That is because an explicit error
configuration enables to cope with errors at runtime, while its disabling can result
in unexpected failure cascades [208].

J.2 Constraints for the Domain Event Technology

Table J.2 lists the constraints validated by the model processor for the Domain Event
technology model (cf. Listing 8.6 in Subsection 8.6.1).

Table J.2: Constraints validated by the model processor for the Domain Event technol-
ogy model (cf. Listing 8.6 in Subsection 8.6.1).

Constraint Summary Model Kind Failure Type

Domain event grouping is only possible for domain
event data structures

Mapping
Model

Error

Description: The EventGroup aspect is only applicable to domain-specific data struc-
tures with the DOMAIN_EVENT feature (cf. Subsection 4.4.1).

Domain event consumers must define asyn-
chronous incoming parameters

Service Model Error

Description: The Consumer aspect is only applicable to microservice operations with
at least one asynchronous incoming parameter. Otherwise, event consumption would
not be possible.

Domain event producers must define asynchronous
outgoing parameters

Service Model Error
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Table J.2: Constraints validated by the model processor for the Domain Event technol-
ogy model (cf. Listing 8.6 in Subsection 8.6.1; continued).

Constraint Summary Model Kind Failure Type

Description: The Producer aspect is only applicable to microservice operations with
at least one asynchronous outgoing parameter. Otherwise, event publication would
not be possible.

Event group consumers must only define asyn-
chronous incoming parameters with domain event
types

Service Model Error

Description: In case an application of the Consumer aspect sets the groupEvents-

Only property to true, the augmented microservice operation must only exhibit
asynchronous incoming parameters whose types are data structures with the DO-

MAIN_EVENT feature (cf. Subsection 4.4.1). That is because domain event grouping is
only possible for domain event data structures (see above).

J.3 Constraints for the CQRS Technology

Table J.3 lists the constraints validated by the model processor for the CQRS technol-
ogy model (cf. Listing 8.7 in Subsection 8.6.1).

Table J.3: Constraints validated by the model processor for the CQRS technology
model (cf. Listing 8.7 in Subsection 8.6.1).

Constraint Summary Model Kind Failure Type

A command side microservice or interface should
comprise operations with asynchronous outgoing
parameters

Service Model Warning

Description: The CommandSide aspect identifies command side microservices and
interfaces. At least one of the operations of a command side microservice or interface
should define asynchronous outgoing parameters. Otherwise, the service or interface
may not enable event publication to communicate state changes of domain objects to
query sides, thereby violating the CQRS pattern [253].

A query side microservice or interface should com-
prise operations with asynchronous incoming pa-
rameters

Service Model Warning
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Table J.3: Constraints validated by the model processor for the CQRS technology
model (cf. Listing 8.7 in Subsection 8.6.1; continued).

Constraint Summary Model Kind Failure Type

Description: The QuerySide aspect identifies query side microservices and interfaces.
At least one of the operations of a query side microservice or interface should define
asynchronous incoming parameters. Otherwise, the service or interface may not be
able to receive events about state changes of domain objects from a command side,
which likely renders query side information inconsistent over time [253].

Physical query side microservices should depend
on a physical command side microservice of the
same logical microservice

Service Model Warning

Description: In case a modeled microservice applies the QuerySide aspect, it should
depend on a physical command side microservice of the same logical microservice
to effectively receive updates of domain object states (cf. Subsection 8.6.1).

Query side interfaces should have corresponding
command side interfaces in the same microservice

Service Model Warning

Description: In case a modeled microservice interface applies the QuerySide aspect,
there should be a command side interface within the same microservice to effectively
receive updates of domain object states.
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Mappings between Concepts of
LEMMA’s Intermediate Metamodels
and Java’s AST Specification

This appendix lists the mappings of concepts from LEMMA’s intermediate metamod-
els (cf. Section 6.4) to concepts from Java’s AST specification [107] as realized by the
JBG (cf. Section 8.7).

K.1 Intermediate Domain Metamodel

Table K.1 lists the mappings of concepts from the Domain Data Modeling Lan-
guage’s intermediate metamodel (cf. Subsection 6.4.1) to concepts from Java’s AST
specification [107].

Table K.1: Mappings of concepts from the Domain Data Modeling Language’s
intermediate metamodel to concepts from Java’s AST specification.

Intermediate Metamodel Concept Java AST Concept

IntermediateDataField FieldDeclaration

Mapping Remarks: An IntermediateDataField instance becomes a FieldDeclara-

tion node in a Java AST that clusters a single VariableDeclarator instance. The
variable declarator receives the name of the intermediate data field as its identifier.
Furthermore, the type of the FieldDeclaration node maps to the Java counterpart
of the intermediate data field’s primitive, complex, or technology-specific type (cf.
Subsection 4.4.2).

If the intermediate data field is part of an IntermediateDataStructure instance
and not inherited from a super structure, we set the Java FieldModifier of the
FieldDeclaration node to private.
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Table K.1: Mappings of concepts from the Domain Data Modeling Language’s
intermediate metamodel to concepts from Java’s AST specification (continued).

Intermediate Metamodel Concept Java AST Concept

In addition, when the intermediate data field is not marked as hidden, we add
a MethodDeclaration node that reifies a getter method for the field’s Variable-

Declarator node to the Java AST. The getter’s MethodModifier is public. Moreover,
the getter receives a Java MethodBody with a guard BlockStatement when the inter-
mediate data field has the NEVER_EMPTY feature. The guard BlockStatement throws
an IllegalStateException1 when the runtime value of the attribute determined by
the VariableDeclarator is null and thus considered empty.

In case the intermediate data field is inherited and was subsequently modified
to be hidden, we add the @Override2 Annotation to the getter MethodDeclaration

and a guard that throws an UnsupportedOperationException upon invocation. That
is because Java, as opposed to LEMMA, does not support subsequent visibility
modification on lower levels of the inheritance hierarchy [107].

Furthermore, the Java AST receives a public setter MethodDeclaration node for
the VariableDeclarator of an intermediate data field in case the field is neither
immutable nor hidden. When the field has the NEVER_EMPTY feature, a guard Block-

Statement in the setter’s MethodBody secures that an intended runtime value for the
attribute determined by the field’s VariableDeclarator node is never null.

A possible initialization value of an intermediate data field translates to an initial-
izing Expression for the VariableInitializer of the field’s VariableDeclarator

node in the Java AST.

IntermediateDataOperation MethodDeclaration

Mapping Remarks: We map an IntermediateDataOperation instance to a Method-

Declaration node in a Java AST. The method declaration receives the name of
the intermediate operation. Moreover, its MethodModifier is static when the
intermediate operation exhibits an application of the technology aspect static or
has the DDD feature FACTORY. In addition, we add the MethodModifier private to
the MethodDeclaration node if the intermediate domain operation is hidden but not
inherited. Inherited intermediate domain operations that were hidden on lower
levels of the inheritance hierarchy instead map to Java MethodDeclarations with the
@Override Annotation and a body that throws an UnsupportedOperationException

upon invocation. Again, that is because Java other than LEMMA does not support
subsequent visibility modification on lower levels of the inheritance hierarchy [107].

1https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/IllegalStat
eException.html

2https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Override.ht
ml

https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/IllegalStateException.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/IllegalStateException.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Override.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/Override.html
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Table K.1: Mappings of concepts from the Domain Data Modeling Language’s
intermediate metamodel to concepts from Java’s AST specification (continued).

Intermediate Metamodel Concept Java AST Concept

The Result in the MethodHeader of the generated Java MethodDeclaration node is
void in case the source IntermediateDataOperation instance does not associate an
IntermediateDataOperationReturnType instance. Otherwise, the return type of the
MethodDeclaration node maps to the Java counterpart of the intermediate domain
operation’s primitive, complex, or technology-specific return type.

IntermediateDataOperationParameter FormalParameter

Mapping Remarks: An IntermediateDataOperationParameter instance becomes a
FormalParameter node in a Java AST. More precisely, the node is part of the Method-

Header of the MethodDeclaration node for the intermediate parameter’s defining
intermediate operation (see above).

The name of the FormalParameter node equals the name of the Intermediate-

DataOperationParameter instance. Furthermore, the node receives as its type the
Java counterpart of the intermediate parameter’s primitive, complex, or technology-
specific type.

IntermediateDataOperationReturnType Result

Mapping Remarks: An IntermediateDataOperationReturnType instance translates
to a Result node in the MethodHeader of a Java MethodDeclaration node. This
translation is part of the mapping of the IntermediateDataOperation metamodel
concept to the MethodDeclaration Java AST concept (see above).

IntermediateDataStructure NormalClassDeclaration

Mapping Remarks: An IntermediateDataStructure instance becomes a Normal-

ClassDeclaration node in a Java AST. The normal class declaration receives the
name of the intermediate data structure and a ConstructorDeclaration node with
the ConstructorModifier public. In case the intermediate data structure has a
super structure, the NormalClassDeclaration node receives a Superclass node that
points to the Java ClassType for the super structure.

IntermediateEnumeration EnumDeclaration

Mapping Remarks: An IntermediateEnumeration instance becomes an EnumDecla-

ration node in a Java AST. The name of the enum declaration equals the name of
the intermediate enumeration. In addition, we map each IntermediateEnumeration-

Field instance to a Java EnumConstant of same name within the EnumBody node for
the EnumDeclaration node.
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Table K.1: Mappings of concepts from the Domain Data Modeling Language’s
intermediate metamodel to concepts from Java’s AST specification (continued).

Intermediate Metamodel Concept Java AST Concept

In case any of the intermediate enumeration fields has an initializationValue, the
generated Java enumeration will receive (i) an attribute of type Object to store the
value which in LEMMA may be of a different type for each enumeration field; (ii) a
constructor that permits literal initialization; and (iii) two getter methods for value
retrieval of which one has the return type Object and the other has a generic return
type that helps to ensure type safety.

IntermediateListType NormalClassDeclaration

Mapping Remarks: An IntermediateListType instance maps to a NormalClassDec-

laration node in a Java AST. The normal class declaration receives the name of the
intermediate list type. Furthermore, it extends one of the collection implementations
from Java’s Collection Framework. The default super class is ArrayList3 but the
technology aspects LinkedList, Map, and Set allow changing the super class to
LinkedList4, HashMap5, or HashSet6, respectively. However, for the Map aspect to be
applicable, the intermediate list type must consist of two intermediate data fields
that determine the key and value types of the HashMap extension.

The type parameter of the extended Java collection implementation corresponds
to the list type. For primitive list types, it is the Java counterpart of the list type’s
primitiveType. For structured list types, the generated Java NormalClassDeclara-

tion node receives a nested NormalClassDeclaration node in its ClassBody. The
attributes of the nested class are the Java counterparts of the structured list type’s
data fields (see above) and the nested class itself is the type parameter for the
extended collection implementation.

K.2 Intermediate Service Metamodel

Table K.2 lists the mappings of concepts from the Service Modeling Language’s
intermediate metamodel (cf. Subsection 6.4.2) to concepts from Java’s AST specifica-
tion [107].

3https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/ArrayList.h
tml

4https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/LinkedList.
html

5https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/HashMap.html
6https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/HashSet.html

https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/ArrayList.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/ArrayList.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/LinkedList.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/LinkedList.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/HashMap.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/util/HashSet.html
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Table K.2: Mappings of concepts from the Service Modeling Language’s intermediate
metamodel to concepts from Java’s AST specification.

Intermediate Metamodel Concept Java AST Concept

IntermediateInterface NormalClassDeclaration

Mapping Remarks: An IntermediateInterface instance becomes a NormalClass-

Declaration node in a Java AST. Specifically, it is part of an OrdinaryCompilation-

Unit whose PackageDeclaration Identifiers correspond to that of the intermediate
interface’s defining microservice (see below) and the suffix “interfaces”. The name
of the NormalClassDeclaration is the capitalized name of the intermediate interface.

IntermediateMicroservice NormalClassDeclaration

Mapping Remarks: An IntermediateMicroservice instance translates to a Normal-

ClassDeclaration node in a Java AST. The normal class declaration is part of an
OrdinaryCompilationUnit whose PackageDeclaration Identifiers correspond to
the segments of the intermediate microservice’s qualifiedName without the last name
segment. The capitalized version of the name segment instead becomes the name of
the generated NormalClassDeclaration node. Consequently, the Java package and
class name of a hypothetical intermediate microservice with fully-qualified name
“org.example.Microservice” will be “org.example” and “Microservice”, respectively.

IntermediateOperation MethodDeclaration

Mapping Remarks: An IntermediateOperation instance becomes a MethodDecla-

ration node in a Java AST. More precisely, it is part of the NormalClassDeclaration

node for the intermediate operation’s defining interface (see above) and receives its
name from the name attribute of the intermediate operation.

The method declaration’s visibility results from the visibility attribute of the
intermediate operation by mapping its possible values PUBLIC, ARCHITECTURE, and
PRIVATE to the Java MethodModifiers public, protected, and private, respectively.
For intermediate operations with the notImplemented flag set to true, we add a
guard BlockStatement to the MethodBody of the generated Java MethodDeclaration

node. The guard throws an UnsupportedOperationException upon invocation.
In case an operation’s IntermediateParameter has its optional flag set to false,

we generate a guard MethodDeclaration node in the Java class of the method for the
intermediate operation. The guard’s parameter list comprises the Java counterparts
of all mandatory intermediate parameters (see below) and its MethodBody throws an
IllegalArgumentException7 if any received parameter argument is null.

7https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/IllegalArgu
mentException.html

https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/IllegalArgumentException.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/IllegalArgumentException.html
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Table K.2: Mappings of concepts from the Service Modeling Language’s intermediate
metamodel to concepts from Java’s AST specification (continued).

Intermediate Metamodel Concept Java AST Concept

IntermediateOperation Result

Mapping Remarks: In case the IntermediateOperation instance associates a sin-
gle IntermediateParameter instance with exchange pattern OUT or INOUT, the Java
counterpart of the parameter’s type will become the return type of the operation’s
Java method. More specifically, the operation’s Java MethodDeclaration node (see
above) will receive a Result node in its MethodHeader that corresponds to the Java
representation of the parameter’s type. If the intermediate operation exhibits more
than one synchronous outgoing parameter, the resulting composite class (see below)
becomes the Java method’s return type. In any other case, the return type of the
generated method is void.

IntermediateParameter FormalParameter

Mapping Remarks: An IntermediateParameter instance with exchange pattern IN

or INOUT, communication type SYNCHRONOUS, and its communicatesFault flag set to
false becomes a FormalParameter node of the Java method for the parameter’s
defining intermediate operation (see above). The formal parameter’s name and type
correspond to the name of the intermediate parameter and the Java counterpart of its
type, respectively.

Incoming intermediate parameters with communication type ASYNCHRONOUS do not
become formal parameters when the intermediate operation also defines incoming
synchronous parameters. Following the semantics of LEMMA’s microservice opera-
tion signatures (cf. Table 4.6 in Subsection 4.4.3), the generated Java method is then
only invokable by providing arguments for all its required synchronous parameters.
However, it may receive asynchronous data at any point in runtime leveraging a
technology-dependent asynchronous callback mechanism provided by a Genlet.

IntermediateParameter NormalClassDeclaration

Mapping Remarks: There exist several cases in which an IntermediateParameter

instance is mapped to a NormalClassDeclaration node in a Java AST.
The first case concerns asynchronous incoming parameters. We bundle all these

parameters from the same intermediate operation in a composite Java class. This class
gathers a FieldDeclaration node together with a getter and setter MethodDeclara-
tion node for each intermediate parameter. Similarly, all asynchronous outgoing
parameters receive their own composite class. As a result, and following LEM-
MA’s semantics for microservice operation runtime behavior (cf. Subsection 4.4.3),
the receipt and dispatch of asynchronous information during operation execution
happens as a whole.
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Table K.2: Mappings of concepts from the Service Modeling Language’s intermediate
metamodel to concepts from Java’s AST specification (continued).

Intermediate Metamodel Concept Java AST Concept

Another case in which we map a set of intermediate parameters to a composite
Java class concerns synchronous outgoing parameters that do not communicate
faults. If an intermediate operation defines more than one of such parameters, we
cluster them in a composite class that becomes the Result of the Java method for
the intermediate operation that defines the parameters (see above). This approach
supports the mapping of LEMMA microservice operations with more than one
possible result value to Java methods that can yield one result value at most.

By contrast, each intermediate parameter that communicates a fault becomes its
own Java class. A generated class for a fault parameter inherits from RuntimeExcep-

tion8, and receives a name that consists of the capitalized name of the parameter and
the suffix “Exception”.

In addition, the generated exception class comprises two FieldDeclaration nodes
with protected visibility. The first field declaration stores an error message of type
String and the second field declaration can receive an argument for the fault pa-
rameter. Furthermore, we add three ConstructorDeclaration nodes with public

visibility to the class. The first constructor expects a String error message as its
argument. This constructor invokes the corresponding constructor of the super class
RuntimeException and also initializes the generated Java class’s protected attribute
for the error message. The second constructor enables to initialize the protected
attribute for the argument of the fault parameter. Finally, the third constructor allows
initialization of both protected attributes. Like the first constructor, it will also pass
the received error message to the constructor of RuntimeException.

This approach to map fault parameters to Java exception classes enables to cus-
tomize the error message of a thrown exception. For this purpose, microservice
developers can extend the generated exception class and alter the received error
message to include, e.g., the fault parameter’s runtime value.

IntermediateReferredOperation MethodDeclaration

Mapping Remarks: An IntermediateReferredOperation instance becomes a
MethodDeclaration node in a Java AST. The method is part of the generated class
for the referring interface (see above) and receives its name from the nameInRe-

ferringInterface attribute of the intermediate referred operation. The generated
method body consists of a BlockStatement that delegates to the Java method for the
IntermediateOperation instance (see above) to which the referred operation points.

8https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/RuntimeExce
ption.html

https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/RuntimeException.html
https://docs.oracle.com/en/java/javase/13/docs/api/java.base/java/lang/RuntimeException.html




Appendix L

Results of Estimating LEMMA’s
Impact on Development Efficiency for
the Charging Station Management
Microservice’s Physical Query Side

This appendix clusters the results from estimating the impact of LEMMA-based code
generation on the development efficiency for the physical query side microservice of
the Charging Station Management Microservice (cf. Subsection 8.6.1). However, we
include only those results whose presentation was omitted in Subsection 8.7.4 due
their consistency with the results for the physical command side microservice of the
Charging Station Management Microservice.

L.1 Comparison by Code Generation Pattern

Figure L.1 shows the number of generated Java files and LOC for the physical query
side microservice of the Charging Station Management Microservice. The depicted
chart breaks down the code generation results per code generation pattern supported
by the JBG (cf. Subsection 8.7.2). The semantics of the chart elements correspond to
those of the elements in the chart for the physical command side microservice (cf.
Figure 8.12 in Subsection 8.7.4).
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Figure L.1: Results from Java code generation with the JBG for the physical query
side of the Charging Station Management Microservice concerning development
efficiency comparison by code generation pattern. The semantics of the chart elements
correspond to those of the elements in the chart for the physical command side
microservice (cf. Figure 8.12 in Subsection 8.7.4).

L.2 Comparison by Viewpoint

Figure L.2 shows the absolute numbers and relative shares of generated files per
viewpoint on the physical query side microservice of the Charging Station Manage-
ment Microservice. Additionally, Figure L.3 identifies the absolute numbers and
relative shares of generated LOC per viewpoint on the query side microservice. The
semantics of the charts’ elements correspond to those of the elements in the charts for
the physical command side microservice (cf. Figures 8.13 and 8.14 in Subsection 8.7.4).
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#Maven files (3.57%; 1)

#Properties files (3.57%; 1)

#Java files for
Service Viewpoint (6)

21.43%

#Java files for
Domain Viewpoint (17)

60.71%

#Avro files (3)

10.72%

Generated files for Domain Viewpoint
Generated files for Service Viewpoint

Figure L.2: Files produced by the JBG with plain generation for the physical query
side of the Charging Station Management Microservice concerning development
efficiency comparison by viewpoint. The semantics of the chart elements correspond
to those of the elements in the chart for the physical command side microservice (cf.
Figure 8.13 in Subsection 8.7.4).
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Figure L.3: LOC produced by the JBG with plain generation for the physical query
side of the Charging Station Management Microservice concerning development
efficiency comparison by viewpoint. The semantics of the chart elements correspond
to those of the elements in the chart for the physical command side microservice (cf.
Figure 8.14 in Subsection 8.7.4).
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L.3 Comparison by Generated and Handwritten Lines
of Code Ratio

Table L.1 lists the measured values for the simple ratio between generated LOC and
handwritten LEMMA LOC for the physical query side microservice of the Charging
Station Management Microservice. The semantics of the table entries correspond to
those of Table 8.5 in Subsection 8.7.4.

Table L.1: Simple ratio values between generated LOC and handwritten LEMMA LOC
per target language and scope for the Charging Station Management Microservice’s
query side. The semantics of the table entries correspond to those of Table 8.5 in
Subsection 8.7.4.

Scope
Target
Language

Generated
LOC

Handwritten
LEMMA LOC

Simple Ratio
(Gen./LEMMA)

Overall

Avro 324

187

1.73
Java 753 4.03
Maven 83 0.44
Properties 10 0.05

Overall SUM 1,170 187 6.26

Domain
Avro 324

108
3.00

Java 534 4.94

Domain SUM 858 108 7.94

Service
Java 219

79
2.77

Maven 83 1.05
Properties 10 0.13

Service SUM 312 79 3.95

The total net ratio values for the Overall, Domain, and Service scopes amount to
5.26, 6.94, and 2.95, respectively.



Appendix M

File System Elements of
Lakeside Mutual Excluded from the
Reconstruction of its Microservice
Architecture

As described in Subsection 9.4.3, we did not consider all file system elements from
Lakeside Mutual’s source code repository for the reconstruction of the application’s
microservice architecture. Table M.1 lists the excluded file system elements per
component of Lakeside Mutual’s architecture or folder in the application’s source
code repository. The stated element paths are relative to their components or folders.
Furthermore, the table identifies the type of each excluded file system element and
the rationale for the element’s exclusion from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction.

Table M.1: File system elements from Lakeside Mutual’s source code repository
excluded from the application’s architecture reconstruction.

Excluded Element Type Exclusion Rationale

Overall Application

/LICENSE.md File License file without reconstructible ar-
chitecture information.

Architecture Component: customer-core

/LICENSE.md File License file without reconstructible ar-
chitecture information.

/nginx-loadbalancing Folder Example configuration for load balanc-
ing purposes that reuses the Dockerfile
of the Customer Core microservice.
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Table M.1: File system elements from Lakeside Mutual’s source code repository
excluded from the application’s architecture reconstruction (continued).

Excluded Element Type Exclusion Rationale

/src/main/java/com/lakesde-

mutual/interfaces/xsd

Folder The Customer Core microservice
does not use the XML namespace
http://lakesdemutual.com/inter-

faces/xsd declared by the files in this
folder.

/src/main/java/com/lakeside-

mutual/customercore/applica-

tion/DataLoader.java

File Used only for loading mock data at ap-
plication startup, thereby lacking recon-
structible architecture information.

/src/main/java/com/lakeside-

mutual/customercore/inter-

faces/CustomerCoreFrontend-

Controller.java

File For demonstration purposes only as the
Customer Core microservice does not
have a frontend component (cf. the
comments in the file CustomerCore-

FrontEndView.html).

/src/main/ja-

va/com/lm/ccore/ObjectFac-

tory.java

File Automatically generated file without re-
constructible architecture information.

/src/main/ja-

va/com/lm/ccore/package-in-

fo.java

File Automatically generated file without re-
constructible architecture information.

/src/main/re-

sources/cities_by_postal-

code_switzerland.csv

File Mock data file without reconstructible
architecture information.

/src/main/resources/coun-

tries.wsdl

File Automatically generated file without re-
constructible architecture information.

/src/main/resources/cus-

tomers.xsd

File Automatically generated file without re-
constructible architecture information.

/src/main/re-

sources/mock_cus-

tomers_large.csv

File Mock data file without reconstructible
architecture information.

/src/main/re-

sources/mock_cus-

tomers_small.csv

File Mock data file without reconstructible
architecture information.
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Table M.1: File system elements from Lakeside Mutual’s source code repository
excluded from the application’s architecture reconstruction (continued).

Excluded Element Type Exclusion Rationale

/src/main/resources/tem-

plates/CustomerCoreFrontEnd-

View.html

File For demonstration purposes only be-
cause the Customer Core microservice
does not have a frontend component
(cf. the comments in the file).

/src/main/resources/testre-

quest.soap

File File with an example SOAP [196] re-
quest being unrelated to the microser-
vice architecture.

/test Folder Test configuration and test case speci-
fications without reconstructible archi-
tecture information.

Architecture Component: customer-management-backend

/LICENSE.md File License file without reconstructible ar-
chitecture information.

Architecture Component: customer-management-frontend

/* n/a Component is out of the evaluation
scope (cf. Subsection 9.4.3).

Architecture Component: customer-self-service-backend

/LICENSE.md File License file without reconstructible ar-
chitecture information.

/src/main/java/com/lakeside-

mutual/customerselfser-

vice/application/DataLoad-

er.java

File Used only for loading mock data at ap-
plication startup, thereby lacking recon-
structible architecture information.

/src/main/re-

sources/mock_users_large.csv

File Mock data file without reconstructible
architecture information.

/src/main/re-

sources/mock_users_small.csv

File Mock data file without reconstructible
architecture information.

/test Folder Test configuration and test case speci-
fications without reconstructible archi-
tecture information.

Architecture Component: customer-self-service-frontend

/* n/a Component is out of the evaluation
scope (cf. Subsection 9.4.3).
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Table M.1: File system elements from Lakeside Mutual’s source code repository
excluded from the application’s architecture reconstruction (continued).

Excluded Element Type Exclusion Rationale

Repository Folder: kubernetes

/* n/a Kubernetes is out of the evaluation
scope (cf. Subsection 9.4.3).

Architecture Component: policy-management-backend

/LICENSE.md File License file without reconstructible ar-
chitecture information.

/src/main/java/com/lakeside-

mutual/policymanagement/ap-

plication/DataLoader.java

File Used only for loading mock data at ap-
plication startup, thereby lacking recon-
structible architecture information.

/src/main/resources/log-

back.xml

File Logging configuration without recon-
structible architecture information.

/src/main/re-

sources/quartz.properties

File Job configuration without recon-
structible architecture information.

/test Folder Test configuration and test case speci-
fications without reconstructible archi-
tecture information.

Architecture Component: policy-management-frontend

/* n/a Component is out of the evaluation
scope (cf. Subsection 9.4.3).

Architecture Component: risk-management-client

/* n/a Component is out of the evaluation
scope (cf. Subsection 9.4.3).

Architecture Component: risk-management-server

/* n/a Component is out of the evaluation
scope (cf. Subsection 9.4.3).



Appendix N

Detailed Results from LEMMA’s
Brownfield Evaluation

This appendix gathers those results from LEMMA’s brownfield evaluation that we
did not present in Chapter 9 for the sake of conciseness.

Section N.1 lists the complete results of the execution of the Domain Modeling SAR
activity for the reconstruction of Lakeside Mutual (cf. Subsection 9.4.3). Furthermore,
Sections N.2 to N.5 comprise the values of all metrics that were computable from
Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models (cf. Subsections 9.5.2 to 9.5.5).

N.1 SAR Activity 2: Domain Modeling

Table N.1 presents the complete results of the Domain Modeling SAR activity after
its execution on Lakeside Mutual (cf. Subsection 9.4.3). More specifically, the table
lists the numbers of reconstructed LEMMA domain concepts and their DDD patterns
per reconstructed microservice of Lakeside Mutual.
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N.2 Metrics Suite of Hirzalla et al.

Table N.2 comprises all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Hirzalla et
al. [126] (cf. Subsection 9.5.2). We retrieved the listed values from the reconstruction
LEMMA models of Lakeside Mutual (cf. Subsection 9.4.3) by means of LEMMA’s
static analyzer for the automated computation of metric values (cf. Subsection 9.5.1).

Table N.2: Values for all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Hirzalla et al.
[126] derived from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models.

Metric Scope Element Result Value

Dynamic vs. Static
Service Selection (DSSS)

System Complete Architecture 1.0

Number of Services
(NoS)

System Complete Architecture 4

Number of Versions per
Service (NOVS)

System Complete Architecture 1.0

Service Access Method
(SAM)

System Complete Architecture 1.0

Service Composition
Pattern (SCP)

System Complete Architecture 0.75

Service Realization
Pattern (SRP)

System Complete Architecture Directly exposed
services: 0.0

Stateless Services (SS) System Complete Architecture 0.0

Weighted Service
Interface Count (WSIC)

Service Customer Core

(Interface)
3

Customer Core

(Operation)
11

Customer Management

Backend (Interface)
5

Customer Management

Backend (Operation)
10

Customer Self-Service

Backend (Interface)
8

Customer Self-Service

Backend (Operation)
15

Policy Management

Backend (Interface)
6
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Table N.2: Values for all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Hirzalla et al.
[126] derived from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models (continued).

Policy Management

Backend (Operation)
14

N.3 Metrics Suite of Athanasopoulos et al.

Table N.3 lists the values of all metrics from the suite of Athanasopoulos et al. [10]
(cf. Subsection 9.5.3) that we computed from the reconstruction LEMMA models
of Lakeside Mutual (cf. Subsection 9.4.3) by means of LEMMA’s static analyzer (cf.
Subsection 9.5.1).

Table N.3: Values for all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Athanasopou-
los et al. [10] derived from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models.

Metric Scope Element Result Value

Conversation-Level
Cohesion Lack

Interface cityStaticDataHolder

(Customer Core)
Asynchronous: 0
Synchronous: 0

customerInformation-

Holder (Customer
Core)

A: 0
S: 0.4281

customerInformation-

HolderSOAPAdapter

(Customer Core)

A: 0
S: 0.4238

customerCoreClient

(Customer Management

Backend)

A: 0
S: 0.3818

customerInformation-

Holder (Customer
Management Backend)

A: 0
S: 0.3976

customerMessageCon-

troller (Customer
Management Backend)

A: 0.2500
S: 0

interactionLogInfor-

mationHolder (Customer
Management Backend)

A: 0.3750
S: 0.1852
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Table N.3: Values for all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Athana-
sopoulos et al. [10] derived from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models
(continued).

notificationInforma-

tionHolder (Customer
Management Backend)

A: 0
S: 0

authenticationCon-

troller (Customer
Self-Service Backend)

A: 0
S: 0.4286

cityStaticDataHolder

(Customer Self-Service

Backend)

A: 0
S: 0

customerInformation-

Holder (Customer
Self-Service Backend)

A: 0
S: 0.3120

insuranceQuoteEx-

piredMessageConsumer

(Customer Self-Service

Backend)

A: 0
S: 0

insuranceQuoteRe-

questInformationHold-

er (Customer
Self-Service Backend)

A: 0.3182
S: 0.4736

insuranceQuoteRe-

sponseMessageConsumer

(Customer Self-Service

Backend)

A: 0
S: 0

policyCreatedMessage-

Consumer (Customer
Self-Service Backend)

A: 0
S: 0

userInformationHolder

(Customer Self-Service

Backend)

A: 0
S: 0

customerDecisionMes-

sageConsumer (Policy
Management Backend)

A: 0
S: 0.6545
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Table N.3: Values for all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Athana-
sopoulos et al. [10] derived from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models
(continued).

customerInformation-

Holder (Policy
Management Backend)

A: 0
S: 0.4533

insuranceQuoteRe-

questInformationHold-

er (Policy Management

Backend)

A: 0.2500
S: 0.5483

insuranceQuoteRe-

questMessageConsumer

(Policy Management

Backend)

A: 0
S: 0

policyInformation-

Holder (Policy
Management Backend)

A: 0.0540
S: 0.3602

riskComputationSer-

vice (Policy
Management Backend)

A: 0
S: 0.3502

Domain-Level Cohesion
Lack

Interface cityStaticDataHolder

(Customer Core)
0

customerInformation-

Holder (Customer
Core)

0.8036

customerInformation-

HolderSOAPAdapter

(Customer Core)

0.8036

customerCoreClient

(Customer Management

Backend)

0.6667

customerInformation-

Holder (Customer
Management Backend)

0.6667

customerMessageCon-

troller (Customer
Management Backend)

1.0000
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Table N.3: Values for all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Athana-
sopoulos et al. [10] derived from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models
(continued).

interactionLogInfor-

mationHolder (Customer
Management Backend)

1.0000

notificationInforma-

tionHolder (Customer
Management Backend)

0

authenticationCon-

troller (Customer
Self-Service Backend)

1.0000

cityStaticDataHolder

(Customer Self-Service

Backend)

0

customerInformation-

Holder (Customer
Self-Service Backend)

0.9000

insuranceQuoteEx-

piredMessageConsumer

(Customer Self-Service

Backend)

0

insuranceQuoteRe-

questInformationHold-

er (Customer
Self-Service Backend)

0.4167

insuranceQuoteRe-

sponseMessageConsumer

(Customer Self-Service

Backend)

0

policyCreatedMessage-

Consumer (Customer
Self-Service Backend)

0

userInformationHolder

(Customer Self-Service

Backend)

0
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Table N.3: Values for all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Athana-
sopoulos et al. [10] derived from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models
(continued).

customerDecisionMes-

sageConsumer (Policy
Management Backend)

1.0000

customerInformation-

Holder (Policy
Management Backend)

0.9233

insuranceQuoteRe-

questInformationHold-

er (Policy Management

Backend)

0.4500

insuranceQuoteRe-

questMessageConsumer

(Policy Management

Backend)

0

policyInformation-

Holder (Policy
Management Backend)

0.5619

riskComputationSer-

vice (Policy
Management Backend)

0.6617

Message-Level Cohesion
Lack

Interface cityStaticDataHolder

(Customer Core)
A: 0
S: 0

customerInformation-

Holder (Customer
Core)

A: 0
S: 0.8388

customerInformation-

HolderSOAPAdapter

(Customer Core)

A: 0
S: 0.8457

customerCoreClient

(Customer Management

Backend)

A: 0
S: 0.7140

customerInformation-

Holder (Customer
Management Backend)

A: 0
S: 0.7704
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Table N.3: Values for all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Athana-
sopoulos et al. [10] derived from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models
(continued).

customerMessageCon-

troller (Customer
Management Backend)

A: 0.7083
S: 0

interactionLogInfor-

mationHolder (Customer
Management Backend)

A: 0.4444
S: 0.8540

notificationInforma-

tionHolder (Customer
Management Backend)

A: 0
S: 0

authenticationCon-

troller (Customer
Self-Service Backend)

A: 0
S: 0.7750

cityStaticDataHolder

(Customer Self-Service

Backend)

A: 0
S: 0

customerInformation-

Holder (Customer
Self-Service Backend)

A: 0
S: 0.8067

insuranceQuoteEx-

piredMessageConsumer

(Customer Self-Service

Backend)

A: 0
S: 0

insuranceQuoteRe-

questInformationHold-

er (Customer
Self-Service Backend)

A: 0.4103
S: 0.8460

insuranceQuoteRe-

sponseMessageConsumer

(Customer Self-Service

Backend)

A: 0
S: 0

policyCreatedMessage-

Consumer (Customer
Self-Service Backend)

A: 0
S: 0
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Table N.3: Values for all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Athana-
sopoulos et al. [10] derived from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models
(continued).

userInformationHolder

(Customer Self-Service

Backend)

A: 0
S: 0

customerDecisionMes-

sageConsumer (Policy
Management Backend)

A: 0.8070
S: 1.0000

customerInformation-

Holder (Policy
Management Backend)

A: 0
S: 0.9396

insuranceQuoteRe-

questInformationHold-

er (Policy Management

Backend)

A: 0.3333
S: 0.8590

insuranceQuoteRe-

questMessageConsumer

(Policy Management

Backend)

A: 0
S: 0

policyInformation-

Holder (Policy
Management Backend)

A: 0.2861
S: 0.7767

riskComputationSer-

vice (Policy
Management Backend)

A: 0
S: 0.6283

N.4 Metrics Suite of Haupt et al.

Table N.4 lists the values of all metrics from the suite of Haupt et al. [122] (cf.
Subsection 9.5.4). We computed them from the reconstruction LEMMA models
of Lakeside Mutual (cf. Subsection 9.4.3) by means of static model analysis (cf.
Subsection 9.5.1).
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Table N.4: Values for all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Haupt et al.
[122] derived from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models.

Metric Scope Element Result Value

Max Depth Service Customer Core 1
Customer Management

Backend

0

Customer Self-Service

Backend

1

Policy Management

Backend

1

Number of DELETE
Resources

Service Customer Core 0

Customer Management

Backend

0

Customer Self-Service

Backend

0

Policy Management

Backend

1

Number of POST
Resources

Service Customer Core 2

Customer Management

Backend

0

Customer Self-Service

Backend

4

Policy Management

Backend

0

Number of Read-Only
Resources

Service Customer Core 0

Customer Management

Backend

0

Customer Self-Service

Backend

0

Policy Management

Backend

1

Number of Resource
Links

Service Customer Core 1
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Table N.4: Values for all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Haupt et al.
[122] derived from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models (continued).

Customer Management

Backend

0

Customer Self-Service

Backend

3

Policy Management

Backend

4

Number of Resources Service Customer Core 2
Customer Management

Backend

2

Customer Self-Service

Backend

4

Policy Management

Backend

5

Number of Root
Resources

Service Customer Core 1

Customer Management

Backend

2

Customer Self-Service

Backend

1

Policy Management

Backend

2

N.5 Metrics Suite of Engel et al.

Table N.5 lists values for all metrics from the suite of Engel et al. [76] being computable
from LEMMA models (cf. Subsection 9.5.5). We derived the values by static analysis
of Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction models (cf. Subsections 9.4.3 and 9.5.1).

Table N.5: Values for all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Engel et al.
[76] derived from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models.

Metric Scope Element Result Value

Average Size of
Asynchronous Messages

Service Customer Core N/A
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Table N.5: Values for all LEMMA-computable metrics from the suite of Engel et al.
[76] derived from Lakeside Mutual’s reconstruction LEMMA models (continued).

Customer Management

Backend

320.50

Customer Self-Service

Backend

538.20

Policy Management

Backend

1,472.33

Number of
(A)Synchronous
Interfaces

Service Customer Core Asynchronous: 0
Synchronous: 3

Customer Management

Backend
A: 1
S: 3

Customer Self-Service

Backend
A: 3
S: 4

Policy Management

Backend
A: 1
S: 2
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